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ABOUT VONU LIFE 

"Vonu" (rhymes with SO-new) is a coined word meaning invulnerability 

to goercion -- coercion being physical attack by a volitional being 

against another volitional being or his non-coercively-acguired 

property. 1 distinguish "vonu" from fliberty" -- exemption from 

coercion. Liberty depends on other people; it exists only to the 

extent that those capable of coercion abstaln from it. 

qurcion! especially the institutionalized forms -- war and 

regimentation, is one of the major problems of menkind. FPractically 

all past efforts at solution have been directed toward LIBERTY -- 

trying to chenge the behavior of large numbers of OTHER people. 

There have been countless attempts to reform governments, take over 

governments, destroy governments, and manipulate "public opinion". 

You know the results. 
I believe that enduring peace and freedom can be realized only 

thru vonu -- by reducing yulnerability to coercion. Vonu will most 

likely come gradually, primarily through life-style changes by 

individuals ond small groups. But vonu is not necessarily only for 

a few. Vonu will expand as far as there are people willing to do. 

Purposes of VUNU LIFE include: encourage individuel achievement of 

vonu; make known useful technigues and sources; develop vonuism 

as a freedom philosophy without theory-practice dichotomies, to 

supplant the many futile utopian ideologies; meke contacts among 

vonuans leading to various forms of association end community. 

The last purpose is perhaps most important for us. If you are 

squatting for a while in Siskiyou region, we would enjoy meeting you. 

(If you are just passing thru, you will probably be gone before we 

¥now that you are here, because we are able to get mail only 

infrequently.) 

Readability: If you have trouble reading this small type, I 

Tecommend a hand lens or cheap reading glasses plus plenty of light. 

With skyrocketing postage rates there is a trend towerd smaller type 

among periodicals. With this photo-reduction we can put the 

equivalent of 32 typewriter pages on four sheets, which mail first- 

class for 8¢ (?). 

Advice in brief (to be elaborated in future issues): The way to be 

Serious about vonu and to be taken seriously is to do it. If you 

dream of a free city on the bottom of the Pacific, or somewhere, 

that's fine. But you are more likely to get there thru small steps 

of your own -- ven-nomadism, foot-nomadism, or whatever -- thaq by 

sitting in some apartment waiting for others to "get organi;ed'. 

(I wasted quite a few years doing the later.) Dissatisfaction with 

the Silly gociety plus ideologlcal eloquence, alone, won't get one 

anywhere. 
If and when there are any large vonu ventures, the people welcome 

will most likely be those with demonstrated initiative and self- 

reliance -- ability to structure their own time -- to accqmplish 

things on their ovn and to enjoy themselves in relative isolation. 

Tom of Preform for much advice and assistance 
Thanks to Roberta and 

and to all who have sent materials., KAYO 
on this first issue, 
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strong body, soft ego, love for country living. 

house with sauna and sound system, new 4-vineel 

sanctuary. check it out at 716 322-7538 or address: 

R.D.1 Box 103, Bliss, New York 14024. 

requirements include: high 1Q, 
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drive, peace and 
George Warren, 

Long Beach, Cal. 00 E. Tth. 
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on alvernate life-styles, nomadism, wilderness 1living, emigration, 

urban survival, tax avoidance, Swiss banking, underground STLOT&ge, 

Jiberation strategy, etC.; big discount on sets. 

day. 213-434-7590. Stop by when you are in the area. 
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REWARD of §2 cash or $4 credit for lead ing b i 
someone in Siskiyou region to receive ou;eigiiln?oifia;§r1£%ueru 
send out initial subscription copies and back issues et;‘ Pr°féT 
gomeone around Grants Pass or Medford. Nust be truséwort}' in 
sympathy, relatively stationary. Job pays cash, VOKU LIFn: 

HAVE A HOBBY? Whether you collect stamps, coins, book 
match book covers, or are interested inpafiything’frg$‘25t§g§;g;e§é 
zoclogy the NEW World Club Directory is for you. 112 pages, nearly 
2000 club names, addresses, descriptions in every state fn %he USA 
and 80 foreign countries. liost complete listing in the world. 
Only $3 p.p.d. Dept. P, Worldwide Culture Society, Box 129 
Beverly Hills, CA 90213. i ! 

CRYPTOSTRIFS provide a relatively simple yet difficult-to-break 
cipher. Privacy is realized by use of individuel, easily-remembered 
key phrases; a communication cannot be deciphered through kxnowledge 
of the Cryptostrip system alone. Messages of moderate length are " 
secure without change of key, and are easily disguised to avoid 
arousing suspicion. Spaces and punctuation marks are included to 
aid deciphering in the presence of transmission errors. And the 
sgfépL§?§mat makes for rapid ciphering. One set, $1; two sets, $1.50. 

¥ ‘E. 

A is A Directory lists 128 libertarian periodicals, describ v - 
thing from editors' names to advertising rates and’lncludese:ne 2 
evaluation of the format and content. The directory is 57 by 8% 

}nches, has 28 pages, and is typeset and printed on quality paper 

in an attractive format. It is available for §2 from Mega, VL1, 

9730 Hyne Road, Brighton, Mich. 48116. 

TIRED of libertarian publications that are strictly for the "in- 

group"? Vent a magazine you can loan to colleagues without having 

to explain its jargon? That looks and reads like a real megazine? 

Try REASON, the lowest-priced, highest quality libertariesn monthly. 

Only $6 for a full year's subscription. REASUN, Box 6151, Santa 

Barbara, CA 93105. 

THE OTHER EAATH NEWS tells you how: 

steading, natural foods, 
tipis, domes, free transportation, working at 

to regular employment, and much, much more. T 

It tells you how (6 times a year,$5) Box 38, Madison, Ohio 

the new life style, home- 
free land, solar heat, wind engines, 

home, alternatives 
HE WOTHEX EBARIH NEWS, 

44057 . 

INVICTUS is an open forum for objectivists and libertarisns. Articles 

on philosophy, psychology, self liberation. $4 for a minimum of 

231 pages. Sample, 25¢. Checks made to Students of Objectivism, 

CSLA, Los Angeles, CA 90032. 

GREEN EGG, an 
Sample, 50¢. 

GHEEN REVOLUTICN: monthly journal of the School of Living. Deals 

with decentralization, rural revival, natural living, land tenure 

questions, ecology, nonviolent community. Subscription §4 for one 

year. Rt. 1, Box 129, Freeland, Md. 21053. Sample copy on request. 

anarchists, communitarians. open forum for pagens, 
St. Louis, Mo. 63130. Church of A1l Worlds, POB 2953, 

The LIBERTARIAN CONNECTION is en open-forum laissez-faire magazine 

for libertarians. All subscribers have the privilege of contributing 

meterial, which will not be edited. LC is kmown for its creative 

ideas on practical actions and theoretical considerations in the 

expansion of both individual and larger-sceale freedom. For a free 

sample write: Lisa Dawn, Box 90913-VL, Los Angeles, CA 90009 . 

VONU LIFE "automatically" publishes ads for exchange 

publications more expensive than us (2 for semi-annual delivery). 

lext issue we will advertise some we missed this time.) 

  

Situations -~ Searches 
As part of our life-style experimentation, we will 

uring the next year gecluded in a remote wilderness area. To Readers: 
1ive 

El Rayo, 
and long-time agsociates, 
LIFE during this period. 

"}ay the long-time sun shine upon you, all love surround you, 

and the pure light within you guide your path on." 

ROBERTA and TOi, Preform 

Dr. Gatherer and Mike Freeman, themselves van-nomads 

have kindly consented to manage VOonu 

2 

I don't plan to "pass through" Siskiyou. I'm gonna live 

summer and winter and in between. I'm following your 

gion. Also I checked temperatures out there 

Tooks like mild winters. 
before I get into it. I've 

I'm not rich enough for 
during the w 

I'm getting out o 
decided the old van and I ¢ r 

it, and owning vehicles is too muc iking. So I'm 

going to become pedestrian (and bioycle) nomadic. I plan to roll 

into your area about first of June. I head to N. J. in another 

week or so for a brief visit, then start pedalling west (Schwinn 

ay 7. Don't know how long it will take. On a 

or rain), on flat land, when I'm well rested, 

Tn windy mountain areas ...? 
to do it, is in 

familiar: enough 
good ones 

écud 

self.see 
myl can now grok those comments in Preforms 9 and 12 h 

weight, small and collapsible equipment. A 50-pound backpack 

the ideal nomad's home. The human body is the perfect ATV: re_qumres 

1ittle maintenance, can get into places NO motorized ATV can get. 

about light-  



    

    

    

     
    
     

   
    

       

   

     

Squat-spots oan be in far-out places (between 4 big trees...). Ive qu{ a )l—Vl‘C/fi a./étwf |42 . now~ and have 
And P d travel, a blcycle brings great benefit e h ol cver 
expengz ggamaintena;lgel(or hiasslea wlté‘x‘the Sggte o:e?tliézglszs, M Al WT L-t %Lsé < 2 4 I‘t/S i 1 ole equ: . . zsgisggt;:nbgggp:g' ouipment), and adds plenty of cargo capacity 1950 Fod van, wi WA 1956 Thindnbird 292 cu,in @y{he, 
ot having ;’;*‘%ii;o‘ééli@hi’;fi’ir my plans to establish a thriving het wed 1o b o ‘Mother's Cookies” very vam, “9ts 

parallel busine s . get another vehicle, I'11 =/ ~ v . . 
g0 into it jointly with other business partners and it will be strictly ;20'/&1' / qfi”’w{‘ 7 M{J&/ m’j o ? W ‘Wfl‘/’ Zmefl_flm; 
for hauling, not live-in, Initially I'll have to f£ind some way to Jo e h P ] atf: j 
bring in money mall-ordering, I guess, even though I detest the Its ,1ogy- a o The PI g}/m 4 adc g 
vulnerability of sending things via the postal system.... The (1’}\5 ore , Yot sent out Last w’fi, ajfl"‘% The 

At present the fruits of teohnology you advertise in those ads for g‘{ ;5 % e a 
Proform are supplied by THAT SOCIETY, by the Coerced Ecomomy. I want f’flf" a4 4 f’z‘;‘ . ‘Also e s (et 
to get into making that no longer so. But I anticipate many more The M K Dond [04(, (22%3 
problems in creating a Parallel Economy via pedestrian nomadism/ on To Save Q.)/M inute. 
troglodysm than by motorized nomadism. I'll be.glad when I ocan 2 ! 
assess the possibilities on-site, And I'll be interested in what (% Wiz e h That 
you may have %o say. )/Mu;, broid jo in it. wag pud= 

Well, here's to meeting you at the terminus of this long, strange \) . 
voyglge)thagsctahgfidXS Itgalr): see me now, a lone figure (tall in the o The My pWNer, 
saddle) agains e Sow akota sunset, miles from any villages : i %,.‘ e 
peddling toward the west, never looking,back (except to see if the g T’\& Mi*f'l'\\ ‘fl/uYI/ J wt hflArC o8 & 5lwwer' M / 

o S carrier is still attached to the back wheel) ... ah, the anticipated 
joys of cross-country cyclingl Far-Out. Life wishes, NAME WITHHELD. 

Ol 

/@()yw? m fkg w 5 
Reply: I look formard to mesting you and, hopefully, %o many mitually S for Sve mostly st ed in Berkoly, wacff'y%@ B ¥ic = = = . . . . ene: nteractions of our proto-micro-parallel-economies. ¥e fi’m% +> "9'7&:2%?’ /MM 1970 .LIMMM FA@V@Z— Au{ /5/14 

o UsSee M/LJ 

will be gone "into the woods" from early June through early July. 
If we don't meet before we go, please stay around. RAYO WLW ; To’ry\_/ M h Don S, Thet i i 2 : 

T, a5 )’M kmeT)/m 2 and ¢ Vli, inabe i, and  since e 
= hever you, Roberfa, B cowldut have knovon thal 4 

were Thew, M[‘L 
Jd a 35 week 3700 mi ; Wb dilg S it el e 

al 
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RALEIGH and ELIZABETH, Kans@s 
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ot This very-interesting letter 
was typed with a worn ribbon. 
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bggr Bkfi},(;f— ) om - In - FXFEDO?}/‘ Hit ; ?giiéi;? Coah., 
Hrws va;// 4@79[& hy %“‘ 5/ 15.111.71 

/g 
Wt % [ l 

h,éow/m [,{'/,(71‘ & . myL 7%(;,5 / Kw{a}é‘ S = In response TO your query about our life style, we - Eva & 

4 are freemen (sic), end our life style might be called S 
et WE W (A ;,_J’ +gof /;/v»:y/ . Through The Gracks. el 

( ™ S 1, ¢y We keep moving most of the time, in a VW ¢ 
i A \?‘ Y X / “’A} Ll 2. // in a tgailar park or the like, ':ra. are caref 
h e wmpS e 2 7?#)5 casual acquaintances and we try very hard to avoid g 

71/3 )W)”7{ 4 up in the affairs of ot S. 
5 . / It is difficult to remain completely uninvolved 

month we found ourselves up to here in a (succ 
spring two people busted in Puerto Escondido on a 
had been informed on, we were bilingual, there ¥ 
to do. 
We try to remain as inconspicuous as possible; 
we could be seen wearing duck-billed fisherwan 
lapel buttons and with the usual American flag 
on the car. 
I suppose. 

VWle range m y south of the U.S.-lkexico border, 

ekt as Pan time to time. A grateful n 
compensation f abllity incurred in time o 

I live on tha buy our clothes from Goodw. 

the U.8., we ay near the sea - fish 
sun rise throu loar air and trot naked al 

" empty beaches. ion or no, the sight o 
light blue smoke rising straight from a palc 
middle distance is a fine one. 

i the world, in Canada & France & Guatemal 
//F’b We listen: the surf, a burro, a bird, wi 

Z We read, we talk to each other, we keep contact 

J;é‘"/' We believe in our own integrity, two among mor hrrea : 7 
}QJ / us, in " Democracy, which is a charming form of g 

P »E "’fl”/ of variety and disorder, and dispensing a sort of 
a‘)’ /f/a“/- NS equals and unequals alike" quite a bit of the tim 

/ s £ possibility that today may be our last - but probably v 

Lt N 2 Anyway, thanks for asking, Roberta & Tom, 
2 . N\ =27 et / A/M-vé' / 

= ! 
S ~§ S W;» 7o He 1) M/',{/é) ro;rb ét? 

e d 1ifone. Fonls (I o wille s ) 
::1/‘5 5&;«7#//_57[/«3/74 VZ(_ 7, / /;yf h/fl?f%f¢ Afl j /;:, 2 J/Lfé/z’ i\lnoat bourght a van the other day but the rust 

turred out to be too much (a problem in this 
L2 22 %‘/m /If /’1{)&) M*'é, /*Pf £ 7//‘)"/&40&”[4*!, ‘4//’7 /407/; dfl?lflf f%fié" aroa) so wo aro si ckingwith our travelall. 

%v[/a/ S&'A)/)é’f o Z‘Z G, ”/4/21/}:/, Have you over ériven on Newfoundland? The Vast * S 

  

coast has very impressive scemery (like the » 
/7 : ord Yrtslfand.” /?7'-»' //m}cf 3 foartr st last glacier missed it, or scmething) whereas 

Wifes i A—fl“i <g 7 Al < 2 < the East is barrom. I have not seon the North 
S ATNT, sink with zis-pressare. ok wotte. Woe 5 e pump. O condl 4 f?:é but was told of fjords. The people do mot think 

4 . 4 of thomselves as canadian (they dom't play the 
Ay ll'/fi—vy“’(- oM colobin i ,lu,’]zr,/. 2 Boteries, YIMfi » Pl Frods Canadian anthex, playing their ownleft over from 

: // . / = bzrwé 3 S / their poriod of indepondence) and the people 

VM"Q‘f /2&\‘/ NOvpe.. 1(/”""’;/ s //pME,, - 1/” ) in Mh /‘//.71‘3, ////‘r.wf, ##%”  inthe West don't think much of the provincial 
% overnmont either. Met numerous people who 

64"914' 49;5 /r(7‘/é/w}/4>\1 f%/‘” fl.’_ A/‘W #’/I W’V" gera thore to escapo--whother the U.S. or 
%,/ KoeR Canada--from "too many people.'" Im additionm, 
v g:?que (oL of course, there are the Fronch Islards 

2 of St, Pierro and Micholon(s?) off the South 
Coast., You might be interested in a book o 

To Roge Your nomad ways and equipment sound like they are very titled: This Rockn:fl thin the Sea: A heritags lost. 

ml_g\Ttoge‘cher. People who ggt ghere faster (if thez do) Will write mora Ifyoutre-Interssted;nbutithe 
start out with factory-equipped rigs. But, befors that, they spent wind is making thlsddifficult. 
long years earning the bread. So who are the turtles? 

Please do illustrations in black. I don't think green or blue will doug 
photo-reproduce. RAYO 
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Presently I'm a grad in applied physics here at Cornell 

I have just one item which may be of geuec.at interest, ana Univ, Just came last Sept after having spent k years at 
Iowa State Univ. as an uni rad. Originally I intended to get 

that is ay @obile home. It is a VW bug (sedan), 1962, which a Ph.D. here, but there' y any time left for that, with 
the people of this country abandoning reason. Unfortunately, 

sleeps two. Like Mr. "Urbman", I sleep on city streets, velow I'm kind of locked 1n here, so I expect to leave nex 
iy with just an M.S. 

eye-level of passers-iy. The removal of the rear seat and I have enjoyed very much the issues of Preform which 
Q you have sent; how r, at present things are not quite so 

a folding platform, plus oodles and oodles of compartaent hopeless as to lead me to the life of a trog. Close, but not 
. quite there yet. But I fear that that day is coming, and so 

space 1n door panels, trunx lids, ceiling wires, etc, etc, I have recently begun to invest in camping equipment. By 
% next spring I should have the necessary resources to do most 

give me more than enough room. (The entire left fromt door anything I want: either get out or stay in. 
I have kept en eye on the Atlantis people in Saugerties. 

venel is a huge litver Y% box, with entrance thru the rap I expect to pay them a visit in a couple weeks. 5 
i f all goes well, my roommate and I will do some exploring 

pocket.) I call it AIKIDO, the dyna dc sphere. in Montana, Idaho, Utah, ¥yoming, and Colorado (time peraiting) 
at the end of the coming summer. From what I've read, that 

Alas, my Ane tie to society which I can never bregk is part of the country seems ideal (relatively) for survival as 
a trog; I haven't been able to understand why ax almost all 

my weakness for gourmet dini..g; you migut sa, I have traded your correspondants live primarily on the West coast. 
I have not done any camping here, but there are at 

in a hot bath every night, in exchange for oysters rockeffeller. least several state parks in the area. Yot the best place to 
5 stay, perhaps, but I know of no other places at present. 

I shall resume my flabergastion, now, as I continue reading e wiil be at the present address through this summer. 
Anyone (lovers-of-freedom only) who needs a roof over their 

your newsletters. (The ho:e under the island of{ Chile, WJil!) head for a night or two will probably be welcome here. 

Aikido Al. hesr Chicago 
  = 1005 Hector, Ithaca, NY 14850 Dennis Edwall 

ny7l VI1 3 2 
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REHT ABoUT Mow, you MRY BE LONIER S sepg T WHERE Ca/1 pos 4 o a5 Ao ST e s N THE HEwL Gie TS Has o 0o wivw 2iEmmTive. Veee, 4 PRI TE Bomrp e HISH Schooe , fite CET A whow e 
Bovy #, 2/8ERA T rom #o. & VS S e N House o OCURSELUES , of 1r Jo,dfl.akafl"q/f/ Sosi Has 

awrEsRERaE THINGS (5085 Fripameris concerms, pouss, ETC.) FOR SOME TINE, Bur Twe KHeap AT BESs 
. 

: HERE BT ZMeB serrps 020 s 
Dorte RS WELL ,ABouT A toT pF THINGS, Somes mrenng, . 

L WIRK NG MORE opn THE 

PEEN UP THEne rop THRES WEERS por —Tny 70y, 
vEAPS 71Ep “HP, Guip SOoME EXTERNAL., WHAT rociows ARE SoMe 0F sy= 

THNGS TUws LEARVED, CRGOT SETTLED v My HeDo, 
T THE PAST YEAR. 
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THER THOUSHTS on PR Wwncy ARE frso VE/?)/ PERTM AR T— 

PEOPLE W A4 con, /7 42‘; P MMUNA L SETTING WVEEDL PRIV 6/ THE 

Do WNEED A PlAce T T 4 # 2 £ 4 A 7 so 0 BE oneE 7 /'A/'7 /y A s, S 

MOTIZERBLE IV R /M8RR/ 7 /i BRRIA £ CE,WHERE THEARE /5 onry ovE 
2THE 7 HER PERSON 10/ AN AREA Awp vye ; ol )/m,,,‘; Al WE LAW OF AUVERAFES (S 

X — )@ BOTH oF /0&( ARE 2/ o e o M g OT ALe/qys 

= HE SAME PLRACE AT THE SAMAE Tils — 

BT WhHeEN /oc/'z/é GOT A HALF A DOZEN OR MORE 

PEOALE I & ‘//z/ A HOUSE, AND MO MATTER WHERE YoU &C 

THERE 15 A PERSON RBROUAD THAT /p« HAVE TO RELATE 

70 . Y . 
/}/Ocl Wits {/ER)/ 5//0,47‘4}/ BE CLiMB/NG THE wras, 

A)EALL}/ RELATIVG TO PEOPLE IS HARD WORK—— i7 CANNOT 

BE DOpE CONSISTANTLY ,0R IT Wie WERR A PERSON 

ponn/ . 

Wipe Tt on THE TOPIE OF cormures, To LIKE T 

POIIT OUT THAT A IWOVDHAL I A COrMUns (5 MOT 

FREE « COMMUNES RRE VOT THE 5944)/ 7O TO7TRL FREELO,M. 

You ARE onzy BS FREE As YouR SOALS Sm0 THE FROUS 

GOALS MaTH . FVEN THEN ;Yoo ARE SUBTEZTING YouR 

EVERY AcTion/ TO THE PROUBL OF THE SROUP - THIS, 

OF COURSE, BAWGS UP THE DEFIITION oF TUST WAAT 

BEmG "FREE" [S, ToTRe FREEDOM, IS PROBAELY QTR 

T T wasw'7, Ty w0l 5URE T PIONY FE0PLE WPt D 

WANT 1T AN YR o Now, THIS 15 BEMWS FREE OF O7THER 

PEOPLE ) FREE ©F CARING FOR THEM , FAEE OF FEEL/VSG 

RE SPO/SIBLE FOR THEM, ETC, ,ETC, 10T FREEDOM FROM 

PIATERIAL POSSE SSI00/S o« TF you Have Avy SoRT O 

RE LATIoN SHIP WIiTH 41// OTHER PERSON AT 2L, /o 

ARE woT FREE, ToTAL FREESLOM 1S cuUTTIN 

YourSELE OFF FRoM Evesy oTHER PepSoy IV THE 

WoRLp, T wvow L oow'T wANT 17— 1F L #A0 7O 

20 1T, L] MoOT SURE I cowep TAKE = 7. L 

LOVE rovine- TOO MUSH, 

A suse ms7ion 7o AL (RYS SassES 005 S 

WOOLBURN I STOVES S 

L/nRp BoTH SELl NELW WOCALBURMN G STOVESHHEATERS . 

FoR 1 Sar7psee Aooe vad T PPE: L BosH T A COMMERIAL 

MOBILE Hopre vARIETY RO A MOBILE CAMPER SafPLy PLACE, 

Tx #as S5"pirs, SuRROMOSD by AsoESTOS pacumc- 11 AVOTHES 

SLIGHTLY LARGER FIPE, A0 B BIR SPRCE ARoAND THAT, 

FLL WITH AN (HTEGCRAL SQUARE MOAY e AATE. L 

IOUy TED T wiTH BATYL RUBLER RN A A SEAEEE 

AND HAVE HAD MO LEAK PROBLEAS 

; Kicur J//,/ 7o /64/&5/};/_5 Soys oF WIADISAT . THERE 

1S TUST NOTH/G LIKE (Te 

Rishr ore! 70 THE GENERAL PARALOIE LI G OISR TED 

FREQUENTLY AKONG [foUR FAGES (00T LRy oARSELE oEn 

TO H STRANGER. Ko I ) SR oFF youR 

FUCKING NUT LIVWG LIKE THAT [/ You S«RE A HELL 

AT LIVE FREELY “IAE THAT— iTis A5 8RO AS B¢ eIy 

DWELLERS BARRICA LIV THEMSELUES JHTO THEIR ALAR THERTS 

(oAcEs D) AT WIEHT BARS On WRDou S, BOLTSHAOERS SN 

whew,! BETTER T2 LIVE A RFE OME AN 

A GO THRAEH LYfE PARALLL: 

fr1EGAL Llpne Aryw Ay, THAT 

7 SoMETIHES You soUnD 

DEORS + < 4 
FREELY TALK ABIHUT 

Muots 2o/Me SUEH BLATENTZ, 4 

WO REGUIRE <ty PRARLOR 

LIKE 4 LITTLE BOY'S PREAMS OF 0 EATHRE, WHAT W TH 
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LIKE THE FRI Ano THER CAMES, 

Proce +Lovs 

Brir 
To Bill: Thanks for t 
Searohing thoup;ts. r the report on where/how you are and the many 

Relationships with othe 4 
2 i Wit 1ers are not ey 

defin 7t = t contrar b6 1 o my 

marrl;tion) SONonERS EHEflee VOluntér'. joéocgiizdom'(bj 4 
thinaszélgr cofifune, one B BT sejinta free= 

£ n T g al" -~ some unwant 

builéing a ge: igctni yes i 3 holds even for vulg‘ S 

t 1 instead of a cabin -- hunti 1 s tivities -- 

instead of another. iting along one mountain 

Who's paranoid? 

  

There are peopl BT 2 > _people out there tryin ¥ 

it L5 e et R L il 
cu{f:}lment of 1ucerrelation§. of czu;gguéanh o go;trcfifomg 
er: 1;ve Yalues }f_this matter -- esch must ch 5 362; s Egn 
unwanted along with the wanted. I recognize you;'éhoicefu fii%é 

  

Friends: We've really enjoyed a i - 

actual manifest key lf hgng?ge:iétrficg}ve? 135?95 OBE e 
R e B . e y hat's come elong in, well, 

beete QFOT Eive u;;cL dgre on the road. That's been about two 

ars. ars o coming h N v adinrat iy & 

;g?ug%cgily and/or as di ced frOZLEStg?gg ggé%oéiyigaig?;hd txcn 
actical -- rarely 1 & e : ce W s 

D ative naia frOmJtLe %tigoggyoglgi?tfgi 1D§ger then a few months. 

around New England. But also back and ? e 
andligoints neats 8 d forth to Canada, 8. America 

lMet Lorraine in Vermont whe v i 

sifi mintgs to get some § togéiie¥? 1%21?1323;682?2281 %ziifi@nii £55 

old plumber's truck for $275. Built on a cam 5 and e 

After 9 months ended up in Idal reall peT sndgerookiofls 

W e Dresnant,'thouggthié e éEafSflu‘iefi‘EsE»f"”““ 
sta zed, Had no § but found thi mi ilage withima 

good people and managed to rent ahiimgld-m;gig%dv;i#:§e'dgtn e 

house, huge and empty, like a dormatory -- "on cred{f“suntgfrglns 51 

find a way to bring in some income, which was not to be for qye SOL g 

two months. Thanks to a 1ot of wild foods and lot of ér'o} <go¥. 

in in Calif. we made it cuite well. Having a kid didr‘tj ;90 o 

Evirybgd{thelped -- gave us diapers, etc. > clisnee Uich. 

ke here so much =-- country ) -- tai 

;ufi ofiflig‘nt &exczpt long w‘ntersj-gowgegfigifg—knowmgfigg?lff 
;;n:egtner 

ouse in our little town e avails Wi k i 1 -ct , NATCH 

SoLended our nomadism for 'hile? Lable We ¥ook: £ (sperscheanl st 

iving out here -- 12 miles from tow IET ss e 

really dug it. Found that by workjngagfisgua 1it§§ehie“é§§1a gefor 

a few months at a time without working and could just dig on ghe 

countryside, etc. Since we were really into good food we got into 

ordering food for people and friends and neighbors. Here -- you can 

see it coming -~ we really blew it. A friend (we didn't know him 

then) got out of jail had a lot of bread -- wanted to do something 

with -- tnought a Health Food Store would be good for area. He didn't 

know we were really into it. We volunteered. He put up $ We got 

;nto it -- but just to start it off you know. That was a &ear ago 

We got it together and think that by end of this summer it'll take' 

care of itself and we can drop out -- and let things happen from there. 

What we should have done (and are also beginning now to do) with 

those same friends and neighbors, was startba direct charge 

co-operative. This wiorks: get items needed at wholesale (food 

gas, clothes, whatever), sell to members at wholesale (plus shippin 

and/or transportation charges, if any), and,if there are any otfigr 8 

expenses, these are levied (per month,‘week’ whatever) ev;nly er 

member. Thus enabling all to get things neéessary for livlng.mgch 

more economically and with as little hassle (with capitalist 

retailers) as is possible. Sun Valley is a super tourist area. 

%ggafi mgichanzf ta%i great advantage of that -- at the expense of 

ocal populacel 

_Anxway, soon we'll be able to live in the mountains around here 

(We'd like to go for as long as possible.) Friends have 

laid a horse on us and we have a goat. (Goats make fantastic 

pack aglmnls in mountains -- can go anywhere =-- will carry Kyler and 

givg milk! Will also breed with mountain goats -= might be a real 

800 
We 

have to ski in. % 

(some abandoned, 

only by skiing in. However, 

privacy and easiest mode of transport. 

move back into mountains. Usual 

late June or July thru Sept, Oct. 

but last year was okay. Entirely po 

mountains away from anybody. 

veeks and months doing so 

Mountains are pretty rugge 

mill cemper/tourist is pretty rare. 

helicopter-dropped camp —= you can't win them all.) 

So, if we stay here, and we'd 1ike to be here for a year 1living 

free of all society's encumbrances -- giye up our house, etc. 

we'!ll probably ething like that. In summer the fishing is 

We're p: 
ur own packigg s?;?’letci - 

-~ and are hoping/planning 

(Cave Junction) 

t's it like? Peace, 

miles from here in two sheep camps -- 

Also many people live in 

ailers, etc., which are accessible 
so does your 

but somehow vie 
RAAINE & K 

for the info on your area == which trades for a 

Tenewal next time. S¥ Oregon has rather mild winters with much 

Tain/snow -- Snow doesn't last long except at higher elevations. 

There are creeks running the year around in even the smaller valleys. 

Great variety in topography and vegetation. Coast Nountains quite 

different from Siskiyous which are different from voloanic Cascades. 

Woods range from relatively open park-like forests of the southern 

Cascades, to dense coastal forests, to trees plus heavy underbrush, 

to brush alone on some southern slopes. Summers ars hot except 

along the coast. I haven't been east of the Cascades much. RAYO 

et R et 

Reply: Much thanks  



  

Lo VULU L1rB: I am not 
tlie suburbs of Detroit. 
thi‘n I'm leaving. 

Rang:,; i;l ”thsnr;:gicoeslsh?r buying and redoing a van. I may be a 
s 5 g | ario this summer., It's a good job -- v 

v gnc;n{egiomoixrlyong in the mlddleaof %nc wgogs LnéléZtég ?1[98 
T GIt'G up lgto Algonouin Park every summer since I was. 
oo yéu Ww‘s f;(’(‘.lly beautiful up there. It's all lakes and 
S (oo 1n(.u ‘o get away from the tourists just take a long 

aboutjtwo or %hfig Pny}pfent and canoe over land to next léke) G 
S e arsumé_eu. Once you carry into those lakes you are 

Lo Tui the b nd -- and you can just dig it for a while. 
R Auruscugs S{ersort of bad if you don't camp on an island 
Lt il 'ocqmpigs %f;myg al%fh g{ you are cool about it you can’ga 

a i . na’ T al ¥ ca? ;nrry i baci.wnat I do.) Only teke what you 

ave my own canoe but those who don't T ¥ i o 1 v 1 can rent t g 
around the park. (Best kind is %OOD!).... DEI beS negimD:é?QEt 

at you call a nomad or tro 1 o omad g. 1 live out in 
In 10 weexs I will finish High School and 

  

To VONU LIFE: I haven't d y 
c a one much in the way E Tn 

year. een too busy working out p?:r;g?ogfrexp}gfailig gnis 

concept growing beef and produce. The pro is Atesrated farm 
controlled environment Can turfl out90520duif115 rfil§9d in a fully 

in w - _crops all year long -- eve 
n winter. Light, temperature, humidit air circulftlob on 

content 1 v ¥ ation Co. 
and plant nutrient are all controlled with a ed 2 

glectronic syste No HriSectioidsh . bue DDTll h automated 

"pollution” is o rzen. y bugs, , etc. used; 

The concept ha % as 3 . : 

be Pasil; h¥dfi:;5bggf9:1n‘§{fiU1nb aspects. A lot of production can 

e Rl P ey S oe ;t“ally no one would believe actual amount 
Sherelit ‘S‘uns;enyapg stt e fuct that some production is indoors 

enables m;rginai ia;d tgotggfingnoisflfaglls P e R 
e ~ 5 L rollta e 

I have finally been severed I‘r‘r i £ 
a " ; =5 d from job via layoff at Boeing after 1 

Yfi:fi Was Pl{snnlng on oultin g this July and find I got gn early d 

S _Refused to work on SSI two years ago -- said it was i 
parasitiocal -- and my ratings went down ever since. Found it got 
mor? impossible to wo;k in such a sick business with each passing 
an:h. Got"to the point where I refused to turn out a job with 

fi?;§21§r§?rf;c :s;ghli zsa_gi;;hon;gttand told the boss to do it 
8! he do it. That put me on the "undesirable" 

1ist. Glad to see SST go kaput. 
I the economic crunch coming thre 

e i 3 C g e years ago and have saved a 

bundle since then. So, I'm in a good position finencially to pursue 
a lot of new ideas and see how they work out A 1 : a v ey wWork . Actually feel a lot 

bett er and freer, even without all the money £ ery week 
= 1 1e m Y coming in every weex. 

Found I don't really need it as much as I had thought 3 
a 5&1}1 gave ? lot gf iqvestlgabion and preparation rk to do 
prZJ:g Cc qu ?]onk\ng 10?.n small Fprm sometime this summer. 

liber%flr‘o work out some kind of exchange asgreement with nomad 
arians, when I get operation going, but it will take at 

a year to get started and set up. 

I plan on buying a place with some woods and near foothills or 
mountains so I can have access to "free" lend and materiels and a 
m;mxmum of nosy neighbors to contend with. 

Would like to iet up hidden camp spots in trees for free people 

i for short periods. would be nominal, or exchange 

of labor. to eventually be able to design a small encironmental 

hut in which a family can gr all its fresh produce on a year 

around basis. would sell buildings, d technology needed 

to operate them. Could use some help on 3 s == I only have a 

civil (structural) background. All the produce is picked ripe and 

has a long shelf life, even lettuce and tomatoes last up to 30 days 

in frigerator. 
Concluded tnere is no such thing as AbSOLULE 

on a desert island, or in a mountain retreat, 

to discovery. Admittedly, the risk isS small, but it's still there. 

Psychological invulnerability is a different matter entirely. liost 
Y 

of the bureaucratic harrassment is pure pluff. I'd estimate 80k. 

It's that other 203 that causes all the trouble. Tnere are ways to 

get around virtually all the bullshit laws. The best way to put 

livertarian theories into action is to work out advenced concepts 

of 1living that are very profitable -- financially, materially and 
ng F 2 e 

psychologically. I've found in my studies that if you are at least 

a generation ahead of the rest of great mass of the public many 5 

things out in the "open" are "hidden" because no one knows what they 

are or what you're doing. 
Now that I'm out of the 

want to. ¥ould be glad to see you 1 . 

when. I've all kinds of maps on Wash., B.C., end Alaska and can 

show you a lot of good spots to stay for extended periods. Some 

would only be visited by two or three partiesda year == mostlyn o 

mountaineer types. Fretty spots: alpine meadows, avesome scenery, 

lots of huckleberries, some fishing and hunting (deer), etc. 

Some places are hard to get to and reogire a lot Qf physiczl output, 

Yut nothing that a woman can't handle if enough time is available. 

Tive been to most of areas you've mentioned in print plus many 

more besides. Hope to get out myself next two yeers and go back to 

a lot of the better places. I ¥now of one good area in Montana 
) P 7 

where a whole summer can be spent wandering around among several 

hundred lakes -- most with fish -- and one would bpe lucky to see 

one party every other week. It's all above 8000! and marvelous 

alpine meadows, put very few Know about it. Ip fact, just a few 

miles away hundreds roar by in their cars to ‘the 1003} tourist traps 

and never get a glimpse of what's on top. Best time is July or 

August. Finally free, ROBERT near Seattle. 

RS S e 

I know of several people with 

similer plans for Something in this region. If you nre.not respricted 

to Seattle you might send a few letters for forward. There might 

be possibilities for mutuelly—ndvantageogs_associntlon. 
: 

I don't think psychological invulnerability can be achieved in 

presence of physical vulnerability. I tried this for several 

years -- found it didn't work for me. Same things can be out in the 

open but I believe one needs a secure home base(s) of some xind. 

Chosing a vocation incomprehensible to the average person is a good 

idea but there are always mundane things for a bludg to pick at. 

(Why aren't your kids in school? Where is your permit to breathe?). 

Please switch to black ink. RAYO 

as’ 

only 

but 
Would 

least 

invulnerability. Even 
one is always subject 

wage rat race my time is free to do what I 

for a visit. Just drop & note 

Reply: Regarding your land venture, 
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1571 
On the H 
march 21, 

n. 
our 

"here I am, 

w of the Army is a 
I didn't like the Army. 

is one of the main 
and in my head. A 
view of America -- 

you soon. ‘eace, 
1 Cedar Rapids, la 52402. 
  

Dear Bruce lost: Thank you for your letter. 
oubt that verbal-only communication, especially 

is much help for people looking for new, relevant ways 
like football gemes on TV, it's more apt to substitute 
to encourage doing. 

Publicity in Sept. 70 ESQUIRE magazine (vwhich we did not instigate 

nor encourage) brought us few worthwhile contacts. And it may 

have rattled a few cages which were just as well left unrattled. 

But, most important, we do not yet have much informastion worth 

spreading to "outsiders" -- our life-ways are not yet sufficiently 

developed, We would be like dimly-seeing trying to lead the blind. 

The blind may be better off groping along on thelr own. 
What 1s most needed right now is not more publicity but more doing == 

especially by full-time pioneers trying various spproaches to 

invulnerability -- just as you are doing with van living. 
Why not further develop your orm nomadic life-style? Then you can 

write a book from first-hand experience, if you still want to. 

For vonu, RAYO 

mass-media stuff, 
of living; 
for doing than 

  

To VONU LIFE: Am planning an experimental trip accross the country 
remaig:ng as self-sufficient as possible and camping along the way. 

If it works out, I may consider adopting my life-style to nomadic 

ways. Need as much info as you can spare. Our mode of transportabtion 

g}ll be a VW bus with tents (there will be three adults plus one child 

e 
I would especially 

and how they cope with compulsory education lavs -- 

children adjust to the experience. BELLE, Vermont 

like to find out about people who have children 
also how the 

  

Re As for coping with the institutionalized child molesters, one 

vay is: out of sight, out of mind. It's easier, I think, if several 

families are doing it together (within a few miles proximity) -- 

educational division of labor, play-mates, "social reinforcement". 

See the following letter, also "Inter" this issue. We hope to hear 

more from people with children -- especially with older children who 

have been vonu since the children were very young. 

  

rore on how well children of nom and 
You asked if I learned any tle of value. other opt-outs do. The ans 
nade two observations along that lime. First, I notice 

great majority of people who give situations in your publication 

and others cuch as the Whole Earth Catalog, and The Green Revolution 

are eithor sinple, childless couples, or parents of one or two 

pre-school children. Second, we had an interes ing experience 

while on vacation with our trailer in the lorthwes in 1969. It 

Va5 the ond of the summer and we stayed in several State Parks in 

Oregon. The week after Labor Day was the first week of school for 

Oregonians, but the L. A. City Schools were not due to open until 

the following week. During that first Oregon schoolweek several 

ndult campers asked my wifo and our children why they ware rot in 

school. e pointed out that 

er is, very 

school had not yet started in our home 

toum_ im California and the matter ended. It's difficult to form 

comelusions on such limited and flimsy observations, but these two 

begin to suggest themselves: 
cehool-age children of nomads would most likely have to 

be hidden from conventional society. 
The main danger to nomads is from that segment of the 

general population which likes to investigate and 

quietly report to the authorities !suspicious! or 

unusual behavior. HE WANDEXBS) TosiAngeles 

a. 

b 

   



t facet of our people 
have travelleq Li;"i“cx‘)pt 
18 and developirg a ne een used by Ding a ne 

oy Y us in our 
t},]nmglt‘orcyclas, feet 

e trucks, TnSZ:l:,ir‘T enviro 
o e {nging not only gur ioreS enable us to our ..er}.: School buses are being J‘_Durr_fdflllyy and friends, tut also 

Ongfsanflflfl as moving stores, work U;gdstntozgnout the United States 
c_onc-opt of self-made D ‘p , music PEJ&VGHS gmu‘ churches. 

our. culture. As with all e s €5 1s a new and exciting part of 
keep all communication cm‘,\s‘,r{ growth, I think it important that 

experiences to as many oth‘-r( -n.;ii_’o;aen, and spread our lesrnings and 
as much information as I ;l;ln Pffig € Lr..“. possible, In hopes of making 

a book on school buses, It -"’I{ S EeEnty b Eh e B assemble a working "nviron;wgi i be a guldebook on how to build and 
order to do this I will b \;r;veg_‘f;us .:J.scnool bus or truck. In 
Summer, meeting, interviewine wex ing around America this coming 
e Gan: g a rhotographing as many bus people 

I am lerg N oot th-dée]::u{, iogizgnfid with the lff)llO'-‘lil_lG subjects, although I 
> ore people who've done bus trips these areas 

o% Bnd many new ones will be added. ¥ 

remx'vreé“%“li Bt oled s WEatiess tiaed for proper licensing of self-made mobile homes? 
Hov L'tovf\né' l.-: H:m various cities relating to living in buses? 

IT -- The ?ni;;‘ to park buses in cities to avoid constant tickets? 
i dd 1;11:101‘. of necessary eouipment: efficient propane 
5y ;. sound water system; various methods of heating and cooking; 

where to obtain the necessary eouipment and tools. . 
III -- Designi and building furniture: bed set-ups; work 

and tool space; itchen equipment, eating and cooking ereas; 
; areas for children; other interesting furniture. 
interesting bus steries: the joys and hazards of bus life; 

ected in dealing with police and other people unfamiliar 
e-styles. 

- iting you in hopes that you will respond with ideas and 
criticisms., Any help you could give would be greatly appreoiated. 
HOW1E rUwAN, c/o P. Snow, 3990 liarguirite St., Vancouver 9, B.C. 

ifiurfllgor te culture er is co ’ e to tra 
modes of transportation hav 

Lheae e Bitch-hiking, freight hoppiry. fnss : e i hopping 
: One of the most slrikinglgfi ) school buses and lar; g 

in large numbers, b 

Wihat eouipment is 

benches 
play 

  

To VOWU LIFE: Presently in the Army, discharge coming in 4 months, 
then 1T'11l be back to college. Though I've learned more in the past 
five years since leaving college, want tO g0 on to medical school and 
to general practice. Feel that there is a need both w ithin and with- 
out present structures for more who can practice medicine for reasons 

not primarily dollar motivated. 
At present, my idea of a good practice would 

small -- 20,000 or less community -- this time and financial return 

being utilized to build a practice, and to pay off tuition, 
instruments, rent, and similar debts. Three maybe four days would be 
spent travel ing within a specific radius -- perhaps 250 miles or 

less -- practicing medicine for those freemen and freewomen who would 

deal w wwrter basis -- perhaps fresh produc or labor 

assistance on btullding a medical facility bus.... near Atlanta 

LD WAYS 
and 
ety 

be three days in a 

  

ou plan for Freforn. speciali 
ur readers that th 

oro practical 
su y 

of patherinp, hunting, vehicle 
cooking, cleaning, education 

plants, etc. for opemers, here's all 

hen going from Frazier Park toward the co 
s through Lockwood Valley. Just after you leave t 

arain enter pine tree covered hills. There they are, all over the place 
des of the road. I would guess the elevation to be 5000'. 

stately pine tree. 
shorter. 
DESCRIPTION OF CONE AND NUT - The conme is rather poor looking, again not 
ihe classic large well shaped cone. It is medium size, still a little 

green here and there, and covered with pitch. (Bring along a can of 
paint thinner to clean your hands.) The "leaves" are wide apart and at 
the base of the leaf is the large nut. The nuts are ¥ to 7' long and 

almost %" across. They are dark brown, and pointed at one end and rounded 

at the 
70 - Ve tried two wayse. 

  

First we gathered the cones from the 

Fround and come ripe ones from the trees and put them in bags so could 
out the nuts later. Very messy, you end with pitch all over. e 

li%ed the second way better. This involves getting down on your hands and 

knees, or sauatting, and picking up loose nuts that are on the ground. 

1, the nuts fall to the ground. You have to sift through 
ine needles to et a larpe quantity. i uch faster and cleaner. 

D - You will quickly learn that Pinyon I ere not put there 

Just for your enjoyment. There 15 some form of larva (worm?) that also 
1 Youw will frequently see a very small hole in the side of 

that marks his entry. (Or maybe exit?) At any rate you will 
nuts that are empty when opened. Here's a fact way to separate 

good fron bad. ‘ihen you have a good quantity of muts pour them into a 
bucket or pan full of water. The pood ones will sink and the empty ones 

will float. Discard the floaters, and keep the sinkers. 

HOW TO EAT - You can crack them open with your tee as with Sunflower 

Seceds and eat them raw. In this state they are rather soft and chewy. 

Or, you can roast them by putting them in shallow pans in a moderate 
oven (325 degrees) for 15 or 20 minutes. This makes them hard and 

crunchy like peanuts. Zither way they are sweet and very good. Hard 

to stop eating them once you start. Ye have used the roasted ones in 

cookies, and in Granola (natural grain cereal). 

FOR SALE? - Price a small bag of Pinyon lLuts next time you're at the 

Store and lot your imagination wander on the prospects of a cash cropl 

GUESTIONS - What do you know about Finyon Nuts? Uses, food value, 

outlets for sale? Where am I wrong in the above writeup? We sure do 

enjoy them and would like to know more about them, especially recipes. 

The Gatherers - Los Angeles my7l VL1 7 
  

impr 

irclude 
cal cres I am s 

Cattail roots, fried, 
and roast beef I i 

tried a mud turtle but fo 
Mentzl outlook seems to 

chanism, 
beauties (lavender flower) of mustard 
"i" Lullfrs of lamb tongues and cat ear / 

'-')VO'V“?SJCJ:{:’VZOOt, A miners lettuce, very 
shoots. Have -head ferns raw and 

ared. 
rganic influence over our 

I have eate pri 
(woods and brush p 

wild onions, house or 
young sslmon berry 

found them nau i 

s)), 

initial phase 
until self suffici 
utilized in gathering = 
regarding low humidity 

built root houses for 
Skunk ca! 

simmer water) 
peppery, the first 
I nave tried 
Indications 

Laurel or madron 
poisonous. This is not 

I have tried cow pars: 
Pick tenderest stalks ne 
then simmer. Taste like 
burned the stalks and for selt but haven't 
Water hemlock looks and grows under like conditions - 
as it is poisonous, care is essential. x 

I have uged mint and yerba buena for teas. 
vine of mossy (evidently nitrogen soils) brush and second 

The leaves are somewhat spade sh: nd become 
underneath. When crushed has very pleasant pungent o 

(it is of the mint “ 

ecessity 
full time could be 

O of thot 
1s area is desirable. 

oeg, apples , beets, 
blister the mouth. Cooked (pour o 
le, Mixed with something el 

ins might be saved and enjoyed. 
without completi proper proceedure, 

ould be quite acceptable. 3 
(redish pink) are supposed to be 

have eaten them by the hi 
»8 (low rich ampy Soil, as a T 

to flower scapes, peel off sk 
ans. Have read where the Indians 

gt 

Yerba tuena is a trailin ou 

Redmond that claimed he and his wife 
survival conditions for six months one 

; llexicans becoming poisoned on grass 
never tried it. sibly if children gathered the grass, it 

could have contained butter cups. I am sure that grass seed would be 
all right. h 

Yarrow h feathery looking leaves, 3 to 6 inches long, favors 
well-drained soil often close to oak trees. The crushed leaves are 
very gogd in ieving the pain of cuts and sores. 

As a boy I helped peel cascara bark to sell. A few s in wat 
are very good for the liver. Increased dosage is a drgégfic iny:}ger 

I have never the tch commercially but am told t e i 
result; nding an old growth fir on a ridge or 
where it i bore drainage hole, another on 
d vard sla above. Some trees are said to yield 
gallons; others are no good. Trees should bte plug 
through to save rotting.... Hide, wool and berk establ 
posgsible buyers. 

I find a sleeplng b 
of the bag so that 
laid alongside of pole 
clothing the morning. 

Very chilly nights a swea 
help ; this is the ar 

side mch warmer with a pole laid each 
Pants and socks 
eliminate d SOgEY 
sleep with shirt on. 

the neck is a great 

tilted up 
shoetops underneath 

ne brush I always 
irt wrapped around 

ere heat escapes the bag or clothing. 

Thick bark from old gr h fir snags or logs, if dry, is very 

good for heat and little oke. One should wesr gloves in handling 

as fibres en inner surface can be very annoying. To start a fire 

in wet weather chop or knock some outer bark from an old grovith 

Tir tree (do not get down to the cembium layer). The bark is much 

like cork and will be at least partially dry. Use or ase oil 

with a little gasoline added for ignition. en humidity is near 

saturation point, crankcase oil elone will be difficult if not 

impossible to light h fe tches as everything is sOggy. 

Smooth bark cedar, also y w00d, is long lasting in contact with 

the ground; rougn bark cedar and fir seldom last over seven years 

without excessive rotting. 
A hole dug in a creek bank and lined h sticks or shakes makes 

an excellent water cooler. Dig se al inches below water table. 

Put flat rocks on bottom. A cover necessary to keep oub‘chip.':unks.... 

As to "people sniffers”, small groups are not likely to give off 

more carbon dioxide or heat for iafrared detectors than deer yarded 

up or a herd of elk. Smoke is another thing., RAY, near Eugene, Cre. 

  

Thanks for your information and ideas. I hope we can neet 
To Ray: 2 

ime together foraging. soon -- maybe spend some T 
I have eaten nettles -- 11 cooxed -- in quantity every day for a 

week or more with no ill effects. This v in So. Calif. mountains 

(5000 to 6000 feet) in late summer when few other greens were - 

available. They grow there along stream beds and washes. Pick with 

gloves as they are irritating 
GUILE TO THE CClwOUN EDIBLE FL 

inexpensive book I have found for this area. p 

listed gr from Northern California thru S.E. Alaska -- will be at 

Somewhat higher altitudes in the lower latitudes. By Adam 

Szoza winski and George Hardy; Handbook #20. Was T5¢ from 

British Columbia Provincial huseum, Department of Recreation and 

Conservation, Victoria, B.C. Here is one of the 88 pages: R 

- - 
Miner's Lettuce 

nen raw. 
ARDS OF BRITISH COLURBIA is the test 

Most of the plants 

Montia perfoliata 

Name.—Indian lettuce. 

Description —Succulent, annual plant with stems up to 1 foot 

Basal leaves ovate, long-petioled, the upper leaves often tall. 
Flowers smali, white, and nodding, in loose united in pairs. 

cluster, 

Habitat and Occurrence—Damp woods and shady stream- 
sides, abandoned cultivated wet fields, Chiefly in Coastal belt oc 
damp Interior sections of the Province 

Food Uses and Comments —The leaves can be caten raw and 
make an excellent green, which tastes like spinach when cooked. 

   



   

  

ON ACQUISITION/USE OF "PRIVATE" LAND 
  

While I often squat on " i J v public lands", I have found "private property" 
¥nefu1 in some situations; especiall} for unattended parkingpof a ogr~whee1 vehicle and for storage of other things too big and/or 
not valuable enough to hide really well, I m these suggestions: P ABDOH"'I‘ TRY 20 SUBSIITUTE "LEGAL" ONNERSHIP POR PHYSIOAL CHVOLNEH- toI€I£Y. Lagg you "own" is not truly yours. The State will try 

ell you what you can or can't do with it, and will tax you for 
the privilege. Depending on 
to legally build a shack, put 
cut trees, shoot ganme, 
various bludg agenciles. 

local regulations, you may not be able 
in a geptic tank, plant trees, 

Or grow orops without special permission from 
bis Your" land may be "condemned" and taken 
from you fer a freeway, a dam site, or a "wilderness area". 
?unership does not even constitute a bonafide lease from the State 

54£gzs§h§FSCate can unilaterally change the terms at any time. 
NSTEAD OF BUY if your expected use is short-term (a few 

years or less). And preferably lease from a sympathetic landlord. 
This can save a lot of hassles, 

COQH? THE PURCHASE PRICE AS AR EXPENSE, not an investment. Taxes 
on visible stationary property are the only taxes easily collected, 
and will tend to rise to the rental value of the property, wiping out eoui?y » (Income and sales taxes are inoreasingly evaded and/or 
destroy their economic base.) Property taxes are ready one-third 

or more of rental value in much of U.S.; often in excess of rental 
value in NYC, resulting in abandonment of thousands of buildings. 
Of course some lands may increase in value in the short term. Eut 
land speculation, along with speculation in stocks, commodity 
futures, rare stamps, horse races and poker games, is rationally left 
to_full-time professionals. 

LEASE OR BUY "WASTE LAND" to keep purchase price and taxes low. 
Avold commercial farm land, commercial timber land, and land close 
to cities or recreation developments 

OBTALN ONLY A FEW ACRES, but close by a "national forest" or other 
large stretch of unowned ("government owned") land, as an access 
port (for fgot-nomads/firogs?. 

GET LAND WITH TREES, brush and topography adeguate to conceal any- 
thing you may leave on the surface from habitations, roads and the 

air. (Some counties are reportedly aerial mapping for tax accessment 
purposes. ) J 

PURCHASE IN NAME of someone ("real" or otherwise ) who has few 
dealings in a servile society to minimize ohances that land will be 
confiscated as a result of lawsuit, unpaid income taxes, etc. The 
"owner" is preferably a woman -- not subject to conscription, not 
expected to be employed. First check out purchase proceedure. 
Is I.D. recuired to purchase? To sell? Nust purchaser appear 
anywhere in person? 

ON'T USE LAND AS MAILING ADDRESS, nor as "legal home address" on 
driver's license or other I.D. Don't have mail box there. Don't 
have telephone there. lMaintain these addresses elsewhere. Caution 
everyone who uses land never to mention it as address. Bludg agencies 
cross-check each other's records more and more. Get on file with 
one and others will come asking why you ere/aren't doing this and that, 

DON'T MAKE VISIBLE, PERMANENT INSTALLATIONS or improvements. Limit 
surface structures to vans and trailers. Do not connect to commercial 
electricity or other utilities. If guestioned as to use, land is 
unoccupied, unimproved, for occasional recreation use oniy. Hide 
vehicles as well as possible, also move occasionally. 

UINIKIZE USE OF ACCESS ROADS to minimize attention. "Commute" 
to town weekly or less often, preferably on weekends when there is 
meximum "foreign" traffic end during derkness when vehicles are not 
easily identified. 

GET LAND WITH HEAVY BRUSH to discourasge interlopers. "Build" 
extra bushes as necessary to encourage any hikers to go around rather 
than thru your importent places Artificial barriers -- more elaborate 
than a chain across the driveway -- are seldom worthwhile. A high 

electrified fence may keep out en occasionallunter but will arouse 

curiosity as to what is going on. A well-concealed warning system 

will be of value if people live there often. 
T have not discussed "conventional” aspects of land purchase, 

I don't know them and because they will vary Irom place to 

    

  

because 
piace. WHOLE EARTH CATALOG has listed various reference books and 

suides ($4 for catalog from 558 Santa Cruz, Menlo Park, CA94035). 

AYO 

Dear Tom, 

Thanks for the issues of P-I and your note, I'm having some 

manufacturers of BHT send you literature about its use as a food 
preserviative, I sell BHT crystals (the only form I have) for 
$10/5 pounds postpaid, and $25/25 pounds FOB Santa Barbara. That's 
better than you can do from the manufacturers if you're ordering 
less than 100 pounds. 

I'm also enclosing & report of one of the basic experiments 
suppating the thesis that BHT prolongs life span. As far as saftey 
goes, 1t's been used for years in most packaged foods without visible 
111 effect, even in this day and age when almost any food additive 

(cyclamates, etc,) 18 likely to be attacked at the slightest possibility 
of hanfulness, Ilve been using the stuff for two years now, and the 
only problem I had was its tendency to lower the blood pressure immediat 
ly after taking (as evidenced by & tendency toward lightheadedness 
iT violent activity was undertakeh immediately after ingesting BHT). 
Now I Just take a quarter ounce before going to bed, and never notice 

any effects at all (the lowering of blocd pressure may be one reason 
for its effect on life span). 

Therefore, since the stuff is cheap and safe, and since there 
is at least some evidence of beneficial effect, I recommend trying 
it, 

TTA ENTERPRISES ncgrely yours, 
1015 Laguna St., Suite 10 

Santa Barbera, CA 93101 

Erwin S, Strauss 

  

This issue of VONU LIFE is about twice as large as 
due to the backlog of articles 

NOTE TO READEKS: 
we expect the average issue to be; 

for reprint. HAYO 
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To Preform: 
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The deer season nad of droutn 

and the game warde 
hunters. We were going sl 

man with a rifle slung on 
our car, did a double take, 
gone. The wa J e 
is probably in here without & car, 1 

near here. So there's no use trying to co 

no car equaled no coercion, I JU?GliL 
I learned something tnere only the le 

    

  

    

  

    
    

        

       son never D       

need to live so &s 
other unfriendlies. Any 
length of time is going to arouse 

land owner, timber cutter, etc, € 
believe it! During a recent hunti 
wardens zero in on a too-long park: 
feared(at least overtly) that the owner m 
or otherwise detained. <They'd observed © 
al days and the statist cogs began to 5 
they like tracing people, gives 

and other 1984 mechénisms. 
In a before c tro 

delay, worrisome an 
sion from your base c& 
the unfriendlies will 
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(unless you own or lease it) 
amp, tramping through your 

i could cost you your cache oI 

  

       

"private" domain. In 
food, tools and goods fe by attracting looters. If ever 
a natural or man-made tne social structure down around 
our neads, you can be t looters 11 be t loose upon 
the countryside. ln suc s Jjust a pile of j 

  

I believe it to be junk even today, but tuen th a personal 
observation. Sure, you could salvage useable crap from the old 
junker but the country, and even tne backwoods, are pretty well 
seeded with good scrap iron and steel for makkng tools, spears, 
arrow heads, etc. 

The successful PPii-Vs mignt be a loner, or a couple, or 
several loners wno nave contact(overnight niking distances) 
between their base camps. LJnese people might live as seasonal 

to the backwoods for 7 months and back to the city for 
nter months to socialize, earn money, etc. Come tne 

or tae "last wonimper of civilization as we know it today" 
and ttese PPN-Vs would disappear back to thne areas of tneir 
caches for fulltime livi 

    
  

    

    

    

   

  

    

      

   
tue merits of 
e native driv the jeep 
ines growing tnick as dog 

"A family lives back in there 
He added, "I once stumb- 

the PEN-Vs life    

  

      pointed to oak, nickory 
hair on the mountain slopes 
and cnoy never use T same 

led upon their cabin w I 

  

and said, 
twice."        

         
    

    

  

back to the road." As a sidelignt, these people didn't want to be 
bothered and so far as 1 } _nobody bothered them. T was in 
the mountains of southeas n Oklanoma. <The important lesson is 

  

tonat tne family(it was t family, incidentally, mom and 
dad and some kids) owned no MNMM, goats, chickens, dogs and if tney 
owned a horse or pack animal they kept him corraled or pastured 
far away from the cabin. 

Even in the best of circumstances some of these PEN-Vs people 
get "found" -- see recent issue of Preform and article about man 
who lived close to civilization in Washington Park -- even he was 
discovered only by chance. Tnink how good the odds are for a well 
concealed PPN-Vs wro lives in a remote retreat. and it's gocd to 
mull over the fact that the really successful PrN-Vs livers don't 
often get "found." 

As a PEN-Vs your spatial, or territorial, frecdom would be 
limited to your chosen geograpbical area which would be covered 
by foot travel, touring skis, snowshoes, canoe, or by burro or 
horseback. However, your psychological freedom(the most important, 
probably) would be about as unlimited as you wanted to make it. 
The PEN-Vs would have no registracion, licensing, inspection, 
costly insurance and the increasing multitude of worrisome freedom— 
eroding details that are & part of MMM ownersnip these days. 

So now would a PPN-Vs get food and supplies to nis buachthead 
dump? he'd hire a revired farmer or odd-jobs man with a pickup 
truck. fhe beach-nead should be 30 miles, or more, from the town 
where you nired this man. This will help negate any talking he 
might do about wnere ne'd unloaded your goods. Furtner, older 
people are best for this job since they tend to be more understanding 
even if they don't understand your way of life. 

For the seasonal, cyclic, PPN-Vs a typical year might 
as follows: 

hen the warm sun of spring starts the juices flowing, the 
FPN-Vs(and his woman if he's got one) are in the City. They stufr 
selected personal goods into duffle bags and climb aboard & 
Greynound bus headed for the small town wnere they'll hire the 
truck driver. 

The distance to tnis small town is limited only by fare 
money available and the boundaries of the chosen geograpuical 
area. The PPN-Vs hire their truck driver and they ride with him 
out to tneir beach-head supply dump located back in the woods 
and reached by rough dirt roads. 

After backpacking supplies to their base camp, the FEN-Vs 
begin dividing tne supplies between one or more cac.e sites 
within 1 - 5 miles from the base. If suct is the plan, they 
make contact with base camps of other FEN-Vs. 

Supplies will be replenisned wnen necessary by backpacking 
into tne nearest village or boarding a Greyhound bus for a round 
trip to tne nearest village or small town. ‘hen, wnen cycling 
back to the City, the PPN-Vs leaves all his tools, equipment, 
and surplus food cached for next year or emergency use during 
FCB. Tris or a similar glan will work —-- devise your own plan 
gpgggsggodate the conditions and your own desires at time of 

Adam, Western States 
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To VOIU LIrE: 
ith 

Can you 

e a tract of land in a 
On this land I would 
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in reading and answering this letter. NAsE WITHHELD, Chicago 
  

Reply We are just getting heavily into caching/stashing, 
T suggest you begin by using steel drums/cans -- 5-gallon paint 

cans for anything that will fit in them, 55-gallon wide-mouth 
drums for larger things. 

The 5-gallon cans are small enough to carry, already packed, to 
the caching site. The 55-gallon drum will have to be carried and 
lowered into the hole empty, then packed, and 1lid secured. 

You can prohbably secure cleaned used 55-gallon drums for about 
35 each around any sizable city, (Check yellow 
pages under cooperage, barrels, drums.) Lids with bands which 
clamp around are best. laxe sure that lipsof drum and 1id are 
not badly dented, clean, fit together well, and have good gasket. 3 
If gasket isn't aatisfactory, you can probably find weather-stripping 
material at a hardware store ch will do feirly well. 

5-gzllon cans, used and dirty, can often be picked up for nothing 
from factories which receive paint and chemicals in them. ) 

A paint store will charge $1.50 to §2 for new ones, if it hes them, 
A 5-gallon can will provide mechanicsl protection but rarely seals 

11 enough to block moisture., For ext protection we line cans 
th polyethylene garbage bags -- available at most supermarkets. 

To avoid puncturing bag (they puncture easily) put anything hard 
in several paper bags or burlap Sacks. i . 

Shell 0il Company markets a white powder called Vapor Fna se 
Inhibitor (VPI). VEL acts by volatilizing, reaching the metal 
surfaces in a vapor form, and i5 absorbed on the metal to form a 
normally invisitle 1m which acts to prevent corrosion by 
pass the metwl (making it chemically ;n-rfl. One me{ely 
puts in the metal things to be protected, adds the VPI powder, and 
seals. Quantity recuired: one gram per cubic foot of enclosed 
space or sguare foot of metal surface, which?ver is greater. 

The minimum cuantity of VFI sold by Shell is five pounds -- pric? 
around 330. Atlantis Fnterprises, Box 141, Glendale, CAC1208, used 
%o sell smaller ouantities. (A pound will protect about 450 Sa. t. 

Lessicant is sometring we are just now gettTing experience with. 

Calcium chloride will absorb several time§ its own weight of water -- 

11 turn vto licuid when it does, so should be put in open glass 

inner container kept upright. It is available at drug stores but 

exjensive there, Iry feed stores. 
K?.ix ;r‘cm 51 scareu»y a grrage-full of assorted junk 1n e S = 
(mostly/ zal.on cans, 400K 75 of them. &iw of reform 
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s | NTE R 
"Inter" concerns interactions -- 
intercourse in the broad sense; also interstices of the coercive 
gu??le; also interference by those unwilling to live-and let live: 
N;{f to comrunicate and exchange into and accross servile societies W e developing and maintaining invulnerability. 

A FEW REWMARKS ON EDUCATION 

interrelations -- interplay -- 

  

Compulsory miseducation is a frequent concern of correspondents 
and properly so, because children, along with military cgnsgr?pté 
nfie }n libernl_sgrvitude to the State. (The State delegates moflt’ 
of the resgonslbllity to parants but retains overriding control.) 
woé?fiogg w'?lrgtlonaiificd that slave-schools "aren't all that bad" 

we 0 rea The i RSt 
essay to THE STUDENT AS HngfigdgytJ::gysgiiggg (97.{8eb;n;ngu%fig;y 
F°fi;§? Books, 1 West 3Gth St., N ew York, NYL0018). A few ouotes: 
taught? n°§n"¥f£ty0?;;€ feusni thut does the harm btut HOW you're 

much differenc; wfiau sutq;gto~ K?flr ?chool S %C goesn & make»?hat et Rodh ATt e ATt Jh IJO e taught. The real lesapn is the 
e in school truly is the message. And the message 
) e 1, coercive. You HAVE to do homework. You MUST observe 

fifi;gl i&ifis. And throughout, you're bullied into docility and 
s ss e8¢ 

"You may only stud geometry for a semester -- or French for tw 
years, But DOING fiHKf YOU'RE TOLL, whether or not it mzk?s Sf.\nse0 
is a lesson you get every blessed school day for twelve years or ¢ 
more, And you know at good learners we are -- how little time it 

takes us to ;earp to drive a car or a plane or to play passable 
gultar. So imagine what the effeot must be upon our apt and impress- 
ionable minds of a twelve-year course in servility. Think about it. 
Twelve years of t{mdy bells and hall passes; of graded homework, 
Sig?edflc;;ts, graded co?duct; of report cards, GPA's, honors lists, 
c zenship ratings; of dress codes, straight lines and silence. 
WHAT IS IT DHAL CHEY'RE TEACHI 3 

"Histog iHJJ:h;oA:férg‘gsfi;%nlfii‘bgggé\:\ré.13 s0 beautiful. 
is likely to turn them dull or even ugly. Can you imagine 
happen if they graded you on sex? The race would die out. 

(Although Farber perceives the problem very well, his suggested 
solutions are superficial or contradictory -- as one must except from 
ggm;:ngtgtll% in the servile society. Theory rarely gets much ahead 

actice. 
Anyone who tr 

by means of a fe 

above guotes and ponder them. 
how does one undo the HOW? 

Anyone who points to himself as someone who 1s recovering from slave- 

school should ask himself: Are you content to grow a child ere he 

may (if very exceptional) spend the second 20 years of his life 
overcoming the effects of the first 20 years? 

llany parants are adept at seeing only what they want to see in their 
c dren, and of course children soon learn to play this game so as to 
minimize hassles. Some believe their child is doing fine -- right up 

to the day he leaves home to enlist in the Marines. 
lany private schools are not much better than the State ones, not 

only because they must abide by innumerable State regulationé but 
becauag the major mgrth demand is for coercion -- by parants 
were themselves trained to be servile. Even "free" schools have 
problems overcoming the contradicti between "school" and 
lgarnipc, as some of the most in tful teachers are admitting: 
tnF cglldgéf still forcid to attend, or will be taken to State 
school. t many schools are trying hard and accomplishing mu 
within the comp?%mises they mustzmig 0 AL recommendeEfl sd§005§h' 
EfigHAhGE, 301 E. Cenon Perdido St., Santa Barbara, CA 93101 as an 
info source. 

I don't think education per se is much of a problem. All young 
memmals including humans have inherant capacities/desires to learn -- 
and do so. It is called "play". The problem is that the sterile 
residential communities of servile societies offer few play 
possibilities which are relevant to adult achievement. Given en 
opportunity where children can run free, especially one with few 
home-work dichotomies, I think most learning will occur naturally 
without special prompting. Any which doesn't can be accomplished 
later as the person discovers a need. Incidentally most of the 
learning relevant to my present vocation (vonumy) came through 
play. Many children are natural vonuists -- wandering the woods 
building nhide-outs, digging caves, climbing trees, stepping on rocks. 

AS to reading/writing: How many children, who receive no formal 

instruction but who live in homes where adults have books and enjoy 
reading them, grow up illiterate? (There must be information on 
this, since compulsion was not introduced until a hundred years ago.) 
Yot that illiteracy is such a dire fate. The industrial revolution 
came largely thru the innovations of illiterate wrights, smiths and 

mechanios -- while the "educeted" few served the State and Church, 

and looked down their noses at the dirty men tinkering with 

uillwheels and forges. 
This is not to pgt down all educational toys and home teaching aids. 

There are some excellent ones. There are also books and correspondence 

courses which merely do the memorize-regurgitate things by remote 

control. o 
Another problem I think is overrated is the matter of academic 

union cards. I'm not sure that someone who grows up in vonu will 

want to or need to earn money in a servile society. Instfigd he 

can trade services with new vonuans wno already know the "import- 

export" ropes. But even if he does go ?ounside" it's not impossible 

to come up with some sort of Bl&trans%rlpzi. dAlsgfigitga;hgoguigigt 

glut of unemployable degree-holders, formal educal 

same mystique in 20 years., 
thfihagmcng‘be g problem {s staying out of the clutches of the mind 

manglers. While some have managed it in large cities by staying 

anonymous and on the move, their children heve limited play 1 

opportunities and are affected by the warped values of enslaved play- 

mates and by TV programs catering to that au@ience.' The best wiy 

seems to be to remain out-of-sight, out-of-mind well hidden in a 

milderness area but,with a cover story just in case. Irips 1“t°l? 
servile society which include the children should be limited to large 

¥ n non-slave-school days. 

to;gsbg "law abiding", one would locate in Vi?sinia, liississippi 

(any other states?) or some foreign country which does not have 

compulsory miseducation laws. 
7 T 3 

And school 
'what would 

effects of slave-school 
should reread the 

But 

ks he can counteract the bad 
w lectures at home, or something, 

One can perhaps refute the WHAT, 

secure home 
le-bodied 

sh a vonuum -= 
re 
e oh 
very 

to The time 
conceiving, 
should move out b 
Children accul® 
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For older children, 
They will work out of it, 
and painfully, as did you 
the care of a friend rema 
young children), knowi th 
moake it easier for them, later 
should choose to do s0. 

I've had close contact with several von 

varicus ages and in various situ_t?onu 
I welcome reports from nomads and ba 

ldren ere efor 
at early; 

vice in most cases may 
as adults on tneir 
might consider lea 

ciety (or ) 
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According to offi 
18 year olds in th 
4 million, but so 
olds will register 
2 millions have 

Since t 
must be e 
where they are. 

vwill never even be 
refuse to register un 
ten wi 

of going to jall for not 
Not getting caught is mo 

cock-sureness, The overly p 
cock-sure demand to be caught 

The safest attitude seems to 
ignores the Select 
about it, doesn't 
when someone's ca 

tly a & 
aoid turn 

be 1 gnorance. 
th 

1 
t there : 

Put until that t 
ed for their draft card, many sa 

bs hav 
e our person', 

irmed the right to store a draft card in a 
n asked to give a Selective 
left blank, with the excuse 

If asked bring the number 
nen they come back 

deciszions 
trunk in your Gran 
Service number on S it's often 

most forget it, = 
to nim, When they 

As a matter of 
could do to avodd the Selective Service on all levels. 
out, people find little difficulty in maintaining their attitude of 
ignorance. I the law is no excuse but it sure wo good. 
THE KERNEL Advice If you want to join the Army -- enlist; if not -- 
don't. (Condensed from ST.JOHN'S BREAD, 73 Market St., Venice, 90291; 
donation requested) 
  

CAUTION "Draft evasion", like "tax 
criminal offence in most Comn 
we urge you to check th 

taking any acti non-action, 

evasion", is a serious 
To remain 1 abiding 

before 

  

RESISTING WITHHOLD. 

lMany people vld like to resist taxes are frustrated because 
income tax withneld from their paychecks, and when tax time rolls 
around, the government owes LHEW money. A simple form of direct 
clvil disobedience can end this frustration. 

Tax is withheld according to the number of exemptions you claim 
on the W-4 form ("Statement of Exemptions") on file with your 
employer. The more exemptions you claim, the less tax is withheld. 

To have no tax withheld, you simply claim more than 7-9 exemptions, 
depending on your i 5 

If you now have a legal W-4 form on file with your employer, you 
can go to him and change your claim at any time. Your employer must 
accept the form you give him, and is under no obligation to question 
it, or even to report it if he thinks it is false. loreover, 
experience lndicates that your claim is binding on him and on IRS 
(for withholding purposes only) even after they dlscover you have 
over-claimed. 

W-4 resistance carries the risk of a year in prison and 5,000 
fine, (In fact, five people have been indicted, and two have been 
sentenced to the one-year maximum. Their cases are still under 
appeal.) It also strikes at the heart of the government's abdility 
to get your money easily without your consent. Once you have held 
back your money, the IRS must go through cumbersome, expensive 
collection procedures to collect it.... DAVE EROWN (Condensed from 

March 17 DIKECT ACTION, New England Committee for Nonviolent Action, 
RFD 1, Box 197B, Voluntown, Conn. 06384; thanks to Bill Lulay.) 

  

COMMUNICATION SECURITY 

VONU LIFE itself is not vonu, of course, since it is sold to anyone 
with the price and since it is delivered mostly via The lonster's 

mail monopoly. 
Topics which will not be covered (at least by me), beyond discussing 

general considerations, surveying already-published literature and 
perhaps warning of things KO to do, include alternate identification 
procurement and camouflage -- of vehicles, dens, caches, tents, trails. 
This is not only to avoid tipping off eny enemies but to encourage 
innovation and diversification -- use of a veriety of techniques. 

We are trying to obtain delivery drops for VL -=- both for greater 
security and for lower costs and prices, Also we are exploring 
pass-arounds, ciphers, artifidal languages, and electronic devices. 

Greater physical proximity will aid communication. The next time 
you move home-base, whether to a vonuum or to just another cell, try 
%o locate near other vonuists -- not in their back yards necessarily 
put within easy walking distance. Wilderness areas I recommnend 
Siskiyou (S. Oregon and N. Calif.), Chilcotin (central B.C.). 
Urban areas: Los Angeles/Orange, San Francisco Bay, Vancouver EC. 

RAYO 
  

   



COCPTING 
YOUR SEC 

F! Ray and Dr. Naomi Gatherer 

OPTING OUT is concerned with freedom— 
freedom here and now—freedom to live your ow ”YOUF 
YOU see fit and to peacefully associate with other: aa 

Your freedom is most threatened, not by y th 
'vvhca' would rape you or steal your car xm = 
fnsmutionalized criminals: the Iegislators' bur: Aoy !?dges .and police who would enslave YO'.’I (th Ca‘:;'fl“". 
selective service” or ""compulsory education"jy exts 2 

from y‘ou (they call it ““taxes”), and dictate what 'you 1::': 
::;lc:‘a.n 1t make, have, wear, eat, drink, smoke, or make love 

1:he institutionalized criminals are of many brand: 
fascists, socialists, democrats, republicans, monarchin:: 
etc. And they quarrel among themselves as robbers and - 
kld;\:::lpers are prone to. But all want to coerce you. 

as survival of wolves is made possible by th 
weaknesses of their prey, so the s ok F rey, uccess of organized 
coercers is made possible by the vulnerability of their 
victims: people who are willing to ““go along”—*" 
pen:nission"—"do what they are told.” One does not 
a?hlev.e freedom by pleading, petitioning, protesting or 
disputing with the predators. Nor does one achieve 
freedom by trying to depose the present gang and take 
over their racket. These things have been tried 

innumerable times. You know the results. The way to 
achieve freedom—for oneself, and eventually for all who 

really want freedom—is by reducing vulnerability to 
coercion, 

OPTING OUT will discuss means for self-protection. 
Some are simple things you can do within your present 

pattern of living. Others are far-out ideas involving 2 

radically new, liberated way of life. 

Organized predation depends in large part on ability to 

identify and locate. To control you, the bludgies must be 

“El Ray and Dr. Naomi Gatherer 

If you want to 

need capital for equipment such as a van, boat, 

tent or cave, and for a grub stake. But you dc_mft 

want to put in long hours earning it. H_ow ironic it 

would be—if you had your own heavily-fortified 

island in the middle of the ocean, but had to 

work a hundred hours a week in Los Angeles to 

for your anti-missile missiles. 

payof cgurse you can strive for higher h9u_rly_ pay- 

But most soon reach a point of diminishing 

returns. Most high-salary jobs not only_ require 

long years of training but much conformity. /_\nd 

involve sustained mental concentration, 

too exhausted for other endeavors. 

And with each pay raise The Monster takes a 

progressively bigger tax bite. o ; 

For most freedom-seekers economizing is a 

surer and easier way to financia_l indeqendence. 

Apply some of your ability learning to live better 

on less money. For big savings concentrate on the 

so-called necessities: food, shelter, clothing apd 

transportation. Don't worry about small luxuries 

so long as these ARE small. It is the cokes and 

hotdogs every day, not the dance or concert once 

a season, which keep you in e 

item on which to realize HUGE savings is food. 

Here's how: 
PREPARE YOUR OWN MEALS. Stay out _of 

restaurants and snack bars except on very special 

occasions. You can buy a dozen eggs in the 

grocery for the cost of two in the cafe. Even if 

you have only 2 rented sleeping room you can 

cook on a hotplate. (If you aren't allowed to, 

move.) Often you can rent 

privileges along with a room. And carry a brown 

bag for lunch. d 

EAT ONLY ONE OR TWO FOODS PER 

MEAL to save preparztion time and to digest 

most efficiently. The notion that one should eat 

small dabs of many different things at one sitting 

is not" substantiated. To the contrary, there is 

t the stomach works best on one evidence tha 
food or a few compatable foods at a meal. When 

eating m ] y 

vegetable salad. Likewise with milk. Fruits, sweets 

and starch- foods may be (but need not be) mixed 

together. Green vegetables go well with almost 

anything. Do eat 2 “shalanced diet"” but balance it 

over a day or two, not at one meal. i 

FILL UP ON STAPLES. Whole-kernel wheat, 

purchased in hundred-pound sacks from volume 

feed dealers, costs about 6 cents a pound; the 

same wheat costs 30 cents in a loaf of bread or 60 

cents as prepared breakfast cereal, and is less 

nutritious. For easy preparation soak wheat about 

12 hours, then boil briefly. (Soaked wheat is also 

serfsville. The easiest - 

limited kitchen . 

become free, you probably 

eat, eat ONLY meat plus maybe a raw : 

people. 

Vancouver, a 

our 
RET PLACE 
able to find you when they want you. And, so long as 
are easy to find, you will feel vulner’able (gt IZ:;T' 
subconsciously) and be afraid to do things which might be 
construed as illegal or ““controversial.” The knock on the 
door at 2 am. is not hing which h only in 
zgrér countries. So the first and most im ;‘r“m m;y: in 

ng out is to [i : yome. Thi ns: 
s |o¢_;;t_i°n|:::;: t'yqaur home. This means keep 

One easy way to accomplish this—it's not even illegal 

  

(yet) so far as | know—is to rent living quarters under an . 
alias while maintaining a mailing address elsewhers. The 
next time you change apartments try this: 

Make up a name and give this to- your new 

landlady/lord. Pick a last name which is faily common, 
but f\ot Smith. Also change first name and initials. 
Practice the name beforehand so that you will answer to it 
naturally. Also be prepared to give ficticious former 
address, place of employment, etc. You will probably not 
be asked for I.D. You may be asked for auto license 
number in which case you say you don’t- have an 
automobile yet. (Park your car around the comer and 
walk up.) If you are paying the first month’s rent in 
advance, this will usually dispel doubts. 

If you get a telephone, do so under your alias. The 

phone company may ask for 1.D. but can usually be 

satisfied with a deposit. - 

Arrange to receive mail at a friends house. Give this 

address to employer, school, motor vehicle department 
for driver's license and registration, draft board, prying 

relatives, and anyone else you prefer to keep at a distance. 

(If you actually stay there one night and send in address 
changes the next morning, you are not technically 

dishonest.) Limit mail at your living quarters to innocuous 
magazines, logs, and cor d with trustworthy   

    
  

digestive system becomes accustomed; eat 

sparingly at first.) Other staples, and approximate 

cost per pound in ‘50-to-100-pound quantities: 

brown rice 12 cents; dried peas 11 cents; popcorn 

13 cents; hulled millet 11 cents; kidney beans 15 

cents; lentils 15 cents; soy beans 15 cents; soy - 

grits (cooked and dried beans) 15 cents; honey 20 

cents; molasses (unsulphured) 6 centy dry milk 

33 cents; hulled sunflower seeds 40 cents; bone 

meal (feed grade—fine ground and sterilized, not 

fertilizer grade) 7 cents; food yeast (dry, inactive) 

75 cents. Note that these staples are concentrated 

foods whereas fresh and canned foods are largely 

water. Most staples will store a year or more 

without refrigeration. And they require fewer 

shopping trips. Most do need:cooking, but not all: 

For a tasty and nutritious instant-meal stir several 

teaspoonfuls of dry yeast and bone meal into a 

cup of dry soy grits; add water (hot water if 

available) until moist. Or mix an ‘economy shake 

out of dry milk and water. Add honey, molasses, 

vanilla, carob powder or malt for flavor. 

BUY IN BULK. A hundred pounds of brown 

rice from Koda Brothers (in Dos Palos on 

highway 33 between LA "and Oakland, open 

weekdays only) costs 12 cents per pound; a 

one-pound package at a supermarket costs 19 

cents to 23 cents. Some animal feed dealers ate 

good sources for grains and molasses. (One 

precaution: don't buy seeds intended for planting 

which may have been treated with pesticides; 

these are usually priced higher—a tip off.) Some 

health food stores sell in. bulk at good 

prices—Ross Vital Foods in Portland is an 
example. But most offer small quantities at high 
prices; nutritional superiority s doubtful. 
Challenge in LA and Berkeley sells powdered milk 
in 50-pound -sacks. Dyer's Honéy House on 
highway 14 between San Fernando and Palmdale 
sells five-gallon cans. Quantity Discount: Foods in 

rather unique wholesale-retail 

establishment, has a wide variety of staples in 
small to large 

  

| quantities. at 
better-than-supermarket prices. None of these 
places are mail-erder. 
SCAVENGE FRESH FRUITS AND 

VEGETABLES from supermarket trash bins. 
Amazing quantities of blemished produce are 
discarded every day. Some searching and sorting 
is required. But we have brought home box after 
box of every imaginable fruit including such 
exotics as papayas and mangos; also celery, 

carrots, parsley, egg plant, lettuce, potatoes, 

bers, mel Simply wash well and cut 

away the soft or wilted parts. If you don't strike 
  

delicious raw but acts as a laxative until one's 

"Opting Out" i N 

people Still in 5 oooity LV ToF in a servile ; {éggks et some smell and so;gciggé r.:yps out. It is reproduced with gamiss%on from PROTOS, 1110 N 
~dgemont, Los Angeles, CA ; 
$35year, 25¢/copy. i 

o o e T 555 e : aren't home right now. If pressed 

’ » perhaps by bludgies who want to search you 
room, he says something like: “He" o] i : s been away several 
days—visitin + 3 ¢ : g some relatives | think—took most of his 

'fl'l"@; with him.” You might store some old junk 
'difl‘ll‘fiible as yours in his back closet for just such an 
ocoasion.-it-is safer-for both of you if your friend doesn’t 
know where you actually live. 

S? wh:t does this get you? You can forget about a 

parking ticket or make a mistake in the number of 

depm‘ dants you tell your employer (and the I.R.S.), 
'thiwut worrying about a knock on your door. You can 

get busted on the street and not have your room searched. 
You can join radical groups and have less concern about 
concentration camps. (Yes, baby, it does happen here. 

Ask anyone of Japanese ancestry over 30.) 
What problems does it cause. You can’t give address 

and phone number to quai without 

reducing security. So YOU go visit THEM. Likewise, you 

can't throw a big party at your pad. But it's more 
economical to have small and shabby living 

accommodations, and rent a b t room for 

the occasional party. _ 
Perhaps you don’t think this is worth bothering with 

now, since you aren’t “on the run” and don’t have much 

to hide. But if so, this is precisely the time for you to try 

it—to gain experience and work out any problems. Don’t 

wait until a misstep could be di: " 

O cCopyright 1970 by 

Leon Kaspersky 
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treasure at one store, try others. Also try at 

different times—learn when the trash is set out 
and collected. Store clerks will seldom annoy 

  

you. : 
TAKE VITAMINS to make up any lack in 

" fresh foods. Take some C and E every day. Add A 
if you don’t eat many fresh vegetables. Add D if 
you don’t get much sunlight. (Go easy on A and 
D which are toxic in large overdoses.) Mail-order 
sources we have found economical are: Freeda 
Pharmaceuticals, 110 E. 41st St., New York, N.Y. 
10017; Natural Sales, Box 25, Pittsburgh, Pa. 
15230. Take a calcium supplement such as 
ground dolomite, egg shells' or bonemeal to 
balance high-phosphorous foods such as whole 
grains.. pulses, meat and eggs. This is especially 
important for someone growing, pregnant or 
lactating. S B 

- FORAGE WILD GREENS in season in vacant 
lots. F_or_ identification consult books on edible 

wild plants at a library. (Careful! a few plants are 
poisonous.) This is worth much effort only if you 
live outside the city. g : 

SPROUT SOME SEEDS for more vitamins and 
taste variety. We use screw-cap glass jars; cover 
mouths with pieces of nylon stocking secured 
with jar cap cut out in middle or rubber band. 
Place seeds in jar (about 3 “teaspoonfuls for 
iIfalfa, about half full for wheat or lentils) and 

w~ash. Soak 12 to 24 hours. Drain. Rinse 

thereafter at least twice a day. Leave jars on side. 

We like wheat sprouts raw when the sprouts are 

barely visible; cooked when a centimeter or less 

long. Raw alfalfa sprouts are delicious in salads; 

harvest when 2 or 3 c. long. Lentils are very tasty 

at 1 to 2 c. of length; steam for only a few 

minutes. 
PATRONIZE ROADSIDE STANDS, trucks, 

and door-to-door peddlers if they offer good 

prices. Chances are they don't pay many taxes. 

TREAT YOURSELF OCCASIONALLY. 

Don’t make food economy a grim ordeal. If you 

greatly enjoy meat, eggs, pies or other food 

luxuries, indulge now and then. But don't con 

yourself into thinking these are necessities. 

Chances are you will enjoy your favorite disk 

more as a special treat than as routine fare. 

How much can be saved on food? | suspect 

most adult Americans spend over $3 a day; we eat 

for less than 30 cents per day per-person. And our 

diet is more healthful. ; . 

In future issues we will delve into other 

economies; also liberation of vocation, marriage 
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  Dr. Naomi Gatherer nnd Kl Ray 

The bipgest and most important step to liberty  What Kind of Vehicla? 
Is creation of a liberated home--a place out of 
slght, sound and mind of others—-a place where Integral vehicles—-motorthomes, microbuses, 
one may sleep, Imbibe, love, build, grow children-  commercial-delivery vans, and busss—have living 
do anything praceful In relative eafety from the tpace and driving controls in ona compartmaent, 
institutionalized criminals of state, allowing easy access and economical use of space. 

A liberated Kome can tske many forms. It Also they ate usually lightar, lower and less wind 
might be a tent hidden pmong dense bruth, a  resistant than a truck plus camper with the sama 
cabin in untrodden forests of the far north, a living space, 
secret room within 2 city building, a yacht A molor home Is bullt as a unit upon a standard 
moored st come deserted South Sea atoll, or an  truck chassis. Most are quite luxurious and costly-— 
underground cavern. One easy and convenient prices new range from $6,000 to ?'?;000: (gn'v 
way to get eway from those unwilling to live and  during the last few years have motor 0"‘:‘ "'" 
fet live, is to live on wheels. One neo-nomad Produced in quantity; few used ones are for sale 
writes: 

"My freemate and | are living in a secluded 
mountain valley about 100 miles from Los 

  

et. 

. Light forward-control vans, such as VW micro- 
bus, Ford econoline and Chevy-v;n. can blcf pt:’r- 
hased either with llving accomodations already Angeles, Ol{r home-a truck-camper--is parked fnstnlled or empty for cgstom installations. Light 

s T o :ndrdad Bl i vans have the advantages of being compact, low 
p!'.k?" A:, -D::" :0,1010 eet‘heelevnflo:' it ,a;‘e and light. Many average over 15 miles per gallon. 
::r’v:) ":!ga s“:nd.:olcj:l :i v;:: lnr;rz‘:;g: ::nt'.: A light van can be parked almost anywhere with- 
or wywa :,;., move to aqlov;'-deserl site for the Out attracting unwanted attention. Disadvantage: 
winter. include little space or weight capacity, few 

"We have been squatting in this “National” transmission options, and inside height insuffici.ent 
forest—in the same spot-two months now, with- for standing—unless a bubble top is added, which 
out permission and without trouble. About IS exqensive and nullifies most of the advanta_ges. 
once a day fl:’e tmm_z's e P'alrol ihefone &se;vl'itghhtrf;:t:srxmets; r:’znr:inudmhas been growing; maintained road--it is several miles away from . F : our site--their truck tearing along at double the ;’59‘-’_ C':’tmmEfc.ltal-d':llvetrgl vl?n;thave !’110?6 space safe speed with horr; blfast'i‘nq—commlar‘:dir;g an;; ’;"r"e “:"g aC;F:'I’:' :rtt:v’:: t:n'gtru:::s;vri:;nés/r\jv 

asants to get out of their way, like feuda % 3 5 ) lp:rds of old.gOtherwise it's "pub%ic" property t(grossAve(l’m:le”wenght) ratlngsfof .fl'\:edto lsle»;en “But we don't leave self-protection to ons. And well-worn ones, unfurnished, sell for % i 5 5 only a few hundred dollars. Of course most are chance or to the whims °_f. public “f}'a"‘.‘- sold only when they become uneconomical to We seloct .a"d propare squat-spots with maintain as delivery trucks, so they are no bargain freedom-loving care. We prefer rol!mg Wooded for traveling. And most are not geared for highway land that once was logged over for its numerous : use. But a retired bread or railway-express van seldam-traveleq trails and countless spots a may be ideal for the nomad who rolls ofly from free man can hide.... a7 squat-spot to squat-spot—a few hundred miles a | commute tz worlk in tLhos A?geles :bt?l‘t year. Delivery vans already outfitted for living are bissac, °"'"k w“bc.h: ;eep 'ere nfa B ak""" often, for sale: sometives at bargain prices; some- “’:g:"'“p::‘ ei:depen:entrnZOr’:Q:‘azzt:r v«‘ztt,l: ho times at absurdly high (asking) prices reflecting w : / ¢ : taxes withheld; | offer my client a lower rate the time, money and psych investments of their 5 % owners-outfitters. 
.‘::gr;g:"; for cash payment and flexible work- A used bus provides plenty of room. But getting i g 

APy y . s one into out-of-the-way places is more difficult. Siney .' find it fairly easy to earn money | And a bus invites harassment when parked on city h.." continund to dq $0, But 45 WO grow more streets. For a large family two smaller vehicles skillful in nomadic/wilderness living we find we may be better. On highways one can tow the other: 
om fz well on lpss ar}d less_ [ondy. We pay on rough trails they can be driven separately. B0 sant and: travel rel.atwely fittle (contr_al'.y fo Campers use mass-produced trucks as carriers the average “serf's” idea of nomadic living). and therefore cost less new than comparable We eat what we forage pus bulk-purchased integral vehicles. And the truck and camper can staples (currently. wheat, brown rice, POPCOTN:  be used or sold separately. The slide-in camper on 
soy gits, soy beans, lentils, powdered milk, pick-up truck is especially handy this way,if pro- 
vageteble 'od,‘yeast, alfalfa seed (which we vided with jacks for removing. But the usual sprout), vitamin C and E tablets and honey). pick-up is a three quarter ton; even with overload 
We buy f'w. clothes and fhese are wash-and- springs and heavy tires it is marginal for the loads 
S Ogcastonally when in Los Angeles W€ of most live-aboards. | recommend one-ton pick- 
induige in food and entartainmapt. luxuries, ups—9000GVW or more; these are available but but we enjoy these more as special treats, We 

not common. 
s!l!'ou:'of “:;‘.“ 9‘"‘”{" bisad kusagis: 16 Another kind of camper is the chassis-mount, 
ofle'scm:“m’ ';“:nzf ,:,or;,o::g | can live  Which bolts directly to an open-frame truck. 
most of the time away from regimented, con-  Because the truck is usually one-ton and because 
gested, indefensible cities, yet still profit by  the camper doesn't have to fit into a pick-up “exporting” my labor ln(é those cities, | have  bed, weight-capacity and space are greater. With 
the freedom and security offered by m'obillty development of motorhames, chassis-mounts are 
yet | possess what is in most respects a' less popular; used ones are sometimes good buys. 
permanent residence. | can enjoy life right Travel trailers are economical per space, and 
now, yet live economically and accumulgte easily detached for separate use, But traction and 
capital for future ventures. Finally, | can “opt maneuverability are poor. And a t'raller is con- 
out” alone; while | look forward to trade with  SPicuous parked on city streets. | don't recommend 
others wht;may choose similar or complement. 2 trailer for a liberator new to nomadic Ilv'n'ng. 
ary ways of life, my liberty does not depend Especially to he avolded are ‘“mobilhomes'-- 
on their decifl'on's house trailers so large as to require special tow 

£ ” trucks, '"Mobilhomes' are just another form of “I am also delighted with unforseen "fringe : e conventional housing. benefits”’; ease of washing or resting after a On a truck, dual-rear wheels Improve off-the- Journey; no worry about what 1o take with me; 5.4 traction, since the load can be arranged so no time spent idle while waiting on something  {hat two.thirds of the welght or more Is on the or someone; no commuting to work, All travel 2 rear wheels, Blowouts are less apt to be dangerous. is more efficient; | move only from destination And a spare Is not essential; the truck can be to destination without intervening trips to a driven a short distance minus one wheel, if stationary home. 
“ ’ load is shifted, Most trucks one-ton or larger will 
Far from having a primitive way of life, Iy, dual-rears. Don't try to Install dual-whaels enjoy electric lights, running hot and cold 7 on trucks not having them; the axles are not water, shower, gas range and heater. And all are designed for it. 

“self-contained"--not dependent on external Four-wheel drive is expensive and raises the utility connections, With occasional refills of center of gravity, reducing stability; not worth- 
water, gasoline and propane, | can enjoy my " : W while for most nomads. g modern conveniences” anywhere a rugged A wide-ratio four-speed manual transmission is truck will take me...." - 

: : desirable for crawling over rough trails. A three- 
(From INNOVATOR, March '68 and Autumn 69)  speed manual plus high-ratio rear end, which 
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many delivery vans have, is nearly as good an trails but slow on highways. Some automatics give plenty of torque but may overheat on a long hill with heavy load; chack for this. For gatting unstuck carry a hydraulic jack (three-ton rating ar more), shovel, pail, tire chains (if snow is expacted), and two hundrad feet of half-inch nylon rope. The rope can be riggad as a Spanish windlass (see craft/knot books), A winch is really valuable only if capabla of moving the vehicle unaided by the vehicle; rated capacity should at least equal total weighi of the vehicla, 
  

Furnishings and Appliances 

  

If most of your lifa has baen spent in houses or apartments, with “primitive” camping limited to short vacations, | recommend equipping your rig with most of the comforts to which you are accustomed. Someone who tries to rough it usually winds up, after a few weeks, back in an apartment with a “for sale” sign on his truck. 
Thg easiest way to outfit is to pile portable 

€amping gear into an empty van. This is also the most flexible way; the gear can later be moved to a tent or boat if one changes life-style. On the other hand permanently-installed equipment takes up less space and doesn't bang around. 
WATER canbe carried in 3 five-gallon collapsible plastic container with spigot (available for about 

$3 from Herters’, Waseca, Minn. and at many sporting-goods stores). Most permanent instal- 
lations have a fiberglass water tank, sink, and 
either a hand pump or *“on demand” electric 
pump. 
COOKING is easy on a propane (LPG) stove; 

either a portable camp stove or one permanently 
installed. 

LIGHTS: 12-volt bulbs, operating from the 
truck battery, are convenient for momentary 
illumination. For long periods use a kerosane 
lantern or candles to conserve the battery. A 
propane lantern is bright, and efficient during 
cold weather when its heat is also welcome; 
however the mantle needs frequent replacement. 
An extra battery with switch-aver is useful as a 
reserve for engine starting, in case one battery 
gets discharged. 

BED: Polyurethane foam is light, comfortable 
and relatively inexpensive; a double-bed size, two 
inches thick, costsabout $11. An inexpensive 
sleeping bag can double as a comforter: get one 
which zips open all the way. 

HEAT: A propane-fueled, vented floor-furnace 
is convenient; costs about $60 to $100, depending 
on size and controls, plus installation which you 
can probably uo yourself. A floor furnace is simpler 
than a wall furnace, which requires an electric 
blowertodi ‘ribute the heat. In freezing weather a 
gas furnace burns five gallons ($1.25 to $2.00) 
in a week or less; for cooking alone the same 
five gallons may last several months. Around 
forests a wood stove will save money. Smilie 
(575 Howard St., San Francisco, CA 94105) 
sells. a 26-pound ‘‘sheepherders' stove for $25 
plus shipping, not counting exhaust pipes and 
fittings, Or one can make a light-weight wood 
stove out of a five-gallon can and miscellaneous 
hardware, Don't depend on an UNvented stove, 
such as a gas cooking stove, for heating; fumes 
In large quantity are harmful. 

BATH: Sponge bathing is not uncomfortab!e 
provided there is heat, warmed water, and a big 
pan to stand—and drip in. Of course ‘in warm 
weather mountain streams are groovy. Around a 
city one may be able to'use a college gym for 
nothing. For more convenience a camper can be 
equipped with shower, '‘instant’ propane hot- 
water heater (no storage tank), and 12-volt 
“on-demand" pump for about $200 plus instal- 
lation. 

COOLING: Most factory-equipped campers 
come with ice box, But there isn't an ice vending 
machine behind every tree. Camper refrigerators 
aren't satisfactory: a 12.volt electric frig will 
discharge a battery in 24 hours; a gas frig won't 
operate if tilted. The simple, economical solution 
is to eat mostly dry staples plus foraged foods. 

HEAD: | recommend against a vehicle-installed 
flush toilet: expensive, heavy, often smelly, and 
requires emptying- at specially-equipped disposal 
stations. When in the woods do like other woods- 
dwellers. Dig shallow holes, a new one each time; 
tesssmelland chance of ground-water contamination 
than with conventional privy. Around a city use



    

  

plastic bleach jugs (discarded at laundromats) 
plastic-top coffee cans, and plastic bags. Or gei 
a portable john, such as Porta Potti, which can 
be carried into any restroom and emptied. 

AC.: A stereo, tape recorder, sewing machine 
electric razor or blender can he operated by a 12vdc-to-120vac inverter which runs -off the 
battery. A 400-watt no-moving-parts inverter is 
sold by Sears and many others for about $120. 
Mflke sure the inverter puts out 60 cycles, other- 
w;se.synchronous motors won't operate properly. 
Ar_!mrconditionerordecpfreezc requiresan engine- 
dnvt_an alternator which costs $150 or more and 
requires much maintenance. 

STOWAGE: Corrigated-cardboard boxes, piled 
upon each other, are simple but inconvenient: 
mus:l campers have permanently installed closets, 
cabinets and drawers. Cabinets are cheaper and 
lighter H_mn drawers but not as convenient for 
mos_t thlngs. Low-down space is desirable for 
storing heavy items without raisingcenter of gravity 
and reducing stability. 

LIVING SPACE: While a separate cab (truck- 
camper rather than van) means less integral living 
ipace, it makes a handy junk room or, in cold 
weather, a cold room, especially if there is a 
crawl-through from camper. At least a small area 
with full stand-up height facilitates dressing and 
cooking, but one can learn to live without it. 
Attached awnings, porches, expandible rooms 
and telescoping roofs, which some deluxe campers 
have, are seldom worthwhile; for extra space a 
long-stay camps a separate tent is lighter, cheape 

and more flexible. 
  

Where to Park 

  

Unless you are some sort of rules-and regulations 
freak, stay away from “‘National Parks", “official” 
campgrounds in ‘“‘National -Forests”, and most 
state parks. Also avoid commercial trailer parks 
where one (in effect) pays for unneeded utility 
connections. 

Many a nomad simply squats on any “public” 
or unposted private land. Find a squat-spot out of 
sight of habitations and frequently-traveled trails; 
after driving in wipe out tracks at turn-off. 
Keep the site clean, be careful with campfires, 
and even if you are found you probably won't 
be disturbed. Do not make fires during daylight 
when smoke will be visible. 

Other nomads look for private forest land, 
seasonalresorts, or non-operatingmineswhich need 
care-taking; tradingservices forrent. Suchsituations 
may be found through classified ads or local in- 
quiries. When traveling, one can often park over- 
night at a service station in exchange for a gas 
fillup. 

In cities, for slee : ping one friend 
residential streets, : L Lo : chosen at random but away 
rom beacl]es and other heavily patrolled areas; 

he moves just before lights out. For reading or 
domestic chores he parks in a late-closing shopping 
center. Some cities have ordinances against over- 
night parking; enforcement is spotty. 

  

Storing the Overflow 

  

5 We store. a half-ton of food staples as an 
inflation hedge, for disaster insurance, and so 
that we can buy in bulk. And we accumulate 
plenty of books, magazines and assorted junk. 
Some ways to do this and yet be mobile: 

Lease a garage or other small building, prefer- 

ably in a small town or rural area at least 50 miles 
from any large city or other missile target. One 
drawback is that busybodies are apt to see you 

load and unload. 
If your rig is a pick-up truck with slide-in 

camper, build extra “boxes’” which fit the truck 
bed—transport these one at a time to/from an 
isolated squat-spot. A good system of jacks will be 
required for loading/unloading. 

Park an extra vehicle, probably an old delivery 
van, at asquat-spot. A vanprovidesthemostmobile 

storage but requires maintenance even when not 
in operation. (Check under ‘“‘storage’ in a good 
automotive maintenance book.) If it rarely moves 
licensing shouldn’t be necessary. An old house- 
trailer shell needs less maintenance but is muct 
more difficult to move. 

Assemble a pre-fab metal shed near a squat-spot 
For example, Spiegels sells a four by eight by six 
feet-high shed for $70, plus shipping from Chicago 
maximum snow load is 30 pounds per square foot 
Such a shed can be assembled in two days, dissas- 
sembled in one day if bolts and screws have been 
protected from rust. A pre-fab can be hidden 
better than any vehicle since it can be back- 
packed in pieces to an isolated spot. 

Buy 55-gallon drums with full-width openings 
Used drums are all right if they have good gaskets 
and-no dents on sealing surfaces. Transport empty 
to stashing place, then pack and seal. Line with 
plastic bags for extra seal. Drums are easier to 
hide than any walk-in structure but contents are 
not as accessible. Plastic drums or tarps are not 
recommended; animals can chew holes. 

  

Doing It 

  

For economy get a much-used vehicle and 
minimize movement. Ta migrate without moving 
far, live in mountain country where a few- 

thousand-feet change of altitude makes a big 
difference in climate. Avoid back-and-forth com- 
muting or use a motorbike or minicar. 

Late fall and winter is the best time to find 
bargains. Thoroughly check any camper, new or 
used, before buying, as you would any motor 
vehicle. (If automobile innards are a mystery to 
you, contract with a mechanic you can trust.) 
Include: high-speed cruising to check engine 
and stability; long hill climb to check power and 
cooling; standing start upon very steep hill to 
check torque in lowest gear; rough dirt trail to 
check traction, ground clearance, suspension and 

ruggedness in general. Perform these tests with full 
foad. 

Drive rig to public scales and weigh each axle; 
don't take dealer’s or manufacturer’s word. Check 
against rating of truck (in owners' manual or on 
door plate). If camper is empty allow for at least 
2000 pounds of passengers, equipment and supp- 
ies. 
Make sure all appliances are self-contained; 

disconnect external lines from camper before 
testing. 

If you expect to license, find out the idio- 
syncracies of the local extorters before buying. 
California, for example, levies both a sales tax 
and a per-value registration fee; these can add up 
to $500 or more on a new motorhome. California 
Mlso requires pick-ups to be registered as com- 
mercial vehicles—more extortion. Oregon, in con- 
trast, charges $10 for first ten feet of length of 
camper (not counting cab-over) or $20 for first 
ten feet of motorhome (bumper to bumper), 
plus $1.50 per additional foot. You might register 
in another state by arranging a mailing address with 
afriend there. If your rig will be hidden most of the 
time and rarely move, you might forget about Ii- 
censing and take your chances. 2 

Plan to move aboard soon after purchase; if 
you continue to live elsewhere you will be di- 
verting time and money.. Allow at least a week, 
full time, to arrange your things, find storage for 
overflow, and secure temporary parking; more 
time if equipment is to be installed. Don't worry 
if everything you want on board doesn't fit at 
first; with practice you will use space more 

efficiently and weed out the unessential. 
Liberate yourself while you are cool—when you 

can move around freely and take the time to be 
careful, and when an accident won't be disasterous. 
Expect less liberty and safety for the first few 
months while you are gaining experience and 
locating squat-spots; have a driver's license and 
plausable explanation ready in case of harassment. 
Don't try to change life-styles while you are on 
the run from the SSS or when missiles are on 
their way; in an emergency stay with ways of 
living you know. 
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One of the key teachings in today’s state 
schools is that one must never, never trust 

oneself. One must always find out from an 
authority. The result is that the product of an 
authoritarian school system must look to an M.D. 
to know if he is well; a D.Psy. to know if he is 

sane; a Rev. to know if he is moral; a LL.D. to 
know if he is ethical; an OFFICER to know if he 
is a good driver; etc., etc., ad nauseam. “He's a 
real nowhere man."* 

Accepting a title as a degree or competence is 

no substitute for making one’s own independent 
evaluation of another’s person’s merit. Those who 

go by titles and degrees alone forego the 

opportunity to learn from the greatest doctor and 

teacher of all — LIFE. Many other excellent 

teachers lack titles and degrees: .while those who 
have them in abundance may often be little more 

than idiots. 
Even though | recommend ignoring the letters 

before and after other people’s names, | suggest 
that you cash in on the sheep’s faith in sheepskins 
by entitling yourself: go ahead and call yourself 
“Dr.1” (Or make up your own titlell) You will 
thereby gain the prestige and privileges 
concomitant with a title and at the same time 
point out its absurdity, causing all those who 
know (or wonder) how you came by your degree 
to question the “legitimacy’’ of ANY degree. 

If you are not content to confer upon 

yourself, the following should be helpful for 
obtaining quick, easy, painless and cheap degrees: 

Ordination (Minister’s Certificate) 
* Universal Life Church, Inc., 601 Third St., 

Modesto, CA 95351 offers free ordination. 

Send stamped, self-addressed  envelope: 
free-will offerings gladly accepted. 

NG OUT Let’s 
Doctor of Divinity (D.D.) 

*Universal Life Church, Phoenix Office, offers 
a D.D. for $20 to anyone but California 

residents, ULC, Box 3528, Phoenix, Arizona 

85030. 
®*Church of Universal Brotherhood, 6311 

Yucca St., Dept. F.P., Hollywood, CA 90028 
offers degree (D.D.) and minister’s certificate 

for $10. 
Missionaries of “the New Truth, Box 1393, 
Dept. A9, Evanston, Il. 60204 offer Ordination 
Certificate, D.D., ID card, plus 12 blank 

ordination forms all for $10. (Framed in glass, 

$20.) 
Episkopos 

*The Paratheo-Anametamystikhood of ERis 
Esoteric (POEE), Box 26475, S.F., Earth 
94126 is the world's only undogmatic religion 
(“there are no rules”) and exclusive source of 
information leading to episkoposhood. For a 

legal high you can expand your mind with the 

PRINCIPIA DISCORDIA, “Wherein is 

Explained Absolutely . Everything Worth 
Knowing About Absolutely Anything” 
including episkoposhood. $1 to friends, $2 to 

enemies. 
Doctor of Naturopathy (N.D.) et al 

*Anglo-American Institute of Drugless 
Therapy, 20 Talbot Avenue, Bournemouth, 

Hants, Great Britain offers an N.D. diploma 
upon completion of their correspondence 
course which. costs $12. N.D. graduates are 
eligible for D.0., homeopathic and other 

AAIDT courses. * , 

*Brantridge Forest School, Highfield, Dane 

Hill, Haywards Heath, Sussex, England, offers 

various correspondence courses and degrees: 

Play 
IR SRS 2 | 

Doctor 
D.Psy.; N.D.; D.D.; etc., including a Professor 

Emeritas award for $350. Enrollment fee is 
$30; courses vary from about $40 to $160, 
most costing over $100.. 
“Royal College of Science, 709 Spadina Ave., 
Toronta 4, Ontario, Canada grants degrees by 

correspondence. They offer gratis info and 

prospectus. 
High School Diploma by Apprenticing 
*TRAVELER’S DIRECTORY, 51-02 3Sth 
Ave., Woodside, NY 11377, “The international 

registry of hip travelers...” in addition to 
providing traveling contacts for listees, offers 

an Apprenticeship Program which may lead to 
a high school diploma at 17 years of age. 
Participants (no age limit) are listed in the 

directory along with what they want to learn 

and/or teach. The apprentice usually moves 
into the home of the teacher for the duration 
of the learning period. Listing in the directory 
is $3. 

NB: To my knowledge there are no institutions 
offering a deification curriculum, let alone the 

degree of omnipotence, hence those aspiring to 

god or goddesshood have no alternative but to 
deify themselves. (NB is short for No Bull. I'm 
sure you all know what B.S. standsfor. M.S. 

stands for More of Same, and Ph.D. means Piled 

Higher and Deeper.) 
  

© Copyright 197/ 
by Leon Ksspersky 
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OVERVIEWS 
W%\T IF THERE WAS A MILLENIUM ,., AND NO ONE CAME? by Skye GQ'Aureous 
g?saflfitalee Hall (condensed from 26ag70 TIBEDARLAN CONNECTION, 

awn, Box 90913, Los Angeles, CA90009; $1/issue, $4.50/year) 

We were born, educated, and have lived all of our : 3 lives in a societ, 
;gich is p%ycho?ically out of touch with reality in many respects. il 
2 not be sO naive as to think that ghis total immersion in the 
urrounding near unlversalls-nccogted fantasy world has left your 

unconscious mind untouched. #e NOW know enough of laissez faire to 
interpret incoming data within a rational framevork. What of the years 
hn ghg psstvtnat we spent filling our minds with improperly compre- 
bcn e dd?ta. Ve were born among sheep, raised by sheep, eduocated as, 
cy, an or sheep =~ and before we knew better, some of it got through. 

Dggcious recognition, re-evaluation, and correction of unconscious 
atuitudcs 1s necessary if a theoretical knowledge of laissez faire is 
to lead you to actual concrete freedom rather than sterile word games. 

I*YOEI conscious mind will find the following statements obvious. 
Witigszgryhunlikely that your unconscious mind fully accepts and works 
IPTFFH‘”“B esE premises,“i.c., these premiseshave not been fully 
WLEGRATED into your mind. ILiberate more of your mental faculties 

from unconsciously accepted servitude by seeing how many. interesting 

ccnseouoncgs you can develop from each of the following statements. 

These are heuristic tools; they are useful guiding principles for 
self-liberation -- they ere not a blueprint. Play around with them 
enough so that you gain an unconscious familiarity and facility in 
using them.... 

1. The general population does not know what freedom is. 
2, The activities of the general population are not good indications 

of when and how YOU can be free and at what cost. 
3, An overall decrease in freedom for the general population does 

not necessarily mean a decrease in freedom for you unless your actions 

are essentially the same as those of the general population. 
(Comments: You can't watch most people to determine when YOU are 

free, Most people will not take advantage of freedom -- this has been 
true in the past and will continue to be true for quite some time 
into the future. Regardless of the opportunities, their lives will 
continue as usual. Don't be conceptually blinded by paying too much 
attention to the general populace; freedom's initial manefestations 
will be more subtle than that.) 

4. A rational person is only interested in freedom he can obtain 
in his own time. 

5. A rational person does not count upon gaining freedom at some vague 
time in the future by means of sweeping social changes or other means 
which are beyond his comtrol.... 

6. Preedom is not a monolithic indivisible entity. It is not a word. 

You are free wnen you cen do what you want without coercive interference. 
(Comment: 

freer, you have to determine what you want to do. 

general population) want to do? 
7. Freedom is not free. It would be nice if it were, but there are 

people willing to coerce. Making some freedom for yourself reguires 
purposeful action. You must know what you want to be free to do, end 
you must organize your resources toward the end of creating thet freedom 
for yourself. 

8. Your desire for freedom does not imply an effective ability to 
choose between 100% or OF freedom. Your effective range of choice -- 

i.e., what you can get -- depends on your desired actions, your 
resources, and how you use them. 

G, You will not suddenly become 1005 freel 

yourself, a carefully planned step at a time. 
10. Your present condition of freedom is probably far from optimum 

for your most desired range of actions and for your present resources. 
Your approach to this optimum must be discovered by careful planning 
and investigation. You do not have automatic knowledge of this 

subject, and 1living your 1ife like the general populace will get you 
what they get. 

11. The State end its agencies will NEVER proocleim themselves 
abolished, offed, impotent, or irrelevant. 

12, There are not pigs EVERYWHERE and they are at very few places 

gll the time. 
13, What the State claims to control is not the same as what it does 

control. YOU will have to investigate and decide for yourself. 

This is a corollary of 11 and 12, 
Whether or not there is a sweeping general move toward laissez faire: 

14, The State will not become impotent in all geographical areas 

at the same time. 
15, The State will not become impotent in ell areas of human action 

at the same time. 
16. You will see the effects of progressive freedom emong small 

numbers of people and in small groups before you'll see it in large 

oups. 

Gr173 People who have gained relative freedom from State coercion for 

a particular range cf actions will usuaelly not loudly advertise to the 

minions of the State. You either have to think it up and do it your- 

self with yourgroup, or you have to become Skilled et reading between 

the 1lines end knowledgeable about less widely read material -- but 

you still have to do it yourself., If you are suocessfully doing it, 

chances are that you will meet others who are successfu%ly doing it, 

and you can then do it better ‘together, What's the 5 R 

Thatls up to YOU.... 

Before you can decide how free you are and how %to beocome 
What do YOU (not the 

You will have to do it 

  

THOUGHDS ON FREEDOK SIRATEGY -- IV (revised) EL Rayo 

{The originel version appeared in 10£b71 L1EERTARLAN 

Preedom Terminology In "...Strategy III" 1 defined freedom as 

Tvalnerability vo coexrcion. But this definition goes contrary 1o 

traditional usage. 
> 

and Wagnall's "Standard College Dictionary 68, glves the 

clearest definitions and differentietions I have seen: 

iFreedom, liberty end license yefer to the right or opportunity to 

do &s one pleases. FHEETON is the widest term, suggesting complete 

absence of restraint. DIBEATY is a measure of freedom within 

restraints, granted by or as though by & sovereign DPOWEIs... 

LICELSE is an exemption from restraint grented to one person but not 

t0 anothers..." 

Apparantly no English word exists for invulnerability to coercion. 

iSovereignty” comes close, but it is usuelly applied to States and 

implies not rerely self-defense capability but power over others. 

This is not surprising since the very concept of invulnerability to 

coercion of individuals and non-coercive groups is rerative}y new, 

at least in European cultures. The traditional attitude is: e 

or be ruled; there are no other alternatives. 

  

25mr71 
CUKKECTION) 

Roberta end Tom of F 
traction of "VOluntary 
distinctive; 
(of, about), 
seript, voucher) 
and the corresponding 

  

condition o 

process 
one who has 

o advocates: 
of: 

place/situation of: 
art of amchieving: 
one skilled at: 

Of course &] f these, there are 
et e I 
is there no POSSIE 
(initiated force) age 
cively-acquired posse 

y intergr 
e 1d 8 

achieving vorm, 

Perhaps the tenant is 
plck and choose =-- 
becomes quite depen: 
respect to his protect 

How about someone w 
i 

e I 
mobility 

pec o 
contractor" 

hholding? 

enjoys vonu too. 
On the other hand emp 
presently is not required to collect social insecurity taxes, is only 
a use of libderty. 

Is Liberty Undesirable? T 
ations, 

illegal) depe 
anda 

interpret- 
1y 

ore durable. 
vonu tends 

Liberty depends on laws and 
and so 1s easily destroyed. Vonu ( e not 

nds on reality, not legali and so is 
ct in various ways. Achiev 

for example, the unenforc 
2 major incentive for its repeal. 

ance, with development of a 
um), one has more capability and 

ackmarket trade. 
, Large-scale use of liberty, 
liberty. For e le, the m 

iption, prompted circt 
large degree of liberty, lon 

alcohol prohibition 
Vonu also foster 

relative. 
de 

and, tends to reduce 
d in college to avoid 

continued, reduces vonu. 

able to confisoca uch of the 
ition of comparative liberty and 

relatively stable currency; ost American residents trusted it 

were unprepared to protect themselves from it. Similar confiscations 
in other countries - not as "successful". And American Indians 
were 111 prepared to defend themselves against the highly-organized 
forms of coercion introduced from Europe. 

I suspect that any kind of "liberated society" is inberantly 
unstable, In the general absence of institutionalized coercion people 
will lose self-protection capabilities and become very vulne abie to 

-- providing fertile ground for growth of 
new and (for hile) ally vicious States. 

I doubt that products snd services for protection against Ulorgan- 
ized coercers would prevent this. A good mouse trap will not stop 

even a small bear. Nor will immunity to smallpox keep one from getting 

Trabies. 
In a sense States may be "necessary evils"; necessary not to provide 

highways, mail delivery or other real services, but to stimulate 

development/maintenance of anti-state protection capabilities. 

A state can be truly limited only by vonu -- 1%s8 inability to impose 

servitude and collect taxes beyond a certain amount, not by liberty -- 

such as "constitutional checks" or a permissive king. A State which 

doesn't plunder as much as is possible within its sociel/technological 

environment, or which doesn't use The plunder effectively to perpetuate 

its power, will tend to be replaced, through political evolution, 

revolution or foreign conguest, by one ich does. This is one of the 

reasons why political crusades to repeal coexcive lews or have them 

ruled "unconstitutional" are a waste of effort -- oI vorse. 

This is a gloomy evaluation only for those who seek to evade 

responsibility for their own freedom. I em optimistic about prospects 

for increasing vonu. Vonu is yours for the making. 

  

WHICH CAME FIRST ...? 

"The State IS LOUT the cause of most of man 
is the cause of most of mankind's problems, I 

someone has said, 
"Byt neurosis is due largely to poor diet and health habits", 

say others. 

UBut these are often the result of pollution 

say still others. 
And the State, thru war and regimentation, certainly contributes 

to neurosis, illness and polluvion. 
Clearly, no one of the major human problem 

any other. All are T d: each cause 
Hone will be solved in large degree so long 

But progress toward solution of any, will in 

to tne solution of the others. 

I have chosen to concentrate on th problem 

coercion not because I think it 1s re basic but because there has 

so far been relatively little effective wori, _ many people 

are specializing in, and progress is veing made in paychology, 

nutrition and ecology; whereas most of what has been done in the nsame 

of freedom amounts to0 abstruce verbiage and struggles for power. 

Vonuism is a new, or at Jeast a heretofore neglected approach to the 

problem, and an approach which seems to avoid the contradictions of 

previous approaches. I believe it is worth a try. RAYO 

d!'s problems. Sk e o 
LUDLIAG 2 

= e PeTONATnRY and overcrowding", 

s is more fundamental then 
and catalyzes the others, 
as the others remain. 
most cases contribute 

of institutionalized 
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COMMUNICATION AMONG NOMADS, TROGLGDYTES AND OTHER INVULNERABLES 

VONU LIFPE, Box- 607, Grants Pess, OR97526 

Editor, RaYO Associste Editor, DR. GATHERER Publisher, MIKE FREEMAN 

P Back issues (VONU LIPE only): three for $1, meiled third-cless. 

P Subscriptions for one year (six issues): delivery every two months 

by first-cless msil, vonuens $1, others $4; delivery of three issues 

at 8 time every six months by third-class mail, vonuens gretis, others 

$2. A vonuen (to us) is someone who 1ives end lets 1ive, &nd who lives 

most of the time out of sight, sound and mind of those unwilling to 

1ive &nd let 1live. P VL guarentees to publish without editing &t 

leest slx photo-reedy pages (per subscriber per yeasr) if relevent to 

invulnerable 1iving, one-hulf pege on almost anything. (We reserve the 

right to refuse copy we consider slenderous or likely to provoxe 

exceptionel hostility.) Single-space type or write neatly in BLACK 

on WHITE peper this size, ONE SIDE ONLY. (If ycur ribbon is worn or 

your bellpoint is blue, send 8 black carbon copy.) Put enything not for 

publication on 8 separste sheet. Deedline for next issues: Sept. 

P VL formerds without charge up to six stemped envelopes from & 

sibscriber per year; e&dditionsal forwards are 25z eech. To save 

postage on & single letter address it "(person), c/o Vonu Life..." and 

tepe eny messege to us on the back of the envelope. Letters may be 

sent to speciflic individuels who heve published, to people 1n 8 

geogrephic erea, or for discretionary formard to people we believe 

might have compatable interests. P Right to reprint less then 

10,000 coples of originel otherwise-urrestricted contents 1is hereby 

gréntea to those who reciprocete. Include our neme, eddress and price 

("3 recent issues, $1"). Reprinting from VONU LIFE shaell constitute 

peraission for us to reprint in 1ike amount. (If you ere printing more 

then 10,000 copies write us for permission.) 
  

PAYMENTS: VONU LIFE now pays for articles we reprint from other 

publications: 47 per word per thoussnd coples we print. For plctures 

we pey for the words which would occupy the seme space. Unless other- 

wise reguested me will psy when the sccunulated credit exceeds £2 or 

wxhen one year elespses, whichever htppens first. Note to exchenge 

publicetions which restrict reprinting: 1f you would like us to reprint, 

pleese give open but qualified peralssion, such as we do. We can't 

efford the time and postage to write for peraission on each article 

we consider. P We ordinarily psy cesh for &én original article only if 

requested by the suthor. of course, if payment 1s stipulsted, we don't 

guersntee to publish end we reserve the right to edit (cut). If you 

don't esk for cash but we especislly like whet you say, We will pay in 

subscription extension &t ebout double the cesh rete. KaYO 

SHALLSADS: 
Bscepe compulsory hign schools? Try us. Stonewall Jeckson Acedemy, 

Box 1245, Florence, SC 29501 has flexlble progrum for lesrning. 

  

40¢ first line, 207 eech additionel line; 

or trade. 1000 coples printed this issue. 

Access Catanlog, a reeders end researchers gulde to elternatives. 

Resources to technicil and how-to-do-it inforaation. $1.00 an 1ssue, 

§8 year subscription, 10-12 lssues & yeer. New Life Environmentsl 

Designs Institute, P.". Box 648, Kelamazoo, Mich 49001 

THE TRaDING POST 1s & weekly advertiser serving the Rogue Valley of 

southwestern Oregon -- Grants Pess, Medford, Cave Junctlon. It is 

distributed gretis et many stores in the area. Good leads to land, 

employment, prices. Publishers &re sympethetic toward vonulsts, 

libertsrians and commnitarisns. Out-of-region trial subscriptions: 

8 weeks, $2. ads: 25 words, $1; 57 each additlonel word. Box 1143, 

Grants Pass, OR97526. (Note: VONU LIFE people heve little contect 

with the S. Oregon sBubstate of the Silly Soclety. We know little or 

nothing sbout ferms avalleble, job opportunities, locel lews, etc. 

For this info we recommend THE TRADING FOST. RaYD 

PROTOS, a national newspuper for liberterians and 

potpouri of opt-out suggestions, economic theory, 

utopien speculation, book and record reviews, end freak comics. 

Many Underground Press Assoclation end Liberetion News Service articles. 

$3 per year, sample 257. PHOTOS, 4869 Santa Monice Blvd., L.A. CA90029. 

(Recommendation: Meny little liberterian megs like to belleve they ere 

something more then in-group orguns. PROTOS is. It'e & publicatlion 

I enjoy, not only reading myself but passing on to others. Currently 

1t's THE best all-around freecom periodicael, in my opinion. Circulstion 

is sbout 20,000. RaYO) 

vonuists, is 8 
expose of statism, 

AGORIC BCOK STORE, 4700 E. 7th., Long Besch, Calif. sfocks wide selection 

of new/used paperbacks, underground press, liberterien publiceations, 

buttons, bumper stickers, psychedelic posters. INNOVATOR back issues 

on slternate life-styles, nomedism, wilderness living, emigration, 

urban survival, tex avoidence, Swiss banking, underground storage, 

liberation strutegy, etc.; blg discount on sets. Open 11 or 10 every 

dey. 213-434-7590. Stop by when you are in the area. Sorry, no 

mail orders. 

THE MOTHER EARTH NEWS tells you how: the new life style, home-steading, 

natural foods, free lend, solér heat, wind engines, tipls, domes, free 

trensportetion, working at home, &lternatives to regular employment, 

end much, much more. 4 typicel lssue contains over 100 packed pages. 

It tells you hom six times & yesr for $6. Box 38, Madison, Ohio 44057. 

ALTERNATE METHODS FOK FREEDOM. Vonu Life is & publicttion ®Which 

specializes in particuler metnods for self-liberation. The LIBERTsRI&N 

CCNNECTICN offers B more generel treatment of self &nd wider scale 

liberation. If you velue VL you'll probebly &lso velue LC. Matcriel 

in LC ie subscriber written, similer to VL; however there &re no 

restrictions on subject matter. fith LC's wider scope of subjects, 

1s slso & wider intellectual marketpluce end greater opportunities for 

meterial trede. Muny of those who write have & decent understanding 

of laissez faire economlcs. 
appear -- bootlegging, selling purgler alerms, plecer gold alning, to 

neme 8 few. Also appearing is longtera theoretical thinking on future 

conditions. You send in your stencils &nd we publish (resulerly every 

6 weeks) and distribute. Send 25¢ for saample. 

Lise Dawn, Box 90913-VLZ2, Loa Angeles, Ca90009. 
  

there 

Profitable opportunities for self-1liberation 

Situations ~ Searches 
1 read your srticle in the Ahcle Eurth Cutalog. 

dispense with alot of bullashit I'l: sey thst I think your idess 

thoughts ere GREAT! I have come to the same conclusion &3 you 

considering owning land and using motorized vehicles to live in. 

it tekes licenses and deeds, etc., you're not really free end are tled 

to & big investment.... P 1 8x interested in PRaCTICAL views only, 

s I heve had enough "Back to the Earth" bullshit to last me & life- 

time. Any new and unususl ideas as to acquiring food, shelter, end 

remaining unnoticed and hidden from the genersl populace will oe 

apprecieted. P One question, I &m from the mid-west (STIRL 

end have met one person who remeined out in the #oods for six mon 

with short visits bsck about once & month. Other then this person 

I only know two other people who are KEALLY into the whole thing 

seriously. 1 want To 8sk how meny peopls you know of who slso feel 

es strongly &s you do &sbout it. As fer es I can ses we Bre few end 

far between. Pax, DONALD nesr St. Louls. 

To 
end Deer friends, 

§4 

We know meybe two dozen at present who &re seriously working 

towerd vonu. These are mostly scettered physicaliy and ars tryling 

various approaches, which mey be just @s well &t our present level 

of knowledge. There ere undoubtedly hundreds, maybe thousends more 

we don't know. RAYO. 

Reply: 

Dear Preform ones: I Bew you in WEC. Still don't know what you deal 

with too mell. Is it ways to get land and naturel resources? Or 

rather ways just to use lend and netursl resources without legelly 

getting them? Or ere you chesing dinoseurs just for fun til you/we 

get stepped on (it may tickle dinosaur, toe nails are heiry they sey) 

or til you don't? 1've met so &0 m&ny people who need access to lend 

and we can't &1l go to NM or 3C.... WxhnzN nesr Scrsnton, Penn. 

Reply: I've reed that less than 6% (some say 2f) of lend in the U.S. 

15 occupied. Much less is used in Cenede. This ls on the surface. 

Underground there are 8 few earthworms but no dinoseurs. RaYO. 

To Preform: Business 1s very slow. We sre 70% herospace -- 

stends end special machines; 30% food processing egquipzent - 

eloctronic scele, slicer, deceénner end conveyors. Both erees very 

slow end I am just holding on to xey people (7). P 1 hope to be in 

Au mining in the nesr future. I heve & sxsll lab and working on 

quentitative analysls methods for Au and Pt group. Second step #ill 

to buy or build & 3" or 4" dredge, & dry wesher, trail bike &nd 8 

helicopter for explorstion. Long range I will try to develop & smell 

mobile autometed plant for processing low grade 4u ore found in dry 

plecer deposits. Planning to be fully in the field before the major 

economic creeh hits. G., Los Angeles 

test 

be 

Reply: Many ebandoned mines in Siskiyou reglon -- Au, 4g, Hg snd ? 

This is something we aren't into yet, but hope to be after we have 

shelter nnd food supply well in hand. RaY 

Well, 
whole stinking mess benind. 

Whet if you did get in 8 cer or whatever and lesve. Leave the 

What if you needed & job? How would you 

get independant contract? I've never done it before. W#ho would you 

esk? How would you get books 1if you hed no money? How would you born 

your own children? (I have Rh negetlve and my compenion, love, beyfriend 

or whatever has Rh positive.) W#nere could you go to plent, live, love 

end be free? Just fifty million guestions. Meybe you could answer 

a few. TERRY, Redondo Beach, Calif. 

Reply; We are still working on answers for ourselves. Hopefully these 

will suggest enswers for you. But it 1is mostly up to each person to 

work out his own. 
which need whetever I cen do. I'd teli them I want to wWork for them 

but only es en independent comEany, not as an employee. I'd point out 

that they will seve on texes, unemployment Insursnce", accounting, etc. 

Most will say no -- too set in their weys, But 

if I try enough of them, some will say yes. 

or scared of the bludg. 
RAYO 

To Preform: We heve decided thst mobility will bring us into contect 

with tnose who are slready freemen themselves. Heve been working on a 

20 foot tipi and converting our Ford econoline intoas cemper for very 

short stops. P 4s this pattern unfolds I hope to write en erticle for 

you. Until then we send our vibes. Ra-OM, KRiS and &4Y, Victoria, BC 

Am T into van Iu'vt'h_c,? W-./l T Lave baen into it 

2nd out of it several Times, I nll looked so ensy =27 

syrst. Little did I veslive Fhe p,—p“ems. MoT wi th 

the van bu? with me and ofker people. T/} wite 

S ln»,cy letter  300m ‘z‘p/-l'\l;s TFhese P»p“lmx_ I+ 

mey be of some help 7o othen 'f»-,m, Po dree Them- 

selves . 

R:él\‘ now Im getiing veady 7o ps.'f o/l Hhe 'Fi{f,'._,,l 

bed, redres, stove, efe. back into The van for & trip 

somatime goon To Cal. I hope o [ive Phere, Magbe el e 

ench other. I bope so. 

1 hwve wn Raswes for A snd Barbara Rose of LA, 

T4 yon hwve thoi sddvess Tell Hembwrite: My Tim 2ell, 

P.O. Box 2953, ST Louds, Mo, (3130, He zad some 

oF his Friends zre ‘Formuk, ® Commune, flv zre Lib -~ 

ev Tav)en P*S“‘-‘, Chuvel of Bll Woplds. I3 you vexd 

Strannen tn o Strang-Lanl by Heinles youlll nndevstnd. T 

Kkaov Tim eal his frieads Pe-wully_ T can Draly ye command Fhea. 

3171 VL2 1   
P For independent contracting I'd try smal: buslnesses



I8 I didat want to live along The west cost T wenld be TI /VKE R TA LK 
trevelling 1s based on economy, 

Jorntny Thein gresp. Tom (f you havent axchanged pub lieatheas My use of the VW bug (not bus) forn“pl“ e i 
m i 

) 
A and the scting out of some besic pr e aver 

w."”'k T\m yn\ sl\u./‘. HC ‘\l.l' a ntwl/tfilh end wrl’ Vin AJJ) nomedism, whathar‘ticfogog;; ggfz :rv:§§c1c e firolavant & :he 

The totsl &mount o 2 B L linked to two things: 

for ok and P T Move 1w m next [lettes usefulness it hes. Rether, the usefullness éfln K adsdy and 

Y P 7 : (1) to have 8 possession within easy resch i ec s 

S n l (2) to have that same possession out-of-the-go afmthe s 

tncerely not needed. (#2 is probebly the more 1mpnrten§ho Nty 

" & s £ e g wit 
Danrel NMoreman , Chicago With these ;hlngsté? mi:zli:‘,.tf_ ga\éeo%bé;g :i?y. e tonshi thayiare 

Reply: W 1 compartments for getting u - : T¢ let the drivies get 

BV, IR She KT e, M e, Tty T aalfly for minteinine trevelissonenl Y §or ol meranious. 
Libertarion? Yes. Vonulst? Don't seem to be -- not yet anyway. Tl L e o G Ay, G P GG B 
flg?mit::e a}t{fié trying to pley legel lnterstice gemes with the g:;fgig?‘u;c. (Vincent Price will probably ster in the zeybe-fort 

; ] 
coming movie "The SmuggleBug".) . e o oltrotinetead 

Hoberta mvhl cotails of roradicr in cerlier The door panels are hinged halfway vertica .y, o the MR 

Gl en ML L s i ! Lived cte. of merely holding butting for noiseproofing, they now no L5 

rubber raft on the right side, and @ huge le.ter-nof on t:v ah ‘_0; A 

The map compertment is cut open in back of the :alas»ic Fo;c » ;rbh e 

direct access. The door holds about 8 two-v.'aa'fc 8 aupply‘ orlgSEt ge; 

for removael, the hinged panel is opened end Fibber Mages's clo 

once agein comes to 1ifel ARG 

b w the slde-rear windows are use 

e e The regulation little spring-clips =ent of “10 on ane of the “any land denls 

. 

end replaced by wooden tent or stall ply ood cebin holders for books or l{ooze, et;i Lxe 

If thoro is 7o “.ater on the which pop into the holes ere all removed, L 

prgple e usually Falpiul 1f onc blockapegnxy'd onto the car shell benind the penels, end smell ;Cl‘;l 

1 r rlanc Are rorn d hooks are run thru the penels. In thls way the presence cf & penel 

18 concesled, because the hooks are there _"‘to hold weshcloth, e'c";;:ln" 

SRl ’ The 1/8" wires supporting the ceiling fabric are exposed by cut g 

L oy ki ONLY the threeds edjacent, and now cen be used for clothes nunéars_ 

Gt near the ends, asnd to support ali manner of maps, clipboards, ‘olafix\‘u, 

etc., in the middle of the ceiling. A gulter is supported disgonally 

on these next to the ceiling, end surprisingly the gultaer i? more 

hes B n 1 out~of-the-way than & flute, which I wes uneble to find e sultable 

e e D 4 e 3 o ' . 

e, TR 
cu%g)e'hgé?laxl‘ounder the right front floorboard conceals aoo_\at a half 

not, raized in arcas there there a cubic foot of space; & custom-fitted cardboard box with 1ts own 

Sealfualiiilen ito : vildernes door is inserted therein. 
fen I treval I fince Tura 

tent Ln on~ of their field 

=11 resttered corruniby. L 

- ra 
ob realin- with thevranis 

c ¢ hermit, (all cedd Jokintly, 
but in =7 o' o 

conntries. 

To by o7 
T fourd bicweln ca~nins the fre 

sontal portion as 
T8 he rl- E e rectad in v panels close by e 

1ttt ogsndinas PRLIC S fRthEy ot u ail.ion tires aud 
space 1 the 1 
the other 

Portlend 

I suppose that I an a libertarian arccording to the def- 
inttions which you furnisbed in your letter. I am not 
a nomad--yet--since I live in a howe which is a solid £ ; pan g i 
old farm house, one which hac had a town grow up around g o ta z 1 1 nav i} igar boxes, 
it. My family and I are attenders at the local Friends 1L, 2 <es, and the pisce-de— 
meeting (which is a Quaker "church"), and we abhor force X 
which is imposed KHHHXHEK¥AWX by persons whose station 

allows them to abuse other persons. We are also a part 
of the stationary community in which we live, so we are 

not habitual dissenters or widely known for our contro- 2 Sl 
versial opinions. It is 1likely that we hold opinions tents, 

which are not controversial at all, generally speaking. .d?qu;tc.b RERO 
n that ana strange 

We must be bourgedis; we must be pacifists as well. 5 lecp. Also, window "a 5 
We are a lot of different things--just as you are a lot 
of different things. Perhans labels on people are use- 

ful to a certaln point--then afterwards they become a 
hindrance or harmful. 

We shall purchase a camper vehicle for an extended vaca- 3 
tion trip this summer. e shall be travelling to the 
naritime provinces of Canada, God willing. The entire ; V& Apgas 
family nu-nbers husband and wife, four children and our % 
dog, Charlie. The van will be designed so the family Afiflfléflfl& 
members may become isolated from one another if they - 2rena 

feel 1ike it. Ve shall carry tents and minimal comforts. \ = 
A canoe will perch on top. 5 f 2 

    

The children will become better known to their parents, 
and the parents will become better known to their child- 
ren. Tasks and chores will become necessary ani volun- 
tary once we have separated ourselves from the amblence 
of consumerism. I shall draw and do watercolors--the kids 
and my wife will do the same. We'll fish! It will be 
educational for all of us. Regards, > ‘//' 

P A el Fvae o 

% 

) 7 
A 5 i Ao greglipalt . 

VS Dty near Chicago 
Af,/;,a,‘:.. 

Comments on letter on right: Like you, we have found that efficient cndy Ll s &/"9”"‘3‘”&}? 
(ingenious) use of avellable volume is more important than totsel volume. 

Most house-dwellers are astoundingly inefficlent. P I once compared 
exterior dimensions and welght of VW bug, squareback and bus. There 
is surprlsingly little difference, 88 I recall, even in weight. The 
bug is nearly es long &8s the bus but looses much inside space because 
of its teardrop shape. So, for forest living, I think the bus is the 
better choice. Also it has a bit more ground clesrence. But I can 
see the advantages of & bug around & city -- less suspect as 8 live- B 
aboard vehicle (so long &8s the window covers aren't noticed). P 5t acce wdate 
Pleese write only on one side of paper. (I made an exception to my g level eain 
no-retyping rule this time, but I don't meake many.) Also do illus, E 
in black only. RAYO J171 VL2 2 

  

Alkido al, near Chicago  



  

private criminal, on the other hand, will be reluctant to breek into @& 
vehicle which msy be occupled. P The preferred STRATEGY is to live in 
8 city 8s little es possible; to park most of the time in sscludad 
squat-spots or, better yet, use & motor vehisle only for “import-export”. 
P We still don't have & fully satisfactory way to dispose of shit in the 
city; pleatic bags pass odors. Perhaps 8 Ports Pottl is an answer. 

As for the city doing our garbage collesting: tough'! RAYO 

Porformanes and Durebilty 
— Minto's engioe system can apply full torqae 1o the wheels 

[ 
(or twasting force at the wheels) i high and relatively comstant 
from 0-70 mph, 30 no complex automatic or manual thift trsamission 
n required. The engine s direct-coupled 1 the drive wheels, with im- 

In Miolo's own words, the “secret” of » pollution-frec eagine i 
1o secret at all. Sitting beck at his desk at Kinetics Corporation, 
tall, mustached, and down-to-earth, he explains beiefly the physics 
and chemistry of combustion. When burming takes pisce at mormal 
almcsphenic pressure, with proper eaginecring and pieatifil oxygen, 
sdzally everything bems sp, and the only products of the chemical 
action are two pocmal componeats of the amosphere: carbon diox- 
ie and water. Tha's extemal combustion, which is used in the 
Mizto engire. 

Intemmal combustion, on the other hand, involves exploioas within 
the engine cylinder. I's combustion usder pressure end without 
enough air, and this process dictates unconsumed substances which 
are emitted & air poliutants. “I's & built-in phenomencn,” Miato 
says. “You can't cleas & 

portant saviags in frictoa Josses. 
—Powerful reverse torqus is available st all times for poa-fade 

high spocd braking, 
— The eatiro rystem has Joes than 1/100Kh the mumber cf moving 

parts found in the conventional eagme tymem. Accondingly, thers 
rc fewor perts t weas out oc break down. 

— The moving engine parts never come in contact with Same of 
the corrouive prodocts of combertion, Nether does the lubricating 
ol of the eagine system. Ol never has to be 

— The car is cheaper to buikd and maiatain &ad bas comparable 
fuel econceay 10 the internal combustion eagine. 

— Since the fuel is bursod poo-explocively, the car pesds D0 
mufflr and the cagine is virtually poisclees. 

— When the vehicle is sopped in traffic, the engine is motioaless 
and 5o fucl it burnad to koep it idling. Thia cuta down on city thermal 
pollution, 25 doca the cars quictoem cut down oa cify poiss 
polution. 

< JiCemmm 
121 Lewis Ave. 

  

RUSBIAN-STYLE "HIPPIZS® 

Thoy'r: callod "bichi." Thoy wandor ovor tho vast, ramet> roglens sf tho 
Seviot Uninn, Tha Sevint vorsien »f tha "hippia" (or nao—mesad) 40 
flrunt his 11fo-atyls and 10 caroful to av~id confrentatiens with the pclico. 
Ho knews tho mory fact of baing what hs is—a sccial drep-eut—can ] 
in Jeil. Thus h) 1 diffsront from thy undorgreund political diss 
1o willing %0 risk ioprissnm victions, Ha dosen't d 
wevo placardo ~r eheut obac Amussmont park, Ho doos ndt 
woar wiird clothing, oXetic hairdes or tho rist ~f thy parephirnalis af- 
foctad by Amaricans 4 indicats tholr contozpt er indiffiranco toward the 

"satablighoont,” Thy Saviot "bichi® mey £391 jJust as contomptuous—ir 
1ndiffor mt—c? nis cwn sncioty's valuos, but ha 48 rot ragor to publicizo 

1t. On tho contrary, ho dsss all ko can te blond intc thy sozinty hy dio— 

P 
The trick in dexigning the car, then, was nol nay new discovery Tejeptenvi(R13), 

urn cleanly. Rather it was the inveators chowce of & 

e ol : _.‘:'Iif"{—_—]:\\;_~ struction and parts fashioosd 10 make the moet efScweat wee of frecn 
power. e - S el ek Ve e e i == 
boiler, which 13 beated by kerosese (or any other fuel). The ex- > [} 
panding vapor twrns the motors, then gocs to the condeosce (1 baak 
of fianed tubes placed on the ool of the prototype car but 1o be 
instalied under the hood of later madels). Here it tams back to 

liquid again and s returned to the baier for reuse. 
The oid Stanley Steamer worked oo a similar priaciple, though 

1t ifferod sabsuaatially in the particulan of deiga. Bet the exrly 
scemers wmed water, of coume, o prodics their expasdisg YEPOC e minto onomt 
practcal in competiton ’ e This ardicle is excerpted (with type size reduc= 
oo T e pimies U adI0jbw Besind o, R e ed) from the magazine, Prevention. In the magazine 

the writer tells how the Kinetics co. and Wallace Mi- 
nto are going on to prove that clectric power can 
be cconomically generated by the we of Freon gas from 
sources of heat which have undl row been wasted, and 
that these methods are also frec of pollution. 

Interested readers would do well to subscribe to 
PREVENTION MAGAZINE which deals {n general with 
all areas of health, and good foods and the prevendon 
of disetse by more natwral methods . 

To subscribe, write to Prevention Magazine, 33 
East Minor St., Emmaus, Pa. 18049. Subscription rate 
15 $5.85 or o 310,45 for two., $14.45 for three. 
The magazine s well wocth the prlce . Bsued monthy. 

paiat @ only 117° F., much cooker tha the 140" et which yoar 
bot water runs at bome. And it is a bighly donwo sobetzacs, roqer- 
ing moch dom volume than waser and permiriizg light, campact 
pipes and boider. The refrigerant i alo sooflecwasblo—in fact, 
% m tood & A fro extingoisher. Asd "its & nice diy ga” 10 qOM 
Misio, 10 that (o equipmast i travels throsph should lest in- 
dafnisely.” 

caght ko cumine mme of the sddvional adveaisges 
clsims for his wehicke. These indicaic that it is pot oaly posihls 

The Minto and other external combustion engines interest zso, not so 

much for pollution reduction (we polluts little because we drive 

1ittle, and we spend little time where other people are polluting), 

but for ending van-peaple's dependence on fimported™ petroleun. 

The fuel burner can be replaced with one burning wood or charcosl or, 

in stationsry applicatlions, ¥lth solar, geothernal or nuclear heat 

sources. (Even EXTERNAL combustion of wood forms pollutents, but 

humens have had a mlllion yesrs evolutionary experience with them.) 

RAYO Thenks to Jonnny Reb for clipping 

  

s | NTER 
‘Garbage Kids’ Vex:i2 I would like to 

discriminatory legislatio 
SAN FRANCISCO (AP) —|lourists and families traveling|quarters is coanected with sew- 

City officials say hundreds of|in campers, trailers or aulos,|er lines. Some of the better be- 
young people living In an assort- ;‘u'(‘: “"“Ilg lfln" :“:';""P 3: baved peopie dump wastes into 
ment of homes on wheels are dm.,",;’: i Tony” cpumd|tireet sewers, with prelty disa-{ my ca 0 

strewing garbage and human| gtil come here an (o greeable results when there is{|city”” I the answer i, 
wastes in the streels, causing|they sightsee or v po rain for fushing. 
concern for public health. A health department gpokes-| “What we bope to encour-| line. 

‘owners make a uniled response fo such 
1 

s 
filling station, every ResV owner's first 
question might be: “Am [ all 

1ikos, aw attortisn to thiosslvas, "bichl rean frem 
vor ponaiblo te Avnid taking pirmanint Jeba. 

hava bion laballed "parasitos” by tho Cemmun 

Establishmint, Precuratsr Gonorel Reman A, Rudionke, tho 5ivist Uni 

aquivalont of tho U,S, atternay gonoral, ina racont issus of Pravda sald: 
MAt prasont, whon wo havo 0o oxploitary class in eur cecuntry (ba na—tha 

sditer), tha parcsitos—as woll as any ethor antissciel 2lomonts o 
thioves, plundirsra, bribors 2nd hoeligans— rumain tha leot boarors ef 
bourssis and patty bourzasls paychelegy," Rudonke oald that tho "parasitis” 
raprosont ~nly en "insigrnificantly 31 part? of tho populatien. 
135m, hy onid, thoy "still rondor a bad afluanc) en mcrelly unstabls pin 
end efton invelvo teonagirs in thair cricinal activitiss," Bisidos tuz 

up tho volumo rn 1ts oxh-rtatiens that "ovoryono must werk," tha g 

mont pads 1t incronsingly tcugh fer thy ablo-bedisd individual whe r 
fusos &~ aky a Jjob, H: ia rew subjoct>d to an ascelatien of punishaoat 

frem oxilo te a spreific placa, such as & factery in Siboria, te twe ¥ 
in priscn, Tho now Yparasitss! ir \ many wbu would b "hippias" in 
amorican 3'ws). Liks arsien, many Scviat "bichi" ary 
of thy middls class—offics and factory oanagara, prefassicnal picpla 
party funticnarios, But tho "bichi" applar te ba a tinctly Rusalen 
vorolon ef thy sncial drep-out fer twe diatinct sens— tho labor shertngn 

in thy aasty rnd narthorn roziena of tho Sevint Union and tho dansor of 

imprisenmont for leafl Bicji is tho Russian word £or blachos and 1t is 

wayd in tho senss of aatlers 1lclling cn tho banch batwron veyagss, It3 mon- 

bora includs drep-outs that, accerding tc Kemsemelskaya Pravda, cezo fren 
211 parts of Scvist sccinty. Thora rro bank vh1lors who War) unhappy i 
thair jeba. Thoro aro censtructien werkors and scijntists whe ars unhappy 
with thair wivos, Thora ars formor prisen inmatns whe failud to by "rahablili- 

tat7d" inte thy werld of Scviat adciasty, Thory aro "disappolnted Artists, 
graduntss cf eircus schacls nnd planc twnors,” Thy bichi hevs suppcs=dly 

dan nf cenvontienal secionty and "ar) wallcwing 

n of eur country tn anathor 

yaar re th eur srcisty in coy 
Savist nowapap'r. UThiy de net 113t.n to ths radlo, thoy de net r 
papsra fer montha ¢r yrars, " It addad; "Many of thon dc nct havo - ( 
quirnd) later card, trad: unien mimborship card or ovon a (domosti 
port," T)t tho bichi sasm te havs rolativyly plonty mcnoy. Manpew: 

ataty faros and tertra througheut thy mers romoto arvas ef Ruasia ary 
willing te ey hizh wagys te werksro re moot preducticn quctas, Ths bichi 
toks such Jebo fer short poriods te financs their lifi-stylo. Tc avold 
arrast fer vinlating laber rogulaticns, thy bichi ralato tiar-jorking talas 
of oom> massivy porsnal misfortund. Thoy claim thoy ary cnly o::king te 
arn sneush mendy te roturn tn thiir wifa and childron and thoir rishtful 

placo in Sevuat 8sclity, Laber-hunzry canazors den't leok tcy clesily inte 
tha otariss, Thoy ars glad te 23t holp, obon 1f 1t is only tomparary. 
But tep Sevint Hfficiala viow thy situmtioc with concarn, as Procurator 

Rudinkn put 1t:"It fs cloar that our socisty cannet tolarats thcsn whe 
vislaty rulas »f public 11f3 and do nnt want te Jein henast labrr act 

evamyrenravenss amsrsssnssens 

(I'm interested in the Bichl, not because their techniques &re 

| recponse might be, “If 1 canl pars on Nocessarily useful for us, but because they show the interstices 
your streets, T don't care 1o buy your gaso- which exist in & society which 1s (reputedly) more-totalitarian 

then 1671 Amerika. 
“First it was the ‘flower chl 

dren’ invading the Halght-Ash- 
bury district during the mid- 
15605, said David P. Roche, 
hesd of the police department’s| 
iegal aftairs office. “Now we'vel 
got the ‘garbage children’ scal 
tered all over the city." 
They've squatted with their 

vens, trucks, campers, buses 
and cars in some of the mest 
scenie areas near marinas, wal 
erfronts, beaches and parks. 

Board of Supervisars to enact @ 
code 

-{man ssid the practice of squst-|age, 
ting in vehicles began about two|ple fo move on to trailer parks! 
years ago. for the night” 

He zaid his office has received| — 
complalnts about moise, gar-| The first article 
bl;,ie, human  saste and | y5 from %fgg:l 

v 524 5 TOPEKA S 
o e e woenils ke JOURNSL ('thanks 
said, “s0 either they just twow to Raleigh and 
Lhe stuff cut for the rats or they E11z., also to 
ol :;g;«mlm several others 
feacs e ring foe e who sent in the 

B ot maable ving 8Eme) . The soc- 
———————— ond is from July 

71 CaMPER COACH- 
MAN, 10148 Riverside Dr., N. Hol- 
lywood, CA91602; 60g/copy. 

  
Roche added, “is fer peo- Camper Coachman might supply a list 

which have such ordinances o 

g them our business 
rdinances against thro: gar- 

bage on the etreet but 1 don't appreciate 
¢ (old that I can't park ovemight on 
blic street which all of us pay for by 

our taxes 

  
John F. Veldhuizen 
Oakland, Calif. 94601 

Campar Coachman is aware that San 
Francisco's City Council did pass such 
sweoplng anti-RecV legislation recently, 
Vihila aimed at “hipples” living in vehi- 
cles without saif-containment, the sta- 

tute which became effective oarly in May 
could actually Impose a fine of $1000 
or six months in ail or bath on anyone 
who wauld even stop In a self-contained 
RecV on the streets of the city betwean 
10 p.m. and 6 a.m. to wash his hards, 

This article, a8lso the book review below, 
are roprinted from Aug.-Oct. 71 INVICTUS, c/o CSCLA Students of 
Ob., Trident Bldg., Cal State LA, Ci90032; 99 pages or more, §2.) 

  

IV-F: 4 Guido te Hodical, Psychiatric and Meral Unfitnoos Standards for Milltary 

Tnductisnn Dy David Suttlor (Grcve Pross, Ima,, H.Y,) $1.50. 

If you are a draft—oliziblo yoeunz man and yeu liko yeur frondem, yeu'll 
1svo David Suttlor's book, IV-F, Tho austher doscribas the doek aa "a practical 
suids Tar theso whn dn not fool thoy should havo ta wear olthor military khoki 

r prison stripos,..." IV-F coatains valuablo informatien rasardinz the aray'a 
standards of madical, moral, and psychiatric fitnoss, {nformatisn that night 
»oablo ona te logally aveld thy drnft, &a Suttlor puts it, "Tho iray's swa 
f1tronn atandards maks ovory potontial draftoo a potontial draft rojocu. 

Aneng th) valuablo contants af IV-F ero: & guids to modical zroups whaso 

mocbors have indicatod a oympathstio attituds toward yaunz mon saoking te 

Together, they illustrate the reflexiveness of mostT 

Stete coercion and the value of mobility/enonymity: 

the people most hurt by SP's ordinance are not the lew 

hundred nomads (who cen simply move to & friend'e back 

8 in jail. yard or to another tomn) but the thousands of sheep- 

“It is aimed solely at squal: pecple trylng to'play it streight' -- who are the 

dency in| people paying most of the taxes which make possible 

the harassment. P We have squatted overnight on streets 

in meny citles -- some of which probsbly hed anti-living 

ordinances, without much heressment. Our rig is 

'gtreight looking' and ususlly licensed out of state, 

which may help. P The only effective way the bludg can sgquelch squetting 

18 to ban ALL parking on streets during early morning hours. A few towns 

have done this. But this really upsets the sheep, especially in older 

nelghborhoods without off-street parking. P So long &s 8li overnight 

parking is not banned, one tactic, if there is 8 knock on the door in the 

middle of the night, is to ignore it -- remain sbsolutely quiet and still. 

Bludg will be reluctant to bresk into & vehicle which is most likely 

empty. But, if they do, one innocently expleins that he was driving home, 

beceme very sleepy, pulled over to rest, ls @ sound sleeper, etc. A 

2vold induotien, & chaptor roprinting in full tho Army's standarda ef madical 
Z1tnoes, discuseisaus of the grounds fer psychiadric or moral oxompiicn, 

dir>:tiens for making a claim fer oxomptian and for appealing a modical classi- 
fication, and information en the eparatien of the new lottory systesm, 

Althsush tho besk is cencornad pricarily with infarming rathor then antar- 

toining, thors ara, howovar, a fov pasiazes of rvory irrevoront and enjeyablo 
huner, For oxanmplo, Suttlor opons a chaptor en moral unfitnsss as fellows: 
"A ren whe mirdorod as a civilian is unaccoptabls te tho Army, whioh trains 

mon to kill, A cenvictad arsonist cannet bo inductod far shipmant to Viatnam, 

whara amorican snldiors burn villazes. In shert, tha citizons whosa domon— 

stratod talonts indicato the sroatest pctential aro summarily ryjactod by tha 

nilitary," 
In en incraasinely statiat soeloty, ovory individual dosirins frosdsm 

shewld bo cancarnad with libsrating himaolf, 1,5,, discevoring =otheds af 

avelding er ovading tho Stata's socreachmants upsn his 1ibarty, and tho draf® 

{8 on oncraachnont of such rasoituds that 1% 1a odviowsly worth sacapinz. 

David Suttlor's IV-F just might holp ysu taka an important firad aten taward 

solf-liboratien, and at $1,50 that's a barsein] 

parked velicles between 10 p.m. 
=d 6 am. 

Vielators would be liabie 1o a 
maximum fine of $1,000 and six   “1t would not affect legitimate 

Raviowod by tha Libartarian avanger 
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indercover 

{This is one of ten parts of an Anti-Repression Kit by 
RESIST, rm 4, 763 Massacnusetts Ave., Cambridge Mass. 02139 
it is well worth the dollar cost of production.) 

POLICE AGENTS 11 THE MOVEMENT; It is clear that for some 
time tactics which one|associates with U-2 flights, the 
Puevlo, and the bay of 'Pigs nave been applied to the pri- 
warily on evidence gathered or fabricated from wire-tapp- 
tng, electronic survailance, informers, infiltrators, under- 
cdver policemen, and agents-provocatour. Of 40 substantive 
_prosecution witnesses in the Conspiracy trial, 35 were po- 

Yice agents or infiltrators of some kind. This must be 
aken politically as proof of the seriousness with which 

the govt views the Movement. It is also proof of the 
govt's conspiracy against us, since agents are usually placed 
into an organization or action well in advance of the com- 

mission of any supposedly illegal acts. The Chicago 
trial vindicates those who have seemed the more paranoid 
among us, but it is Important that we avoid over-reaction 
to the realization that the organizations of the movement 
@re penetrated with agents. To begin to totally distrust 
eacn other is to degenerate into agent-baiting, thus 'serv- 
ing one of the purposes for which agents are used. It 

- is more appropriate that we hearn to exercise reasonable 
cautlon in our political activities, in order that we don't 
inadvertantly provide evidence that can be used for our 

] Frosacution. 

WHERE THEY COME FROM; Most undercover agents have predict- 
2ble affiliations that come from local police depts, the 
FB), and various brancnes of military intelligence. Undoubt 
adly the CIA also has agents in the movement, but it is 
anlikely that any will surface In the near future. The 
Chicago Police bept. occupies a special place in under- 
cover survaillance of the movement: it employs over 1000 
people to gather information from across the.country on 
subversive' organizations. Some agents are full-time 
aplovees of the pollce depts. or FBi: qthers are part-. 
time Inform&rs or provocatours, others become agents after- 
bBeing arrested and threatened with long prison term. Some 

‘P 2gents have several responsibilities - 2.g. intelligence 
gathering, provecation, and entrapment - while others are 
simply snoops, picking up whatever information they can but 
not seeking to Influence or direct policy. Some work full 
time with particular groups; others appear only, but consis- 
tantly, before major local or national actions: still cthars 
merely report whatever useful information happens to come 
their way.- 

SUSPICIOUS BEHAVIOR WITHIIt A GROUP; Agents often act as 
provocatours. The police provocatour is almost alWays 
the most militant and aggressive in suggesting illegal 
@ctivities with out providing a political justification for 
them. In the small group that supposedly plotted to blow 

, up the Statue of Liberty, the declding vote (and the most in- 
‘ sistant voice) for the sabotage plan was that of a police 
agent. When one's militancy rises without a corresponding 
increase in theoretical redicalization, suspicions should 
be raised. Police provocatours also often try to discredit 
{eaders wno will not be pushed into action without sound pol- 
ftical reasons. Some agents engage in illegdl action - e.g. 
dropping acid or providing grass for other members - in order 
1o win the confidence of the group. (Once an ‘agent's cover 
wvis been destroyed, he might assist in the prosecution of 
chose with him when he engaged in such activities). 

[40ST AGENTS are net interested in radical theory and few have 
3 flair for it. One should be very Suspicicus of these who 
remain reluctant to be Involved in theoretical discussion 
@ven after heavy attendence at rncer.ings and conferences. 

Agents tend to be interested in potentially-illegal activities 
put not in the rationales for them. but one should also 
suspect leading questions relatea to revolutionary actions, 
e@specially “hose planned for the future. Agents went 
¢ collect personal statements encouraging riots, disruption, 
sabotage ana physical violence. One can safely explain 
revolutionary theory in great detail, but to be legally 

-damageing, statements must involve advocacy of actions. Often 
police agents will pump members of a group, hoping tc shake 
loose such statements. Information-gathering is the chief 

“activity of some agents. Hembership lists, files, fund-raising 
. contacts, and information on the whereabouts of radical 
! militants are fundamental to the work of the police, and crude 
wndercover agents often give themselves away by moving too 

_ quickly to get a mailing list or learn the identities of other 

contacts in other areas. 
S J171 

INCONSISTENCIES IN PRIVATE LIFE: Undercover agents must _ WHEN THE FBIL 

necessarily ‘keep their private lives quite ?cpare.atc from their CALLS ON YOU 

movement activities. Many hpve wives or girlfriends who ..__—————MMM 

are not involved in the movement, and such agents are clslpec!al- 

ly uncomfortable when they encounter political "frlet\ds whgle 

of f duty. If members of a political group seem to 7.||dc their 

private lives from other members, of course ther::' is reason 

for suspicion. |f on the other hand they do not ''cover their 

tracks', other clues to their igentities often appear. One 

Chicago' agent's girl friend mentioned repeatedly that he was 

but movement people refused to 

d thru straight-forward '°F 

mem= 

PIU (police intelligence unit). 

written reports, others must report to police hdgtrs on the 

same day every weck. Other unexplained absences and/or 

frequent, often long-distance telephone calls, may give the 

agent away. 
  omtes, I'm = 

Vour mauth dreps; your 
TR é OpT” 
| = Smddemty you'rs lost your cood v yYe STy 
| 20 g2 00 151 9 pig whora you ware o Threday, 
ip 4 whm yoy wess with, Mzye Uy & by 

| eoeies 2 Ereo—whare you wirs nd ¥ (1) wes i 
| oo foet, y'vs oo biom e intormesion. Gv 
| 6o hit gmgameTs In gracs § mories e 5 for B 
P 

‘Sorme odters of o1 273 w0t abrelss when D FHL- 

| giert o wits = B Fet’s mmidisy Ot 
Tl bt 9 i b questiors, ond Ad et w0 

| * DoaY lst him k. Do 
__Jjiricked. Den't b srregent. Any miing yo & @y 

svm=nd ks siaging. 
The Mesry of mregsh s (Bed o% cem ot 

: sy and broten w1t jl 3ad T et 
BLH/.AVIOR TOWARL POLICE; Agents usually behave peculiarly around [Tramecps™ t==d e b ough chommmnid 
police. They have a strange way of rot being disturbed by the ,gmhms’““md i) 
presence of cops. however, in confront:tions or when about to | 
be arrested, they may encourage tension and promote conflict. 
Undercover agents often are separated from others after they 
have been arrested, and the often znjey other forms of special 
treatment. One qgenL' was seen getting ].n and out of police cars m@,fi,.mgmfim 
auring the Democratic National Convention, but no one drew the '= %o, uy @ swctey i predien =4 bonea 
obvious conclusion., Part-time informers usually are more &n::m i e e 
difficult to spot. They may or may not be paid. They might Semshom, slory A evarything elts v T S, 
report directly to the lozal police station or central hdqtrs. i = (7= . 
or they might be secondary informers whose infcrmation is 
passed on to the police tarough a third party. Often they ) 
are disgruntled or former members of a group (seeking revenge TEpom & bow @ exgg e ey of e 
or Estab!lshmen[ grace?, or people in'the community who have oy /T staifof|the Narmatisane Rt 

had previous trouble with the law. The latter sometimes guidiRmonsiiotiice: Cov Covn 
inform on an informal basis to avoid pelice harassment. The x 
only upique clues to these types of informers are ''special' 
relationships with likely secondary agents (dcans, counselors, 
bartenders etc) or with the police. 

        

|Vonuists anfi other opi:- = 
louts/drop-outs don't 
attract as much atten- 

WHAT TO DO; Such i : .. |tlon as the various 
uch behavior must be taken seriously. There is {power gemesters. But, 

no cause for panic - all radical movements for political reform! 

have been subject to such surveillance - - but ':here is a gifig t};eex:;?g:rcgfv:r 
greater need for awareness and scrutiny. Possible clues to safegt %D 353‘_1:33 ;hat 
an agent's icentity must be noted and investigated. If this every 'non-conformist 
is to happen, tovem:i:t people must be sensitive to the ways in roup' 1s monitored to 
which agents are linely to betray themselves. gomepde ree P 

_Unce identified, an agent must be handled carefully. If Perha ssthe.best sereen- 
he is unmaskea, he will only be replaced by another and the 1 fgr vonuists is 1life- 
process of detection will begin all over again. Once you 'a:%'la Some snoops may 
know someone is an agent, it may be smarter to keep him around. ‘be niilins to lealra'n the 
Then you know and can often control the irformation to which lingo and a smatterin 
ne has access, and you can respond to his prevoctive acts with of %heory (some, in [gct 
the certain kncwledge that they are just that. Once in a great may take rld. in their L 
\_vhile, it may be possible to win him over and then turn him Eb{lit tg lsgund mc:a 
xnlr:w a counter-agent. Heedless to say, this is a very risky padicfi{ than most radi- 
business and must be handled with extreme care by experienced cals') But how man 
people. Another possibility not often considered is that of will m‘:cusll ive uy 
recruiting friendly policemen for counter-intelligence work. what the E‘Pi Eccu tpmd 
They usually have access to central police dept files and can and ly 1ive “15:; 
obtain useful information about police strategy.. The finding | W dgl 1803 va t t° 
and dealing with agents demands our serious-attention. At doo f E arn’ S ?r 
the same time we must refuse to be distracted from our work R:‘II‘O S8 ye SUREDS 
in the Movement, the provoting of thonse ends which gave our foe 

supposed cause to spy on us in the first plece. aamasans 
VL. < 
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OPTING OUT 

26¢/188us; 
By El Rayo and Dr. Naomi Gatherer 

Are you seeking someone to share T 
your wa of life? Here are some suggestions for duublin: your fun while developing your freedom: 

LIBERATE YOURSELF FIRST, then hunt for a free-mate. Not only will you be more attractive as a doer than as just a talker, but you will attract those who want liberty rather than just talk of liberty. Finding a compatable mate 

$3/year. 

before opting out is very difficult- While you remain in the servile society you will be judged mostly by its standards. And most liberztion]   are too independent and knowledgable to play status games with the conviction necessary for success. But even if you superficially “'succeed,” you will not be achieving what you really want, and you will scem to be just another malcontented 
*loser." Furthermore anyone you do attract will 
probably be someone who likes status games. 
(Opting out may sound like fun to someone. 
But until she/he tries it, she will have little 
appreciation of any physical difficulties or psycho 
problems. This goes for you, too) Finally, you will sabotage your seif-esteem doing one thing 
while believing another. My own experience has 
been: after opting out | was able to meet/date 
many more interesting people during a brief 
visit to Los Angeles than | could, previously, 
living there full time. 

BE YOURSELF. Don't spend time or money 
trying to enhance your “beauty” or “'personality.” 
Beauty and personality are highly subjective: 
one person’s delight may be another's dismay. 
No matter what you have or don’t have, some 
will like it, some won't. Of course, if your 
attributes are unusual or unattractive by local 
standards, you may spend much time looking— 
sorting through large numbers to find a few you 
are right for. Nevertheless it may be better not to 
be conventionally “*beautiful”*—attractive to most. 
If you are, you will be chased by many who want 
you (knowingly or not) as a status symbol. They 
will waste your time and perhaps involve you in 
unhappy affairs. Don't take this as an argument 
for becoming, say, sloppy fat. Keep trim and hard 
to be heslthy and vigorous (if you value health 
and vigor), not to impress others, 

BE GENUINE. Act yourself. Don't try to “put 
on" or “have a line.”” Phony people not only turn 
off other people but lose their own capacities for 
oy. 

© MEET PROSPECTS DIRECTLY; don'trely just 
on introductions by friends. You won't meet 
enough people through introductions to have a 
good selection. 

BE BOLD. Don't hesitate to start conversations 
with strangers, so long as you are not someplace 
where physical assault is likely. Andfor have 
“conversation starters” with you: baoks, un- 
usual jewelry, or other objects which indicate 
your interests/activities and attract questions. 
Large public beaches are ideal meeting places: 
thousands of people spread out; most not in- 
tensively occupied; easy access to them; good 
view of them; many indications of their interests; 
quiet for easy conversation; bright confidence- 
inspiring environment; sunshine and exercise as 
part of it. Don’t limit yourself to customary roles; 

prowling if you are male, sitting and waiting if 
you are female. Try the other role as well. 
Whether you prowl o sit, do it alone; companions 
usually complicate things. Of course if you have 

Liberty with Love Reprinted with permission f Mi Ri 
4869 Santa Monice Blvd., rom May 71 PROTOS, 

Los Angeles, CA90029. 
Copyright 1971 by Leon Kaspersky. 

well with you, stay with it. Regardless of 
techniques, expect to sort through hundreds of 

  

While a written contract won't assure happiness, 
  

  
people for every interesting date; for 
every serious relation. Don't give up after a day 
or two. 
STAYWITHTHE SIMPLE AND INEXPENSIVE 

if you patronize date-finder clubs. And don't 
expect too much. Avoid the pretentious-and 
expensive matching service, One can not be 
adequately evaluated by a battery of psycho 
tests nor by a third-party interview; especially 
someone as unusual as you probably are 

MEET IN A PUBLIC PLACE or double date 
with your friends, for the first few dates, for 

safoty and mini inhibi against 
dating. This way you can avoid divulging your 
residential address to a stranger or riding with 
him. (For early communication with him use 
a friend as messago service.) Other possible 
safety measures: and check-out 
first; carry a disabling device such as a tear-gas qun 
in your purse and train yourself to get it into 
action fast; become adept at karate. 
EXCHANGE PLENTY OF PICTURES AND 

TAPE RECORDINGS if you develop a relation 
by mail. It's easy to build false images from 
written words alone, causing disappointment 
when you meet. 

CHOOSE DATING ACTIVITIES WHICH RE- 
FLECT YOUR WAY OF LIBERATION: hiking, 
sailing, spelunking, camping, or whatever. Dates 
can also involve supporting activities such as 
library research and shopping for equipment and 
supplies. Not only will you save time and money, 
but you convey an idea of your life-ways. And you 
aro able to evaluate each other under realistic 
conditions. Also, with liberation a rarety at 
present, such dates can be more entertaining 
thanthe di d-movi e 
for opting out before mate hunting. 

KEEP LOOKING until you find someone who 
shares your values and objectives. Don't settic 
for a *“masturbation aid.” Warm bodies are more 
trouble than they are worth. (If you really 
think a warm body is enough, make yourself a 
life-size electrically-heated dall, with vibrator) 
Don’t grab onto a mate to impress friends and 
relatives. And don't assume someone will change 
to suit you. 

LIMIT YOUR REQUIREMENTS TO ES- 
ENTIALS. If someone is compatable but seams 
physically unattractive, for example, give your 
esthetic preferences a chance to change; one's 
perception of “beauty” is not only subjective 
but fluid. On the other hand, don't involve 
yourself with someone you CONTINUE to find 
ugly, in the mistaken belief that you will have 
less competition; someone else will find that 
person beautiful. Constantly check your motives— 
beware of subliminal ego games. 

HAVE REALISTIC  EXPECTATIONS for a 
relationship; don’t assume you will live together 
happily ever after. Each of you is continually 
growing—changing. And growth is much too 
complex to be accurateiy predicted; even YOU 
do not know what you will be like in 10 or 20 

  

  

  otherreason 

it will chances of standing 
or i itation and, mostimportant, 
will you to g i   y 
through what your relation is to be. The contract 
should include: disposition of any pregnancies; 
authority and responsibility regarding any children 
(never attempt to separate authority from re- 
sponsibility); items of common property, if any; 
disposition of common property in event of break 
up; responsibility for income, and division of 
income between persons and common pots (if 
any); rasponsibility for expenses; outside relations, 
if any, allowed one person without specific 
approval of the other—this should cover not 
just sexual affairs but ALL involved relations 

including employment and ties with relatives; 
notification period required in event of break- 
up; method for choosing an arbitrator to resolve 
any disputes not resolved by the parties them- 
selves. For a copy of our contract (as an example 
only) sec below: 

KEEP YOUR RELATIONS FREE of the 

institutionalized criminals. Don't let them dictate 
how you live your lives. The State makas itseif 
a third party to any “legal marriage and 
abrogates to itself the upper hand in any dispute; 
for example, a husband and wife cannot execute 
a divorce by mutual consent even though they 
are in complete agreoment. If you do secure a 
State:recognized marriage for tax or draft purposes, 
Put a clause in your private contract disavowing its 
terms. To the.degree that you are libarated—in- 
vulnerable to coercion—the State contract is 
unenforceable anyway. Don't have a church 
wedding for the ceremony; with some imagination 
you can create your own 

LIBERATE YOURSELVES BEFORE HAVING 
CHILDRERN. Children become acculturated very 
early; many by age 5, most after a year or two of 
slave school. If you then become van nomads or 
move to a South Sea island, they will most likely 
be unwilling companions, yesrning for pals and 
pastimes they left behind and running back to 
that society es soon as they are able. Also, the 
time and resources needed for a young child can 

inhibit libaration. For a good birth-control hand- 
book, send $.25 to 3480 McTavish St., Montreal 
112, Quebec. For safety always use two contra- 
ceptive methods each time: e.g. vaginal foam 
AND condom. For greater safety and economy, 
as well as variety, frequently substitute non- 
genital-genital acts such as 69" 

HAVE AN OVERALL OBJECTIVE—a long- 
range purpose into which most interests/activities 
integrate. An overall objective catalyzes your 
energies; hanci pr i . h 

and attractiveness. (Happiness, itself, cannot be 
an overall objective because it derivas from 
zccomplishing things). For a fulfilling relationship 
all_parties must have the same overall objective. 

Our trip is liberation—reducing vulnerability to 
coercion—first for ourselves, then as professional 
liberators offering services to other libertarians. 
Institutionalized coercion is one of the major 
problems of mankind; the potential demand for 
reaiistic indivi Jicabl fons s enor: 

  

  years. A couple may grow together, g 
compatable. But often they grow apart. So be 
prepared to terminate your relationship, upon 
reasonable_notice, without severe complications. 
EXECUTE AN EXPLICIT PRIVATE CON- 

mous. Liberation involves a wide rangs of physical 
and mental activities, and offers many satis- 
factions. Of course don't let us or anyone else 
lay his trip on you. Your objective must be your 

  

found some other way of meeting which works TRACT if you enter an extensiva relation. own.o 

FREE-MARRIAGE CONTRACT whom, etc.). 4And we have no fears that, if we 

(Introductory comments: We composed this about 
two years ago for our personal use, not &8s & 
general form. We publish it only &s an example. 
Little time was spent on the actual writing, 
and this shows: terminology is often cumbersomse 

or legalistic. P It consists of two parts: 
the contract itself, and an agreement of partic- 
ulers which specifies amounts, time periods, 
items of property, etc. This separation helps 
assure that the candidates for arbitrator under- 
sténd the basic contract while allowing the 
specifics to be changed without notifying them. 
P The section dealing with pregnency and 
children is brief because we had no children and 
didn't want any in the immediate future. For 
someone who has or plans children this needs 
further eleboration. P In comparing a free 
marriage with a State marriage, please remember 
that this contract corresponds, not with the 
vows sald at the wedding, but with the myriad 
statute laws and legal precedents which a State 
court will follow in resolving eny disputes. 
The traditional wedding ceremony end VOwWs &re 
strictly gingerbread. P A Stete marriesge 1is 
not truly an AGREEMENT at ell, since the State 
can unilaterally alter the terms, by passing an- 
other law or reinterpreting existing leaws, &ny 

tine 1t pleases. Rather & State marriage is &n 
effirmation of jolnt servitude to the State. 
P A free marriage cen include Bny ceremony 
and vows desired. We did not have &n explicit 
ceremony . P Since composing and signing this 
contract, this 1s the second time we've looked 
at it. In two years of free-merrisge we've had 
no contentious discussions over property and 
income (what belongs to whom, who owes what to 

should break up at eny time, cne of us would have 

bean or would be exploited by the other. This 

indicates that our contract has fulfilled its 
primary purpose: encouraging us to le&rn our own 

minds and each other's. P Another reason for 
the contract was to clearly differentiate our 
reletion, in our own minds, from 1iving together 

out of wedlock', and the latter relution's connot- 
etion of guilt, whim, irresponsibility, ephemerai- 
ness and oxploitation. Making no contract at all 

would be, in & sense, sanctioning the State's 
claim to & monopoly of marrisge. Dr. @ & RaYO) 

Contract: and hereby egree to be- 
come free-mates in a relation of free-marriage, 
in eccordence with and only with the provisions 
of this contract. P 4ny dispute arising 
under this contrect which is not resolved by the 
free-mates alone shell be resolved by &nd only by 
an srbitrator chosen, at the time of the dispute, 
from three candidates in the following manner: 
beginning with the defendent, the defendant and 
plaintiff shaell alternately reject candidates 
until one candidate remsins: this person shall 
be arbitrator, end shall specify arbitration 
procedure end set fees for his services. The 
free-mates can thereafter override the decision 
of the arbitrator by unanimous egreement; other- 
wlse they shell be bound by it; in elther case 
they will pay arbitration fees. [4 In event of 
& dispute each free-mate ia free tc interrogete 
or ootain & commitment of any candidate with 
regerd to arbitration procedure, interpretation 
of evidence, prejudgement, arbitration fees, 
involvement with the other free-mate or any other 
metter relevant to resolution of the dispute, 
prior to selection of arbitrator. 

J171 VL2 & 

  

P . and here- 

by egree to be candidutes for 
arbitrator of this contrect, in 
exchange for peyment to each of 
2 §3 initistion fes. This egree- 
@ment 1n no way commits & candid- 
ate 8s to avallesbility or cap- 

ability in event of & dispute. 
P Thie contract shell include 
8s & supplemsnt an egreezent of 
perticulers which specifies 
parts and only parts of this 
contract which appear in capital 
letters. The egreement of par- 
ticulars mey be changed &t any 
time by mutuel consent of the 

free-mates, and need not be fur- 
nished to cendidates prior to 
erbitration of & dispute. P 
With the exception of the egree- 

ment of perticulers, this con- 

tract becomes effective upon 
consent, evidenced by signeture 

of first name, by both prospect- 
ive free-mates and all thres 
candidetes. The initisl egree- 
mant of particulers becomes 
effective after thls contract 
18 effective upon consent by 
both free-mates. P This con- 
trect ctén be termineted by elther 
free-mate by giving notice to the 
other free-mate the NOTIPICATION 
PERIOD in advence. Or, in event 
of violetion of this contract by 
8 free-mate, the lnnocent free- 
mate can terminate this contract 
upon immediete notice &nd, at the 
option of the innocent free-mete, 

make time of termination retro- 
active to the time of violetion. 
P A fres-mate #1ll not coerce 
the other -- coercion is here 
defined as deliberate initiation 
of physical force egeinst person 

or property of the other. An act 
of coercion shall conastitute 
viclation of this contract wheth- 
er or not such act is in accord- 
ance with laws or treditionsl 
customs. However the use of 
reescneble private means to take 

posseseion of property or funds 
due a free-mate under terms of 
this contract shall not constit- 
ute coerclon. P Except in an 
emergency: Jjoint property shall 
be modified or moved only with the 
consent of both free-mates; 

Jolnt funds shall be used only 

with the consent of both free- 
metes; personal property of & 
free-mate shall be under sole 
control of that free-mate. In 
an emergency, if one free-zate 
18 unavailable, the other free- 
mete may use property or funds, 
Joint or personal belonging to 
elther, for purposes reasensbly 
coneldered to be in the best 
interestsYfree-mates in the 
context of the emergency, 
without consent. P A free- 
mate shell make CONTRACTUAL 
PAYMENTS to the other free-mate 
and to joint funds. Gross in- 
come from any joint activities 
shell go to joint funds. P 
Joint property shall consist of 
C-PROP! Tg, I-PROPERTY, and D- 
PROPERTY, C-PROPERTY is def ined 
&8 8ny non-divisible item pur- 

chased with jJoint funds or con- 
structed through joint activity 
of the free-mates. D-PROPERTY 
i1s defined &8s supplises which are 
equally divisable within 1%. 
I-PROPERTY is defined 8s eny 
non-divisible item initially 
provided by one free-mate but 
thereafter usable and main- 
teinable by both free-mates. 

Each free-muto shall have one- 
half equity in each C-PROPERTY. 
A free-mate shall initially 
have full equity in each I- 
PROPERTY he furnishes; the 
other free-méte thereafter 
acqulires equity in the item at 
the rate of 3% per month for 
100 months; thereafter each 
free-mate shell have cne-half 
equity. In event of termination 
of contract, esch free-mate 
shall openly bid for each C- 
PROPERTY and I-PROPERTY, and 
the item shall go to the high- 
est bidder upon payment by him 
to the lower bidder of bid 
times equity held by the lower 
bidder. 1In eventof termination 

  

     



of contract, D-PROPERTY shall be 
divided equally between the free- 
metes. P Eech free-amste shell 
heve equal use cf end shall 
devote equal labor-time to the 
meintenunce of joint property, 
except as may be otherwise agreed. 
P In event a freec-mate dies, 
Jo!int property shali go to the 

other. P Unless/until both 
free-metes agree to attempt pro- 
creation, each free-mate egrees 
to use extreme care to uvold 
pregnancy; this care to include 
the use of at least two different 
reasonebly-relluble contraceptive 
techniques with coitus. However, 

if desplte these preceutions & 
free-mate becomes pregnent, the 
other free-mate shell psy her 

within one month & PREGNaNCY 
REIMBURSEMENT. The pregnant 
free-mate shal: have sole suthor- 
i1ty end responsibility for the 

fetus and any resulting baby, 
except 8s may be otherwise 
agreed. P A free-mate shall 

heve en OUTSIDE RELATION only 
with the permission of the other 
free-mate; on OUTSIDE RELsTION 
is defined as sny sexual relstion 

or &ny extensive work, avocational 
sociel, family or other type of 

reletion, with & person other 
then the free-mste. 

Agreement of Particulers: (much 
abbreviated) I-PROPERIY includes 
the following items: (van), 
including permenently mounted 
ettachments plus ltems used mainly 

for its use or malintenence includ- 
ing electric extension cords, 
water hose, jack, tire-repair 

eontractions wers lasting only o feuw seconds and #ppearsd 
every five minutes. Towsrd the end of their labor, they" 
wers transferred from their bed in the Isbor room to the 
delivery room whers they wera placed on uncomfortable 
delivery tables — sil of this totally unnacesmary. Isn't it 
pomible ta deliver in bed? Motherhood is 3o totally 
dehumenized in most hospitals that the effoct could 0nlY » resist being an sctive participant in the birth of our chid. be deprening to 8 now mother. 

As homa dsliveries bacame mora populsr, mors and 
more edvantages became apperent. Of course, the family 
pocketbook is not depleted by hospital costs. Women | 
know who have had both hospital end home dsliveries 
slso claim that they don't get “post.pertum"” blues after 
having a baby at homs. They =y it is becausa they can 
care for thair babies right avay in their own bomes which 
Tun more smoothly since the mather has not been away 
for a period of time. 

My husband and | decided early in my pregnancy that 
tha prime edvantaga of having our baby at homs would ba 
INSURING THAT IT WOULD NOT HAVE A BIRTH 
CERTIFICATE. Wo examined evory pomiblo angle and 
€ama to the conclusion that 8 baby bom at bome — even 
with & doctor in sttendance — need not have the state 
acknowledgs its existence. Only when a child is bomn at 

ma can this bo true. 
Refreshed by tha Idsa of giving our child a chance to 

possess an uniquo freedom — the chance to liva his or her 
own lifa without kowtowing to such government whims 23 
taxes, Socis! Security, Selectiv Servico classifications, and 
the perils that the State might contruct in the futurs — wa 
decided to further investigata the posibility of having our 
v chilkd in our homa. 

Wo staried out with ona ahvantsge meny young 
eouples in rimller situmtions don't heve. My husbend 
knowm two couples in New York who had hed homa 

+ daliverios. Wo wore abls to profit from their experiences. 
Vi reslized that tharo would ba ono pravoquisits for a 
homs dslivery; wo would both hewe to participzta in 
nstural chidbirth. If wa hed a baby &t homa, it wou!d not 
ba a matter of taking clas3es and than progrosing thovgh 

i Labor until the jons got too strong. 
There would ba no nurss to edministar o shot in our own 
bedroom. 

  

| hed proviously read several boois on prepared 
childbirth end had docided bafora | conceived that | 
would went to deliver my children in that fashion. | was 
pleazad with tha idea that hsving a beby could ba a small 
triumph and not a msjor anguish. | dug tha idsa that th 
father and the mother shared in tho rewrerds of labor and 

doctors. If you zra not yot pregnant, tall him that you 

physicians prator. But his book Childbirth Without Fear is Whon ths lsbor psins begin, &flmfl: 
a mystieal and besutiful volume. Since | em a confirmed  expsrienca thet memy mothers e 
coward who faints whan | hava 3 blood test, | kept my  you vell daffeer 5t horma, you ars sready somaewhat mor 

o het | just refaged.if this i your first child, the firnt few hours of copy handy for thots moments when | knaw that | just ! r oo s of 
couldn’t go through with it Quitn honestly, after reading  eontractions will be not st = fatiguing. In fect, vwn - 
just a few pages, | would then decids that | could not oo sbout doing "t:; :fi?;:fv- m o 

contrections ers 'y rpscad. 

Tha most respacted method of propared childbinth i1 hould ba evoldsd unless you re very tired. 
the Lamaze method. For your introduction into its whys Most fathers ars mors spprehentive during this w:':i 
and wherefores, | suggest thet you and your pariner read  pariod then ars the mothers-to-ba; keap them bury. Heve 
Thank You, Dr. Lamaze try Marjotie Karmel. Mrx. Karmel  tham propar 8 snack er a mea for rh_c-n peesent. 
g0e into the history of how Dr. Ferdnand Lamazo  |f you heve a midwifs, tha s an aid in refaxstion, Most 
imported ths Rumian idea of cho-prophylaxis  midwives s amisbls and eaty-going. Thay ara mora of a 
(prevention by physic means) of pain in lsbor” 10 the  boon to father's when it comes to sasing foars. Hyou srs 
Viestern Hemisphere. She olso talls of her two experioncss  hungry, est, But try to eat high protein foods snd fruit. 
with the Lamaze mothod. The peperback edition contains  After the paim bscoma fongar and more frequent, you 
zn appendix with teveral exercisas which will aid in b wiill nesd extra energy. When you first notice that longar 

control, a nscossity for successful natursl childbinth, contractions have begun, tsking a beth i a heipful idea. 
Should you ba interested In Lamazn ¢ rth, another  Werm vertor cams the sensztion ss well 2 refexes you. 
book to add to your libracy wrould ba Tha Novs Childbirth  ghowsers ero taboo o3 your bsisnce may bs dightly 
by Erna Viright Following the suggestions ad  gffected by th contractions. As the lsbor prograsmss, it is 
instructions that this book offers is only a fittle Ie% 2oy 4 have o bowd of ssedloss grapes by your bedsida, 
helpful than sttending clasies in breathing and exerci®®  prop yourssHf into a semiredlining position and pop a 

tochniques Graps Into your mouth betwesn contractions. They srs Secondty, IFYOU: MAVE {DECIDEDL THAT (R L L e e e e 
NATURAL CHILDBIRTH IS FOR YOU, FIND AN bavsf whan you need it most. 

OBSTETRICIAN WHO FAVORS UNMEDICATED Sinca hypar-ventilztion Is possible 23 you bresthe more o= FREFERABLY BERORE YOURCTUALLY | o e e e ey 
ST PRECHNANT, The siest ey © 1 & dactor who (ol ¢ entialis & KEED A BIG PLABTTG BAG egrees with your own |dm.flmut IJ@I.ifld childbirth is NEARBY. Pisca the beg over your mouth end brosthe et 1Y ofthe {ovomied erymnizaant 1 yhirenss: e SR S DS STt 
Childbirth Education Association, American Society for byperaentilata, 
Psyoprophylaxis in Obatstrics or The} La Lecha Losgue. If AS YOUR LABOR NEARS ITS END, FIND 

iy tteno 10 locats these organizationsin your 1%, soureyiinG PLEASANT TO CONCENTRATE ON, As § o ot el tationa besdrnen Wl momeer UG i o L0 v dlgiler 
ihen you aro iking with 3 represantative of ong of =273 T0 633 your mind, add somathing new to the R oot 1 o reom. It coutd b3 o poster with names you e chosen o o cAions, Mettion Mol ol s 0 | gE R B g s s P e e deliver your baby at home. She will ba abla to inform you  C", i kit Rty 23 to what doctors ere willing © do homa deliveries, She  YOUT MO8t prognen vt e : : ; X ; you. Anything will o 21 fong a it Is bright amd colorful. e Do) Iformation conceming] hich: doctors 2n the child starts upon his betusl descent 1o the R s e i kdha dullvk: v world, FOLLOY YOUR DOCTOR'S INSTRUCTIONS @ 2n oppolntment with ona of the recommended 

TO THE LETTER, Puzh when ha rays push. S0 when he 
plan to conceive soon. Don't ba afraid to azk him ez S YOU 10 5top. A ] 
many questions 1 you like sbout natural childoirth snd " 71Y, when tha kaby i bom, shers in the ectery 

mo dolfveries, It is ideal to have the proliminaries over 7 YOU heva created. 
1f your doctor i golng to quiz your for information for with early in the game. 

2 If you are airesdy pregnant, sk your dostor sbout 00 BIrth certificata, ha wiil do it shortly rfter the beby & tools, tire chains, cooking/eat- could bo togsther when th ir baby wes born. | was 8150 4o ek ' the method you prafer. Whilo somo doctors DO~ Don't act ebnormal or upsat if he should go through Person- impressad by erticles conceming the offocts of drugs ussd ing utensils, and linens. 
al property not part of this item 
include motorbike end electric 
blender. (tent). [ 
C-PROPERTY includes the following 
items: (storage caches); 
rights to squat-spots occupled 

since August 1, 69; each sguat- 
spot considered to be & separate 
item. P D-PROPERTY includes 
food 8nd other supplies on boerd 

the vea or 1in storage, excluding 
precious and semi-precious metals. 

P Rayo shall meke the following 
CONTRaCTUsL PAYMENTS: pertodic 
payments of $90 per month plus 35% prominent 
of personal income to Joint funds; methods After 

finder'e 

in lzbor and delivery upon tho newborn. | was a bit 
perplaxed by doctors who heartily discourags uss of any 
drug, Including 2:pirin, throughout the nina months of 
Pregnancy end then routinely drugged the expectant 
mather into oblivion for hours before the birth of her 
child. It scemed to ma that natural childbirth was the best 
vy to hzve a baby. 

My obstotricizn in La Jolls, California, eppleuded 
natural childbirth but hesitated when my husband and | 
suggested thet he agree to a home dalivery. Ho had 
recently establizhed practics in the conszrvativo Southern 
Celifornia city. Ha was far from coxious to encourage the 
attitude among the citizens that he wes 100 “avant.gerdo. 

However, when | was five months prognant, we moy: 
to the Weshington, D.C. arca. Tha metropolitan crea is very liberal when it comes to childbirth practices. Several 

obstatricians endorsa natural  childbirth 
wlking with my new neighbors 

periodic payments of $25 per month discovared, the names of two doctors who had performed 
plus 5% of personsl income to 
Gatherer. P  PREGNaNCY REIM- 
BURSEMENT shall be $1000. 1 4 
NOTIFICATION PERIOD shall be six 
months. ® OUTSIDE RELATIONS 

permitted ere: Rayo, technicel 
consulting work for (specific 
comp&ny) on commerciel products 
or on standard products offered 
for sale to &ll comers; Gatherer, 

correspondence with mother. 

HAVE YOUR CHILD IN YOUR OWN HOME 
  

(Reprinted with permission from 
PROTOS, 4869 Santa Monice Blvd., 
Los Angeles, CA90029; $3 per year 
26¢ for sample. Copyright 1971 
by Leon Keapersky.) 
by B. Free 

Life in the United States today is noaring a famous 
Orwellizn fantasy. Many of the erces of our personsl lives 
are now taintd with govemment intervention. 

we aro all with the dis i 

fesling that nothing we do today s personal and privata. 
So meny young couples have sherod In a moment of 
triumph in having outwitted the govemment in a fow 
ereas 

Government sanction of marrisge is now being scoffed 
m by increming numbens of tha goneration. But 
eventually many of thes couples decide to make a further 
committment to each other by having a child. From 1910 
to 1960, the U.S. government cortified the birth of every 
child born in a hospital delivery room. The appropriata 
papers wero filled out with information garnerad from one 
of the newbom’s parsnts. Befora mother and child left the 
hospital, the information was certified and the mother 
signod 8 document that wam filed in one of the state’s 
agencias. There really was nothing that could be done. 

In ths early 1960°s, the practice of homa deliveries was 
resurrected. Its rebirth was due to several factors, the 
most notable being the popularity of unmedicated 
childbirth and the increass of breastfeeding. And thers 
were also other considerations. 

Fathors and mothers wero dismayed at tha impersonal 
treatment of mother and child in the hospital. Nurseries wors fillod with screaming infants with facas contorted by hunger. But the nurses only brought babies to their mothers for feeding ot four-hour intervals. In many instances, fathers were forbidden to touch their child, Mothers, mpposdly “resting and recuparsting” from childbirth, had tme to relivo their labor. They remombered nursas popping in and out of the room at frequent and distracting intervals. They become further mgravated when they ara ordered 1o bed although their 

  

doliveries at home. | telephoned th first doctor’s offico 
and made 2n appointment. When | went to see him, his 
nurse informed me that he would only agree to daliver a 
baby at home if the mother had had two uncomplicated 
Pprevious pregnancies He reaffirmed this. After | left his 
offica, | telephonad tha other dector and explzined to his nune that | was intarested in a homa delivery. | went to 
his office the next morning. 

This doctor wes Quite enthusiastic about homa 
deliveries and scheduled two each month. We had a discussion on natursl childbirth, breast-foeding, birth 
control pills, and religion. When we finzily got around to the discussion of having babies t homs, ha told me that it wias hit policy never to deliver a child of a first prognancy Without even waiting for tha incvitable question, he stated thet ho prafered to know how the mother's previous 
prognancies had procesdad. He explained the likelihood of 
complications reoccuring.  After listoning to him a1 pationtly 23 | could, | lounched into  monologus on why we vanted our baby born at home. When | got up to Isave, he azked me to bring my husband along on my next appointment 2nd then 2dded that we would discuzs the possibility of a homa delivery at our naxt mesting. My husband accompanied ma to my next appointment. Aftar making a few comments on hair length, the doctor then azked my husband if he wis o3 serious o | about having our child at home. Befora giving him a chance to answer, the doctor informed him that the fathor vres ay important a1 the mother in a homa delivery. When my husband axsured him that ho wantod this e much a1 1 did, 

end his policy and allow us 

recounted his toes and fingers and finally counted tha individual hairs on his head. To our dizmay, he had fawer hsirs than fingers and o mid-wife, end tha now father colebrated his arvival with a glass of brandy. And whan the doctr Jsft, ho “forgat” to find out the informstion roquired on the birth certificata. Our child wes litarally homa FREE| If you era comsidering having a baby and the idea of heving 2 “non-axistant” child (in tho eyes of the state)| 2ppeals o you, hero's how to go about jt] Fint. READ SEVERAL BOOKS AND ARTICLES ABOUT NATURAL CHILDBIRTH. Sinca an unmedicated birth has less risk than ona aided by drugs, 
yfl:l cannot expect your doctor to e o a home! delivery unless you avo certain that “natural” childbirth 5 for you. I you plan on using soma sort of medication at eny time during your fabor, veto th idea of a home delivery. 

In the Unitad States, thero aro two of natural childbirth. Tha finst, inaugurated WWPSr. Gm::y Dick-Resd. I+ emphatically NOT the method mory. 
J171 vie 6 

| cosching from har partner is deslt with in Dr. Robert A, U9 clora of this century, a colomy of paopls wil 

the questioning procsdare. Anver sil uestions normaty. 
la vl rstum to Iis offies end giva &l the informetion to 

| typa it up end send it to you for 
nstura. Sha will enclosa en envelopa sddresssd 

10 your #5ta’s Depsrtmeat of Records. it will b up to 
You to t2nd the signed and complsted form to them. 
DONT. Ko ona wrill ever ba the wizer, 

H yeu ra conssmed sbout this ack of ientifiestion, 
forpst your foars, Whan the baizy b seversl wesks old, toko 
him 1o g3t 2 pemsport. The pameport suthorttiss seidom sk 
for a nexbom’s birth cartificeta, 

Having the beby christoned or beptized is sl encther 
3y 0 53t eround o birth certificato requiramant. | hae 

had shorter lzbors end tired loss £t crucial moments, yet to her of eny official egency that wil not scospt a S P auite Ipatant © s woiian that the, Detesswifiefte bl e cf e b catinciafi s child’s father bo with thom throughout tha entire labor X ; end delivery and that ho b an ectivo participant. The At the tum of the cantury, many peopls went through extent to which the expoctant mother is sided by if9 Without a proper eertification of birth. M“V;;“ 
who bagan Iife by eveding tho stta and kept on thet 
courss throughout! Mayba then ocur first rtepn towerd 

a 

recommend beginning with th clsses in your sixth or 
seventh month, others enthusiastically endorea initisting 
dlzzswork in the fourth month. Judging from my own 
exparience and that of most of my friends who hava 
successtully delivered their babiss without medication, the 
sarlisr you start your classes the better. You era much 
moro comfortzblo leaming exercizss tad breathing 
technigues when your stomach hes not yat obscured your 
023, Also, the longsr you practics, tha mora proficlent 

u bocoms. Should you tiro of the daily routine of 
exercisss interspersed with “pent, puff, blow”, just 
remember that it i1 a necemary port of having on 
unmadicatsd delivery. Thoz of s who practiced daily, 

Bradlay’s Husband-Cosched Childbirth, One of the 
reazons that my huzband and | opted for a home delivery 
wai that we both wanted to bo e: fully eware of the 

of our childs birth. Homitals 2o ailed childbirth: 
aronments fo most of cs but they ara more ewssoms | |11ty matlonal Childbirth Education Assoes 

52 

fezpr » 
organizations concermed with natural 

Psychoprophylaxis in 

N.Y., N.Y., 10024. 

  

when @ men i sbout to be a father. Hoepital comidors ers p o Box 585 eeldom chearful encush to elfevizta tha pervoumesn that Milwaukes, Wisconsin proceads the birth of a men's child. At homa, th father is Amrican] Soclety. for more comfortable n his familisr suroundings. No doubt, Ghstatrics, Ine: B I3 a bttar coach for tha mother-to-ba when ha dosen't 164 W. 79th Straot h=vo 1 kevo the room csch tima the mursa comes In to d 
chack on tha courts of tha labor. 

YOUR NEXT STEP WIGHT BE DETERMINING q VHETHER OR NOT THE DOCTOR WILL“FORGET" O @ 1’3 L b TO FILE A BIRTH CERTIFICATE. Bafora our ton ves ut nA 11 born, | engazed my obstatricien In o discursion of tha -~ Ty dreft. | startod out by axpieining that my husbend and | @fi- Jl'_.( 0 waro hoping for o girl bacsuss wa just shuddored when vro & AIS Wi 
thought of owr son heving to ba foreed to bodily dafond 
our country in 2 wer ha might contider Immore! or unjust. Ken Whiting built a tree house in Palo My doctor egreed with my point end stated thet he had - Alto, California. Ken is the caretaker of a two pepheva who ot that time were 1:A. Ha was Sequoia forest and an architectural stu- ::Lml m“ ‘;';P;fl“’“"‘;“" b;!" h";’"’-‘;"!{:‘" Viet dent. So he built the tree house, using no e rh e sibiect of  volunteer sy i iaifs s with five floors. KiiCHERUWOkShEp! e et s ST the onty aduton to N it BRI e nescasit SN P b 

Lrtor, my doctor and | discussed the Insquity of Sociay (€6 above the ground, % \ Sscurity and taxes. 8inco wo pgroed substantizlly on thesa But, this S_Dhlvll:\'cl high-rise was a bit mstiers, | hed the suspicion that ha could bo taiked into 100 new an idea for local authorities to conveniently “forgatting” to filo a birth cartificata. handle with any good sense. The police, on Alio, IF YOU PLAN A HOME DELIVERY, KEEP IT the other hand, had the good grace 1o see A SECRET FROM FRIENDS AND FAMILY. If you no harm in his effort and wenl back to el et i "WHZG:H; fl;v;bfl_lf:";:'?; {ew fighting crime. But the local building in- 0 offset the mild panic you wi 2d di : e undoubtedly bo asked, “How sfo is a home defivery SPECUrs had different ideas. They investi- The Frontler Nursing Sarvics, @ group ofmidwiveswho £31¢d and they investigated —for _six operate in Appelachia have not had one mother mortzlity  MONths or more. Result? Ken can live 
in twelve years. The rato of infant morulity h slightly there, but only part-time. 
lower then that of hospital births. The Chicago Matarnity  Part-time living, you see, does not re- 
Centor has sasisted in the delivery of over 8,000 babic st quire building codes. Full-time living re- home in the Chicago slums. Thay have never lost a quires that you build, (create) and live ""::“1710 °‘;’“:=" this ‘;‘Tg‘w‘t‘ '::;Ml ErR0. 0n2  (free) according to county building codes mather is lost during every 1,000 i 5. ; g Creventie ¢ regu- N e e e e L A i‘anl?o:‘:m cratic revenue-producing regu 
being bl to cars for the bsby in your weakensd i Hisikind of b condition. Point out to them that the baby will require _ LL is Just this kind of rampant bureau- Isz attention becousa you will ba right there to attend 1o CTalic idiocy that is creating a lot of part- 
his needs. He will not bo left alona to cry out his hunger lime  Americans. More citizens leave 
in @ busy nursery. our shores every year. for good, and one 

In order to further romsuro critcs of the ides of of (he main reasons cited etc, after delivecing your baby at home, tall them that your doctor TAXES AND INFLATION. is political doss not perform this typa of daivery uniess tha mather y (o0 1 
is in good health end fives within a fifteen minute drive - i » from a hospital. Wht's more, that excusa is not aven o (Reprinted from apr.71 littlo whito lia a3 | know of no casa whero a doctor hes DOLLARS aND SENSE, National bean willing to perform a dslivary at home when the TBXpayers Union, Suite 305 pregnancy was complax and when the woman did not live 415 2nd St. NE, Wash. 20002) within & reasanable distance from a hospital. $10.00  yaar.,  



WILD WAYS TOWARD FOOD INDEPENDENCE 
Most people who claim for a short time, £ thelr fat. a 

W active 
OWn experience; 

summer while ea 

€ two pounds. 
objective 1s to obtain 
vitemins -- everything 
and meybe some minerels -- 

foraging, hunting, 

hydroponicl, end 
B?ud ferming) plus L niques, an 3 hougs a day or lees, cfi thé evgrgge?o ;: L laport! only steples -- mo&tly greins n pulseul-- wnich are very lnexpensive in bulk and which cen be stored many years in » dry, inert atmosphere. We hope to accomplish this within 8n other year. P When visiting the SS we will still heppily o8t some of 1its tastier and less-contamineted 

goodies, but will not depend on them. 4 Weo value food independence second only to a vonuum (invulnerable home base). P Here 8re some more reprints from GUIDE TO COMMON EDIBLE PL&NTS OF BRITISH COLUMBI&, Szczaw- 
inski end Hardy, British Columbia Provincial Museum, Dept. of Recreation and Conservation, 

Rubus species 

There are a number of shrubs commonly called blackberries as 
they produce a black fruit well known to everyone.  As the bl 

, there as n 

and rasp- 
s the fruit 

black- simple processing tech 

growers who separate them accordin 
A number of blackberries oceur throughaut our Provines, each 

from the other.  All have trailing 
ternate leaves, deciduous or per- 

nd dark-purple to black 
weakly connected drupelets. 

d is Rubus wrsinus, our native blackberry, 
excellent flavour and is the source of several 

horticultural varietics, such as loganberry, boysenberry, and many 
other strains. 

Blackberrles grow prolific in Sisxiyou, 

but mostly erourd cultivated lands, un- 
fortunstely. But we have found black- Wild Rose 

Victoria. Unless otherwise noted we have foraged all of thess ourselves at one time 
or another. KaYO & Dr. GaTHEKER 

Bracken Fern Preridium aquilinum 

Other Common Names.— 
Brake fern, eagle fern, pasturc- 
brake 

Description—Coarse fern 
from long underground root- 
stock (rhizome). Frond dis- 
tinetly 3-forked, broadly trian- 

gular in outline with numerous, 
oblong to linear divisions, The 

mature spores give a brown, 
velvety appearance on the 
under-surface 

Habi and Occurrence.— 
Dry open woods, pastures, and 
clearings. Generally through- 
out the Province except at 
higher altitudes, reaches its 

best development in the Coastal 
forests. 
Food Uses and Comments.— 

The rootstock may be roasted, 
pecled, and powdered: the in- 
ner starchy substance may then 
be caten or ground and used 
as flour.  The young unfolding 
stems may be used as a cooked 
vegetable; 1o many people 
they taste like asparagus. Pick 

the stems when they are about 4 to 10 inches high, remove the 
brown wool-like covering, wash, and boil in salted water, 

The bracken is most widely known and is the commonest of 
our ferns, bul very few people realize its use as a v 
especially early in the spring, when cultivated ve 

Other Ferns—A few other ferns are tender enough to be used 
food, but some of these are bitter and unpalatable 

< usually an abundance of brac 
ostrich fern, there s seldom need to utilize the inferior specics. 

re thal he knows o 

to cat them, 

15, such as poison hemlock, have 1 . to the un- 
trained cye, could easily be confused with fern fronds. 

Cantion—No one who is nol 

June Berry Amelanchier specics 

Other Common Names.—Saskatoon berry, service berry. 
Description.—A shrub or small shrubby tree, with oblang or 

roundish, coarsely toothed. alternate leaves and smooth greyish 
bark Flowers in clongate droaping clusters, white and rather large. 
The berrics arc on slender stalks, round to pear-shaped, purplish or 

blue-black, with calyx lobes at the summit, very similar to the fruit 

af an apple in miniature. 

Habitat and Occurrence. — Roadsides and moist banks and 

slopes throughout the Province. 
Food Uses and Comments.—Because of the excellent qunli(¥ of 

the fruit, june berry is valuable for making jellics, prescrves, pics, 
and sauces, The berries may also be dried or canned for winter use. 
The dried fruit is used also as a substitute for curranis. In the 
early days Indians used to mix the dricd pounded fruit with corn- 
meal, meat, or other food o make cakes of pemmican. 

respberries in quantity on clear-cut 

timber lands near the cosst. 

minal clusters. Fruit red. hemisphe 
Hubitat and Occurrence.—Op: 

up to subal 
Rockies. 

d. moi<t and dry places 
ndant from the Coast to the 

e, forming thickets. 

Food Uses and Comments—Similar to those of the blackberrics. 

Very squishy -- best eaten &s picked. 
slso very seedy -- I usuulliy splt out 
the residue. 

Salal Gaultheria shallon 

ect or partly prostrate wiry shrub, with ever- 
green, leathery, ovate leaves.  Flowers in clusters, whitish-pink. 
Fruit black, hairy, and berry-like in appearanc 

hitat and Occurrence.—Mostly coniferaus forest thickets, 
ed shores,  Restricted 1o the Coast 

Food Uses and Comment 
this shrub, the berries of which 

daily dict, being utilized in various ways mple, the berrics 
were made into a syrup or dried in cakes 1 is so abundant on 
the Coust and grows to such an extent that nearly all are familiar 
with it 

In the apinion of the authors, the fruit is not only cdible, but 
also pleasant in taste when ripe, and since it i so plentiful on the. 
Coust, it should be placed high on the list of possible sources of 
food for those lost in the bush. 

is the Coast Indian word fo 

Oregon Grape Berberis aquifolia and B. nervosa 

Description.— Shrubs with evergreen, compound  holly-like 
leaves and yellow Rowers in an elongated terminal eluster and with 
blue berrics. 

Habitar and Occurren: 

most parts of the Province. 
—Woads and dry hillside thickets in 

Food Uses and Comments ——The berries may be caten raw or 
used to make an excellent jelly. 

JI71 VLg 7 

Description 
normally 7 broadly ova 
tary, pink and shoi 

Habitat and Occurrence 
ut the Province 

and Comments. — The fruit or hips when ripe 
ily or marmalade.  One meth 

To I pound of hips a 

—Open 

vell into winter. But we question the 
velue of PRESERVES for Vitemin C. Vitan 
C is eusily oxldized -- destroyed in 

processing. 

Gooseherry and Currant Ribes apecies 

Native species of gooseberry and currants are quite often found 

in our Province. None of them are poisonaus, and some produce a 
s ne knows them, as in habit they 

ily identified 
ar berry with quite 

The fruit of the wild species of currant is 
generally small and often sour, but it may be caten raw or used for 
preserves, T 

ize and quality, with some specics having a pleasant sweet tasting 

Ribes lobii, and one spe 
trated and discussed 

Ribes lobii is the gooseberry with the largest fruit, but is found 
only in a very limited arca on Vancouver 1ts fruit resembles 
a cultivated variety of goose! icious when ripe. 

Ribes lobii 
Sambucus cerulea 

Quirer Common Name, — 
Bluc-berried elder. 

Description —Coarse shrub 

with several stems from the 
base, up fo 15 feet tall, with 
brittle, pithy twigs. Leaves d 
vided into fets; leafiets 
fanceolate to elliptic.  Flowers 
small, white, numerous, in Rat- 

topped umbel Frait globose, 
bluish-black  with @ waxy 
bloom. 

Habitat and Occarren 
Valley and stream borders in 
open siuations, Restricted to 

j Vancouver Iand and southern 
7 TSR British Columbia 

7 Food Usesand Camments — 
The berries may be bailed; raw 
berries sieeped in water make @ 

PRI 
:'f FASHE 

refreshing dunk. They are also used for pies and jelfics. 
This spesies 1s known under the synonym of 8. gl 

in 

 



The other specics, red-berricd elder, commionly 

throughout the Provinee, has an unpleasant taste, alths 

cred W be harmless 
Follage suld to be polsonous; 

corefully to minimlze stems. Dr. 

beceme sick once eating elderberries in 

qusntity (Mt. Pinos uresa, S. Cul.); 

Reyo didn't. Pirst try Just a few. 

Ever 
Vaccininm orvatum 

Other Compion Name —Shot huckleberry 
en sheub up to & fect tall. Leaves 

L dark green and fustrous 

above, and paler ¢ small, up to 10 in 

a cluster. Fruit a shiny b 
Habitat amd Oconre v coniferous 

forests, particu 

Food Uses and Com 
by Indians for food. but it 

his fruit oecurs o 
© Coast cat it fresh or preserve it for the winter 

Very common in Siskiyou. Berries 

ripen gredasl ly thru auch of the yegr; 

not many &t any one time so they ere 

time-consumlng tO gother in quentity. 

1 heve picked ©8 eurly as July 1; &S 

late s#s New Yeer's Day. 

<mall for com- 
many people 

Red Huckleherry Vaccinium parcifolium 

Other Common Namie—Red bilberry 
Description.— Erect shrub swith green stems prominently s 

up to 12 feet tall. Mature leaves deciduous, thin, o 

ciliptic, not toothed: juvenile leaves per . le 

toothed,  Flowers pink. in the axils of the feaves 
bright-red berry. 

Habitat and Occurrerice.—Open coniferous woods in. the 

Coastal area 
Food Uses and Comments.—The berrics are a well-known 

article of food, very d and refreshing whichever way they 

are prepared. They may en raw, ot in pics, jellics, ¢ 
have commercial possi 

O puntia polyacantha sndl 0. fragilis 

Other Common Name.—Prickly-pear. 
Description—Perennial prostrate plant, forming low spread: 

clumps.  Stem joints egg-shaped, armed with necdiciike spin 
Flowers yellow, showy, short lasting. 

Habirat and Occurrence—Common in the dry Interior of the 

Province, on Vancouver Island in isolated rocky foculitics on the 

coast, and on some of the Guif Islands. 

Food Uses and Comments.—The young fieshy joints may be 

roasted, boiled, or fried, after first removing (he spincs by buming 
or by slicing off spines and outer coat in one operation. 

Prolific in S. Cal. comstal hills. 

Frait ripe in lute feli -- turns purple, 

wrinkled. Pulp is then ebsily squeezed 

out -- looks snd tsstes llke Jem. 

Some of the best-known edible berries growing in our Province 

belong to the group which we indiscriminately call blueherry, 

huckleberry, bilberry, wortleberry, or cranberty Whatever focal or 

commeon riames they are givem or whatever colour of berries they 

produce, all belong (o the sanic genis, Vaccinium, and are members 

P the Heather or Heath Family (Ericacew). In our flora this 

genus is represented by same fourtecn Species They are chiefly 

B ahrube ar sub-shrubs, and produce ruit which % 50 familiar 

to many of us. Without exception, all of them are cdibl 

even choice 
Only i fow of the most interesting are discus <d in this bookler 

Nettle Urtica specics 

Description. — Tall_perennial 
Leaves coarsely toothed, and with st 

small, green, and inconspicuous, in ¢ 
Habitar and Occurrence. — Shady borders along streams, in 

woods along the Coast and in the Interior 
na _The young shoots as they appear 

carly in the spring ma and : ach. Nettle tea 
One quart of boiling w 
infused for several hours 

(1957), * Medicinally, in herbal pract 
as a blood purif § as a possible cure 

fibre for textile purposes. In 
Britain nettle has been use ubstitute for flax and itis said o 

well, that an excellent paper may be made from these fibres.™ 

—_ 

OVERVIEWS 
SOME THOUGHTS ON FREEDOM STRATEGY -- ¥ Rayo 

Preedom through weslth? Some have suid that 

the best way to achleve personel freedon 1s 

to first become weelthy. Here ere some 

contrary polnts: P Someone pursuing wealth 

tends to get caught up in associated status 

games end neglect nis real objective. Psycho- 

Jogicel parallysis sets in. P Of freedom- 

seekers I have known who tried to get rich, 

most have not been successful, perhaps because 

they know too much to pley the gemes with the 

same dedicatlion end intensity &s do the 

Middle Amerikan strivers. The few wealthy 

libertarians of whom I know PIRST becume 

wealthy, THEN liberterian. P One is more 

apt to be successful, and perheps even get 

rich, doing something he enjoys doling and 

which he can do without contradicting his 

values, than he 1s doing supposedly-high- 

fncome sctivities which he doesn't enjoy. 

P There are formidable tnd increasing hazards 

to preserving large wealth, once eerned. 

AcceS5 to Swiss banks largely depends on gov- 

ernment controlied malls, telecommunication 

end air trensport. Cechlng large amounts of 

silver is srduous and time consuming. (450,000 

buys & ton of jt.) Also the velus of preclous 

metals partly depends on industrial uses, &nd 

industry may not continue at present levels. 

Personally-consutable suppllies, such 88 food 

steples, are the best fora of saving. But 

storage snd rotation of more than 8 few 

thousend dollars worth is formidable. P 

At present there is relatively little vonu to 

be purchesed; 1it's mostly do-it-yourself. 

P Most high-income professions are narrowly 

specislized; dependent upon &n economy of 

tens of millions of people. But only & rela- 

tively few people (thousands, &t most) are apt 

to vonu themselves in the forseeable future; 

the demand in & smell merket is for broad 

skills. P Most of the relatively-free 

people in North smerica today have relatively 

low incomes: "hipples", hobos, some Indians, 

some Blacks. P Historically, Jews have been 

no more successful than Gypsles at surviving 

end meinteining heterodox cultures, despite 

greater emphesis on wealth. (Por what it's 

worth, Gypsies have enjoyed better M"public 

relations”.) The emerging vonu mini- 

cultures will probebly be more "tribal" then 

"capitelist™ in form; jnvulnerability pre- 

cludes large open markets. P There are 

alresdy millions of people striving for 

weslth by non-vonu means. So let US develop 

vonu techniques snd prcducts to sell THEW. 

P Personsl experience: I have only moder- 

ate savings; I'm not weslthy by most stendards. 

But my echievement of vonu hes been limited 

much more by time &nd personsl skills than by 

money. There are meny products snd services 

which I could and would purchase if they were 

aveileble; they eren't. P Of course some- 

one already into & skill or business wnereby 

they can earn much money easily may be well 

advised to keep at it for & few years and 

build & nest-egg. But, for most vonulsts, 

1 don't think weslth is worth much effort. 

    

Almost Anything Dept. 

To THE MOTHER EARTH NEWS: 

We were happy to see the articles by nomsds 

in TMEN #8, including the reprints fr_an 

PREFORM-INFCRM. But we were puzzlad by your 

nwarning” (p28) that "post" of us ere 

nfer-Right®. 

Tom ONCE was somewhst of &n ayn Rend fen. 

Roberta had socislistic lesnings. S0 Prefora 

18 sort of & Left-Right merger. If enything 

more reeders/contributors 
nave grown out of 

the Left than the Right. But the lmper tent 

thing is: GROWN OUT OF. People busy creating 

freedom for themselves &nd comrades lose 

interest in power gazmes -- Right or Left. 

Among us the Left-Right thing is pesse. #e 

oppose all #ars ZND 61. taxes «AD sll personsl 

interference -- anti-s laws, enti-drug lews, 

tvagrency' lews, stc. == which puts us clesr 

of f the power-seexers 'spectrua’ . 

Desr Mother, 

No, we don't see fagents of insidlous Big 

Government lurking behlind every oush -~ 

anlch 1s one reason we live fout in the 

bushes'. ¥We do admit to & ngrrident tone® 

now ond then. What sbout agig Brotner's" 

napalm victims gnd political prisoners? 

Would you cell their protests ngtrident"? 

Anywey, we'd like to hear from other nomads, 

wnether they ére nlefth, "Right", contra- 

widdershims or green #ith purple polkedots, 

so long e@s they ere peaceful. PREFCRM- 

INFORY is an open forum -- publishes what 

subscrivers send in. To full-tize noneds and 

troglodytes it's free; to others, three 

recent issues ere $l. 

peece and freedom, ROBERT& & TOM, Preform 

THE MOTHER EARTH NEWS 

...it tells you how (sixtimesayear) 

April 22, 1971 
Dear Roterta & Tom: 

Thanke {or your March 25th letter. 

te puzzled nor nurt by our intro 

ir material. 
No need t 

line on 

urning on a 

this Great M 
We have to spoonfeed 

didn 

d you . . 1t we have to do it 

OUR way. T . . I think the whole 

political 1atel thing is a bunch of tull 

anyway . 

Just live and let iive and open the channels 

of communication. 

Right on, And we'll contlnue to 

intruduce new readers to you as rapldly as 

we can . . azain, we have to do 1t 

the way we have t 

Peace, 

John Shuttleworth 
Zdltor - Putllsher 

P.0. BOX 38, MADISON, OHIO 44057 
  

SQUaT-SFOT Grants Pass NE7 

This squat-spot, chosen for proximity to 
Grants Pess, can serve a8s & temporary 

cemp-site for someone visiting the area 

until ne is able to scout around. P 
From downtown Grants Pass, go north on 7th 
Street (one way). Do not g0 on to freeway 
(highway 5); stey in right lene and go 
under freeway. Street curves into Scoville 

Road. Go north about & block to Scenic 
Drive and turn west. Keep bearing rignt 
and street becomes Granite Hill Road. 
Go about four miles to Winona Road. Turn 
left (north) onto it and go apout { mile. 
Look for rough treil going off to left, 

uphill to high-voltsge line (which pera- 
lels road). Park along this line. Or 
continua on trall which curves towards 
southwest snd goes back lnto the trees 

(where thenonce was some lozging. P 
There 1s water (probebly year around, 
tho I'm not sure) in creek about 100 yards 

to east of Winona Rd. (runs paraliel to 
Winona Rd.). There is a resldence about 
4 mile upnili so I recomzend boiling or 
chlorlinating the water. P This spot 

is not recommended for trallers nor for 
autos with 1ittle ground clesrance. 

RAYO jeTl 
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COMMUNICATION AMONG MOMADS, TROGLODYTES AND OTHER INVULNERABLES 
VONU LIFE, Box-607;*Orants Pasa, ORP7526 

Editor, RAYO; Associates, DR. émTHERE.R, ORION; Publisher, MIKE FREEMAN 

P Back Issues (VONU LIFE only): 26¢ each plus 25¢ per order, msiled 
third class. p Subscriptions for one year (six issues): delivery 
every two months by first-cless mail, vonuana $1, others $4; delivery 
of l1ssues in batchos twice a yeer by third-class mail, vonusns gratis, 
others $2. A vonuan (to us) is someone who lives and lets live, and 
who lives most of the time out of sight, sound end mind of those 
unwilling to let live. P VL guerantees to publish without editing 
at least six photo-ready pages (per subscriber per year) if relevent 
to invulnereble 1living, one-half page on almost anything. (We reserve 
the right to refuse copy we consider slanderous or likely to Erovoka 
axcqfitional hostility.) Sin§10<u ce type or write neatly in BLACK 
on WHITE paper this size, ONE SIDE ONLY., (If your ballpoint is blue 
or your ribbon 1s worn, send a DARK black carbon copy.) Put anything 
not for publicetion on & separate sheet. Deadline for next issus: 
November 1. @ VL forwards without charge up to six stemped envelopes 
from a subscriber per year; &dditional forwards ere 257 each. To 
save postege on & single letter eddress it "(person), c/o Vonu Life..." 
and tepe eany message to us on the back. Letters may be sent to 
specific individuals who have published, to people 1ln & geographlic 
area, or for discretionary forward to people we bellieve might have 
compatable interests. p Right to reprint less than 10,000 coples 
of original otherwise-unrestricted contents is hereby granted to those 

who reciprocete. Include our neme, address and price ("3 recent 
issues, $€1"). Reprinting from VONU LIFE shall constitute permission 
for us to ruwprint in like amount. Write for permission to reprint 
more than 10,000 coples. 

SMALL ADS 
Am familier with much of Western Oregon: Douglés Co. in particular. 
Possibly could be of nelp in locating, learning ereas, conditions, 
survivel techniques for serious Vonuites. HWould expect relmbursement 
for time spent on 'tours', exclusive or general. R. Parks, 82010 
N. River Drive, Creswell, Oregon 97426. 

  

40¢ first line, 
or trade. 

207 each additional line; 
1000 coples printed this issue. 

Are you coming west this fall? W1ll your vehicle have spare space and 

welght capacity? We will pay 86 per hundred pounds for cleaned hard 
red winter wheat delivered to Grents Pass: $6 per 100 if uncleaned 
(a few kernels unhulled). Will buy up to 1000 pounds. You can probably 
buy for $3 or $4 per 100 in areas wnich grow hard red winter whest 
(northern pleins); maybe less direct from farmer. Also interested in 

lentils, red beans, pinto beans end other dry pulses at $16 per hundred; 
rice at $13 per hundred (grown in Sacremento Valley). #e recommend you 
confirm with us before purchasing. Wheat MUST be herd red winter wheat, 
whole grain. If you don't know how to identify it, ask us for sample. VL. 

POR SALE: 600-pound supply cache near Bella Coola, British Columbia. 
Contains: 220 pounds hard-red-winter wheat, 98 pounds white sugar, 
50# dry non-fet milk, 70# honey, 45§ rape-seed oil, 40# soybeans, 
3bf brown rice, 15# split peas, 10# brown sugar, bf sunflower seeds, 
5# buckwheat, 5¢ table salt, 4# millet, 3# rye, g# alfalfa seed, 
26§ TSP concentrated detergent, 15# "pinex" heavy-duty scrub detergent, 
6000 book matches, 1000 rounds 22 long-rifle smmo. Weights are 
approximate but total over GOO#. p Presently stored in poly bags 
within 17 five-imperial-gallon metal cans, within cool shed at rural 
home of liberterien living full-time near Belia Coola. Purchased 
summer 69 in Vancouver; transported immediately to Bella Coole; 
untouched since. Wheat purchesed from Mormon-managed Ellison Milling 
Co.; special stock for storage by (mostly) Mormon customers. 
Storage paid thru Dec. 71; continued storage with seme party can 
most likely be arranged by vonuan or libertariean. p The Bella Cools 
area has low population and plenty of uninhabited wilderness. Good 
access by sea; fair access by land. Valley grows most crops including 
many fruits; sunnier than most of NW coast. p Price: $100 as is. 
(This is less than what the supplies, not even counting milk and oil, 
comparably packaged, would cost in Los Angeles.) Milk end oil are 
included gratls. The owner certifies that he has no reason to belleve 
that the supplies are not in good condition; with the possible 
exceptions of dry milk end processed oll (edible) which have relatively 
short storage life. For extra fees an independent appraisal of 
contents of cans, 1nsurance, etc., could be arranged. p CGood quelity 
wheat stores 10 years or more if kept dry and cool, according to 
Mormons who have been doing 1t. Also wheat, most other grains, and 
most legumes caen be sprouted in jars; & test of ccndition. P 
Food is THE best form of savings or life-insurance. (Silver and gold 
are actually USED by comparatively few people -- principally big 
companies in big cities.) Ceche 1s for sesle because of change of 
life-style &nd location. Write VONU LIFE (8) 

(Note: In general we recommend the Bella Coola region over Siskiyou 
(where we are) for anyone to whom ANY of the following appllies: seseks 
an emergency retreat rather than full-time wilderness living now; 
plens homeatead (agriculture, etc.) rather than nomad/trog living; 
see-nomadic rather than land-nomedic; wants extensive trade/association 
with local (non-vonu) populace; has children (past inféncy) who have 
lived mostly in populated areas; 1s large already-formed group without 
heavy vonu/iudsrneus living experience; wishes to emigrate to Canada 
for draft reasons; 1s not making vonuism his 'mein career'. See 
articles by ex-PI-editor Tom Marshall and others in May 67 INNOVATOR 
or MOTHER ExRTH NEWS #5. RaYO0.) 

THE MOTHER EARTH NEWS tells you how: the new life-style; homesteading; 
natural foods, free lend, sclar heat, wind engines, tipis, domes, free 
transportation, working 8t home, alternatives to regular employment, 
and much, much more. 4 typical issue contilns over 100 packed pages. 
It telis you how aix times per year for $§6. Box 38, Madison, Ohlo 44057. 

Access Catslog, 8 reasders and researchers guide to alternatives. 
Resources on technicel and how-to-do-it informetion. §1 en issue. 
$8 for year subscription, 10 to 12 issues per year. New Life Environ- 
mental Designs Institute, Box 648, Kalamazoo, Mich. 49001. 

THE ATLANTIS NEWS reports on Operstion itlantis -- an sttempt to found 

a nem, liberated nation as an artificial island in the Caribbean. 

Our exploration &nd supply boat, Atlantis II, 1s now under construction. 

6 isnues, $1. R.D.5 Box 224, Seugerties, NY 12477. 

He sttempt to serve 
people tuning in on themsslves 

our chief 
$1.60. 

NATURsaL LIFE STYLES is an organic gulde for 1living. 
as & responsible information excheange for 
and their environment. 
concern -- painted cekes do not satisfy hunger. 
one year (4 issues) 

Real food for the body and soul is 
Single copy, 

$3.00. Box 150, New Peltz, N.Y. 12861. 

BETTER WORLD NEWS is & series of positive atatements on how the pecple 

themselves can live better for less money end save tnelr environment 

at the seme time. "Locating end Buying Low-Cost Lend", "Earning ¥oney 

in the Country", end much more. Sempls 25¢, money-back gusrantee. 

paradise Publishers, PO 5372, Senta Berbara, Ci 93103. 

AGDRIC BOCK STORE, 4700 E. 7th., Long Beach, Calif. stocks wide selsction 

of new/used paperbacks, underground press, 1ibertar:ianmpublicationl, 

buttons, bumper stickers, psychedelic posters. INNOVATCOR pack iscsues 

on alternate life-styles, nomsdiem, wilderness living, emigration, 

urban survivel, tax avoidence, Swiss benking, underground storage, 

liberation strategy, etc.; big diacount on sets. Open 11 to 10 

every day. =213-434-7580. Stop by when you ere in the &reé. Sorry, 

no mail orders. 

80L I11I, a now journal for Btudents of Objectivism, 1s publisned 

monthly on the Internstional Pixed Calender (13 1ssues per year) at 

1909 Oreen St., Philadelphis, PA19130. Articles on philosorhy, 

economic theory, history. Editor, Nicholes Raeder. One ye&rT, £7.65; 

single 1ssue, 76¢. 

Exchange ad for VONU LIFE. 1If you have & newsletter, pleass publish 

1t and send us yours: "Peace end freedom begin with perscnal 

invulperability. VONU LIFE discusses nomadic, troglodytic, end other 

weys of living away from those urwilling to live and let live. 3 recent 

issues, $§1. Box 607, Grants Pass, OR 97526." 

The Church of 411 Worlds is dedicated to celebretion of Life, zeximel 
actualization of humen potentiml, the realization of ultimete individual 

freedom and personal responaibility in harmonious pqo-gs_yl:hic relation- 

ship with Holy Earth. Our monthly newsletter, GREEN EuG, zmay be 

obtained by subscripticn for 8 donation of whatever you cen afford 

(1deally around $6). 13 lasues por year, 34-45 peges/issue. 
C.A.W., Box 2963, St. Louls, 63130. 

ABOUT_US 

MAIL and VISITS: Orion joined 'our tribe' last month &fter an epic 

cross-country journgy. (See his letter further on.) With more of us 
We can time-share communicetion chores and have more-frequent contects 
with the 'outside world'. Mell 1s now picked up &t least once & week. 

So If you are traveling and will be squatting around here for 8 wsnile, 

and 1f voru is your thing, chences &re at least ons of us #1ll be 
around and would enjoy repping. 

DROPS: TWe will errenge 8 drop near Grants Pess, with eesy access to 
highway 5, for any subscriber who wants to pick up there. iie are 
still meekling drops around LA and SF Bay. Subscriptlon rate for 

delivery to drop: vonuan,gratis; enyone, §1 per year. Scmeone going 

north and south twice & yeer or oftener will get s good dellvery this 
wey as by third-class meil, et half the price. Present subscriptions 
mey be changed over by request and wil: be extended proportionately. 

#WORDS: ®Liberty with Love", VL2 page 5, end other 'Opting Out' articles 
in past issues, were written before our present terminology wes sdopted. 
The words "liberty" and "liberate" should be repleced with "vonu". 
See "Thoughts on Preedom Stretegy IV", VL1 page 14, for current 
definitions. 

ROYALTIES: I neglected to mention last issue: when reprinting we 
pay royalties end concern ourselves with rights only for articles 

originating in precominstely non-cosrcivist publications. People who 

initiaete violence or advocate its initistlon cennot, consistently, 

claim 'intellectual property rights'. We are especially happy to rip 
off books put out by State &gencies. 

FENTON: 
and his 

  

There are two letters for forwerd to him. (He isn't & subscriber 
originel envelope was accidentaliy thrown out.) If you are in 

contact and happen to be writing him, please tell him to send us a 
current address. 

WAGE-PRICE FREEZE: This ceme as somewhat of & surprise -- I hadn't 
expected 1t for another two years or so. I won't attempt to guess at 
the motivetions of the Number One Bludg snd his advisors; whether the 
freeze is just window dressing for the dollar devaluation or the beginning 
of heavy fasclsm. But even if the bludg intend for the freeze to be 
temporary, politicel pressures ere apt to bring extensions; lots of 
naive people belleve price controls would be & good thing. p Of 
course inflation is not caused by greedy unlons &nd businessmen, but by 
money policies of the feds. Like any counterfelter they can't resist 
'printing' more money, and more &nd more &nd more, wnich naturally 
becomes worth leas and less. p The market price of scmething is that 
price at which supply &nd demend Bre equal &t the moment. Any 
government interference wnich keeps this price below what it would other- 
wise be, increases demand and reduces supply. This mesns shortages. 
Shortages bring cries for rationing end forced labor. 'Perménent! 
controls usually begin on just 8 few commodities but this lncreases demand 
for and prices of other thimgs which cesuses them to be interfered with, 
etc. p Rew farm products &re not included in the present freeze. MNost 
agricultural commodities have sctually gone down in price since the 
freeze; partly in anticipation of big harvests, partly becsuse the dock 
strike is holding up exports. They are only & little more expensive 
then at thie time last year. Also most maupufacturers &nd stores 
anticipated controls and reised prices &nd wages &n advance. So I don't 
expect many shortages IMMEDIAIELY. ihich makes this an excelient time 
to increase stock-piles. p This sutumn we plen to increase stores of 
foods and other essentials to & two-yeer supply; 1n the past we have 
only kept 6 to 12 months reserve. Eventusliy (next autumn) we want to 
have & ten-year supply. This reqguires staorage of high-oil foods 
(the most difficult to forage) below freezing, wnich we &re not yet 
equipped to do. (In & future erticle I'll tell how we do.) Ka¥0 
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Situations _~ Searches 
at thie tive I b3 in what I hope 

I ¢m workinz on & secure oace in 
thien truvel southern M end ariz. 

I cnn plend in es a tourist in li these urees. wever T still 
htve to aork fr to gutner up some zoney to get 
strung out. Fa t 260 ailes wwey til they get new 
short cut roed fi neur Furmington, 

only & transition period. 
Colo. ¥t. for Sumacr ena Fell, unflf i 

{n ainter unc Spring. T finc 4 

tc be 

%e go up north waen it's 

tne nortn. fxcept 
the alnter to see whot 

%e've been truvellng since Junusry 1970. 
hot doen suuth tna =o soutn wnen it's cold 
this nest winter -=- ae tea to #o throu 
it's like. Kina 
that's a [ishing 
storted trevelline 
esrtha. .. 

d of the 
ta0 Kittens travellng 

e live of 
motrher cet and 
Nen Huapsnire 

nay. < 
es Yors 1In our scno 

trust in our felloa 
cding en old 

ther detulls on spots 

ae I resexclence 
irection Lok in, 

toFetaer here in 

1 want to zect &5 muny 
prospective comamerce, 

S t 
opened J 

1iving in tnls house in & 
lc vnd rent wnd ali tne other 

nelgnbors tnd < 
told me I 
hood. ana 1 
ewhile uni they'd = 
ay "lundlord! say 

hev Sp into tne 
nere serc lots of hussles 

n e crew from t 

So now I've cot 
thing y tre). 

estyle 
ven't &nc cen't 

ce couse I love it.... 

Az Oul School of 

tnd nired on s sporentice 
wisdon. Luter to U.C. Ecrkeley tna yesrs of 
actdeaic Union Cerd) plus work for corpaorete U.C. 
field (17 years.) Now retired on Soc. Sec., U 
V.n. disscility -- em I ever wired into the Corpora 
My heud hus peen turned on by your oecutiful brochures and 
ayn Rend's M"Atles" -- put 1 must re-read her wors thet 1 have 
TI¥E to nk & philosophy thru. Of course the "Sluve Stute" has u 
letish on me -- one at 65 cun't do thinzs like the young ones -- 

but 1 intend to try the nozud tni -- perhaps In 4wd cumper-trucs, 
self-contuined, e.g. Jeep or Land Rover plus alesken Cezmper -- if 
possible. However enother slternctive (I mlcht wet "cibin fever! 
in ceaper!) is ¢ moblie home on Oregon Coest (xnow of one newr 
Lincoln City) instesd of trylng to sguat on besch or in hinter luncs. 
would rope to live off land, besch, oce:n, stresms, etc -- out of 
course tnen I1'c be tled into the Stcte! If younger there'a be no 
doubt ss to course of setion. p 1 do nope you folks keep golng 
especitlly on precticel, recllstic objective side of "Flizht froa 

Urbanin" und don't get mired in the philssoghy. Good heulth, good 
luck und peece from un old brother. Curl, newr Berkeley. 

possibly 

Am thinking of buckpucslng in the northwest next y 
yeer-eround wilderness living. 
souls in Chicesgo &reu. 

r es prelude to 
#oule llke to necr from kindred 

oslue, Riverside, Illinois. 

Hello ©nd best greetings: I um 8 subscriber to VOhd .Iik und 
llke to correspond with other neo-nom:ds, trags, etc., if posslole. 

I #i1: shove off during lest pert of august tna w like to 
trevel other S¥ creas und niybe neet other people of the vonu life 
asttitude. p I have Incluged & brochure on tne Shower hlng wnicn 
tuges cetre of snowering in ven venicle I find.... I heve e ready 
mtde one -- it aorks find; JUSt & pen &NA you NEVE B DETN.... 
OUGLAS w. MILLER, Box 3713, San Dlego, Ca 92103. 

To Douglas: Thenks for irfo on Shower Ring. Do you or HNyOne Know 

thelr eddress -- the brochure hud order form (with eadress?) clipped 
out, Ra¥d 

noula 

Anythlng yon mtxc or heve or do that someone else can use: Put it in 
bleck nnd white on tn 83 x 11 plece of puper (druwings, photogre pns, 
whetever) end the People's Products Cleeringhouse will print, ss is, 
in & glent cetelogue of People's Products. Be sure to include: 
whet you went in return; how mény you've gOt Or wunz to @muKe; your 
asddress. Box 3102, Berkeley, Calif. 94703 

We heve gotten rid of our truck tnd CG@DEr -- LOW We huve L Troto- 

tiller und goata. ue have vegue plens for going nozedic wiuin -« 
this tlme on foor -- the roto-til.er 4ill stuy cenird, the gouts 
a1ll go with us. BUT -- ar aili not truvel to "get mwey" from mny- 
one or unything -- we will travel becuuce it is good to do 80 -- 

to shere witn others the new freedous we «now -- interncl and externul. 
---.0ne of our zoets xidded lest mcntn giving us )| mule wrd 1 feoule 
Kid. Since ae mre not czeut enters tnd since Kevin niopted tre zule 
88 nls osn, we 2re looklng for auye to atilize ouck's e und 
strength -- gout Carcs laeusl for riding £o P.C. und luctl grucery 
etore -- aleo, I cnd when ae trevel wguln, & CLIT UD Uao alsnt ce 
kendy for currying nceded supslles era sasll chlldren. also gouts 
Bre sincssed td be uble to pull emell plew set ups. Unt'ortunutely, 
I neve peen (es yet) unuwole tc finé plens for carts, nesses, etc, 
Does unyone Hut there know unytning e=bout such things? Love-peuce 
TOM, The Nucos Zench, Box 74, “abuado, Ni 87b31 
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COMMENTS: 

New third-cless 
subscribera recelive 
introductory info I7Ré 
plus some issues (Gffl-*\'}s P"-f!) 
!inmediately' (which 
xay be a month by third-class meil). 
A Tew who ordered in August didn't, due 
to a mix-up of instructions. My 

apologies. p. I like most of your 
words; especislly your report on the 

locel 'freeks' ('long-neirs') and your 
thoughts on 'purism'. I seek vonu 
(invulnerability to coercion), not 
salf-sufficlency particularly except a 
as 1t contributes to vonu. For example I see no need to 
dress in animal skins if I cen, more easily, procure &nd 
store & 20-yoar supply of used clothes. (Tne local dump 
1s often a good gratis source.) p On one point I disegree: trade and 
other essocistion with locel non-vonuans snculd be minimized, I beliesve. 
More self-reliant? In some ways, meybe. But they watch the same TV 
shows and deliver their kids to the seme sort of slave schools as do 
their city brethern. And they are even more vulnerable ln meny ways: 

they lack the anonymity of city folk -- everyone tries to mlna everyone 
else's business; end the mobility -- they have a house they 'own', not 

Just some apartment furniture, to lose if they 'misbehave'. P Soxe 
freedom-seekers like to believe that, in a disaster, the federal bludg 
w11l be fully occuplied meintaining 'law n order' in the cities, so 
rurel regions will be virtually sutonomous. This is wishful thinking. 
The country is where the food is reised, which the bludg need to feed 
their troops and egents and workers in 'essentiel industries'. In the 
30's wnen the USSR bludg had to choose batween letting Moscowites go 
hungry, and confiscating the harvests of Ukrainien peasunts and letting 
them starve, they chose the latter. and they were able to do so despite 
netionalist traditions end relative self-sufficiency of the Ukraine. 

The 'rednecks' ('hicks'),here and elsewhere, do not even have tne 
aclf-sufficiency &nd courage of Ukrainien peasants. If 'conditions 

wWorsen', expect them to bitch -- but obey. The 'freexs' ure more 
promising; most of them will elso conform graduslly, but & substantial 
minority are pert vonu and may go further. p Dr. Gatherer and 
I chose the Slskiyou region for its uninhabited 'wasteiand', not for its 
'rednecks'. We have little contact with local non-vonuens and expect 
less in the future. We look forward to the time wnen there are 20 or so 
vonuans here -- enough to warrant & weekly ven to Eugene, Berkeley, 
and meybe Los Angeles and Portlend. RaYO 
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@OVERVIEWS 
by Nateles Hall (reprinted from 18je7l LIBERTARIsN 

£4.50 for 200-pege 
THE YEAR 20 

10N, Box 90913, Los Angeles, CA 90009; 
subscription, 26¢ for semple) 

There are some powerful trends which we cen see todey that will exert 
tremendous influence upon the world in the year 2000. The ones I 
choose to consider for thls essay &re those I belleve are quite 
unevoidable in eny context I cén imagine. 1) The requirements for 
nuclear weepons ere computer time &nd either highly purified U235 or 
PuR39; or fusioneble material,such as deuterium end Li6, 8nd & 
trigger. All of these already are or will become avelilable to even 
the smallest country &snd to & great meny orgenizations &nd even some 
individuals. There is no way of preventing tne smuggling end plenting 
of timer detonated nuclear wespons. Wars could become chaotic &nd 
protreded, with no safe havens outside of tne wllderness, and with 
uncertein knowledge of who is dolng shat to wnom and why. 2) The 
doubling time of knowledge will continue to decresse &nd sccessability 
of the knowledge will increase due to commercisl plein lengutge user 
interactive sesrch services. 3) all sorts of medical goodies will 
come dlong. The FDA &nd the medievel medical guilds will slow things 
up, but sooner or later you ce&n get anything you want &t Allce's 
restaurant. 4) A general decrease in respect for the State. 

5) Tolerance (not approvel) toward individuals with differing velues 
will increase. p_Yar is one critical human problem which has 
deflied solution. It is & much worse problem todsy than previocusly 
due to the existence of weapons of fantastic destructive cupabilities. 
Anyone who 1ives 1n a lerge city in the U.S. should be aware that 
there are lerge H bombs eimed at his city &nd that if he is there in 
the event of attack, hils survivel 1s not too likely. At first, only 
the United Stetes possessed etomic weapons. Secrecy, when there are 
thousends of people involved, hesn't worked out too well, &nd the 
technology of 8tomic weepconry has spread repldly to other countries 
(USSR, Chins, France, perheéps others). As the expense of the 
processes involved (such &s uranium lsotope separation) become cheap- 
er, there will be more und more countries with the ebility to 

menufecture atomic weepons (& country with the capacity is unlikely 
not to use it). We can assume that by the yesr 2000, dozens of 
countries will have them. And its also likely that numerous private 
organizations and persocns will heve the resources necessury to bulld 
.Buch weapons, plus the even cheaper (but still devesteting) blological 
and chemical weBpons. «ny large concentrations of population 
(especielly cities) will be highly vulnerable &nd essentislly defense- 
less sgalnst such wempons. I see no resson to think that pollitical 
mechanlisms will enable people to solve their conflicts any better in 
33 years then todey, end there will be muny embittered &nd hostlle 
subgroups in America in 20C0, 8s there &re today. But while todey, 
the more violent dissetisfied splinter groups cetn do & great deal of 
demsge with conventional bombs, Molotov cockteils, etc., there will be 
& potentiel for immense destruction in the year 2000. Police stutions 
will be uneble to defend themselves &gainst attack, should the 
eéttackers have atomic bombs. And woe betide sny innocent bystunders! 
What this &8ll means to the people living in 2000 is busically this: 
the existence of wideafread knowledge of and possession of highly 
destructive weepons will limit the vieble forms of living. Lerge 

concentrutions of population, i.e., cities, will be obsolete. Those 
with the foresight will plan their lives so thet they will be 
geographicelly seperated from clties, eway from fellout zones, but 
with the ebility to communicete with snd travel to cities for trade 
when desired. The bsck to the country movement hes probebly not 
considered this &spect of things very much; their msin considerations 
seem to be environmentel. Nevertheless, country living &nd survivel 
skills will continue to increese in popularity end s the realization of 
the threat of plunted atomic bombs becomes more Known, there may be 
a8 general move out of cities for those who heve the ebility (end 
care) to do so. The State will never sdmit this denger because to do 
80 would be to admit that it (the State) is incapable of defending 
its citizenry and this is one of the major rationtles and excuses 
for the exlstence of the State. But notice that novoody telks about 
Civil Defense enymore (the supplies in the shelters set up years ago 
have not been replenished, the medicinzls have aged beyona their 
expiration dates, etc.) beceuse there is no way to protect civilians. 
Bombs cen be plented in cities, either by forelgn powers or domestic 
terrorists (you don't even know who is attacking ycu), end no defense 
18 possible. Although there is & solution to the war problem -~ 
nemely, an &ébendonment of the politicel system which fosters end 
grows healthy on war -- this is unlikely to have occured on &ny 
larze scale by the year 2000, so we must plan on its contlnuing 
dangers. P There 1s no single &gency or group of agencies, including 
governments of the world, which control the eccumulation of Knowledge. 
The instruments, Journels, Xnow-how, etc. are diffusively spread 
through meny private orgenizations, &8s well 8s smong meny government 
bureasus. Computer search services uare now aveilable for & large 
varlety of types of informastlion. Research is not the monopoly of any 
perticular group, consequently, attempting to control the production 
of informetion 18 & very costly way to get little dona. Attempts to 
control the distribution of certain types of informstion , Buch &s 
knowhow on atomic weaponry, cén only slow down not stop the eventual 
spread of available information to private and public groups. The 
application of new theories in control of aging, increase of intell- 
igence, cure of various diseases, etc. cannot be stopped by sttempts 
to set up committees to evaluete technologicsl developments (to 
ostensibly prevent such problems &s the thalidomide situetion or 
DDT longrange effects). Such committees simply don't possess the 
resources necessasry to control the myriad chennels of black market 
trede. LSD is en exemple of & drug for which a great emocung of effort 

end resources heve been spent in @ futile attempt &t control. When 
enough people want something, some bleck market entrepreneur will try 
to supply it at a profit. A4ll the government attempts &t control can 
accomplish is to drive up the price, &s with heroin. In genersl, the 
fact that daté is beyond the control of mny group is & factor which 
leads to the only form of workeble "democrscy": in the merketpluce, 
anyone who wishes to purchase something may seek u seller. There ere 
enough producers of informetion thet enyone wili be able to find 
data to purchese, if it is svuilable. The attenpt by the State to 
control technologicel development will leed to incremsed costs snd 
more sophisticated methods of trying to get around laws. The State 
buresucrats will not, of course, stop trying. But by the yeur 2000, 
I think thet widespread lawbreaking will heve reduced the State's 
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t much higher than just propa- 
ntrol™ to & level not zmuch nighf ’ 

-cechnolg%icilwfgl“bg aveilable on the black market m:tg?d; Qri 

i & 1iigence and lifespen, cancer cures, mind-& Fgr ng 

et il 
arianisa versus llberterianisn s 8. Authorl 3 3 

Tooih:rusjéragsm::n;;obIC:fllfSOlVing insue being decided in tnis century, 
8 me i ©1 d voluntarism, are 

The two basic means of humén 1ncer‘*’c£:‘221'!gizgg-?rf-e-, force 
mutually exclusive. The inebility o 2 ;01.,8 pesic numan probleas 

senctioned by most of the pgwlbcao;;r;; etc.) 18 not generally 
(eg., pollution, overpopils®iof, BOPITLYS (o ritts in politics. There 
leading to & philosophical 1n£‘;18mr ?ne ifficulties lnvolved in 

1s some conceptual understunding of ‘N7 E o tne younger generation 
sttempting to solve probless 'BiEs f the draft and to coercive 
which hes been subjectsd to the s}avary C“—h .?ullurafi of politics are 
sumptuary lews. But, for the most ptfl‘t.‘_v e 2 o c" or to 

t r t with other forms of interac 
leadin eople Lo expe g o . = ennot g p 85 tice. B3eeing that polit c 
drop out of perticipet:ng in politige. = 1y letd one to decids 
solve the problem of pllution doesn T ngce:st:_rllkjws Tedi ibrd folstan 
where the solution lies outside of politics, but _c,d o Toidit e 

wasting his time trying politicel solutiona r:arfip &n.”__a ;-l:n i 
for different ways of living mey not come apout cec.awc"_m i;é £ 

intellectusl remlization concerning these otner life styles, buf a ¥ 

t ual "solution!, to use forcs to simply result from seelng that the ususl "s Gl e 
zeke people conform, is just not working enymore. Hipp Dashadinn 
being stopped by lews agalinst drugs &nd roci concerts. ‘r“dunéahlaa— 

being stopped by reform schools &nd compulsory scnoul stten oy S 

Draft evesion is not being stopped by prison sentences for e\:’b‘de,s. 

Etc. The Middle Americen "Mr. Jones" (who knows th=t sometnin' 1s 
happening but doesn't know whet 1t is) is "getting used" to ::ne 

existence of diverse 1ife-styles and, wnlle he mey not llike A_V--_CTH see 
that there's nothing he can do sbout it. By 2C00, thls ‘Er‘_snc’flxlA oe 
quite thorough in America. There ere no forces left to hold America 
together -- no great "nationel goals", pstriotism, etc., -- &and &8 tn‘e_ 
old fogles dle out auring the next three decudes, the split:.‘:.ng up ?. 

America into smell vcluntary cultures will become grester. Thne cultures 
%will resent the intrusion of other elien cultures into their spheres. 

The "mind your own business" attitude will becoxne stronger. 4 large 
minority of people will escape 1984 for themselves by learning how 
the laws can be flouted with success. Those sno choose to obey will, 

of course, end up with the "Big Brother" they elweys wented. For 
others, taxes can be avolded, drefts cun be eveded, black anarkets cen 
be set up, etc., all using the seme modern technology of defense. 

For example, telephone scramblers will soon render wiretapplng 
obsolete. Phony blackmarket documents can enable & person to assume 
meny ldentities. The use of such opportunities has been feirly low 
beceuse the tyrannies to be avoided were not wortn the costs of 
avoldence to most people. But with the tex rete well over 40%, not 

many people will wish to continue working under tne ordinary circua- 
stences (with their incomes eéccessible to the Stete). More groups 
wnich used to be blindly loysl to the government ure becoming rebel- 
lious (for example, miners are being harressed by forest rangers &nd 
are beginning to counter. Some rengers are even being shot). There 

%w1ll be even less reeson to be loyal to the State in 2000 than now: 
the State will be e&ble to provide no protection frcm attack by foreign 
powers or domestic terrorists (and these attacks will be real rather 

than lmegined). The welfare programs will be bankrupt and with the 
tex rates rising contlnualiy. By 2000, the State may have lost most of 
its power to control its citizens, basicually because without the 
voluntary senction of its victims the State hasn't got the power to 
meintain ltself. It's possible thet by this time, & tax revolt will 
have rendered the State &8s no more powerful than, say, the Pops today. 
Cf course, the politiclens wili never edmit that the Stete has little 

or no power left but one cen wetch for the signs of its decline 
with 1little difficulty. One importent signpost will be the extent 
of perticipation in elections. By 2000, I think that only & very low 
percentage of the population will bother to vote anymore. Another 
signpost 1s the extent to which protecticn of lives and property is 
done privately rather tnen through State auspices. Since there is no 
reason to belleve that Stete police will be any more efficlent in 
carrying out thelr "protection™ in the year 2000 thsn now, the present 
trend toward private protection 1s very likely to continue unebated. 

SUMMsKY: People will live in scattered communities, not.citles. 
There will be limited wars being waged nearly continually. The State 
will be in & position of low esteem among the popultce, 8s goods &nd 
services it has cleimed to provide can be obtained at lower prices 
end hassle privately. Americae will be composed of lerge numbers of 
different subcultures, most living at peace with thelr neighbors. 
Communicetions end transportation technology will asllow & high degree 
of trade among the verlous groups, to the extent desired. Likewlsse, 
avoidance of Staete sgencies, with their controls &nd expenses, will 
be precticed widely. State sgents will esvold certain areas where 
they commonly "diseppear.” 
  

ATLaNTIS III DEVELOPMENT (Condensed from 19mr7l THE aTLaNIIo NEWS 
R.D. b Box 22A, Saugertlees, N.Y. 12477; 5 issues for §l1.) 
Our immediste plan calls for establishing & few hundred squuare feet of 
real land in the Caribbean shoels we have loceted. The creation of 
this real land i1s most necessary end primsry since features below 
the surface of the ocean cennot be claimed. This first landfill step 
1s relatively easy. p To substantiate our clalm for title and 
sovereignty, we must continuously 1nhsblt and use this land. We 
must work it. Since our first little islend will be low and 
frequently under water when the seas &are nigh, the second step will 
be to erect thereon & hebitut on & tripod 20 feet &bove the surface. 
4 minjature "Texes Tower" as it were. This small dwelling will house 
three people, &nd provide all facilities for & sufe and relatively 
ccmforteble existence. The ATLANTIS II will be our supply vessel, 
and our three pioneers will spend their time charting the reefs, 
channels and bottom contour of this sea mount. P Approximately 
81X months after completing the first haubitat, we will begin the next 
stuge, which 1s the step-by-step construction of our Ses City. Many 
of the concepts to be employed here were developed by the Pilkington 
Gless Company und published in thelr bresthteking booklet "Sea City'". 
In eppeerance 1t resembles & football stadium, but 1is vastly larger. 
The area corresponding to the pleying fleld is & sheltered lagoon, 
on which flouting structures can be erected, &nd shere cargo and 
passenger ships can tie up. The oval outside well 1s imnensely solid 
and provides protection from both the pounding se& und the relentless 
prevelling wind.... (The »~TuaNTIS II is presently under construction 
8t the astlantis motel in Stugerties, NY. They hope to begln landfill 
soon.) 
   



   
   

     
    
   
   

  

   

uld any readers like to get into free 8 + 
o can be produced from manure, sewage, ;:;i;;sfugimgzgdzsfion? 

nic Mlta;i:éénnifiht:imalcdquirnant that could be carrisd ié 2 
ficle, OT e woods like a still. ant 
Coro e, ot Aqulty 1%, to! tranepory & si11 Yoglizuld conpress it 

u would L & 11. With a methane fuel 
gtem, vonuans wo control right from the source, & be completel: 

fes of the corporate oil cartels. Everything from propa P8o9: Y, 
ar engines can be eimply converted to rtnlozgr Efim propane lamps to 

ble a one-fuel housecar. nethane, making possi- 
A vonu methane co. is the key to ma 1 S 

electric power generation, light,yhcnt, ggmggiggglpfiififiié?ifiagizgin- 

ery, etc. And the ecological aspects are very attractive. You 
start with waste materials, garbage, sewnge, stc. Tho production 

process is clean & simple, & the residue left over ig fgr*illzcr - 
throw it in your_gardcn. The end product, methane, is & élgnnw 

burning guel (natural gas is mostly methans), Think of the market 
you could devslop among non=-vonu freaks by stressing ecology & re- 

cycling. Imagline a nationwide movement among vonuang & green revo- 
1ut¥onists ‘to home production of methane in "stills,” with job op- 
portunities in designing stills, building them, selling bottled gas, 
doing conversions on car engines, otec. And there are no road taxes 
on methane. (credit to Orion for preceeding paragraph.) 

Here's a quick summary of all that I know about methane, with 

sources: All organic materials decompose (rot) unless you make an 

effort to prevent it. If decomposition tekes place in the absence 

of oxygen (anaerobically), methane gas one of the end products. 

Usually, you cut off the air by putting the organic nmaterial under 

water, as in a swamp (swamp gas), or in a sewer (sewer gas), or 

underground (natural gas). But you can also accomplish this dy 

shutting the material up in a can (as Harold Bate does ). 

Your best source for info on production of methane is THE MO~ 

THER EARTH NEWS, issue #3, May 1970, aveilablo for $1.00 posipaid 

from: TMEN/Box 38/Madison, Ohio 44057, This issue contains these 

pertinent articles: 
p. 41 - Solution to Pollution - discuzses production of methane 

as a means of recycling municipal sewage & garbage. Hentlions & sew- 

age plant in Pasadena where the gas produced (using only & small 

part of the sludge) was used to run 5 internal combustion engines of 

200 to B00 horsepowers. 
& garbage of 50 to 100 people. This plant will produce about 500 

cubic feet of gas per day with 650 BTUs per cubic foot. 

p. 4 - Now...Electricity from Manure Cases - tells about a 

farmer named Groth, of San Diego County, Cal. who makes gas from hog 

manure & uses it to run a 10-kilowatt gen tor. 

p. 45 - How to Generate Power from Garbage - gives complete 

plans for building a homestead or commune sized gas generating plant 

(out of concrete & steel, so it's not portable)., This 9 page arti- 

cle is full of technical data, detalled blue-print type diagrams, & 

a complete description of the gas-generating process, & how to go 

about building & operating the plant. 

A later issue of TMEN (#8, Mar 71, aleo $1.00) has a half page 

article (on p. 9) entitled: Harold Bate & His Marvelous Chicken- 

Powered Car, This tells how Bate, a British farmer, has been run- 

ning his car, a 1953 Hillman, for the last few years on methane gen- 

erated from chicken shit. Methane production takes place outside 

the car in a device that appears much smaller & simpler than the gas 

plant described in TMEN #3 (it seems to be a modified 5-gallon can). 

Another story about Bate printed elsewhere says that he also runs 

a 5-ton truck & heats his house with methane. 

Bate markets a complete conversion kit which includes a pat- 

ented carburetor attachment (which will also work with gasoline, 

propane, & natural gas), fitting instructions, & details & draw- 

inge for at home methane production. Price ig $35.00 complete 

from: Earth Move/Box 10121/Portland, OR 97201, 

Another reference to Bate ig found in Jan 1971 WHOLE EARTH 

CATALOG (available for $1,00 from WEC/558 Santa Cruz Ave./Henlo 

park, CA 94025). On p. 12, 3 letters from Bate about methane gas 

production are printed. They also give his address in case you'd 

Jike to write to him directly: Harold Bate/Pennyrowden/Blackawton/ 

Totnes-Devon/TQ 9. 7 DN./England. 
Also, on the same page is this short piece entitled: Methane 

Production in Indias “For more detailed info on methane production 

from various organic wastes, send request & a large stamped return 

envelope tos Ram Bux Singh/Gobar Gas Research Station/Ajitmal 

(Etawah) U.P./India.” An earlier report (Jan 1970 WEC) suggeste 

that this source may have info on running lanterns, stoves, etc. 

on methane. 
Also, Jan 1970 issue of WEC recommends the book COMPOSTING by 

Harold B. Gotaas (World Health Organization) which has a whole 

chapter devoted to building a methane generator. The book is 

avallable for $5.00 postpaid from WEC %sae address above). 

The Mar 1970 issue of WEC (mlso $1.00) on p. 40 has an arti- 

cle entitled:s The Use of Propane, much of which also applies to 

methane. It tells about the advantages of converting your car to 

run on propane, Such conversion will reduce emissions by 50% to 

80%, cost about $300 per car, reduce engine fouling, & add 2 to 

10 years to engine liffe. Conversions leave your car still able to 

rin on gasoline if necessary, but propane is widely available, 

cheaper than gasoline, & has no highway taxes on it yet. Also, 

this article mentions that Pacific Gae & Electric is converting 

gome vehicles to run on compressed natural g (methane). 

The Aug 1970 issue of POPULAR SCIENCE (p. 30) has a more de- 

tailed article about Pacific Lighting Corp. converting its trucks 

to CNG (Compressed Natural Gas: Another Clean-Air Fuel). Tests 

show emissions reductions of up to 90% & longer engine life. But 

CNG vehicles accelerate poorly & have only a 30 to 40 mile range 

  

  

   

  
per tanmk., This problem can be solved by storing the fuel in 

1liguid form. The article saysi *Vigionaries already call LNG the 

fuel of the future.” That's liquid methane they're talking about. 

For complete, detailed instructione on how you can convert 

your car to run on propane (rmuch of this should be relevant to 

methane) see: 
POPULAR SCIENCE, Jul 1970, p. 

Free Car Now - Convert to LP Gas. 

POPULAR MECHANICS, Oct 1970, Dp. 85 - Propane Power - Should 

!  You Switch to LP Gas. 
A Best wishes, & "power” to the people. 

43 - You Can Drive & Pollution- 

Jim Stumm 
      

Also discusses a plant to process the sowage 

    

   

Reply: 1I'd be intereeted in providi Or WOTrKi: with you on 8 

vonu sheltsr for a methene pl in this sion. I Buggest 

a small opsretion selling only to vonusns in the immediste &ree. 

If vou cen replece our own nydrocarbon imports this wil: be 8 vig 

step. Later, perhaps, you might export equipz:i~® &l KNOWNOW . ? 

I don't think vonuans can competitively export hans itself in the 
  And I doubt 

(4 few 
RaY0 

It's relatively heavy per veiue. 

thet dead vegstetion is &s rich a rew me teriasl es sn}:. 

vonuans plus meybe & dairy goat don't produce m 2 shit.) 
— 

forseeable future. 

  

VHE Pooamans HMovor Moma ETC 

Sooo here anothsr suzmer is almost gone and ncles’ contr: 

New lawe in some Calif.Counties (liicc Rivarside)make any ‘cescpassing on private prop- 

erty a legal no-no ,Biklers have most oftcn‘cean‘sumrzd'z-_-td ‘overrighters’=ill be next 

I presume.Arizona at last word still has an open arms “policy on pers and many public 

camps have free electric plug ins,and propais? trucks coming around to keep you in gas. 

Dottt know if Colorado pushed through the'camper tourist!tax lpw yet but the trend in 

making it tougker for the'vanite’is plain en@izh . (5 = ° D 

Singe good used buses and vang are getting scarcer,let m mention that suzzmertize is 

the right time to pick up used school buses sinse the new buses are aqu red a little 

before school starts.Cuickest way is to look up the new & q b deale: in the big 

city phona book,but the cheapest buses can be had by making the ro to dozens of 

schools.The big flat nosed ,rest engine rigs are generally the greatest potential motor 

home bargains in the country and with luck€a little motor work on & less than th: d 

% {nvestment you can turn it all into a tripple humdinger of a hom wort 

Fhat many'big rig’peeple fail to realize is that truck stops will 

least a dime less a gallon if you have a super size tank.This 

the big gas burners a lot less painfull.Dleeel is always & relisble way to go fo 

who really put on miles but a 1ittle tricky to work on for th 

lately thers is also a trend for states to tax all diesel cutfits going 

Price wise the L.A. bus lots are getting at least $IS0C out of & + front engine 

school bus—>3 bills for a late big rear engine job-—2I0004 £ bus with the 

big Gfd.diesel engine(most are bandycapped by lower speed rear e 

the beautiful little gas"Flezible" niway buses and slightly 1 

larger diesel buses .Spotting backyard buses and xnocking on a ot of doors wiil cften 

golve much of tho market value problem.Conwrting the prize is a lebor of love and 

something we can possibly go into lateif.One thing every pobential"lanite’ is in donger 

of is getting stuck with a low speed rear end.Converting to aMreeray good’van can 

be a real hassle ag the two speed and higher speed rear ends &re really expensive & 

used ones are as scarse as hens teeth. Unfortunately tar to many persons fail to try 

fixing thier own rigs vhen :ittle more investment than & set of vrenches end e:fort is 

required.For instance,brake cylinder leakage will often rua you $50 to get fixed cn a 

truck By doing it yourself the rubber cup replacement shouldn't be over $I0 ard you cen 

use sone emerycloth around a rubber hose if you dont have a cylinder hone,peneraly 

nost trucks will come apart just like a car but the parts may be more expensive unless 

you get a mechanic friend to get your parts or use an approrriatemoniker’ for “truck firm 

discounts.Really it takes a little repair money to go mobile unlegs a person adapts to i 

beconing hendy at fixin’things.Battery chergers and tools are alrost cn a‘must’list’to 

our way of thinking.The chéapest insurance youll find for ieeping your engime in good 

order is good high detergent oilzgo to your local wholesale oil deeler with contdiners 

for at least ten gallons of oil and ask for the H.D. uff that ic used in the heevy 

equipment,it will ren you around a quarter a quert and be better than t your service 

station will supply for twice the price. "= 3 3 

Soooo today we scrounged some window screens to'use ying 

fruit that ve scrounge...even bananas.The sumer Calif. sun does wonders on most every 

thing edible ...resterday it vas playing in a secluded mountuin strean with iots of 

delightfull kids.freedom is nice. anyvay 2111 latfir.. CU & Sdmdfl ?]H e 

29 July, 1971 

s are a little tighter -        
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Dear Vonu-folks, 
very enjoyable hearing from you frecuently. I think your treatment of 

the Mother Earth News was superb, Their letter was so packed with phory 

liberal bull shit it didn't reouire any comments That is not to say 

T don't find Mother a worthwhile source, but let's maintain the utility- 

affect distinction (use her, don't love her)s A couple of warnings to 

fellow readers. The $9.50 "Retreater's Bibliography' is probably not 

worth it to Vonu readers. It is a convenient and compacted souree, 

but if you already recognize names like Rodale, Gibbons, Angler, et al, 

there isn't much new. A real rip-off goes by the name ol " Alaskan 

Sleeping Bag Compamy," They are the people who advertise the Cunningham 

book on making your own light weight camping gear. Send them money 

and after a while they tell you they can't supply the book and that's 

it, Months later no refund. I heard of people who sent them money for 

a pair of down bags over a year ago and still nothing. P Fkegarding 

Rayo's comments on wealth, I am certainly in general agreement but 

would add following. In “Operating Manual for Spaceship Earth," BE. 

Fuller supplies a definition of “wealth" which comes very close to 

what psychological testers would use for "intelligence." Now many 

of us have been relatively crippled by an emphasis on symbol 

(whether math., psych., or German Lit. is beside the point) at the 

expense of thing manipulation. Thus one place for investment in mobile, 

uvnexpropriatable and relatively non-perishable assetts is your head, 

That is, an increasing range and quality of abilities. While initially 

1 thought of hunting, carpentry, gardening, etc., I have now concluded 

that certain "intellectual" skills might be worthwhile for come purposes. 

For example one or two foreign languages for personal purposes as well 

as possibility of earning through teaching or translating. P Funny 

thing about the Harry Erowne trip—gold is currently at a two year high 

while silver continues downward., T am not knocking a emall amount of 

silver coins but they clearly aren't perfect plus they are not of inherent 

value (are you planning on making your own photographic £ilm in the woods?). 

So how about .22 cartridges for barter, Have you seen the Armalite 

.22 which fits into its own stock? Looks nice but haven't used one, 
P Well enough of this rambling for now, keep up the effort and let us 

hear from Koberta and Tori. 

      

Reply: Thenks much for info. "Retreater's . 4 
Bibliography" was only thing of its kind dougiianciisnsac 
when it first came out but now there are many better, cheaper 
sources. MOTHEk EsRTH is atlll our favorite alternate-life-styles 
magezine, despite their minor transgressions. They publish info on & 
wide spectrum of non-conventionel living weys, unl ike some of thelr 
competitors who get hung up on organic farming or something. They 
put out a big book every other month, And, @gain unlike some of thelr 
competitora, they don't try to play god -- limit source listings to 
people THEY 1like: they accept classified ads. MOTHER E&RTH NEES is 
$6 & year from Box 38, Madison, Ohlo 44057. RaYO 
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Scouting rublic lands for Frimitive Livinc: 
  

in eurly June und & ain in lute July 1 lived briefly in a foctnill 
refpion of the Rocky lits. ut an elevation of about &0U0 to 7000 
feet. Vne could live, without inconvenience of sunow, in t 

repion from about Fay throup: September. 
ridpes with draws and 
onds in most of tihe draws. The trees are most lodezepole p 

plenty of dead oues for bi-i poles) und aspen -- tue 

to like to cut down smull usren poles for food and building 

1 em writin;; wbout tris certain region ana will not locute or 

name it, for obvious rcasons, But I believe tnere are footnills 
re;dons witi similur possibilities for »rimitive nomadic summer 
living ull up ana dow ¢ Rocuy lountains. The peaks reach to 
around 12,000 to 135,000 feet but I ssayed in the foothills wuere 
living end backna arried a 50 1lb. Kelty puck, 

slept in 1 5 1b, gaf i.g tent and 4% lb. Dacron o8 bag thut 
tail off on some niguts. ne needs a 

igning a 
ki : right 

for shirt sleeves but it =ets nippy around 2:0u li. and you wish 
Tor a tiicker sleepinm bag , or a double bam withi a mountain-poing 
female warming toe othe:v half., 

Colonel Colt 
ny sometimes mets @ little lonesome, but it doesn't last. 

#ood just being out 

was back at tne supply dump. 
Skunk odor was comini: Irom somewliere upwind and across me Co ner 

but ste rinully ided and took off buck across the creoek wibt 

red cull close betind. Just like witn bears, don't monkey around 
with mam: mouse and he. calf, 

on a sundbar and the .4 

Livingz alone in tne mountains can ~ive you a real sense of 

iztt in tuils life. You bepin to realize trut ) 
ve been tramping tie mountains 

yre you're moinz 

inm to use compas 
this -~ taki. 

¢ the reverse 
Tt relief not to 

many ridges you crossed. 

for a | 
" method of 

bearings 
tuan im Ut 

neadinz into ne 

be ideal 
E y in there 
one black-top roud into the generzl re 

ople get on 

1 country. 

edre of tue areu inn of cars' 

3t & re could be used 
s.iayed in tnere all I ot the idea sing te 
edges of beaver pon for litsle veretable plots -- some would be 

d only mrow a few nills of squashk, melons or corn. 
cut down the corn, but tnere's a mood chance 

tuey wouldn <hey are probably too turned on to 

bother with unknown foods sucn as corn stalk 3 
povatoes, tomatoes, corn and squash would be made on tue down 1 
side of nonds in tie damp, rich black earti: that has built up over 
tiie centuries. <lso, ¥ eeded, could open a little nole in 
tihe dam to let irri L Ur 'CTOpPS . beuver 1 
plug toe nole t.e tnis beaver rond 
culture is %a; ure ruther than u 
ber. Iryi.g western mountains 
is working & 
about June throu 
lacking element —- 

A rrimicive 

“o 
1 pelieve 

vonuist could work witn na 
i in the 

ttle or no ruin f 

ollowing n 
alnst 

eptember. nond added tiat 
natural .ater und rici 

d nis 
Lunus. 

rice humus 
uallow cne 
still nuyve 
dng. let's 

In this rsgion tie beaver have demm and 
bhas built up deep in between the ponds. 
camp back on the lodisepole and aswen covered ridzes and 

water wituin 30 yds. for drinking, cookins and nude bat 
hope no one would even copsider taxing soap into a pond or stream 

or wasning crap from disnes in trere. Jump in and toresh around and 
get wet and tien soap up and pour water over yourself from a stew 
pot or dism pan -- or just use water and some benign green leaves to 
scrub down while in tne pond. 

to 

For a long time I've been tryinm to mesh the idea of livi. 

life in tne mountains with carrying on a little i..formal arriculture. 

First, I thought of putting & regular cultiv.ted garden patch downpill 

from a pond or stream und then using gravity irrirotion. is would 

be a lot of digsing and extra work in addition to beini easily spotted 
as a permenent fixture back in the mountains where tnere should be 
no permanent fixtures. Then 1l came across the beaver pond idea 
and believe it has some real merit for the nomadic backpacker. It 
would spread your "garden" over a square mile or so and would remain 
invisible from tne air, as well as from tne ground. Ir you're not 
familiar witn such ponds, they are usually in gtrings down the center 
of a draw and witn seepage from one leaking down to the next pond. 
I don't believe floodi. wculd wipe out your crops even durinz neavy 
rains because such ponds ure engineered by the beaver to control 
floodiiz and grass anc fortus grow below and ull zround such ponds, 
‘herefore, your crops ssould also do well there. 

a nomadic 

Tnis beaver pond agriculture also fits in wita tue idew of buckpa 
and living over a lurge area, fisuinr, viclking wild foods and 
enjoying life as you go. Zarly-day primitives muy tave used tuis 
b-aver pond metnod otr atriculture -- trey usually did tuinzs the 

natural way in arreement with nature. 1 believe modern man is in 

deep crouble just to the dermree thut he deviated from followine 
the ways of nrimitvive man. 

For spring-to-rall living on public lanus 1 &m now tuinking of using: 
footnills ureas more than tune Lizner mountains. [fie ~n mountuins 

tave lakes, steeper tiails, visiting nikers cnd ‘orsemen, coluer 
nigots and longer distances from tue main road -- none of whic, is 
useful to the vonuist nomad. 

adzm, Jestern wcates 

3 work 1n their products. If 

A0 ?nd t}p:h:?ierisggngogoéiyg 32313052 on the market. Specifie 
oW O ” = 2 

22;{1313;,, o LIGHTING: Most tents are dai‘hiTZIS;en Sp:g;tylsqitaa 

for indoor work during cloudy, wet weather “nzfl B br etkata? 

most needed. SHELTER: Almost eny tent W g {55, 7 POt Taak 

But after several days of stead rain ccndansaclcnrri ? Ac Voo tEe » 

wet overything inside. o SHAPE: The tipl wes 800 € Z0l LTy aey. 
only materials were animal skins which had to be aewnl oga e 

But with avellability of yards-wide aynthGCIc.mfltarla !ic encfcasu. 

unnecessarily complex end costly to make for the space LR orACE: 

The ssme goos for round, square, hexagonel, etc. ‘anai .alrca i 

One needs plenty on which to set things and work on vhtnsse o b;g 

ere not the tables or shelves of & den or cebin. FPew uf?zfilfifls- o eis 

enough for full-time living, even for one person. 9 Fo éotton 

tents tend to mildew and rot; meny nylon tents are sewed ¥ h R 

thread which rots. 2ippsre jam or don't hold after & few h “ratrer . 

p These complfinte assume full-time tent living. '?DP fair—:u: 3 e 

camping during brief vacaetlons a tent iu_uaually not needed, ;S*irhalf 

a mosquito ber. p Dr. Gatherer and I have lived in tents abou 

the time during the past year; full-time for periadf of & menth Sr s 

more during every season. Six months 8go, in disgust, we ;ovsd out of 

large, eleborate military-surplus tent, threw & poly tarp we nad cefn 

using as a ground cloth over & rope, &énd found in&s to be E c1§ improve- 

ment. We are now experimenting with further reflinements of En.e ?nd 

Rome other new approaches, and will report tne results in fu:;ra .?SJQB. 

Until then, here are preliminary suggestions for &nyone new to ful.-:%?e 

tent 1iving who is locating in & wet-se@son forested reglon: p Don't 

apend money on any conveamtlonal fabriceted tent or tigl. Gst: (12 

6-mil-thick clesr polyethylene plastic film; (2) cord, at least ?gc— 
pound test; dacron or polypropylene is test -- doesn't rot, stretcnes 
less then nylon. String the cord between two treesa. If the trees are 

8lim, use more cord and brace to the bases of othner trees or busnes. 
(See below.) Drape the plastic film over the cord. 

By s 

p Durlng cold/wet seasons set rocks or logs on the edges of the film. 
Overlaep the ends loosely, leaving at leest @ foot seperation for ventil- 

ation. Do not stretch the plestic to & gredual slope; keep the angle 
460 or more so that condensation will run down the underside of the 
plastic rather than drip off. For the same reasson do not place enything 

in contact with the plastic. Ventilation wili be sufficient for breathing 
plus a candle; if cooking 1s done in the tent use & wood stove (made from 
S-gallon can or ?) and use stovepipe to vent to outside. 

WINTER TENT, cross section ~w-—————— —— ridge cord 

—-—— ——plastic 
Ve 
—; . Locks! ~—— 

P During summer tle the sldes out for greater ventilation while 

keeplng off dew and brief showers. Tie to the plastic by bunching 

1t over small roundish rocks. Don't tie to holes in the plastic, 
these willl soon rip out 

DETAILS CF TIES 

plastic Tfi 

- rock 

cord —7 
p Por a very long tent (over 30 feet?) brace the ridge cord at intervals 
of 20 feet or so with poles. Poles can also be used in dense forest 
for zigzagging & long tent eround obstacles. (I have not tried this.) 

SUMMER, 
cross section 

ridge cord—+ 

plestic 

fly cords 

brace cord 

p 6-mil poly film is sold by some bullding supply stores; also by 
Wards and Seers catelogs. Cost is sbout 2¢ per £t2 by the plece; 
14¢ per £t in rolls of 50 or 100 feet. P A 20-by-50-foot roll, 
costing about $16 end welghing about 25 pounds, forms a tent 12 ft 
wide by 30 ft long by 8 ft high down the middle. 100 feet of light 
polypropylene rope costs mbout $2.50. A fabricated tent of comparable 

size would cost hundreds of dollars and probably not bs as bright 
waterproof and flexible. P A plece 10 by 10 feet of 4-mil 
(sufficiently thick for that alze), costing less than $2 and welgning 
less than 2 pounds, will protect & double bed from dew and snowers 

during summer trips away from bese camp. @ Poly film can also be 
used for ground cover to minimize dirt pick-up end loss of small 
objects. But use separate pleces &nd keep the edges well Inside 
the tent plastic so that condensetion running down the underslde 

the tent will soek into the ground rather than running elong the 
floor. Don't use a single piece of plastic for both tent and flooring 
p Disadventages of polyethylens: graduasl deterioration in sunlight; 
visibility (of clear) from the alr; insufficient strength for high 

winds; easily ripped up by a large enimel. The first 3 probleas 
aren't serious in forest; & green translucent dull-finished plastic 
would be better but we haven't found a source yet. The last ls a 
problem with any tent unless its suspended high 1in the trees (which 
we are also experimenting with). p Supplement tent with: mosquito 
netting over bed during insect seasons (8 nylon mosquito bar 8x3x3 
feet is sold mall order by Herters, Waseca, Minn. for about $5.); 
black poly film (4-mil sufficient) over bed srea for pléck-out wnile 
reading or mending during long fall and winter nighta. p I have 

no experience with and do not recommend this form of tent in places 

of high wind, full sunshine or intense, dry cold. RAYO 

}TV\ John Wilcock, eaitor. Setmple 50:; 

. f €6 per year. Cther Scenes, 

of 
of 
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-- SOME PRELIMINARY SUGGESTIONS 

lan 8 more thorough erticle latep: 
A éafiy crops will be harvested soon ::é bicgza:ré§égs‘thin now 

fes or rationing are likely later.) EgcELsad 
food objective is to continue eaty 
1ng off the land' sounds appeal ing 

th after month in all seesons, 
Purs. After about two yeers of v 

Pbtain perhaps 20% of our food on 
this is flguring raw weizhts, in ¢ 
than 5%. We expect to do better a 

immediately. p Conventiounal Bgric 
vulnerable. We have thought about c 
smell, irregulbr concealed plots. 
solved. It's feasible right now me 

, but not for the bulk of one! P So the way to becoms as 
to eat mostly storable 

of course, but not every day or 
re 10 years or longer. And, in ten- 

®, We can most llkely leern to live off the land if we have to. 
We seek foods which are: storable for & year or longer, preferably at ordinary temperatures; inexpensive -- CQ¥31 coat nc% mficg ogsr ngo 
par person per year; nourishing -- & healthful diet without lerge 
additions o{ fresh foods; 1light and compact; taasty; easlly tested 
for edibility. Here are the storable foods we are presently ocating, 
and/or expect to est in quantity over the next year: 

Food 
wheat, whole graein 
brown rice 
DOpCOrn 
lontils 
red beans 
dry non-faet milk 
dry (dead) yeast 
nuts (hulled weight) 
dry fruit 
hons 

totals 

storage 
Z/1b 8/yr min 

6 0 

doemg SHai ) 
69.3 630 

A1l of the above figures are per person. Protein and fatare grems per 
day; storage is in pounds. We may substitute scme other grains end 
pulses for some of the brown rice or lentils, etc., but this will give 
an idea, p VWelghts, costs end celories assume one is sedentery 
(or small) end living exclusively on Btores. Of course wo need many 
more célories when active. But we eat other foocds; not only wild 
foragings but some purchased fresh foods during trips 'outside'. 
The total cost includes $5 allcwance for food supplements. Tho meximum 
and minimim storage &re our objectives for this Autumn; we hope to 
eventually increesse these to & ten-year supply &8s we galn knowhow and 
facilities. p Comparing nutritional elements with those recommended: 

supplomants unad 
none 
nons 
2.0 gr/day 
none 
none 
6000 units/day 
none 
none 
none 
200 mg/day 

protein 
fat 
calcium 
phosphorus 

70 gr/day 86 gr/day 
54 gr/days 59 gr/day 
0.8 to 4.0gr/day* 0.6 gr/day 

2.0 gr/day 
21.7 mg/day 
686 units/day 
2.8 mg/day 
2.1 mg/day 
21.9 mg/day 
negligible 

400 units/day none sunshins or 400 u/day 
26 units/day 7 substantlial 200 units/dey 

Apparantly not much 18 known about amount of fat needed, except that 
some polyunsaturated fatty acids are considered essential. The 
conventional wisdom right now seems to be that 20% of calories should 
come from fat with at least two-thirds of that from unsaturated. 
However meny people, especially in oriental countries, live healthfully 
with 10% or less of total caloriss from fat. I have eaten as little 
as 8% for & month or more but developed & craving for fat. Since fat 
foods ere the most expensive, the most difficult to store, &nd are 
often contaminated, this deserves further investigation. p At the 
moment we &re avolding processed oils and margarine entirely. Not 

| only are the ingredients apt to be of low quality but verious chemicels 
of unknown toxicity are introduced during commercial processing. 4And 
Buch olls can epparantly becoms appreciably rencid without change in 
taste; rancid oils are reputed to be & major cause of aging. O0il 
sold by health food stores, to which no antioxldants ere added, can be 
even more dangerous unleas it has been contlnuously refrigerated since 
manufacture; the oill becomes rancid quicker. The informetion on 
oil rencidity 1is scanty and often contradictory; 4in the absence of 
more knowledge we are playing it safe. P Nutas we eat include walnuts, 
filberts, almonds, peanuts and/or sunflower seeds; which ones we 
purchase depends on price und taste preferences. The above weights are 
for hulled nuts; however 811 but sunflower seeds are purchased end 
stored unhulled. Raw sunflower seeds are purchased (hopefully) shortly 
after hulling and placed immediately 1n 8 COg atmosphere. In the 
future we hope to store all nuts, especieslly sunflower seecds, at not 
over 350 F; however we heve stored walnuts for a year at 556F with 
no apprecieble chenge in taste. Hulled sunflower seeds sprout well; 
a test of their condition -- how good 8 test for oil rancidity we f8on't 

‘ know. In the past we have used soy beins &s & fat source. But soybeans 
are apparently even more difficult to store 

. than nuts. Ominously, soybeens will not sprout if stored at room 
| temperature for more than one year. Our present diet includes 
moderate amounts of powdered milk and dry food yeast. These foods are 

. questionable nutritionally: their processing and storage as fine 
| particles forms oxldized substences which are apparantly & major cause 
. of degenerative diseases. (1) Milk is controversiel 1in other ways 
a8 well: some nutritionists recommend plenty of 1it, ESPECIALLY non-fat 
dry milk; others do not recommend it unless it is raw milk fresh from 
the cow -- drank within a8 few minutes of milking; stlll others are 
down on milk in &1l forms -- these people include not only vegeterians 
but some who recommend fresh meat. Also milk end yeast sre relatively 

l(.7;( ensive and difficult to store. And they ere not needed for protein 

10 mg/day 
5000 units/day 
1.8 mg/day 
1.8 mg/day 
21 mg/day 
76 mg/day 

contont. But, witn the present primitive state ol tne ‘science' of 
nutrition, I prefer to hadge by-including st least some foods of animal 
origin. And I seem to digest milk well; easier than wheat or Csans. 
As we grow in sbility to hunt and trep I intend to phess out allk. *(2) 
Mo have stored dry milk (Challengs non-instant, Jorgsnsen X-grads) 
for a year at B5°P average with no change in teste. p Driad ¢ 2t and 
fish ars much too expsnsive to bs considered. And we cen get small 
amounts of meat without even spending time hunting by x1lling tne slow 
animals wWe meet: an occasional rattlesnake, creyfish or procupine. 
Anyone avolding enimel foods entirely should include 8 Vit. Bl2 
supplement; Bl2 does not occur ln vegetables. p #heet continues to 
form & large pert of our dlet and an even lerger part of our stores, 
even though it 1s not as palatéble nor digestable s rice and many other 
grains. Not only 1s it inexpenzive. It stores well. Aind samples 
cen be sprouted to’ test condition. Rice sprouts poorly If &% all and is 
reputedly difficult to store -- oil becomes rancid. Trleas rice can be 
stored at & low tempercture, wnite rice mey be better .7&n brown, 
despite the loss of B vitamina and the flat teste. Lentlls &end red 
beans both sprout well; we know of no special astorage -roblem. W#e 
eat more lentils then Loans becuuse we like their tésts ootter. P 
We purchase only whole grain; never flour or cracked cereali. 
Commercial flour 8nd the pestries made from it are apparently cthe 
major ceuse of arteriosclerosis, erthritis and similer degsnerative #(1) 
dineases. Wnole wheat flour end wnhole-grain cereals such as oatmeal 
and granola may be even more harmful than white flour becsuse tho olls 
quickly become rancid after grinding due to oxidution of vitemin E, 
the antioxident; the vitamin 2 1s axidized within days efter zrinding. 
Seo"Hygein's Hygenic Review™ this isasue for uses of whole-graln whest. 

Dry fruit may not be justified for nutritional content but ie 
included for taste varisty and related psychological reasons; we don't 
want to unconsciously essociats 'goodies' with THaT soclety. Por 
price reoesons the fruit is mostly ralsens, figa, dates &nd prunes. 
We eat dry fruita mostly during Winter and Spring; during Sumzer &nd 
Autumn me forage fresh berries. We have experimentelly dried aeveral 
kinds of berries with good raesults but not yet in sufficilent gquantities 
to replace lmporta. Honey is also not justified nutritionaliy, but a 
generous emount 1s included, not only becauss it atores indefinitely, 
but to evoid any craeving for sweets. fWhite granuleted sugar 1s auspect 
es a8 food; 1in oxperimental animal feedings refined suger produced 
ailments in cases where equivalent amounta of honey or other sweests 
did not. p No dehydrated vegetables are included. In thils area at 
least a Tow groena can ba foraged the year around &t lower sltitudes. 
These and sprouted alfalfa seed, lentils and wheat provide taste 
veriety and a nutritional safety factor. P For & calcium supplexmsnt 
wo ars using bone msal, but may switch to oyster shell if we can 
purchase it in powdered form. Oyster shell tastes better thun btone 
meal and has 8 higher calcium to phosphorous ratio. 
dolomite because it has magnesium as well as calcium. Same nutriticnis 
say the minimum calecium reguired is 0.8 grems per day; others say 
twice a2 much calcium as phosphorous which for us would be 4 grema 
per day. This ls further complicated by the relative assizilation of 
Ce end Ph frem verious foods. p Other supplements presently include 
alfalfe sesd for sprouting, vitamins A, C and E, kelp for trace 
minerala, end various seasonings. Vitemins C and dry E will 
apparantly store indefinitely in sealed op2cue conteiners; viteamin 
Aard 01l E must be kept cool. Vitemin E reputedly counteracts the 
offects of rancid oil in the body so we take & substantial dose 
in eddition to what our foud supplies. p Dr. Gatherer and I differ 
on the reletive merits of organic and non-organic food. Our present 
policy (compromise) 1z to pay a substential premium for organically- 
grown fruits and fresh vegetables (when we buy them) but no more than 
10$ premium on grains or nuts. p Our long-term storage of grainas 
and ruts is within an inert atmosphere in polyethylene bagas in sealed 
drums. To obtaln the inert atmosphere we put g ounce dry ice par 
gallon volume in bottom of drum, pour in food, tie bag lcosely and 
laco top loosely on drum. After a few hours the dry ice will evaporstt 
bottom of drum will no longer fesl cold) and pressure will be 

equelized. Then we tie the bag and seal the drum tightly. Wa have 
stored wheat this way for over 3 yeara (and it was at least a year old 
when we bought it); 1t still sprouts well. p The yearly cost can 
be reduced to $60 or less per year by increasing consumption of wheat 
end reducing consumption of everything else. But while such a diet 
still provides adequate protein, B vitamins, etc., we hesitate to 
depend heavily on @& single food, both because of nutritionel uncertaint; 
and for psycho reasons. Q 

#(1) "sStale Food Versus Fresh Pood", Robert S. Ford, Magnolis 
Laboratories, 701 Beach Blvd., Pascagoula, Miss. 39567. ™"When food 
1s stored too long, particularly after it has been ground up, cooked, 
or exposed to 8ir, sunlight, and microbes, portions of the cholestrol 
and other waxes, fats, oils, proteins, etc., bacome oxidized, hardened, 
dried up, and changed into dursble non-food materials which the cells 
of our bodies cannot utilize. When we eat these atale foods, some of 
deteriorated materimls become semi-permsnently lodged in our flesh as 
arteriosclerotic deposits.... The condition thet makes fatty rubbish 
from flour so much more dangerous then #ny other food is its finely 
ground form, so fine that i¥ can slip through the walis of our 
intestines with the food stream snd get into our blood very easily, 
whereas 1f 1t were coarser most of it would pass out of the body with 
li¢tle harm....Taklng both the food &snd the quantity usualiy esaten 
into consideration, flour products such 8s bread, olscuits, ready-to- 
eat cereals, cake and crackera are the big killers, probably accounting 
for 60% of arterioaclerosis demage. Next come bacon, ham, suusages, 
sardines, etc., accounting for perhaps 20%. Muyonnaise, cheese, 
margarine, snd ice cream probably ceause leas than 158 of the problem, 
and the other miscellaneocus items only a trifle." Pord reconctends 
eating as many foods raw as poasible, and cooking only by stesming or 
boiling. p I've always been rather skeptical of most health-food 
advocates because their explenations tend to be mystical and tneir 
recommendations contradictory. But I'm quite impressed by Ford's 
work, partly beceuse his hypothesis integrates a lot of seemingly- 
contradictory evidence. I recomnend his booklet despite its price: 
$3.60 for 48 pages -- money-buck guarantee however. 

#(2) Many edults, including most American Indlans and Blacks, lack 
:n egf%me needed for converting milk sugar, and are given indigestlion 

y milk. 

Scme prefer 
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%hee e & e © e ent  WHEAT 

Put yourcelf on top of the wheat fleld by reeding this exclusive 

interview with Wheater Eater, World's #1 Wneat Feeder & Ester. 

(Hygeie speeks in all ceps. Wheater responds in lower case.) 

HYGELa: WHY DO YOU EnT WHEaT, WHEWIER? fWheater: it offers me Hn 

{nexcensive long tera storuge focd relatively high in nutritional 

vilue. #wHaT KIND OF WheaT DO YOU USE? I use herd red winter whest 

for its high nutrient content, 68 opposed to goft spring wheet. 

HOW TC YOU usk YOUR aHEnl, hHeaTER? For getting the 20st nutrients 

froa my food I strive to cook/grind s little &5 possible. wnen I 

do grind my whest I uce & Teseret grinder.* It's edjustople to maKe 

a consrse grind ("crecked" wheat) or fine grind (flour). I lixe it 

better then the Corona cbuse it's cheaper and only one grinding 18 

nocessery to msxe flour. 1 grind no more then ce&n be used up in one 

or two deys, since whole wheat flour is countless tlzes more 

perisheble then whole kernels. Here tre the weys I usce wheat: 

e rlein. If T huven'T souked/sprouted eny whedt I sometizes edl 

8 few spoonfuls of anole raw kernels. Or I will coocxk the Kernels 

(sometimes called berries) like rice: I put whost in pot, edd cold 

weter, stir, dump out weter -- that's to wash it. Then I sdd weter 

to cover whest end bring to & boil. Then simzer about 20 main. 

depending row tough or tender I went If I want it dry like rice 

I use less weter. 
o Somked. I eat the whole kernel, 

soexed in weter for sbout 12 hours. 

e Sprouted. Thls ls the way I oot 

quart wide-mouth muson Jurs. I cover 

fiperglass window screen (building supply stores) cut to el 

on by the screw-on rim. or 8 plece of nylon stock ing neld 

rubber bend. I fill the Jer apout & third full of ¥xhe&t, 

and then pour in vater end swish seeds &round to wed them. Then I 

drein off the wash weter end £111 the jer with fresh water. I sosk 

the whest sbout 12 hours, then 1 pour off the 508K water and dring 

it or use it to cook wlth. 1 pour in fresn water to rinse, then 

invert the jsr ond let the whest drain & few moments. Then I plece 

the sprout jur on 1ts side snd let Nature do her thing. I rinse the 

wheet two or three times ©& duy for about two dsys, then est -- feed 

ths wneet, elther réw or after simmering & few minutes. 1 prefer 

raw sprouted wheat when the sprouts are about helf es long &8 the 

berries. It tastes funny rew 1f sprouted longer but @3y still be 

palatuble cooked. 
e Wheat gress. If the sosked or sprouted wheat 1s placed one layer 

thick on some molist dirt, on the ground or in & container (I use 8 

cut down bleach Jug) it will grow inte wheat grass. Keep the paper 

moist, remove it after @ few deys end water the gress directly. fnen 

1t's & few inches tali I cut it end eat it straight or in @& galed. 

After u few days you can nuke & second cutting. Then turn the dirt 

over end plent 8gain. (For more informastion send & dollar to inn 

Wigmore, 25 Exter St., Boston 02116. Tell her you &re interested in 

sprouting &nd wheat gress.) 

o Cracked. Can be esten raw or cooked. 

@ Cooked Breskfast Cereel. 1 hurdly ever make it either since I get 

better nutrition from whole, sprouted wheat. But if you like Cream 

of Wheat etc. you cen meke your own inexpensively froa whole whett. 

Toast flour in & psn on the bturner or in the oven then put 1t in @& 

pot, &dd water «nd cook slowly. Use low heat end stir often. The 

less water you use the thicker the cereel. 

o Rew cereal. I eat the flour raw and dry, straight froa the grind- 

er. I've read thut cereeals are most resdily digested when dry 

beceuse starch is not water solueble. 

o Pamilia (uncooked Swiss ceresl). 

are added to the flour. 

e "Popped”, Troasted. 1 troasst (toest? roest?) the whest in & frying 

pen (without oil) on the burner until it is tender. Sowme Kernels 

will pop! (they don't expand 8s much &s pop corn though). It just 

tekes 8 fow ainutes. The trossted wheat cin be eaten e is (crunchy) 

or cooked in water (chewy). 

e Chapatis. They &re like tortillas except mude with wheet instead 

of corn end common to India snstead of Mexico. The Heelthy Hunzas 

eat them. I mske thea occesionally s &8 trest. All I use 1s flour 

and water: 1 sdd enough water to moisten the flour but not 80 much 

that the dough sticks to the bowl. I mix end kneed with my hends 

for ebout 5-10 min. end then let the dough sit ubout g hour wnile 

the glutten develops. Then I teke & golf bell size plece of dough 

end roll 1t out thin between two sheets of plestic (from supermsrket 

bugs). 1 sprinkle some flour under the dougn &nd on top of it 80 1t 

won't stick. I use & jer for e rolling pin. I peel off the pleatic 

&nd carefully place the chapati on 8 very hot pan. No oil. If there 

1s & sticking problem I sprinkle a 1little flour on the pan. In about 

2 min. I turn the chapeti over and cook &nother 2 min. Scmetimes I cook 

it longer to meke 1t crisp. 

o Ple crust. Like chapatis tut & couple of tablespoons of oil 1a 

mixed with the dough before adding the weter. For ple crust T don't 

roll as thin ss for chepatis. Beke in oven (filled or unfilied). 

o Bread, unleavened. 1 siaply mix flour and weter. With the right 

amount of water and enough mixing the dough won't Btick to the Dowl. 

I let the dough sit about % hour end then I shape a loaf ebout one 

or two inches high &nd plsce on floured sluminua foil to bake 8T 

about 360° for about 1 hour. Por bread sticks I roll & bell of dough 

into dowel shape. For crackers 1 roll dough thin. Sohetimes 1 add 

oil, powdered milk, honey, molssses etc. to the flour und weter. As 

1t bakes I take samples to see if it'e done. 

e Sourdough bread. To meke my ptarter I used flour snd water only. 

(1 didn't edd commercisl yeest but depended upon the naturslly present 

species.) Bosically, I followed Bradford Asngler's ajirections for the 

starter (letting it sit in e wara plece for ebout & weex or two to 

develop). I also used his bread end panceke recipes (but I usunlly 

omit the beking sode, oil, etc., using only flour and mater). (See 

"How to Go Live in the Woods on $10 a Week" by Angler.) 

o Oluten. This is whet's used in some imitetion mest products. To 

obtain gluten one washes away the wheat!s starch: I pleced & pall 

of dough in @ nylon stocking end subzerged it in weter overnight. 

Then I kneeded it (whlle 1t was atil: in the stocking) in & stree:. 

After 1 got tired of kneadling I left it in the streem, returning in 8 

few hours to knead some more. The starch washed eway and I was left 

raw or cooked, ufter 1t hes 

zost of my wheat. 1 use one- 

the top with u plece of 
ze, held 

on by & 

afix top, 

I don't use it much. 

Nuts, frult (dry/fresh) wnd honey 

se71 VL3 8 ond of issue 

with the gluten and bren in tho stocking. I wasned of{ 88 

bran os possible. I made puttiss with the gluten, creaded 

flour end fried thex in 8 little oil. They were chiewy snd 

it wes @ lot of work end whole wheat is proosbly nesltnier s 

repsated the experiment. (After Ann Liston, THEC, July 70.) 

@ Yemst bread. To 8bout 6 cups of flour I edded some wuter and 8 

tablespoon of active dry yesst dissolved in eoout 2 teblespoons of 

lukeweras weter. I mixed and kneaded the dough with my non ntil 

I hed a nics elastic bsll -- &Dout 10 min. I pat some flour in 

(to xeep the bresd froa sticking) then put the dough in, flourini 

sides 8s I pushed it down. 1 set the pot in &n inverted druz;, 1 

sun, end let rise for sbout 3 hours. Then I punched dosn the dough 

and let it rise @nother 3 hours. Then 1 beked it above Not coule in & 

wildernoss oven (made out of b gel. cans) sbout 1g nhcurs. 

¢ "'mmphngn"/,‘!sczo bsllas. 1 simply made flour end aater dough, let 

sit for mbout ¢ hour end then broke off azel: pisces of dougn end 

rolled bslis bestween the pelms of my hends. 1 cocked tne oulis for 

sbout g hour in & simmering soup (of wheet berries end pees). 7Tne 

balls were on the tough eide. 

HYGEIa: WHBATER, #HY HaVER'T YOU 

Wheater; Becouse I usually don't measure! FPor the beked goods J\ 

grind some flour, add water end get your hend into it. i 

if dough is too dry or more flour if dough is too wetl end 4Anee 

10 minutes until you heve 8 ball of dough thet's doughy (sort 

putty -- 1t's hard to explain dough consiastency in words 

know it in feel after some axperl:enmnon). 

¥HEATER BATER WISHES YOU GOOD WHE&TIKG 

% gbout $10 fob from Deserst Supply Coapany, 

Redlends, Calif. 92373; (714) 792-2800. 

a 

GIVEN VERY EAaCl MEAGUncd 

out vy 

410 N. 

  
        

BOOK REVIEW: ®Up Aginot the Lew: The Legul Rignts of People Under 

Twanty-One" by Jean Strouee (Signet) $5¢. Reviewec by the Liver- 

tarlon Avenger (reprinted from INVICTUS, c/o CSCLa Studente of OG- 

jectivisa., Trident Bldg., Cal Stute, Los Angeles $0032; 99 peges/82.) 

The suthor of "™Up Ageinst the Law® sgys in her formword: "No eres 

law im 1n greoter flux then that of kid's legel rights. For 

every court decieicn grenting @ specific rignt to & student or a 

there 1s another decision denying him the saxme right.".... & 11 

chapter hesdings gives &n indicetion of the scops of the ©ook 

nggudent Rights," fperents,” "Marriaego,” "prugs,” "Sex," "Driving,” 

"Employsent," nContracts,” M"Getting Busted,”"The Dreft." The suthor 

desls with each of the above-mentioned areus, discussing relevent lews 

(Constitutional end otnerwiss), relevant judiciul declelonc &nd inter- 

pretationa, end coazon practices (of judges, cops, scnoul @dzinlstretors, 

etc.). The purpose is primerily to delineate ahet the DE FaCTO lew 

is governing these different sress of activity. "Jp Agalnst the Law?® 

is apparently aimed 8t young people wishing to know wnet they cen safely 

do, end whet they can be legully subjected to, within &8 conventional 

(non-1iborated) 1ife-style. Even so, the boox does heve some indirect 

value for minors sseking @ liberated 1ife-style. It is certalnl) 

helpful to know what the lawe (end assocluted penelties) ere concerning 

your activities. This bo will give you & pretty good ided ... 

glthough (to quote the book's back cover) it "1g no substitute for & 

good lewyer.... 

  

Daar Joanmd/Troglodyta, (Villa Colon, Costa Rict, aug. 

Read your thing in Mother Earth News, and altheugh I 

ure it out, wa're happy te 1+t peepla know haw, and hew well, 

After the usual process of getting fed up with urbsn U.S. 

took stock of eur asaets, vihich tatalled 4,000 and a paid fer 

and packed up and left for Cesta Rica, A tiny ceuntry be en 

Panapa. We dependsd on our goed luck te mAkKe it here, a9 ¢ 

in the cmumtry, and had spen® 4 of our memey on equipment, 1 

a emall farm here and fiszure out wnat do de next after that. W 

children, 3 and 19 menths, and have a friend whe was interested 

with us 7a plannad to leave on 2 mooed day, astrelegict T 

as we were here only & few waeks anen we 

« fifteen scre cef ee farm in the 

wast of ths capital city of 5an Jese. 

We paid three tnoudand dellars fer the land, 370 for atitle a leeal 

lawyer, and moved up here in eur 1) by 18 feat Bamel tent. 

albeit a tiny ene, igmedintely, and A&re already {(enly three men® ater 

eatins fresh vegetabl 8 sut of it. Dick, my husband, 1t & henheuse frem tl 

bambee grewing en eur property, and we new fave a censtait supply of fresh, 

brown eggs. Anethar el our f£itst purchasas =ms 2 small nerd of goats, Teur is 

begin with, ene giving milk. Tnay ware inexpensive becausa ene RS 

111 with ank udaer infectien, and had been se hadly neg ted that she ceuldn?® 

wvalk Ter weeks. The nursing dee had h=en underfed, and was palneuristed. We 

put them all on green pastuge and whole grain feeds, and they've 

peint that they new legk like A bargain te us. One 

Zour kids last tame around. {elya started building & I 

stene and concrete. It'll take a 

ossidla we barter fer neceassities n= can 

glvn hundreds ef hanana trees and ether fruit tress, 

I 4lae write articles enth= thinge 
fe-ctyle mRgAZLn 

18, 1971) 
can't exactly fig- 

we live, 
1living, we 
169 Misrebus, 

in leaving 
it edraly 

;) Ty rffective, 

through & new lecal kRecquaintance, 

ceel, green meuntains 25 kilemeters 

the lecal 

I knew best, childbdirth 
brings in 

and vitamins., Our 
as a cash crep. 
and new homesteadin, 
enough cash te pay I 
lack ef knewledge of Spanish, th t & e, has proved ne handi- 

cae at all, and in th aenths 
earnad ensugnt te get alg 

very well. #e find the climats a% this of per- 

petual late spring, the seil £ 41e and the people fri in 

Jeavin fer here was naver e have te werk At a "str Iy hus- 

tand an wanted te be tegatler during the day, fesling tr q te 5 

separation impesed by & jeb Jeb is nanatural. Seek anether family will te $tm 

10ininx us te farm ans live ceoperativaly with us. rentiay “® 

= & p.“ o~ &i zash purchases, and harter fer eve 5 @e aeed, We'm 

met ether yeuax expatriates farning here, and intend te a system of 

barter with tham. The csuatry hers is ~{ch in wild fe and in 

fish em the ssaceast No one she 

Rick, and the clims is gentle and h 

Wweld walceme gu=gts, whe would help 

and ‘sed. The lack of a winter her: 

and we'd be happy te cer=spend .ith anyens intarest 

ce te hemsatg 
here. 

Sharen Wallica Haehl 

P.S. Land i3 available hare fer & 
1and fer small farming, er = 
hare, Tenrists nre psrmit® 

be happy te have visiters if 
wat to San Jese. Apain e e g 

5 P . 1 .3 & - 

it A visa ds cass fe f2h, S imas ~ith ar Eintariate: 

PPS land nail takes menths to reach ugsace. 

ut $l30 te guJJ an dcre. 

» cattle zrazing. ® 

Y 
yene  
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COMMUNICATION AMONG XOMsDs5, - TROGLODYTES AND OTHER INVULNERABLES 

VONU LIFE, Box 458, Cave Junction, OR 97523 

Editor, RAYO; Associates, DR. GATHERER, ORION; Publisher, MIKE FREEMAN 

P Back Issues: 267 each plus 26¢ per order, mailed third claess. 

P Subscriptions for one year (six issues): delivery svery two months 

by first-class meil, vonuans §1, others $4; delivery of issues in 

batches twice & year by third-class mail, vonusns gratis, others $2. 

& vonuan (to us) is someone who lives and lets llive, and lives most of 

the time out of sight, sound &snd mind of those unwilling to let live. 

®? VL gusrantees to publish without editing st lesst six photo-ready 

peges (per subscriber per year) if relevent to invulnerable living, 

?ne-halr page on almost enything including ads. (We reserve the right 

to refuse copy we consider slanderous or likely to provoke exce tional 

hostility.) Single-space type or write neatly in BLACK on WHIT paper 

this size, ONE SIDE OKLY. (If your ballpoint is blue or your ribbon 

is worn, send a DAKK bleck carbon copy.) t anything not for 

publication on & separate sheet. Deadline for next issue: January 1. 

F Vi forwerds without cherge up to six stamped envelopes from 8 

subscribsr per year; additional forwards are 26¢ each. Letters may 

be sent to specific individusls who have published, to people 1in & 

geographic &res, or for discretionery forwerd to people we believe 

might have competeble interests. ®? Right to reprint less then 

10,000 copies of originsl otherwise-unrestricted contents 1s hereby 

grented to those who reciprocate. Include ocur neme, sddress and 

price ("3 issues, $1"). Reprinting from VONU o_IFk shall constitute 

permission for us to reprint in like amount. Write for permission 

to reprint more then 10,000 copies. 

Please note our nem mailing sddress: Vonu Life, 

This change spplies to VONU LIFE 

and steff only; not to other people &nd groups using the Grents Pess 

PO box. Address eny personel mail "Wonu Life (x)..." where x is the 

person's initial. P As a new service: Any VL subscriber mey use 

our old address (Box 607, Grants Pass, OR97526) &8s the return sddress 

on the envelope when writlng us. This 1s for your protectlon in case 

there should be 8 "mail cover" (recording of return addresses of 

incoming meil by the PO) on us at some time. (Putting NO return 

eddress on an envelope 1s not good practice beceuse if the PO goofs 

end delivers tne letter to the wrong plece, the letter mey wind up &t 

the dead letter office where 1t will be opened.) 
  

SMALL ADS: 40¢ first line, 20¢ sach additional line. 1000 printed. 

Riet an spel foniklee. Cheenj'oevur iz uturlee simpul, &n uel 

beeyaebul too spel enee wurd ue kan purnownts -- koerektlee, kuz 

thee leturz ue uez deeturmin tnee speleeng. Joesif Bednesh, 

1515 Pusifik Av, Venus, Kelif. 90291. $1.00 fur kumpleet gled. 

The 600-pound supply céche neer Belle Coole BC is still for scle. 

See the ad in VL3. 

THE TRADING POST 1s & weekly advertiser serving the Rogue Valley of 

southwestern Oregon -- Grants Paes, Medford, Cave Junctlon. It is 

distributed gratis at many stores in the erea. Good leads to lend, 

employment, prices. Publishers ere sympsthetic toward vonulsts, 

libertarisns &nd communitarians. OQut-of-region triel subscriptions: 

8 weeks, $2. Ads: bz per word, $1 minimum. 241 Osk Grove Rd., Medford. 

The ud for SOL III appesring in VL3 is hereby retracted. 

CRYPTOSTRIPS provide & relstively simple yet difficul t-to-break 

cipher. Privacy 1is realized by use of individuel, easily-remembered 

key phrases; @& communicetion cannot be deciphered through knowledge 

of the Cryptostrip system alone. Messeges of moderste length are 

secure w'thout chenge of key, and are eeslly disguised to avoid 

erousing suspicion. Spaces and punctustion marks are included to aid 

deciphering in the presence of treansmission errors. And the strip 

format makes for rapid ciphering. 757 per set plus 2b¢ per order. 

(Order may be combined with back lssue order.) VONU LIFE. 

BACK ISSUES for sele: PREFORM-INFORM #5 and #7 (published '69; we 

discovered 8 few coples); 25¢ each. Reprints of 75% of PI #1 thru 

§4 (88-%9); 264 for set. Origipel (mimeoced) PI #1 thru #4 (onmly 

one et left); $1. VONU LIFE #1, f2 and #3; 26¢ each. Add 25¢ 

per order for handling. Mailed third class. VYONU LIFE. 
  

TO PROSPECTIVE VISITORS aND ! IMUIGRaNTS! 
  

Please come ONLY IF you: (1) ere experienced at ALL-WEATHER 

wilderness living; (2) plan to sté for at least several weeks; 

(3) have food or money reserve; (4{ velue vonu very highly. 

Elaborating: P At present we ere busy debugglng our own vonu 

1ife-ways. We have little to offer &n inexperienced refugee beyond 

what suggestions we print 1in VONU LIFE. 1In a yesr or so, when our 

own problems ere better solved, we hope to invite e few 'apprentices'. 

But, until then: If you have lived mostly in 'conventionsl! houses 

or apartments, with cemping out 11mited to week-ends end falr-weather 

vacations, I suggest you try vonu 11iving by yourself in & neerby sree. 

You will probsbly learn better, meking end correcting your own 

mietekes, thén by copying ours. AFTER you have been doing it & year 

or so, we hope you will coms visit; THEN perneps we ce&n do it better 

together. ¢ If you ere touring and expect to be around only & 

few days, I belleve you cen most profitably spend your time scouting 

on your own. Usually we cannot be contacted in less than a week. 

Even if we are, our squat-spots ars too remote for prief visits. 

And & day of talk rarely communicates more then cen a few letters. 

4 I have little knowledge of small towns in the reglon. I do not 

know what income opportunities there are, 1f eny. For vericus reasons 

I minimize locel contacts == texport! my labor in large cities. P 

Vomu -- inwvulnerability to coercion -- 18 new and little developed, 

at leest in Anglo-Sexon cultures. At this time & vonuen is necessarily 

a pioneer. To ke successful and happy he must value vonu very highly == 

be willing to forgo, at least temporarily, msny 'comforts' end 

tconveniences'. To someone who velues conventional hebits more then 

vorn, I have nothing to sey. 
  

Situations .~ Searches 

T VONU LIF RAYO: Last January, I bunched the lneurance pusinzse 

(claims adjusting) end sterted bumming eround in ay old home-mECE 

cemper. At first I crached with friends csugnt up in the materislistic, 

Plastic world. They of course being firmly entrenched in teir 

environment, could not identify with me enymore. Some bacems quite 

hostile and bigoted, 80 I took off for the hills. Being divorced 

(hell of 8n experience) for seversl yesrs, I went off Dy ayself . 

Well not quite, I ToOK my two cats. 1 hed some money saved and 8180 

drew unemployment, 80 1 meneged fine. Bscsuse I bought ell my 

groceries, I spent too much per week cemping out. My selary used to 

very betwsen 800 to 1000 & month, 80 when I lived on 100 and less per 

month, I felt I had accomplished a lot. 7 1 looked strasit, so no 

one bothered me. I did socme solitery cemping end hiking. for a good 

solid 5 months. I did & whole Jot of resding end sorted out values 

in my grey matter. 0ne book 1 resd, "The Gresning of America by 

Richard Reich; this DOOK and others sure helped me sort those tninzs 

out. I alpo did 8 lot of repping with other 1liberterisns, wnich 

helped 8 lot. I feel quite happy with myself know thet I nave given 

up the Plastic Life Values end materislism. I had completely for- 

gotten how happy I could bs without thece things. Eech dey, I beceme 

more at peace with myself. ¥ I em not interested in owning &ny 

real property, s I have been that route before end 1t didn't turn me 

on at all. ¥ At the present time 1 em in @ State institution (no I 

am not nuts!) for &n old treffic violetion for drunken drivin 

They caught up with me. I em due out of here in December. 

time, another guy end myself ere going to take off in my cemper. 

He hes a valid drivers license end I don't. Ve ere golng to travel up 

and sround the Olympic Peninsula where we &re going to dig clems, 

hunt end fish for our livelyhood. He knows more ebout it then I doj 

1 em learning from him. As we progreas 1 hope to write soze articles 

about how we did it 1n hopes i1t might encourage otners. 1 slso would 

1ike to get in touch with anyone who might went to exchange inform- 

atlon, or eny person Or group who might like to get togetner. P 

I cut & car in half and built my 8-foot ceb-over chussis-mount Cemper. 

I can téke any car (truck or bus) end make 8 1iveble besic cemper for 

under $300. 1 hope to get a group together up here so #e ccn help 

esch other making csmpers 80 they can also become libereted (co-ops)- 

BRUCE in Yeshington 

Tq VOWU LIFE: There are three of us: Tom, Gracle and Diogenes; 

22, 21 and almost 2. My occupstion 1is injection molding mechenlic; 

Grecie is & machine operstor. We are laissez-feire litbertarisns end 

believe in total freedom from government restrictions end depredations, 

present and future, 88 you do. We also prefer privete ownershlip. 

We are not interested 1n group Bex. Also 1like crafts, muslc, 

technologies, and all outdoor activities, slthough we have not been 

able to do &s much 88 We would like. Our money resources &re almest 

non-existant, 80 We will be aorkinz in the LA ares until spring. ¥#e 

are not yet nomedic but fully intend to become so. One of the main 

reasons for writing this letter is to ask for your help. P I have 

no exporience in converting & bus, and am open to any &nd gll 

suggestions. For tnstence 1 am especislly interested in the costs 

of insurence end registration (Oregon?). &ny little tips would be 

apprecleted. 1 plan to convert one of the smaller schocl buses; this 

would be &n ideal size for my family. Wnat do you think? 

Yours in friendship, TOM, Los Angeles. P.S. 1 &m 8lso interested 

in maybe heving or being pert of & caraven for pert of the yeaTl. 

Reply: Your letter to Tom and Roberts came to me, in thelr absence. 

I em publishing portions of it in case some readers may be sble to 

help you. P I think a bus is too big to be very vonu in most 

situstions. Also buses are expensive to buy end melntein. I would 

not recommend & bus unless one is en experienced mechanic and/or nas 

mény thousands of dollars. p However, for some suggestions, ses 

Al and Susen Fry's letter in VL3. hlso Howle Roman Wea writing & book 

on buses (VL1). P Oregon registration is reletively lnexpensive for 

campers not over 10 feet 1long ($10). I don't know abcut buses. firite 

Depurtment of Motor Vehicles, Sslem, Oregon. Tell them you &are plenning 

to move here. RaYO 

To VONU LIFE: We have been out of touch for the last six montns or so, 

getting a retreat stocked and 1liquldeting some of our vulnerability to 

government. P I sold my prectice and squipment. I'a now working 

with two other doctors in @& clinic. This type of arrengenent WOrLs 

out better with old long-term arrengements.... @ Let me xnow what 

you thipk of the enclosed information. I have written & letter To 

Joe Cator for further detalls. P Can you imagine & cost-frese, 

gllent, small source of power for & retrest or squat-spot? P 

The enclosed information was taken out of proceedings V5l 9, Number 7; 

P.0. Box 458, Yucca Vally, Ci 92284. This aas put, out by the people 

(George Van Tassle) at Gilsnt Rock. Have you any deslings with Van 

Tassle? P? Hope you are enjoylng where ever you &re at. RaLEIGH, Kan. 

Reply: No, we have not hsard of Ven Tessle. Thanks for ths lead. 

e The diagram shows what would be an slectrical ! perpetusl motion' 

machine; the article mentions taeps to the serth's electro-zmagnetic 

field but these are not ahown 1n the diagrem. Of course 'perpetusl 

motion' hes not been proven impossible; <the vlaen' of conservation of 

energy is simply 8 summary of what has been so-far observed. P 

The informetion 1is rather vague; not enough details To g0 build one. 

P 1 have learned (from sad experlence, sometines) not to try to 

innovate on many different fronts at once. At this time, I belleve I 

can achieve the most vonu the quickest by doing most of my innoveting 

on the 'systems level': using exlisting materials and devices ln new 

ways. Por now I prefeer more-readily-available if less-ideal power 

sources. 1f/wnen Joe Cetor develops &nd manufactures his device, I 

will happily buy one. RAYO 

To VONU LIFE: Deer Brothers and Sisters, 1 saw your information in 

the Lest Whole Earth Catelos, and I'd liike to see what ideas 

you have, since I've been living the s&me way for the last few years 

in Montans, Washington and Ideho. Can't afford e subscription right 

now but figured I might be able to puas on & useful ldea ... for a 

warm, well camoflaged, almost free dwelling that doesn't toke & whole 

lot of anything but & few tools llke an axe &nd snovel &nd 8 little 

hurd work to put 1t up. ® 1 got the idea from 8 survival manual 

written by & very right wing Christian dude nemed Dallas Roquemore 

called "Get Thee to the High Mountsins" from the Adobe Haclende in 

@lendale Arizona, and used 8 few of my oen ide&s to oake sonstruction 

easier. It's called & Shuswap Indien dwelling, &nd the Shus¥aps 

are a small tribe who 1live in the Canadian Rockies. The only non- 

treaty tribs left in Cenada. Got & little informaticn from one of them 

1 was in jail with and I guess they're pretty nomadic now too. From 

nv71 VL4 1 s 
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ey must heve some piss and vinegar behind them. P 

g;: éni?;?:; :: Z smell dome dug into the earth with lodgepole pin:nd 

for besms and ssplings over that, then I use & layer of vlsquauné apd 

over that the dirt you dug out, or adobe If you heve the time ??ttle 

dirt 1s right for it. I've built four now, end quch one is af e 

di fferent, the biggest belng 18 feet diemeter &nd eight feet ‘Fzzhtf 

to ceiling in the middle, snd the smallest twelve by six. Skyl v;n 

are nice if you cen get some old window, rawh}de wnd vernish, or e 

visqueen will do I guess, but it should proban%y pe doubled. E ! 

T ususlly find & smali old barrel at the dump for & stove qnu f : : 

the top to put pots on, snd run the stove pilpe out the entrence olf{ows 

which I cover with & small dismounteble A-freme, oT dome made of W 

canves. The A-freme is three sided, the fourth being & canvas f}.n):'(._1 " 

P A plece of drainpipe mekes @ good ventilation hole if you c&n n 

one. P 1t's also u good ldes to ditch the outside parlqpter hpd run 

your visqueen all the way down, then £111 the ditch with the ?ocxs 

you've dug out of the hole. Usugmlly there is more than enough. [ 4 

The mein beams can be bolted, Bpixed, pegged, or 1a§had togatner,l i 

and I've elways nailed the saplings to them. ? The ladder is slmp y 

a log with notches cut for steps in 1t. P One person can builddono 

for himself if he's into & solo thing, which is hendy. I finished my 

first;after puttin for steps on n}th the help of 

Clesudia end Lynn, 
e weight and fugltynd 

splking. So we did it a 
n the grou 

and I spent the winter in 1t, 

ouatside Bs low as 40° below. 
truly 8 blessing for leyed beck bathing. 

strung out on you Know. g cl’lvetdrogpei bzrc\ 

time neighborhood friends ge t together, 

hardloodgplpe and buckskin plpe beg thing ro; awhile, so I cansgs " 

reached through Mother Eerth, P.0. Box 284, Kirklend, §ash 96033, an 

will be pleased to help any of you in any way I can if you are sor}ously 

into doing one &nd 1've missed eny details. Plan to meke enother for 

my lady end I 85 soon s we get this cycle through wlth"our pipe snd 

beg thing. JEPEREY YAMaNDA, "The Wild Cat from Monténa 

ply E v des for_sub. 
Reply: Thanks miach for Shuswep dwelling info, which tra 

Have you had sny problemn with condensstlion inslide during summeri h 

(Outside air is then warmer then ground and carriers water vagoi whic 

wll. condense out if the air gets inside.) ©Or do you move ou n 

summer? (Also most wood will rot in e few years if 1t is wet most of 

the time or in contact with earth, but this isn't & problem if @ new 

one is bullt every yeser or s0.) Some friends have hed condensation 

problem with =8 storage den -- further underground then Shusn%p” ; 

dwelling but similar I think. P Have you built &ny in bear country 

Is it bear-proof? RaYO 
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g quert durt It tory'z or 
sra reush tenemeal with v shereuer 

fifes wd e fo 1§ vz dr't oerde 
24 teeth taz avityls e 

cide] that o ance of reartic 

st the rercy of oo pgensive drt 

ve 0 1o hrther reduce the dharees foc niw v 

uar cnarrion fo ey owys in 2 rev.{‘nee cave 

sk of Lez aves [0 Porsm cetirg large 
o y 

ba i every dffle tag 15 a 1iitle tottls 

P ide i el . refill Mler sorer 
ailly arm,mish ait yar shole s i luted Clorox’ 

1£ In thatastterklyoy cn o swa f1leimga froe 3 oflver coin or 7ing, eix ina 
even better i yas bave 3 11411 formslopt 3 aint %19 2 bottle of anfiue yellov & ooy £ 

scst farge cities fron dartal aply bouoms §f you inficeds yoo'r a daal tedn ; 

torrioly lo after ay ars pat In ond 0 this groomdira Fas swed e grast dal of isn an mnay.ar poroons xi%h el cazs 

s 0 3 billo of Flocks® tonth cmat i1 alao cme in feny,althounf, for offer ;urposss it 18 ot as herd o ol - 

Lanlly e 0 belw tha torir i ; 4 

tyos! et the omtist <ibation «l 1] 3 

1l ot rot to 

oking oot 15 
S0 s0me theo ep | darted oy ny om lak Aics! 
acnay 1 you beva to have your Vgt o {5 9 hedk of a ot better 

1 bold pressure end have 8 gooc 
Eest of all are 1o 5 gallon tar asiest to f 

steal type of boer barrels althou the 
e bruss or ey wft setal tank or you gall 

inprovfsing 3 Ittle you can row 111 
2t ragy ‘o the sitting process sherely 
Tum on tha ap §n a fov daye and the chuff w11 come roaring et at a forocias 
g0 o eatter wat it sl for o beve nover it theaarbreation as complete 
boiiling all the thes that It Is vorth it regardles. Tre "rires! (o, of 21 tafn by 
Gatails o udrg thier 'ecrc! thus rack of oot beer 
Hecters,of Yassaa, Mimutas an sl ratural root extrect ot ot U st of 4 2 b h or 5 gallens, 
In ory et this winter will be a good tise to be o2 or the proper autfit ard nord armer you will be In busirecs 

Comments: The teeth repair info is especially welcoze 

are now using &n epoxy instead of silver-mercury &m 
me thet housenold epoxy glue (two phese) would probably 
temporery filling. (Dentists consider eny filling out 

'temporary'; apt to need replacing efter & few yeers.) 
in thet soclety are infleted not only by texes and 'nign overnead 
the bludg' monopolistic licensing requirements. I wonder if 
essistent, with years of experience but no chence to work her #e 
dentist in THaT society, might be encouraged to become & 'bleck 
dentist 7 P Thanks akso for "How To Survive & Depression” (507 
Al Fry, c/o Allison Studios, 879 Park Ave., Perris, Ca 923170) . 
advice 1s good, I think, but directed mostly for people remzining 
society which is why I haven't reviewed it. Why not send in & pho 
ready ad (up to & half-psge counts &s 'elmost enything). HRa¥0 
  

FURTHER OKT ON SHELTER Dr. Gatherer and I are living in &n A-tent 

mede by placing polyethylene film (20 feet wide) over & rope stru 

between two trees. (See my erticle VL3.) Our tent is 9 feet wide, 

8§ feet high in the middle, &nd 35 feet long! This 1s the first 

we heve hed ample vonu work space sheltered from the relin end 8nOW. 

One chenge we hsve made from our previous A-tents is to leave the ends 

open, which results in less underside condenssticn -- no drips. We 

plen to fabricete trisnguler sections from scevenged cloth wnicn will 

cover the ends (under the poly) to stop breezes end @llow some soler 

heeting. Another chsnge: bracing poles (two pairs) ere elso placed 

in an A shepe which lesves an unerncumbered walkway down the middle. 

Cost of the poly plus rope wus about $15. P Neer one end of the 

A-tent lays our newest crestion, in which I lay typing this: we call 

1t & foem hut. It's about 9 feet long by 4 feet wlde &nd 2 feet nigh, 

tepering toward tne foot end. It is made of 2-inch polyuretrane 

foasm, glued together with a speciel cement (wnich mey be 2M77, the can 

which wes purchesed at Hill's in Grents Pass, is unlebeled). In one 

side of tne nut 1s the door, covered by & flep of one-incn fosa to wnich 

rocks sre tied at the bottom to keep it snug. In the other side is s 

window, covered inside and out with & trunsperent vinel-type pléstic. 

(The foam itself would probebly psss enough light now, but fosm derkens 
with ege.) In the roof st the head end is & screened hole for extra 

ventilation when our kerosene lemp is 11t or in werm wecther; s plece 

of foum plugs the hole when not needed. The foam slone (open cell) 

provides sufficient ventiletion for breathing. ? The hut is sort of 

like a glant sleeping bag except thet the domed roof is firam encugh to 

hold position. Under the floor, extsnding from shoulders to xpees when 

sleeping, is an extre 3 by 4% foot plece of 2-inch foam for comfort 

end edditionsl insulation. P Based on the few temperature readings 

so far, the nut provides about 20° F above outside temperature with 

one person inside, 35° with two. This is with body heat alone; wnen 

the lamp s burning we must open the door. The coldest morning so fur: 

outside temperature was 209, inside 57°. We were comfortéole nude 

urder 3 blenkets. ® The fosm hut is & big step forszrd for us in 

comfort-with-vonu. Until now, when tent cemping in winter, we could 

be comfortable huddled in & sleeping bag doing nothing tut reading, on 

one hend; or doing strenuous physicel work, on the other. But how does 

one typewrite, sew, or repeir mechinery -- worx requiring bere hands -- 

in below-freezing temperatures? Keeping & stove going for heat means 

much extre work &nd less vonu. Incldentslly, this icsue of VL is the 

first one typed and pasted up in & tentj until now we have cone it 

in our van. P The foum hut is &lso & boon for Dr. Gather's sprout 

farm -- & tray of gless jars keeping wara with me 1n tneo hesd end. 

Sproute grow poorly or not at all durlng cold weather if just in & 

tent. P The hut welghs &bout 20 pounds and rolls up luto & buliky 

but buck-packable bundle. So fur 1t survived, undamesed, cne trip from 

our van to our base camp. About four 54" by 76" sheets of £-1nch foam 

went into the construction. Naterial cost about 2503 fabricution 

{not counting deslgn time) took two days snd required two people at times. 

In & future issue I'll give & further rsport inclualng detailed pluans, 

if the hut proves out. P We expect to live in our tent @na put full- 

time this winter excopt for one brief trip in our ven to the Bay urea. 

Our van is presently stashed seversl miles away: we are still using 

it for work requiring electricity, whrich we don't have at cump yet. 

In the future we expect to use our ven mainly for 'izgort-export 

trensportuation. RaYO 
   



You asked some questions 
too applicable to your purpo: 
ness to cope with. 

supply problems, {xx 
mt;gni[udc and cost than I see discuss n g¥fior1ndtsom;ifir my experiences in them {nterest moSt re b. f i 

Sk 

s accustnme: le form of supplies was by back packing. 1 o untverssally 1ngptnn<; found thig technique that is Sy 0 a © be a marvelous improvement e :0 method of Packing. It takes a bit of oxperloncep(n l-"mn 'ovvr :\r this strap so that you are comfortable 
(e i 

After 2 . 
e Shou?d:fi::elbrfalizedv(Imt back packing was consuming too much time e een utilized by the crew in dredging for diamonds. After s '.mdu cxpnl?lments I found out how to fly in the bulk of both e mg:'s-olm?hso that supplying the camp by air was more economical B e {rom... o € trick I had to figure out was how to drop both T w“i‘ s ili o¥l~ [lying-plunc without the use of parachutes. This can L Zd ttle loss if you do three things (1) keep the individual et Comprezzlonpa;ce!s ;T;:l(z> leave room in the heavy duty jerricans ssion. Don't them to the top (3) drop solids into a new g:z:t: L;pf of jungle, preferably a formerly burnt over area with a new £3 I[) of saplings, and for liquids drop them into streams. Sn111137:'u150 used small ]2 and 14 foot parachutes for dropping gas in e eanneEs and o lind 190FES 1201 1B of gasoiine can ba dropped safely and accurately from tree to P helght by Cessna 180" 185. the door for these drops of cource. Lt I can also drop gas into the 
little more tricky. 

Naturally the cost of the plane is considerable and it was made necessary only because this cost was less than what would have been lost in d sein 
n 

s production time by back packing. A Cessna 180 can carry easily an 800 1b load and a I85, 1000 1bs. It s a good way to get such weiths into remote areas 1 L_ied up all cartons of food and canned foods in old fishing webbing so that when the cartons ripped open at dropping speeds of some 100 mph, the goods could not scatter and would be easy to recover. 3 . I supplied my camps in this vay for some two years. recovery in rice , flour, etc, about 85% be dented but not ruptured), and about 80% in gasoline dropped Into river and x recovered immediately on impact ( sometimes a seam would give way but quick recovery would save the contents by for instance turning the broken side up). On my many personal prospecting trips I traveled very light. My staple food was jerky which I'd grill over the fire, farine which is dried cassava basically and which is very nouriehing, sugar, and a few dried fruits. For shelter I carried a I4 x I4 plastic tarp with gromets to which I tied nylon I would sling my hammock between two properly spaced tree come ¢venting, lash a pole between the trees over the hammock and tie the nylon lines tentwise to nearby bushes. It is very quickly done. My hammock is alvays sooty because I build my fire colse to it under the tarp so that 
that it is easy to throw more wood on during the night but you also have the luxury of using the hammock for a kitchen chair while doing the cooking 
chores. Of little things is comfort made. 

Some others tried my air drop idea,with less success; mistakes vere in using too heavy a package or dropping in an older type Jungle growth. Dropping gas in a river requires good cooperation between pllot and drop master and I don' t recormend this method 1f you cannot afford to lose all, unless of course the river is so wide you just can't miss it. If the river is wide enough so that the plane can come down to water level, then 50 gallon drums can be dropped directly into the water with lirtle danger of lose provided you take the precaution of removing about ten gallons from 
the drum to allow for air expansion on impact.If you leave the drum full, the 
seams will burst. 

Should any of your readers be interested in stocking a very remote place with a couple years of foodstuffs, they might find the above techniques inter— esting. There are laws against flying planes that are without their doors, so be sure the pilot is willing. Check same on air dropping of supplies. Where 1 was, we knew we could ignore the laws. DAN 

Nevertheless you 

Jjungle without parachutes but that is a 

I got 100 per cent 

in canned goods ( many cans would 

their commonest 

PS I forgot to mention that staples like rice, flout, sugar etc are always 
dropped in metal drums. I have dropped up to 200 1b units successfully 
but T prefer 50 1b units. 
  

To Vonu Life: 

1 read VL to pick up material at the intersections where my 
plans and experiences overlap with someone on & similar tTip. 
I'm not in favour of isolation from other vonuans. Hut, wouldn't 
a large group attract attention and also be easier to detect 
by smoke, by infrared(IR) scanners, etc? slso, doesn't gathering 
wild food require that one have a territory just as a wild animal 
does? <+ believe a couple would need dround 2 to 5 square miles 
for good living, depending on how rich the vesetation was and now 
tnick the same and fisn. 

Metuane? Sounds great but given a choice I1'1l feed hay and grain 
to horses, mules or burros and get direct transportation rather 
than go the long way around. 4nynow, 1've raised cnickens and 
nogs and know tnat 1 don't necessarily want to be tied down tt:ut 
way. 
has to feed tre crickens and slop the nors. 

Concerning living year-around in tnese mountains(iortnern rockies) —— 
it would be more like u survival exercise. Lney miznt challienge 
me someday‘ and if tuey do I'll try tnem on for size...in winter. 
290 far, it's been more fun going tiere in summer and fall. Lo live 
year-sround in some of tnese places I'm experimenting wit: 
good planning, equipment, and motivation. lo generalize, unyone 
wio did not see tne hardsuip and rougn conditions of primitive 
life as fun, &s adventure, and as a cnallenge probaply would 
endancer mself severely and nis companion(s) or mate in tryins 
live sucr a life. ~ man naving low motivution would pe slow to 1 
new ways, ue'd make more miscukes, have more acciaenrs, etc. ror 

You take a norse or dog witn you on a trip obut somebody ulways 

woulc take 

me, i look for cnallenges, and b 
life sometimes follow. 
time -- 

meetinr trem, 
It makes little difl 

degrees 
en rac-cub 

round. 
7ds. balloons at 50 

anu e pow fur + ¢ 

and arrow -- pitting 
today it's u ctallenge urd 
please me, for tie present unybow. 
o1 becoming tomorrow's routines. 
cet tie urge to move to wilder r 

borlm’ civilizea world back 

existence -- that's real progress. 

Comment: 
& vonu 'community' 
I agree with your implied criticism. 
experience 
miles apart; 
but from each other. 
might be & bludg informer, or simply csreless. 

know where someone else's camp is, even If he is willing to 
If he happens to get ripped-off or hersssed I don't went to 

with my 50 
1 walk out my front door and 1 

cli 

toward & 

1 

simpler and wmore 

adam, Mocky T 

Your first peregreph seems directed at people who visualize 
88 Just a permenent Sierre-Club-type encexnpment. 

P My vision (end s little 
Pamillies 1live sepesrately at concesled base cemps several 
locetions ere usuelly kept secret not only froz outslders 

This way there need be little concern socut aho 
(I wouldn't want to 

tell me; 
te suspect.) 

And, with a few miles separétion, contact with eénother tribesmen ie 
usually 8 trest, rarely &n irritent. P Esch two familles who @ssoclate 
auch, have & joint squat-spot -- away from both their base cuaaps, where 
they aeet. 

outslde friends. 
since the 'tribe!' 
to all members is more eesily mede in writing. 

A femlly elso has enother squat-spot for meetlng &ny 
There ere few if any meetings of the 'wnole tribe' 

per se does very little and since eny communication 
The only thing common 

to the tribe is a message/percel drop, both for communiceation within 
the tribe end for m&ll &nd orders from outside. Each wee« someonse 
goes outside (not always the same person) and hendles mail &and maxes 
purcheses for all. 
by each fumily. 
families' of four or six adults. 
kind -- one men, one wom&n, 

P Whet constitutes a 'family' 
Pemilles renge from single individuels to 'extended 

Many femillies are of the 'treditional! 
plus any small children -- which is not 

1s of course defined 

without 1ts adventuges. (Something should not be rejected merely pecsuse 
1t 1s traditionsl.) P Most larger children heve thelr own seperate 
and secret cemps, where they can be vonu from thelr own purants as 
well 8s from everyone else. P There are many more trade possibilities 
et a distance of & few miles than at a separatlon of hundreds or thousands. 
Of course one should come 
only if he wants to be vonu &nd thinks thest 1s 
Anyone who comes primarily for socisl pestimes 

I wouldn't went a horse or dog; 
anyway I think they'd be more trouble than they ere worth. 

But vonu living with en snimal 
which I don't want to tackle until I have better solved 

P Other comments: 

Just possibly. 
of challenges, 

problems of living vonu with myself end one or two other people. 

squaet in Siskiyou or other wilderness region 
the plece to do it. 
is quickly diseppointed. 

in this region 
A dalry goat? 

entalls &8 whole new sat 

RaYO 
  

PROPOSAL FOR A CLANDESTINE COMMUNICATION NET 
  

As mere individuals go beyend mere TALK of liberty 1o ACTS of seli= 
liberation — 03 more men find ways to live os FREE men, o market 
groms for secure ication — fon i ble to 
coercive interference. Desirable attributes ore: 

  

: A mesoge, il i connot be traced fo 
source or destination. 
  

3 ore utilized; no special equipment 
is required. 

Anonymity: Identity is revealed only 1o a few chosen friends; 
safety does not depend on the relicbility and integrity of large 
numbers. 

Redundancy: Allemate communication poths exist; 
individual or small group is indispensable. 

no single 

Decentralization: No control center exists fo attract spies or power 
sockers 

A communication arrongement which | will call "Privat" possesses 
these attributes. 

tion link simply by exchar 
! nomes — aliases chaen specifically for Privat use. 

individual can expand the not by forming Privat 

g 
Either 

ks with others. 

Joe coches the merchandise and sends pick-up instructions fo George 
through Privat. (The merchandise is probobly not sent through Privat 
for reosons given below.) 

As a Privat network expands, parcllel paths form, allowing important 
mesiages to be sent by more then one route for reliab 
preserving ner continuity even though individuol correspendents 
cease functioning. 

Service fees con be chorged through account entries. When an 
intermediary reloys o broadcast (cddressed FROM), he debits the 

unsolicited, the recipient in turn det 
Accounts are cleared periodically, Eoch participont sets his own 
rates; parallel paths provide price competition. 

Communications cre limited to spetficially=innocuous wbj 
may be inspected by intermedicries, unless otherwise 
by the intermediaries. This is for the protection of intermediaries in 

ts cnd 

some chains of corespondeats may find it profiteble to offer e o 
speciol service the relaying of SEALED messoges and parcels.) 

a State ogent or other criminal could join Privot, what would 
it avail him? He can report any communications which pass through 
him, but these are probobly in code. And he connot igentify the 

He could arrest his direct correzoondents (who mada   All persons who are part of a net are called * those 
with whom one maintains direct links are called “direct corres- 

pondents,” those with whom one communicates through intermediories 
are "indirect “ Each person gives to 
direct correspondents the Privat nomes (ond ONLY the Privar nomes) 
of all correspondents (indirect as well as direct) of whom he knows. 
Routing information is thus gathered and updated. While the Privat 
names of everyone in the net are readily availoble, a perion's real 
identity is known only to the few direct correspondents he selects. 

  

Privat communications are of two basic types: messoges ond brood - 
coits. A MESSAGE i directed 1o a specific individual, A 
BROADCAST is distributed 1o all correspondents, 
A mestoge is addressed TO the Prival nome of the intended recipient 
ond pasted 1o o direct correspondent who is closer (in terms of Privat 
links) to the oddreusee. The mesioge is relayed from correspondent 
to untll it reaches its de i 

A broodcast s oddretsed FROM the Privat name of the originator and 
is relayed by each Intermediary 1o all direct correspondents who are 
further (in Privot links) from the originator. 

  

Suppose Joe Smith (Privat nome) has something forsale. He circulates 
a broadcast oddressed “From Joe Smith.” (Or he advertises in o 
Privat-circulating periodical, if eny exist.) George Johnion (Privat 
nome) wants 1o buy. He sends on offer oddressed: *To Joo Smith,” 

nv7l VL4 3 

the mistake of trusting him), but messages flow by oiternate routes. 
He might try 1o lure others inlo revealing themselves, but anly the 
caraless are endangered. 

Suggesticas fo those serioutly interested in Privat: 

Don't wait for Privat fo confact you. And den't wait until you have 
a crifical need for clondestine communication — growth takes time. 
Form links NOW with individuals you trust. As your net grows it 
will mesh with ethers. 
Choose @ nondescript male alias as your Privat nome ond wie it ealy 

ng template. Wear gloves. 

Don't belcbor the subject with those who lock inferest; mass par- 
pation iy not needed for Privar's wecess. If caly @ wmall froction 

of potential users achually participate, oninvulnercble communication 
eventually link saff-liberated pecples the world over. 

NAME WITHHELD 

Reprinted from oc67 INNOVailn, 
now EFFIC.CY, Box 1747, 
Harlingen, Texas. 
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How to Retire 

By Gordon and Janet Groene 
nv7l VL4 4 

Before 40— 

By a Couple Who Did Exactly That 

A lot ol people muse about carly re- 

tirenient: sunny lattudes, independence, 
time to think and do and drift... 
Wouldn't 1t be great? Of course it would 

And as @ couple we had done more than 
our share of dreaming and scheming 

about such an cvent. But there is one 

thing that sets us apart from most other 

people Impulsively, audaciously, we 

made our dream come true. Four years 

ago, we sold our home and cars, gave up 

Gordon's fine job as a corporation pilot, 

said good-bye to treasured coworkers 

and neighbors and ran away to se 

“Why would a 38-year-old man rc- 

nounce his position, his Porsche and « 

prestige piloting job that took years of 
training?”’ our friends asked. “Why 

would any woman at 31 choose to give 

  

“We have retired with today’s priceless luxuries 

of clean air and water, and of quiet. 

And the wonderful right to move on to new adventures 

or warmer weather. And independence— 
the true independence of doing for yourself. 

That is the kind of retirement you or any family can enjoy 

together right now—if you are willing to do it.” 

up her laundry machines, her antiques, 

her buthtub?” While it may have been 

hard for people to understand, we had 

our reasons 
The first was what we called “creeping 

pollution™ and the fact that taxes kept 

taking a bigger bite out of take-home 

pav. The second was that we were sepa- 

rated often by business—and we hike be- 

ing together. And the third was that we 
hud known of so many couples who had 

waited too long for their somedays, and 
suddenly it was too late. We vowed that 
this would never happen to us! 

By retirement, we don’t mean lolling 

under a palm tree. We divide our ume 

between two homes. Winters, we live 

aboard a 29-foot Danish-built sailing 

sloop in stoop-shouldered quarters that 

would send most America 

tling back to the corporate rat-race after 

onc day! Except when we arc in port, we 

seldom have refrigeration. hot showers 

or fresh lettuce. The galley is the size of 

a telephone booth, and we do ail our 

own maintenance 

Summers, our home 1s a 2 1-foot d 

have more mov- 

couples scut- 

motorhome where we 

ing-around room than on the boat. but 

far less storage area, Again, we arc inde- 
pendent of big-city pipes and wires und 
services, so we must attend to all our 

own needs. 

This doesn’'t mean we don't have 
luxuries. We do! We have today's price- 
less luxuries of clean water and air, and 

of quiet. And the wonderful right to 

  

move on 1o new adventures or warmer 

weather. And independence—the true in- 

dependence of doing for yourself, cither 
in rapture or agony, luxury or yoke. That 

is the kind of retirement you or any 

family can enjoy together right now—if 

you're willing to do it. 
It all began when Gordon started add- 

ing up the total worth of the Groene 

estate. "I bet we could drop out for at 
least five years if we sold the house and 
the rest of this stuff,” he said one day 
when the temperature in Danville, IiL, 
was nudging zero from the wrong side 

We don’t have children, but there arc 

many people who have made the same 

decision, kids and all: the decision to sell 
out, adopt a new standard of living, and 

wander the world until the money runs 
out. One family we know made the break 
with seven young children. They have 

stayed “dropped out” for 10 years, earn- 
ing as they go. Many others take a leave 

of absence from work, arrange courses 
for the kids by mail, and stay away a 

year or more. 
Ideally, of course, you should wait 

until you have made a killing in the stock 
market or real cstate, or have inherited a 

pile from an obscure relative. But we 

had to do it the hard way. Here's a guide 
to others who'd like to follow in our 
footsteps: 

START PLANNING TODAY 
By happy coincidence, the things we 

enjoyed doing in our leisure time were 
often things that gained or saved us 
money. We used to spend our evenings 
in the basement making old woods come 

alive again or repairing antique pieces 
that charmed us. Our possessions were 

chosen because we liked them, restored 
because we wanted them in our home— 

and sold at delicious profit when the 

time came to part with them! 
Your whole value picture may change 

when you begin planning for a young 
retirement. We bought an older home at 
a bargain and spent weekends making 
improvements. Because it was a roomy 

house in a good school district and pop- 

ular price range, it sold readily. All of 
our major purchases were made with 
resale in the backs of our minds. Al- 
though we knew we would have to take 

a loss on many furnishings and appli- 

ances, we stuck to name brands and 

good woods that would find buyers 
speedily. As the time came closer for us 
to leave, every cent was spent with a new 
life in mind. Business suits were not re- 
placed; tropical clothing began to replace 

winter wear in our wardrobes 

Could you save the money spent to- 

night on a movie and usc it instead on a 

book that will be enjoyed many times in 

retirement? When replacing your TV, 

would it be wiscr to buy a small portable 

that can travel, instead of a ponderous 

color set? Can the children be steered 

into hobbies they can pursue in your new 

life—like music lessons on instruments 

you won't have to leave behind? Are you 
pouring money today into fancies when 
you could be funding solid dreams? Are 

you spending these precious years in 

keeping up with the wrong Joneses? 

Your savings plan may need the ad- 
vice of an expert, but your spending is 

in your control. Beginning now, keep 
that carly-retirement goal in front of you 
and try not to get bogged down under 
tons of material goods that will later 
have to be stored, sold, insured, moved, 

given away or shouldered by you. 

CULTIVATE THE TOOLS 
OF INDEPENDENCE 

Every service or skill you cannot per- 
form yourself must cither be done with- 

out or paid for. Simple things like 
barbering and baking bread are a begin- 

ning. If your ecarly retircment will be 
spent on land—say in the mountains or 
a scashore cottage—start reading about 
gardening, home maintenance, wiring 
and plumbing and all the things you 
want to provide for your family. Before 
we hoisted sail, we already had learned 
the basics of sewing, enginc repair, knot- 
tying and navigation. 

If you cannot live without electricity, 
you may have to buy (and learn to main- 

tain) a gencrator. There is no television 

in many island paradises. Can you as a 

family learn to make a hilarious evening 

from a guitar and popcorn? Enjoy rainy 

afternoons with books and parlor games? 

All this is part of real away-from-it-all 

independence. 

EARN AS YOU GO 
We didn't have enough money to live 

on forever, but that didn't stop us. Janet 
was already a free-lance writer, Gordon 
began studying photography. We now 
work, when we want to, as a writer- 

photographer team. 
Everywhere there are ways you can 

carn money. Many of our friends work 
in boat yards or charter their boats. 
Others work ashore as electricians, civil 
enginecrs, teachers, technicians. The dif- 

ference is that none of us strives for ma- 
terial goals. We live and dress very sim- 
ply, give priority to important things like 
dental work and go without such former 

necessities as cars, insurance, fad styles 
and lavish entertainment. When our 

larders are stocked, we sail away until 
we must work again. 

ARE YOU MENTALLY 
PREPARED FOR A LIFE OF 

LEISURE? 
Those who live by jangling schedules 

and job deadlines often ask about our 
typical day in the Bahamas aboard our 
boat. Ideally, we will be anchorced off an 

island, perhaps an uninhabited one. We 
get up with the sun and Janet cooks a 
hearty breakfast on our Primus stove. 
Then she gets out the typewriter while 
Gordon chooses tools for the day's 
chores: endless painting and varnishing, 
engine repairs, maintaining the water 

pump or head, or any of the other thou- 
sand things that nced attention in a kill- 
ing sun-salt atmosphere. 

After lunch, we like to take off in the 
dinghy for exploring ashore, shelling, 
beachcombing, visiting or picture-taking. 
Or we may dive over the side, snorkel or 
find a reef where we can spear fish. Some- 

times we find conch, whelk or crawfish 

to cat, or we fish for grouper or grunt. 

Other times we cat meals that center 

around Janet's home-canned meats. At 

dinner, we talk about the new and dif- 
ferent sea creatures we have seen, and 

we get our books to read on the day's 

“finds.” After dark; we may go to bed 

early to read or sit in the cockpit look- 

ing at the stars while Janet plays her 

autoharp and sings. These are the good 

days. 

Of course, there are the ghastly days, 

too—the days when storms slam us 
around, engines falter, anchors drag. But 
always there arc the new sunrises and 

the wonderful pursuit of riches that lie 

just over the horizon. We still have our 

goals. our pleasures, good memories and 

cxciting plans for the future. It's just 
that, somehow, most of them have 

nothing to do with money. 
Often we sit down to a simple meal 

of home-baked bread with stuffed cab- 
bage or homemade corned beef hash. 

We'll think about all those steaks we 
used to have, eaten on the run and fre- 

quently thousands of mules apart. Then 

we'll look at each other, grin, and say, 

“Hey! We're the richest kids on the 

block.™ 
There are a great many paradises in 

this world of ours—but all of them de- 
mand planning, preparation and hard 

work. They also demand shedding so 

many material goods that vou can 

squeeze through the needle’s eye into an 

carly, earthy heaven. Before we're 

through, we're going to visit as many of 

those paradises as we can. Want to come 

along? o 
  

Gordon Groene was a professional pilot 
until he “retired” at the age of 38. Since 

then, his articles and pictures have ap- 
peared in nuwmerous magazines. Janet 

hegan writing for a weekly newspaper 
while in junior high; at age 17, she had 

her own column in the Cleveland Plain 

Dealer. She has written for a number 
of magazines, and her book, “Cooking 

on the Go,” was published recently by 
Grosset and Dunlap.  
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uilt openend shelter, not oontrasty, planted with 

dip or bushy place,,.not contrasty, use weatlered rock.. 
o«far roof;0ld wood shivlapped, shingles, asbestos shingl 

e }x"nl?md sheets or scrap wood or poles covered with tarpapsr or 

ves Izhiflk ¥ polaiz on top so wind wont tear...I prefer something that 
s t.hoz i ; construction so you wont be burnt ar tore out when you arent 

B AT taohn) “; or poison ivy can be planted around, or cactus in desert. 
uh:\ufldsld 5 'IloCT; oidstono with walls v shape to reflect the heat into shelter and 

i nm11~"~§ht".: fcee?r:.rgfll‘;“h‘i;hfi: 80 pl;is:ul:u cant see fire because shielded by walls 
R ity et i s smok 1d up against stones so it will kesp all 

g s lasl plus sheet will cut light t00...a black plas shest laid over 
al : ter in day wlll concentrate heat in cold weather. 
o r;]gix;:.. can be dug out and roofed and hidden 1ike a buried tank..cress can bs planted 

A regular orchard and gardsn are obvious and a clearground garden iz ecologically bad, 

onsouraging erosion so plant food perennials (trees, shrubs, plants) in emof.ij.o pe{tern; 
80 not 80 obvious,..perfoods are avialble to replace most of garden plants anyway, and 

:.m nore nutfitioufl, nore resistant to w eather, bugs, eto md are always there...thistls 
urdook, mllkweed, cattail, jerusalen artichoke,sorel, minoe lettuce, plantain, dandelic: 

firoweed, barry, allspics,zalal, cactus, willow, sassifrass, frult, nut,..hundreds oxist 
You can store your stuff in plamtic bags in digs, or barrels,..amyone have a sowsce 

for 50 gal open end (sealnble) barrelsy 
Dont be ab*r.lou_': or flashy,..even your truck or clothes should not bs rick leoking.. 

drose like a hunter..paint your tric': grey..you do need one.,.you almays get more stuff, 

oven if only books like mes, and the woods may catch fire or bludgles hunt you,. you can 

have wood pansls for over your windows when traveling with business signs and even diff 

0 each side 

Per water..a spring can be dug out, rockwalled, roofed, pebblefloored, covered with 
soil eto a ssep can havs a hole in ths lower end ao above..water will collect...a hols 

oan be dug with a hols abovs like drawing,..dig some fest to one side of & stream and 

filtered water will collect....dig just above hi tide (occean) and brackish drinknble 

watar will collect if desp enuf,,.desert guzzler is a water tank with an apron of plas 
or concrete above to funnel wtr in ..even 1" per year in a 20x20' field wii bs a lot.. 

T11 have an article in Ploneer on this later...morn dew can be sopped off rocks, brush, 
eto with mag and aqueezed out...any plunt can be distilled, as can some rocks, logs, etec 

but this is last resopt stuff....dig desp in dry pools, stream bends, etc...oaves usual 
have soms wir, even in oaly drops...tap a tree, often bitter tho,.watch animals & birds 
at morn & eve for direction,..watch bee wir carriers, 7 

no metal, it shows on detectors. 
slate, bark, plastic co 
plagtlc shest 
wont burn and 
thers, 

  

  

   
If anpons lmows of soms chaap land for sale, pleass let me Jmow, I want a few acrea 

If anyone wants to join in a bigger buy then split, write ms. I want isolated or mt or waste 
land cheap for privacy, no utilities. I have under $20J0 total, Will pay for info or offer 

Bome other return, Also interested in se ting up some sobt of group, each with his own spot 
with welsone/trade with nomads. 

To answer your questions,.l hunt land because it has a more permanent valus than a dollar. 

In ten yeara, or maybe two, will a dollar buy a tack?...Atreefood suzply is not a 3 month 
thing 1ike & garden, Land must bs in your control for ye.rs or somecne may rip your trees 
out. The right arrangement wont raiss land value/taxes, What I really want is a coupls A 
in the oactus desert like N¢ and a few along the coast (say n cal to br c) y 

Most of the thongs I writs of I have done or they are combinations of things I have dons 

so should work, Living in the desert for instance,..a desert garden and orchard wont look 

1iks the apple/tomato type but it is just as good end more dependable, Just one variely of 
cactus gives smeets, flour, vegetabls, fruit & needles, NOT without effort natch, so a 
selection of varieties 1s bstter, Greens can be replaced by an almost endless nwiber of 
things as can potaboss, etc, "tomatoes" grom on a 12! tree, 

111 be glad to write nore on anything in my letters if you vwant, 

didnt work out when I tried them but we try and learn, 
I bave a 55 international metro walkin van with bed, drawers, eto built in., ihen I work 

i_nti.m it is mostly a storage van beoauss it 1s more convenient to have mors rocm, water, 
oto, 
8uials ( underground homes) are practical and you cun buy them cormercially up to $375,000 

but they can be bullt for a few hundred, Ive lived in caves, am a 5pelunker,yhnvv bul'zltfix"cot 
cellars, tunneln, u/g storage and have studied caves built by others, including charly, so 

it is practical, Diff methods wont work under all conditions, notch.,,one is 4' concrete 
pips (avail cheap demaged from oonc companies)..dig in and set ist,.dig in and pry lst in 
éasper and add 2nd ard so on leaving only 2! or less of open roof..ok,.sc roof wont fall til 

youre ready only dig in dry season...conditions, see? Lerger to 18' avall or meke bent pipe 

frame with ply covers to fill with stones and cement,..like two U shapes with space between, 
Authorities say we will live ot least parttime in u/g shelters for 5 years or more after 

lfllfl bomb falls to avoid Jeukemia.. I have charts etc if I see you sameday to show much wark 
dons but uninomn to public. Make rt angle bend inside (10') for £allout, I have arrangemen’ 
for fallout, gas, abc type stuff too. 

A1l backish of Pionser are gone, Thmx for backish of VI, I ca® here frim Lake Frie in an 
18! ploop, Now building 25!, Frobably told you much of this but dont remember., I have an 
article in next Pionser on advanteges and disad of various arcas fo r 1living...like mabin 
4n nabth woods needs wood pile big as cabin to warm 1t also gmoke is giveawny. 

Wouldnt cost be leass with mimso than offset? Time i1s your choice too and running mimeo is 
not so much work, You can send 4th olass or get mailing permit for about halfprice mlg fee. 

Yeh, I ocmplain to Angier he never mentions bad thingm..he days he never notices them. 

¥ant an ecsy bread reci?I7 soak grain (beans, grass seed even) til soft..drnin..zdd salt, 
boneoy (swesten and soften), ysast (fresh, dry, brewers, sourdo)..put all thru meaztgrinder 
twise (no mixing eto)...into cornoiled pan..let rise..baks 350 for hour or less...for other 
@ffecks add layer of fruit, ralsoms, nuts, etc.,.good trail food g rolledocats, peanutbutter 
raisons, pwd milk, nolasses, salt (make your own,.boil ocean domm 10x.,use salt that falls 
out and take spoon on liquid daily for all 4L trace elements..szcme are entirely leached from 

Yes, many of my ideas 

nv7l VL4 5 

1and, w111 help deficsency diceases,.mix with wtr or julcs to drink)..dry in 47 shee's in 

ot on bake in loaves or just cornoil end carry..keeps well, If you rake wite, keep caks % 

break into 5" layer and dry to use later for fcod or frult bufter, etc,..2lr0 do the seze 

S th ‘whols Fruit,,.break up and k ep 4n ples bags,..renove arple seeds whinh nabe oyands.. 

Use any of the stuff in Ploneer or these letters es you went, I also Bave an article on 

mudity in Green Egp you might find useful. 
caably the best way to gob land ia seversl pecple by jointly then split. Ooe acre £r 

  

  

the grubbers can be v10,000 but in lots it may go under 21 0/A. They need never ses each 

other after split so perconalities not important. ¥ 

Pags 120 4 a ouote (forgot to attribute) from woran, 1776 of theresbouts, wifs of soldier, 

The draft.,.woll In not ha'py with oir govt but we could changs 1t 1f we morkad at it, EUT 

Ive ceen other countries and kmow some russian re fuzees (sven this govt do: 

anf this govt is best of lot...yet, 4 distatorship seems to be coming fast 

abc war faster, In russia you nesd a permit to cross towm, and to go to a 

0 r own fault things are bad here,.ws let then get power...vigilantes.. 
Tixes..duck em if you can any way you C&N.sse 

As léng as the shecp will tolerate she:ring, somecne will ba arcund to & 

avcld taxes whonever I can. 

What Jdnd of an article do you want, .Jength. ..subject. ..y choise? 

Yerh s a note in VL wo 1d find somecne to join in lend buy on o 

Buy your hard red winter wheat (about 5¢/1b) from any LUS {morman) 

5 gal cans. 

Do you kno anyons in Eella Coola who could locate cheap land for me? I would pay for tiza. 

I put a notice in P for VL, 
You have wheels so if you mant to store in freezer why not drive north to permafrost land? 

So, maybe you can get to it only rart of tho yeer. 
1t everything hits the fan, paso wont be avail, Consider a licrsedramn wsgonhcuse Like 

nomnd, hun, gypoy, horsepecple, tatars, etc, Had info and plans in Lecklsh 6f T. 

Couldnt Tor make an axbow type harness for his ~cats? 

Put a flat tire on your nomagon to give reason for stop. .zay must take to town. 

If T do get a plece of land vonus can squab,..rent ig a persnnial focdplant, plante same- 

place, 

Doos anyone kmo of any caves or mines for sale cheap? 

I can find one cheap I1l buy.,..if a string of srall places were cv 

be planted, no bludg could break down or drive jyou off even if omer is in ani 

Dugin storage would have more safety,,.excopt from thieves...at 1.aat fron law 

omed place a shelter & fireplace could be 1sfi of ¥ stonsiconerete construction so 1t 

couldnt easlly be wrecked or stolen...rood for foot travclers tco n cpe on mt trail 

dont you kno someone who might sell acre,...isolated, walldn caly, or a fe ks? could 

even start a holding company to keep spots around..why not use leralities to & since they 

do exist? ) 
If anyone wants to vrite articles (how-to) on vonuliZe T11 run in ileneer or rut cut for 

coot (1ike raver plus postare). 
You ¥mo about beelining btees to hives, etc? 

I wrote fluorine #as just the start...vell now they want to add thallium ( 
mental calming...1984 f slaves coninf... 

As american amed force, cohesion, etc wanes, I expect to 

comcuost by russia, china, cermany, etc,..man hasnt cha 
Of course, the us ray become a dictatorship or welfars s 
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I core frem the mountains where revencoers and auch have a c Check 

statistics for the a palacia hine 1s otdl egularly and no taxes 

A5 1on as the rovt hap printing mach nes, soney wont run out..of course it may not 

wobth much...you saw the old newsreels? a burlap sack of money for a loaf of bread...in 
war the money dewalued about 74 million x in 3 weeka. 
control its cltizens,.jus’ nds on how Tuthless it wants 10 be... 

see russia, germany, rome,..anf its conquests £00...fead the soldiers, rey them well, cive 

them women ard power and theyll shoot..and when enuf psople are shot, the rest will herd.. 

the facta are the o Af youll study them..some can hide,whether physically or by camoflags 

by looking worthless of compliant but only some,.most will be in the herd,.even if 211 

could be prcvided with all the fconveniences” of modern civilizaticn, still scme would lust 

to rule and most would be serfs,..slavery exists today, both actusl and "firancisl®. 

Wanted. ..a broadaxe....corncob jelley recipe...live pinon nuts or seedlings 
The Armalite ar7 22 1s a good gun..accurate tho fussy about its focd 

The book on making your omn outdoor equip is avail from ski hut university ave 

A1l type tcols like blackmithing, etc are good investments, even for trades later, 

1ike to buy some rymelf, inol a heary vise and anvil, They caj be greased, bagged ar 

Soar isnt really needed to stay clesn. Ly article in GE shows how, Soap killa the 
protectives preduced by he lthy skin for several hourz after a bath, 

Beaver meadows would be good places to plant perrinninl food plants, particularly the * 
"gild" ones that dont look like much like j.a. and the bean trees, storage could be dug int 

a nearby hiil, 

I habent used a tent for yeors...tarp, harmock, mosa net, down bar, nlon parachute cord, 

3/8 goldlire. O f course harmocks are far singles. Tarp is co-ted nylon and can bd huag in 

many positions from a roof to cave. Afire with back loy throws heat into it, and the tarp 

reached grord on three sides. 
If vou decids to 1ive on (rain, have at least three types, like w eat, rys, cats cr barlay 

they, except millet, are incomplete proteins. 
T send you sona peprer trae seed..it prows here so maybe there. 

hungary(7) after the 
A state can always 

    

          

    

    

   

Soak grain and use as cereal or in stew. 

lost chinese live on rillet, not rice. 
Add pnut butter and reisons to vr 1ist for flavor and nutrient. 

You csn plant patches of j.o arcund any damp plawe.,increstos like mad and doesnt lock 

1ike anything valuabls..better than potat. oes tho not so gocd stored. ja, twrnips,cerzots, 
te can just be left in ground until used. l'angles may be the best crop,used 6o 4 

Yake your omn oil..pet a hygraulic (ear jack typs) press and squeeze cora, nuts, soy, sic. 

Pnuts arent nuts but are oily and healthy Carver inst had huhdreds recipes. 

Fwd milk also has radiation endproducts like iodine, strontium from concentrated gra s.. 

anything that sticks to it goes into the cow and milk, 

Try black eye beans for a daff flavor, 

You can dry greens in the shade for stores,.wild is neelthier t 

Corm makes a better fusl than coal and may be cheaper sometimes, 
liake inert atmosphere of carbidr,..set lass in erain, eto..a 

than air)...later seal when pressure not too hi. 
You ca pet reject glass 5 pal bottles $1.50 from bottling werks (water, 
Tiheat alone is not adequate,.you can starve, llke on rabbit alone, mill 
Peopls alive tcday well over some 125/130 are on socinl security 

nost eat syarinely, raw tre foods rostly, live away frem pecple and do s 

soil-contact things. 
Tve becn co menting as I read..I see acme of this is in \L alresdy...sorry about that.. 
Ever sab sunflower fingerlinga? Ther taste aweet, 

Do you imo anyone who could loen or rent me earlier Prainform to ccpy or merax? 

You can grow wEeat in a grocery bax in pleatic shcel under and over. After second cutting 

pull rocts and eat, 
STarch, wet or dry, is best digested when chrwed well,..a nouth enzy—e {(ptynlin?) is 

mixed with it to cause predi-estion, 
Of course, ANY cookine or overheating kiils enzymes and vitamins and probably some little 

beasties we dont even kno yst, so, obvicusly, raw is best....also ra at IFF you cou ld 

get good meat which sure ss hell you cant find on the ma a fripgin buny in 

the boonies is filled whth diieases now because of mans bad ecolory. 

I puess this thing is just hbout long enuf,...please forvard the enclosed letter, 
enjoy 

paul doerr 

box L4 
vallajo ca 94590 
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Comments: Thenks for the muny ldeas. Because of spuce limitutions I 
must comment only on the few things I teke exception to rather than 
the neny things I sgrees with. P 'Private' property may be useful 
lsomet:lmes for some things (see my article VL1). But it's not a 
permanent velue'. Every time property texes rise the maurket value 

of property drops. Por instunce durlngrent control in NYC, 
thou_sbnds of buildings were ebandoned to the clty, becsuse they could 
not obe rented for enough to pay texes. P The protein in whest &nd 
other grains sre not reslly incomplete, merely unbalanced. Wheat 
conteins all essentlial amino acids but not in ideel proportions, so 1f 
Wheet is eaten mlone et @ meal 30f to 40% of the protein goes unused. 
#heat can be 'bulanced' with besns or lentils at the same mesl for 
more efficient utilization of the protein. P "...we could change 
the government if we worked st it..." Millions of people heve been 
trying this for thoussnds of years. The results are not impressive. 
Is the Soviet Union or the People's Republic of China, or the United 
tates for thet mutter, much of un lmprovement over the anclent 

tyrannies sround the Meditersnesn? Replacing one politlcien with 
another, or one forw of government with enother, has not brought 
finu‘uring freedom. There is no reason to think it ever will. P 
...I'm not happy with our government but its the best of the lot..." 

Thet is a populer refreln esmong Russians and Chinese too. Most people 
rationelize thut whetever seems unavoidsble is reelly for the best. 

Regerding refugees, there &re quite a few of American birth asround 
the world, too. But whether or not one government ls hersher than 
another, 1s & minor point. All exlsting governments &re criminal 
syndicstes essentislly -- utterly undeserving of support. Both the 
USSR and the US ure intolerable to one not content aith slavery. P 
This is not to edvocate 'anarchy". Trying to eliminete Stautes 1s &s 
futile &8s trylng to refcrm them. States, and their menefestations 
8s wer &nd repgression, can be thought of &s 'nutural' soclal hazards 
somewhet analogous to 'natursl' physicsl hazards such es storms snd 
forest fires. In many forests, a program of forest-fire prevention 
results in en increasing sccumuletion of dry brush -- assuring &n 
especlelly devasteting fire sooner or later. Similsrly, a temporery 

‘absence or 'limitatlon' (by Iinternsl meens) of government results in 
populer neglect of self-protecticn capabllities ageinst institutiocnalizec 
coerclion, end increasing vulnersbility to it -- essuring the growth, 
sooner or later, of &n especltlly nasty State. (See my "Thoughts on 
Preedom Stretegy IV" VL1 for more on this.) We must lesrn to expect 
end protect ourselves from soclul dengers as well ss physical ones. RaYO 
  

El Rayo: just finished being engrossed in VL copies sent and can only react with 
a soul-screeching cheer, 1 am a foot vonuan at present having recently relegated 

my Chevy van to eternity and digging the scene immensely, Found this righteous 

squat spot meadow in mountains east of Chico (Cal.) and plan to try hibernating 

" for tne winter if 1 can escape the voracious snowmobiles, Got a hot line from 
the LAST WEC that, as far as I am concerned, returns my five dollar investments: 

“MODSRN PROTSIN FOODS, INC, * 1820 OLYMPIC BLYD ~* SANTA MONICA, CALIF, 90404 

*MPF (multi-purpose food)-- This food is based on a formula developed by Dr, 

Henry Borsook, Professor of Biochemistry at California Institute of Technology, 
in order to provide protein of superior quality at minimum cost, in minimum bulk, 
fortified with essential minerals and vitamins, P MPF is preferably used as an 

ingredient in accustomed dishes to reinforce and incresse their nutritive value 

or to replace more scarce or costly animal proteins,,P MPF is satisfying, It is 

a teal food, not a fad or a medicine, For daily use it should be combined with 

other foods to avoid monotony, although it can be eaten alone (1 part MPF to 2 
parts water), P INGREDIGNTS: Toasted soy protein, calcium carbonate, sodium 

ascorbate, alpha tocopherol acetate(vitamin E), vitamin A palmitate, niacinamide, 

cyanocobalanin (vitamin B12), pyridoxine hydrochloride (vitamin B6), riboflavin 
(vitamin B2), vitamin D and potassium iodide, P Two ounces (56,7 grams) dry 

weight MPP provides the following: protein--28,0 g--43%RDA**, vitamin A--1667 IU 
—=b4]1,5%MDR*~ =33, 3BRDAX*, Vitamin D--167 IU--41,5AMDR*, vitamin G--20,0 mg--66,7% 

MDR*, 33,3%RDA**, vitamin E--10,0 IU--33,3%RDA**, Thiamine--,50mg-~50%BMDR*~m 

33,3%RDA**, niacin——6,0mg--60AMDR*~~33 3%RDA**, vitamin BS--,67mg--33,3%RDAx*, 
vitamin Bl2--1,7mcg--33,3%RDA**, Iron--8mg--80AMDR*~~80%RDA**, jodine——,05mg-~ 
47EMDR*~—33,3%RDAX*, Calcium-—300mg—mb0RMDR*—m33,3%RDA**, Phosphorous-~300ng-= 
A0TMDR*y—33, SKRDAR* *MDR refers to minirnm daily requirements as established 

by the U,S, Food and Drug Administration, **RDA refers to recommended daily 
allowances for a 22 year old male, Percentages may be different for other ages 

or sexes, P Basential AMINO ACIDS: Lysine(l,8g), Phenylalanine(l,5g), 

Tryptophane(,4g), Methionine/Cystine(.9g), Threonine(l,lg), Leucine(2,2g), 
Iso-leucine(1,6g), Yaline(l,5g), P This protein is prepared under carefully 

controlled conditions which remove the typical soy flavor, inactivate the en- 

zymes and enzyme-inhibitors without damaging the heat-sensitive amino acids. 
P MPF has been distributed since 1946 into more than 125 countries to combat 
hunger, protein deficiencies and malnutrition,” 

In case you're saying, "Yeh, but I bet it's expensive," just get a load of this: 

1} 1b, can -$1,25 plus postage***4 1b, can -$2,75 plus postage***18 1b, case 
twelve 11 1b, cans)--$13,25 plus postage***24 1b, case(six 4 Lb, cans)-—-$15,00 

Plus postage, P Send to them for an order form which includes postage rates 

to anywhere in the country by zip code listing, P Tastes pretty bland by itself 
but mixes very innocuously with any flour or meal, hamburger, soups, etc, 

I don't know what their set up is but I think they would be rather upset to 

get a lot of mailbox fillers queries so please, only if your life style is 

complementaery,., Service is fast-got a case in exactly a weck, 4th class, Most 

of their stuff probably goes out in thousand pound car loads so it's nice to 

8till be handled in a speedy personal way, 

Been doing quite a bit of foraging this summer but most things gone now, (goose- 

berries were last,,,80000 fine) Built me a ramshacle hut out of wood from old 
(some 60 year old oak) deserted cabins around here and just got a load of oak 

"mill-ends" from a valley lumber mill for $5,00(which should get me through 

this winter) as last trip with Chevy, P THE FIRST AND LAST FREEDOM by Jiddu 

Krishnamurti is a vonumer's handbook par excellance, Thoreau has a wealth of 

reassuring thoughts -- too bad he died at 47,,. CURIIENT DIAGNOSES AND TREATA 

MENT from Lange Medical Publications, Los Altos, Calif, is indispensible but 

eleven bucks plus whatever, (Hndbk of Med Treatment at $6.50 will do), *dk*xik 
COMPOSITION OF FOODS——Agricultural lindbk #8 from U,S, Dept . of Agriculture 

through Supt, of Docs., US Gov Printing Office, Wash, DG20402 is $2,00 and 
amazingly complete——-190 8X12'" pages~--includes chulesterol, fatty acids, and 
magnesium in welcome addition to the standard protein, fat, carbohydrate, ash, 

minerals and vitamins. Running out of page and thoughts**W.,J, in n,california 
  

Comments: At 637 per pound (bulk) 7.\IPP 1s expensive by our stendards. 

And cracked/tcasted sesds &re prcné to oll rancidity and other 
degradation. (See amy erticle on food storage, VL3) Soy oeans sre more 
nutritious and much less expensive -- 207 per pound or less in qusntity. 
Some we bought recently (from Fleld of Merits, Grents Pess; came from 
Arrownesd Mills, Hereford, Texas I believe) eprouts well, tnd testes lixe 
chicken after a few minutes' boiling (after a few deys sprouting). 

. Vitamin content of MPF doesn't impress us either, considering tne price. 
P Thenks for the book suggestions. Hope to hear from you &gain in the 
spring. HaYO 
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JaNUsRY 1972 -- VONU LIFE, Box 458, Cave Junction, OR97523. 

Communicetion emong nomads, troglodytes &nd other freedom-echlevers. 
Published every two months by Mike Freeman. P Subscriptions: 

§1 for 3 issues mailed together, third cless, after all 3 have been 
published; vonuans, gratis. Or §4 for 8 lasues (one yeor) malled 
individuslly, first cless, as each is published; vonuens, §1. 
A vonuen (to us) 1s someone who lives &nd lets live, &nd lives most 
of the time out of slght, scund 8nd mind of those unwilling to let 

1live. P Bock issues: 25¢ each plus 25¢ per order; maeiled third 

cless. P VL guarentees to publlish without editing &t leest six 
photo-resdy psges (per subscriber per year) if relevant to invulner- 
6ble 1iving, one-helf page on elmost enything including eds. (Ve 

reserve the right to refuse copy we consider slenderous or likely to 
provoke exceptional hostility. Single-space type or write neatly 

in BL&CK on WHITE peper this size, one side only. Put anything not 
for publicaticn on & separate sheot. Deadline for next issue: 
Merch 1. P VL forwerds without charge up to six steémped envelopes 
from e subscriber per year; additionsl forwards @re 25¢ each. 

Letters may be sent to specific individuals who have published, 
to people in & geographic ares, or for discretionery forward to 
people we belleve might heve compatéble interects. P Right to 
reprint less then 10,000 coples of originel otherwlse-unrestricted 
contents is hereby grented to those who reciprocate. Include our 

neme, eddress and price ("3 issues, $1'). Reprinting from VONU LIFE 
shell constitute permission for us to reprint in like emcunt. Write 
for permission to reprint more then 10,000 coples. 
  

VONU LIFE 

'THE LaST WORD': Now you may have it if you went it. To meke VONU 
LIFS more of & forum, the editor no longer comments on most articles/ 
letters in the seme issue in which they eppear. Instead eny words by 
the editor go first to the euthor, and ere published in the next 
issue, elong with &ny rebuttal. Exceptlons: direct questions; 

reprints; serious misinformstion (in editor's opinion) 

PORMAT: If you went one or more columns all to yourself, meke your 

copy 7 to T¢ inches wide and 19 to 19f inches long. (Paste together 
two BA by 11 sheets. Okey to fold.} Tnis way your letter won't be 
cut up or put below someone else's. 

WARM BODIES: One visitor came expecting to count @ large number of 

them, ond was dlsappointed becsuse he couldn't. So thet this doesn't 
heppen again: P Some contributors ask thet thelr geogruaphicel 
location not be published. Don't assume that such 8 person 1lives in 
Siskiyou. P Some subscribers in Siskiyou aren't close by; vislts 
ero rere or not yet. P VL is "communicotion &mong nomeds... 
Which hints thet the staff, too, probably comes end goes. But to 

avoid any misimpression, henceforth only Mike Freem2n's nume will 
eppear on the mastheed. P Mr. Freeman hes fipanced VL; making 
possible offset printing rether then mimeo. (Printing prices ere 
such thet we' print 1000 even though current circuletion 1s only a@bout 

400. We expect to sell the beck issues, of course, but this takes 
time end printers went immediate peyment.) Mike is not otnerwise &n 
active vonulst thougn we hope he will be in the future. f? Orion 
hes hseded east to get some funds together. He'e eround NJ now 
(Dec.); may be moving sgein in Jenuery. P Roberta end Tom, edlitors 
of PRbFORM-INFORM, VL's predecessor, announced in May 71 VL thet they 
M"will 1live during the next year secluded in & remote wilderness erea". 
We heve nothing further to report ebout them. P Dr. Gatherer and 

Reyo expect to go south in Jenuary to LA and SF Bsy erees for supplles. 
(This issue w11l probably be printed and mailed there.) Ve will 
return in a month or so. P Most present or former staff members 
contributors or subscribers cen be reeched by meil c/o VONU LIFE, 
though slowly in come ceses. 

COMMUNICATION: We sre not eesy to visit. We don't like to meet 

people in small towns of the region. Not only are scheduled trips 
arducus during the wet seeason but we don't like the soclal environ- 
ment. We get mail left &t & drop for us, when we cen arrange 1t; 
when we cen't, we walt for a breek in the westher end make & quick 
trip -- not oftener then once in two weeks during winter. 14 
For someone to visit us involves: (1) & several-hour drive from 
Grents Pess, partly on dirt roeds not elwsys passable; (2) cemping 
(using his own geer) in & squat-spot to which we send him directions; 
(3) climbing & mountain and putting up coded flegs to ennounce 
his presence; (4) waiting & dey or two until one or more of us 
spot his flegs (not visible in snow/rein) end visit him at HIS 
cémp. Our cemp is not eccessible. alternate (3)(4): schedule his 
coning. P We welcome personsl visits only efter meil communication 
possibilities ere exneusted. Yes, some things cen be communiceted 
better in person then by letter, but usuelly not in one day nor in & 

motel room in Grents Pass. P Ve ere thinking of ways to improve 
commnication, including electronic goodies to provide & volce/tele- 

fex (slow picture) link with the outside. But shelter has priority 
and is still teking up most of our time. 

SHELTER: I em typing this in our second foem hut; this one is a 
'sit hut' -- essentielly en indented insulated plywood table with & 

helf-cylinder-shaped foem dome. P My elbows got very sore typing 
end pasting up the lest issue in our 'lay hut' (as we &re now celling 
our first foem hut; see "Further Report on Shelter”, VL4 pege 2). 
Sitting seens to be more comfortable end efficient for many tasks 
requiring two hends. MostT of me is warm but my feet are cold, &s 

expected. Wnen we get time we will add & cut-down sleeplng beg or 
something &t the bottom. But, for this issue, I mey chicken out 
end retreet to our ven, snich has & stove. We hud to add an internal 
brace to our lay hut; the foem wes slowly 'flowing' end it was 

getting squatter and squatter. Except for that it seems to be holding 
together well -- is very comforteble for sleeping, eating, reeding, 
(nend) writing, etc. P So fer as we can determine there 18 no 
shelter on the merket, lerger then a sleeping bag, which 1s backpack- 
eble and heeteble with body elone. Treditionzl winter shelters assume 

& stove golng continucusly: plenty of wood-cutting «nd smoxe, or 
imported fuel. So we must meke our own. P I plan &n extensive 
article on vonu shelter, perhaps for next issue. iie welcome 8ll 

news of otners' solutions. RaYO, editor tnis issue. 
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SMaLL 4DS -- 40¢ first line, 20z each additionsl lins; 

Icsues #1 and #2 ¢ 
ney order OK). Order 

Vencouver 8, B.C. 
for $4. (US cash, check or 
c/o C. Grove; Staticn G Box 6424; 

for liberterians. all subscribers heve th 
materisl, which will not be edited. LC 1s kn 
idees on practicel actions @na theorsticael consice 

expansion of toth Individuel end larger-scale Ir 
send 267 to: Lisa Dawn, EBox 90913-VL, Los an 

THE MOTHER EsKTH NEWS tells you how: the new 

steading, natursl foods, free lend, sclar haat 

domes, free transportation, alternetives to regu 
methane production, free schools, ecolozy, and 

It tells you how six times & year for $6; §$1.2b for 
Box 38, Msdlson, Chio 44057. (More then 100 pages in 

THS sTLANTIS NEAS reports on Operation atlantle -- &n att 
found & new, liberated netion &s &n artificlal island in 

Atlentis II, exploration end supply bomt, 15 now afloat. 

R.D. 5 Box 22A, Seugertles, NY 12477. 

Exchenge ed for VONU LIFE you have & newslsttsr, 
it snd send us yours. "Peace and freedoz begin witl 
invulnerability. NU LIPE discusses nomad, 
ways of living out of sight of those unwillin, 
3 issues, $1. Box 458, Cave Junction, OR 
  

Situations ~ Searches 
deer people, 1 em & young woman living in 

itching for some wider spsces. technically 
but the experimentel nuture of my college al 
wandering and backp ing, occasioneliy doing farm # 
worked in eschools and em working on teecher certif 
probably wouldn't teach in & treditional, instituti 
1 am going on en ecology tour 3f months wilth other s 
action, study, climbing, snowsholng, cnd verious other & 

and exploratlon in the southwest u.s., then 1 trevel to 
to do some survival tralning ~ith &8 community of cree 
1live older ways... good luck to you in your work e&nd g 

priscille. 

N/T People: I read your offer in Th Earth M 
dig it. Here's my way of side-stepping soclety. 
not pay rent enywhere but especielly in Sante Cruz 
estate egents, chember of commerce members, people # 

land ere all bringing !n more people and reaising ren 
beautiful place viith unusuelly mild weather since 

into the Monterey Bay with ntains to the north -- 
rain of Sen Francisco. Eno advertising, if 
anything ebout Sente Cruz call up switchbosrd (426--1FE) & 
run energy center run by volunteers. They know everytning sbout 
Santa Cruz. | would have hed to leave Scntea Cruz end get & |} 
(how horrriblell!) if 1t weren't 5 ternat 
1 welked by on my wey home from & free Saturdey dinner 
sity. 4As I was looklng at 1t, & guy céme out and started & 
to me. 4 week later I'd sold my Econoline end was the 

a8 blg red school bus. Right now my ledy end I &Gre parked 
walnut tree in a friend's back yerd peying $20.00 & month for 
end rent rether then $80.00 &nd up if we were renting & 
few months (end @ few hundred dollars) it wili de fixed up so 
we won't need to spend even the §20 -- just en occesl 1 £ 
butene. Dolng your own cebinet meking, wiring, plumdb 
work 18 chesper @s well s more satisfylng snd educa 
"Sylvester™ is finished we're golng to take off end s 
find a place we like better then Senteé Cruz. When we'v, 
we wunt, we'll throw sway the keys. RICK 

Dear Priends, I have not slept in e nouse since 63 
seems to be my lot. 4As soon &s I read your paper I 
with some of my secrets on moving end eating. Pletse 

8s practical -- I will waelt here. KaY, Plorids 
2304 Ford 5t 

1d Colo, Dear Roberta, Tom, Rayo, Gol 9 
Dec 1, 

fiell, 1t i9 over. At 
US and Canadg has ended for lack of nmoney mostly, 
I bad planned it. Having done ay thing, I az content 
for a wnile and regroup, But I'll never be the saze 
quitting a luorative job in April, and despite my preser 
difficulty in getting a job now, I would do it again a tuol 
times. I would be a clod of the higest order if I didn't 
thank you to Prefora and Vonulife, %ccmuoc it was youse g 

gave me a needed 1ift at a tize when I needed it. inen you 
15,000 miles in 6 mos, you often run into limbos of planning; 
doubts; into disorganization of a most puzzling kind; and 
that you had been working out the saaze xi nade all the 

My VW bug (sedan) which I told you about turned out 
more than enuf room, and afder the first week of sha 
was a pure delight. ly travels were from coast t> co 
Texas to Nova Scotia, but it was not all the "sights, 
made it worthwiile. It was having all that i 

Living in the car gave me the freedoa to a 
go, and the time to stay in a place if it had good? vib 
Tne time to sift out all the feelings fr the past, ax 

the good ones, but also to recognize thec bad ones for i 
were and drop thea forever. The time to watech sunrise over 
Sleeping Indian" for a Week runn 3 addle ay 
rubber raft to a distant idland, only to be chased all the 
back by two very angry loons! This abundance of tize zade th 
crucial difference, and made @e look upon the tradiiional tw 
weeir vacation as a poor substitute, like a crumay cirrot dol 

out to workers to give the illusion of independancel 
dy plans now are to someh get rich enuf 1o do it 

ever I wanted. I'll do anything to get there. I'l. sel i 
right arn. Tell the Devil there's one soul, coming up! AIXKI 

least for the present, ny gr 

 



  

    

  

    

    

   

   

   

   

  

   
    

    

   

    

        

   
         

      

                
    
   

  

   

Dear People, My wife, son and I ere in search of l; ;g\i]zetgia:flé;ri_ 

sufficient people in wnich to meke our home. P A e 

culture (more specifically, solils, plent structure, 8g fidonl’: el 

and enimal husbandry clesses in college and we feel cor; S 1; 

to start out. P We are & happy people and our gosl is o Lol 

harmony With the earth :nog'rfer by gchEQST\;fii:g 52::st2:nalconol a0 

wild edibles. : 

:;tgrfacfig:;igogr—]g:floiiru. P We ore writing in hopes of Joln;ng g:;r 

tribe depending upon beliefs, area (city or country), lifestyles 

cost if any... RSBERI‘, San Jose. 

  

Dear Robert: While we ere interested in self-sufficlency and intend 

to gradually become more aelf—uurficlen:," this is not ou{‘lmfil_r\ 

emphasis. (See “Vonu Economic Stretegles” tnis issue.) a"uo we 

are not into egriculture now, traditionsl agricul ture being non-vond 

and vonu agriculture being beyond our present capabilitles. A 14 

At present we &re interested in/cepable of associating only with 

vonuens who heve some experience; W%e &re not able to offer &ny i 

substantiel assistance to newcomers, though We hope to in future. 
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THoUG N 15 TASRLLSS (ARDALL 5 MAN PRODUED VITANING CTC ARE UorRTHLESS, CAvsE 
county 2 

ot e on private land end such. 
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end incenspicuous . 
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THE FREE MAN IN THE SLAVE STATE 
  

Y‘ou are free to the extent that you are able o conirol life; to avoid initiated violence or threat of vislerce b, 
others. Freedom often depends not on WHERE YOU ARE, b, cather WHAT YOU!DO. It Is not, necessary. fo hide out on 4 
desert islond or roam around like a gypsy to be free. Yo - 
"VF in Los Angeles — or Moscow, for that r.fiallcr. -u:;gz 
quite free. But you must take the responsibility for your own 
freedom — you alone can make yourself free. If ot o 
"Society" or the government or someone else to d; it for you 
you will wait, ond wait, end wait. g 

t of violence by 

I say you can live in Los Angeles and be frec. But | make one 
major qualification: You can live in Los Angeles frecly only 
=0 long as you don't openly flaunt that freedom. If you insist 
on exhibiting PUBLICLY "socially unacceptable” expressions 
of freedom, you will probably end up in a prison or a mental 
e g : stitution, definitely not easy places in which to remain freel 

This brings me to the first and most imporfant principle f 
remaining free in a slave state: BE INCONSPICUOUS — 
avoid drawing ottention to yourself. With over a hundred 

million laws and regulations on the books and more being 

added daily, almost ANY activity con be interpreted 
criminal. So legality, as such, becomes much less important 
than outward conventionality and conformity. Police and other 
government cgents have discretionary power fo arrest anyone 
they deem "s 

os 

icious," 5o avoid arousing suspicion. 

As Doc Stanley said in an INNOVATCR article: "Let your 
appearance, equipment, ond octions at all times justify your 

prosence on some legitimate (or conventional) basis. If o 
police officer has no reason to suspect you, if his alerting 
mechanism has not been triggered, he can seldom justify, to 
himself, stopping and questioning you." In case you are 
questioned, Doc Stanley advises, "Always be able to give an 
explanation of why you are there, where you are from, aend 
where you are going.” 

| recommend you avoid behavior that might arouse suspicion 
even though it be perfectly legal. For example, there is no 
law yet, that | know of, against toking long alks through the 
streets of the People's Democracy in the small hours of the 
morning. But if you do, expect to land in jail faster than the 
guy who knocks over banks in the daytime for a living. And 
while the "guardion of the public peace” MAY — and | 
emphasize MAY — decide there is no rap they can hang on 
you, you are cpt to spend several days or even months behind 
bars before they reluctantly come to this conclusi So 

perceive and change any aspects of your public behavior that 

might seem "peculiar.” 

Unless you are able to live far enough back in the woods to 
stay away from people completely, live in a large city where 
you have the protection of ononymity. Avoid the small town 
where one of the favorite pastimes is gosusip — pry 

other people's business. 
into 

Regardless of your income, appeor to be lower-middle class; 
the very poor and the very rich are the most preyed vpon by 

criminals in and out of government. Rent an apartment or 

house that appears "respectable,” but not os swank as the 
average cop con offord. Recently, Los Angeles police stopped 
a new Thunderbird containing several young Blacks; killed one 

for apparently no reason, aond arrested the others. Their enly 

“erime": Driving an automobile the police judged to be "more 
expensive than men of that cge or roce should own.” If you 
must live it up, do it far away from where you live and work. 
Take your vacations in La Paz, or better yet, Switzerland. 

Dress conventionally. Be cleon ond neat, but not ostentatious. 
If you are aman: avoid beard, long hair, motorcycle garb, or 
anything denoting non=conformity. If you are a woman: avoid 
mini-skirts, tight slacks, or other “sexy" attire. 

Have conventional answers to common questions: where you 
are from, where you work, what family you have, ete. It is 
better to tell plausible lies, thon to be tongue-tied or self- 
righteously silent and arouse suspicion. It is not immoral to 
lie if you are not perpetrating fraud. It is certainly MORAL 
to lie to somebody asking about things that are none of his 
business, it is the QUESTIONER who 

standards. 

immoral by all rational 

Around home especially, be outwardly quiet and unobtrusive. 
Don't keep noisy dogs. Don't throw wild parties. Don't 
build boilers in your kitchen. Don't play music late at night. 
Your neighbors are the most dangerous people you know, with 
the possible exception of your relatives; they will tum rot= 
fink at the drop of a hat. And complaining to police is a 
favorite postime in towns lorge and small. So avoid any. 
behavior that might antagonize them. 

Be superficially cordial to your neighbors but have os little to 
do with them as possible; the less they know about you the 
better. Don't voice “controversial” opinions near home. If 

you wish to proselytize some neighbors, get a friend who lives 
on the other side of town to work on your neighbors while you 
go proselytize HIS. And change your neighbors at least once 
a year — by moving. 

Jja72 VL5 3 

under cover during school hours. Tell the neic 
that your kids are feeble-minded and you are tut 
at home. Another po: 

visitor from Virginia, South Carolina or Mi 
have repealed compulsory attendance laws, 
you s 

le cover is to olways be a transient 

ould move more often, perhaps every two or three months 
during the school year, before gossip can spread very for. 

Avoid traveling by bus, especially cross—crountry. "Only 
niggers, spics, college beatniks and other commie types rid 

Becquse the burcaucrats have mede I 

appraisal of bus clientele, terminals are moinly hang-outs 

of government croeps, the REAL social undesirables. 

If, despite thes: ons, you are harassed by criminals, 

public or private, KEEP YOUR TEMPER. Act humble and 

polite even though it hurts. Don't toll them off or s 

Recognize that you no matter how much you would | 
are in a situation where they can bring superior forces to bear. 

e fo. 

A cardinal rule of guerrilla warf Don't let the enemy 

determine your tactics. fo retaliate, do it at 
a time, place and with weapons of your choosing. 

slave 
Keep 
that 

My second general principle for remaining free in a 

state:  INSULATE MAJOR AREAS OF YOUR LIFE. 

home, work, person and avocations & |f-contained 50 

conflicts with authority in one area will not endanger or 

| inconvenience you in other areas. 

Keep the address of your | cret. When away 

from home, avoid having 
which gives your actual address. 

home oddress aw 
just a closet in a friend's house containin 
ond books, which he can point to if questioned. Use this for 

Give this to 

quarters 
anything on your person or in your 

Establish a "lega 

y from actual living quarters, this mignt be 

some old clothes 

driver's license and other 1D you carry on you. 
your employer if he insists on such information. Give the 

location of your actual living quarters only to close friends 
wiha real need fo who are not only trustworthy but have a 

know. If you have a home phone, get it under a nom de 

Rent under a nom de plume, or at least o variation of 

your name. Receive all mail at a box in o 24-hour post office. 

You will sleep better if you an 

authoritarian knock on your door af two in the morning. 

plume. 

are not half expecting 

unfavorable attention — Do any activities which might dr 
y 

And use a g for example — under @ nom de plume. 
separate address for the nom de plume. 

gerprinted, avoid it. Since a set 

of fingerprints on record with the FBI is the only way you can 

| be_definitely identified, avoiding fingerprinting is viorth 

| quite a bit of effort. Stay out of the armed forces, Don't 

apply for a security clearance. employment with 

any company that routinely fingerprints — Don't 

part in street demonstrations, etc., where there might be 

arrests and bookings — there are more effective ways to 

fight back. The thumb print which California asks for but does 

not require for a di se does not go to the FBI, and 

can only be used to verify a suspected identity. A full set of 

prints — all fingers of both hands, is required in most cases 

tity is not suspected. 
decline to give a thumb print too. Tell them if they ask why 

you pei 

convictions. 

If you have never been fi 

Don't seek 
some do. 

ver's lice 

fo identify, if id Nevertheless , 

that must refuse on the basis of nal religio 

This brings me to my third general principle: SET UP AN 

ALIAS IDENTITY FOR EMERGENCY USE. This should include 

o5 a minimum: birth or baptismal certificate, driver's licens 

and possport.  Even if you do not intend to KNOWINGLY 
break the law, alias identification is among the best 

As | soid before, there are 

many laws and regulations that one cannot possibly even 

KNOW all of them, let alone consistently obey them. And 

many laws can be interpreted very broadly; you can always 

be apprehended on one excuse or onother, or quite ely, 

just by accident. And should you face prosecution, it's nice 

to have the OPTION to “cut and run," whether you then 

choose to do so or not. 

insurance” you can hay 

Don't wait until you are in trouble to get alias ID; then you 

will be prone to mishaps that will get you in more frouble. Do 

it now while you have full resources, are able to move cbout 

openly, ond can take the time fo be careful. Al:o, g 
ID is easy now, but may become more difficult. 

tting 

Each individual and family will have their own requirements 

ond problems, so by all meons, think through your own 
procedure rather than simply follow the directions of omeone 
clse; it is generally safer NOT fo follow the exact procedures 

used by others. 

So far | have been assuming that the individual concemed is 
ot PRESENTLY in danger. But at least two kinds of people 
olready ARE in donger: men of draft age and children of 
compulsory school age. What they do abouf it is up fo them. 

[ would, of course, never encourage breaki 
to save one's own skin, but... 

g the law even 

Since the compulsory school oge in California is eight, the 

child will be immune until he is mature enough to conduct 

himself safely if questioned by cuthorities. (He con say his 
parents are just ing from out-of-state or whatever.) After 
that, the child and his parents must choose his course carefully. 

ome a 
on already flou 

fy reany and choos 

to you that hi 

police practice to 

} troffic violation. 
an 

pr 

d an address book. 

emise drugs and addr 
through three or four levels of contc 

cf 
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nevertheless, 
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OPENLY 
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of several people whose name 

spicion on you. 
of your carelessnes 

o does 
kept confidential — perhaps 

r friend. The person not 

or business reasons — 
cards. 
rute or libertarian 

ILLEGAL ACTIV 
econd 

OTHERS, without explicit permi 

he must cither 

moking ma 
of gold bars. 

rule of libertarian DON'T 
CH INTRUDE ON 

e a strong and mutually 
rian has put if: 

do 
biogra 

When confront 

e or be 
As this custom, already practiced b 

1t 

R 
check. 

A last 

despread, government sr 
\e creep cannot gathe 
ithout attracting suspicion to him: 

rle of etiquette: AVOID GEN 
ECORDS OF FINANCIAL DEALINGS 

If you are sending too | 
cash, get a money order. 
th 

destro; 

he tronsaction is lorg 

{ only 1o the parties involved plus perh 

By 
exchange 

following these simple 
as, experienc 
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YONU IN CITIES 

Most discussions of vonu living assume unpopulated or fer-awey places. 
Reprinted above are two articles concerning urban possibilities. 
Five possible epproaches come to mind: 

The first and simplest is enonymity: Be visible but not noticable. 
Conform outwardly while doing your own thing in secret. "Be incon- 
splcuous®, 8s 4llen Humble seys in his erticle. P But most of 

Humble's edvice concerns what NOT to do. Where does Humble go to 

'do his own thing'? Probably not to his apartment. Renting urnder a 
nom de plume does not prevent inspection by landlord or police, or 

overhearing by no8y nelghbors. P Humble spesks of children but I 
wonder if he has eny. I wouldn't went the Job of keeping children 
quietly cooped up in en epartment during slave-school hours. 
Incidentelly, I've heerd that Calif. has lowered slave age to six. 
P Regerding Humble's recommendation to avoid paying by check: I 
agree If the trensection 1s face-to-face, large or repeating. But 
selling small items by meil (1like VONU LIFE) for cesh only isn't 

feasible, 5o you &re welcome to pey by check. @ Urban anonymity 

offers no protection from such dengers &s nuclear war. P Daspite 
these criticisms, I agree with most of Humble's recommendations, many 
of wnich epply to all vonuens, not just urben anonymites. P I lived 
much the wey Humble edvocates before teking up ven nomedism. For me 

enonymity elone was unsatisfactory beceuse of city PBYyCho pressures. 
I was emersed in en alien culture with velues hostile to my own. 
Whether or not I was especislly vulnerable, I felt vulnerable. P 
I know of quite & few vonuists end libertarians who 1ive Humble's wey, 
but I know none who seea to like it for very long. Perhaps there are 
weys to cope with the paycho pressures. If you think you heve found 
8 way, tell us. But, personally, I prefer to live "far enough back 
in the woods...." 

4 way to reduce psycho pressures is to gether with fellows into a 
'ghetto' -- a second epproach to city vonu. One loses anonymity with 
respect to the larger culture &s one develops subculture speech, 
customs, mennerisms &nd dress. But one becomes a relatively-indis- 
tingulshable member of the subculture, requiring that eny organized 
8ggressor attack everyone or no one. 'All (Chinese, Nigers, Hipples...) 
look alike.' This doesn't elways stop aggressors -- witness Jews in 
Nazi Germany, Jepenese in U.S. P The recommendetions made by Walt 
Heyward presume ghettos of like-minded people. His objections egainst 

moving to the wildlends ere directed to retreatists who hope to do 1t 
'at the lest moment', not et vonuesns who expect to live there most of 
the time. P Ghettos are elso possible in populated rural areas. 
Tne Tekllma ares southeest of Ceve Junction, Ore. is almost a 'freek! 
ghetto. W#hile freeks mey not be in the majority yet, there ere enough 
to render the Brea unattrasctive for anti-freeks, causing most lend 

up for sale to be bought by freeks, etc. -- anaslogous to what happens 

in new Black ghettos in citles. How much protection this provides 

remains to be seen. There have been quite a few arrests for growing/ 
using pot, etc. A bigger crunch %ill come when substéntiel numbers of 
freek children become old enough for slave school. (Will the 'Supreme 
Court! require long-hairs and short-heirs to be intermixed by bussing? 
Or will it compel all kids to cut their hair middle length, with the 
length set by mejority vote every four yeers?) 
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OVERVIEWS 
To Vonu Life: 

     I have enclo matorial o believe wlill be of 
lors, The booklot 

interest to you and to many of yo (FLtlnd Tha ulet Reality: Onrzghtn" e War) contains my analysis of tneo dynamics of the Amorican w are state If you would 1liko to review 1t you have my parmission to quote brief Passages for that purpose, 3 

  

       

  

My conclusion, after a caroful review of 1 watlon available to the public, is that pollzicgfccéfflorvr— avions have become predominant in the military decision- making process, Persons in Positions of political power in the United States owe their success to the policy of buying votes with other people's monoy--i.e., to Mwelfare." Through long years of practice, they have come to habitually avold lines of thought which lead to the conclusion that welfare spending should be reduced, Now their resistance to such arguments is automatic, They are psychologically inc&puh;o of sustalning their objectivity long enough to Teach the conclusion, for examplo, that U.S. spending on strategic weapons systems ought to be increased, Unless they are actually forcing themselves to focus on arguments that lead in this direction, they will ba automatically (:arpj.ngi splitting hairs, and picking fault, Arguments that military spending ought to be rcducedl on the other hand, are accepted totally uncritically, The reason: they want to spend tho money which U.S, survival would require 
to buy votes, 

   

  

Such a publication is relevant to Vonu Life because 
1% leads to the conclusion, which is stated explicitly in 
section 7 of tho booklet %hnt less that 500,000 people 

will be able to survive In this country in tfio condltions 
that will result afbar this country has sustained a nuclear 
attack, Thls i1s the approximate number of Indians that this 

country was able to support at a comparable level of exis- 
tence prior to the coming of the white man, Wnhen this coun- 
try's technological base has been destroyed--as will be the 
case with the type of attack which we face--the survivors 
will be those who are able to survive at such a level long 
enough to get through the initial 6 months to 1 year of 
chaos, disease, and widespread starvatlon, At the end of 
that period, if a community of persons has survived which 
is dadicateé to the philosophy of individual freedom (which 
you refer to as "live and let live"), than we can begin the 
long road back. Let me stress, however, that a community 
whose members share these values is absolutely essential to 
the achievement of this end., Howsver good you may be at 

living in the woeds with one or two people under present 

conditlons, you wounld not have a chance under the conditions 
which will hold during the immediate postwar poriod, You 
will then have thousands of competitors for territory (and 

territory, under such conditions, is life itself). They 
willl be faced with starvation, It will be you or them. 
Without organization, you will have to be totally ruthless 

and extremely lucky to survive. And that assumes that you 
got through the short €erm dangers of fallout and biological 
contaminants. To do so you would have to be far from major 
target arcas, p2 have a fallout shelter complete with air 
filtration equipment, radiation counters, etc. In addition, 
you will have to deui with thousands of starving dogs. There 
are approximately 50 million dogs in this country, Ten Yc 
15 million are large animals, When man stops supplying food, 
they will aggregate into packs and pull down whatever prey 

they can catch, Human beings will be, needless to say, the 
easlest to bring down. 

Our only hope, as I see it, is to aggregate together in 
one or more communities in extremely remote areas of this 
(or, perhaps, some other) country, stockpilo food and other 
necessary items (keeping in mind %ha urgent need to be 
capable of self-defense), and be able to sit out the extrome 
dangers of the immediate postwar period., When thinga have 

died down (literally!), we can pack up and migrate to an 
area better sulted to permanent habitatlon, For reasons 
wnich I make clear in the booklet, vou won't have to worry 

about the "bludg" at this point (either the American or 
the Soviet variety). Some fighting may be necessary, but 
in all likelihood we will face only isclated gangs ol marauders 
They willl not be representatives of a giant soclal organism 

which spans the entire continent, as is the case today. Hence 
they can be dealt with on their own terms. 

Since the community concept is absolutely essential to 

survival under such conditions, ownership of land is also 
absolutely essential, Two or éhrae poople can wander off 
into the woods and live for long periods without detection, 
But if a couple of thousand persons (ard this is what we 

need) gravitates to a particular area, nowever romote, they 
are golng to attract attentlon, This is true whether they 
are on government land or on someone else's private property. 
Such persons must own the land they are squatting on if they 

are to be left alone. 

The community which I have in mind is as follows, I en- 

vision purchasing several thousand acrea of land in a remote 
area of the U.S. (The first purchase, at any rate, will be 
in the U.S. If this project attracts enough support among 
persons whshing to leave the U.S., we can set up additional 
communitles elsewher Applicnn%s will be closely screened. 
Only lalssez faire libertarians who believe in the principle 
of collective self-defense will be welcome., To my mind, the 
turn-the—other-cheek variety of libertarlen might as wail be 
on the government's payroll, He preaches the doctrine of 

submission and thereby undercuts every positive value which 

he holds. I do not want such people. Nor do I want conser- 
vatives of the bible-pounding variety. Such persons labor 
under such high dosages of group values that I would feel that 

I could trust them only when I had a gun on them, Under the 
conditions which we face it will not be expedlent to have the 

  

enemy in our midst, At any rate parcels of land will be 
leased in porpetuity to accoptabin applicants upon the pay=- 
ment of a sipgla lump gum zmount, which will amount to a pur- 
chase price. The only periodic payment which the land will 
require will be such individual leaseo's share &f taxes 
which may be levied against the land in the prowar onviron- 
ment, In addition, the leaseo will be eligible to subscribe 
to a safeguard service during any poriods when hig parcel is uncccupled, such as when he iz temporary wo klng in the bludg 
comnunity. This service wounld consist of dally checks by 
aroed ridors to ensure that the subseriber's food stock or 
other valuables were not being carted off by theives or 
damaged by roaming animals. %he fee for this service would 
be kept as low as possible. H fully members of the commu~ 
nity would be willing to accopt such jobs, (licter Some 
of the detalls of the legal aspects of this plan need to be 
worked out, I am sure that the regulations which portain 
to such arrangements vary from state to state, Tha pur— 
pose of the lease concept is to avoid being harassed by 
multitudes of regulations which crop up in some states wh 
parcels of land are "sold.," This is not merely to save 
trouble: as an "owner," you would in some instances f£ind 
that you couldn't live even approximately according o your tastes on your land, If, of course, i1t turns out %o be ade vantagoous to "sell" parcels, this will be done, Any sug- gestlons in this area, or any other, will be greatly appro- clated, Criticism, quite frankly, will be appreciated much 
more than statcmonés of agroement, I am not the loast bit 
thin-skinned, I profer to catch my mistakes before I hava based actions on them,) It is my intention that each member 
have a relatively large parcol of his own--several acres, 
nopefully. As I have sald, the primary consideration in 
selecting such land will not be the desirability of such areas for permanent 1iving, Such habltation will be possible but on a "roughing 1t basis, It will, of course, be as § 
good as can be, considering the primary goals of remotencss 
from major targets, and fallout areas, A primary cone 
sideration will be cheapness of price. Many of the persons whom it would be most desirable to have in such a comnunity 
would have trouble scraping together more than a few hundred 
dollars, Many would have to obtain temporary work in the 
silly society to manage even that, I am shooting for a 
sale or "in perpetufty” lease price of less than $200 per 
acre, In fact, I am presently engaged 1n negotiations for a large parcel which I believe will meet such conditiona, It 1s in a “"high desert" area. Subsurface water is avail- 
able in the 10-50 gallons par minute range, (Those who 
cannot affor@ to sink their own wells can pool their re- 
sources in joint ventures, A 200 foot wall coaplsete with 
a windm#ll would set you back about $2000,) Rainfall averages 
about 16 inches per year. 

  

  

  

  

    

Living in such an area is rough, However, I am cone 
vinced that it can be accomplished in reasonable coafort 
at small cost by persons who employ ingenuity. Aluminum 
rods, for example, might be driven into the ground to provide 
a frame over which to stretch a polyethylene plastic covering. 
Tho result would be a desort hothouse, Within such a structure, 
evaporation should be very low. It thus should be possible to 
irrigate and ralse good crops even with a meager water flow 
of ten gallons per minute, Naturally, the number of such 
hothouses could be multiplied up to tflo linits of the avail- 
able topsoil on your parcel., Another desirable attribute of 
this location is the availability of game. Considerable trek- 
ing would be required of a hunter, as this 1s a desert area, 

But deer, mountain lion, javelina, black bear, rabblts, and 
pronghorn antelope are found in the area. 

But that's enough. I could talk on and on about this 
project, If any of your readers are interested in further 
information 2 they can write to: Mitchsll 
Jones, Aegis, P.0. Box 12963, Austin, Texas 78711, (Those 
who would 1ike a copy of The Quiet Realifv: Onrushinz Nuclear 
May may obtain a copy at a special discount price of $1.1t5 if 
they mention that they saw this letter in Vonu Life., Thea 
regular price is $1.95.) 

  

With best wishes and regards. 

Sincerqly, 

wMMSMA— 
Mitchell Jones 
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10, 21 Parara of 1o 
en Oatsber 17, 1530, The 
Whown en 1h1s mep, 

Dear Mitchell Jones: I am glad you &re not thin-skinnod. I disagree 

on various points, including your 'national defense' recommendetions, 

but will limit myself to items directly relevant to your project. 

REGARDING THE FUTURE: I would like to bellave your 
we won't have to worry about bludg. But I hesitate 

on a single scenario. Other scenarios wnhich can be predicated on 
your informstion: ® (1) The Soviet bludg launch missiles against 
Minutemen sites, Polaris subs and SAC beses, but avold population 
centers. They then deliver &n ultimatum vie 'hot line' to American 
bludg: M"If you abstain from reteliastion and eccept a few 'conditlions', 
we will spare your cities.” (If the Americen bludg lsunch, the Soviets 
will detect this on radar and have 16 minutes to launch edditionsl 
ICBMs before American missiles land.) The &merican bludg accoept. 
Gradually the U.S. becomes & Soviet satellite -- graduslly so that 

Americen bludg are never faced with & sudden loss of power. P (2) 
An @ll-out attack is made but weapons &nd crews are unrelieble under 
pressure of war end & large percentage feil to leunch, miss widely, 

or fail to explode. (Stretegic weapons have not been tested in 
actual war. And rulers usually have &n optimistic estimate of weepon 
reliability -- 'good news' travels up the chain-of-commend in a 
buresucracy much more essily than does 'bad news'.) There is heavy 

destruction but not 'social disintegretion'. Although helf the people 

are killed, 'the nation' survives -- under a mllitery dictatorship. 
Livestock and poultry are slaughtered, end foeds are diverted to 

human consumption, everting large-scele famine. P The Soviet bludg 
do not ettack, for reasons of their own. (The USSR epparantly had 
a compereble weapons superiority in the early 60's.) P 1I'm not 
arguing for one scenario over enother. Actuelly I find your forecest 
disconcertingly pleusible. But I recommend considering & number of 

different scenarlios end evaluating possible life-styles with respect 
to 811 of them (weighted by probability). 

REGARDING OUR SURVIVal: Surprise nuclear attack is one of the 
possibilities we considered wnen choosing Siskiyou region. Hesavy fall- 

out 1s unlikely. &nd our immediate aree is not only remote from 
population centers but sttracts relatively few tourists. (When people 
'head for the hills', they usually head for hills they ere already 
acqueinted with.) P We are slreedy living, near-full-time, in the 
erea and (largely) in the way we would live after & nucleer atteck. 

We 'know the territory' much better then will almost &ll refugees -- 
8 big advantage. And refugees will tend to rely on 'conventional! 

cemping techniques they have used on veceations or read about: put up 
a tent in & clearing or build e log cebin; keep & fire going; chop 
wood wnich makes & lot of noise, etc. For us, in contrast, concealment 
is en integrel part of our life-style. We will usuelly know where they 
are; they won't know where we are. P Pollowing an atteck we will 

hole up end eat stored foods, not forage or hunt. This way we not only 
evold ingestion of fell-out but minimize contect with outsiders. 

REGARDING YOUR PROJECT: fWhile one or two exparienced people with 
food supplies (in 'our woods') heve good SHORT-term survival chances, 
LONG-term prospects are not so good. We, too, would like to essocliate 
with more people. But only with people who ere serious about freedom/ 
survivel -=- who place 8 high velue on vonu and will put forth sustained 

effort to echieve/maintein it. And such people cannot be identified 
by whet they say, only by whet they do. It's not e question of 
sincerity. 4 person simply cannot know how he will react to & new way 

of living -- how he will beheve, &nd change. ? Previously compateble 
people may react to & change of 1life-style in different ways, &nd 
become incompateble. This has been the expsrience of meny Intentional 
Communities -- even of groups who have lived together for years. 
Marrieges of ten break up. I don't think that interviews or personality 
tests will predict such problems. P I think the way to develop 
dureble vonu groups is: (1) opt out elone; (2) meintain relative 
mobility; (3) greduelly come together with others and discover aays 
to essociate to mutual advantage. P Even one or two experienced 

people have fer better survival prospects living in & wilderness than 
they do sitting 1n 8n epértment in New York or Austin, Texes 'walting 
to get orgenized'. (This is not intended &s & personal chop -- I heve 
no idea what your present life-style is.) P Since you pléen on 
migration to & more desirable area after 'die down', why try to get 
everyone together before then? As you point out, & thousand people 

18 too meny to hide (with present techniques). Yet it's too few for 

open defense egainst some city-kingdom. And, wlith lerge food stocks, 
you will be en attractive target. Mighten it be wiser to hide out 
during 'die down' -- by ones and twos, or dozens, @s the c&se may be -=- 
and come together afterwards? P Flnally, even if a large community 
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To “Rayo“: 

I'11 try to keep these remarks as brief as 

per your requaest. But don't feel obligated fo 
they are too lopg to sult you. Having the last 

dditor's perogativae. 

  

First, let me take your alternative scen 

(1) This seems to merge the attributes o 
two quite distinet lines of development. 
Soviets wipe out our military while carcruilz avo 

bringing about social disintegration in the U.S. 

answer: They would not do this because they wil 
able to spare the 5 million troops that will ¢ 

quired to occupy the U.S5. (1b) The Soviet 
few missiles in hopes of panicking U.S. pol 

a surrender. My answert They would not ri ] 
bility that Nixon (or his sucecessor) would laum 
defensive counterstroke, which would overwhelm th 
fenses. 

(2) You theorize that the Sovliet leaders probably have 
an inflated view of the capabilities of their own weapons 
aystems, and that they may discover that their atfack fails 
even to bring about sociel disintegration in the U.S5. Your 

logic is excellent--brilliant, even. his case the 
facts are that the Sovlet leaders have an exact idea of the 
capabilities of their weapons, due to extensive amd on-going 
testing., Their ICEMs have been silo tested against full- 

range targets hundreds of times, 

  

  

  
      

  

   

  

  

     
  

(3) The Soviets do not attack, due to some unspecified 
inconsistency in their characters. Your evidence: That 

the Soviet Union had military superiority in the early 
603 but did not use it, My answer: You are probably re- 
forring to the “missile gap™ era in the late 50s (the 
post-sputnik years). This was a missile gap, not a 
military gap. The U.S., due to LeMay's B-523, enjoyed 
overwhelming strategic military superiority during this 
poriod. Thils edge was retalned until late in the '60s. 

  

Wnich leaves only the lssue of how to prepare for the 
postwar world, We appear to be not too far apart in our 
assessment of the long-range survival prospects of isolated 

individuals or couples., You accept the desirabllity of setting 
up some sort of group., You say: Way not agree upon a meeting 

place and aggregate together after the "dle down"™ (your usage, 

my phrase) is over? My answer: Individuals and small groups 
can travel long distances in relative safety before the fact, 
After the fact, large groups and almost military organization 
will be required. Bushwhackers and robbers will be a dime & 

  

  

  

          

   

  

  

dozen. 
wa "\ D) 

v Wchall o 
Mitchell Jonds 

Dear VL: 

I find that I am ba 1ly in sympathy with the viows 
pressed in thia publication. It's casy to see the 
advantages of invisibility. Houever, beli 
this is equivalent to invulnerability. 
of mind" may be true, but the fact i 
still crush us inadvertently anyhow as i 
rotreat from "ciuilization" physically or psychological 
drop out of sight or whatever, but as long as ona's 1 
io dominated by flight-and hiding, how can one be tr 
autonomous? 

    

fMost of your contributors seem to be elements 
to the Land" movement, with which I heartily 

fact, I'm planning to move out someplace into the Ca 
nia wilderness as soon es I can. However, mass 
into remote aress, with only infrequent incursioi 
the Monster's cities, is no permanent solution, 
to me. Even if this exodus escapes the Monster' 
tion, it will still find us eventually, cven if on 
advertently, as it seeks Lebensraum for 
population. Besides, pretty soon all th 
vonuans will be bumping shoulders with each other, 
It may be that less than 6%, or even 2%, of the 
this country is occupied, whatever that mean 
said in VL2. However, if you've read E 
I'm sure you have, you know that it won't 
longer for the Monster to gobble up the re 
whatever, at constant population den 
though we may briefly enjoy the bli 
last as long as ue merely retreat an 
Eventually, we will literally hava to 

and undoubtedly some sort of unified, 
have to develop. Once again, we're 
ation. 

  

   

    

    

        

   
   

      

  

  

Meanuhile, we ought to fight a holding actian by 
ZPG, oven though it might go enainat your p 
support such a liberal orgenization. In fact, 
seenms to me to be a logical corollary of your sta 

supporting 
Lt 

     

       

   



             sition. At least we ought to contribute s 
oStion of birth-control propaganda mur::"t:;: t:: disaen- 

TtV all right far vanuans to "bo fruitful and multiply @ 
ps long as the uynrall incroase remains emall ]r\‘rP Y 
it might bo pD‘;SllJ!c for us to win out ir‘\ thn.nnd n«n':.'-, 

by conversion ond immodiate inspiration Bt e vaD only 

ferentinl fecundity, as the Muslimg oncr’; huficfi ég dé dif- 

  

   

I agree that it is practical frepdom what uish to call if, that io important. Fustheroore sovoh, /oY that there is still room for considerably more nl" it tguaru n(.):iL.:lhchp can imagine, if one simply plays it cool T:n pig is not ye!. l_:t_:iuuimus. However, I cannot charu'thn 8 senquine prediction of Natalpe Hall, a review of \'hD"n‘hDOV The Yoar 2000, was reprinted in UL3. This prodiction ia ced favorable to your position. However, I must concede the accuracy of your asconomic prognosis. But, as state control brocks doun, tho state will become increasingly violent and Tepressive -- as we are currently vitnessing. 3 

  

  

    

'_'J_hat can we do about this coming maelstrom? 1 don't know. 
HU{:,‘CVD\T, I suggest that it is important to think about it 
vhile there is still time to act. But I believe that you‘vu 
been largely ignoring this issue. Ue can't rotreat indpfi- nitely. ' 
By the way, you might be interssted to know that n psycho- 
logist would undoubtedly diagnose vonuism as a schizophrenic 
:).lndrom_va -- infinite renunciation, yearning for a simpler 
life, the urge to simplify all relationships of 1ife; all 
these are classical symptoms of simple schizophronia. Not 

   
OPTING OUT — YQOX MLC STRATEGLIES 

%e encounter vonulsts who are cu ceeding, also 

A few of the later mey be drifters or dilitants 
cepable striveras who fail, not for lack of abil 
but through errors of stratezy. P Some of t 
Rayo's own vonu. P The following suggzestions 
wilderness weys of vonu under present conditions 
are generalities -- there are exceptions. ks 
'know' most of these -- 1.e., consciously sgres 
msy be useful as @& check of your subconscicus va 
in performence. Values oftsn lag conscious co 1 

BE 48 VONU 48 YOU CaN. Vonu is not an all-or-nothin 
ie no way to be COMPLETELY invulnerable to coercicn. 
doesn't justify giving up and 'edjusting’ to deprede 
than lack of complete invulnerability to dif 
heslth. Select approaches which yleld max 
resources expended. 

VONU YOUR HOME PIRST. 'Domestic' mctivities 

cleaning, grooming, mending, reading, writl 
love meking, meditating, exercising, convers 

comprise most of one's life A venu home pes 

psycho well-beling. And domestic ectivities ers rel: 
vonu; they do not require elaborate equipment or 
with outsiders. ? In contrast, earning 3 
relatively small part of one's 1ifo. At §2 per hou 
hours of city lebor -- one montn with overtime 

eight months of vonu living. And earning money u 
export -- difficult to accomplish without interfer. 
vomu should begin @t home. P Most NON-vonu homse 
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that I'd give two cents for that diagnosis, or any other, cities sre only 'bedrooz' communities; residents d 
for that matter; but I thought you might be interested to money there. Most new towna begin this way. f#hile e 
know. a vonu home to be financially productive, this isn't essentisl. 

  

HAVE SaVINGS BEFORE MOVING. During your first year to 

wilderness or other vonu environment, expect to be 
developing shelter and learning vonu-living skilis. 

little time for money earning even if opportunitie 

Oh, well, peace and love, 

DAVE in southern California 

  

$2000 for one person, $1200 for esch edditional per 
These smounts include: initisl equipment costs of 

person, $400 for each edditional person; per-ysar ) 
Hd, yeers of $600 for one person, $400 for each edditional 

What moro "formal! educstion 1s needed than a good base in the tires ro (readin, ritin, $600 or $400 per yeer assumes: mostly steple focdn; 
rithmatic)? If you have a good base in these you can teach yourself anything. for meybe a storage gersge; little driving; 1y 

VL 15 the best zine Ive secn and it improves with each lsh, Is it the only one on VOnU giod fetishes or Gtatus gomes. Some 
subjects? No other zines, articles, eto? I1l trade Pioncer for any other zine on'vomu O gonit count on doing so during your first two v 
uinli.';_r et josboonfR e enitones: A book THE GIPSIES 18 a book on the gypoies and Bt o no o M( e tyo tactle, for tWo years onding Autuzn 7 
way of vonuing. yea r clud substent ulpa 

Soze say ohildren forn their personalities, eto during their firat year or two. In whiol §S§fn§§£ e Bg,‘c‘;’_"u;?;féuégfielg“:Eo"l}fz}l. s 
cags, the ourlier to oscape the better. We lived ebout 7 months in tents, the rest of time in ven. 

I sec another problen becoming greater daily...the social seourity aunber, ,,already on bought beforo record period. 

211 govt forms, job records,,.ths main file n: - in bigbrothers iba gupsrancop file in : 
the white fathers fortress, Ivo seen proposals to tatoo it cn so bb will bo better atle b E4RN MONEY BY EXPORTING LABOR at first. Don't expect to earn money 
jdentify his property, Also fingarprintg are almost unive sel,, Perhaps a group woild be  immedistely gathering herbs or dredging gold even 1f j 1 
interested in Costa Rica, mw in VL 37 left from home development. What opportunities thsre 

You can get a po bax in another town with fake id..they dent really check usual .and wilderness lncome require considerable skills to pay o 
pay yearly by po money czder and 50 never see them,.only pick up mail afiter they close the Scrounging for jobs in & small town is e& bed scene. 

desks. Also a bank account,..only couple bucks nesded,..for cover,, uss pob for a dress. cities (if thet is what you have done); preferably 
Did I mentdon plastering your truck with trawsl stickera? employment which fits your living patterns. (A7 35y 

An artificial langunge could be mado with the ancient runes as used by Tollklen in his or children, let them remain et your vonu home while you 

Hotbit end Lord of the Rings storles or even with the oursive form he used aldo. This woekly or seasonslly. Thy subject them to blu smog, 
would have the advatage of appsring to bs a kids or sciencefiction club thing....much sowl of nucleer incinerction? 
be done with a lotr or hobbit club (a shire) cover that would attract attention ifi not DON'T CHANGE VOCATIONS until you achieve & vonu home. 
done with such a cover, This is very popular now. % : ¥ 

& ey to = cloar $2 or more per hour in your present (non-vonu) job, y 
EOves cate e (ales é‘i;"fl"y’ i {;‘j‘f;bfi‘tw“fifi"ff;dfilggt’Eoii“ czfitz,r.d;x probebly achleve vonu quickest by staying with 1t until you h 

tIpal e toja b .me s O::,ingo ;o p(,«,',cd) jj,gmm‘; bills or mm'l court suit if enough capital to cut lcose for two years. ? Don't spend tf 

ety tcu:_(nncfio Irey v 'Z:nd;n the identity and trick if necessary so got gotting into & slightly better NON-vonu occupation still deps 

you Al Bt o, IO e nsedod Thcing. Maybo a vontan mochanis would do work an O that society if you expect to 1ive most of your 1ife out of 
fl““pofii"gf‘fi ““fiuzfi mm:‘f;:eu_.“uuy D’D';e dependable than auto anyway. Use as society. P A do-et-home vocation such as freelance writing or 

cdiress a burnb or unbuilt house, Whore cowld blank soofal socurdty cards bo obtid ned? meil-order selling is best developed after you have & vonu home. 
“If you hays your car repaired, watch out for Unlon 76 stations, I paid over $100 for car BE WARY OF GET-RICH-EaSY SCHEMES. 'If he's so cmert, 

repairs incl bruke work, 3¢t feiled on t o freswsy ton minutes after leaving tho station g@lready rich? If he is rich, why does he went my poc 
(Fairfield) and I didnt got money back. The ownor told me to get when I went back. Ths Not ell such schemes are conscious swindles; many & 
Union Oi2 compay said they wore not responsible for anything in the stations. sincerely believes ho hos found @ unique wey to fin inde-~ 

Ivo elways sald paperbuck hooks were overpriced so, in t o paper todsy is Tipple Abble pLondonce. But, unless he is elready afflusnt, you don't know that 
liof foans trial, ., they sell at $1,95....they cost Hoffcan $,17 inol cailing, Soms of the (¢t worked. Even if it worked for hlm 1t may Rat for you -- 
anti-establishment typss dont seen so anti vhon money ia concemned, Just like the politiclt opoortunities chenge. EBut oven if you could g 1 
hasrts bleeding for thelr pocr, domtrodden brothers probably requires neevy psycho-investment/involvement with the 

Did I mention...Il1 pay anyone to find me a real hiddon pleod of land cheap...emuf lewsl Cocrood” goonomy; moro than Would @ Work-a-dey Jo 
for a garden....place to get a truck into it....or a cave or old mins,,.t s right kind of : ¥ ORGSR ' Y 
visitors will be welcomS.essesas LIVE FRUGALLY wnile in the coerced economy. It saddens us 

I ses even the govt now admits at least a hundred (100) pounds of ddt (alone, plus how would-be vonuens who, after working ten yeers &t & woll-p: 
nuch other) in each acre of topsoil in commercial orchards, farms, pastures, etc, England don't have savings encugh to opt out for even six mont 
rejects us wheat beeause it is over the test limit of atrontium 90, but us govt says that Tactics for seving: Make @ 'crash progrem' of it -- 
test is for other things and should not be used on wheat, liks the health dept says any am proportion of income for & short time. Take savinge o 

amount of fluorins is unhealthy and over 1% is deadly (but not immediately), yet the govt & certain percentege of income -- and live on whet is left. 
puts 1% in water as a health aid, Fluorins also said to damage braine..eeseses Concentrete on big or continuing expenses -- usually shelter 

Consider growing quince,..weedlike tree...looks like nothsig much....ten feet hi....sald transportetion apd food, but elso be careful thet 'emall 1 
to be good for only jelly...bush really...tastes like pineapple...try it for your hidden don't get big. Double up with others to seve rent. Drive 
gardan...,also chinose (new zealand) gooseberry a lazy type tree. See "Est Better, Pay Less™ VL1 page 11, also "Food Storage 

Govt has gree books on grafting...plant seedlings of fruits, nuts, shrubs & perrennial “Hygela's Hyglenic Review" VL3 pages 7 and 8 for foad econcmy 
plants in you camper,..seeds can be started in damp paper or eggshells of dirt & then plan P Make part of your moneta savings untouchable until require 
either plant in hidden squat spots as seedlings or graft then plant,..lodk among tree type capital 1s amccumulated. Don't ratiocnslize that such-and-such i 
for loast obvious types and plant those in woods (also henlthiest, most letalons) for a is reaslly preparation for vonu (unless ycu elreedy have much 
steady supply of food in years to coms, experience in your intended life-style and know exactly what 

Roead Taylor, Doomsday Book and Pendleton, 1998 Population Doomsday for equipment end supplies you will need). P Start outfitting at a 
locel dump (diescerded blankets, clothes, utensils), then try 
Sslvation Army Stores, etc. You cen graduelly replace with better 

Enjoy equipment efter you are vonu, @s you leern what you reelly need. 

Paul Doerr box 1L vallejo cal  KEEP MONEY IN SIMPLE, SAPE FORMS, If your savings ers small and 

94590 short-term (under $2000, under two years) the best for: Nort 
Americens (all factors coneidered including ease of co 

probably U.S. or Canedian $20 bills well-hidden in se 
Currency will suffer infletion lcsses but, for small am 
other form is ept to be more trouble than it 1s worth. 
a lerger amount or & longer time, investigate gold end = 

or coins priced at close to metel velue only), Swiss banxs 
P Avold savings bonds or savings eccounts in U.S. institutions. 
Don't speculate in stocks, real-estate, commodities, rare coins, ete. 

(unless you sre alreedy & full-time professional &t one of theza). 

SEBK VONU, NOT SELF-SUFFICIENCY per ce. 4 few vom ot live 

&iélencu does not necesserily imply egreement. Answer next lssue. 
9) 
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y ain't he 

   

  

  

    

  

    

  

   
   

   

  

  

  

  

some very interc riting and some frightening facts. 

  
      

    

  

  

A smudge which may eppesr down the middle of Paul's letter is the 

editor's feult. ? I know of no other predominantly vonuist 
periodicels (whether or not under that label). Some which contain 

erticles on vonu &nd self-liberaticn, @long with other 5 
are MOTHER BaRTH NEWS, LIBERTaRIsN CONNECTION, OTHER SC 5, aCCESS 
CAT2LOG, and your PIONEER. (See 'ads' in thls or past issues of VL 

for addresses and prices.) Regarding SS cards see "Services for 
Nomads", elsewhere this issue. RaY| 

  

  

     16 C& 

in complete, permanent isolation without many yeers, psrhtps 
generations of learning. And 'primitiviem', even if achieved, would 4 
result in increasing vulnerability as aggressor's tecnnology and 
methods chenged. P 4 vonu a@ssoclation of & few dozen to & few 

ja72 VL6 7 

Dear Doctor: We no longer carry Sno-Treads (plestic snowashoes) in 
our catalog because they break quite easily. 4&lthough they &re 
gueranteed, this is of little consolation when one 18 miles from 
the neerest road. P Therefore we c&nnot in good falth sell them 
until tney have been improved. BOB BRUCE, Holubar. 
  

 



hundred will likely be only & little more self-sufficlent than one 

femily. 4 remote (non-vonu) town of tnis size probtably hes e welder, 
dairy, nurse -- msybe even & saéll machine shop. bBut most goods and 
meny services are more economicel to import than to produce there. 
Even in & country of 100,000 people, such es Behuma, most items are 
imported. P The major edventége of & vonu tesocietion compared to 

2 lone family: easier/better import-export. P Sone pecple talk 
of developing & 'parallel economy' producing all essential supplies 
and spere parts, before concerning themselves much witn physicel 

invulnerability. But this supposes involvement of milllions of people. 
And whet would a NON-vonu elternste economy be, enywsy? An enterprise 

vulnerable to the State must operote under Stete rules. This, not 
the rhetoric of its founders, will determine the wasy 1t operates, 
agsuning it is a 'success'. Function determines form. 4 reel 
altornate economy requires vonu (though not necesserily wilderness 

forms exclusively). P A vonuen can minicize dependence upon the 
coerced sconomy by stockplling essentlals. But he cennot achieve 
COMPLETE invulnerability. 4agein, vonu is not en sll-or-nothlng thing. 

SELECT COMPANIONS WHO sRE DOING. If you link up with others, be it 

e single freemate or a number of associates, look for people aho 
are elreedy living in lerge part as they went to live. P Of course 
a8 life-style isn't static -- & couple mey go further into vonu then 

would & single person. But this should be evolutionery grosth from 
present living patterns, not & quaentum jump. (Quantum jumps ere 
often desireble but sre best attempted alone.) P Meny 8 men will 
say, and sincerely belleve, that we wents to vonu just @s soon &5 
he finds 'the right woman' or 'the right group' to do it with, but 
he doesn't want to do it elone. However, how do you (&nd he) know 
that he cen do it, until he does 1t for @ substential time? If he 
can't stend 1iving alone -- if he soon gets bored with himself, 
chences are he will soon get bored with you, too. So suggest thet he 
do it alone for & yeer or so before trying to link up. P Long 

unspecteculaer living in reletive isolation is more significent then 
an occasional Greet Adventure such es sailing & yacht around Cape 
Horn or sceling 25,000-foot Mt. Puchiguchi. Some (not &11) Great 
Adventurers are uneble to stimulate themselves &nd structure their 
own time -- get bored easily. P 4lso be skepticel of the 
seys he 'has done it all', but is 1living conventionslly. ¥ 
he quit? P An important exception: There are presently more 
male then femele vonuans (though the ratio is not es lerge &s talk 
would indicete; relatively fewer girls are bullshitters). So, if 
you ere 8 women, you c&n be & buyer in & buyer's market. You can 

quickly achleve vonu, even though you leck cespital end experlence, 
by finding a men with these. In tnie caese, it's especimliy lmportent 
that your prospective freem&te offer proven capebility, not just 
dreems end schemes. P Don't feel that you should movide half the 
capital or income; you offer your own values and tal:nts (and not 
Just erotic ones). By snelogy, sllver hes no more uses than 
eluminum, but it has different ones and it is scarcer, so it doesn't 
exchange for aluminum one-for-one. Why should you? P Most women 
edapt eesier to vonu living than do most men, perheps because they 

are more self-sufficient psychologlicelly: thelr self-esteem depends 

more on personel and home activities, less upon & 'career' involved 
with thet soclety. 

ST4aY RELATIVELY MOBILE so you cen respond to emerging opportunities 

or 1ink up with others. Own only whet you can move eesily or 
ebandon withcut regret. Avoid laerge, elaborate dens, &t least for 

the first few years. P We can move our bese cemp e&nd 8ll equipment 

(excent long-term supply caches) in six weeks, which includes three 
weeks for exploration and preparation of new site plus three weexs 

for transport of up to 1000 pounds -- by backpack to roedhead, by 
truck to new roadnead, by backpack to new site. 

RAYO end DR. NaOWl GATHERER (Future articles will deal with many of 
these subjects in more detail)   
xSecond thoughts: Rereading this, I'm not entirely isfled with 

1y treatment of export, especially the second, fourth wnd fifth 
topics. Regardless of proportion of time spent, some #iil value 

vonu in export more thean vonu &t nome. So let's ewch concentrete 
on whet we value most -- succeed &t our cwn thing -- enad trede; 
then we'll ell have more vonu everywhere. 
  

LD WaYS 

Just stumbled onto something (I think). Put & couple seedheads 
(umbels, turned brown) into & cup with e small pinch of cuyenne 
pepper {CEDC‘.C\L’D) end & teasspoon of suger; pour it fu of bo 
water. It sure lit the fires in the old boller in & hurry. C 

nasal pesseges et cetera, et cetera" and @ couple more "et ce 
Here could be an instentenecus recovery from fetigue or meliench 

The seeds were of yempsh or yeer-pah, ¢ erumguirdneri -- (ipo) -- 
Carum oreganum. P ESURIPTION: white. rncts fusiform, clustered: 

flesny, ecdible, stems erect: simple or brencning sbove: slender, 
leaves few; swell; pinnete to bi pinnate, leaflets lineer ot lencelot, 

umbels nemispheric; 8 to 14 rayed involucre &nd involucles of linear 
brects, petsls end stemens five esch. stylopodium conicel. frult of 
C. galrdneri orbicule small: of C. oregenun oblong: lerger 

hebitet preries end sweles from low elevation to three or four thousend 
the mounteins. Blooming period Mey to SePc. (WILD FLOuwEns U 
COaST, Hashim) P (JOJRKALS COF LinlS AND Ciank) .... flavor 
not unlike enise teed paletable fresh roasted, raw, or 

dried (dried I question unless cooked & long time) .... generally 

between tne size of & quill end & men's finger.... =8 enise ls more 
or less & nervine end @pio (Spenish, for celery) elso & nervine the 
seeds of yempah are also. P Heve been eating lots of azusnrooms 
lately but em en emeteur in this fleld. It would be & good ldea to 
take something slong for an emetic when seapling some however 1 haven't 
heeded this advice so f&r. P Recently wes in Centrsl Oregon &nd 
sampled inner berk of lodgepole pine; found it to be faintly sweet; 

knobcone probably 1is &lso.... (Oct. 14, 71). 

Don't know if thls was mentioned in the lest reg chew. But I have 
dlscovered & quick waey to debiter acorns. Cracked about @& cupful , 

bolled for 15 minutes, edded & teaspoonful of soda and let set & few 
minutea. Poured off weter and rinsed ageln. Wnile sligntly 
estringent, tney weren't bitter. Probebly less soda end & longer 
boiling time would have brought better resulte. (Nov. 21) ReY, Eugene. 
  

We gethered & fair semple of acorns (mostly tenbark omk, not & Quercus) 

but heven't done much with them yet -- heven't hed (made?) time. 
Dr. Gatherer hes kept us well supplied with zmushrooms -- she's &en 
expert at identifylng tnem -- not recomzended for non-experts. She 

wes elso getting quite & few crawfish untll the nesvy reins/snows came 
end the creeks beceme turbld. On four different occasions I nad easy 

shot et deer but didn't nave fireamm slong -- left benind to lighten 

loed wnen packing in aupplies. Meyba maficna... R&YO 
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another, NEW 
applicante: 
number, birthdate, 
thet will help 
could huve the 
files full of tha 
bludg. In cese this 
Ohio 44234; k& 

tion 
doesn’ ner you, 

bludg, regerdless o 
(Third degree wouldn' 
for 'contenpt of court! 
etc.) To &rrenge 6 r 
least two peopl 
in & drop, et & 
sompone very 
the drop and 
edditionel safety c&n be re 
which receives only junk mail 

for the bludg in event of gquestioning. 
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post offices. Application may be 
week deley before malling of cerd, 
for the first time (while 
that e number hesn't elready 
red-#hite-blue cerd wnich has on 1t p 
number end neme. P Booklets of rent 
at stat ry stores. P For ob -3 

neiled to you 8t your home address (from anyone), 
8s proof of residence. (&ny error in neme &nd &dd 
corrected if the address was originelly written 1 en 
Items wnich are not, themselves, considered proof of 1 

can serve &s supporting evldence. 

MOTOR VEHICLES: 

establishing their legel home in & state chosen for c 
economy, etc. P Oregon is fairly cheap for reglstr 

vehicles -- $10 per year plus $2 for initlial title. 
impose edditional registration fee; Multinomah Co 

Portland, doesn't 8t present. Keglstration can be 
and pletes will be meiled to address other then 
request (even cut of stute, &t lesst this wes € 
Drivers license, r two years, requires written 
driving tests -- i X thumb print. 
one month 18 issued &t test; par: 

eddress. 4An applicant provide "written 
identification® which may c "an origzina 
of @ birth certificete; t 
by & court of record, su £ 

identification cerd gllen regis 
certifled copy of en epplication for & pro 
license; certified copy of & scnool uttendance record; 

registration card; or &n ouf- driver's 
must surrender all operators' licenses issued you 
which "are returned to the issulng stetes". inim 

perentisl complications if under 18. Oregon do 

liebility insurence for r stration, but in 
serious accident, the driver must obteln & releus 
parties or meke & deposit wlth the state, etc.; 
of both driver end owner sre suspended. P So 

rovide, for $20, informetion &nd detsiled proc 

?easturn) in which & venlcle mey be registered en 
secured without supplying previcus title or ID. 

is expensive for truck, &nd several months is requlred to ot 

driver's license. 

SERVICEs iin aRE 5EsKING: Drops in Los ang 5 wnd 

as book/megezine stores, for delivery of VUM LIFL in b 
pey in extra coples, wnich cen be sold. P 'Undersr 
service along Weat Coast -- perheps a large ven whlen 
couple of weeks -- messmge/purcel plcaup-delivery; city 
service; perhaps &lso & truck store deallng in steplea. 

customers include the many non-vonu 'freex: 
areas slong nighways 5, 101, 

address to and heve our shoppi 
essocistion with smell-toan non- P 
service, which would receive obundle of coples 0 

periodicel (sent vis United Parcel or es 'books'), an 
sends each one whut 1t exchanges with. Eest locaticn 
probably Celif. beceuse of United Parcel and o 

there. Advunte for membters (s:xall perlodicels without seco 

meiling permits): save postage and hundling. Service could 
sell 'library' subscriptions, offering savinge over ccste of 
subscribing to each publicetion separately. RaYO 

People who trevel constantly should cor 

service ls 

glneting 
i-class 

also 
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VOoQOULE = 
MaRCH 1972 -- VONU LIFE, Box 458, Cave Junction, Oregon 97523. 
Communicetion among noméds, troglodytes and other freedom-schlevers. 

Publ ished every two months by Mike Preeman. P Subscriptions: 
$1 for 3 issues maliled together, third cless, efter all 3 have been 
published; vonuens, gratis. Or $4 for 6 lssues (one yesr) mailed 
individuelly, first cless, es each 1s published; vonuens, §l. 
A vonusn (to us) 15 someone who lives and lets live, and lives most 
of the time out of sight, sound and mind of those unwilling to let 
1live. P Beck issues: 25¢ each plus 2b6¢ per order, meiled third- 
cless. P VL gusrentees to publish without editing at least three 
photo-ready peges (per subecriber per 3 issues of subscription) if 
relevent to invulnereble living, one-quarter page on almost anything 
including tds. Contribution privileges mey be transferred or 
eccumulsted. (We reserve the right to refuse copy we consider 
slandercus or likely to grovoka excagtional hostility.) Single-sgace 

type or write neetly in BLaCK on WHITE paper this size, ONE SIDE ONLY. 
Or send & DaRK BLaCK cerbon copy. FPut enything not for publication 
(complete name tnd eddress?) on & separate sheet. Deadline for next 
issue: Mey 1. P VL forwerds without chsrge up to three stemped 
envelopes per 3 issues of subscription, from a subscriber; wadditional 
forwerds sre 257 each. Letters may be sent to specific individuals 
who heve published, to people in & geographic sree, for discretionary 
distribution to people we believe might heve compstaeble interests, etc. 
P Right to reprint less then 10,000 copies of originsl otherwlse- 
unrestricted contents 1s hereby granted to those who reciprocate. 
Include our name, address end price ("3 1ssues, $1"). Reprinting from 
VONU LIFE shall constitute permission for us to reprint in like amount. 
Write for peraisslon to reprint more then 10,000 copies. 

SUBSCRIPTION RENEWAL TIME? #/.57— 

Your subscription expires with tivke 1BBu0’A\4%—ftcfl1v€‘337fl7“fl!fldv—— 

$4.00 for next six issues, delivered as published every two months 
by first cless meil; £1.00 to vonu&n. 

Or $1 for next three issues, sent together by third-cless mull 
after all three have been published; gretis to vonuan. 

Or whetever you want, and we will extend your subscription 
proportionately. Tell us first-cless or third-cleass. 

If you are a vonuan, let us Know. & vonuan (to us) is someone who lives 

end lets live, and lives more than helf the time out of sight, sound end 
mind of those unwilling to let live. 

  

  

SMALL aDS: 40¢ first line; 20z esch sdditlionsl line. Circulation of 
issues 1 thru 3 &s of Merch 1 wes , exclusive of complementary coples 
(Most third-class subscripers will receive issues 4 end b with this 
issue.) Dellvery means: first class, ; third class, 

BaCK ISSUBS for sele: 
'68-'69 reprint, 5, 7. 

VONU uLIFE 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6; PREFCR4-INFORM 
256¢ each plus 25¢ per order, mailed third class. 

CRYrTOSTRIPS provide & 
Privecy is realized by 

reletively simnple yet difficult-to-break clpher. 
use of individuel, easily-remembered key phreses; 

a communicetion cannot be deciphered through knowledge of the Cryptostrip 
system &lone. And the strip formet makes for rapid clphering. 
757 per set plus 25¢ per order. (Mey be combined with VONU LIFE back- 
issuse order. Vonu Life, Box 458, Cave Junction, OR 97623. 

THE LIBERTARIAN BOOK SERVICE hes the lowest cost books end pamphlets of 
interest to all libertsrians. For free booklist: LBS, Box 2487-L, 
New York, NY 10001. 

IF ANYONE CaN FIND ME 5 - 10 4CRES FOR $500 - $1000 IN S ORE, N¥ CAL, 
OR SaN LUIS OBISPO COUNTY, NEsR THE SBA IF POSSIBLE, MUST HaVE ROAD OR 
ExSEMENT, I'LL GIVE THEM $200. PAUL DOERR, BOX 1444, ViiLzJO, Cal 94590. 

Am femilier with much of Western Oregon: Douglaes Co. in particuler. 
Possibly could be of help in locating, learning areas, conditions, 
survival techniques for serious Vomuites. Would expsct reimbursement 
for time spent on "tours". Exclusive or general. R. Parks, 82010 
N. River Dr., Creswell, Oregon 97426. 

Thee maejur reezun foer thee ues uv fonlks &zu langwi], 1z'its inherunt 
kwolutee uv giveeng 1ts uezurz thee ubilutee too spel awl wurdz 
koerektlee, simplee beekawz thee leturz kewld foer in thu wurd, awr 
poot ther ukoerdeeng too ther sownd, an sints eech letur end vowl hav 
oenlee wun toen en wun slmbul, in foniks, koerext speleeng 1z igperutiv 
end inkoerekt speleeng iz lmposibul. Send foer Bednesh Foniks. §1.00 
Joesif Bednesh, 1516 Pusifik Av., Venus 90291 Kalif. 

VONU WEEK: Live and learn wilderness-vonu living for 6 days 
Siskiyou region this Summer, essisted by Roberte and Tom. P Ve will 
show you how, help you: scout site; erect shelter; finesse trails; 
forage #ild foods; eat inexpensive whole-grains; COOK invisibly; 
store supplies; ceache veluables. 16 hours personsl instruction, 
demonstration, esslstence. P Wo furnish: cempsite; tent; mosquito 
bar; ground pad; cooking gear; food (mostly whest, beens, rice); 
lemp; sews; books, meps &nd cetalogs from our library. You bring: 
clothes; bedding; eny personel ltems such as snake-bite kit, cemera, 
binoculers, firearms. Extres we cen furnish {extra cherge): bedding; 
locel transportation; vehicle perking; help setting up ! permanent 
shelter. P Your cemp-site will be in forested, low-mountaln &ree; 
swimning hole in clear creek less then helf-mile eway; moderately 
secluded -- over mile from nearest settlesment. P We are still learning 
too. But maybe we can sdvence you in your quest. P One or two 
eople, $40; e&dditionel people in group, $10 each; s&dditionel days, 
1 per person. Sorry, no enimals. 20% deposit. Sey when end how you 

will arrive at leest & month in edvance; we'll send directions to 
meeting place. Preform, Box 607, Grants Pass, OR 97526. 

in 

NHOW TO SURVIVE THE COMING DEPRESSION® 18 full of urusual methods, facts 
and detells. With or without money. Hes the true burometer to watch 
for in the coming 'fell'. W#het to do before it sterts. The only 
form of money you cen really trust end where to get it. Legel ways to 
keep whet you have now. The truth about insurénce. Keeping your 
utilities, money or not. 4alternste life styles and new ways to scrounge. 
Whet lews reslly need pessing. The beat reference books to help. 
Almost 3000 words and dozens of illustrations. One copy, 60¢g. Two 
coples plus & free 19-page herb book for $1 if you mention VL. 
A. W. Pry, B79 Park ave., Perris, Celif. 92370. 

FULL TILT by Dervle Mur;ay, 1965. Hardbound, 235 puges, 33 iliustrations. 

The remarkable £nd exciting edve rea of 8 young n who, 

cycled from Irelend to India, travelling througn Persie, af 
and over the Himalayas to Pexistan and Kew Delri. Snow ston 
wolf packs, bandits, mounteins end deserts, none could deter 

her goal. BExcellent conditi One copy only. Pleese pay Dy check 

(if book is slresdy sold I w deatroy check). $2.50 (vras B4 95 new) 

Preform (R), Box 607, Grants Pausa, OR 97526. 

FEEL THE DRaFT? FPREEDOM NOW! 
and 26¢ for & s&fe, legel and foolproof =etr 
out of the dreft (does not imvolve golnz un 
country): 8th Mighty anvil, c¢/o Lise Dawn, 
Center, Los angeles, CA 90009. 

self-oddressed snvelops Send a stexmpsd, 
i tly 

A 1s A NEWSLETTER -- A Monthly Report of the L 
is metting new standards. Meiled on time, t 1 

month, by Pirst Class Mail, since 10-71; reportin 

periodicels, books, pemphlets, recordings, meetinzs, O izacions, 

end people. §b for 12 iasues, $3/6, or $1 for 2 back issues. Dele 

Havilend, 4-B67v, 9730 Hyne Roed, Brighton, Mich. 48116. 

Stonessll Jeckson a~cedezy, Escape compulsory high schools? Try us. 
progrea for leerning. Box 1245, Plorence, SC 29501 nas flexible 

B.C. &CCES5 CaTaLOGQUE (loaded with useful informetion on how 

do in British Columbiae or enywhere) 1s now sveilcble 

Wilderness Caching Services. Issues #1 end #2 are $2 ec 
$4. (US cesh, check or money order OK). Order from EC 
c/o C. Grove; Station G Box 6424; Vencouver 8, 5.C. 

from 

  

Situations _» Searches 
Tom - My situstion, nomedic tho it be, hes stebillzed enoug 
thet expleining it will not hinder its further development. 
many others, I live end trevel in 8 V¥ cexper bus. and noze bese 

the Blue Mountsins sbove the Walla Walle Velley in scutheestern 
Weshington State. I have lend far up in the hills whers I 
30' diasmeter 3-frequency, g, gsodeslc dome wnenever I plen to s 

longer than would be comfortable in the ven. P This dcme, end otner 

smaller (16', 20', 24' diem.) demes which I heve bullt, ere all 

porteble -- minizal environmentel control devices with cemouflege 

coverings. The smeller ones are "sguatted" at spots between 
Ore and Vancouver, B.C. on privete land belonging to llke-mind 
individuela or deep in National Porests. 4as of thls letter, 
is outside Bellinghem, Wash., the 20' 15 in the woods 

Seattle on land belonging to & dropout Boelng electronics engins 
turned technology freak, &nd the 24' 15 on enotner friend's lend 

southeast of Portland, Ore.... P 411 these living speces &re mede 
up of structural memberz end triangle wood pieces szmsll enocugn in size 
and number to transport inside end on top of my V# bus. They were 
fcreatively scavenged™ from construction site refuse end dumps; were 

thus inexpensive end ecologicully sane. P I em now beginning to ke 
my living @8s & teecher-resource person on geodesics, zonohedre, 
infletables &nd shelter in genseral for the Pecific Northwest. teach 
8t nigh schools, free schoola (for nothing), stste colleges sn when 
1 heve time and the situetion end people &re together, I explein &ll 
I know ebout structures nd how different structures can zccomodate the 
verying life-style requirements of the people 1 em telking I 4 
Besides the above, the future will see me getting more deeply o the 
shering of information; moving information ground in such & way as to 

speed up the counter-culture's ebllity to nurture itself independently 
of the institutions presently imposing common cultursl customs upon us. 
Among the specific tnings I intend to involve zyself in &re (1) 
slternative medias -- §" Sony VIR portepaks; (2) elterneztive economy -- 
credit unions for fresks and others discusted with "Bank of america™ 
investment policles. P All this begen wren I waes fired from the 

railroad job I held efter service in Vietnem. after rezaing and thinking 
sbout what the necessities of existence were while receiving uneaployzent 

checks, I found myself most drewn to shelter/structure the idea of 
minimel consumption to use eerth's resources as minutely &5 possible 
myself wnile helping other's to find their own personsl path cut of the 
consumption-waste-pollution morass. P So, I would be willing to 
advise eényone on trensporteble shelter thet need not necessarily be 

domes and would appreciate correspondence with other structure &nd 
informetion/comrunication nomads. P Help your brother get it 
together, Infofreak, o/o EAT, 1900 SW Mill St. Terrace, Portland, CR97201. 

<3 

  

Rayo -- I em en &rtist doing ertwork in the g 

in the outside. I &am trying to save enocugh 
sufficient as possible which will enable me 

tnvulnerable.... KaRbN 

parallel economy -- 
§% for & ven as sel 
to be &ll the more 

  

Wishing to 
in regards 
lumber co. 

meke contact with you people. I think we think like you 
owning land end living on it (with it). We're in & tipi on 
land soon. H & M, British Columbls 
  

Deer Polks,... There ere beers, gulls, (more fish then encugh) exciting 
kinds of wood, cougers &nd dodos living &round here. I he one 
friend who lives out of his top het end enother who is literste.... 
Thenk you very senctuary much love, B, British Colubiz 
  

To Vonu Life, I took Sheron Machls' edvlice &nd ea now enscounced on 
3 mcres which will hopefully furnish me with subsistence. The land 
cost $760 &nd came with & crude sugar cene processing plsnt -- but the 
structure will be usable as & living quarters once I get the cene (which 
covers the property) cut end processed -- to dulce (raw sugar), HOT RUM, 
Then I plén to plant frult end nut trees &nd gerden. G Coste Rica &40 
  

& 
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To Rusty: Your progrem is smbitious. P Ve are still { é/ 

exploring trede-of fs between self-sufficlency, long- 

term storasge, end import-export; not sure yet what is 

optimum for us. We, too, went to LIVE indefinitely - 

sway from the S (serylle, silly, suicidsl ...) Soclety, not just SURVIVE 

until we cen get beck to 1t or until 1t 'recovers'. A few possible 

sources: BOOKS ISHI IN T#O WORLDS, story of the 'lest wild Indian', 

U. of Cel. Press, Berkeley 4. Now out in paperback, I don't know price. 

OUTROOR SURVIVaL SKILLS. More then most survivel books on 'primitive 

crafts' such es shaping rocks into tools. &2 from John R. Cumbow, 

Box 05102, Detroit, Mich. 48205. THE LkST OF THE MOUNTAIN MEN. 

I naven't read it but it sounds relevant from WEC review. 957 from 

Whole Earth Truck Store, 558 Senta Cruz, Menlo Park, Ca 94025. 

THE LaST WHOLE EaRTH CaTaLOG. Highly recommended if you don't slready 

have it. Review of m&ny books and some sources of herdwere. §4.50 

from Libertarien Enterprises, 1700 Clarkson Road, Richmond, VA 23224. 

OTHER PERIODICaLS PIDBEER, $3 for 12 1ssues. Psul Doerr, box 1444, 

vallejo, cal 94590. ee articles by editor in VL. RaYO 

  

Dear Rayo: 
2/7/72 

First of 3 back issues arrived today and, re your note, was not more delayed 

than material requested from immobile organizations (an encouraging omen). Like 

a couple of other people writing in 5/71, I am feeling good about the publication, 

which (among other things) can help keep in my head the experience of a trip I 

took a few weeks back where there were many vans and campers of all descriptions 

and origins (from factory-made to self-built) over the Xmas-New Year holiday. 

Some must have been vonuans, a concept that hadn't occurred to me before, and I 

guess the only less-than-perfect thing about the trip was that I didn't take the 

opportunity to ask more about how they were doing it. But for some unknown but 

beautiful reason I found the two-week nomadic life so liberating to my head in 

general that I decided wihis is the way" for me (no doubt in keeping with V.L.'s 

philosophy, the liberating effects did not survive a return to this life-forsakea 

university/factory town, and await their due change to re-emerge--1 hope before 

next cold season). Contrary to what onme correspondent of 5/71 said about vonu 

life restricting relationships, I found more often than not a kind of unspoken 

bond between brief acquaintances =- maybe mutually emjoying the freedom, Lf only 

for awhile —- I found once before on a shorter trip, and very rarely when "home", 

o matter where that has been. Longer relationships on this trip (2 to 3 days) 

expanded into genuine friendships out of any conformity to the time-theories of 

friendship -- though I sadly realize for many people my vords, if read, would 

be only hearsay, and feelings are hard to document with words, especially when 

you're trying to convince someone they exist! Whether this phenomenon was due 

to me, them, circumstances, or a combination of all 3, the mere fact that it 

completely eliminated my previous fear of being/travelling alome was worth its 

welght in...say, 40 years? When there were no people to dig, there were animals, 

or the vistas of the (as yet?) unindustrialized, unurbanized world, and I think 

part of my experience was caused by people, including many nstraighta", feeling 

pore respect for a woman's independence and being less inclined to question or 

move in on it when she is travelling free (of an escort/bodyguard if mot of a 

of a scheduled destination, tourist wardrobe, etc.). Many people tied 

down themselves seemed to dig the idea vicariously, others were perhaps too 

shocked to be hostile -- in any case, they weren't, By contrast, my living here 

in a house with a bar on the first floor is a big effing deal which I hear about 

continuously until nauseous. 

Contrary to what my original note implied, T did not rush out to buy a 

camper (impossible now, enyway) and am still considering the various (many! it 

scems) logistic problems of different size, type, etcetera vans. Main problem 

being how to power an electric typewriter which will no doubt continue to be my 

source of income for some time yet, 

will subscribe soon as an "others', 

companion, 

after perhaps seeing if there is a 

ndrop” bookstore or something near here (could be -- there are a lot of vhat are 

called "hippie vans" locally as seen moving thriough traffic but well out of 

sight otherwise). s.C 
Thanks again. 
  

to voma 13fe,  thanks for coplos. 
politics in most of the erticl 

i1 read avidly. 4 ecpesially like the absence of 

ansvering your questiom, i live and let live 

and 1 have lived out of sight, sound and mind .., moot of the past B yeers and 

alrost all the time mow, but 1 sould ratber mot arite about it hers €0 i &an 

sending $2. 3rd olas pail is okay for mow, in gpring maybe 1 can get 2 rolay 

from your grants pase 4roD. wny did you pick grants pass? thers are better places 

in siskiyovs, (is grents pass ip siskiycus? 1 didn't think they extendsd that far 

mortb,) of courge i am essuming you live near graate pase, waybe you don't, 

1 dig your jergen - vomu, bludg. § em adopting it, it is good to make up worde 

which suit instead of forcing 1dsas into otber peoples’ words, are you into 

goneral sexantice by chanco? 
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you can make your szall type casier - 

hang 7ou eoparate pn;.‘nph:. loave a 111t1e SPRCE betwees > 

ohangieg $he B IO F s asing hore. this providas some {rrogularii oy 
1t doesn't got loat returning from the end cf oms linm, ‘:\. 

4 learped this atyle from rossl jaque - a fantastig 

€0 year old spigpio® - hasn't cat bhis bair for 20 years. 1if you srnaqy 

i rocormend 1t.  jive done §ome Printing o0 1 kneq 

ability, otc, 1 T8 thinking of stertinsg a 1ittle paper scme. 

s 1ittle sbout e L-ut];vau.uo already doing it wnich is fine - milliozs of 

meybs 1 o= Just chicken bct 1 4o not believe 12 

tho law 0T, particulerly, sritizg atout it, thers are plaaty 

orm ond bave fun.  ro suggestiad of rayo o mo% license a 

unless o (she or he) travels on tbe highwey a lot? 

if o movesd infroquontly. cheaper to put uwp & cabin - cometbizg qaick and cruds 

orough %o walk avsy fros sithout regrob. ro mescalime experimentation of orion: 

v 3 ? morming glory sseds? of courss i 

aren't thore opongh legal weys %0 g0 high 

think tho drng lews are rediculeus. Wt 54 ratber not resist the bludg on that 

ther 50 

loval. § beceme voma mot 8o much to avold potty pigahit 2s to live ano 

or 60 yearn., houw mary ap-vonuans ©ill live the mext BO years? thizk about all the 

ways the bludég can royally mess ©p thio planet, and thers i3 mo guarantes that 

thisgs vill stay as cool as they are mo® until 1984 or 1999. lixe natales ball 

said, if you live in @& city there aro migpiles aimed at you. to orion, vhen 

169 not writizg about it in 

you got your group togetber, or grovp of groups, i 24v 

your papsr. o long as the bludg thisk you ere just a few recluses tbey Won't go 

to smecb trouble to bother you. tut let ikem think yom are an %organization” or 

Seormunity® and - look cut. 4 do mot tell cutaiders, mot even otker vomuars, 

who or how many people i o= around, i never uss the word "we®, 1 do not may whore 

1 am (closer than 200 nilea) which might give & cles to who my frisnds are, 

4 don't writo or talk about people i kmov (except for wbat they publish openly 

like you & - rusel jequo does too). mail i bave forwarded botk waya. %0 rayo. 

{ think you are mintaken %o avoid 21l contact with rednecks. trus, nmost of thea 

will never bocome voma - &rus of most city slickers too, bat you don't have to 

1f you ars careful ia youwr local dealings 

. thoro 1o mot such hasard.  gomg things you might &o: use 2 differeat mame iz 

person-to-poracn Gonlings than you write undar co Bo conmpection can be mads tbat 

voy. - if somobody aeiks whore you live or what you do for a livirg, say somotbing 

ordinary counding. Jyou might ecay you have a Job which requires you to travel 

often betwoon oities xz acd ¥, which explains your:. pressence anywhers betveen. 

or you are studying the ecology of tho area for your doctorate. shatever your 

atory is, bave it all thought out in advence 80 there are o avkeard pauses, and 

bo conaistont. pogter yet, if there are any olderly folk iz your group, Zet ons 

of them to do all your local desaling. o io probably sharper at it becsuse e bas 

nore experionce. &nd o mm won't arouse rednecis like a freak might. also o 

ron't bo cuspocted of draft dodging. o doesn't naod any story to oxplain kia o's 

presence bacause rotired psopls aro everywhore. okay to publish any of this 

axcept my eddross of course, good voruizg, 

ploase stert ny gubseriiption with no.d. 

%0 guide om €0 

deliderately broaid ng 

of legal maye to be ¥ 

motor vehicle: why ovn & BY 

lan 

  

To ien: Thenks for sub. end letter. &~ vonuen need not describe his 

1ife-style (but if he doesn't we reserve the right to &sk, eecn time 

we send nim 1ssues, if he 1s still vonu). So your £2 buys two years 

of first-class delivery. P "Siskiyou Regicn™ is our own erbltrery 

lebel for S.W. Oregon &nd N. Calif. (Ses my erticle on Sisxiyou this 

issue.) P linet do other reeders think sbout type-size, persgregh 

seperation, etc.? I'11 reply to your other cozments next issue. Ra¥J 
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tluse v veally oo m\(r-_ Co%f‘..u% with iy TS extinded <xposave 

€159) the Scwmmee sewsonm S really busy. et iT s q rare 

evening that awsone S campes o Thda 74 nile 5F me. Eveu ou The 

2 [d 

weckends One Tome lasT sammer someone (.u-l_)g‘( 200/\.‘,»»4& 2wa 

That Was the dbre Lol Segrans, A Sanperiia wile s 

(a mears usual diiTauce) way be 20007 veteel quay 150, 5o ~tort biefske 
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Corwnded - 7 ok ! 
Hi...Thanx fot the check. Thot about it for awhile since waant written for cash or vl and 
copies had gone out to others. 

Anyone kno where I could get a sot off medical instruments cheap? Was medic for years 
and may get a torn fingernail or sozething. 

Would anyone pay $250 for a pernanent leaso to a camping or squat site? Tho only addité: 
ional cost would be any cost caused by you, taxes ifi they were raised, etc. Im trying to 
got a string of sites from north canada to south mexico but, since Im as broke as most, I 
cant pay for all myself. Im hunting secluded sites, on road or eanement, preferably adjoin 
ing natdonal forests, etc, for plenty of wild, empty space. TYou could put a mailbox on the 
road as a legal address and even throw up a little soddy. You would bs expected to care 

for the land and your lease could be cancelled with no money returned if you deliberatsly 
danaged it. Anyons with a couple safe squat spots could follow the sun freo forover, earn- 
ing & few bucks, if needed,at harvest work which is very loosely redtapes, 

Did Robert v11-6 ever design his enviromaental hut/farn? 
Any canosists/vonuans? You can paddle from atlantic to pacific with just portages, or 

down atlantic or pacific coasts via inland waterways, canada in suamer..6r alaska...and 
fluleda or central america in winter, living off country if you avoid cities. The us/can 

border cance country is beautifyl and bugs usually arent too bad if you stay out of thick 

brush...camp on long points or sand bars,....cat fish and plants. I profer kayaks which can 
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  Alr spotting tecnniques include visual and if..hest,.caseres, also varicus 

other radiation and mete daetactors, so are gocd day and night, Best defense prodably 

13 instant freezs, owen . the niddle of & step. Watch & desr so eday. Thats if no tise 

to bide, natc§. Try battle cmmaflage or acsut and evacion tactice, groundeolor- 
matching clothes, Soft shoes lesve lsss trece., The pionser fringe on clothes was to 
dry them fastar and break up outlins, 

Perhaps those with land in mts would se 

cabin sites,.build a small cabin or soddie (article on soddies in next Plon 
rooa and use as basenome for legal, mail, stc. Live thers "legall 
around but built real home in wikdlands behind *home®. Saall pi 

probsbly only 2-54 yrly. 
are hidden, you can wander with no problems. lNo law agaimst buying 

long as no legal intention to defrmud provabls or have in frisnds n 

    
  

     
     ar) or u/g 

and put u/g caches 
for low, low tax, 

  

    

If "home"is indestructable or sasily rebuils and valuables 

in another neme so 

   

  

boabs will bo used in any war to further disruption 

in case war 1s not 
resist. one presently 

5 westorn ntaten area, 

nnd de:th/gloin 
an "8 hour affair® end invision is L Se3t5/08a 

existing device, exploded in orbit, will start forast firss over 
¥ho doss your photo-offsst printing? pau 

wallejo, cal 94550 
  

  

Ive alvays szaid fluoride Bust for opsners. HNow, officlal. Bills presenied fo, natfon- 
#ide, doco publicwater supplies with drugs to ®cala® insams, Who dacides ca 

How many ailitary targets on n ca/s or area, Handy info in cass. Any atcafcposer 
plants, control centars, ailt bases, etc? 

I agree with M Jones some. In an easrgency, 1 oters, 
fan out and probably find you just by nuabers ana stuplcity. 
who will want, need and take? Vonu, a'c should be in cozmunities.,.even tho =iles tweer 

with soze meuns of instant warning and organized dsfence. Alz flitsration in an u/g homs 

not difficult...may be as easy as severul heavy arapes in t 1 
This has been provon ard radiation will mot turn. Move to fore 
differont is attucked first in trouble times and azericans s 
who goes down first in foreigh land? 

Since I must maintain an open address to ssll Ploneer, etc, any interested 
in ay name with longters/permanent leaso in theirs if they hav: a bit extra to ss 
they pay all taxes, costs, etc. 

Tbat radiation detactor with 224v battery...what good after batt dead...where get nsvw... 

how recharge with atd equip....6,9,12v better...can adapt? 
MOst likely attack time would seem to me to be xmas ove with erowds shorping, 

conzunication lines tied up, skelatin crews on duty. 
I eaid Id run a zine exchange ond forward periodicals, so Ive taougnt up questlons 

Just to pubber/exchangers?,...what if some want to subscribe to eniire bundle?....chs 
mailwiy would be special fourth claes?...any source for CHEAP, STR envelopes?, 
a coupla § and I1l send til cost eats it up or regular churge? s quarterly mailir 
take nuch time but the paporwork might...write, right? I coul 
in some pack, wouldnt bo that much more effort,..Things I could picc up here (merchandise) 
and send sumotime, pay In advance if you want sozetling, but that would cost extra for tims. 
Ia beginning to like truck delivery/store idea...I like to move arownd....staple food, ete, 
a trip a month but you would have to be at pickup point on time...cauldnt wait and keep sch- 
edule, would have to make some profit....passenger service too, d on room avail,.. 
wonder Where get big van and who keep it running, which could run isto mone 
pricelist of stuff vomu make and forward orders, pick up next run..banking/- 

    

    
s hungry, terrified, ote will 
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vice? slo maybe...any other ideas...maybe some profit for me but no less if I can do all at 

be, in the more stable models, just a covered canoe. A canoe can be coverod by a waterproo! s 

canvas thghtlaced over top to hooks along sides and just holes for the paddlers. If only 
one, why not use a double paddle and work froa the center position? Keep foam, balloons or To answer your comments, otc....I'll be heppy to be a maildrop for vonumns so long as no cash 
innertubes inflated for floatation &nd your sthff sorted in three packs TIED to thwarts. cost to me. 
Carry lifepreservers and wear in water...l pak, food...l pak, tent, etc...l pak, the gear riet? Why not rite or ryt..chanjovr,.utrls...yul...,uz? 
you use on short stops, including @lood for the day so you wont need to open other two. At If the Cryptoscript is any kind of substitution system its easy to break just by frequency of 
morn paking, pak 3rd for day. Carry short shovel, ax and/or saw bundled and tied to boat  lwtters/ratio. 

Carry pole in strong case.... I'd like to get a spot in Hexico, preferably Baja, but foreigners can't buy within €0 m of saa, 

Adds in outdoor zines like fur- Anyone happ with info or leazo? 
You can just lay For tooth repair...how about twopart epoxy or dental "Plate Keld” $2.50 or eo. 

where you wont contact in fall, etc and sheath 1A possible. 

hear the voice of experience....and some repair material. 
fish-game carry ads for kits to built your omn cance for about $20.00. 

  

A Dre=l highspe 

out a 16/18 foot shape on floor, 20" wide in center and make your own plan...bottoa in 2 hobbydrill could be used with burrs to clean decay but anasthetics? An exzedic should bave some 

halves, 1 plece each side....use 1" plywood and 1x1 beveled pcs to glue to....sides of bottiknohow. 
3" higher than keel, ends ditto than center or get coamercial plan, or from boy scouts. Build a soddy. This is just turf cut about 3x6' and stacked. Recof with poles and more turwss. 
You can buy coutour maps froa us geological service and air photomaps from counties of al- Windows & door in front. Plastis sheet to waterproof. Giows grass to hids. Simple firs on floor 
most anywnere now, with tinsheet hood & pize. Ditch outside around for dry. Will write longer on how I built mine 

Someone suggested hiring another to move your stuff. W®hy not reat-a-car? later. Colder outside? Just build thicker walla, Rainy? Cover with plastic or *woven"=at of 
Its legal to use another name if no inteny to defraud, but who knows bludg interpretatioilizber stlcks or anything to break direct contact of water so no molt, 

of defraud, Hoooages...african drums and hearer pass it on, or treo aail drops ditto? 
Pets. Many people would like to travel but they have animals from osnaries to elephants  frite Univ of Aria for info on @olls drilled horizontal into hillsides...cheapsr...easier... 

that must eat and drink every day and cant go along for some reason, so theyre pinned down. self flow with no pump...not 8o deep needed, 

Even bf they travel, special care ls necersary and they are obvious. Also, they might be A eaall piece of land...try buy for $10 and pay seller finders fee of $100s if nesessary...for 
wandering when you want to move out fast, so think first. low tax base,..modified retreatisa...legal address for mail, business but real home back in wilds 

Cooking smells travek far, as does coffee or tobacco asmoke, In battle scouting you are beyond your border...food trees and possibly u/z storage on your om land. Everytime tax raiaed, 

alsrted far sooner by cmells than by sound or sight. Dont smcke. Watch the b.o. Eat it means dollar devalued o easier to get...wotth lass...so your land holds real value or gains, If 

raw, it worth $10 or $10,000, except for its valusrise because of scarcity, the real value is the saxs, 
Anyone know the address of d.d. granting bootherhood of st anthony of padua or zeze Just more lowsrvalue dollars. I'd pay pretty hi for land bordering national park wilderness aroa, 

similar nace? for instance, 
Yos, whaat to bsan..sbout 6 to l...gives coaplste protsin. 
Ko, the people who work at changing govt usually fill their own pockets so you'rs right, the 

forn isn't too important. Probably a lot of 1little, middleagefeudal types best in terms of littls 

power, oasy bordercroasing? 

WPF available direst froa maker but why not meke your own...cheap...easy...fresher..healthier.. 
substitute for hard to get stuff...use for trips or even main camp, 

Good books SHIPS MEDICAL CHEST & DOCTOR (MERCHANT M-RI ..HOSPITAL CORPS HANDBOOK...NATIONAL 
FORMULARY. . .OUTDOOR SURVIVAL SXILLS, OLSON...PASSRORT TO SURVIVAL (Mormon storas). 

Might sell my camper built in walk-in van for $675 if any interested. 
T've never tried to use bremsrayeast tabs for bread ysast. You'ra probably right, they're dead. 

Tho “oreverfg yeast is gliva tho, Hantsrs sells browar ‘and wine yeastss If you want crean of tartar 
isn't that in the wine leas? 

I'd 1like eamples of any libertatian zines, or L{11 trade Pioneer. Cagzh, I bavent much of. 

Im not so sharp I could brag but if anyone has any questions I can answer here Ill try. 
Soda isnt good for the body, Bo why not run acorns theu mestgrinder, squeeze juice out, soak, 

drain and cook if wanted? 
I will oporate a magasine exchange if wanted, sending quarterly,for copy of each and costs , and 

you get stuck with a copy of Pioneer, 
¥ould a freek/vonu truck delivery/store pay for itself? I havent a big van. 

started it, it would be strictly pay in advance. I could continue this here or 
mag exc and trk and possibly deliver sines too. Subs to pro zines could come to 
you pay atd sub price. Any ldeas? 

I think some sort of geographical location should be given with letters, eto to help resder 
orient practices 2alreference to himself. 

I found offset printer $5.50/3,25 per 1000, reduction, etc fres. 
Could you carry couple gal liquid, make forms of plas sheet and pour quick set foam for walls? 
I would prefar your answersyborletters to follow thes., with or without rebutal, for more ideas/ 

interchange. 

A group of vonu could buy apartaent house of all houses in small area, plant bushes/bulld fence 
to exclude spyeye and have enclave, all extra possible entrys closed off. Buy or longtera lease 

old garages for squats, board windows but watch fo» "exploring" kids. 

I collect knives, ax, hatchats, otc...if not stainless, paint with rubber paint or heavy grease, 
plant in caches,..you can do (slower) angthing with a knife..,one when youve bsen claaned could 
8ave your neok...surpdus bayonets, machetes, kitchen knivee from 2nd hand stores, etc good. Finny- 

sports selld good knives cheap for unfancy....3 layer mora, staindess with sintered carbide blade, 
to. Got cheap singlesho g and cache, In WRII many singleshot 2036 1 fas europa, ohe s St wil‘k ‘gfl you a dinner or a uachin";g\m glt‘ you clfu psrtuf;.dstne ;}:3165 aropt 

I 

Olsen, Outdoor Survival Skills is the best Ive ever seen on how to go out naked shd 
equip yourself froa weeds, stones, etc . . . 

I think ite better to make more trips than to keep animale. A man cen hide easier and 

| he makes less trail. Also animals mean small, nolse, stirring cround to find, lots of 

food, grazing, etc. In moccasins, you can leave hardly a trail, 
Id like to mest Tom Marshall and see how he digs/builds. What warning eq doss he use? 
Solarcell power receptors are quite easily hidden..no nolse nor movement..all they m 

need is light...s couple batteries to store power...fluo lites uze much lesa power than 
incandescent....but radio, etc are dependent on society for parts...also a radio CAN be 
traced...it gives off a carrior wave that can be detected with the right detector... 
I mean a rogulat radio, transister of table or whataver. 

A good sheet mirror of plastic is avallable...try Edmunds Sci. 
From p-i 9-5...sitting vs asquatting..youre right...sqmatting is physiologically better 

sitting can cause piles, etc. MNost europe outhouses are just a hole in the floor (and 
zany inside too). Confortable US builds 1 & 2 halers where the black widow can aquat 
too (and bite). 

Ive often wished men would carry shouldsrpouches. Things fall out of pockets . Also 

cloaks,..a heavy wool closk widl shed rain, keep you wurm walking,especially if belted 
with arnholes, and be & good blanket too. 

I see meny mention microfilm library. Are theit 

really that good? Without power for the reader...as they probably will be....it might 
be rough reading. 

Taylor quotes estizates of optimun world population of 200 millism, of 
the us 20 mil, and shows figures that only about 5CO mil could possibly, even with all 
optimum conditions, live a us type 1ife in the world, 362 caees of schizophrenia per 
1000 in center of big city, grading down to 55.4 on edge, to nothing in backcountry. 
He gives lab cases of deliberate stressing to show lifeforms reduced by 3/4 when stress 
reductions begin. Also shown is pollution (radioactivity, mercury, etc) distribution 
which increases downwind, like from 1 in west to 4 on east coast. 40 mil tons of radio- 

active sand and mine tailings blowing uncovered in the breeze and drifting into rivers, 
San Miguel River has 30x over mam allowable raciation now from pollution. 

1 have & Bausch 
Lozb medical microscope for sale or trade for something, or Ill give it to whoaver can 

get me a few acres in nw cal, sw ore, or san luis obispo county for not over 200p per. 
aw or sears sell a rolled plastic and chickenwire stuff that makes fine windows or 

pit greenhouse covera, 
Dont use igneus rock for your home. Tests show it has natural 

radioactivity ana will incresse damage rate some, like peopls who live in granite areas 

have more damaged kids. 
Bone meal and milk is a heavy source of radact (strontium, etc). 

| Cows e t the grasp and concentrate the rad in milk. 

  

Any ideas? If I 
on the lsnd, both 

=e at lotrates and     
  

To Peul: a«re you statlonery encugh to tackle & 
Might thet not be better sulfted to & non-vonuan? 
would be non-vonuist.) I don't think quurterly 
enough. This would mean & naxizum deley for VL of 
e aeximum of 4 months we presently experience sendln; 
yeer third-cluss. VL is presently exchanging witn 27 

    

  

I would like o get yogi or zen 
instruction, 
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+—=INTER +— 
IP THE FBI KNOCKS by John L. Snare (condensed from 24ja72 LIBEKTaRIAN 
CONNECTION, c/o Lisa Dawn, Box 90913 Worldway Postal Center, L.A.CAG0009; 
25¢ for somple, $4.50 for 200 pages minimum). 

What would you do if the FBI called on you endesked for information about 
an acguaintance who htd beon so breve as to resist the state's efforte 
to rob &nd enslave him? P If you have not decided in advance 
there is considerable denger that, in your uncertainty, you will grudging- 
ly enswer questions in &n evasive manner. If so, the duel 1s on, &nd a 
cunning FBI mén mey be able to wring informetion from you that is 
damaging to your scqueintance. You will be trying to decide very rapidly 
whether to say you do not know, or to give & true but hopefully harm- 
less enswer, or whether to give false informetion. The interrogator 

may have enough information in his flle to detect a falsse énswer, or to 
point out to you that your "don't know" answer has to be wrong. It 
would probably be impossible to enswer many questions while giving 
correct answers @about things they already know and false answers about 
things they don't know. ¥ If en investigator cells on me &nd identifies 
himeelf, I intend to inform him thet I do not wish to talk to him. 
Gary Greenberg says & person has & legel right to refuse to ta&lk to an 
investigator. If I am seated, I will then stend up; if I em inside & 
bullding I will go to the door &nd hold it open for him. Qulet, gentls 
polite, smooth 88 silk -- but &8s firm es iron. (Practice thet on the 

next salesman who cells, end see how many seconds it tekes him to 
leave!) P I intend to keep no informetion in my home or office that 
would incriminate @ friend. Generally I would try to avoid saying any- 
thing specific enough to be demaging in case phone conversetions were 
recorded. In the unlikely case of being subpoenaed &s & witness, 1 
would have time to seek counsel, and could probebly stell, claim un- 
certainty, and otherwise minimize daemeging informetion about my 
acqueintances. P If I had a friend who was really "hot", he would 
probebly be wise not to reveal his address to me or eny other past 
acquaintance; one single slip might be enough to put him behind bars 
for yeers. If he wished to communicate with me, he could probably diel 

direct end deliver & short, preplanned message with 8 high degree of 
safety.... 
  

4n egent may employ tricks to start you talking, such ss: Imply thet 
your triend (or even you) is suspected of involvement in & 
crime of which you know he is innocent, prompting you to volunteer 
information vhich will exonerate him (or you). Pretend to be stupid 
end inept, tempting you to 'duel' with him end confuse him further. 
(Remember thet he may heve ten yeers of experience at such 'duels'.) 
Threaten you (or Your spouse or children, if you aren't at home) with 
arrest if you don't cooperate. The safest thing, not only for your 
friend but for yourself, is to say nothing. 4n investigator is like 
2 miner -- the more he gets cut the harder he'll dig. Say nothing and 
most likely after a while he will give up end go try his luck elsewhere. 
4ny threat 1s most likely a bluff -- there aren't enough jeils to hold 
all the people who don't 'cooperate'. AY 0 

(Also vie LIBERTARIAN CONNECTION) from Dec. 24, 1971 LCS ANGBLES FREE 
PRESS -- anslysls of the FBI documents liberated in the Media, Penn. 
raid, as compilad.by the group thet liberated them: 40% of documents 
pertained to surveillence of politicel groups; 30% of documents dealt 
with procedural metters; 7% of documents deelt with military AWOL's 
and deserters; 7% of documents deelt with draft resistance; 16% 
of documents pertained to "ordinary crime"; 1% of documents dealt 
w%lth organized crime. (This 1s useful informetion for fore-arming any 
neighbors and relatives who have only a TV-image of government 
investigators. 0) .... Because of revelations resulting from the 
Medina, P4 FBI office raid, the FBI decided they had to improve security. 
To accomplish this, they have had to close about half their offices 
throughout the country, and concentrute resources on the rest. 

  

  

THE PAPER TRIP (aveilable from Eden Press, 16951 Diemond St., VWest- 
minster, CA 92683, for $56.95 complete). Here is something special for 
the SERIOUS 1ibertarian who wishes to have evailable alternate ldentities 
for beating the draft, beating a bust, diseppearing, changing citizen- 
ship, for that "just in case" situstion, stc. This is a 28 page 
booklet ... which is @ step-by-step guide to the procurement of LEGaL 
government identificetion documents for another (or several) ldentities. 
These are not blank phony copies or forgeries which can't stand invest- 
igation. The book provides dete&ils -- which I'm not free to divulge 
in this review, of course -- for establishing cheaply and without risk, 
& new ldentity supported by the proper documentz. An associate company, 
RE Search (8986 Dayton Way, Beverly Hills, CA 90211) says that they 
will provide for $50: a logal birth certificate which meets your 
personal specs of age, sex, and race. These are found from records 
of ectual individuels who died &t an carly age before obtalning other 
government ID, such as soclal security, draft card, driver's license, 
etc. With the birth certificate, you cen then obtein these other 
desired ID. THE PAPER TRIP tells you how to do the seme Job yourself. 
(from 24ja72 LIBERTARIAN CONRNECTION, address ebove) 
  

I have not reed THE P4PER TRIP but I would hesitate to employ this approach for an identity I plenned to use over a long pericd. If there is ever a nation-wide correlstion of birth, death and current records (such as drivers licenses), such identities would be lomediately 
detected. Efforts to correlate might be prompted by wide use of this approach. The actusl correlation would be easy to mechanize with 
computers but, bludg asgencies being what they are, would probably take 
several years to set up. P One alternate approsch is to create & 
%hole new ldentity -- someone who was not born in a hospital nor 
delivered by & doctor =nd is without birth certificate. There may have been quite & few such births, even 20 or 30 years 8go, 1in rural (but 
populous!) counties of the U.S. South and Appalachia. This approach 18 less convenient in the short-run but may be safer long-renge. '4 The best apprcech of all may be one which someone works out for himself, which (hopefully) 1s not being used by meny others. Each step should be thought thru cerefully in edvence end made fell-safe -- i.e., even iT the step triggers an alarz in some buresucracy, the applicant is not in jJeopardy. P The less need one has for ID the better -- even if 
one 1s &8 law-abiding as most vonuists ere. (There are plenty of 'real! identitles wnich would not pass an inveastigation -- due to goofs in the bureaucrecies.) This is a strong reasson for vonu. RAYO 

ALABAMA PLATES: ",,.. Senetor Lewis (Brooklyn) said he obtained Alebama pletes end a registration certificate thru the melil for $30 without heving to submit proof of ownership ... from Probate Judge Lelend Enzor of Covington Co. In alaebama, probate judges get $6.76 
plus e percentage of the fes.... 'l have achleved exactly what every 
auto thief ezpires to do.... (and & person could) cheat the state out of registration money end sales tax." (from news clipping, thanks to JIM) 
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UNWRGMU&‘D HOWVIMG CATHERINE LESLEY Copyright 1772 by g 
EARTL 

With our low overhead, e charged aboy 

third as much as the biggies while paying o 

$4 an hour . . . more than union wages an 
what we charged customers for the men” 

Student Movers was a child of ¢ speration born 
when my man and [ returned to New York in Scptem- 
ber of 1970 with barely enough money to tike our 
tired VW bus across the George Washington Bridge. 

By spring, our moving company had grown fror_n a 

struggling one-truck outfit into a fullscale, full-u_mc 

enterprise. That homey little underground operation 

footed our rent, kept us well-fed, paid a year’s college 

tuition and took us out of the city and onto the land 
the foliowing June with $8,000 in our pockets. 

If you're stuck in the city, underground moving or 

trucking just might help you earn your way out too. 

All it takes is a second-hand truck or bus, a stable 
telephone number, strong arms and a broad back. 
Here’s how. Condensed from #/3 

HMOTHER , Box TE flnJlllor) 
q 1 Ohio, 49057; BL35 

WHY UNDERGROUND? s 56/6’/}14!‘. 

Underground, in the case of moving, means un- 
licensed and uninsured . . . strictly speaking, illegal. 

But there are dozens of underground movers in every 
big city that operate openly—and even advertise in 

establishment newspapers—without hassles from the 

police. It amused us to call ourselves the Bonnie and 
Clyde of the moving world, but we really weren’t try- 

ing to circumvent the law. Working undergrourid was 

simply the best way to provide a cheap and efficient 

alternative to high-priced professional movers. 

Our customers didn't mind that we weren't in- 

sured . . . our low rates made up for that, We made it 

clear that we couldn’t be responsible for breakage and 

we refused to handle very delicate or very expensive 

items. But if we did damage something—as happened 
a couple of times during the year—we paid out of our 

pockets rather than making the customer file a ctaim 

and walit months or years for reimbursement. . ., 
We did have a slight run-in with the New York 

City Department of Consumer Affairs in fate spring 

over licensing. ““You're operating illegaily,” their in- 
spector told us sternly. “You'd better go out of 
business right away." 

“Yes sir,” we said, “right away, sir." 
The inspector calledback a few weeks later. “‘Have 

you gone out of business yet?'._ 

“Yup."” And that was the last we heard from him. 

The forces of law and order, it seems, have more 

pernicious enemies to wipe out than small-time under- 

ground movers. 
Incidentally, you might avoid the licensing problem 

altogether if you call yourself “Joe's Truckers" rather 
than “Joe’s Movers.” In some areas truckers don't 

have to be licensed. You can check with the Small 
Business Bureau in your city about that 

Underground movers, working on a human rather 
than a corporate scale, can avoid the huge overhead 

in office, vans, advertising, etcetera that Allied and 

Mayflower pay. We worked out of our home, wrote 

our own ads and used our VW bus—our ““family car’'— 

as a van. That made it possible for us to specialize in 

light moving at low rates. We didn’t compete directly 

with the big guys . . we only handled the small loads 

that they found unprofitable 

The big companies in New York City charge $40 to 

$50 an kour for three men and a van, but pay those 
men only $3-4 an hour. Is it any wonder that movers 

have a reputation for being gruff, careless, inefficient 

and even dishonest? They know they’re exploited. | 

that you don’t have to pay income tax on your 

earnings if you don't want to. fust insist on cash 

payments from all your customers and keep your 

records to yourself. What Infernal Revenue doesn't 

upon by 

I can't 

2l o)!.:cked cardboard signs up on the win- 
dows of our bus (which was patently illegaf because 

we were advertising & commercial service and didn't 
have commercial license plates) and we'd hold our 

breath when cops stared at the s . No hassles. Onie 

of the policemen even jotted down the number and 

called us up to do a job. 
Eventually we had our advertising Xeroxed (at 

"about 33 for 100 sheets, three ads to a sheet) and 
spent a day pasting the pages all over town: at 

transient hotels, YMCA'S, churches, apartment com- 

plexes, other colleges and on outside walls and 

lampposts. Some got ripped down, but at that price 

it was no problem to replenish them. 
To establish our rates, Chris and | checked the 

local newspaper (in New York, The Village Voice) 

used by other underground movers, then decided on 

a competitive price: $7.50 per hour for one man and 
a truck, $11 50 for two men. (Later on we upped our 

rates to $8 and $12 respectively, simply because that 
made it easier to figure fractions of an hour). That 

price included gas but not tolls. We set a one hour 

minimum for each booking, charging to the nearest 

quarter of an hour thereafter 

The customer was “on the clock” from the time 
we left home until we got back 

able estimate for getting home), obviously with no 
coffee breaks or dallying on the way. That's called 
travel time, and all professionals charge for it ... 

If you want to operate on a larger scale, you might 

buy a used mail truck or United Parcel van (see ““Keep 

on Truckin'" in MOTHER NO. 8). Or you could, as 

one of our friends did, put plywood sides and top on 

apickup or flatbed truck. With such vehicles, however, 

you might be forced to get commercial plates in some 

states . . . and that means higher registration fees, in- 

surance, tolls and restricted access to some highways.. 

Other equipment which it's good to own are a doliy 

for carrying things on flat surfaces and a hand-truck 

with creepers for going up and down stairs. These will 

save your back but aren’t really necessary at first un- 

less you're moving refrigerators, washing machines or 
oianos. You might pick up an old dolly from another 
mover for a few dollars . . . and you can rent a hand- 

truck from U-Haul for three bucks a day or borrow 

one from a kindly superintendent for use within his 

building. You should always carry a couple of old 

blankets to protect furniture from scratches and it's 

a good idea to collect a bunch of cardboard cartons 

or wooden crates to carry small stuff like dishes... . 
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Towards a Hyglenic Language 

it isn't 
the 

Is your choice of words consistent with your world view? If 
you may be subconsciously weakening your own velues. I hope 
following will help you to see yourself more clear. 
1. TWhen you're attempting to put someone down do you employ eny of 

the following terms: bastard/prick/cunt? 
Do you ask God to domn things (i1.e. say "God damn 1el"), call on 
God (by excleiming "Oh my God"), or tell people to go to hell? 

3. When something mslfurctions do you call it fucking? 

No.1 Refering to e dispicable person as a basterd/prick/cunt renders 
those words synonymous with displcable. Is somecne dispicable because 
his parents didn't have @ murriage license? Are the genitals 
dispicable? Repugnance with the body end its functicns is an 
expression of the Puritan etnic, an ethlc which someone has sald has 
88 1ts greatest fear the possibility that someone, somewhers, nay be happy. 
No.2 If one doesn't believe in God or hell why a&sk God to daamn, cell 
upon him,or tell scmeone to go to heli? 

No.3 If, e.g., the door sticks and doesn't operate prop 
hesitate to celi it fuckling Bince to do so equates ma 
with sex. 

(thing) 
DEFE?TIVE DOOR 

2. 

ly, I'd 
nctioning 

(word) (thing 
= MFUCKINGM 

(attitude) L 
THERE IS SOMETHING WRONG WITH IT < 

Beceuse it seems easler to substitute new invective thén to just 
eliminate the old, I try to coin/adopt my own. "Bludg/bludg-loving" 
seem to work somewhet. Orion has mentioned shouting "mistekel" 
when one 1s made; &and there is always "oops" or "woops™. Swear 
words which convey my velues yet provide an emotionsl relesse &re not 
easy to devise. Perheps you heave some you will share. 
If opportunity permits, doing something physicel may be &n even bstter 
release than sweer words. For exemple, one may throw rocks when out 
doors where they won't do any damage. 
Sweering is & difficult hebit to chenge but I think it's worth working on. Swear words of that soclety are some of its outposts and, as Sslly Kempton aaid "It's herd to fight an enemy who has outposts 
in your heed." 

CHECK YOUR VALUES CHECK YOUR WORDS WHAT 4RE YOU TELLING YOURSELF? 
   



  

PRVEY OF SISKIYOU REGION 
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Tos Ca-— Euthar soft, easily 
n scade and Warner and the Modoc Plateeu between are moucn cEares ly volcanic -- hard, not easlly eroded Ti . ir surface is bare rock in man Gecia 

Ty er y places, especlally 

deep underground 
¥ost mining in the gaglon fian bean 

there is 1little 
P Siskiyou Region hes a 
thru September, and & mild 
thru april. P In winter the prevailing west winds (from the west at 

high sltitudss, not necesserily on the surface), bring molset air from the Pacific which deposits much snow, sleet and rain. Precipitation is heaviest close to the coast and on the weat 
slope of the higher Cascades (80 or more inches per yeer), moderate betvwoen the Coast and Cascede ranges (30 to 40 inches per yesr), and light 
208t places east of the Cascades (10 to 156 
inches per yeer). 4n occesionel storm brings 
thunder end high winda but these are rere west 
of the Cascades. In Winter, typicelly, steady 
rain and/or snow will fall for a day or two; 
then several deys of showers and occesional 
clearing; then more steady rain/snow. I'4 
In Winter, on the West Coaet of North Zmerica, 
temperature veries primarily with elevation 
end secondarily with distence esst of the 
coast. Temperature veries little with latitude 
(north-south) -- some mountsin comminities in 
Southern Celifornie have colder (but dryer) 
winters then do coestal towns of Southeastern 
Alaska. In Siskiyou Reglon, below 2000 feet 
snow seldom lays on the ground more than a few 
deys. Even in Jenuary and February there are 
mild spells with highs in the 60's and 60's; 
8lso occasional sunny days. P Summer, 
especially July end august, is mostly sunny &nd 
hot, except on high mountains end along the 
coast. The coast 1s usually cool with fog or 

clouds, while 16 miles inland, beyond the first 
renge of hills, the sun shines brightly. 
Blackberries ripen two months earlier in the 
Rogue Velley than on the coast. On the coast 
meen temperature change from Winter to Summer 
is only 120 -- September is the warmest month. 
In the Rogue Valley in summer, the daily high 
is usually over 90°, frequently over 100°. 
P On the Pacific Coast summer is momewhat 
warmer end dryer toward the south: July and 
August in centrael British Columbia are about 
like June end September in Siskiyou, end Mey 
end October in Southern California. 

On the well-watered Coast ranges and western 
slopes of the Cascedes, the commonest tree is 
Douglesfir; on the east slope of the Cascades 
the commonest tree is Ponderosa plne; ths 

plateru further east grows mostly brush. 
In the Klemath mountains vegotation depends 

very much on the soil; & lush forest may be 
growing on & pocket of decomposing shele while, 
e mile away, peridotf® supports only stunted 
Knobcone pine and Manzenita bushes. 
Little virgin timber remsins, except where the 
trees are too small to be worth cutting; 
commercisl forest is mostly second growth. 

Lumber remains the biggest industry of the 
region but is steble-to-declining. e 
Despite the mild climate there is relatively 
little agriculture. Not only is level land 
limited to & few river valleys, but the soil 
is leached in Winter &nd beked in Summer. 
Even in the Rogue Valley, most crops need 
irrigation and fertilization. East of the 
Cascades thaero isn't the leaching problem 
but irrigation water is scarce. Even stock 

raising is not very extensive west of the 

Cescades; grasses are poor in minerels, hay 
and elfalfa are trucked in to supplement local 
forege. ? During the last few years many 
non-vonulst agrarians, both freeks and retirees, 
have been attracted to Siskiyou bDecause of its 
mild climete and proximity to major West Coest 
cities. This has bid up the price of what fair 
crop land there is. But now the net flow of 
these people seems to be eway, to the 4ppal- 
echians and Ozarks where land is lese expensive 
and growing conditions relatively better. 

¥hat 18 bed for agresrisns can be good for 
vonuens. 
uninhabited except for berry bushes and herbs, 
deer and bear -- end us. Except around a fow 
settled arees and tourist attractions, one c&n 
walk 8 quarter-mile awey from a treil and be 
8lone. Even in deer season, few people go far 
from the roads; the favorite hunting tactic of 
rednecks iz to drive elong, 2 or 3 in a pickup, 
and blast whetever they scare up. In meny areas 
18 hegvy brush; a formidable berrier to a 
stranger, but e friand of the vonuan who has 
worked out trails. P ¥#hile there are few 
people in the back country, there are enough in 
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the lerger treding centers for comparative 
snonymity -- everyone doesn't know everyone alse. 
4nd these treding centers ers close snough at 
hend so thet transportation isn't & big problem. 
Furthermore, San Francisco, Los ingeles or Port- 
lend is only a day's drive sway. For these 
ressons, vonu 1s easier¥to achleve in Siakiyou 

thén in 8 more remote region, such &s Yukon. P 

Slskiyou i8s the sefest reglon in the U.S. in 
event of nuclear war; it is upwind end away 

from major tergets. P So fer we have explored 
very little of Siskiyou. Based on whet wo know 
now, the best subreglon for year-srourd vonuens 
is Klamath mounteins with thelir great veriety of 

terrain and vegetstion including large areas of 
Thousends of square miles ara completely'wasteland', growing trees too small for timbery 

end brush. W®hile Klemeth mountains include 
rugged BOOO-foot peaka, there &re ulso hundreds 
of velleys below snowline -- desirable for some- 
one who mey be hunted as well es hunter. Weater 
is no problem except on ridges -- even small 
sub-sub-tributary creeks flow the year &round. 
[4 For summer veén-nomads, Klameth mountains 
aren't too good; most terrain 1is too rugged or 
brushy to get e four-wheeled vehicla off of 
meintained treils. Luambering (of Douglasfir) is 
mostly by clesr-cutting; unused treils soon grow 
over. The pine forests of the southern Cascaaes 
ere better; at leest this is true of areas we 

    

have seen between Medford wnd Klemeth Falls; 

extensive &reas are relutively level except for 

8 few volcanlc peaks; the forest is parklike 
with 1ittle brush. There are more tourists, 
however. and foraging seems not to be as goed &s 

in Coast and Klemath mounte ins. P An Cregon 
city is better than & California city for local 
purchases and receiving mall; there is no ssles 
tax. * por small groups 

MaPS SUG3ESTED 

FOREST SERVICE MaPS, These indicate land statis 
('public' or 'private') and show most roads and 
Jeep trails. Thelr roed informution 1s more up to 

date than sre topo maps. They do not show elevaticon 
contours and tres cover 8s do topo maps. Scale 
of most of them 13 § inch equels 1 mile. There 
is no charge for these maps but, so far &s we 

Know, each must be individually ordered froa 

(or picked up a8t) the heedquarters of each 
National Forest. # In the list below, the 
numbers following each address indicate approxizmate 
range of latitude and longditude covered by 
the map. (To cover Klamath mountains, get 
Siskiyou, Six Rivers, Klumath, and Rogue River 
maps . Siskiyou National Forest, Box 440, Grants 
Pass, OR97526, 41.8-430N, 123.3-184.50%, 
Rogue River National Forest, Box 520, Medford, 
On97601,41.8-430N, 122-123.24. 

     



S1x Rivers Notional Forest, Bureka, Calif., 40-480N, 1E3-1240W. % 
Klemath National Porest, Yreka, Cslif. (7), 41-420N, 122.8-1R3.8°W, 
Shasta-Trinity National Porest, Redding, Calif. 40-41.7°N, 
(Ask for meps of both Trinity and Shasta Nationsl Forests.) 7 
Modoc Nationael Forest, 4lturas, Celif. (?), 41-420N, 120-12g°W. 
Lessen National Forest, Susanville, Calif. (?) 40-410N, 120.5-1220W. 
Siuslew Netionsl Forest, Box 1148, Corvallis, Ore. 97330, 43.3-46N, 123-4 
¥illamette Netional Porest, Box 1272, Eugens ORP7401, 43.3-33.7H, 121.8-2 
Umpqua National Forest, Roseburg, Ore., 42.8-44M, 122-1238. 
Winems National Porest, Post Office Bldg., Klamath Falls, OR97601 
42.1-43.2N, 1e1-122.27. Deschutes National Foreat, Bend, Ore. (17}, 
43-46N, 121-128W. Premont National Porest, Lakeview, Ore. (?7), 
42-43N, 120-128W. (?) following the address indicatess that I'm not 
sure whare the headquarters is located; however a letter will probably 
errive If addressed: "Headquarters, X National Porest...®. 

TOPOGRAPHIC MAPS, scmle 1:250,000 (4 inch equals 1 mile) of ereas of 
interest. For example, order "Medford NK 10-5". The arsa ocoverad by 
each map of this serles 1s shown on our map in deshed lines. 4&sk for 
maps which show foreated areas in green. W 80¢ each. U.S. Geologic 
8Survey, Denver, CO 60226 or Washington, DC 20242. Also ask for 
"indexes for Calif. snd Oregon of 16-minute topographic maps?, no 
charge. The 16-minute series is smaller acale: 

Geologic Map of Oregon; Geologic Map of Californis. Were 364 each. 
U.S. Geologic Surveys:. If you ars especielly interosted in rosiss and 
minerals, also write to State Department of Geology and Mineral 
Industries, Portland, Ore., for an index to geologic maps they lssus. 

We haven't found & good map of vegstation types. 

fClimates of the Statee", temperature end precivitation deats and maps. 
for Oregon and Celifornia. 26¢ each. U.S. Government Printing Office, 
Division of Public Documents, Wazshington, DC 20402. 

SOURCES IN SISKIYQU REGION 

POOD STAPLES: Most grains and pulses are expensive in the small cities 
of the region, vwhen available at all; anyone coming by motor vehicle 
is advised to bring his supply. Sourceas sre roughly ordered by price: 

Albers and other feed and grain stores are in most towns of the reglon, 
including quite small communities. Not overy store has all of the 
following: WHEAT, about $4 per 100 pounds. This is soft, white 
wheat, grown in E. Washington or NE Oregon. It is as mutritious as 
hard red wheat except for 25% lower protein content. It may not atore 
for as many years. Contalns much chaff which can be removed by washing 
(chaff floats, kernols eink). Boil 1like rice until soft. For more 
recipes, see Hygeias's Hyglenic Review, VL3 p8. Texture is different 
from rice but boilea wheat is tasty once one gets accustomed to it. 
(I'm eating 1t for breskfast as I write this. Mix wheat about 6 to 1 
with beans or pees for better protein balance. MOLASSES, black-strap, 
Biégound in customer's container. (Discarded bleach jug is okay.) 
BONE MEaL, feed grade, finely ground, as calcium supplement. 7¢/pound. 
WALNUTS, im shells, 35¢/pound. 

Cliff's Farmers Market, 6th St. south of river, Grants Pass: 
red, white and pinto, 16¢ per pound (Peb. 72). 

Warehouse Foodstores, 2100 W. 11th, Eugene. Pair prices on red beans 
and white rice in quantity. 

Pood co-op, wes near 20th and Bmerald in Eugene. 
good prices (summer 71) 

Jorgensen's Dairy, 1300 Court St., Medford. Powdered milk, $33/100#. 

Walter G. Vail, NE of Central Point (in phone book, phone first). 
Honoy is 60# cans, competitive pricea (high in 71 due to poor season). 

Rogue Gold cheese factory, Centrel Point; 8alaso store on bth st., 
Grants Pass. Often has store returns, ends and seconds, 70¢/pound. 

Lee's Olive House, Hiwey 199 (on west side), Cave Junction. 
and seeds including some exotic ones. Moderately-high prices 
(brown rice, $1 for 6 pounds). 

BEANS, 

Most staples, some 

Grants Pass (bear left, next to branch poct office). Nice atmosphere 
and many staples but mostly 'orgenic' at high prices (17¢ per pound for 
¥heat). 
Health food store, Hiway 92, Central Point. Same comment. 

Getting food stamps is & horrendous hessle in Josephine County (Grants 
Pass), perhaps anywhere. Requires ID, "residential address", monthly 
interview at food-stemp center. Not recommended. {Fall, T1) 

'SPORTING GOODS' including pack frames, tents, cemp stoves, sleeping 
bags, special clothing. Prices of new merchandise are competitive with 
most big-city prices; abeence of seles tex in Oregon helps. 

H1l1s' Surplus, 6th St. south of river, Grants Pess. Hos polyethylens 
film, 6 mil was 2¢/foot2 cut, 1.5¢/foot? whole roll (Oct. 71), 
also polyurethene foam, various thicknesses. 

Bazar, Biddle Road, Medford. 

Pay-Less, east F St., Grants Pass; also in Medford. 

USED clothing, cooking utensils: 
and many other cities. Goecd prices but wool clothing, etc. selis 
quickly. (Goodwill stores charge very high prices; 

GASOLINE is usually 4¢/gel. less eround Central Point-Medford than 
elsewhers in region; 
PROPANE refilis: $1.50 for b gal. tank at the Gulf or Shell stetions 
on Redwood Highway (199) southwest of Grants Pams. 

SUMMERING IN SISKIYOU? 

Suggeatsd minimum equipment (per adult Polyethylene film, at least 
20 x 30 feet, for rain fly (see "Tent...", VL3 ps{. 100 foot of 
polypropylene rops, at least 1200# test, and 100 feet of cord, at leest 
200# test, for rigging fly end miscelleneous. 2 by 3 feet by 2 inchea 
polyursthene foam for eleeping pad. Ground cloth, which may be more 
polyethylens film. Mosquito bar. Cheap sleeping bag or meveral heavy 
blankets. Pack freme, plus some sort of heavy bag which can bs lashed 
to it (need not be a regular pack-frame bag). (Hills' Surplua, address 
above, sells an eirforce surplus welded aluminum frame for about §9 
which we heve found fairly satisfactory; molded plywood fremes do not 
stend up well in this climate.) Small cooking stove. (A propene stove 
18 better than kerosans (less smell, cheaper) if you have 6-gal. propane 
tank for refilling cartridge. We use "grasshopper® stove sold by 
Payless; refillable cylinder snd adapter brings cost to about $16. 
Vonu cooking with wood requires waiting until night (bocause of emoke 
visability), en overnesd shield which can be black polyethylene (to 
block the light), and scme eort of wood stove (en open fire will melt 
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Pleld of Merit health food store, Rogue River Hiway just scuth of river, - 

Okay for food-stemp freake but not for people meking do with $. Peitlc] 

Gaoldm, Revolsiors, 
Quasnel, Princy Goerga, 
Rugart, Pouca Cooga, Pt 8t Jotn, Fart Heteemend Aitia, 

In Vieteriz bafore eppreval, ssd at lesst oo lead Com- 
misalozar kas resigned in roceat weaks bacarog Ms ol 
fico was udorstafind and (Loesents of applicatioas hed 
Pliad w3 e 2 result, 
FREE MINER'S LCENSES 
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Salvation Army in Medford, Grants Pass S Mo rioi o s comaiders 

don't donate to them) 

usually 29.9¢/galion, 88 low &5 24.9 during ‘wars'. 

(Most places are §1.75% emsi (lesa {ban 28 acres) tracts within & 100-mile 

the polyethylene). Unless elrecc 
back-up end 
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look around. P Te don't recommend trying to 06 
the firat few weeks you &re in the reg M 
for you &énd for us. 4nd you %111 proba 
your own at first then talking with us. 

wvhile later when we have some exporiegces ln 
we will reciprocate (sometimes slowly). If 
many letters, and things too, maybe #e cin 
postaga. P For Summer feliowship you 

more eccessible mountein velleys. You o 
and cempers, Trom young freeks to old prospectors 
sltustion last summer) -- interssting people, mo. tly 
usually won't seo ths more venu cnes. Don't heng 
the bludg aera hostile to strangers, eapecinlgy 
hessled 3 times in 3 deys in Grents Pass.) Nighttime 

14 Of course keep your cemp tidy end be very '} 
1f the forest fuzz discover you, they probably wo 
this was true last summer). P If you ere stili eround S 
Winter or return next Summer, end éiygonu is your Big 

If you do, let us know. "€ might vonu better together. 

  

By MASOR DIXON 
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‘bow toget land 
  

peiiated O screa partally clagred, o s 
» GUroctive sotiing, Beswiifal Mippy hors: Full prica ST te0 ot e 

e Il estty brostere from almen A 
.. D provises of Rritieh Cotembls, aleag with Fow 

Kaw Foglend, axd On 
- 03-lod" movement tn Noxth 

Amorica, At J253t caco & wosk I reccive a latiar fo. Qeiring edo, land prices, avellablllly, climat, eic,, 
c!_?g’z’:f,rh frem all cver ta continent. 

coliona {5 dexigoed to £9Tvo 2 1 bl guide to laxd gecean In B.C. Tho emphostis bers ’l!;hé freo 
or very eheep lad, aliboegh buying lead will be dla- 
cozsed o3 well 

Moce Zultfal arees for cousiderstion are fa Prince 

you rm the rigk of ficding yoor. 
mp coms cpring), the Baliiey Vallyy 

(Satwoen co George god Prince Repart ca Figh- 
way- 16), e2q e Yellowhead Highvay in e McBride 
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With 0o poasidie cxcoption of the Bullley Valley 
Where wiaters sra repated: 1[4, Dese arees are 

Ts and shert growlng 
seazma, For are Gese regicas lksly spots for the 
woekzmd bomesioader. The pearest cities (Edmaon- 
tea or Vancouver) are hndreds of miles away. 

Land prices belng what they gre, you might conalder 
co-cperative baylng with a large number of poopia pur- 
cheging a quartar section (160 acresk Buying fn qeatity 
1s sare to rodose the price, 2nd maybs with ecagh pecpls 
to pool resources, you'll be abis to pall off s fair deal 

THE HOMESTEAD — CROWN LAND 

» i5 gl eder goma kird of 
it aln't so. Peblicly camsd laods 
22d phost s caly way (o beamlly 
-{3-puvchass methed, There are 

Wbea you comsider that B.C. contains 365 thousand 
£g2rre milas, and that S0 par ceat of &e provines's pop- 
wiation of 2 millica Uyes within a hundred miles of the 
U, bordsr, you get somo idea of the polmtial for 
sty 

Geveral #illls are pecessary: ooe is kesping yoor 
meath elmt, faotier 15 carsiul relefices topreventalion- 
ating the locals (somoe of whom will prodetly know what 
you're dofng), Squatiing requires a differemt frame of 
misd, matz uo mistske, 

Teo fealing that owaing laad romehow ihsulates and 
prolacty you frem the problams of soclety, which is (i 
fesica fo tha first place, is abseat when squatting. Tou 
can't plan twenty years ghead, or even twa, Yod bave 

. b ba propared to roll wifh the pmches asd get basselled 
from tme o thime, 

Tho mare competzat you becomo f s bosh, e bet- 
far your chances of remaining wediseoversd, If yoo fel 
your sl is hich coorgh tat you can pack tn, your 
edazces of privacy are moch lecreased, The biggest 
Breat may bo woody clostres in remmer wom even Do 
Isgging cxmeponies shay koms for faar of Are. 

2%t may by wisa ¢uring July 204 Augnat ta wee 3 Cols- 
muflcr Primus store for cooidag iominimize the chamces 

re. 
Cutsidy Ba woods, another prime ares for sgmttiag 

1 tho coastiine botwoen high snd low tido which is - 
ally considsred public lsad. One zoggesticn here i Bat 
2 grow coebins resocrces to buy 2 plle-driver, whick 
can providy fomnd: for buliding, Far cat, maybe, bat 
2ro aro thomsadds of miles of coastliza in B.C, and c 
s {sieads, 

CARETAKING 

@ gy 1, 1970, 
&7e 50 farms &£ leacabla jamd @at cen be'pare 
o « ferfrent restdoatial ionss, © exd o 

mly Comadim efffzens can looss 
chamd - 
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erch by fre BC, Lend &~ 
ilca kag'aleo rovealsd tmarrtcn::':‘:ll;&- 

Fligzta e o a:&fi o two years v r:r!i:n» 

22 axteaoma 

B Viclarh,, Veaoorper, -Now 
o Westalester, Kemalmo, Port ADmraf, 

Kolsm, Crestwost, Ferida, Keslo, Voresn, 
0k, Kamioops, Clintm, ¥llilarms La, 

Burns La¥a, Gmai@eru, Prises 

All gpplteations go-fhrosgh balf @ dossa dopartments 

dpyma ovar 1ha age of 18 can gata froo miver’s il Apofber wayo! gelting back to the land cheaply is by 
arranging with en, ateentee land cwmer to caretaks his 
leod, matafifn 2 bolldings, protect agaiast vandatiem, | 
oo, . i 

Visit gn area you taink yoa'd lixe to live in. Chock sl 
B doserisd Arms, summer coibages, efc, Find oat ¥ho 
s them and give B owner a call, " 

AgoDer appasch s to sdvertise yoarself fa the lacal 
dnllies. Qoo yomy couples tried this tack last fi sad 
wond W with foar olfars of winter dames. - 3 

FINALLY, , . 

Remembar that monay is not pecessarily @ lmitatim 
ca gaitiag tack to the land, There are miny ways (b ob- 
fin tha uwce of land without hassling for cutright legal 
cmaership, Persenally, it se0ms to me at e syndrome 
of “owring land® I3 somewhat skia to the mestality @at 
destroyed tis saatizent I the frst place, 

£re Thordaau, you might first ask yoarsel! If yoa 
raally went to wind wp pushing 15C acrea down the rosd 

i of Ufs. Liko bim, too, you might say to yourself: (hs 
paxt imo you sea s desutitl mowntatn sceme: “Iam 
mester of all [survey, My right there 15 nana to dispute,” 

‘Thanks & Clawdia and Colia of B.C. Land bnformath 
for mnst of B resescch, . 
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Liceracs c2a b chisiced in Room 820, 890 W. Peo- 
G 1a b2 Gold Commissiteer’s Office. Phoos 632-2203, 

BUYING LAND 

4z D2 cpaming quota indicaies, salling resl cziate 
fo back-10-tha-lixd types is big bosizass fa B.C, As 

1 ruls, you c2a figare an paying $1000 aa ecro 

of Vaacoever, fn G2 Slocen Valley, m the Culf 
lunlgids, or {2 (5 Quocn Charlottea, 3 

cas. 
by largsr parcels, 
goiag rals wiil Ger bo o the 
ore execpilens, of comee, bu) Gey sre liely ohe 
rave, ond 9 Mas & resrch carefally (o lecats o gomd 
burgia, J
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SOYBEANS Thenks to Johnny Reb for the tip that meny soybeans feil to 
sprout because they ero hybreds end therefore sterile, not because of 
deterloration. ? Whether or not one wishes to eat sprouts, it's 
nice to be able to eprout s a test of condition. P a8 previously 
mentlioned, soybeans which ceme (according to men who sold them) from 

Arrowhead Mills (Box 866, Hereford, Tex. 79045; $5/50% b) I 
sprouted well end teste deliclous that wey after & rt stesaing. 
Unsprouted, these don't taste much diffarent than soybesns we bought over 

two years ago which never heve sprouted well. RaYQ 
  

THE MAN WHO CaN FIND A WaY TO BE FREB WILL LEARN VWHaT FREEDOM MEaNS. RAYO 
mr72 VL8 6 

     



   
   

5 THE SODDY 

Why -not build a soddy? More peopls in more landg of thi 1 
Y wcething sinilar than in any othor type of structuro, feen von ser 
and the dugout is atleast part soddy{ It may bs bullt of free, 1 8 io is a sott of soddy 

-indpr:‘:{y quist, insulated, ecologically correct, grows its own ‘f; t‘:";'“'hls- it ls : 
with modifications, almost anywhere in the world, tho it can get ';u;n Sl ] e | 
the outalde groma dang end Greopy it cen b alost LA et S caes L Rrace o 

LY » choose a dry spot, preferably on a ’ g OWner, 
5 paa: slope, DI, ' d. ' 

R SR i SHE SRy /4 SRR L 30 above the surrour d.;yer to have seperate walls and not use tha sarth mo di rvzz:dinu fround level. It ia 
plus a foot or two for air mpace. E ¥ space to outaide dimensions 

The flaor = ; 5 ] ; 
heat (ilk:rfl:x ;:n::’":l‘f”;*::‘f“m. sand, gravel, pluwood on 2x4s with builders phastic 
Tt several inonan lor Mards),henceforth called bpo, beneath, or puncheons which are 
i Tave i Claars Wiy ic no;\g, saved froa various sized logs and sticks and fit together into 

v R e rennining are filled with send. The top inch or two of this 
AT cenont and dsmpehed for a more psrmanent finish. If you use sand 

prinkle with coment and mix the top inch with a rake, thon all dampebed and tampad 
emooth, You could ev R 4 g ven put bps beneath this as a vapor barrier. Concrete ia harder on the 

  
    

haws lived in soddies or 

        

   Lay out your soday, perhaps 12x18 which i3 bi; I g enough for two and easily heated. Plonee: 

:r{:fil;r:zp:;nizbiu?:ava.ty from 5x7 to 18x24 or so. The outside dimensions, with 3' sode, 

houi‘;r_\:“g::‘; \‘.u;l, praferably long-established heavy moadow turf which will be thick and | 
aasyy -.,D 113 not as hnrc to cut as rooty woods turf. Cut out 3x6' pisces,using a wood L 
CEsaslieiSleie, with straight-down cuts of a sharp shovel, preferably a square blade tybo 

1 om ona end, cutting under as you roll and -tis with rags which wont cut like rops, 
Thess are heavy so perhaps rolling to the site would be easiest. i 

Arrango in any shape you want, rectanguler is most efficient, and pile one otop another 
untid you have the wanted height. Koep your cdiling as low as posaible for more afficient. 
heat use. The outalde of the wall can be left as is, unless your arca has driving rain. 
If 8o, weave a close mat (over ono, under the next) or limber sticks and nail to the sods. 
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“Sod dugont on Souths Lowp River, Custer County, Nebrasia, 1690, Load of sod o1 
  
    

  

A wallcover of straight, branchless poles can be set against the wall, held in place by a Vs i wr 

few horiaontal poles nuiled to the wall by driving forked branches into the sods, the | i h i 

branchstubs up and pointing in so the horizontal poles rest of the nails and are held by , ) ‘ 
the stubs. The grass will grow long and hanging in either case and is very attractive i .L,/ s f\- 

waving in the breeze. If the soddy is properly located in a grassy, unoven or rocky spot, [t s 

you will be ablp to look right at it and mot see it. Q@ Copyright 1970 &y 
You can also nail boards as the ancients did, using tremails. Drill a hole in a board THE MOTHER EARTH WEWS VICTOR'A.CROLEY' 5 _ . /. / 

and drive a dowel or rounded stiok ¢ the proper size into the hole. The hcsd can be left - & 
When grandpa came home from the Was Be- 

twreen the States, he was 24 and in a hurry to 
sottle down to some worthwhile living. Business 

was in a severe depression following the var 
Boom but the federal government had passed the 

oversire or a wedgeshape slivver can be driven in to wedge and hold all. 

I suggest bpe on the insidewalls to reduce molstureiand oxclude bugs but one im absodute- 

ly necessary under the roof. The wozsan living in a soady had one big gripe but it was a 

beauty. In rain the roof leaked mud. The inslde wall: can be finished like the outar. 

Set a log or pour a cezent log in the top of the turf walls, top edges fluah to bear the 

  

          

       

   

    

  

  

   

              

   

  

    
   

  

ering free land—with additio skt o 

weight of the roof and spread the burden. Tou could also put supports in the wall:s at each L:z’g:‘;fi;do':::;fil?:fiiir{m {ho:: ’\,mgkm‘m"' l::‘g’fl“‘zfizi‘f;:’:‘:::?r(: = 

cornery 
“prove up" by living on the land and farming it f: 

The roof can be very heavy, sé'plan accprdingly. It can be guble or sched, If geble, for a preseribed number of yeats. Grandpa, with pings of lim h they burned and 

continue the side walls turves up to the finish lines. Shed is lower, takes less turf, wrife and two small babics, wra among the fimst ~ mixed with ed sand to make a plaster coat 

easier to work on and not so obvious. The roof should overhang to shield the walls and to take advantags of that offer. ing for 

@ay be broken or jagged to break outline. Straight lines are not often seen in nature. - i gl 5 

Cut logs to lay across the top as baso for the roof. Plymood can be laid over theso or The family soon found themsclves on the Ne- The dugouts were am y comfortable 

woven pole mats can be made or long poles may be laid parallel over the logs. Bps must bo braska frontier with all their household goods homes; cool in summer, snug and easily heated 

used, either botween, under or over those layors. Keep it loose so it wont tear but not =o P“Rd’"“‘:"—“"??‘c"v"“:{‘d“‘_ on. T"’CY had no in winter. The thick sod walls and ro?( made ex- 

loose that it will hang in balloons of mud and water. Another could be hung, tentstyle, homo snd the spindly ild pium thickets ead cellent insulation in a day whed few knew or 

over supports fastened beneath the logs. sparce gottonwoods along the few streams were appreciated tho value of insulation. When prop- 

+ for the log cabins they had erly located on the south side of alow hill, with 

Turves should be laid over the poles to a height of 1 to 3 feet, depending on the climate :;’f"“fl".‘?l"%h. e e Sl S 

The thicker the walls and roofl, the loss the tesperature outaide wi 2 own back in Ohio and Indiana. 74 adequate drainage to provide run-of{ for rain and 

’ P : o will affect the inside, Shelter was the {irst cssential and grandpa and meiting enow, the dugout was probably 2s com- 

Ariother bps could be used a turf or three beneath” the top if you want, to keep those the hundreds of other homesteaders who fortable 2 home es any our pionzering forefathers 

beneath it drier snd so lighter amd more insulating. You could build the turves higher on pioneered with him were resourceful men. They ever knew, 

one end, in acaition to the slope of the roof, and set the top turves on this steeper slant | had brought a few farming tools along and first Unforfunataly, the picneer dugout had a very 

for better drainage. More top turves will be mdded over the years an tbose on top disin- in importznce was the heavy iron breaking plow. short life. It couldn't stand prosperity. The 

tegrate. Falls can be sefersl feet thick or you can pile earth up aguinst them, in effect Drawn by a team of horses or oxen, thiz instr- fertile Nebreska prairie sod—turned over in the 

    

building a cave, but protect the drainage ditches. Do not try to seal en earth cut in ment could turn up an eighteen inch ribban of fall snd broken down to mellow richness by 

sloping ground. The waser @il gather behind the barrier 8nd increase prossure and slip= the thick virgin prairie sod. The strip could then winter snows, freezing and thawing—produced 

peryness until the earth breaks thru and slides. 
e cut into two foat sectiods, four to six inches bamper crops of corn and small grains. With 

g:orn and windows should nll be in one wall for convenience and strength. Frame thea deep, to make an almost perfect building block. . money in the bank, the status symbal was a clap- 
and grandma couldn’t be satisfied 

wer family out of “that hole 
in the ground” and into her uninst ated clap- 

that was stifling hot in 

  
with split logs, placing the bottom first, then the top, holding in place with sticks, then 

+the sices, cut to length and drivon into place, These can be built as the wall is built to 

avoid tunneling and they can be pinned froz the top with trenails. The bottom could be 

trenailed too by sitting the side logs down on the trenails. Use 2" trenails dipped in tar 

or preservative. 

6, €, or 12 light chickenhouse windows are best, harder to break, easier to replace and 

The first—and most desirable—homes were | 
simply umail rooms dug into the lee side of alow 

rolling hill, The walis were built up with scd 
blocks to a height of seven or ‘ect. Holes 
were left for doors and windows which were | 
usually store-bought and hauled from the 

   

       

    

  

   
   in the kitchen range or costly store- 

     

  

      
       

    

     

    

         

      

       

    

pack, Reaember, windows will reflect the sun and may show location afar off. They can be * towm or railroad point, Cottonwood potes laid bought coai that had to be hauled 5':?,“,“’"“' 

set deev in walls or & tree can be used to constantly shode them. side by side, then spread with a thick Jayer of carefully hoarded and sparingly dele 0.-“- 

The fireplace may be dug out in the cenmter of tho floor and lined with nonwaterabsorbant coares prairie grass to provide insulation and pre- Prosperity put aa end to the dugout in little 

stone so it wont explode. Let @ bod of esh build up to bed the fire and enable you to bank went dirt from sifting throtgh, formed the 10of. more than 2 of pioneering, but a few 

it nights. The ald timera just cut a hole in the roof and let the smole find its omn way Over this was carefuliy fitied a double fayer of ictures still exist to show how these homes 

out, if it did, but you neednt. Cut and Tivet, froa galvanized sheetnetal, a flat cono 6! | the sod building blocks. The first good fin start- and memorics and journals of the old- 

dia (6" stovepipe) shd hang it iver the fire. A damper can be made of a circular piece of ed this sod {0 grewing and scon the dugout roof record the dugout's comforts end advani- 

galv, & long nail to pivot an, and a pioce of wire for a control. Keep the pipe inside to was covered with waving grass. The grass almost s that are 

the roof mo you loss &s littls heat an possible. The pipe out of the roof may need wire concezled the roof but did not affect its insulat- A . 3 A : 

gnchors but kesp it as low as possible. Make a screcn and cep over the pipe to exclude rair ing or protective propertizs. i bt ) vay from big city f:n‘rfsahn 

and bugs and prevent sparis,_ _ e NS "The ficor of the dugout home was of rough and find a g& e closotaiiheasncs 

The first goal is concealsent. The building/digging activities should not be obyioua to e s kS P ho farsity cauld ““ ekt TR EARTH NEWS, 2 Hodis on 

ground or air observatioh, 'Eeasurs out your dimensions first aud mark with sticks. Dig out | .. C&fif: .{e\,;"’"f "3”_‘“‘1.:":‘: "Db Y, g ”‘f;_’gc_‘./fl i s el 

%the ditch first ard £i1l with atones, saving sod and disposing of the sarth, then covering PR Fisclt wayhgated s thenopioon i /¥ PEAGBESE 
  

with cut branchas, noncompacting heavystom weeds, otc. Avoid any outline that would be szsen SATT 5 AN NS 

#rom tho air, All countles air photozsp now and the lenger a project sits obvious, the aore CONDENSATION IN DUGOUTS D DENS 

likely to be seen . Outlines, ditshes, eto are very obvious from the air, Rend any medern In Siskiyou, walls and ceilings with high thermal cepacity (thick and 
  

  

toxt on air archasology and the finding of ancient houresites and diggings from the air by heavy) are usually wet in summer. (This conclusion is bused on Iy 

shedowa, depressiona, flora changes, oolor, etc. These are naw techniques and must be con- oxperience with one emal: den plus theoretical anelysis.) Warm 

sidored. Perheps the best would be to build under treesover. MNoxt, dig out wall sites and outside air comes in 8nd deposits moisture on everything much cooler 

the space between them and earth cuts, saving the god and disposing of the earth, If the then 1tself. @ Earth toapereture & few feet underground in 

801l 15 used to extend the flat in front of the soddy, tramp solid flat end covar with debris, Siskiyou remains close to 550 (at moderste eltitudes) summen and 

ard weeds end plant grass/weed seeds to cover quick and prevent srogion and mud marka. Build winter. 4 thick earthen well will probebly elso be close ©o this 

your walls....you should have your seds all reedy. Cover with cut branches, etc to break temperature. 4ir If seturated sith molsture will hold about 24 grams 

outline end obadow linas, Put on roof and at least one layer of sods, keeping the branches, psr metor® at 80OF but only about 11 srgfls/ms at S80F. If the day 

etc. Fimish roof and walls outside soon as possible, planting thorn {and perhaps poison 02k) ¢ warm end sunny, 80° ®ith relotive humidity of 60%, outside air will 

bushes, gmall trees, otc botwaen walls and aver éitch In jagged pattarn. Shedow outline is be carrying over 1'4 grazs/m:f. When ccoled to 55° by contect with the 

18 brokon in brush and scme may grow taller than the roof and droop over it. Keep the cut wells of thea dugout,_ it becomes superstturated and deposits vepor in 

brush until the sods grow and blsnd, and even then the dead brush could be thréwn on the roof gyoess of 11 grams/::ls as dew. Any molsture from breathing or cogking 

tp lay and look tangled. This work breaks into rather distinct sagmenta, Try to complete in 4413 add to the problem. P Condensstion will be & problenm in Summer 

minimma times to reduce time cbvious, Last, the floor can be dug out, the seds thrown on the only if humidity is ovar 30% or so (depending on tempe atures), 

roof, the earth disposed of and you can move in, if you srent slready in, 

  

  

  

  

. which mey not be the case in deasrt raglons. P In nter y 

Pan] Doarx condensation is rarely & problem. Even tho the outside air 100% 

rumidity (raining), 1t will be warmed by contéct with :nafiuun walls 

To Paul: I'm responding to your invitation to comment in the sdme issue. which reduces rel=tive humldity. P:ossil;la solutions: o Have 8 

I've learned to d};struae anyybuc first-hand information. Accordingly continual heat source. (ln'a frontier dugout & stove was pr_cbabl)' 

1 ask: Heve you bullt one or more soddys? Where -- what region -- burning most of the time. But thls means morg work and less vonu.) . 

what sort of terrain? Whet was the one(s) YOU built 1ike -- how big? e Ssal the sholter and spreud dessicant t;cf absorb what moisture lesks 

How did you make the windows, doors, stove, etc? How long did you in (okey for some kindzs.?f caches ‘c:ut not for 1living E‘q_br:em).. Coq 

1ive in 1t? During what seasona? Was it hidden? Whet problems did you o lLet tne walls and celling be Wot but design so that fiacaf.uocm T 

encounter? How meny working days were required to build it? What were drip onto furnlshings. e Have & light insulative layer lnside of the 

the most time-consuming jobs? Lo 
earthen walls; insulation should be sufficient so that the lnner 

  

surface is elways close to eéir teamperature. (Mors on this in & futurs 

mr72 VL8 7 1ssue.) RAYO 
  

      

 



  

OPTING OUT byrReyo UNDERGROUMD BaNKING 

Where can one keep his hard-earned monoy while prepering to leave the 

Silly Soclety end take to the woods or the oceans? @ An dmerican 

benk ian't a safe place. If 8 savings &ccount isn't lost in A 

finenciel crisis or gernisheed by the IRS, 1its value is eroded thru 

inflation -- often fester then interest is earned. Similar objections 

hold for savinga-and-loen, government bonds, end 1ife insurance. |4 

Swiss banks should be considered es & piace for part of one's savings 

by anyone with several grend or more. But they are a little risky for 

enyone who must 'benk by mail'. You know who runs the malls. P 

So more end more people ere switching their accounte to that oldest 

end most reliable safe depository -- the ecerth. Here are some 

suggestions for doing it, based oh my persona) experience. 

FORM: The best form of sevings is supplies and equipment one can 

personslly use: food steples, soap, tools, paper, matches, rops, 

threed, emmunition, nails, or whetever. Every person should heve at 

least a year's store of food. But larger quantities are bulky, 

difficult to preserve, and inflexible in event of 1ife-style chenge. 

® The next form of savinge to have ls currency sufficient for a year 

or two of ordinary expensocs =-- $20 bille or smeller. The stuff will 

lose velus 8s the government 'prints' moro and more of it (cslled 

Yinflation') but it's likely to be tho essiest form to spend for some 

time. P For sevings over and above supplies plus spending money 

constder silver coins. Not only are they reletively inflation proof 

because of their silver value, but they're a convonient size for 

trede, unlike silvor bars. P Silver coins as SAVINGS should not be 

confused with SPECULATION in silver futures. Commodity speculation is 

essentislly gembling on short-term price fluctustions. If the specu- 

lator guesses wrong he mey lose everything he has bet. Commodity 

speculetion, like 'investing' 1in stocks, roal -estate, rere staemps, 

horse reces or poker gemes, 1s retlionally left for highly-exporienced 

full-time professionals. The dollar price of silver colns can go down 

as well &8s up in the short term. So I would buy them, not in 

hopes of making & quick profit, but es a long-term (multi-yeer) 

store of velus. P Iwould buy only 1 common-date' coins -- those worth 

not mich more then their silver content. U.S., Canedign and Moxicen 

coins ere the most femiliar to people, &nd therefore aere easlest to 

trade. 4vold 'rere coins' unless you ere already @ highly experienced 

numismatist. P I do not expect great increases in the velue of 

silver coins; to the contrery I think thelr velue may decline relative 

to the velue of perisheble commoditles such as food; abruptly if there 

1s any general dlsester; slowly in event of long-term declines in 

productivity. But they ere the best form of saving I cen think of. 

Computer parts, which someone hes suggested, are not promising, 1 

think, except conceivably for short-term speculation by someone VERY 

knowledgable in that industry. Computer technology is chenging very 

repidly; computers and the parts for them become obsolete in just & 

few years. And, in event of a general disaster, any industriel supplles 

in short demend ere likely to be the object of bludg reguleation. 

And computer parts can be sold only to the reletively few users. 

They are incomprehenseble mysteries to others, unlike sllver coins 

which are recognized by non-users as nol]asq makers of jewelry and 

dentists. 

SOURCES: U.S. silver querters £nd dimee (idontifiable by 1964 or 

earlier dete) went out of circuletion several years 8go but can be 

bought in quantity from some coin dealers and individuals. (Don't 

save 1965 or leter coins; these are made of copper and nickel, and 

Wworth much less then face.) COIN WORLD, e weekly newspaper sold at 

most coln shops, or 35¢ from Sidney News Bullding, Sidney, Ohio 45365, 

hes a lerge clessified section eand is @ fair lead to who is buying 

snd selling eltho their prices will be ebout & month behind. Also 

check clessified ads in large-city Sunday paperg. Coins commonly 

sell in bags of $500 or $1000 FiCE velue. If live in & sales-tex 

state,l buy elther from a private party or fram en out-of-state desler. 

Alr freight will be less than sales tex. fhen phoning a dealer, ask 

for both his buy and sell quantity-prices; volume dealera try to meke 

about 5% commission. P Price of common-dete coins should be close to 

the velue of their silver content. To calculate silver value, 

multiply their FAGE value (i.e., 25¢ for & quarter) times 0.722, then 

times the spot prics of silver (listed on WALL STREET JOURNAL 

commodity page). For exemple, if the price of silver 1s $1.80 per 

troy ounce, 2000 U.S. sllver quarters $500 fece) will contein silver 

worth $500 x 0.722 x 1.60 = $580.00. ¥ If the price of the colns 

48 more then 5% or 10% more then silver velue, I would postpone 

purchese, buy silver bars (1f I cen buy for close to silver velue) or 

coneider e sllver eccount with e Swiss benk. (Two large banks are 

Swiss Bank Corporation snd Swiss Credit Bsnk; address Zurich, Swit- 

zerlend.) P If the price of silver should get high with respect to 

other commodities (more than 1/20th the price of gold, for example), 

I would look for asnother form of sevings. 

PACKAGING: The outside conteiner must be sturdy to withstend soil 

pressures. Tightly packing eny empty space with crumpled newspapers 

or dry straw will help. 4 b-gallon cen with crimp-on 1id 1s usually 

adequate for stores not requiring en air-tight seal; oxpect soms 

moisture to get in. New cans are sold at some hardwere stores; used, 

dirty ones cen scmetimes be picked up gratisc at fectoriee which receive 

paint and chemicals in them. Rarely will it rust thru in lesa than 

b years; it can be preserved longer by thoroly coating with asphalt 

undercoating or roofing compound. F Also double or triple wrap 

so thaet your stores will remein intect even if the outeide container 

.gives way. One way 1s to urép each subpackage in several successlve 

layers of 4 or 6-mil polyethylene f£ilm, eold at building-supply stores. 

Of course silver coins will do no more than ternish even if ground 

water resches them; this will depreciate them only if they should 

develop numismatic velue. Neke density of the outside contalner 

roughly the seme as the soll to avold eny risk of the can settling or 

working to the surface; 80-100 pounds for & five-gellon cen. 

B 

LOCATION: Most people hide valuablos in or around their hames. So 

a home iz the first place & thief, governmental or private, will 

search. Nor are safety deposit boxes (in North Zmarica) safe. Choose 

an eree remote from populetion; perhaps a 1Neticnel Porest' or other 

unowned land. P Allow several deys for exploration to find a sultable 

spot. If possible pick lend with heavy brush, which is unattractive 

for hikers and hunters and which #ill not be logged or farmed. Avoid 

sites which are: sublect to heevy erosion such as gullles or steep 
lines or roeds which may be widened or moved; 

slopes; close to power 

visible beyond 8 few hundred yards; noar any tourist attraction or Mecrocystls pyrifera, machine denhydrated -- protsin 

habitetion; close to any exce tional lendzark, such as the bese of the fiber 8% max, potessium 10% min, caleium 1.5% nin. 

only tree within miles: ESPECIALLY Bvsid1gny ruins, ghost-town sites, e e e 

[ g s aa0F 7place 23 au N re. 
] 

. 

old mines or olecer workinge since a:rk rlAces attract tresaure hunte LIMSGTONE TLOUR: Xrugse (above) $1.00 - {GTs ealotond. 

BURYING; Digging will be easiest and chance of intrusion least during It 1s sold s feed supplement for wide varie L aratiy 

tne wet sesson (preferably after deer-hunting season but befors snow okay for humsns too. 

remains-on the ground) But most &ny season is feirly safe st & secluded .72 VLE 8 

  

      

  

       

  

on weekdBys. 
er plus large chi 

shovel won't reach de 

iine or other leérge p 

g string with 

site. Pewer people &re € 

a short-handled pick (o 

cen (for bailipg dirt, 8 

away surplus dirt, tarpsu s 

cloth, & messuring tepe (or st 

compass, peper end panc i 

from the sito, 8lBo BWEY from Ve 

measuremsnts. To minimlze surfece L 

Put plents end surfece gebriu in one g‘i3é o 

41 in still s third. ry to pr:se p LA 

ig:iounyéna will pess over & 8pot with e metel detector. 

i{s & feer, bury so thet top of cen is 8t least th 

detector cannot senss thet deep in most rocky or 

foot depth will ususlly protect from erosicn &nd 

8 
for greatest 
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Take measurements before purying, & Y 4 

T ach 1 woll en refill Carry 

me valuebles are vulnerable. Pack soil ik R, 

f : 
1f possibls dump in e gully or slide 

    
        

Pinelly, spend 8t least 8 

twigs, pebbles, etc., until 
surplus dirt awey from the site; 

and cover with surfece debris. 

rearranging and edding leeves, 

blends with the neighoorhood. If you have & polorold cemer 

take & before picture snd restore to originel epgearance. 

month or two to check eppearance and your directlons. 

RECORDS: Moesure distances from et least five (for redundancy) reistively 

permenent objects such @s rock outcrops or lerge qshcu; Jug,a Faps 

messure but also pace each distance 85 & rough check. Note distances 

snd directione for getting to the generel eres; for h}s, cing 18 

pufficiently accurate. Encode records end/or keep the locé t:n_of 

general area geparate from measuremsnte to the specific spot. Label 

them deceptively. Make duplicete coples and keep in different pleces. 

P If you glve coples to an agent or heir, cerefully seal these some 

way so that 1f your cache should be dis prove hnis turbed your &gent co 

innocence. FPor example, wrap record in eluminuw foll for o 

put in envelope, tepe ses 

ur 

might 
in 8 

By 
Return 

a8 y 
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city, 

ms of envelope on inside, and arite on emvelope 

so that you can identify 1t. 

OENERaiL; If caching seems formideble or risky, do one or 

caches first to develop skills end confidonce. Or first cachs 

of low value. Get help with your practice buriels, 1f you w& But do 

high-value caches alone. Don't even involve your freemste; emetes 

somotimes break up. Beware of helping others; If_scmethlng goes #rong 

do You want to be even subconsciously suapscted? P The greatest 

risk is usually, not thet someone else will find 1it, but that you or your 

agent will not be sble to. But with even moderate cere, the good 

earth is your safest safe depository. 

POPCORN IS DaNDY. 

two prectice 
something 

  

  

   
IT'S MUCH BETTER THaN CaNDY. 

4ND THERE'S NO NEED TO FRY IF YOU GIVE SHAKING & TRY. 

pog 1t without oil or enything in &n 

old eluminum pen (with 1idl). e just cover the bottom of the pen 

with kernels end apply low low heet. after & couple minutes we turn 

the heat up & little end shake the pen now end then until thlngs 

start popping. Then we turn heet up once more and sheke pan almost 

constantly., The pan gets discolored: we don't try to keep it shiney. 

Kernels don't burn unless we get the heat too high, in wnich cesse Wwe 

scour the Pan and stert over again. P We've popped on & wood firs 

too but it's trickier -- now end then we burn e panful. P If you 

1ike oil on your popcorn we recommend you put it on efter popping 

since high heat deteriorastes oils, creating carcinogenic substances. 

GRAIN GAINER, 

We eet @ lot of popcorn. fie 

  

I use 1t when pouring off wash/rinse water 

from greins and pulses. Mine hes a 7-inch 
diameter and is made of coet-henger wire 
with fibergless screen (building supply) 

sewn on with an overcest stiteh of dacron 

thread. Dr. GaTHERER 

          
  

Rayo: 

Here is B report on our trip, includi 
to publish any part of this in VONU LI 

BROWN KICE: Farmers Rice Co-op Mill and Rice CGro 

Cal., both on/near S. River Rd., West Sacramento, 

        

     

  

    

      

     

      

  

   

    

hundred pounds. A petty burocrst at Co-op s 8 

refused to sell to us because Ve didn't havs & res 

relented when we produced & letter from Co-op givin    

we decided to also buy & hundred pounds from A:;oclu:ia 

would be friendlier. They were, but rice doesn t seexn 

quality: many cracked and bruised grains, chsalk 

okay but we wonder about keeping quelitles. e 

from Parmers Rice Co-op in Dos Pelos, &lso froa 

with no problems. 

  19 

Ko 

  

PINK BEANS: E. M. Olson Warehouse, 821 Riske Lane, 

Association, hed scme. No, he doesn't lnflril"soll by 

men told Roberta. However he did, for cash 511 /100# - 

have encountered for eny food legume. 

red beens. 

R&ISINS: Bonner Packing Co., 568 S. 

SE of Presno). 30# box "pel seedls 

22.5¢/%); 25# zantl currants (made from 8 

dospite the nama) £5.26 (21¢/#). 

WALNUTS: We made & wrong turn in Fresno -- 

walnuts -- Urdesiches, Just west of Fresno on ¥. 

in shells. 

HaRD RED WHEAT: 
Monte, Calif. 
the same price. 

KELP: Kruse (above) $5.00/80#, 

    

seri 

0. H. Kruse Grain & Milling, 1458 

$4.50/100#, $44/1000%#. 4lso hud ¢ 

  

Nocean-Pak kelp, pal 
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: The above sources are NOT mall-order, 
supply 8nd demand. In my opinion 

such as Bonners and rice mills) ig 
of $50 or more. 

HONEY: Poor season, world-wide short we! 
some wholestlers are rationing their ;52313? Xs Eaarq; any; bought more raisins insteaq. ) £ Bomeng: 
LENTILS: We didn't find & wood & S { : ource. 
high this year. If you go so 
us a hundred. . 2 R R Sl 
DRUMS: A, Rooke Cooperage, 
znddlg gal. steel wide-mouth 
ands tightened by bolts 0 used b T c contained equipment. Askin price for one &rum wagugslgé?tivelgocégzn 60 15-gal. drums as is $ s 
o cgndicion. is for £100. Most came with gaskets, not all in 

GASKETS: Myer Drum Co LA G. 8 0., offered to sell 5- .- sk T ;éo. Seem§ high. Couldn't find source for %g?gaI?QI SOl DO:YETHYSELE BhGS: Bradley's Plastic Bag Co., 9130 Firestone Blvd. eléney, alif. 30241. (Exemples) 20"x30" 4-mil (6 gal. drum 11nsr), Ean.gg<190: 26"x45" 4-mil (15 gal. drum) 37¢ each, £26.50/100; heazi q:mil (55 gal. drum), 60¢ each, $48.25/100. Thess bags are much Wh1Chugrg“Tgalthan plastic garbage bags sold in grocery stores, most of i otas grst?:%. Prices are fob; they will ship, however. $6 minimum. 

POLYETHYLENE FILM: 

Prices will var hgoing direct to packin woTrth the trouble only 

y depending 
£ companies 

On purchneases 

Prices very high; 

We didn't buy 

Either that or basic price 1is eny for under $15/100#, buy 

7702 Maie Ave., Los 
drums, covers 

Militery surplus 

Angeles. 10 gal, 15 gsl., 
clamped on by circumrerential 

Plastic Sales Inc., 863 Folsom St., Sen Francisco Caléf. 94107, quotes $20 for one 100-foot roll, 20 foot wide, 6 mil. fob. 
ROTI: Prentz Enterprises, 10907 Inglewood Ave., Inglewood, Cal. sells ?éo/iggdgosfdpolygigpyleni and polyothylene rope and cord for £1/pounds 

nds. ilde variety of colors and gueges. Also d i WD40 antl-rust oll: $4.67/gallon. smes =k R 
RUBBER CEMENT: Tandy Leather Co., 2046 University Ave., Berkeley. 
$2.25/gallon. There are Tandy stores in many citles. 
DENTISTS: We went to Ensenada because we hed leads there, also because 
W%e thought squatting would be easier end pleasanter than around Tijuensa. 
Dr. Mijuel Gslven, assoclate of Dr. Wilhelm Backhoff U., Calle 34, 469, 
instelled a gold crown for $£20 U.S.; job was completed less than 24 hours 
after we first walked into his office; examination gratis. (In contrast, 
3 years ago in LA I payed £80 for a gold crown; had to walt ome week 
for first eppointment, another week to meke the crown.) Galvan speaks 
very little English; Roberta speaks fair Spanish, fortunately. Galvan % 
Backhoff hed modern equipment, Including high-speed air-driven drill. 

  

He seemed to do & good job; of coursu only time will tell. Other 

dentists suggested to us: Dra. Biatris Carillo, Calle Ruiz; quoted 

$25 for gold crown, examination $2, fairly fluant in Engl Dr. 

  

Gallegas (2 bks E. of downtown), $£30 for gold crown, spesks English well 
(suggested by 41 Fry). One other dentist quoted §£30 for gold crown. 
Both Gelvan end Carillo quoted $6 for filling suwall cevity with silver- 
mercury -- less expensive then U.S. but not by much. Apperantly the 
big price breek in Mexico is on lab work, not what the dentists net. 
Neither Galven nor Cerillc seemed eager to sell unneeded dental work. 
(I have a smsll chip out of one tooth. Galven diegnosed no cerles, 
no filling needed. In contrast, a dentist in Grants Pass tried to sell 
e gold crown (8100, his price) for that tooth.) After our dental work was 
complete we learned of e dentel clinic thru local newspaper ad (attached) 
which sdvertises 125 pesos 
($10 U.S.) for gold crown. 
When we visited them, how- 
ever, they quoted $14 U.S. end 
3 days wait for gold crown, 
$3.20 for small f£illing (be- 
ceuse we were rich gringos?). 
No indication thet clinic was 
bludg run, but it might be. 
Dentists did not seem busy in 

Ensenada, desplte U.S. dock 
strike which brings extre ships 

to Port of Ensenada. Al Fry 
sald winter 1s off season. 

HAND GRINDEK: "Estrella™ mol- 

  

~ No tenga miedg que le 

. ‘Rompan los dientes 
Ya llegh n Ensennda; como a todas las cludades de 

la Repablica 

La Clinica Dental de 
“Ensenada 

  

ino; made by Talleres Indus- Ave. Jufrez 1520 
triélefi, Apdo No 31, Monterrey, b 
N.L., Mexico; sold in Ensen- Con caerpe deo O y con un 
ada for $5.04 U.S. by Mercado v A Preclos. 

  

El Centro, 248 Calle Ruiz. 
Similer to Corona in construct- 
lon &and performance but less 
than half the price; grinds 

wheat to coarse flour 1n two 
passes. 

DESE UN QUEMON:, 

We encountered no problems 
street-squatting with cemper in 
LA, Ensenada end Berkeley the 
few nights we were there. We 
steyed out of the few suburbs 
which post bans ageinst all 

overnight parking on streets. 
No problem at border except for 
long wait reentering U.S. The 
marijusna-sniffing dogs (bludg- 
hounds?) were on the job. 

Suggestion for avoiding Celif. (eny state?) sales tax on quentity 
purchases: Flnd a friend with & resale permit who will let you use hie 
number. Give friends name end number to seller in lieu of paying tax. 

Keep list of what you buy. Send order, pre-dated, postmarked out of 
state, to your friend's business, asking him to sell end ship you 
these items. Your friend flles the latter for cover in case the bludg 
should check (unlikely on small purchases). NOTE: This practice may be 
11legal in eome stetes. 

A speclal salutation to one herd-working proprietress in LA -- &n old 
ledy who could barely speask English -- who, when I offered to f1ll out & 
resale card, said: M"If you don't nsed receipt I don't need resale number. 

PFor dealing with shy wholesalers in Celif., Al Fry suggests rsciting 
an E number ("E® followed by 6 digits). There is no law in Cslif. nor 
in most states limiting whom wholesalers can sell to, but some whole- 
salers pretend thet there is, to placate irrational retellers who think 
they are losing sales this way.. 

Thanks to 811 our friends end scquaintances hlong the way who provided 
helpful information esnd graclous hospitality. TOM & ROBERTa 

P.8.: Yes, we will write & report on oir smigsl construction for VONU 
LIFE. Borry for delay. 

    

  

  

    

COMMENTS QN OVERVIEAS, VONU LIPE § -- by Reyo & Dr. Getherer 

To DaVE: There are degrees of vonu -- invulnerabllity to coerciocn. 
I prefer 8 90% probability to a 10% probability of remaining elive 
end well the next 20 years. P Ifs malorlty of people ever bscome 
vonu, it will be by developing many DIFFKRENT vonu ways, not by 
adopting any single life-style. Vonuans will not bump shoulders very 
much becsuse they will be 'invisible' to other kinds of vonuens as well 
a8 to bludg. P The oartn's big problem right now is not too many 
people, but too meny peopls trying to live the same way. That's bad 
ecology. The earth supports a tremendcus quentity of 1life, without 
serious problems (except for menkind), because that l1fe iz extremely 
diverme -- grows in different habitets, eats different foods, behaves 
in different ways. At one time thers may htve been cnly &8 single 
life-form -~ the first 1life-formm on earth. But 1life inevitably 
dilversifies because there are survival advanteges to diversity. 
(A lone Mndrons growing emong Douglesfir, is immune to insecte and 
diseases which prey on Douglasfir, end relatively lsolated from scurces 
of insects end diseeses which prey on Madrone. And 1%t utilizes somewhet 

different soll nutrients than Douglesfir, etc.) Humens will diversify 
for similar reasons -- culturslly at least, perhaps blologicelly aas 
well. (Some humens may be &ble to digest cellulose, &8s cen cattle and 
one kind of monkey. Others may be able to 1live underwater.) To the 
degres that huméns diversify, the earth will support more of them with 
fewer problems. ? That's looking long renge. In the shorter range: 
A recent survey concluded that only helf of ell children born in the 
United States are wanted Dy thelr perents; world-wide the proporticn 

is probably even lower. If this 1a true, the birth rate will be cut 
in half as cheaper and easler-to-use contraceptives are developed. 
Populetion will soon be declining, not increassing. P The only thing 
I know about Zero Population Growth is their ad, offering to sell &n 
abortion to any woman who wants one, wnhich 1s commendable. 
Unfortunately, many of the 'concerned people' are eco-fescistas -- 
seeking coercive political solutions to population and ecology probleas. 
That's 1like taking whiskey to cure & hangover. Government hes been a&nd 

continueas to be @ big ceuse of population problems: laws egainst 

contraceptives, laws against abortion, laws sgainst 'sodomy', texes 
on childless people, military conscription, FDA interfersnce with 
development of birth-control drugs, etc. P 4 "unified, mess movement" 
is unlikely to develop but would be hermful if it did. A mass 
movement cennot individualize benefits end responsibilities, end so is 
fueled by the irrationelity and irresponsibility of its followers. 
Every mass movement of history I know of hes had lsudable, often 
libertarian goals. But every mess movement has brought only cocercion 

and destruction. The political problems of today -- the cold war, 
anti-sex end drug laws, communism, inflation, unemployment, compulsory 
schooling and child-labor lews, are products of the 'noble crusades 
of yesteryear. P More asbout diversity: Just es a mecnanized, one- 
crop farmer requires uniforamity of plents, so a toteliterien government 

needs uniformity of people -- it cen control only to the extent that 
people act end react in similar waya. Cosercive government, like 
eingle-crop farming, is inherantly bad ecology. Bludg go to almost any 
lengths to achieve uniformity -- witness the busaing of slave-school 
children -- favored by practically no one except bludg. But the 
advantages of diversity become greater and greater. Soon, all the 
King's horses and all the King's men...® Vonuism, and the ®hole 
alternate 1life-styles quest, is only the beginning. 

To DAVE: By the way, you might be interested to know that I have 
professionally diagnosed you &s suffering from feelings of ineffectualness, 
helplessness and depression. Such feelings are the inevitable outcome 
of trying to change other people in order to solve the world's problems. 
Dr. GaTHERER N.B.: Some less astute doctor might even dlagncse YOU 
as a schizophrenic. This 1s because the term "schizopnrenis™ is 
employed by the psychiatric profession whenever it 1s at a loss to 
come up with any other diagnosis. I.e. the psychiatrist says 
fgchizophrenia" instead of saying "I do not know." 

To "Mitchell Jonea": (Reply to your rebuttal in VL5.) 
ALTERNATE SCENARIOS, Exemlning scenario la: 5 million troops 
wouldn't be required, only & thousend techniclians to observe 
dismantling of military industries. The U.S. bludg will do the 
rest, providing the Sovlets use finesse. Avold anything crude like 
'unconditional surrender!'. Let the U.S. bludg keep their flag, 
their national enthem, and most of their joba. Neme the headmen 
of FBI and CIA, etc. Increase U.S. 'trade' with U.S.S.R., and set 
the terms. P U.S. economy is 8 bigger, julsler plum than Japan 
or Israel. Fhy shouldn't the Soviets take over a going concern when 
they cen so easlly? ® Soviet bludg were crude in Eaastern Europe 
after WA¥II. But situation was much different; <they didn't have 
an advantage in strategic weaponry. P Of course it's not wise to 
count on semi-rationality of bludg. So your scenario should be 
prepared for, also. 

Exemining scenario 3: Hindsight is usually keener than foresight. 
In the late 50's the gap was thought to be an overall military gap. 

At that time an acquaintence -- & weapon-systems planner in aerospace, 
very knowledgeable in the fleld -- hypothesized the followinz: The 
Soviets would leunch & surprise ettack neer the time of summer 
solstice. Their missiles would hit SAC beses, destroylng most bombers 
on the ground, also early U.S. missiles, which had a countdown of an 
hour or more (whan they worked at all). The few U.S. bombers on 
airborne or flightline elert would arrive over U.S.S5.R. during long 
summer daylight hours; Soviets had large numbers of high parformsnce 
daylight interceptor sircraft; moat major targets sre thousands of 
miles within Soviet airspace. 7 He put the probabllity of an attack 
at 50% BACH SUMMER. Certainly one can poke holes in his scenario 
NOW, He couldn't THEN, nor could I. 

POSTWAR WORLD. Assume your scenerio: After 'die-down' only 
600,000 people are left in America. BEven If they are all 1in western 
third (east completely annihilated by fallout) that's about one 
femily per 10 square miles. I don't believe bushwhecking will be very 
rewarding at that population density. Survivors will have turned to 
other means of support. P If I am mistaken and looting is atill 
common, die-down will continue to & still-lower population level, 
P Small groups can then travel -- with caution. P But, whether or 
not & large community is desirable, one or two years 18 not enough 
time to come together, sort out (weed out drifters, gemesters, stc.) 
and get prepared. So let's do the best we can with what we hava. 

4 NEW THOUGHT: If your military analysis is correct (end I've no 
reason to doubt it) I wonder if there is even one or two years. 
U.S. bludg can obsolete the SS-9 just be changing Minuteman launch 
strategg. Soviet strategists realize this and so they urge: "do it 
now®. engsrously unstablel Best regerds, RaYO 
  

mr72 VL6 9@  
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Dear Editors: QVERVI EWS 

o Recent issues mention "Communications™, " Iirallel 
Bconomy”, Rayo has menticned the idea of a truck making 
wegicly trips up and down the west Coast and of course thére is 
the on-going dialogue about vans, trucks, various types of 
automotive nomadism....all kinds of transportation schemes. 

I think I detect a common vein running thru all tais. 
it can give us a tip to Vonuans and other contemplating 
natives styles of living. 

Pernaps 

alter- 

To me Trailer, Van, Truck-living is an extension of the 50-yeur 
American hang-up with the sutomobile. It gti.l means dependency 
on & technology beyond the control of the user and upon the 
very systen he seeks to escape. It hardly seems a move toward 
invulnerability to put your body and your house un the highway. 
That's the same small space occupied largaly by those guys 
with the red lights on their cars and often by the migratory 
bureaucrats they protect and then thepe's the fact this is 
the best population reducing machine ( overlooking pills ard 
small devices) we have developed yet. Copmunication in a 
post-Apnsgaddeon world rules out public mails, Ma Bell, and 
is not so efficient or economical right now. Some take 
Parallel Bconomy to mcan some underground production and 

distrubution of the industridal” junk 'we now have, dut by a 
complex outside the existing system. This is like eaying, 

"™e will change everytiing and when we get it all changed it 
will be just the same as bafore®. We need to confront the 
fact that Vonuans and other irregulars are not now self- 
sufficient, can never be in all things and will continue to 
need many tiings not the product of their natural environments 
nor within the scope of their own telents and resources to 
provide. Further, that many of theue tiings, especially 
those needed to enrich our lives, are not in fact the products 

of the existing production-consumption-industrial system. G, 
at leust dc not have to be such. It would appear thero is 
both a need amlan opportunity for a special kind of commerce 
among those of us outside the system....ouch of it in goods 
not really the product of the system. 

Autonomous Libertarians and Vonuans need more and better comm- 
unication or we sink into alienation, isolation and ignorance. 
Carrier pigeons and smoke signals don't seem a £ood answer. 
How about a higher order of technology using very low-power, 
non-licensed 2-way:radios. F!l side bands could be used 

Eoknetworking and linking together a Co-op Communicaticns 
system. This presumes cooperators spaced out along a route 
not too far apart and the use of equipnent not much beyond 
that enployed to open garage doors or in radio contruled 
model airplunes. Living close to the route of the old Army 
heliograph system ( a line of mirrors flashing dots and dashes 
of reflected cun light) I was sparked to do a little research 
on that. Messagds were relayed in the uid-1800's from remote 
Cavalry patrols to Hdqtrs. in Santa Fe, N.M and San Dieg .in about 
the time it presently takes to send a Western Union message. 

In transportation consideraticns we are not only hung up on the 
auto., but get caught up in its systems, routes, and the flows 
of commerce it has created. Often these are totally unrelated 
to the world of non-system commerce Vonuans might need ami use. 
For us, distance, time and vost factors are on a different 
scale. Bxample: If it is vital for you to personally travel 
& long distance quickly, get the jet and go, but seasonal 
migrations, leisure movements may not need to be hurried. If 
a flow of supplies yoi peed and want are moving to you and 
arriving on time, you are not at all concerned about when 
they departady nor how long they spent on the way. 

The cheapest, simplest, most primitive way of movigg things 
is fo put them in a vessel and float them on water, A glance 
at the map will show you that enormous areas of this country 
are on watey or very close to it., The Bast and Gulf coasts 
and mid-West with their coastal and river water systems are 
en obvious water coumerce situation. Bven the Wost coast 
pleture is good if you considor the "Pacific Oanal® and the 
vest areas accessible to streems classed legally as "navig- 
able waters®.....over 1500 miles of shopeline in the San 
Francisco Bag—Sacranentu-San Jusquin river complex. Puget 
Bound is a whole water world. You can boat inland to a 
surprising number of places and of course, Lewiston, Idaho 
is accessible. Draw lines paralleling all these waterways 
and 50 or 60 miles inland from their shore-lines and you 
will find you have enoompassed not only vast areas, centers 
of population, but most of the Vonuan hide-out sanctuaries 
in this country! The intorvening few miles between you and 
boating water is probably less than a day's walk, bike ride, 
borseback trip. All other factors being favorable, it might 
warrant finding squat epots on or nearer thése waters. 

Jonclusion: Meyba we reed o Communicetions-Transportaticn 
Go-0p...... a sort of forum and agency for establishing 
non-systen, invulnerable contacts and commerce between oursdves 
designed to more efficiently and certainly more econonically 
supply our special needs in these areas. 

Brxample: Via the communications net-work we exchange ideas 
and informaticn and let one another know what we have and what 
¥o nsed. You might pick herbs and borries in Dregon and make 
am. I might trade you a ton of dried appicots scrounged here. 
@ pass things along an @nderground Railroad facilitated by 

the Go-op. 
fhwly{ice) in the form of boat-bassd Venuans who can move things 
along for us. 

If 211 this strikes a chord with you or your readers, I'll send 
along specifica on how to operate a non-Government regulated 
&hipping enterprise, how to build boats for living and hauling, 
pack~horse transporiation schemss and routes, etc.. 

Buggeation: It would be moat helpful in assessing the needs of 
& psrallel economy end alternative communication-transportation 
systems 17 a survey aould be made of what actually are the nceds 

of Veruana and how they curply them now, & 
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¥When quantities are involved we might bring in a third 

. physical presence in thet soclety much of the t 

A GBARCH -- OF DR, 0 wND Ka¥Q 

We find wilderness-vonu &ddicting; often delightfully so, sa;etl:ga 
peinfully so. P Severel yesrs 8go, when we bscaAme ven-nomeds, Lh2T 
life-style =eomed to offer the optimum combination of isolation arnd 
accens. We wers contsnt to spend a week or two in thst 5ocle§y ir 5 
we could spend severel weeks out of i1t. As time passed so did some of 
our heng-ups end we wented to be further out end cut more cf tns time. 
Now, much of the tims, we no longer live i{n our ven -- we cen't g 
fer enough out. But we 8till use our van for supply/communicetion 
trips into that soclety. 4and, more a.d more, 
P No, 1t5 not thet soclety getting worse -- 
in Jeil, nor run out of town wnersver we chow up. It's just 
tolerance for shit becomes progressively lower— keeping up ID (licenses 
expire, ond need a 'residentiel eddress’); keeping things on end in our 
ven 'legal'; worrylng ebout our personsl eppesrance being tco freaky, 
etc. P I really liked E's comment this 1gsue &bout putting one's 
body &nd house on the highwey ... "the small epsce cccupled lergely by 
those guys with the red lignts on thelr cars ..." Of course bludg-land 

isn't just the pavement, it's all the space visible from end eesily 
accessible from highways, streets end roeds -- l.e., clmost 2li the 

houses, shops &nd ferms of thet eociety. (4 big edventege of ven-nomadiem 
over 'conventionel' ways, 1s not that the pavements are eafer then the 

rest of bludg-lund, but thet 8 nomad spende less time cn the pevexzents 
end in the rest of bludg-land.) P Severel yeers ego, when I wes just 
8 sheep-person witn illuasions of enlightenment, maintcining serf-tegs 
(ID, etc.) seemed triviel. (%hen one is waste-desp in sewersgs, what's 
snother turd more or less.) Now these ere the most unvonu perts of 
our lives and sre correepondingly unpleasent. P %e heve sox 
oxperience with bicycles &and don't think they're en enswer. bike 
means MORE time in bludg-land per trip -- MORE red-lignters and other 

needing licenses, 
vonu (relative phy 

dengerous drivers whizzing by. A4s for bikes not 
that 1s just a liberty (legsl interstice), not & 
invulnerability), @nd probebly a short-lived one. 
bludg in Celif. ere proposing state licensing of 
automobiles. (The fees will supposedly go for m! 8 of blkewsys -- 
big deal') P Nor are we interested in total isoletion (yet, &t leasst). 
We belleve primitiviem would mesn less vonu in the long run. 
(Primitive socleties run afoul of bludg-land sooner or later -- ccnsistent 

avoldence of something requires some knowledge of it.) &nd there arse 
too meny cepabilities/things we wish to develop which require 
equipment, materiels end knowledge out of the other soclety -- 
tecknology OUR socliety doesn't have yet. P But versonsl trevel isn't 
necessary for lmport-export. 4ll thet 18 needed (for now) is & wey to 
get percels and messeges in end out -- interfeces with the 
frelghtirgand communication services of that society. P avoidance of 
personal travel into bludg-lend is not without costs. Ws must buy a 
perticular part, new, thru Sesrs catslog instead of picking it up, uasad, 
et a swap-meet. Nor cen we engasge in & business which requires 
face-to-face encounters. But these costs ere small compered to the 
savings, at leest for us. P This brings me to the 'retired fermer with 
plckup truck' who Adem proposes hiring (VL1 8). It is one thing to get 
some stuff heuled eround once & yesr. It is something else to get 
meil/parcele picked up and delivered every couple of weeks, which 1is 
what we would like. The latter service requires somebody who is not only 
reliable, but close-mouthed and in sympathy since ne is apt to be hassled 
saoner or later. There are such people (we know several) but they ere 
few and far between. P Dr. G snd I would probsbly be happy to pay $4 
per trip ($100 per yeer) for such & service. FPor $4, soxzeons in that 
soclety cannot efford to go much out of his way. Even though the retired 
fermer 18 sympethetlic, he 1s very much in thet socjety, incurs tne 
'high overhead' (psychic even more then financiel) tnere, &nd will expect 
to be payed at thet soclety's going rate. P assuming he goes to town 
every other week anyway, for $4 it mlight be worth his while to drive 
five miles out of his wey to plckup/deliver &t our drop. This severely 
limits our base location -- & desirable wilderness srea is not &pt to 
be within a few miles of the relatively few &pplled-liberterians ws 
could trust to provide such a service. Even if we find such a 
combination of person end place, suppose he gets sick or moves &way: 
we must move too or pay much higher fees to samebody living further away. 
P BUT, if eey ten vormuen femilles or groups lived within & 20-mile- 
diemeter eres, end each would pay $4 for interface service, that's $40. 
$40 w11l hire an epplied 1ib, one day every two weeks -- pay for nis 
time and 100-miles or more driving expenses. We and our drops need not 
be near his home. P Such a service 1s not to replaece long-term 
storage of esupplles we know we will use, such &s hundreds of pounds of 
food staples, but for procurement of the unpredictedle items and 
information -- a specisl pert for & new device we tre developing, & 
drug to treat a rare disease, 8 new book. @ S0, Dr. G end I &re 
Bseeking other vonuens who (1) have enough mobility to locats in the 
same area and (2) heave interfacing needs simller to our own -- i.e., 

desire fairly frequent parcel carrying to/from the other soclisty, but 
do not wish to visit that soclety more often than once & year (1f that 

often). P Our ssaociation nesdn't be & close-togetherness thing. 
One needn't approve the way &nother combs hls face. We can have &s much 
or s little internal trade end personsl contact as we want. 4 
Dr. G. end I ero fairly mobile. At presant we can move our bass with 
less then one month's labor. 4nd we &re not hung-up on &ny particular 
wilderness spot. (Nor 1s 'moving' VONU LIFE to & new post office box 
especially difficult.) For climete &nd nucleer-fsllout reazons, we 
robably eren't interested in any ere& outside the Pacific Northwest 
¥. Celif thru SW. Alaske) unless it 1o ocutside North america. A4nd #e 

want to be at lemst 100 mlles away from and up #ind of the metro &reas 
of Vancouver, Ssattls, Portland, end San Frencisco. P Perhaps we can 
firat come together in Sisklyou reglon, then when there are more (£07 
307 families) move to the north cosst of Britlsh Columbia &nd find an 
applied-libertarian with & bost instead of & pickup truck. (There are 
probably more miles of weterways slong B.C. coast then there are miles 
of roeds and streets in Calif. plua Oregon.) Climate and terrain there 
sren't too different from heres -- somewhat wetter, only & 1ittle colder 

More people would be necessery there thun here for fortnigitly-inter- 
facing to be economical, since the interfacer would probably trevel 
hundreds of miles. ¥ We are seeking only those wlth enough vonu-living 
experience, especlelly 1living in relative isolation, to know their 
own minds. And With savings,or & source of incozme not reguiring 

If this ides 
eppeals to you, but you are inexperienced, st first trying vonu- 

1living, by yourself, in an area convenient to you. P Ve ulre Know 
at least two applied-liberterians in Siskiyou Reglon who woula prcbably 
be interested in providing plckup/delivery; the problem is coming up 
with enough of & market to mske it worth their while. P Ir you tnink 
your heed is anywhere close to ours, do write. Let us know your 
experlence, prasent situation end objectives; also tho: ts you have 

about interfacing with that society (If you don't went your letter 
publizhed, 89y a5.} This ia o long-feo. projeet of ours -- S probubiv 
won't happen in & zonth or two. So if you order VL end first read this 
many moons from ncw, chances &re we aill still be interestea If not 

already coming together. YO 
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VONU LIFE CHANGES EDITORS 

Lan, & vonuan of considerable experience, i1s now editor of VONU LIFB. 
Dr. Gatherer and I are quitting so that we can devotes more time to 
shelter and food. P Last Winter we failed to accomplish many of the things we intended bscause we didn't have & shelter that was both warm 
and roomy. (Our lay foam-hut is warm but not roomy; our poly tent is 
roomy but not warm.) 
P Also we intend to forage more, to see If we can economically reduce our dependence on food imports. P We intend to write for VONU LIFE 
occasionally. Please address any personal mail for us to Vonu Life (G) 
or Vonu Life (R). RAYO 

  

by and about lan 

1 volunteered to compile (not edit) vonulife because i Hre to share ideas. vonu 
living ie a great adventure and i enjoy writing and reading about it., i want te 

sbare, if only vicaricusly, in the trials and triumphs of other vonuans and enabl 
thers to share mine,. 

oth 2 B i can converse face tc face with a few others. they are * 

intelligent but i have heard their repetoire of thoughts and they have heard mine, 

each adds to e's repertoire out does so slowly. 8o i like te communicate with 
outsiders, too. 

alse, compiling venulife i8 & pleasant way to earn the price ef 
rice and spice. venulife woula te an unprefit organizatien if done eut thers. but, 
like raye wrote to me, & venuan has lew everhead. many people read and write for 

vonulife becsuse tney want to link up with other people. this is a good use of 

vomilife tut it is not one of mine. 4 am not open to visitors. nor do i want new 

members, i will explain why in my article on cOmmunity, 

] 
Box 305, Garfield, NJ 07025. 

the new life styles, homesteading, natural foods, 

We want better shelter before another Winter comes. 

may 73 

roading tAce ispues, ve tnat mist SuULEC. 
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the flesh out want to copverse., this is a 

how-to-do-it articles in 
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tolling what wae done and i 

of an ordinar 

you or i , may be revealing 

corpirate stas wnn is st zling to get & 

1 will extend subscriptions for wri 

maybe a couple ~f issues for a detailed acco 
for a good row-to-do article, f you wa 
point 4 become editsr, not st compiler. 

policy. 

s f vou may not m 
writing or typswriting publist > 
up with a faw mistakes ard blur 
typewriter ordinary mokes indist 

or send eoms dried ap 

your name and address if you want or make up 

cut ~ff the issue numbars, wh 

isBue, and send them along, 

know who you are, 

firot pags of eac. 

publishing more 
on your enveiope 

letter is for publica 

puolish any parts i th 

addresgsoe. 
i don't go to cave junction 8o i must wa 

i usually get mail once every two months, ¥ 

do please be patient if 

me. 
and faster but until i 

some people like a Btory that's written in the first person, 
but others are ehy., like 8o don't hesitate to writse 

or fictionalize your atory. 3. am continnd 

article in the samo iasue, unless the autho 
the next issue. but i won't be able to send o 
80 e will not pe able to reply until the issue follo 

embarrassed. last issue i lectured rayo on how to make v 

and my own letler came out a blur, it may have been the r 

without riboon directly on a sheet of carbon, this makes 

ibm. but it riddles the carbon 8o 1 can do only one page 

i can't see what i am typing. and mietakes are harder to 

noles get punched in the paper. nevertneless it may be a t 

freelance typist who gets an order for fancy wWork but has 

1 will also try a nylnon ribbon on this typewriter and ses 

Jim stumm wrote in vonulife 3 about methane generation, iB anyone mak 

vegetable matter such as dead leaves? i would like to ewitch from tn 

donttiraiegianinal b hide hives in remote 
or do beses need 

is anyone into vonu bee keeping? e.g 

places and go around once or twWice a year to collect the noney? 

i of hat? T pooks give that impression. more care than that bee g P: several people 

what is being dons? anythi ontioned the need for vonuer communication. g 

the vonuer they are the bigger the get in on? mail ie a problem for backwoodsers. 

prohlens ciphers? 
little orphan annie's secret code badge. 

cryptostripe may be un kable but they are as slow ae 

what 1 B8-arow 1 hat is a pase-around? 1 wonder 17 

englien speliing is worth trying to change. english i8 messy in many ways, how 

avout esperantn? i think that elready has a phonetic alphabet, and it is supposed 

to be easy to learn. or do too many people know it? rusel jague, freesbe 

FbtLogortisrhaninadoiup hisllom il aneuze R I T o e e en e ol S 
depends on the mail until you and i get another way. in vonulife 6, T 

a low-power radio network. how far will a single two-way radio reach? 

does it cost? will it operate off a truck battery? until a radio net is op 

or maybe as part of it, how about a privat net? it was described in vonulife 

rayo and i now have a drop where we leave things for each other, 

the easiest way for vonuane to link, if i link with 4 people and each of 

links with an average of four people (one of which is ms) that is 13 people i can 
reach in two steps. 36 in 3 steps,108 in 4 steps, 972 in 6 stepa. if each relay 
takes a week, i could send to almost 1000 peopls in six Wesks or less. that would 

be fast enough for vonulife. the article about privat mas originally printed in 

'67. mAybe there are already nets. rayo told me he tried to intersst a coupk 

of bookstores in dealing vomulife, but no interest so far. problem may be that 

only a few people want vonulife 80 & bookstore doesn't want it taking up rack 
space. 1 suppose i could fancy it up. put a cover on it. g0 to bigeer tyrpe, 
more illustrations, and spread it over more pagzem. but then i'd have to @ell 

10,000 copies to make it pay. soon i'd need an office in town. then i'd be a 

nonvonuan busy telling people how to not be like me! but if you know a bonrkstors 

tha R 2 intozoated Lo 11 na in vonulife 1 rayo said that moet children are 
natural vonuans. they explore Woode, build hideouts, climb trees, dig caves. 

new people do theme things even thaugh the old people around tell them these thinge 

are a 8illy waste of time, and that they ought to be doing something 11 

memorizing the names® of the presidents for mchool. and new people do i 

oven though they don't see old people doing them and don't kmow how these 1 

might be useful when they get old. 

as an experiment i offer to give a vonulife 

subscription to anyone less than 623 inches tall who writes and tells me about 

vonu thinge e iB doing. to qualify e doesn't need be vonu maBt of the t e. 
i'm qualifying this offer by height rather than age because 1 feel that asking 
age 18 an invasion of privacy. 8o if you know a new prevonuan, please pass the 

*ord. 5 the critic who says vonulife sounds like a little boy's dream of 
adventure, i say, better late than never, - o = in vonulife 4 w.Jj. recommended 
“the first and last freedom" by Jiddu krishnamurti. where can i get it? i am 
starting a 1ist of vonuist books and authors., bepides Teau ilve read lao 
tee. aleo lin yutang - i don't know if e was Just a preacher or a doer too. 
when you recommend a book please include source and price if you kmow, 

"the greening of america" has expanded my mind a8 much a8 any book i have read, 
"greening" ien't pure vonuism., and i don't ¥mow how accurate reicn's diagnosis 
of society 18 (nor do i especially care). but i value what s says about people and 
mental processes - 1lo8s of sensativity and recovery of sensativity - especially ] u " i TIIn the lost self" and "consciousness IIl chapters, rayo said in vonulife 1, 

vonulife ? page 1  



    

   i'm interested in any vonu &roupe   vonuisam mAy not bs new, just heretofore neglected ; 
of the past. there were, maybe otill are vonu indians: seminole, yera, shuswap 

¥iich the wildcat from montana mentioned in vonulife 4. but thev are remnants of 
older cultures. how about people who wersn't born into a vonu tribe but became 

  

  

  

    

      
      

         

vor? thers mav not be much information. the more vonu a psople are, the less 

QFOROE SR 22 Moty Bkl i wonder about the value of thinzs like "the 
papar trip" whichn wae reviewsd in vonulife 6, at someone shouldn't 

Protect himself. but i wonder if is useful efter its 
2d widel oludg can read too. mation ehould 

€0 person to person. 0, 'print it could draw the attention ostiles, 

i8 more valuable for talkinz about the many vonuwaya which are legzal,     

   

    

    

attitude, 1 will print anyth any subscribsr asks me 

Just bezging trouble. . oo Grop f found many magazines 
excnanges % thanke to whoever left them, most are new      oned in vonulife already are "black bardt", 

"black bardt” no., 5 is "cheap and easy transportation", 
g old cars to trailers, changing bicycles 

  
     

    

    

  
plans for a picl 

    

    
in various ways, teering. '"black bar hae stopped p 

8 8tilil sell mber o is 45 pages and not 
space for 31 ¥ Bacra: to st., concord,         
         

    

/2 "win" 3 e complete collection of political documents ripped-off 
the £.b.i. of in medis, pa., march 8, 1971" i recommend this to peopls 

®no fear tne feds, it seemp that the fods are a lot like cther bureaucrats of tho 
corporate state, for one thing tr cpend & lot of time reading each other's 

memos, the issue is 75¢, win, p.o. box 547, rifton, n.y. 12471, 
"akwosasns notes' 

i8 mostly about 

c 
ard by american indians. it is a big paper. 

& to the oludg. also interesting history. aloo horror tales, like hom 
&n indian in b.c. ¥as stomped to death by r.c.m.p. and how amazon natives are 
gl Bugar mlxed with arSenic by braszilian bludg to exterminate them. for 
Bample Bena conation to akwesasne notes, mohawe nation, via rooseveltomn, n.y. 13683, 

   

  

   

    

    

  

Situations » Searches 

   

   
   

to vonulife Hi! Info-freak here is quite willing to write people Who have questions 
on power, ghelt etc. but is not willing to do this at a deficit! - 

e So please put 
in next issue that all letters expecting reply should enclose a self-addressed, 
stamped envelope. Info-freak, Also, change of address after April 1, 1972 to: 

225. 
S Aleso print 

that 1 am nolding letters so far received until the writers meet the above 

stipulation. Let us nurture ourselves 

  

¢/o Good Earth Pottery, 1100 Earris Ave., Bellingham, Wash, 

  

fo vonulife In Voru Life #1 made some remarke on education. J is a year and a 
half now. BHAS not been made vulnerabdle to TV, radio, newspapers, movies, et al, 
Amn convinced that most coercion done through the media, which is controlled by Big 

Brother. What does he do? He plays all day every day. W%e play mith him as much 

as we can in between gathering and chopping wood, cooking, washing clothes and craft 

worxz. FWe did have a radio for a long time but finally got rid of it - used money to 

acquire a spinning wheel. Wool is our livelhood. Used to buy colored yarn mhole- 

sale! Now we buy mool (haven't got a sheep yet - hope to soon), epin it, 
dye it (®ith local plants and ones we can grow) and crochet it into useful and 
beautiful thinge. M made 3 gorgeous ruge this winter along with eweaters, hats, 

pursen, slippers, shawls, vests., W®ant to get into weaving, too. Maybe make our- 

selves a loom, We'rs just beginning, thougl The possibilities are endless, 

  

Anyway, I've atrayed. We are determined to keep J out of schools for the reasons 
you 8o clearly understand. Probdlem? Only thing is BC pige say your kide got to go 

8chool and they come leokin for ya if you don't make em, Only solutions we can see 

(as you mentioned) are alternative school or hide., Would like to hear much more 

from poople facing this problem. W¥e still have 3 years or so before a confrontation. 

Could you forward a letter or two or maybe have some mors info in VL? (yen, ses 

top left first page. lan) Our klde are our real hops. They're gonna g0 higher 
and farther than us (if we let em). 

Xore about us. Eave a colleze degree - 

®hich a8 you know is completely irrelevant. but may give you an idea of what we 

have had and are still having to overcome, We upe no motor machines (of our own). 

So the pigs have no car license, no electric or phone bills to work with, Our only 
fuel is wood (I uBe a rowboat to haul it as we live right on the ocean) and 

kerosene (for lamps in the winter) and that's it, Everything else can be accom- 
plished with an ax, pick and shovel, picth fork, hammer, machete and lesser toolt 

(Bmaller tools) and most of all Work - but after awhile the work becomes a akill 
end @ joy - "when the whole man ie involved - there is no work"” - the Indian never 

used to work - hunting, fiohing and everything else was his 1ife. Hs didn't work, 

Just lived. 1 can't describde in ordinary language the feeling that comea when we 

discard the notions like - "Sure would be eamier to have & chain saw, or truck, 
or washipg machine, or shatever" - and realise that we don't need any of them. 

It's been our firet taste of real freedom and carries us further towmard total 
freedonm - also makee ug want total fresdom oven more, 

    

Many ippurities in 

our life mtyle which would probably not class us as true vonvans, K2 are awars of 
them, however, end can only elimipate them one at a tizme, Like we buy wool, but will 

eventually get & shoep or two. FKe use keroesne - hope to raise a hive or 2 of bees 

soon (besswax for canales) - we only use about $2 worth of kerosene a month 
now., Weo use other's vehicles occassionally - to get ridee or to haul food - but = : : 7 = 
the idea of naving a horase is coming more end more to the front. We spont this 

winter (a fairly rug-ed one in BC - 80 they tell us - about 4 fest of Anow on the 
) in & cabin with a wood stove. Very comfortable, 

  

Ywners lmew we wWore here - let um live here for free. We're moving to the tipi 
around May 1, Wnich will liberate our home, Kobody but nobody knows where it im 

(will be), Got the spot picked out. Meadow, stream, wildernsss woods. I'll 
probadbly pack all our shit there little by little. No roads or nothin. 

Tour ccmments about minimiszing contact with non-vomuans (VI#3) I can only emphatic- 
ally socond. The locals here watch TV just to be watching it, mend their kide to 

& 8chool on the island which muet bs experienced to be bell eved and are very far 

from being self-sufficient on top of which most are just plain alcoholics, They 're 
friendly, sure, but ho® vulnerabdle can you get, And, of courze, they mind every- 

Podyiielee ts buainona but theiroMn. 4y ror the tipi, get ahold of Taubin's tipt 
book (Ballantine - $1.65), They'll tell you 2ll, We'll tell you all as we 
exporience it. I'm convinced anyway that you can live comfortably in one, any time, 

ie ge . 1 any place,. A1l you got to dc ie get yourself together and DO IT, Another nelp- 

ful book might bs LAST OF THE MOUNTAIN MEN about 8ylvan Hart - it's in WEC. 

¥%e're looking forward to Uay. That's all we're living for now. There will be 
problems, sure. But I think the biggest are now behind. Tinal ly we can take off 

our clothes and with care and imagiration no body will tell us to put em back on. ' 
ForERbeabloRtoRcindRua ST TR e thing about wool and bses. Fantastic 
trade ltems. Couldn't you dig to trade something for a wool coat dyed with 
eunfiower petals ana a few loB, of honey from wila planta? That's wners we're 

        Some £ 
a piece 

people, 

yares it 
wanLt         
     

     

  

    

    

   

      free tacing and lote of em) 
intriguing, No roads, power 1 

in good condition - provably n 

  

anyw 
a scat 

- real¥yl 

vonuans near us or 
real Ju 

   

    

  

   

  

Sure, send 

   

  

   

    

    

    v lo, ® 
in a scnool bus we're co 
free schools into a total 

learnings, lovin 

entalized role 

  

     

  

    

  

a Navaho reservation 
maybe a la 

    

into farmin, 
froe scnool 

  

eyond, 
prompty    

  

   

  

ne¥ contacts, 
oxpand our n 

  

pkille for barter medical 

not ans 
picked 
    
      

Fleaso forzive me for     around PP      
    

recently. Than«s for tre subs 

Snusraps ve oeen puilding the 

but they have been puilt in be     
around with no problems, But 

appetizing for them to in tho op 
with a two year old black whs would come 

cause any hessle. other than once getting 

after cooking dinner outdoors one summer 

or xeep     
   

           

  

into some salt 
         

to condensation, I've had some problems when 

but by keeping a fire going for cooking, and 

&s. This is in semi arid co v h, and 

mould be more of a problem. I've got & new mai 

28000 60th N.¥., Fash. 98292.  gyeres a fair amount of abandonsd housea 
around these prrts and the vibes are pretty good. Sue and I are hanginz aroun 

Just caretaking a friends place and doing some leather and beadwor 

guees. MNaybe till Summor, So. 
places and wants to bring 
talking to the rignt ab-d 
to trade or asell cheap 

from them. Jaffroy 

fie 've oeen 

1ly vecoming the 

we 're moored at 

  

  

     

  

ese now, Its Je 
Stanwood,       

  

   
    If anyone is comi 

e somo a&bolone shells, 
ers, or doing it yourself, or an 

hats organic and nice to work with 

  

        thing else like that 
could dig hearinz 

:iving apoard our 

/boat wo want. 
municipal marina, 

waters (inBnd 
up to the Queen Charlotte Islands ( 

e real estate 

      
liveaboards, 

we cast off ana cruise &roun 

This coming surmer we plan 
see a couple of Haida Indian villages that nave as yet escaped t 

developers' notice. 

    

  

   

    
   

  

people live aboard for & £ or years while 

they 're in school or can afford sor 
boat our permane home. Our ultimate dream 

n a protected bay, That way, we can live on the ooat and be 

mobile cut also have a garden, some running room for kiis and dogs, more Pr 

from civil servants (e.g., harbormusters), land lords and up 

   
     

     
neighbors. 

Given the horrendous prices of waterfront land from Washinzton to the 

Alaska pennancle this may have to ve a group program - say three or four = 

lies each with a srall amcunt of cash and a aream like cure. 1'd love 
from anybody Wno mig 

years from now. 

        

   

    

  

R 7 
identally, if somebody has developed a mewage disposal svystem that really w 

isn't too expensive, he should really consider marketing it; t 1 

pleasure poators are desperate for a soltion. I know we'd buy 

now if it rere aveilaple. (¥rs,) Nancy Logan, P.0. Box 1428, 

     

  

     
the poople of t Vonu Life o are two people livipg in e converted school bus 

Santa Rosa, Calif. We're attending Sonoma State Collesge &nd squat 

field across from the college with about 40 other ns, buses, tents, 

This 6 18 quite enjoyable and we hate to trink of going tack to paying ren 

Perhaps your newsletter coula give us cluas in livi this way -~ for example, 

to pay for food anda gus, 

  
       

    
       

     In regard to your otk r about pay someQus to 

truck trings for ycu from the San Francisco Bay could you send us some more 

inforzation on this? It sounds very interssting, we would need to x'ow what you 

need, now mAny 108 & year, and what you could afrord to pay. 

  

   

  

    

  

       

  

  
To ®: Regarding truccing: We don't (10U0¢ par year?) to maie 
it worth &nyone's wnile to truck just to us. would have to develop & route 

+hi ing. serving arany people in this area or along the route - long-term t 

      

  

  

It costa 
uB 2¢ to 3¢ a pound to make a special trip to Bay Area for 20008, plua our time 

  

   

  

Best sources for sta d nere are 3¢ to 10¢ per pound more expensiva than 

best sourcef around S.F. Rayo (edited by lan) 

to vomlife I have a 60 Chev Step Van I nave converted to a Motor Home., 1 am       

  

a Blacksmith and Tarrier by trade, 

country and do a lot of campin, 

Ron, Colo. 

vel around the 
Peace & Love 

Summer I hope ta 
¢ amount of back packing. 

    

  
t ulife 1 WAS BORN IN OREGON...,BUT EAVE LIVED IN CALIFORNIA MOST OF MY 

A A 

    

  

      
I'D LIKE TO FIND A PEN-PAL (FIMALE VARIETY) TO RAP ®ITR. I'N 37, TALL ST 
AND LOVE OUTLOOR LIVIX HIKING & CAMP EOLL 13475 BANCROVT 
APARTMENT 305. SAN LEANDRO, CALIF, 

    

  

   
  

  

At now - pushing carefully farther, Major protlem: No other vonuans near by, mey 73 vonulife ? page 3  



5 - SR — - ¢ To Vony wife: fie reside for the time being in en 

5 16 very modern. Half of it 1s where I parx my 3 
fi & of the henger 1s e lesboratory &nd & couple of roums ! 

&, @ E‘) like &n apartment. It 1s kind of weird since there a 
& > Y You don't know whether the sun i{a anining or what tne weath 

button end up goee end door, drive cut and clcse. The kxlds use tne 
like 8 play ground inside and don't fool &round outsidse much. 

\ (i ~ they ere not in school &nd I have not bsen apgrosched yet. I 
o @ B worked out e schedule yet but would llke tc be hers sty a acnth 

D = B> a month to meke 1t &s If em @ transient. Perheps * cun get I 

worked out in time .... GUY, Southwest (retyped by Rayo) 

@ vonulire You can put us on your p of places to 

3 you mant. & jjivo 5 miles nortn of LeMars, and can 
b L4 exactiy ULrougn toe radio station (KCEx) re S o 

Reily from Portlana? 1 want to find cer, 3.essires, Faul [avis, 
Leyars, lowa 51031 (712)062-7383 

Il-known operatio be & 3 
eration (libertarian references will Trogiodytes: I rave returmed from the woods for a sta toe city 

I'11 oe moving in & month Dack to tre woods, #rere you iive, il is 

supplied on request) offers an outstanding oppor- freedom to walc and nowl at tne ot is vl Tvestitor 3 €asy to ox ) 
) caracoard tox, wst pull tne rice over toe gide and it it 

tunity ar r two adventurers ' 5,000 to some Bi r shaped flat 

000 Ve (and a taste for long hours and hard c to vonulife Howdv, Presently we (a zroup of & tuilders/desis 
. on & prototype of a ferrs-cement building. Recently we completed tui 

start) B schosl for zome people in Foodstock, New Yorc, #ould like to 
you all are up t> over tnere in Oregon, I was jus 

month ago, but didn't have time to truck around much, 
pretty far out. ¥, RI. 

$100, 000 or more per year (to 

new (and legal) venture. This situation 

ill involve command of a thirty- to forty-foot Dicsecl ife TDear People, I'm presently 
A assage. 1 snou.d be done 

motorboat; prior experience in this area will be help- b - a yet, I'm 19, female, &nd ar 
il residence for 3 vears. ntly 1 thousnt I had what 

but i not neccessary., Individuals should be non- N in tne form of snotrker person, out re wasn't it, so I'm trucki 
again, and azain. Love, Roberta, Chicago 

U.S. citizens or be willing to acquire this status = to vonulife I am interested in survival type technology. I'm presently rla 
i /7 . s to live in Nova Scotia on a 24' sloop and #my on desgerted islands a 

finder/s| fee of one hundred dollars is available : along the const. 1 nope to explore tae possioility of combining the dackpacking 
techniques with cruising. T, Hdaryland 

whomever first brings the name of any person ultim- T 
to vonulife I'm pl@nning & traveling summer - starting in New Yorg State - to 

ately enpaged by us to our attention. Write via air Florian - to Calif - to Aasnington - to Iowa, etc. I'lLl oe motorcyslizg (a 
oicycling in Calif.) ana camping. I rnave compl a zasters gegree in biology 

mail (no telephone calls, visits or telegrams, please) and anm 23, lcoxing for somoone to travel witn or visit, If you can mage notice 
of this - or howsver your organization operates - I'u appreciate it. 

to Jolly Roger, 736 Cloverdale Road, Montgomery, DousrCaclsonysreraorkOoras LikD VRl uhacalgny s 20   Alabama 36106, U,S. A ¥ £no; My tkhing is stayisg in 
    the city - 'fraternizing with the enemy' - and "slipping through tne cracxs", 

wnich is a good trick in my nigoly visidble job.   

Well I received issues 4,5,6 in response to my answering a piece in 
Mother Earth News. Your contributions were repeatedly of interest and 
occasionally disagreeable. I believe we may have a few things to share 
and thereby offer a short sketch of HERE with my questions about THERE. 

to vonulife Dear Nowads n' Trogloaytee newsletter folks, I'm in the Air Force 
right now doing my honorabie auty. W#hen I t out i want to take me, wife, and 

bairn to (,...7...) with a tipi and our two horses and squat for a couple of 
months to get back in touch without the speedtrip of the nine-to-five moron 

Here, I am not vonu, but do not partake of the culture beyond that mage EAEe. g, jin )oocing eround early (i zet out June '73) to see if there's 
which pleases me or is minimally necessary to live. That which anyone i can turn to when i'm freed. whatever is open now may not be then, but 
pleases me is communication with others, resultifg in stimulation ld's see if you'll have what 1'11 want. shanti, Doug, Sacramento 
of thought. I study philosophy a% Sonoma State college. —_— —_— 

Residence for two here is a bue in a community squatting in a field to vonulife Dear Rayo, I read your letter in 5.R. --- I mnt to be free, the 
across from the college, right inthe middle of public sight(hence vay you aescribe. --- But, --- First I want to trv to be free without rusning 

not vonu). And as you may expect, hassled. In thie case with the away. --- Can I get unstuck without leaving bdenind what I like: Not morrvir 
academic community there is support and the hassles are legzl threats about feeding my six children (2-9 yrs). & place to stay rhere we can feel safe? 

which are successfully delayed each time(for 4 years) and no confrontation Csn't I be vigilant ana maze careful concessions to gain licerty? - « I don't 

as yet. However the end is anticipated this coming June to & fine know how to make careful concessions, --- Fhat of the concessions for tne nomad? 

self sufficient comunity. There are sbout 40 vehicles and tents here, Yen, I must learn to balance, I must be vigilant, I must ©te honest, -.- But, 

with population of 60 or so on three acres or less. Growing ioo fast. Must does not worz, either. --- ill iz left is to ba. Yes, the ooly alternative, there 
T 5 ' % 

The lsnd owner has refused to post the land(in sympathy with squatters) 14 frio} chiodcaci == ¢ Testi IS xant iTe e . alter 
while at the same time specifically not giving hie permisgion, to avoid T 4 4 
legal liability. ¥e plan on leaving our houae this summer and mant to travel sverywhors, maybs 

for over, We nave a large step-van and nesd more ideds on fixing it up to make 
For support I deliver newspapers in a very spread out rural route, life with small children in & clome area bearadle. 
80 miles per night factually 3 to 6 AM. Very unhaseled job, shared with 
woman here alternate nights. Maintain my own cer in addition, but 
still not much of a drain, except that one of us must be here 
regularly. 

Now to be consistant, while I resist violence of war, or of tyranny omer 

myself from busacracy, 1 cannot at the same time reserve the right 
for myself to injure others with firearms, beyonettes, etc. Do you = 5 3 Caris e 
value consistancy and concur or do you only value your ‘own survival? not 51:-'en the matter as much thought m-x you have, I feel thet vy.nlfl.-‘in.& the 

omnership of even a remcte, secluded bit of land you lose more than you gain and 

And what value survival? If thet i3 the end, then wa all surely fail unnocessarily sentence yoursslf to much hard labor and inconvenlence. Tou saeam to 
eventually. No, it is how I do until death, not how long, that I grossly overeatimate the government's energy and ability. Hemember the goverrzent 
value. May I refer to issue 5, Dave in Southern California for a is just a collection of clerss and otcer worging types - a crosa-section af the 

summery of some similer thinking. I a=m open to discussion. general population. There aro freaxs in any group - but, in general, if you give the 

Openness is a way of relieving the load of seclusion. Zan believe bureaucrats no trounle - they'll give you no trouble. Have you given any thought 

describes the femileEsness possible to one otherwise nyulnorable” to trying for the best of coth worlds by adopting the tecnaijues suggested ia Pos's 
e 1 . . > £ 

But so it 1s with wuakers and other free types. So I am here indeed, dliepFurioined daLter il R HHC S oAt ARSn D 
not believing in ability to make changes, but in importance of living 

TER TRAVELEE'S 1OG im seexing sulcors, distridutors and paid correapondents. my statement, not hiding it. i 
= ' “Journal® issues (3 or more yearly) serve as information exchanges for readers on tlhe 

H?H COToR the dilemma. I dig communication. And living. And nature. move, Witn in-deptn nrn:xuycn ;er):pxe, cul tures and how¥-to problams of low-cost. 

incelithesefiare sonerhat noonpatable) ) dshayeinostyebiowiiia B cign-return travel and life in other lanas, "dlmanact iscues (1 each ysar) serve =3 

location of wilderness where I could siuultanecusly got my teeth into some . .oy, catalogs for products, services and informstion aources of use to the earth 
delicious interaction with people. Right here is delicious interaction, traveler, (from advance annouacement) Fre: mample copy is offered. 
but with it comes pollution,.lawe, goning, use permifs, building permits...p o Box 123 VL el aant Vath. 38387 
I haven't paid taxes some say I owe them, beczuse it wauld only help e 5 S cied 2l 
them to buy weapons. FEut I must remain VIEIBLE and refuse face to face. from my travels iead ma to = aceking 

do why write to the invisible? Because your own communication is uhatl is termed the bIAck carrot. 1& grous o RAGHAEE [RA 
excellent. Perhaps we share the need to interact??7?? slopes of tha mountains in this orea. The cil is extracted fram these 

al and the i t ing for flu r' iny all claims indica 

Guees I'm a retreatist, if I wewe to be jailed and knew in advance, i p ¢ digging 5-600 lrs of these at bet 
I would possibly become invisable with some vigor. otueen rocks I then extracted the 

iow I used to be an elecrtonics technician, before quitting for retirement cold westhar during tha later part of Oct. 
and philosophy. (the back side was slso interesting but won't print, lan) first v felis it or not he hac 

stuff ant I fu . to 3 gals. They will be put 
DAy 72 vomulife 7 page 3 in tne near f a about what I ha e done in the 

3 work and that is little. 7.qnt aftor 
th 

We have dreams of someday 

finding an arem that we would like to live for a long time, but e =ant to share 

1ife with others also, Hope to moet others on our Jourasy. farsl, Sants Barbera 

1 am an employee of, if you will pardon the expressiom, the Stats of California, 
54 years old, very square and hopelessiy behind times, Fowsver, I thoroughbly 

you and other vonuans ac the ultimtte do-it-yoursalf era, ¥nila I'z sure 

  

" Texos to k mag w    



    

     
     

       

     
   

   

    

     

    

    
   

  

    
   
   

    

   
   

           

  

n9 Hi again 

. 
: ) ideas appeal to me mora 

. 
I find your ideas appea : _Sor 

: 
how tough the Gov't :5_‘:’»’11'»7 it to 

S get land for a hide-out. Things 

1 
. 

SR 
Have you seen 

‘ 
ve President's Du‘ 

e : 
One Third of 1's 

' 
1971, and almost all e 

: 
Almost all of them would facili . 

- 
of land by big businesses and gane 

1 

: 

such as fees and parmits to entsr 

wpublic lands,” stc.). 

g Probably the most important i 

5 4 
you are proposals ncr fa,::l 

: ' : 

and ejection of " spassers"” on 
c B \ ludes most 

; s ! ! 
category probably includes 

b 
F. E., Western North americe (edited by Reyo) calsigey 2 ol e 

  

assist would-be 

come 9 
think they'd use a 

ink they regard you as & 
£ tious conspi , for ¢ 

sort of information wouldn't 

   

  

To 1t 1s nice to heer from you, &nd to hesr that you &re finding 
exp products which ere compuatuble with your weys of living. P 
In this ea we cen easily zather Bay lesves any time. If you went 
Some, 2mke offer. Yerrow, Amelanchler (serviceberry) leuves &nd berrlies, 
Herba Buena and rose hips elso grow here. But they &re more work to 
nervest so we don't want to gather then (except for our own use) until 
we pove shelter and food supply better developed. HaYO &nd Dr. G. Howsuer, 4t'e it t of scrutiny the 

may enploy ir 

  

   
        

  

     
137 Lal paranoia and lose our at 3rd. RF,uJL S Mnumha\ns Speak Yo cacn oTHER rationally, I think we ought 

:'fl': e y A?m»() amde 
carefully at once. Nost ;mour“m:_, 

Ve, & 2 23 L ‘U‘&lleyg, objectively the probahilities of d - 
  

      

  

Koe ke on o . to enable us to plan rationally for 
w hoc tL%(da& Vall:\/s speak ot them seloee withon In this connection, the stati : 

t f Preinf y was nice beg Horoagn W Mothue. Earthe Dews . Tre Ancient botd , e e G B e 
‘(‘Q"vfm 5)%0)«&4{, Mflh[bfl.‘bflé VT batriements af‘r‘i)é U?”LY contacts with “outsiders” into m 

{ arls % any outsider seen, # of 
""“R—‘*}*M%"QPMM w SNowo Wtafiucfi/ Cisilization of x addressed by any outsider, 
o h; £ e 5 of x accosted by any "aut o:' 

@ cecuts J s motw) Meves l°'°3 ovenarown with VUAE pig, forest ranger, etc.), # 
¥ dect v ¢ £ assaulted by outsiders, etc., 

,‘ZL o % B s LR T o0 Lhe brow ol at abilitios will vary from place to 
¢ . 7 RioGe iently remote location (m s from Sz ,,_5,.‘,,.(:.1,, o awll only Scenpe atthe sy 7 . should not vary more than an order of m 

e ('WJLM £ M Th ¥ ’ Gf-‘}’ g Cloags ‘Also: # of x sighted aircraft, etc. This shoul 

d e on Yo St £ LMD Un many Dikections at suee difficult; data could be recorded in cosone 
: informati ould ho valuable to potential vonu Devfie*q, )ZO\J&—/!L/daEL Lt on %L UE\ILV Zg 2;;; ?::iénal predictions cuncqrr.inw the 

Bunwey. TH Aumoccel becomes collung . of the Man's technology for snooping and harass 
S SV 7 o, ! 3 
nfu:, : e alde, mMowntaing Hy awa e can probably continue to hide 

y omping andaloo fovel Sl can't ratreat indofinitely, amo      
       

      

   

   
    

  

  

. the amount of it by decreasing the , : ) e, ,1 e il B i) we may have to stand our groun quality and quantity of material 8y ha 3 ¥ - H [ . LA Reds Smash Capitalist Ring S e oLt possibility hasn't received too much consi 
AN s Rloch (e vocords The illicit capitalists had a 

. I » /L MOSCOW (FCNS) - Action by factory of their s Anyhow, I do admire you for your fraedon 
. don fi.mJJaf UL Ay Soviet authorities has destroyed a  hidden among the m bias, and prejudice about political real 

private enterprise operation in the it was found by investigating : vyour reply to Paul Deoarr in it = wantel Lot t Republic of Georgia that agents with great difficulty E\ @ql;figluéfi:ulflrn R ‘%u tever, I think that you e . ¢ s was worth more than a million  “The building was hardly seen N2 E i : di uve/acen C=l wavny) aad dollars behind a ravine and the workers bit of your own, particularly in your dialogue/sce 
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R trade union newspaper, “The ball ~ The factory manufactured ng it seems, that it is really more likely thaE_ the 
W“-’MM”" @ . f'/g ;’,‘"”’f‘_“““"i“"""'""f clothing which wassold throughout China will attack the US without prcv?catl??. than & 
A ar bevend the borders much of the Soviet Union by a way around? (Think about Vietnam.) HNo, all governments 

Bose cenatrueled ohilfsys 1y identical salesmen, Shares were distributed, N8ATly identical. . o ety qovernment. to the chief conspirators. One, said "national defensg" than in any other r"“““fff "XO,‘:; qfau_ 
m& i Trud, had two country homes and In fact, I think that one could easily turn around 

g:“‘szw e bt oot as ca t Das (’ e fl Yo “-,u_g;u a shart period of time while another was found to have gj ffprpnt and more reasonable premisses, to show E:a: con . Codt yoos © entreprencurs gained use of more than a hundred thousand ‘» “national defense" actually diminishes the ofjec Hé J Yell mee. machines and equipment of a dollars worth of rubles hidden in ST POT2TY s . nation's population. That is, it increases 
i A desos legitimate government textile tin cans at his home security of the nat s on 

frople Nove as factor 
The "% (reprinted from april e factory was only in S ar 

production for the ate half the 21 "toe new banner, Well, anyhou, keep up the good work. You supply a lot of 

4 pOXELIE< Hcolunbiss useful information. 

. is 35¢) 
mfl&k_u)o%u, W SrEhe Dear Rayo: 

& € wats o Received #6 yesterday with vour note asking L t the Gov't plans t d the ac Ju—w_ = £ Yo L eif T'm still Vi You bet T P.S Have you heard that the Gov't plans to end the prac 
MG (o nci Tints S phiziant of individual prospecting on "public lands" by January 1 

Rty Pfl"“" = @ Jw%wm As reported by Trud, Soviet came {rom Thilisi by taxi cabs” nuclear warfare with Mitchsell Jones in VLS. Do you 

republic (Georgia) and network of black market You can't place any more fa in so-called 

-b Som,l,exiaq% amd woge, — 

gave thousand dollar dinners, mants of tho game-theorists against them, on the ba of 

in the Georgian capital of the probability of human annihilation. 
> ’ Thilisi og «TUaTy | "rrU cegaunm, 

| men used surplus s.c, 29202. & sasple pmks("m g h‘& Rl from the state factory, increasing 5 D e INSSSRIRI 18IS SN 

. G i ok hat? aflmu., ‘uaa{u,u.‘d_ ) ug'(-a._,,u‘_,‘ ag T an beginning to paek my things and leave UhatStotyoulshlniciaboutiithe 

  

  

  

  

  

  

Oregon. T've now spent a whole year here and find the Y ——— wank (ol Ssata "fi“’“uf%-llb 6 ronth winter too long - and this has been a mild one, T T———— e \;2\,, 1 390 e — First, I'm roing to visit friends in Mew Mexico that §f you claim to transcend traditionzl political 
have found an isolgted spot for their trailer, but I S 

‘e aat’ a st Ohhdd-dldm have no olans to settle anywhere. Central America Problem is, the Gou't acts like its land is made 
A . has pozsibilities, but-details gathered from Costa Rica =y R 2 S $3 Sl s ond foataaiis But J wedd ot one mist now have €300 a month unearned incoms to reside gold, shich is fina, because land is procious. o 

there permanently, and T don't have that much. until the big businessmen ask Fot_-‘c handout. Th Site 
I'm also petting rerorts from Europe where 2 friends behind all this outrageous sxploitaticn and “p.c aLa.' 

are travelling for the next 15 months, camping with a Seems like the Gov't's in business to protect the "punlic® 
small Fnglish truck. lands from the psople. 

Two things T'm determined to avoid: working VL #8 contained an 
at a job in the Rat Race and anmything more than the 

gfinmnlngfiuinmcnt zioADateunirickixllliakefeaze appeal for alternate swear words which must be answered 

Florida, where I spent many years, still has immediately. Why swear at all ? T mean, most people swear 
many isolated smots. T know of several rersons that . = 
lead a hermitic 1life around the Everglades and the because they're basically unhappy with their jobs, spousea, 
interior Kissimmee swmmos ~ one lived 2lyears entirely . . 
off the ecountry without contacting any settlements. kids, parents, society and their lives in general. Naturally 
Another T have corresponded with lives as a squatter 
on a tiny key with hisx dog and has a plywood shelter 
jurt large enough for a cot and his handful of possessio they feel frustrated and swearing gives them a chance to blow 

E : ur head together ! like most After years of wandering, never astaying in off steam. PBut if ycu've got yo get 
one place very long, and only working u Ih \ 5 {0 ch @ cn;n!h to mmi on,"f'vu hncbym a‘lo::r :r%lthina:rhnm readers of VL T hope ) swearing makes about as much sense as 
mekes 1t easier to avoid rore than casual contact with 
the outside world". And too T avoid freakish dress. abstinence. From my own personal experience I find as the 

T shall keen my Orepon address for a while. day of my liberation approachea I swear less and less and 

2 emile more and more. R, 4., Ontario   
  

  

      
 



"eroup” 
3 living wherein no o location of enott ne knows the 

4 den-camp(Issue # 4) appeals to 
xt‘;\{j;ro?e‘ do not want a steady stroEE of 
s not completely anti-group. I Just 
““"‘“\"‘CO?“ ;Zil;\l’g?r;nf;npiacn and quiet. Those 

HE ne more remote locations. 
g see to have many of the 

of tne disudvanbat' 5 usually 
r\rnlur zroup living. it 

Cliat horses were first regularly snod 
ing norses in tne mountains could 

If you rlox) t Bhoe tnem then you 
1 crjr"r\ ctly tools 

knife, rasp and noof pick 
course, burros are never snod. 

every 6 weeks or gso would 

Indians didn't shoe horses in the 
treating a rse right 
sround, one could easily 

for humans -- the German 
tne Galapazos Islands to avoid 

found their shoes were cut to 
°r ol weeks on the suarp coral and stuff. 
eir feet became tough as tanned leather and 

er tnat. 

is not used as a territory marker, 
serves to protect one's territory. In 

frequently reminded that men need territory 
do birds, and tne other animesls. In his book, 

T 1", rarley lMowat describes now he finally had 

tablisu ris own urination posts around his camp; after 

tie wolves(in northern Canada) stopped wandering through 
nvited and unannounced. They respected nis "posts" 
voey did tnose of other wolves. 

1 ;altn may be vastly improved by 

'—Lsouuc:oxv in the backwouvds and by having 
-travelers. believe that much of 
and much. other sickness comes from contact with 

o have traveled widely and picked up "wild" strains 
g bacteria to wnich one is not immune. & have 

one relatively cold and damp winter during which 

small group had any flu, virus, or other illness. 
f no contact with travelers has been the 

during wnict I had complete freedom from virus 
type sickness. 

nutural evolution occurred while he was living 
er smalil area and probably had little or no 

witn strangers from far-away places. Based on this 
on, tnen man is not naturally equipped to suppress 

or virus or bacteria -- but, ne can become 
iven set of virus or bacteria. [oday, even tnose 

1 towns( 10,000 pop.) are constantly exposed 
strains of virus and bgreria from all over the world . 

‘ove of ©: aveT keeps him sick, so to speak. 
iermore, 1'm convinced that constant bouts with 

flu of all kinds tends to prematurely age modern 
and to keep his nealth at low ebb. [Finally, it is 

that vonuans living in remote areas may find their 
mprroved just because they are not in contact 

influx of virus and bacteria to which they 
une. 

tue past several years I've read everything I 
on cold-weather clotning and equipment. The 

oy Stefansson(available from Adobe hacienda) 
pood material. It was written around tne turn of the 

ut is still applicable. V.S. states that a man 
can easi live in the regions inhabited by Eskimos if he 

/ take time to learn the same tecuniques used by tue Lskimo. 

says tr p a check on wnetner or not your 

i £ "cont r‘mllv wrinkling it and making faces." 
i en you take your warm hand out 

i and press ic on tne frozen spot for a moment 
stiffness is g In tne very coldest weather, 

!‘nodlu have a e~-fitting coat and large sleeves so 

can pull bis sleeves and press them 
inst nis naked bre the coat. Then, when any 

part of the face becon ne pushes his hand up under thne 
neck of cnat(uarka; and 1or a moment pres3ses warm hand 

on the stiff spot. V.S. says, "lg this wgy one can walk all 
day facine a steady breeze at -35” or -40"wnich is the worst 
kind of weather one ever _gets in the Arctic, for wnen the 
Cffll']DEX‘(l ure falls to =50 or below -50  there is always a dead 
2lm." The title of the above book by V.S. is, "My Life With 

'ine Eskimo". he states that if you want to know what is going 
on, or want to get tne true then you must ask the women 
of tne tribe. ke continues, .To keep the face from freezing; 
it must always be clean shaven. ...if you wear a beard the 
moisture from your breatn congeals on it and makes a face 
mask tnat is separated by an air space of & quarter of an inch 
or so from the skin of your face. 
Jou can not get your warm pulm against it." He also adds that 
a face mask is of no use in really cold weather, because 
eventually the facc mask wi become a mask of ice. 4lso, he 
says Lhat tne hood(parka hood) should not come close around 
the face."The typical Eskimo hood merely covers the ears and 
leaves the wnole forward palf of t:ne head unprotected." He 
furcner states that tne \.nite -man's manufactured hood comes 
furtner forward 80 &8 to f£it snug around the face and leaves 
but a small part exposed the result is that a circle of 
nosrfrost forms or the face along the sdge of the trimming 
of the utood, and soon the skin under the frost freezes. his 
advice is Lo wear the tsrimo type of hood and then, every 
few minutes witn your mitten brush the snow, or frost, from 
your nood trimming and keep your face free of ice, using 
your warm nand on stiff spots when neesded to thew them. 

after all nis adventures on thin-ife, witn wolves and 
poler and grizzly bears and blizzards, the closest shave witn 
death came as a result of using a white-man's invention ~-- 

mius stove inside a tightly sealed snow house 
Just toppled over but V,5. realized in time that they 
poisoned by coal gas and drug them outside. His advice 
on oeing ca v in & winter storm was, "...the best thing you 
can do when caught in & winter stocrm is put up a snow nouse.' 
1 this was im~ossible, then, "T,e tning to do is sit on 
a pit of sod or stone that can be brusned dry of snow with 
your back hLo the wind; rest your head on your knees and go to 
sleep If you can oleeping will help you pass the time away 

no a r in it, for as soon as you get cold snd tners 
the cnill Wwuke you up -- ulways provided your clothes are 

ource 

Cry wolr 

living in 
few contacts 
the virus, 

man 
possible 

paperbac 
nas much 
century 

If your face begins to freeze. 

dry and that 
The Alt 

no longer o 
Just in tempor 
T me under 
clear out tr 

you are not 

account of 
dressed in 
ana 

COVE 

sweating your c 
too cold, T 
sweat to the exte 

For boots, 
packq and toe 
insulated boots. 
boot with a felt 
tnree felt liners 
a dry pair. slso, 
by any other cx:rrrentl,v avax 

I hate to even mention snowmobi 
swears b 

with felt 
getting so Omé I 

for building a buckskin parka w 
put the seams to the outsice & 

Last of the Mountainmen -- &t 
in that I'm quite certain 

tnere will be more 

B.B. gave me © i 
a parka. Buc 
or 10 to 1 depending 
buckskin clotnin 
and heavy black Fl taxidermist tnread obtaine 

Now, about stopping, or at least slowi 
and various ill-tempered brutes including 
base camp. Barbwire currently sells for 815.5( 
420 yards....tnis comes on a wire spool 
be more thnan enough to 
to construct a perimeter oarricade at so 
away from tne shelter, den or tent. o 

possible,be wound once around trees d trereby 
as posts. lecessary b ill be set in rocks 
eartn in deep holes. £0 under such a 
but its going to slow n 
to decide on now to handle 
to twang 1li guitar strings 
them in ¢ middle of the night 
wild-eyed stories about ulways 
or betier, for bear, i 

a com‘ectly n‘._ced(o 

nunting bul i 
a wound izzly, or even a 
wrap you up prs-Lcj quickly. 

lled several n 
attacking , or 
lever-action is 

lin 

mountain men than ever before. 

my mncmfin snir 

or co 

only 
wounded bl 
According 

B.C 

good riflo to carry 

un,,n,‘ectea place, 

I3 L lean-to 
outdoorsenn 
but because it is 

vervical strands of 
J:r‘:lru_.,, every four feet or so, © 

much 
very 

barbw 

not so 
fire 

to break tnro: . 
trees and barbwire 

secure a tarder 
left between two 
used tnere. 

An account in azine tells now 
man being pestered put skunk scen 
on himself and 21l 1d hi p S 
smelled the cnr ous man-scent and they stoppad fool 
his camp. sc besars were in an area seldom vis 
“ccord;ng to recent researcn, the most dangerous 

or black is one that nas become accu;wm;d to feedin 
and without fear in rne aresence of ma: 

Heavy-duty, 2 y military duck EenL' of 
are aVflllele from t.’o outfitters that 1 know 
give the names as yet, since I've never dcalc 
company). I have lived one winter in such a wall tent 
with an oil drum heater, and no lining or tent fly. 

stayed warm and dry, but tnis was 
climate. For & really co\d re on, 
pitched cyer a wooden floor having 4 

OfFPlxEt Tarps with foam ruboer p 
used next to the Irame(under tne tent) 
@ tent fly can be p‘tcrtxrl over the top of the tent. 
stove p:lpa can t ht-angled out “o rear of . 
small windows of heavy clear plastic can be sewn or c:“fir 
into euzcn side of the tent. Such snelter would probahly 
be comfortable in enyching shomt of &n arctic blizzard 
Nomadics(the tipi people in Oregon) nhav ught out 
tipi material for sever cold-weathar 1 15, 1+ 
cold duck cenvas, especially prepared for rigorous cli 

Une last word on "group" living for vonusns. 
indicates that closely-knit groups work only in ce“i@n 
restricted _.Lcuac‘orr\l. @. strong leader and followe 
religious group; farflly group; or temporary mroup). ine 
group" route prooably becomes usefu 11t strange 

coming Gogether in one area to the 
ceases L0 be & group in the usual 
& common meeting ground used only 
ties except petween certain me 
larse needs such as trips to town 
bypaes the well-known evils of ch 

"gap" 

the wal 
' walls and 

.msuh_::on, 

exte 
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RICE GROWERS ASSOCIATION OF CALIFORNIA 
P, 0 BOX 558 e SACRAMENTO, CALIFORNIA 1 @ PHONE (916) 3716941 

Dear Dr. Gatnerer: March 28, 1972 

\le have received your letter of February 29, and have set forth the 
ansuers to your questions on the format you supplied. We hope your 
questions have been satisfied, and please let us know if we can be 
of further assistance., .. ROBERT R, MICKUS 

Director of Research 

Rda J.o.f1Erown hice B Previously 
Inclveding Farmers Rice Coop and 

Koda Brothers 
tre difference in appeerence(of the uncooked rice)?: 
sarfece sewm  scratched erd covered with e fine powder? 

ney? 

The difference in appearance of the two samples are based on the technique emp loyed in the removal of the hull from the brown rice. 

oes this heve enythin kind of rcllers used? to do with the 
kit kind do y.u use? i steel? or rubver? 

In the case of "A", a stone sheller is 

leaves a fine powder. In the case of 
leaves an undisturbed bran 
}‘n »-.w:h?ng, the wster of B beco .es cleur 20D &, 4het explolins t.1s? what co «eter cloua Is the rice cocted 

ployed which scuffs up the surface and 

a rubber-type sheller is used which 
layer on the surface of the rice. 

#lth fewer rinsings then 
8 off the rice thet mekes the 

with unything?) 
As indicated above, "A' is shelled on an abrasive stone, scuffing up the surface, yilclu:nq a fine powder appearance - the reason for the cloudy water when washing. The brown rice is not coated with any agents whatsoever. 

Fow muny tizes should I 
(I usuelly rinse it Just 
Is stiil cloudy.) 

rinse the rice? Until the scter is cleur? 
2 times even though the seco d rinse weter 

For optimum cooking qualities, it is suggested that the rice be rinsed until the 
water runs clear, However, if maximum retention of nutritive properties is desired, it is best to minimize the washing so that the soluable factors will be rerained. 
nhy does » cook fester than B and teke less weter? (If 0 e cup of weter to one cup of rice s gets gumny: why 1s this?) 

""\'"' cooks faster for the reason that the bran layers have been ruptured, permitting 
faster penetration of the cooking water. For the same reason it is best to reduce 
the cooking time in the case of "A'" so that gumminess is minimized. 
  

Dear VL: Thanks for the info on cheaper Mexican dentists, I'd forgotten. Dental schools sometimes take people for students to work on; in-the-chair time is usually long, though. P is good for paragraphs, I think, re your question in oy 
P Before I read any more anti-animal stuff, whether based on practical, ecological, or whatever else grounds, I must flip the coin. One of my pre-vonu acquisitions to date is a 6-month old shepherd/collie (mixed, that is)., My feeling is that the warnings of mothers to their daughters about going off to live in the forest alone #m are not without some substance. I never had a dog when I lived in the cities, but if I had, I probably would have been spared a couple of wmiwm unpleasant experiences. I've noted a couple of references in past issues to the likelihood of 'looters' in a time of social upheaval--my ex- planation would be or is that there are quite a few 'straight' citizens who somehow feel that even mankind's gentler, more sensible laws (non-violence) don't count outside civilized domains. Most of a dog's deterrent potential is psychological-- few people care to find out if a dog will attack an enemy of its owner. I find that quite a few people are afraid of dogs regardless of how friendly the animal might be--can't say that I find this a reason not to have one. Just having a sentient being along on dark nights, I think, will be nice. Some dogs have both keen sense of smell and also sjeht, wE'ch, if the dog is trained beyond the house- breaking stuff, could offset/ the danger of the dog's attracting atten- tion by barking--dogs can be trained not to bark, if you're reasonable about it. My dog likes to follow footprints with her nose--possibly an advantage should I 

get lost out of sight of my camp site. Of course it's true that if somebody really wants to eliminate you and your dog, they can probably do it--T think that's usually #= true and T && wouldn't substitute a dog for caution. However, a dog, even if feared, is a socially-accepted occurence, whereas a gun in sight of an enemy could provoke an actack. In the event of the dog's being off somewhere 
when you have to split--you can split and return laterj or not return, if it's a matter of life and death. To me the cost of x pounds of dog food per year is/ will be more than returned, for the reasons I've stated, Guys sometimes forget that what applies to them doesn't always apply to women as well (like lifting those 100-pound grain sacks...), and I don't think it's good sense always to count on strangers' good-will, esp. if you're wandering around or im living somewhere where others wander around unexpectedly. Wow. This is a long defense of dogs. Finale: Vets, dog handlers, and such that I've asked, say that the belief that dogs can inherit 'vicious streaks' and suddenly attack for no reason is a my th=-- that a dog who does this has invariably been mistreated by someone, whether that someone {s copping to it or not. I wouldn't, for instance, investigate an ad for 4 full-grown dog reputed to be a 'good watchdog', because that could mean a lot of things. Meanwhile...anyone want a slightly used canary or elephant? P While I am carping about R's letter, I'll say that the type of drug used sw on the "in- sane" (a different type than that used on hysterical executives) is, to my kpow- ledge, the same old thorazine and its relatives,used almost universally nfi‘fiflgpi- tals. This stuff couldn't affect a public water supply unless it was put in in trenendous quantity, in which case it would put everybody in a daze® The dose 

used for a normally-upset patient runs well over 100mg a day..,like 400, 1000... and the only good thing that can be said about it {s that eventually the swallower develops a tolerance, so that one can go from 800 mg to 0 mg in one day and feel no better and no worse. I know that shrinks/bludgeconsultants are as know-nothing 
as ever, but certainly they know the immediate effects? And would hardly advocate its being put in the water? (Factual-type statements made above on the experience of your correspnndcnl.s Dr. is perfectly amimm right about che definition of schizo-etcetera ("I don't know'), only it's somtimes unfortunatel defined as 
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"incurable disease' (or, 
unoff aly stu 
this 2 disecase : 

leave their record albums bebind, I think : 2 

% (€., mO=- .puvcj’flhnm“ olaz 
tent, 1 ¢ 

that 

tually ex 

show 

e r 

e 
re good to have if will live ir 

be likely to gi 
stereo models), 
found on 
from radio 
cast the prograr 
all that. You can also continuc 

You can ta 
ts, 

putation 
in optimum operat 

factory. Try to g find d 
machines, ould run 

mentioned a while 

1long wi 

I read of a 
no-cost washine machine, 

d lots of quar 
around than 

clothes (in tub for 
much better than hassling with 9 1bs 
attendants, and what to do with the 2 
drics. The action is the same as that 
depending on how much energy 

stove to 
and 

Dear R & N: 

plunger a: 
supges 

clothes, etec. 

issues back, sent a whole batch of 
and a letter. According to them, heapes 1.95 
anything but grain, and requires two grinding: flour. 
grinder which will grind beans, etc., and flour with one 
around $29. I passed and ordered one, hopefully, fr 
City for $12.95 (plus post.). It's still en route, but 
bill and notice it had been sent the day they got the che e ally it will do all those things with beans P After workin 
at home for 8 months, I think anybody who types in an office shoul switch, especially if they live in or near a college tow 
are free for advertising and get good results., 
usually just happy to get a definite commitment and lea 
The format for footnotes can slow you down for awhile if and the rates (usually stops around 50¢ a page) are not th 200 pages means $50-100,and most dissertation-writers compo 
writers--handwritten stuff would best be charged by the hour, w an estimatc and explanation as to why. [ didn't have too good resu 
tinuing arrangements with businessmen. One wa very 1d-receipt 
but mostly I found the same relationship began to eme t hen I ce' of somebody's corporation. Advice about personal life, compl time off was raken (Sundays, summer weekends), and h running back and forth for a couple of dollars became more the rule the longer I worked for t (t different businessmen). I think independent contracting on a continuing basis may be good for someone with a recognized technical skill, which, unfortunatel Z typing Ls not (even though it is, esp. if you can spell). Relations broke down (or blew up) in the same time my previous employee ‘scenes usually have, and I 
find the short-term work for students, professors, much better w being forced to the line. I plan to try typing in college towns w road, when I find myself near one. Can't say how it will work, but it s least a possibility, with a formal or informal answering service set-up to replace the apartment-telephone. I'm still considering a dc-ac inverter for an electric typewriter--sometimes these are in demand when there are a lot of typists I- able in an drea, though people are not willing to pay more for the special ribbo (expensive) .and inevitable repairs (more expensive). P The 'Liberty with Love' article in VL 2 is about the best I've read on the subject, generally or for venuans particularly. Which had, no doubt, something to do with my perturbed state upon reading the advice to women pre-vonuans in #6 (finding a sort of ready-made vonuism by finding a guy with the life style, equipment, etc.) 
may be that some people could work this out, but for myself I can't see how would be any different than choosing a mate for his/her assets in any society, 
including that much-to-be-avoided one whose male-female relationships get bad rapped 5o often. If I thought for, say, 30 mi I could think of 
about 64 reasons tc 1 why this method wouldn't work out well--some of which have to do with me personally (though not necessarily only me), maybe other more 
general reasons. But I hesitate to begin such an epic. In any case, there seem 
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Have Bausch&lomb medical micrnsc:r'a; :;i:er ::untar, kayak, etc for trade.,,.wan ’ oait bul;dn:zfl‘hf'nrpnrlun for long, cold, wet winter...octars for summer with CANVAS Fonfy 

e i Toiih & oot FLris Ee & SEAIG o B3 Fozen or wet, grou leas ichment,..nllclotk and 1in- 
P You can build a wood stove from R saction of ateel cylinder or rh"f"“ld';:d;: tug:flmr ol;l;n un'}:ylgvgll,,bl,, thak fop 'nte:gr::re:; :::::;nc:::nfi‘j?.:on. 'ma.."c"c“c b 

in long narrow rectangle...®et upright with door and toplid and feed i“-no : n:n Pese '-;ulzi;;n A .:idmxli’. oot lleat trapper size $x8.,.chickenhouae 6 lite windrw...they hig, &' pipe with aamper...cook on top....=et on steel legs...oould met folding owg .nt 's.‘ " L L.:. i o them, ine ooy [oTper slas Sxb...chickemhiuze 6 lite cinara. 1oy i 

»  Nedics may some fluorescent light damages eyes.,.wavelengtha warning ;,'h: a l.rl ?.né.r s h"" A8 Well hid excopy o i of saadox with wod (rom bosloe (Lemeasicon o1, 

}-dont narrow pupils ana ather weves enter and damage ibsides....this foun 'hso- 1: 4 st ol r; FeAnon nor overflightmaarah thean,,.stove 10 gal drum with lattenea top... "7 Build a small cheap shack from any material and dig emial from inside...when a n :“hn:.:" ::fi::ca n;c:onn (bend around, hook, slide into next sectinn)...d,or wicker 

A e e iy Teeshardest Job cutting that oamn sod (stil) remesber it) ver: ronty in Forwarding mail.:.put address in pencil then c/o removes with eraser and addd real addret t;‘::u:;:::-é;:;ién problem the remark abdut leaky rooi(' no Jo:g :u:l 0“3 m{ytnlny.,, P best but I havent built one for years suggest remember to leaye loose 

  

    

lovers and take much less heat,, plas inaide walls might get condenration.,.saybe cir- 

8o po intermediate left for bludg to dig on. 

cular shape good...ny floor walked on meadow 

Several publishers in one location with lo-volume production eculd join to buy p.o. 
pereit &nd all send under for 4 postage cost....can these be sent froa different p.o. so 

would like 404 kelp if anynne passing near 

long o8 20 sent st one time (or less)? 
§‘f present desl goes thru I will bave 20A near Nt Shasta to sell for $200/A if any want. )< 

couple bucks for transportation? in VL6 ditto arrowhesd soybeans 

digest.i~n is made Ly 7lor 

The couple dug into the arroyo...those things can be 30' in water in minutes...how do 
thpy evold the chance? 

I kno of 2 real soaps..ivory and fels...also washing soda or borax will replace scrub- 80, if you can put monkey flora in your intestines (pills?) you too can digest cedlulose 
detargents. 

80-say researchers..,they have alao managed to keep rodents allve underwater for a long Gerlic ground and wetermixed is a bug chu.ser, MNassive doses of brewers yeast every 4 time...changing back to air ia the thing that gets them hours mosquito and leach-proofs the body. Viec C ditto starting before exercise prevents ] E Bas an interesring letter,., sore muscles by preventing capilary rupture....these in recent med lab releases I have ./ course much of the nearwater space has been taken by the Ey:!tmltyrn!- and :fiula be p!dzgec read pressureccoking reduces more food values than regular cooking.. or rendered deadly in crisis...comnunications and transportation could nut cross these will grow something that can be emlled farmcrops. Areas because of static, rad, riot, varmovements, etc, pogeitly hungrys or looters,... should these areas be considered lost?, now and after big conflict.,.la like to see more 

Can BLM lanc be homesteaded? Any land 
Fouldnt a very lo output watargenerator be enuf to dc battery to keep radio, ete, or even tiny windprop? 

from E,..since basic things of metal (ax, knife, grinder, ete) should iast life of venu, and guns, even flintlock, will be useless without systemmade loads, perhups bow/arro is the thing...had how to make bow in P and will have same on aros soon..,.not difficu.t,,, 

Orbital thermal h bombs will start fires over vast areas, 
Feat and metsl, etc spotting info can be found in various issues of Elestronic Design & E News, E Products, ete. or spear or deadfall,..sharpened stake with heavy rock hung over trail anc trhppsd by Since atrborne heat/metal detectors are so godd and better on drawing boards for gusrill target is deadly trap...capability for absolutely indepencen survival is necessary even war cepable of finding & hammer on a mountainside, consider replacements for wetal. I if not lived, just if/when needed, so what ia.neoded conasidering vonu may live 59 yesrs bave heard of wood/plastic usable for kmife or ax. Any kno source of supply? Plastic with no system to draw from...ax, hatchet, knives, hoe heud,(see the hoehead with ring 

suzplus canteen osmotes into water slowly. What of metal eyelsts, fillings, shoe nails... to slide onto shafthandle in some stores, heavy, would outlast dnzen hanales), shovel too smell? Indians h+d moccasins with extra heavy soles sewed on bottoms. Indian tanned head like it needed, needles, pins, sutureneasdles, crafttools, etc...vonuans will not?? be agressive so need only defence ey...read heinlein, tunnel in the sky,for unique knife 
is not only greasepaint, its a way 

& smoked leather far better than our commercial. 
I have seen lesther "safari® bags, cylindrical, which could be ussd as bakpsks in wopds  only defense idea on survival/provocation...camaflage &nd suitcases in straits. 

of acting to avoid trouble like a little simpleninded, poor, cowaraly so az to seem no Id like info on the warning devices used by some trogs around their cave entrances. threat to anyone.,,had discussion recently on studies like canaflage, scouting, evasion, Could epoxy glue on the 1id with a dusting of dirt, pebbles and le:ves be used to hide, or -escape, handto hand fight, xnifefight, quarterstaff...much of this available in milt & big slab of flat stone? Could a emoke pipe be sidguised as a dead sapling to put smoke manuals...even one acre owned sr lomgterm leased would be address and safe squat/treefarn 10-15 £t in the air? Could a motorcys}e be fitted with a sidecar-bin to carry gear omerlan _spot...any available on sailable water? to & troghola? There are footpower sewing machines,kero/butabe refrigerators, stoves with even easier shelter thun soday, probably warmer, 
s olsen insudated wattlework hut...all natural, cheap, could be walked amay from, but would burn easy...matches are system thing,,.how do -f{hout...rlint steel? rub 2 Boyscout 

ovens, battery lites and fans, gas motor washers, etc for fancier saials 

enjoy paul doerr box 1444 vallejo ca 94590 

machines exist to take voice patterms, aven disguised or over phones to be used like together@? 
|/ fingerprint or eye prints , — another easy shelter is long, limber poles stuck in ground in U, all tied at top ofU veave vine, limbs, etc thru for walls and tuck long grass in, sturting at bottom and Ei..Rignht, Unless something happens I1l have this address for at least another year, Ill [inish with a tied and spread bundle at top...cook unaer another shelter...only good be glad o collect the zines and rebundle them out to each address, I can send them out. in right places and can leak 

If any use my adress as= a maildrop I can send someone living on his own land without much expense and 
need only a truck and some reasonable clothes to go to towm 

quarterly or bimonthly, whichever most want, 
that in the same bundle. Each could send me & jetpak or something or I coudd just wrap them X raising his own food woild in newepaper. They could send money (the postage on the package) or a deposit and I11 debit  svery 2 weeks could make out ok if he had & string of vonuans on & loop route not too it. Anything goes so long as it doeant cost me any money. far apart...breakeven point would depend on mileaga...like siskiyou/sanfran uses lots Anyone feel like roaming? I take off of gas,..protland closer?..,or you could pickup at his place at your convenience?...all for trips to various places and could use compeny...female, that is. Maywe a few weeks in Bajajive in big circle around him, say up to 10 miles...he would need well selscted spot Bills have been introduced directing the introduction of druge like thalliun into the waterin middle of open land...Im imterested if anything comes of it....paul T sald fTuorine was a foot in the door and only second a / : 

independently, have had personal 

&8 cepressants t5 calm the crazies, 
“¥ay Tor the biz cospanles To make s their waste poisons. TIROE compn iegnro # Money. eelling WWNIC waslh p Anyone interested in gold dccording to three friends who, 

contect with Heinlein, he hea been monogemously married for over 20 hesn"t trledemy of TRe TEMI1y 1d64s he Writes cbout, so—— 

proepecting, perhaps in the desert? 
. I don't know what I sent you before so if anything on these ye8Ts; 

€m skepticel of him as &n information source. 
are more proven models. P hWouldn't an 

sheets in duplicating, Juet enip it out, 
Yeke a mold to be assembled in sections in your tunnel Polynesians, etc., \ if you build a smisl, Put in some wire to tie it together, fA1l with clean stones and pebbles & irborne detsctor cupeble of finding & hanner on @ mountsinside ulso and pour 2 wet pix of concrete in form the top, With enough stones you wont need much cement, 'find' about every third boulder in Western North smerice? Wouldn't dig another section of maybe 3 - 4 feet and repeat, Make your exit® reeslly sensative heat detector 'find' sunny patches of rock on 

sunny days 8nd pools of water on cold nights, hot to mention deer, 

Rhen set, remove the form, 
tunnels only about 3 feet hi to lessen digging and make harder to fihd, A big stone laid up 

lar?o decaying logs, etc? I wonder if many of the clalms about such 
devices, 1ike the articles about IRS computers which appear every 

against entrence will hide it. 

In hunting thru my piles of stuff to find the address of the 
Spring, may not be deliberate exaggerations to keep thae sheep 

P But your sugugestion to minimlze 
It is considersbly cheaper than quoted price 

4 P 1 E afraid and thereby submissive. 
Just on generel principles. Dr. 

    

$2-4/1000 with reduction free photoreproducer, 
tho I dont kno gquality, 

Buckekin Bi1l (The Last of the Mountainmen mentioned in #6 lives on the U8® of metal good suggestion, ta Baated Salmon and mekes all..ALL.,his stuff hinself, includirg guns, tools, houss, garden, house eq, Gathereg und i arle doifi this, aliotua{ng ahcltar:b;r\lécgezzgto: eate end you neme it, In his last lette 1 d with body heat only. £0 'We fant to: learn zore . 
- l’cmrcifla. 8 r, he lrjiun %1. is doing fine and digging a riflepit high cepabllitles, ? Len, the new editor, is looking for & chesp, 

If this zine exchange goes thru, anyone could send me a typed stencil and I relisble printer.on West Coast. KaYO0 could run it off and add to bundles or put in Pioneer or something, then sny editor who wants 
. ! Converted my VW tus to propane in lew Ycrk five zcnthe or sc aco, 
tctal cf over 

could copy into their zine. 

A simple system of phonetic writing was in Readers Digest some year [irlene's, too, We've driven cross ccuntry, ccztined like ¢ end give new sound,,,drop double letters and silent ones, 15,000 miles se for al arcund the states., I've now dcne fcur 
To rapcl 'ne-tec~uropane zenvereicns, includine toth air- an? water-cccled 

Cenelvsien: 1t works Just rreat, 7T0% less _clluticn (nct 
over a tree limb, pull pack high into tree and tis encines, i 

to centicn lcnrer encine 11fe and lower coe~atine and 121n alnance 

  
ago.,drop €ual sound letters 

hide. your pack, throw a brown nylon line 

  

off line someplace concealed. 
Ishi pocketbook 1s $1.95 but check used book stores, It is used rosts). in several college courses so plenty copies are around. 

: I want a sextamt, chronometer, rdf, 5o we've dcne up a Manual, writter an srtisle (2lre-dv ,ub ished 
in veversl ;lacee), and urepared 2 kit fer ~heap ac fc 3 can do 

Tet the coed verd and eclean air spreed, 

heavy Danforth and will trade stuff or even money iff cheap. 
That map showing all land east of thrir own ccnvernicna CEFAP. 

airpollution patterns be same so all 

Ferhape thia'l! inter=st ven. 
Your type size 1s ok and emen could be bit smaller to get more onl car send the article cr ha-ual if yeu like), and s the word 

te others? 
page...could always use megnify glass, 

Paper says present local fallout from china boab tests 

L Huron/Ark will be falloutkilled interesting and wouldnt 
east of deadline should move? 

werld veu rint a8 notice of it (cr 

.ECW_TC CCNVEST YCUR AUTC TC FICPANEZWETHANE: A Manual cf 3tep- 
  

  

    

   
  

in many powers ebove normal now.around bay, 
Was offersd 4OA near Gazelle,,good raod..yearronnd : i A spring..fabulus view fron top of Mounts Lassen, Shasta, Goosenest, Gregory, eyc, Havent enuf Ly-ttep Freee’ures for the Cemplete Idict," Iliustsa*ed ang 

cash & wont borros so first $2500 gets 20A if still unsold, photes yet, %2. Telle all cu need to knew and ther scme ateut 
— John..no address so cant reply,.. enuipzent, wh=re tc tuy, ccrts, tOC{" ant supgplier, dc-1t- sippers break and add weight...Taylor wrote Dooasday Book...yep, attack on New Years/Ymas vourself ins;allgti:n, buyiflf 1P mi scre, Y_For'l:.iI!Y veliele, ¥eok on yeer of political officeholders change would catch even more Wheel® &bssnt and do more Freo: Jerry Friec ber;'._. Arraiie Vt-:H!.-wa,regl_;oI:: 21, T0int irens 

Wfim..muyba {t wouldnt get organized until much too late. C=11f g Rt g eTTy ‘:’”' “:1:'5 -Y“C\'i &8 ity [r‘.\c‘ucinr CTREE = Hygeis.,why ycu need tec do vcur cwn cinve-zicn, cleag, maecin~ 8'ene  ent 
of Liis dealer's di count tc ycu, 

      

not use a real insult-word? cann them politiclan,,.bureaucrat,,,lawyer.,..car salesman..,.. 
why throw your rocks outdoor where they wont do any demage? pick a good 

  

doctor.,,.ete, 

ey 78 yvonulife 7 page 8 
target....... 

enjoy....paul doerr,,.pob 1L4h4s...vallei0....C844.494590 i



MYENLS ON VONU wIFE 5 uhD g 

Circulution figures were accidentall res y left out #6. issues #1 thru #3 &85 of S5mr72 wes 382, not 1nc13§1,5 (Most third-class clrculstion of issues efter dmr.) Delivery methods: 
P Most third-cless circulstion hes b u S Dbeen t. grdcre{s of & current issues (whick 1s whutovgsw enewels are running two first-cl semi-snnuelly. | 4 ot heve an idea how soo 
directories whom I told that circulati 1 estimsted, and goofed. 
To PaUL PDEhh: Cryptostrips is not a sim hap?ily Oet enyone thut he cen't break chérscters long. P Redietion detector: 2 12v euto batteries wired in serles would probubly work in place of the 22iv. powered by 6v or 12v battery would be better. But I haven't found any. P Soler cells? us of 3 yeers ago, $100 worth generate enough electrlcity to run a 
prices are lower now. 

To LaN: about local contact: 
®het I sdvise egainst (on secon 
the neive bellef thut one cun b 
Stmehow, mostly vonulst. 

by Reyo 19ap72 

Circulstion of 
ng ssmple coples. 

first-cless 81, third-class 296, other 
e subscribers, including 
NU LIPE hes advertised). 

Y per one third-class 

P Apologies to a couple of 
on wes "a 1ittle over 500". 

ple substitution system. 1'11 
&n ordinary English message 8C0 

small lemp for 15 minutes. Perha ps 

You seem to heve this cerefully worked ou 
d thought) is not locel trede per se, bu 
e open with 

#e know a very few local VONUISTS with whom we have excellent open relations, but they are as untypicael in small towns 8s in citles. P Your suggestion to have an elderly person handle local Fommsrce sounds good. But where does one find an elderly vonuen? We Know several middle-age- 
people. But their situation or objective is invariably a small visible organic farm or something like that. ggrarlanism can be satisfactory. 

but 
4nd for the elderly, 

Thelr children are grown up. They are exempt from conscription, probably even from forced labor in & "National 
Bmergency". Their tuxable income 1s usually low. Aand few of them wilsh to be 'unconventional' in personal behevior. Most importunt: they alreqdy have meny decedes of experience &t conventlonal living. (But we would like to get together with any exceptions.) P Something might be arranged with & syapathetic non-vonuan, elderly or otherwise. But first 
we mist group with enough people with enough commerce to mske 1t worth 
thut person's while. (See VL #6, last column.) P About legslity: 
What do you/would you do with school-oged children (for example)? I wouldn't caell slave school just "petty pigshit". 
To PHIL SMITH: I didn't know I was picking on people for being 
inconsistent. But thet's not as nesty as caelling somebody &n idiot 
because he has different food testes. P Perma Pac foods are rather 
expensive, but useful for someone who wants emergency storage and 

doesn't have time to do it himself. Some of their prices ?1968); 
these foods are seamled with inert gases in #10 cans; fob Salt Lake 
City, Uteh (40 E.2430 8) : herd red wheat 6#/$0.95; brown rice 
6#/31.55; powdered milk 5#/$2.25; dried epple slices 2#/$3.25; 
dried carrots 1.4#/$1.85. A 71 catalog offers & "unit" of 30 #10 
cans of steples, 24 of which are wheat, about 180# for $£36.90. 
P Another dry-food source is United Commodities International, with 

headquarters address Box 2126, Beaumont, Calif. 92223, and warehouses 
in various citles. Some of thelr prices, fob nearast warenouse, 
April 71; foods ere senled with lnert gases in cens: whole kernel 
wheet 5.5#/$1.39; white rice (no brown) 5.5#/$2.64; non-fat milk 
solids 2.25#/$2.67; apple slices 1.5§/$3.69; carrot slices 1.25¢/32.69; 
beef chunks dry 2.75#/$26.67. @ I see Perma Pac recomaends plenty of 
MPF, which they sell 4.5 in & cen for $2.10. 
  

RAYO, et al, I'm back down in the valley of the shadow of dsath once 

again, on a fund-raising tour; so far not doing too well, but somathing 

will break, My winter was undescribable, tho I do have some slides 
(too gauche?), I discovered so many ways to use rice, wheat, dry milk, 
powdered eggs and pine nuts, you wouldn't believe it, Bven had a few 

cans of fruit and some walnuts that lasted about a month into the znow, 
P Unfortunately, the snowmobilers were within earshot somatimas, but 

I soon realized that they only came out on the clear, warm weckends, gso 

I still had most of the time to myself, "The bast kind of revenge is 

not to become like unto them, He is poor, that stands in nead of anothar, 

and hath not in himself all things needful for this life, * Mo man can 

hinder thee to live as thy nature doth require, * Contract thy whole life 
to the measure and proportion of one single action.” (from Marcus Aurelius® 

Meditations); 'Mankind are greater gainers by suffering each other to 

live as seems good to themselves than by compelling each to live as 

seems good to the rest, While everyona well knows himself to be fallible, 

few admit the supposition that any opinion, of which they feel very 

certain, may be ona of the examplas of the error to which they acknow- 

ledge themselves to be liable, * People feel sure, not so much that thair 
opinions are true, as that they should not know what to do without them, = 

Truth gains more by the errors of one who thinks for himself than by the 
true opinions of those who only hold them because they do not suffer them- 

selves to think, *The fatal tendency of mankind to leave off thinking 

about a thing when it is no longer doubtful is the cause of half their 

errors, *Customs are made for customary circumstances and customary 

characters, * In proportion to the development of his Individuality 

each person becomes more valuable to himself, and is therofore capable 

of being more valuzble to others, Society providas a limited numbar of 

moulds in order to save its members the trouble of forming their own 

characters, *Nothing was ever yet done which so=e one was not the first 

to do, (from John Stuart Mill's On Libarty), P Wild Edible Plants of the 

Western United States by Donald Kirk; weather (A Golden Sclence Guide) by 
Burnett, Lehr and 2im; handbook of Hadical Treatment (from Lange Medical 

Publications, Los Altos, Calif, -send for catalog); Nature’s Herb Co., 
281 Ellis St., SF, Calif,, 94102 (catalog); Clyda Robin, PO Box 2091, 

Castro Valley, Cal,, 94546 (50¢ catalog of wildflower and wild tree 
seeds and plants); Permapak, 40 East 2430 South, Salt Lake City, Utah, 
84115 (Vegetable protein, dried eggs, dry milk, year's food supply, 

etc, -send for catalogy Sa-So Inc,, 1185 108th St, Grand Prairfe, 
Texas (Bludg mail-order house); Ashley Automatic Heater Company, 

1604 17th Av SW, Box 730, Sheffield, Alabama, 35660 (Wood burning 

beaters -send brochure); Outdoor World, Box 1880, Estes Park, Colo., 
80517 (Fun Wear catalog- nice leather and buckskin, reasonable); 
Composition of Foods ($2.00 froa Supt, of Documants, US Govt, Printing 
Office, Washington, D.C, 20402 - indispensable for vonuans who really 

cara what they eat),.. P Well, I'm glad I got that out of my system, 
1 have become mainly a dealer by mail for a lot of things, and small 

stores for others, 'We may never hope to understand fully what we say 

so long we think we already do, * The thoughts that wa forbid ourseclves 

to whisper are the measure of our self-abandonment. * Pacts are public 
and he who buys a secret gives alms to fraud, * Pacts are worth no more 

to us than our points of view and our philosophies permit us to make of 

then,* What we 100k at is not what we sea; we sece what we believe we are 

looking at, * Pilling our own ears with all we have learned to say, we 
are deaf to what we have yet to hear,”*(from Johnson's Your Most 

Enchanted Listener), P Move carefully, peace, shalom, WJP, N, Calif, 

  

matlon 8o thut authors will 

rural people because they are, 

., nonvom communities to move, as communities, toward vonu, 

#4 thru #6 occurred or will occur | 
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THE PHANTOMFILLD CHRONICLE 

this one by lan 

this is about vonu community (vonune?). 
and of two kinds of vonunes which result, 

1 can think of two ways to form & vomune 

one is like rayo described in vonulife 
4 and is trying to bring together, first individuals vomu as individvals for 
individual reasons, then some of them come together for barte and fellowship and 
pooling import-export. but they have separate vonuums, several miles amy from each 
other, which are secret not only from outsiders but from each other, { am calling 
this kind of vonune & loose open association (abbrev. loa), . -~ o Sreon 
people who are already a close together group., maybe they havebeen close frienda 
for many years, maybe they work togetber and live together in their work liie 

sorme rock bands and theatrical groups. mybethey are a big old-world-style 
family with brothers, misters and inlaws under one roof. or maybe thoy are @ 
nonvonu intentional comrunity who have soured on farming or who don't ®ant their 

HeRjoncaitaketaxayftoduchaol’y whatever their original mareup, most memberas 

feel strongly that they should vonu, they do it, most likely, not in one grand 

leap, all planned out, but by trying different things herec and thsre. asoze thinga 

fail, in one place they are not mecretive enough and get rousted out, another 

place is too remote for them ta get in suppkss, at another place thers is snow 

on the ground eight months of the year, but they remin determined to vonu ons wmy 

or another and to do it togeher. and they learn from their failures. ... .. 
they move or change the way they live they lose people who prefer the old vay, 
others give up during the minter they live in tipis. so w2t mas a large pre vonu 

T b a . . 
O GELLNE LS WREES o o ¥ oy (S sy only by birth and 
&doption of children. they do not admit new adult members, if tnis isn't thair 

original policy it becomes their policy after a few bad experiences, maybe one in 

& nundred prospective now mombers is compatable, but one in three has hangups 
bad enough to upset them. and one in ten is a bludgeye (not & full-timor but a 
freo lance informer fishing for any information he thinks is saleable). those 
aren't very good odds. @0 the group can't be open and vonu and close to one 
another unless they move camp each time A now member goes to town, 80 they 
become a close closed commnity (abbrev, ccc). an loa can be fairly open to 
outsiders, they can take a chance on new members because a new member cannot Rurt 
them, except for individuals who fraternize with e (and, if they are careful, 
not more than one of them), for the same reason an loa can deal in vonu faghion 

St Rind 2 aalironuaneioutald e N 1y ] dae 200d8 and services (vomu 
fashion) only with other vonunes, not with individual outsiders, because only with 
a community can they deal in sufficient volume for it to be worth the bother, 

the actual dealing is done by one member of each comrunity, however a ccc can 

exchange indeas and information with anyone by means such vonulife bescause thin 
1s eany to do. a ccc has even greater need for this than does an loa, through 
vonulife i nope to contact vonunes, first for intellectual exchange, second for 
possible barter. you can tell avout yourselvea without adnitting you exist by 
writing it as fiction. of courso there is nothing to stop anyone from imarining 
& vonune and writing about it. but careful thinking out of an imaginary vonune 
could be almost as helpful as describing a real one, also 1 hope to encourage 

i believe that & nonvonu 
intentional community is a nowhere land., if you give in at all, you will keep 
giving in, bit by bit, until you might as well own a tickytacky in vapidville, 
also i'd like to learn about any otker xinds of vonunes. cce and tre leoa 
leave out a lot of people. 

the 
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July 1972 - vonulife, Dox 458, cave junction, oregon 97523. communication emong 
nomads, troglodytes ana other freedom achievers. published every two montis by 
mike freeman., compiled by lan. subscriptions: 

third class after all three have been published; vonuans, gratis, or $4 for & 

jnsues (one year) mailed individually first class as each is published; 
vonuanse, $1. & vonuan (to me) is someone who lives and lets live, and lives 
most of the time out of sight, sound and mind of those unwilling to let live. 

25¢ each plus 25¢ per order, mailed third class, vonulife guer- 

antees to publish without eaiting at least three photoready pages per subscriber 
per three issues of subscription, if relevant to invulnerable living; one quarter 

page on almost anything including ads, contribution privileges may be transferred 
or accumulated. 1 reeerve the right to refuse copy i consider slanderous or 
likely to provoke exceptional hostility. singzlespace type or write neatly in 
black on white paper this size, one side only. or send a black carbon copy. 

put anything not for oublication such as complete neme and address on a separate 
sheet, i will retype on request, in which case contribution privileges are 

halved and i am not responsible for mistakes. 

31 for 3 issues mailed together 

back issues: 

vonulife forwarde without charge 

up to three envelopes per three issuee of subscription from a subscriber. put 

stamps on envelopes or enclose postage money. additional forwards are 25¢ each. 
letters may be sent to specific individuals who have published, to people in a 

geographic area, for discretionary distribution to people i believe might have 

compatable interests, etc. important: i don't give out addresses. to contact 
someone Bend an envelope for forwarding, right to reprint less than 100,000 

copies of original otherwise-unrestricted contents is rereby granted to those who 

reciprocate. include vonulife's name, address and price ("3 iscues/31"). 
reprinting from vonulife shall constitute permission for me to reprint in like 

amount   

SMALL ADS: 
printead. 

40¢ first line, 20¢ each additional line. or trade. 1000 copies 

i expect that at least 500 copies of this issue will be sold within 1 year. 

THE LIBERTARIAN BOOK SERVICE has the lowest coct books and pamphlets of interest to 
all libertarians, For free booklist: LBS, PO Box 2487-L, New York, NY 10001. 

all bact issues of vonulife are in stock and for sale - #1 through #8. also 
1968-69 reprint of preform-inform. 25¢ each plus 25¢ per order, third class. 

INTEGRITY, advertised last issue, nas suspended publication. 

INNOVATOR SETS FOR SALE. INNOVATOR, the original self-liverator's magazine, can 

now be obtained in sets of 28 from the period March 1965 to Autumn 19569; includes 
14 issues of the accompanying adpaper and forum, FREE TRADE. Topice covered in 

detail include self-defense, "country shopping”, nomadism, and "retreats." Money 

Yack gusrantee (if issues returned postoaid in saleable condition). $5 per set, 
Lisa Dawn, Box 90913VL, Worldway Postal Center, Los Angeles, CA 90009. 

The GREEN BEVOLUTION - the original, rurezl decentralist magazine from the School 

of Living, Put together by a country commune, coveringz the theoretical and 
practical aspects of our life. %4 per year, sample copy .25¢. FWrite The 
GRFEN REVOLUTION, Freeland, Maryiand 21053 

exchange ad for vonulife., if you bave rine pleasc publish it and send me yours: 

"VONULIFE - unedited newsletter for freedow mchievers. theory, practice, contacts. 
nomads, van dwellers, bacikwoodsmen, troglodytes, 'invisible' urbanites, freetraders. 

3 ipsues/$1. Box 458, Cave Junction, OR 97523." 

  

about vonulife by lan 

to people who have written asking for someone's address. 1 don't give out addresses. 

but you can send a letter adaressed "(name of person), c/o vonulife ...." and i will 

try to forward. . ,rjously during the three months i've been doing vorulife no 
letters have come for forward, yet there hove been several requests for addresses. 

also, people who publieh their addresses mention getting letters in reply. so why 

the inhibition about forwarding through vonulife? rayo mentioned this too. can't 

Jjust be because i'm slow responding, else why the requeste for addresses? i don't 

think the people requesting are dludg. 5. .uay. if you pudlish in vonulife and 
want personal replies, you are more apt to receive some if you can get a mailing 

address you can publish. at least two vonulife subscribers do mail forwarding. 

to get in touch send letters to vonulife for forwarding to them. beginning this 

issue i'm adding headings, like "situations and searches", "overviews”, etc., 

only to what i write or retype, not on ready to print letters sent in. most 

letters don't fit neatly into catagories. so make your own logo or heading, like 

hygeia and chandler, sally davis have done, i do like headingse and lozoe. they 

make things easier to find. they needn't be big - take up much room. somebody 

expressed concern about letters being traced by the typing. @0 i reprint this 

jtem from "libertarian connection® (box 90913, lo= angeles, ca S0009; 25¢ for 

sexple): nBACK IN THE USSR.., FWorried about being traced through the particular 
typefaces produced by your typewriter? They have the same problem in Russia, 
where 'underground' publications are reproduced by typewriter, since mimeo's aren't 

available, Here's bow they handle it (and the NKVD has tried to trace them through 
the typefaces, but they can't do it): normally, by the time you get to the 2nd or 
3rd carbon copy, the typeface is untraceable, So, all you have to do is imsert 

2 or 3 sheets of paper, a plece of carbon paper, and the final piece of paper, 
which you then send out. Don't forget to eend the carbon copy, not the original! 
Freedom of speech isn't free, but the Buseian dissenters have found a remarkably 
cheap method of paying for it! If you have a typewriter with a misplaced letter ,.. 
this form of protection won't help you, but with an ordipary typewriter, its 

£oolproof." 4 4} iny the cheap offset printing with photoreduction, used for 
vonulife, accomplishes the same end, even printing from originale. i get the 

impression that much can be learned from russian vonuists and blackmarketeers, 
do any russian 'underground' papers get to the western hemisphere? into english? 
  

excerpts from letters 

My husband and I read with great interest your ad in a recent 

We are among those who are "striving to live out of 
ling to let live," ¥e are mainly interested in 
Fe would very much like .., to be put in touch with 

Mary, So, Calif. 

to vonulife: 
Bampart College Newsletter. 
sight and mind of those unwil 
accomplishing this by boat. 

others wno share our interest in long-range boating. 

info-freak has a new mailing address: cf/o Lee johnson, route 2 box 345, 

5 portland, ore 97231. 

. to’vonulife: At present i am living on 24' sailboat in ... Nova Scotia. Lovely 

ers in the summer, in the winter I'm in Eey West or in the Carribean. T. 

  

to vonulife: .... Here are some conclusions that may be helpful: Mexico is a 

poor place to travel by boat. Because a, It brings you into contact with too 

many petty officials with a ructer stamp (worn out) and a hand extended for the 
"pite", b, Everyone expects you to be rich, there bas been too many rich Oringo 

yacht ownere ahead of you. ¢. There are too few safe anchorages and too many 

nurricanes (chubascos) to stay the summer and fall months. d. MNever found the 
people friendly to boating people, e, Mexico by car, bus, camper, cycle, even 
the train seems to be a wnhole different game. 

  

The "South Seas" to most yachters 
means French Oceania and Tahiti in particular, The Bomb has brougnt great ckanges. 
Airfields, big ships stopping in tke Marqueses (?7), fantastic inflation with tke 
pacific Reanc being devalued, Tahiti is protably one of tke most expensive places 
tourists can easily reach, Witk all its drawbacks it's still a keen spot to visit, 
A bit of time spent visiting the islands toat yachtere rarely or never visit are 

really worth wnile, Most people seem to use the same routes in cruising the 

world and f ind no one paye much attention to trem. You expect the natives to 

swim or at least paddle a cance out to meet you but it doesn't happen. Really 
out of the way places will make you a novelty, something to break up a very 

routine existance. 

boat?, Our trip up the Sacramento was really super, 
on side trips because of our height, about 65 feet off the water, 

about 7 feet. 

Rivers could be keen spots with a cheaply operated "shanty 
¥e were considerably limited 

and draft of 

Very few people will travel in an inexpensive manner, eo small 

boating becomes one of the most expeneive ways to travel the poorest class you 

can find. Family groups can make successful cruises, Groups of friends almost 

always break ur. The owner of the boat can expect to lose part or all of his 
crew at the first opportunity after an ocean passage, Replacements protadly 

; 
von't laet either. 1y 4/, aboard in So. Cal. gets harder every day. Slip rent 
is very high. Slips are hard to find, Almost no place where it's gafe can you 
anchor much more than overnight for free. Follution is a real drag. TYou are 

very visible but the »heels that be can't decide what steps to take to overcome 
tke pollution (other than don't) you mignt make. ppe go_called Race-Cruiser or 

Cruise-Racer are mighty poor cruising boats., Only a couple of designs trat I know 
of even approach being & usable cruiser that are peing cuilt cut of fiterglase. 
J. B., So. Calif. 

to vonulife: %ill be moving out of my house on June lst or so, and will te moving 

into a school bus witn four otrers. This will be a new way of life for us znd we 
woula definitely likxe to communicate with others who are doing it. 

to vonulife: I have been looxing for "that" van ever since my first brief 

writing to you. But, alas, due to limited funds and limited supply I have yet 

to find it. But I'm sure that by keeping my eyes and eare open I'll find the 

right venicle and adapt it to my needs. 1, the meantime I'm reading everytning 
1 can beg, liberate, borrow and buy that would give me the necessary knowledge 
to be self-sufficient and happy living away from “civilization". I regressed a 

bit to take a joo which was high paying in order to speed up the purcnasing of 

my backpacking equipment. Thie is my last week on the job and I'm looking 

forward to getting back into my artwors... I do portraits, figures, and 
, . 

Yost of my jobs come from "word of mouth® 

I'm going to try to sell nudes to bars and hopefully 

miscellaneous (snimals, scenee, etc.). 

spreed by happy customers. 

have a show someplace s % 3 
P 900 My free-mate runs a moving business as described in 

your brief from Mother Earth News. He also looking forward to doing his house- 
rainting bueiness again. That always waits for good weather. ¥We have both 
found that the bigzest exrense and headache in any vonu business venture is 

merketing... Karen * 
  

To Vonulife, 
In V1#7 Adam said a few things about barbed wire that I feel I have to 

respond to. I live on a dairy farm in PA. This is my rut and I hate it 
and fenses too. Fenses are symbols (and physical realities) of all the 
things I consider vonuans to be against. Even being practical, a barbed 
wire fense would defeat the purpose of “"living wherein no one knows the 
exact location of another's den-camp” which Adam says appeals to him. 
Even if the area is remote, anyone coming across a barbed wire fense in 
‘the middle of nowhere would definitely know that someone lived there. 
Since Adam's stated purpose is to keep bears away, the dense would have 
to encircle his den-camp and therefore the fense would pin-point the location 
P Besides I don't think it would be effective. I have seen cows walk thru 
a barbed wire fense as though it wasn't there. They usually don't but only 
because they are content to remain where they are. However, if they take 
it in their minds to cross over, then no fense will hold them. Their 
strength is tremendous and a farmer's only salvation lies in the fact that 
cows don't know their own strength. I am sure that bears would also find 
no difficulty walking right through. The barbs really serve no purpose. 
Animals don't seem to be even slightly fazed by the few scratches they 
might get. The barbs are much more dangerous to the man erecting the 
fense. P The twanging of the wires is no defense. If constructed as 
Adam suggests the fense will never twang. To stretch a wire taut enough 
to twang requires a device called (you guessed it) a fense stretcher. 
It is simply a block and tackle device. 
will do no more than injure the trees. To stay taut for even a little while 
the wire must be stapled. But even when a fense is so constructed, due 
to the cheapness of mass produced materials the best fense loses it tautness 
very shortly. Yhen the fense is a year old it very noticably sags. In 2 
or 3 years all the galvanizing has ¥ rusted off and the wire then bagins 
to dec:_ty into nothingness very rapidly. P = 
what right has Adam to keep bears out or me to kwep cows in? They were 
vonu long before us. They have a right to roam where they will just as 
much or even more so than we do. To put fenses around them we do to them 
what we cFiticize the bludg for doing to us. P Occasionally as I rezd VL 
the word "paranoia" comes to mind. A beard or long hair doesn't make one 
2 hippie any more.than living in the wilderness makes one 2 vonuan. 
certain frame of mind is also necessary. To be paranoid is not to be vonu 
no matter what the outer appearances say. P 5Sut I have only criticized. 
And that is wrong. I really look forward to VL. VL if nothlng else will 
give me the inspiration and courage to stop being a hypocrite and get out 
of my rut. Thank you vonulife and vonuans. e & 

  

Dear Lan: People who work on company books earning less than $2050 (Llike $20k9 
can 1l'11e a‘w-‘;E form and have no tax deducted exrep{ soc. sec, Doe;n't -r\attér i;‘ you earn 
thel,;20h9 in 2 months or however long, It's good M‘,’uhen no independent work is ~availa"ble Youl're supposed to have had no tax liability the previous year, wnich some clerks define = as "tax owed" and others as "tax paid" (including any \«'il.hholdix\g). Pick a clerl; 1003 w9rth of work in NY is now taxed at about 25% all tolled, which is hardly worth i;. ccn.Q 
;nlerlng }'hc other indignities involved., Has anyone tried the abandoned building route worldlomcxle purposes? 'Severul blocks in my old neighborhood stood untouched for Yyears. ould be game but doesn't sound like a g00d solo trip. When you were talking about under- 
ground connections for (L_istrlbuLing V.L., T thought maybe you were thinking of having it 
£o underground, i.e, distributed discriminately to attract no untoward attention. Have 
you ever been hassled, I was also wondering. Question mark. Have a good time, t’myw&v. 

  

) a year 
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Getting back to fenses in general 

Also wrapping the wire around trees 

i  



[ 

| telescope, and knowing whet I was looking for and where to look, 

. Bubjects. 

| recreation seekers; 

| children end their dogs, who ere the 

  ' doesn't have to be on a paved roed; 

   

  

|| SELECTING A SITR FOR A VONU HOME 

  

Desirable attributes of @ site depend on living pattevns, type of shelter, 
permanency, overall geography, and other factors. Use the following only 

88 8 guide for developing your own check list. 

TERRAIN -- I prefer slopes and tributery velleys. Most human ot'f-road 

travel is along ridges and the bottoms of mein valleys, where the ground 
i8 relatively level and there is 1little brush. (During seasonal floods 

many valley streams sweep clear channels wider than thelr usual coarses.) 

Also: ridges are exposed to wind and lightning; fog, cold air, &nd 

mosquitos often lay in valleys. 

SLOPE -- In much of Siskiyou region there is little level land except o 

valley floors and ridges. So I would choose & type of shelter which can 

be built on at least a 20% slope (one foot rise per five feet horizontal). 

P On sloping ground, & level surface, such 8s a bed foundation, requires 

sither digging out or building up. If the slope is steep, disposing of 

dug-out dirt may be difficult; unless & retaining wall is bullt, the 

dirt will slide a long way and be conspicuous. For @ big structure on & 

steep slope I would plen on multi-split-levels. P On slopes steeper 

than 30% the only suitable shelter may be & tree-house or a cablin on 

pilings. This is providing trees and brush are sufficient to screen a 

reised structure: vegetation 1s usually less on 8 steep slope. P 

Fortunately in most areas slopes are irreguler; moderate inclines &and 

sometimes near-level benches alternate with steep places. 

SOIL -- If my shelter requires much digging, I would avold extremely 

rocky ground (especially outcrops of bed rock) unless I were using 

hard-rock mining techniques to bore & tunnel. If digging isn't necessary 

I might choose & rocky place so that I cen use the rock in construction. 

BRUSH will discourage intruders or give warning of their approgch. 

People tend to walk where the walking is easy so & few hundred yards of 

heavy brush on & steep slope may keep them away more effectively than 

several miles of open level ground. P On the other hand in heavy 

brush ereas, I have to find/meke trails and arrenge/maintain them so that 

strangers cannot easily follow them. But once I do, I enjoy & big 

advantage over any intruder. P I enjoy having a few relatively-open-&nd- 

level spots near my home for play or lounging. But most brushy ereas have 

a few openings. 
permanent and access is by foot only; open woods or meadows for temporary 

camps and van living. 

TREES provide concealment from the air. 4nd in Summer they offer coolling 

shade. On the other hand they block solar heating in Winter, lncrease 

hezard in event of forest fire (so does brush), and, if large conifers, 

may attract logging. P In very few areas of Siskiyou is tree foliege 

dense enough to completely hide an uncemaufleged structure. But even 

light foliage obscures; partiel shade breaks up outlines. P Ever- 

green trees and bushes are best. In Siskiyou most are evergreen; 

broadleaf as well as conifer. P Spotting of small ground objects from 

the air is not as easy &s some think. Meny times I heve attempted to 

spot my own shelters from nearby hills. But even with & stable-supported 
I was 

often in doubt. And this was with poorly camaufleged tents. P Now &nd 

then the bludg plant a story about some new Bspy satellite to awe their 

But their cleims, if truthful, assume ideel conditions such 

as 8 man dressed in white on & black-asphalt parking lot. P Lights 

at night are something else. Bven & cendle flame is visible for miles 

on & clear, moonless night. But lights cen be blocked with opaque 

materisl in the structure itself. Another no no is & smoky fire during 

daylight. P I check for dead trees and lerge dead limbs which might 

blow down in 8 storm. I pull these down before they cause trouble. 

DISTANCE -- The less mccessible my ares 1s to outsiders, the less 

accessible their supply end communication chennels are to me. The pros 

and cons tend to balance. P I like to be at least & hundred miles from 

a large city to reminimize fallout danger end to reduce number of 

few people will drive more then 200 miles during & 

weekend. On the other hand I like to be within a helf-day's travel of a 

town of 5000 population minimum for communication purposes. P I try 

to locate at least a mile from eny residence or popular campground; 
most foot-mobile members of that 

soclety, seldom go more then a mile cross-country on thelr own; thelr 

parents mostly stay on the roads or, if 'roughing it', on officlsl treils. 

Distance minimizes chances of cooklng smells or noises being detected. 

I like to be at least a quarter mile from any road. P Nolse is & big 

consideration. If one insists on keeping & dog, cutting wood with axe 

or power saw, or shooting close to home, perhaps no plece in Siskiyou 

18 sufficiently remote. P A point against remote location: 1if a 

structure, vehicle or person should be spotted from the &ir, it will 

arouse less curiosity if it 1s where people are known to be. P 

I prefer to locate my roadnead (where I unloed supplies from & vehicle), 

base camp, water source, stashes and any other facilitles &ll on the 

same side of a road, so that road crossing is minimel. If this isn't 

possible I pick crossings away from creeks so that 1 will hear approaching 

vehicles before they cen see me. P I look for humen debris such as 

peer cans and shotgun shells to ascertain how much an areea is frequented. 

But there are logged-over srees, with much debris left from time of 

logging, which may not be frequented again until new growth 1s ready 

for thinning, which mey be in 30 to 60 years. 

ACCESS -- I am interested in two kinda: seasonal access to bring in 

neavy supplies once a year; year-around 8ccess for commnicetlion. 

P Since I am not living off the land, I pack in over 500 pounds of 

supplies per person per year, plus initial equipment. So distence of 

site from the nearest roadhead is & big cost factor. Assuming 50 pounds 

average load (some ltems may be bulky and awkward), one mph average 

speed over & rough trail, 500 pounds of suppllies per yeer, and 1000 

pounds of initial gear with change of base every two years: for every 

mile of distence I will spend 40 hours per year backpacking. In addition 

I may spend 20 hours initially scouting end clearing trail. This 

assumes an average grade no greater than 20% -- i.e., 1000 feet 

elevation change per mile. I would estimate each additional 1000 feet 

vertically to be equivalent to an extra mile in distance. P Beyond 

a certain distance, remoteness may actually decresase vonu -- the longer 

the access trail the greater the chance of encounterling someons or of 

the treil being identified by @ skilled tracker. ? The roadhead 

a rough trail which a truck cen 

drive with difficulty in summer (or maybe & snowmobile 1n winter) is 

sufficlent. Or I might rent an all-terrain-vehicle once 8 year. 

(I haven't yet.) P I find a roadheed which is out of sight of the 
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P All in all, I prefer brush if my shelter 1s relativelyirritating after & while. 

Or I unlo&d opaepy 
L] 

roed. Or I unload lete 8t night on 8 rainy nignht. 

day but have 
ygne. o 

g“?égghggfi 1sjbattar located if nov ét the 62g~3. the rosd, 

recreationites 
tend to drive until they cen i 

. The yeer-ground comzu tra. 

SELiE el o gé;:dcons;derati
gns: Does it cross & creex #nich will 

wot seasons? I8 

ment for sefe crossing during ¥e 
- 

;ggtig; ige;t an elegation wnere snowshoes w111 be needed in Winte 

which might be &n advantage or & disadventege. 
i s 

¥ ) ring close DY o 

WATER drinking and cooking. Is a creek or sp e by 

it flogoghe year Sround1 If not, will 8 shallow well reach water? 

I cen carry 10 gallons 

W11l the water need purification? P If Y o) i . 

(ebout 80 pounds) of weter at one mph (everage for round © gzah B 

8 ve gallons per day for drinking, food prepareticn, 2 2 

:ng fi;nd %ashing;p each 100 yards of dlstance froz & fataAiggugg: will 

cost me 20 hours per yeer. P If I expect to occupy 8 fha lcbeat 

several years I would consider layling plestic pipe from ’; 2 180 

uphill source. Helf -inch polyethylene pipe costs sbout VF'pll 100 ien 

yards, plus time spent purchesing, packing 1in, layinz 1? “?é :x11-;°c 

and covering. (Tne ditch 18 for conceglment; most poly P(P? 1 

burst if the pipe freezes.) P Are there latrine erees wnich afe 

downhill from or well eway from the weter source? If 8 person uses & 

square foot of erea each day end &n area is reused every two years, 

700 squere feet (about 20 by 35 feet) will be needed. 

WATER for baething, lsundry end perheps nydroelectric po#er. I will most 

likely take myself and my clothes to the water for washing, soO distance 

1s not so criticel. Is there & pool big enough to emerse my body ? 

If not I can lay hose along & creek until I heve over six feet of head, 

stert the weter siphoning, end have & shower (also handy for filling 

water cans). p At e permanent home site I would like sufficlent facer 

povier so that, at a later time, I could instsll a smell impulse turbine 

capaple of driving an auto generator and recherging batteries. This 1s 

a subject for & separate article. 

QUIET -- absence 

and passes, wind 
Water sounds not 

of wind and water noise. Away from open pleins, ridges 

is rarely s problem. But a large creek is nolsy. 

only mesk other sounds I want to hear but becoze 

On the other hand, water nolses may m&sK 

ay sounds from outsiders. P Perhaps I can locate where tnere is 8 bench 

or the shoulder of & hill between the site and the creek. Or meybe there 

1s a small brook or spring which doesn't meke much noise. If the brook 

doesn't flow part of the yeer, I must walk further then. @ If my 

dwelling is mostly or entirely underground, noise mey not be & problem. 

RAINFALL. Adventages of a high-rainfall area: avellebility of water; 

ample brush end trees where soil 1s fair; eredication of tracks; 

unettractiveness to most psople. Disadventages: materials rot or rust 

if not protected; special clothing 1s needed; wet clothing is difficult 

to dry; rainmise can mask other noises; soil is leached of mineresls. 

Vehicle trails, such as old logging or mining roads, soon wash out or 

grow over, which may be an advantege or disadventage depending on one's 

way of life. P Wnhen I first moved to Siskiyou from S. Calif., I 

disliked the long reins. But, &s I obtain suiteble shelter and clotning, 

1 enjoy the increased seclusion. 

ELEVATION and direction of slope. The lower the elevation and the more 

southerly the exposure, the warmer the climate and the less time snow 

remeins on the ground. In Siskiyou, below 2500 feet, snow does not remein 

on the ground for more then a few weeks during most Winters. On & 

south-fecing slope snowline may be 1000 feet higher then on & north-fecin 

slope. P Snow shows tracks, which is helpful when hunting but not when 

being hunted. Areas with much brush and rocks but not many trees will be 

more Bccessible in Winter 1if the rocks and brushare buried under several 

feet of snow. Areas with small trees close together will be less 

accessible. P For now, at least, I prefer to locate my base cemp #here 

there is relatively little snow. But snow can be an advantage for those 

who learn to work and live with 1t. 

CULTURE of natives. If I were completely self-sufficient this wouldn't 

matter much. But if I engege in outside trade and communicsetion, I &m 

less conspicuous and therefore more vonu in & country where I know the 

languege end customs -- where I can pass as a native. 

GENERAL: I do not expect to find an 1desl spot. Attributes often 

conflict: & spot with good tree cover w#ill not be sunny; & spot close 

to water may be noisy. P When compering sites I try to estimate the 

cost of the various factors in man-hours per year. If one site 1s more 

remote, how many additional hours will I spend packing in supplies? 

If an other site is less secluded, what is the additional probablility 

per year of loss due to discovery, and how much will I probably lose? 

If I prefer the view or other aesthetic feature of a site, how many 

hours of work per year would I pay for 1t? P When converting monsy 

costs to man-hours I consider not merely the wage I cen earn in a job 

outside but the indirect costs of such & job. Perhaps in Los Angeles 

I can earn $6 per hour clear. But, when I include risk of nuclear 

attack while I am there, degradation of health by smog, travel expense, 

city shelter expense, time spent looking for job, and other risks and 

discomforts, maybe the subjective costs of one hour work in Los Angeles 

are as great as the subjective costs of ten hours of monotonous wWork in 

a vonu place. So I will flgure my time in vonu as worth 50y per hour. 

P What is a good shel ter partly depends on the terrain. So I do not 

finalize a design until I select & site. But I think thru several kinds 

of shelter in advance so that I can better identify likely areas and spots. 

P I try to design & shelter for terrain and vegetation that is typlcal 

of a region, rather than find & unique spot suitable for a particulsr 

shelter. For exemple, if trees are generally sparse in &n &rea, I would 

build & low, heavily-camauflaged structure, rather than erect & dome 1n 

one of the few dense groves. P Ineach area I try to pick at least one 

specific site. Then, when comparing ereas, I can compare site against 

site as well as comparing areas in general . P When scoutling I make 

one-day trips from & base caap. To go further I move base caamp. Two or 

three day trips are uneconomlcel because, with weight of bedding and food, 

I cannot cover two or three times the area. P A conventional, un- 

camaufleged shelter is not without its advantages; not only is it easier 

to bulld but, if it is discovered, it %111 arouse less curlosity, 

Especially at a temporary camp, camauflage msy not be worthwhile. 

the other hand there are many possible explanations for a concealed 

structure: fear of private marauders, especlally when a woman is there 

alone; study of particular plants which grow in the area; conservation- 

ist desire to alter the appearance of an area as 1ittle as possible; 

warmth of an underground structure. YO 
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KKK K KKK KX KXk Ny oy KR X % % % ox x * % All the don'tsmay sound negative, but because I don't do all the fore- ¥ 
going I've actuelly created more time for the positive, the things I ) 
most enjoy. 1 

Strange as it may seem, 1t's been Jjust as difficult deciding what thoss 
things are as making time for them. I'm sorry to say that I've spent 

SIMPLIFY meny years letting others decide what I would do with my time. Pirst 
1t wes parents and teachers, then professors. Would you belleve I even 

by Dr. Hy conaidered jolning the WACS! There was algo a payihéatrilfltocrp tt;:ng‘ 
f. He thought 1 should weer make-up. ure, palnt a smile my fece| 

:gyh?v:r;at:u:ha:ém: axls Possible for the things I 1ike to do most. :grked(ahout E?lell as the pills he gave me.) But I'm happy to say all 
L 8 11%tle tine as possible doing other things. that 1s behind me. Now I manage (or mismenage) my time myself. May you 

8lso. 4And may you peacefully live the life you invision. Dressing I don't wear clothes! except ag protection against the SIMPLY DO YOUR OWN THING elements: 
bra or ;1?:1‘1::12;1(1‘3:5:[1“? mclll;' S Dlex, bugs end bludg. I never wear a Last Issue we covered a few medicinmal things of inferest and b S Pepse Mith ell underwear. Por S 2onomy, I suppose it would be the thing to do if we continued for a 
most of m money I s%a:é(’t}ég: ome fi“’m Ihrift stores and/or the dump. The less Lgn pore sheets Herb books are now easily found ard the only like. i 20 must spend earning 1t, at work I may not 15‘%5&{":::4.\1;: dodt bave enough illustrations and for western- 

ers theredre few that cover the more common westerm plants. '52; l;lfi:!’elee 1do lls(ar, I don't 1iron. Joseph Meyere"theHerbalist"is probably one of the most P my wrinkles removable. complete of the smaller more inezpensive herbals and if one 
vants to really get into the subject it is valid to look ints 
the art of gathering end administering ty tbe varicus phases 

MATURE—THB GREAT ALCHEMST. of the moon and such.You might recall that most of the more 
(famous and succesafull practitionera did just this and that a good part of our 
rural fellow humans still plant and reap by the'‘phases’.There is Just to much prip- 
ted evidence to support thbis little thought of influence to sperd time pursueing 
the tbing further but Liewellyns listed below can £il} in any gepe in this area. 

Anotber fescinating offshoot of berbal medicine iz the art of flower bealing 
The English outfit below Las about the only works I can fird on the subject and 
the theory goes something like: Conflicting moods produce unbappiness,fear, or 
whatever wbich lowera the bodys resistance and allowes dizeage to enter the pictum 
Yinute extracts of Star of Bethlehem or Vervain for instence, would esse tention 

i 
HYGEIA'S HYQIBNIC 

  

That's 
Here's how I do it: 

     

  

   

  

    

    

   

  

   

      

   

   

   

So I wear a few wrinkles. That 

Grooming I don't use tooth paste. Water suffices except for an ;ccaalcnal scrub with baking soda/dental pumice. Pricep(Nutrition and hysical Degeneration) observed perfect teeth and gums in peoples who never brushed, though they did have deposits on their teeth. 
I don't use a deoderant. I do wash. I use water and friction lsvishly but soap sparingly since its alkalinlty interferes with the skin's protective acidity. 

.;,’; 

%) 
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I don't use make-up. In addition to being & big nulsance, lipstick may have carcinogenic coal tars, mineral oil leaches oil soluable vitamins from the body, powder cloge the pores, and perfumes often contain the products of what I consider needlessly sleughtered animals. Purthermore my lover likes me & la natural. (Maybe that's one of the reesons why I like him') 

I don't cut my hair nor shave my legs or underarms. I do brush my 
hair one hundred strokes or more each day end give my scalp a finger massage. I find this minimizes the number of shampoos necessary. 
Plumbing I don't have &ny. I pee in a coffee can (the plastic 11d's nice -- doesn't rust) and I shit in the ground. I don't mean & dark, 
smelly outhouse either. I Just shovel & hole each time I need one, 
under the blue sky. (If you live in the city this method would pose 
problems; but who says you have to live in the city?) 

For water, my system consists of & couple of five gallon pails or a few 
one gallon bleach jugs plus me. (The me part walks the containers to 
the creek, fills them and brings them home.) 

Possessing I strive to have a minimum of material possessions. If I 
must spend A good deal of my time transporting, maintaining, keeping 
track of end fretting over labor saving devices, they become more labor 
engendering than saving. 

         

      

    

3 
dried herb itself which tes to lose some of its vitue after a few years.The whole 
4 southwest is planted in Eucalyptus and the white variety(bard to distinguish from 

the blue) makes a very fine decongestant.I chop the leaves and pod up end put 
the vhole mess in a can of laed(warm).After a day or so in the sun I repeat the 

operntion and after a while you can really get a potent salve.This proceedure can 
be.- used with any suitable herb and is the waythe french bave captured the flower 
) fragrance for their perfume for who knows how lomg.lard and goose grease are the 

only things which will absorb the essence virtue of herbs ete.in the salve form. 

   

  

  

'WIn fact it iz quite well known in certain circles that one of the quickest ways ‘lto get over any infecticns etads to inbibe a 1ittle of the purulant matter of the .problem area.this evidently atimulates the bodys omn defense systen to greater effort and tbe resulting antibodies are really effective.Ever waich what enimals do when thay have an infection or are sbek? There was a time when I recailed all 

I'm st1ll eliminating junk acquired prior to becoming & non-consumer. 
Now, before edding any item to my impedimentia, I ask myself "Do I need 
1t? for basic survival?" Probably not! but if I still feel like I the bad news that entered a dogs mouth and got a little narvous about a big dog want it I ask myself "Will I use it?" '"Do I already have something szock but Sandra long ago informed me that the canine group has saliva that is that does the same job?" "Dg I really want 1t?" "W1ll it give really first rate as & germ killer Might be that we take®closer look at the pleasure for a long time or become & plece of clutter as I grow tired lessona nature bas to teech through her more diminutive creatures. of 1t?" (E.g., I was recently tempted to buy some disposable plastic Many forms of supermarket medicine will keep you from the doctors door and 2 gloves to protect my hands while doing certain jJobs. But I decided not good example is well vatered down Glorox bleach. Any form of fungus is teken care to buy them because I already had plastic bags which I found could of quickly and if you shculd bave a case of athieats foot for instance all you double as gloves, even though they didn't fit perfectly. This way I nead to do is soak those little tootsys for a while avery time you get re-infected. avolded one more item to buy and keep track of.) NO NEED FOR TWO WHEN A short while back I was non-plussed when I asked an intern Dr.a question ONE WILL DO, 

about epson salis.the fellow had never heard of the stuff .that was a bit much I don't try to possess eny land. I prefer to use it instead. This way cons::tdering nost of the bathroom shelves in flfu country vwere well stocked with it Mother Nature sgrves as my landlord,pgardener, game keeper, and swimming oly & scant few years ago. séks out pojsonséinfecticns as a jovltice or in hot 
pool attendent. 

wntnrl.Hydrogsn Peroxide over any wound will do a better job of germ killing than any . other thing that has come along yet and Potasium Perzangonate bas saved Cleaning and Neating Cleenliness and neatness are becoming less and less who lmews how many infected extremities of pan...as a matter of fact it was used ends in themselves for me. Whiter than white and brighter than bright as the most effective douch ever divised for the working girls of the werld. are pert of the compulsive, conspicuous consumption society. I prefer (see more detailes in the"How to Survive the Depression") "clean enough to be healthy, dirty enough to be happy;" neat enough to Things have gotten so dependent on the pharmiclitical trusts that our Jopulation 
be flccessiblg, messy enough to be usable. sgz:s to bettz_)st nov witl;::]t: the more e:rpanild_‘.vahpotions and pille.Severel gener- Bating Often I don't. I fast (1.e. just imbibe water, period) for avions ago things were simpler and same of the healers of lhe time could cure two days each week,8nd for four or mor;,'e days now and theg. When I do such drastic conditions as tetanus & rables .. things we still comsider pretty bad eat, I strive to make it only one, at most tro, meals a day. (Otherwise nevs .Hoarhound and Mad Wort were used to neutralize the venornousness of snakes & I get fat.) 

::bid gniml;nu_ndtby & combination of hot vapor baths (1500 or more),cold water, Less eating means less time devoted to food, in all 1ts many aspects; ok bive 1oy cbemost any toxic condition could be stopped ahort.Nore than one such as planning, procuring, storing, preparing and dining, not to mention 
time spent earning the money to buy it. Not that I begrudge food time, 
qulte the contrary, but I've found that by eating less I enjoy it more; b £ I personally have to be very careful least food run my 1ife, and that I urning out poisons and toxina in the body A yote will run for niles after being don't went. 

Cooking I spend relatively little time cooking, instead I eat many of drinking for the same reason It burnes out the toxic fusil ofls acd gets rid of foods just as they come from nature (minus any dirt). I do this to their haad ache. Nature has provided many simple meana of surviving our battle conserve nutrients, which I feel are necessary for heaslth. with our minute enemies it Just takes a little observation and a lot of yalsarnming. When I do cook I seldom use oil. I think it healthier to get my ho"J::td::lif,f:;tgntkm g-n}' ene in the boonys long,is a rudinentary inowledge of essential fatty acids from whole vegetable foods such es seeds and nuts. roken bones,deep cuts and the like Briefly it is well to be This, coupled with eating little meat, makes dishwashing & breeze. 
(o s Cors ke oll, see VLE; bread baking without oil, see VL3.) D°L¢ the sizs of a pea can cause you to bleed te death in ten mincre ot SoliT 
Medicating The only pills I teke are some vitamins. I don't seek any cut of main arterial blood supply between the wound and the heart sinee the treatments from medics, surgeons, psychiatrists or any other practicioners. arterys all came to the surface at the point: of If eny practicing is going to be done on me, I'd just as soon do it myself. at the wound point won't do the trick remember Alun,spider webs and puff balls... things that have been used for olotting blood f 1 
Bellev. Some ople believe in God. 0 or a long lomg time. Any way most 
elieving Iogalfgvep i e 

outdoor survivel boocks have a 1little section on the subject and you Just never k. Therefore, I must- be God! 5}"-" irritations and bug bites can usvally be scothed with baking soda,urine, or 
Arguing I try not to argue. Why argue? If it's something very important of vinegar to which a little pinch of buki.né soda has been added to me at stake and the other person doesn't see my way I figure we'd beat this whole thing could turn inte a book &nd the % g0 our separate ways. If 1t's something less significant I try to 8imply ‘ stimulating further investgation 

. In any event 

state my point of view and let and other person agree or not, as he will. herb book to V.L. readers for a little coin or to(tacover the postage and such) Entertaining I don't have & T.V. and seldom go to the movies (1ike maybe 1b 1185 a number of complaints and the various herbs that have helped these conds. The Flower Healing info can be bad from Bach healin, 
once last year). I do own & radio: 1in weaker moments I listen to it. ¢h healing Centre Mt Vernon,Rallingford Most of the values conveyed by these media ere repugnant to me. They are g::‘{;izglgggéomdd‘h“ Astro-Herb books from:LTewellyn Pubs 100 S.Wabash st, st. © the values of a sick, sadistic, stifling, straight-jacket society. Of the J and & scant few of the many herb dealers are as follows. 

  

  

Indi good things shown on film, I rather do them than watch someone else. aciana E°fi“:::1uc‘§dgn::?snxa5r ffuoni‘,lnt&fn“:,ésszs ® The greatest adventure in 1life 1s living end I figure I can't do it through Botanical Researoh Labs P.0.B Shy G 0 ™) IA.Fry,B79 Park,Perris, somebody else. (Upon rereading, that sounds rather overgeneralizing: & Bominion Herb Distributors If:fl-—sz s,tChicagO, I11. 60600 !calif.s2870 
movie could be beautiful, inspirationsl and educational. And I do watcl 3 -Lawrence Blwd.Montreal 129 Quebeac,Canada. 

  other people in books, if not in movies.) 

Quoting "The more you quote the less quotable you are.n" 
The Wise 0ld Unquotable Sage 
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May 23, 1972 

I am writing from a city squat spot; something which VL people seem not to have much experisnce with. I was working at a job I found Several weeks before I found this spot. Then I parked overnight on the street selecting the apots 50 that that nobody had a proprietary interest in the curb I was by: near appartment houses and institutions 
and preferably accross the street from them next to a vacant lot. Ifd 
only come and go from my van late at night or early in the morning and 
stay in a given 8spot only a few days (altho coming back the next week). 
I never had any problems. However, taking all the precaustions was 
& pain, T could :not do much work at night, and having to move frequentdy 
Was costly. So I began to look for a place I could rent for semi-perranent 
parking, First 1 tried a number of places in a semi-inductriel zone. 
Generally all of them would have let me park except they were afraid 
of being has=led by the city which prohibits such things. I concluded 
that such obvious places were the ones which the city policed!! Thus 
keeping such as myself out of the places where they could bother no 
one and forcing us to either stay on the strect! or g0 into residential 
areas. Which later thing I did. Most of the resideritianl areas were 

| new homes which were not suitable. New houses are just not built in 
such a way as to accomigate house cars such as mine confortably or 

i inconspicously. So I picked out from a map an area which was an older 
section. It proved to have a number of likely looking properties and 
I approached the owners offering to rent a place to park. With considerable 
elation I recieved permission to park at one place. Its about as clpse 
to perfect as reasonable to hope for. My spot is behind a garage behind 
the owner's rented house. I get to it by just driving cown an alley 
which dead ends there. I'm essentially visible to no one except 
one neighbor who turns out to be pretty MYOB (he told his children 
when they asked him why the man was living in the van "because he 
wants to" in a tone of viice that madeé it clear that it ws none of 
their business!). I have electrical vower, lights and can now work at 
night and am withing walking distance of my daytime job. 

  

    

   

          

   
   

     
   
   

   
    

            

    

In devising means for parallel economic activity one has the problem 
that the parallel actors are usually doing illegal things and they 
need some way to conduct their affairs wiich are tied inlo the coerced 

economy by purchasing, sales and communications links with negligible 
| risk. The classical solution to this problem is for them to employ 

interfacers who make these links for them (for example & mail forwarder 
is such an interfacer). The interfacer being a person who, as all he 

' is doing is making the link, is doing nothing illegal. The traces all 
lead to this"innocent"party not the parallel actor. It is the function 
(and business!) of the interfacer to terminate these traces by refusing 
to cooperate with the = rities and thus safely insulating his client 

»from the bludgies while allowing his client the benefits 6f free and 
,[ safe interaction with the coerced economy. Now the problem arises that 

of necessity such interfacers must notbe enzaging in illegal or paralkl 
activites which would lead them to fear confrontation with tne bludge.and 
they must not be subject to threats and intimidation by the bludge. 

| That is they must be non+parallel non-vonu people. But it seems that 
. with rare exceptions allthe people who have the moral-courage, the 

strength of character and the presnce of mind needed to be an. interfacer 
. are involved in parallel action! Leaving, as iuinable peop%effcrr 
| m, i acing functi nly people wio are no it for 
EfigfgggéTE figgtlgge€£ecégfuikg;t%gn{hgs gelcm5°777 Perhaps it just means that well have to pay enormously for interfacing? 

  

   
   

  

  

youll remember the high weeds you plowed thru. it grows 
. like a weed, no bugs not disease. the tubers so close they bulge the ground up., tho it 

doesnt spore well. 1t needs water and thats about all. other good plants that give much 
food and dont look like much are coafrey, butdock, chard, mustard, willow, daylilly, rose, 
thistle...all hardy and letalone. hardy potatoes and turnips are good too. proso is bhe 
easlest harvested grain. I prefer nuts for easiest harvest and storeability and nutrition. 

{ I an nearing completion of my new boat, a 25!, double end, twin keel, turtle deck, diamond 
. rudder, stick tiller, chinese lug rig, stayless but stowable mast, selfrighkting, positive 

floatatlion, 3 compartment, arranged for easy living, woodburning stove, enuf space to stow 
| food and water for more than 3 months. With a modified guzzler I could provably stay at sea | indefinitedy. I have sailed some before and on a lake erie/san framcisco trip I listed all | the things I did and didnt want, particularly to avoid breakdowns, and then had a marine 

| i 

Once you see jerusalem artichokes 

archetect design what I wanted. it can be built for Just a few $ in material and isnt too hard (all plywood and strait wood). I could get the plans copied off for about $5 if any 
interested. 1t doesnt look like much so the thieves probably wont steal not bludj confiscate 
in emergency. the proper paint job would make it look even more like a homebuilf sinker. now to find & short girl, headroom is only about 4' to meke her more seawotthy. berth rent, even in a big city is only $25 or less/ month and elect, water, garbage is free and a payphene is at end of dock. I burn driftwood tho a kerosene/oil burner could bo set into firepot with no atrain, but kero costs $$ and driftwood is free. with a sail the wind moves the boat so your power 1s free too. kero lamps are fine, a real pretty light, golden. for in harbors, use 
standup oars to manouver. a couple oarlocks can be fitted on the aildes. live along rivers or in small harbors or stream mouths and eat fish. a line off the stern or foon a jug will 
get at least one fish a day. if you have the rite tackle, and preferably twin keels, you can 
get Into VERY shallow water or even drag up on shore in lonely places using a buried anchor 
like the old hellenes (ulysseus & greeks). they were always hauling up on shore to wait out | a storm or hunt, etc. this is a life a girl can live too. the work isnt hard if you dont | use too big a sail, nor boat. anyone can live in and handle a 16/25' bost. or get a kicker and just stay in some river, moving when someone gets nosey. plenty of fish in the water, 
tho now ‘some contaminated, and wild edible plants on the land. get a couple books and learn 
to identify. 8o, you become a vegatatian a lot. you can also plant veg seecds along shoees 
or on little mud islands and fruit tree seeds and have a route to gather. 

i that dont look like much and plant among weeds and brush. 

{ 
| 

use 
carry plenty dry stores 

(grain, beans, raisons, dry fruit, pwd milk, p nuts), you can gro/make yT own, squeze fruit 

paint and tar, then flake bits off ot dob it with another color to look old and beat. 
galvanized iron fittings...cheaper, stronger, dont look yachty. 

80 wont repeat here. carry stored food and water and youll never starve tho you dont fish/ 
gather for times, 1f some hassle, be a snail, move with your home on your "back"/ & small 
boat can be hidden easy, particularly with mast down and is not easy to locate even in open 
among other boats or on sea. carry paint (watersoluable for shorttime change?) or painted 
canvas to stretch over deck/sides. see what the Q ships did in war. Ive lived alone on mine to now but plenty of space for 2 or full family. go to library and read books written by 
families who sail womld, I will write more hers or personally if anyone wants. ask specific 
questions. Or come live with me a while and we can figure best way for your boat...easier to 
say if I can see it, several fanillas/paople, each with own boat could live within touch or 
in group and move with seasons....sacramenyo or frazer river sumzer,.,scannon lagoon or south america in winter, gather/hunt in groups Of have some small industry for cash., use short 
range cb comnunication and rdf on it would keep boats near even in storm/dark, for long over- 
ocean trips for those who dont kno navigation, 

| watchq boats. for real seanomads, practically any part of world is just easy to reach. the 
hongkong chinese live of) junks all their lives, the phillipine canoe people live on small 
canoes, some swamp people live on rafts, 
Id like to buy a cheap shotgun, working or not, brl may be blown up, 

| 
| 
| 
i for wine and dry the squeezed fruits to eat in sun on deck....Ive put all this in other leter: 
| 

u 

publishers spend quite a bit of money sending copies of their pubs to other editors as trade: 
if enough are interested, send me a bundle of 

each bundle and mail them to each trader. 
bundle postage from me and you get one coi 

you pub and I11 make bundles of one copy in 
your only cost will be bundle postage to me and 
of all published, unless this becomes heavy trip and IR charge dime or quarter for my wor. you can use my addresuzuu mail drop and I11 forward mail same time. others can have mail dropped to me and I11 forward, so long as no cost to me, this could save edhtors some cash. also a bundle subacription price might be 

i 
| 
| 
| 

l\. worked out for libtaries, etc PAU L 

  

pick the foodplant¢d#sablo an entire city, sprea 
paint your boat with old offcolor dournals. 

in other countries some go ashore while other 

burn, 
ticks, hold a cigarette NEAR them, 

also black powder guns. smoke, like me, use whiskey or clieck yr bod every few hours 
or dust clothes with flowers of sulfur. 
lice, ticks, etc. 
a folding bike can be stowed in little space or carried in town on a sling, 
track in woods, 
but bigger and harder to carry are only 3 speed, ehout 2/24! Al 
¥y 

T 1 they have en.ugh r 
I EHLE LD ) (G dant[uiid flz;:nafziztzgz :fu;:sytn glive thl ZD;:ix 

N G Gl e U ‘u iva thot of making a double-size pouredcemsny of well-filled combs and collect the rest. : bearproct body with Bolton topylthes 
body with handmsds 2 body-depth frazes as a permanen Tp: tores, I doubt bees would need 
let tho bses clean the extracted supers to fill their winter stores. 
any winter care around here&°u1d o cb not work if overyone had a special tize to tune in and 

? range imnt much on the little things. : W raé:{ "QUIdZu maildrop work if you ';:g, J; who is 10 drops away and some 

on green mt? or j on east geeen m®, ore ; 

A 22Tl piace of omied grousd zeans you can plant D o o e s LabIaY D 
clear ground. a couple acres bought at a low price...even o mo. ot et o Hidienaback 
have a very low tax if you dont build them up. you can build a 8: {é e R e i 
or Just use the land to cache and live in vlldd;:n:ebi?Zig. you wou 

address for payments, cache things but you nee h . Pl S, 
If youve beus i:uding Pioneer you have seen the exerpts Ive carried'agozgtfgiogz'tflzi;}:rui 
elex and milt journals carry articles on the new ones like super :5,2 bt 5idoluok aiar, 
for mmoke, scent, etc, radar and sonar to sse caves and bldgs, L for & % hi N esolitiog 
comparagon cameras, ir and uv for people, fires, muvement_ and _<:anm1ugaJ ugli dgs s 55 ihe 
cameras that make a newspaper readabls from orbit. all there have Lhfi.;‘ir bur,}rs b;l’xtbv_i:esa 
obvious evasion meagsures should be used, 4ll modern niracle = ChiflEBd “:91  ass o8 Those 
articles in the spyemout and shootexmp trade zines ahow the goals an a e:bfl ubil rart 
gadgets do work and very well, no, thesze articles, not being intended for the p o ?H.L 
intended as scare stories., they are for the trade and usually give scpemazifs. an ‘1;—“~ J i 
data. sure it will find rocks but the rocks dont move in comparason pnotp: taken lfl)!i‘. Jo 

wouldnt believe the machine and man time put in comparason and study of photcs, a0 zatter by 
what taken. holographs are also used. even using a pool or streea to c:yil' heatexhaust pipes 
will show differences in heat photos. a fire is usually hotter than a rock, esp at ?1ght. 

all animals radiate heat but body sizes differ, as does heat output but it is a problem. 

many whales have been bombed in war by mistake, and still are. in spite of .appesrences of 

peace, our arzed forces ARE fighting and taking losses (in nonwar areas). ships and planes, 
ote are lost rogularly, and men killed, maybe all these gadgots arent as good as govy wants 
now, but they are improving and forewarned etc. for every gadget is a defense if you kno its 

needed., 
I havent found the aadress of that locost printer yet, will teal you when I do. 

I think, if dave would check tho facts, he would much prefer to live under L'nis. type of guy‘t 
than, say, the ussr. if he cant believe what he reads (can anyone?) he can talk to kids who 
bave met the european king of law. 

about shoeing horses...who does that for the wild onea? theyve been around soze Lifae now, 

of cpurse they arent overloaded by some grubber who packs all on they can stagger with, 

paople who live on small boats ér in szall coanunities (read books on sail trips) often 
mention they are not sick except when among ;eople who have germs to share or just after. 
many kinds of disease cant exist without a veetor pool... they need a group of soze certain 

size, a reservoir of vectors to hold them proportionate to incubation and/or attack times. 

if they lose this they die out until someone from a larger group reinfects a small group. 
leather clothes outlast cotton and wool but what about washing them. how do you do it? y 

get pleces of tempered metal and hang on lines around camp, when line hit they bang togeth 
er and make sounds to wirn. these are getter than cans. a line drawn tight can be set to 
trigger a fall of things when broken. if in sections, you will know which directicn. 
another king of nomad home, if you fave a horse, is the wagon. I had this in a back P. a 

flat wagon with a tent erected on the deck and dropped for moving. heavy, thick rugs, etc om 

the floor. In asla, where this wax used the tent was thick felt but foam could be sewed to 

canvas. sears wagon beds start at under $1C0 but wont go highspeed on road. others, higher 

priced from other makers will. or make a 2 wheel red river cart, put a wood floor on the 

bed and a 2 foot wall to attach canvas and keep things inside and you could go almost any- 

wiere, the ploneers went over mountains with conestogas which are BIG. a group of families, 

each in his own wagon, could live in the national forests, etc where they may rarely be seen. 
part of utall is almost mever entered, even by hunters of® cattlemen and the same for aany 
other pluces, the bmxrmm, pine barrensy near nyc are uninhabited, or build a raft or 
pontoonboat or houseboat and live in the dismals or okefenokie or the everglades or bayoua, 1 had long artiele on houseboats in P #l. use 50gal druns under raft for instance. easy 

batween dont kno §? 

will cut thea to 

a girl should know a few of the best karate/judo strikes end maybe carry a smell handgun oo knife. & cane is the best weapon if out of clpse reach. strike pointfirst, dont swing. go for the kill, its safer, easier and more effective. there is no resson why a girl cant live 
and travel alone if she is a little careful. even the toughest man can be dropped so there 
18 no guarentee, nor is there anyvhere, but commonsense helps. 
heinleins value is to put these ideas where people can see them, then those interested can research futther. all have been used somewhere in the world, more or less successfully, at least as successful as our systex, tho usually by "primitiven peoples. in the islands it seens any kid 1s welcome anygwhere. I have seen fights sto:ppd while some big tough picks up a kid, murzles it and puts it out of the way of falling bodies, then back to business, and not bis kid either, nor a friends. 

I have found & nonelectric radiation detector for about $10, madle in cal,. 
detere A CHTER CORP Gil 5 PASADEMA CA 7 {12 7 country people are often really more uptight than city people and more r ‘ady to dig in yr business. I wouldnt want them to kno I dont share their religion, politics or brand of beer. some of my notes may not be clear to some. they are answers to previous vls or questions. 
hope not too much trouble to anyono. 
if you never follow yr own trail twice in the woods, no teail widl form. 

and leave at different places or on stomes or down wood, etc. 
i think the best dog is a small, noisy one who will run and yep rather than one iho will growl and attack and get killed. he needs less food, weighs less and can be carried up climps in a bag. all n really need is an alerm, then run or shoot. train the dog to guietalett u if u like, by pawing. 
it seems many people ignore law when out of sight of law. 
if law breeks down and people are frightened, bungry, 
watch out. I would expect looter/bandit gangs to form 
including women. a man with a gun and the willingness to use it, or even a club, wont be 
bothered by a dog. perhaps one of the small poodles would be best. thay are used as stunt dogs ao should be smart. 

special kinds of drugs, ebcgexist which are more powerful than those you mention and can " by air or water. this has all been written up in milt/chea I can give references if u like but much is technical and 1ittle interest. the advocates of the drugs in drinking water are...what else...politicians. fluoride, which is intended to treat PEOPLE en mass, unwilling or not, and so i1llegal is now a legal precedent and who knows what next. only legal treatment ®as to water and germs. 
with a reel taper u can put several hours of sound on 1 reel (7m) 
I would like to find a hand grinder that would grind sticky or oily stuff. for my favorite, -he meat grinder. a good hand typer is the noiseless short throw type used in doctor office...used about $50. what good is power grinder, typer, etc away froa power? i found a tool combo that works well for me...a heavy surplus boloaachete (11') for cut/choy a short bushman saw and a paring knife. an ax would be better if building a cabin tho. try using the new flat drills with a visegrip to drill the few holes needed to hang things or pin beams in a woods house rather than carry a heavy brace and bit. its slo but will do it. why fight a fever? thia is one of the bodys ways to cure. these miracle drugs...every one of them...have bad side effects. if you get sick, just cut yr food, rest a lot and drink Plonty good water and u get well as fast or faster than in hospital usually. a cut or abrasic 1s best FLUSHED with clean water (boiled?) with perhaps sozeting added, allowed to dry and covered with a loose dry covering or perhaps dusted. the indians used treemoss, spiderweb or bird down. sulfa is much better dusted than taken orally...that is how it was originally intended, raw honey on a hurt is good and can prevent the hard scab that briaks and opens the wound. also good on butns that dont break. if ¥ get to cold water fast enuf burns wont aureomycin, for instance will deafen, a little at a time, and its irreversable. for 

when they wriggle out, a quick move pops them. if u dont 
before they dig in (theyre alo) 

u can toast yr clothes or lay off ant nest to clear 

use animal trails 

see how many cabins robbed, etc. 

cold and already inclined to break law, 

rapidly to take whatever is available, 

soze is too tough 

it makes little my problem..,the tiney ones are usually only 1 speed. the best ive seen, any 5 or 10 speed that fold into bundles or less by about 6"7 - 
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(from mitchell Jjones, Jun 
P.0. box 12963, austin, texas 78711, 
refer to letters in vonulife 5 and ) 

To Rayo: 

e 6, 1972 

This is in reply to your letter of December 19, 
First, let me apologize for the six month dela. ygl)u:lletter. Iwo main factors are responsible foi %’hind:;gfring S lg?: spread rathor thin, and have very little free time, I 0. ng down a full time Job as a computer programmer/systems I am writing and publishing a monthly newsletter, The 

resources permit, 
debate which would ensue when 1 answered your lotter would require 

detall via such articles, and then write up my reply to your letter, sending the pertinent issues along with it as background material. 
So much for the six month delay alternative scenarios, F 

To reviews 

(1) You asked why the Soviets do not launch a limited first strike, wiping out the U.S, military while carefully avolding bringing about social disintegration. My answer: They will not do this because they will not be able to 
spare the 5 milllon troops which will then be required to 
occupy the U.s. 

(2) You asked why the Soviets don't lob over a few missiles as a threat, in hopes of panicking U.S, politicians into a surrender, My answer: They will not be willing to rlsk the preemptive first strike which such an act might 
provoke, 

In reference to (1), you suggested that the Soviet rulers might intend to set up a puppet regime in the U.S. Thus they would launch a limited first strike against military targets force a U.S, surrender, and then rule the U.S, from afar, wibh- out the necessity of occupation, The purpose of such a plan would be to enable the Soviet rulers to get controL of U.S. 
industry, which you reit they regarded as a "juicy plum," The total attack would destroy U.s. industry; the limited attack 
would not. Therefore you suggested that they would opt in ravor of the limited attack, 

To begin with, it is probably not feasible for the Soviet 
Union to carry out a limited attacke. U.S. military bases tend 
to be nestled in population centers. Any attempt to bp.rast them 
with hydrogen bombs would alwost certainly brean the industrial 
pack of this country, Social disintegration would be the resuLt, 

However, the main probiem with the limited attack scenario 
lies much deeper than that. We may assume, for the sake of ar— 
gument, that such an avtack could achieve its aim, It would 
st111 be aversive to Mr, Brezhnev, for the foilowlng reason: 
Any attempt by Mr., Brezhnev to control U.S. industry from afar 
suffers from the drawback that it may not succeed, He may not 
be able to control it. If he fails¥ then whoever does control 
it becomes a threat to Mr, Brezhnev's power, If, for example, 
the 5,000 Soviet technicians you suggested would be adequate 
to supervise the dismantling of U,S. military industries proves inadequate--if it turns out that they can be endlessly hoode- winked and intimidated, that they literally do not know what 
they are witnessing the dismantling of, that they have to take 
it on faith that they are witnessing tfie dismantling of arma- 
ments machinery, that they are no more able to conduct surprise 
inspections than are generals in the U.S. military--then the 
“puppet” regime in the U.S., will be free to engage in clandes~ 
tine arms efforts, If so, then physical occupation becomes 
necessary, However, the physical occupation of all the in~ dustrial areas of the world is bevond the capabilities of the Sovliet military., Which means that they must either destroy 
the industriael base of the United States, or run the risk of 
not beilng able to prevent clandestine arms efforts, 

  

  

When I suggest that the puppet regime in the U.S. may be able to engage in clandestine arms efforts, by the way, I do not intend to imply that such a regime would be loyal fto tradi- 
tional American values, I am quite willing to grant that Mr. 
Brezhnev can install a tyrant in Washington, My point 1s that subordination, in totalitarian regimes, is based on fear rather than loyalty. If Mr. Brezhnev's U.S. puppet can figure out a 
way to free himself of Soviet domination, he will do sQ. Efforts along this line by Sovist puppets in Eas%ern,Elu‘ope are history. 
There, occupation has repeatedly proved net :fs?;ry,?g preserve 
Sovie% control. In other areas, where dei;tgopm’stion proved 
impractical (China, for examples, Tormer puppet regimes have 
achieved independence, 

There is, in short, a big difference between physical 
occupation of the Unita& States on the one hand, and a loose 
sort of surveillance on the other, Occupation, if possible, 
would lower the risk that U.S. industry would be turned against 
Mr, Brezhnev, However, occupation is not possible., And sur— 
velllance from afar 1s a highly risky proposition, The exis~- 
tence of this risk is the disadvantage which Mr. Brezhnev will 
perceive in the limited attack scenario, 
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Now let's get back to those 

Note, however, that I am not saying that the strategy of 
surveillance from afar cannot work, What I am arguing i1s that 
1t 1s a highly risky proposition., I will go so far as to con= 
cede that there may be a way to handle 1%t so that 1t would work. 
But what we are interested in determining is what Leonid I. 
Brezhnev is going %o do. If you will think about the surveil- 
lance strategy for a moment with a mind to anticipating possible 
objections which might be raised to it, you will see that we 
could debate the pros and cons for monéhs. At the end of that 
time, we would doubtless have something approximating certalnty 
regarding whether or not it would work. But in the process we 
would not have advanced one inch in our undarstanding of what 
Leonid I. Brezhnev is going to do., The reason 1s simple: We 
would trace out the loglc of the surveillance strategy because 
we are interested in ideas, But Mr, Brezhnev is not interes— 
ted in ideas. Not for their own saka, He 1s interassted in 
power. He quickly becomes impatient with abstract t'neoriz;Lng 
which does not deal with questions of power. It will be obvious 
to him affter two seconds of thought that a limited attack and 
the preservation of American industry would not serve to max- 
imize his power, Once he has determined this, he will have no 
further interest in thinking about the alternative., He wiil 
not be interested in pursuing a course of reasoning which aims 
to make the best of an inferior alternative. 

Why do L say that a total attack wlll serve to maximize 
Mr, Brezhnev's power, while a limited attack would not? Be- 
cause power, to men such as Mr. Brezhnev, means the ability 
to impose terror. The more total the terror he can invoke, 
the more tightly knit the organization under his comnand, 
Factors which limit the extent of the terror he can invoke 
limit his power, They are perceived as threatening and are 
objects of hatred., His response is to undertake unceasing 
efforts to subvert and destroy them, The industrial capacity 
of the United States, the allen values of its people, and the 
physlcal obstacles to Soviet occupation, taixen togetfxer, mean that the very existence of the United S{;ates constitutes a limi- 
tation on Mr. Brezhnev's power, A puppet regime in the U.S. would, of necessity, be too independent for Mr, Brezhnev's 
thinking. The destruction of the United States, therefore, 
is a necessary means to the maximization of his power., 

Nor are there any advantages which a rimited attack offers which a total attack does not. Not to Mr, Brezhnev., In theory, 
control of the industrial might of the U.S. ought to be good 
for something, But to a man in Mr., Brezhnev's position, the 
advantages are far from obvious, All of the material comforts 
of which human technology is capable are already his, They 
have been his for years. Nor will it do to argue that freedom, 
in the West, nas produced persons with capabilities which Mr, 
Brezhnev ought to want access to. It is true that Western 
doctors are incomparably superior to Soviet doctors, and that 
one day Mro. Brezhnov may die because he does not have access 
fo their skills. But such considerations are not factors in his motivations., He lacks the conceptual equipment ta appre= clate them, They will not Persuade him to forego a total attack., Neither he nor his supporters in the Soviet power ellte can possibly expect %o enhance their own personal stan- dards of living by conquering the world, Insofar as they are concerned, improvements in the productive capacitles of the economles over which they have dominion are not a means ta their own material gain, If the productivity of the conquered world is less, 1t means that the people have less, not that the power eli%e has less. The cold fact of the matter is that modern factorles have been deemed desirable by Mr, Brezhnev and his predecessors only because they have been regarded as means to fhe furtherance of quests for personal power. it is the existence of the United States which is and has been the basis for the Soviet Union's quest for technological supremacy, In fact, the true goal has been conquest. Technology has merely been the means, Lt is only so long as the Soviet rulers do not have supreme power throughout the world that they will remain concerned with technological supremacy, Once the United States has been destroyed, technology will no longer be a means to the furtherance of Mr. Brezhnev's personal power, Its sole desirable aspect, to him, will be gone. All that will remain wlll be 1ts undesirable aspect: the fact that, in order %o maintain an industrial economy, the Soviet rulers must permit the continued existence of an elite of scientists and tech- N nical personnel who think, Lt is an unpleasant fact which the Soviet leadership has learned to endure, that computer brogrammers, electronic technicians, and research scientists are much more difficult to rule than are disease-ridden Peasants in rice paddies., The former, by their very nature, are positions which must be filled by men who think, The latter are not., The Peasant to.ling in a rice paddy can repeat the same motions which have been smployed by his ancestors for a thousand generations, All he needs to xknow is how to obey. For the computer programmer, it is quite another story, 

My conclusion: To the Soviet rulers, the U.S. economy 1s not and never has been a "juicy plum.® It 1s and always has been, purely and simply, a threat. indeed, but for the existence of the U.S., the écviet rulers would have regarded Soviet technology as a threat. The Soviet attack therefare, will be a total attack, There is no purpose to wflich the Soviet rulers wish to put the U.S. economy. Thus they will destroy it, 

  

On the subject of bushwhacking and the dangers of travel in the postwar environment, you sald that once the “die-down® is complete-~iseo, after the population is once again at equi- librium--bushwhacking will not be very rewarding, (You divided the area of the U.S. west of the Mississippi into 500,000 and arrived at an average population density of one erson for ever 10 square miles, Ig\-'iy_'l.IJ H : Y 
assuma that this is correct.) 

   



  

   

On this subject I would like to remind you that we are 
talking about o Feudalism is the result of soclal 
disintegration. In earlier periods of human history, feudal- 
ism has been characterized by extreme danger to travelers. After the fall of the Roman Empire (which was soclal dis- 
integration in its purest form), the restoration of population 
equilibrium did not render it safe for individuals or small 
groups ta travel, Gangs of robbers infested the forests 
thronghout the period. The small size of the territories 
controlled by individual feudal "lords” and the tenuous 
Telations between them precluded the success of any organ- 
1zed attempts to eradicate them, The brigands could always 
slip across the border into the territory of some thug ("lordn) 
Who was not participating in the eradication effort, The small 
8ize of the fiefs meant that such a border was hever very far 
away, Hence it was virtually impossible to do anything about 
the threat to travelers, 

Like causes lead to like effects, Social disintegration 
in the United States will follow the Soviet attack, and it 
will result in feudalism, With the exception of extremely 
remote areas, every square mile of this territory will be 
claimed by a local gang, Some will be based in the smaller 
munielpalities, Others will be merely gangs of brigands who 
live in the woods. In either case, they will constitute a 
threat to travelers. The only difference between the two 
wlll be a matter of numbers and self-image, The municipal 
dictatorships will be numerically superior and will regard 
themselves as legltimately constituted authorities, whereas 
the small gangs will regard themselves as robbers. LIt will 
be they who pose the threat of bushwhacking. Travelers will 
be their prey. They will lack the strength to go against 
the feudal towns, The fact that the average population 
density is one person for each ten square miles does not 
mean that travel will be an undertaking which mere cautilon 
wlll render practicable., .if you travel for nine days with- 
out encountering anyone, it wlll in no way compensate for 
the effects of the gang of robhers which attacks without 
warning when you stray into thelr territory during your 
tenth day of travel. The fact that you enjoyed more days 
of tranquility than of trouble will not entitle you to say 
that, in the net, things are all right, 

Nor does your danger end if you avoid being set upon 
and killed by brigands, You will have to cross the terrie 
tories claimed by feudal municipalities, Any area which is 
really sulted to human habitation will doubtless lie in 
such a territory, This means you willl have to choose between 
living in abjJect poverty in a remote area, or being impressed 
into a foreced labor batallion by the functlonaries of some 
addle-brained clty state. 

Such considerations force me to the conclusion that those 
who value their freedom must aggregate together before the war. 
Any attempt to travel to a prearranged meeting place after the 
die~down will be very hazardous, It is a last Tesort--a desper- 
ation measure suitable only for the very few who literally cannoi 

work theilr way out of their present circumstances before the war, 
For such persons, of course, it should be tried. But, in all 
honesty, I wouldn't give a éime for their chances, 

Regarding the merits of the Siskiyou reglon as a survival 
community location and/or place to hols up until after the die- 
down, you said that it is not a popular vacation area and that 
not \?:oo many outsiders are familiar with 1t, Thus you antici- 
pPated very little problem with refugees, looters, bushwhackers, 
etc, As you put it, when people ®head for the hills, they gener- 
ally head for hills they are familiar with." 

Not quite. It depends on the type of hills, Many people 
love to vacation in desert areas, yet virtually no one would 
think of fleeing into the desert in hopes of living off the 
land subsequent to a nuclear war. For the person who is un- 
prepared, the desert is a forbidding place. A desert community, 
with food and ammunition stiockpiled, with underground living 
quarters set up, would be left almost entirely alone., Thousands 
of starving refugees would not swarm into such an area, driven 
by vague hopes of “living off the land.,® Of the few who did, 
most would either go in the wrong direction, or perish in the 
extreme conditions they encountered, Those who got through and 
attempted to approach the community would be easily detected. 
Lookouts in fixed positions, with binoculars, could see without 
being seen, To approach the community, skulkers would have to 
move, And in desert country, it would be virtually impossible 
for them to move without being seen. 

Siskiyou, on the other hand, falls on both these grounds, 
It is surrounded with areas having a high population density. 
And it is the kind of place toward which thousands of starving 
refugees will gravitate, driven by vague hopes of living off 
the land, They will swarm over you like locusts, True, you 
can argue that you know the area while they do not, thae you 
know dozens of hiding places, ete, But remember, you only 
get one mistake, It only takes one instance in which a group 
of skulkers comes upon you by surprise., When that happens, 
you are done, If, of course, you had a group with you, you 
wouldn't be so vulnerahle., But the fact that you do not *owr* 
the land you are squatiting on (igncring, for the moment, the 
legitimacy of the bludg criteria fer deeming ownership legitimate. 
will mean that no sizable group can be built up there., You will 
always face the danger that "the authorities® will discover such 
a group ?nd confiscate gour supplies, Such a danger will dise 
courage (and rightly) others from joining a group in such an | 

  

our location 1s of the sort which lends itselr 

to skulkers. ityvould be virtually impossible to p:ovfii; pro- 

teetion to individual dwellings in a forest commufiity r:;st 

they were grouped together in a stockade or a rab wa:nd ttha 

of underground structure. And the danger of discovery e 

destruction of such a structure by the bludg would render i 

folly to attempt it. Henca thosa who joined yon would be ori.‘d 

to elther establish separate camps, where they could be surpr o 

by skulkers, or accept the obvlous disadvantages of a comnunié i 
nomadic life style, Such conditions would render 1t very diffiec 
for you to build up a group, and impossible for you %o go it 
alones. 

area, Further 

  

COMMENTS ON VONU LIFE #7 by Rayo 15je   

To Suz: Resolving the inconsistency between recommendations to vonu 
oneself first (VL2 5) and become vonu by linking up with someone already 
vonu (VL5 8): P The first course I suggest to someone who wants to 
live vonu with e freemate, but is neither vonu nor attracting likely 
freemates. 1 suggest it partly beceuse doers are more attractive than 
melcontents, and are more apt to ettract other doers. Even if a person 
cannot immediately vonu alone, eny progress mede will increase 
confidence, competance asnd thereby attractiveness to other vonuans. 
But, perhaps because of more rigorous'conditioning' as children, fewer 
girls than men vonu on their own. So a girl interested in but not yet 
vonu, will probably attrect vonu males. Should she vonu &lone &nd 
link up later (if at all)? Or should she 1ink up now and learn from 
him? Thls depends on her. If she cen vonu alone she probably should. 
But if she fears that she can't, or belleves that it will teke her =a 
very long time, then linking up may be better. P If, later, they 
grow apart, she can split -- probably easier than she could from some- 
one in thet society. P I can't see meking a general rule that one 
should NEVER associate with someone more experienced 1n a shared activity 
P My major point in the second article was (should have been): IF 
a8 girl seeks to vonu by linking, she should link only with someone who has 4CHIEVED considerable vonu, not with someone just talking or 
perpetually 'preparing'. 

Your report of experience with businessm en &8s free-lance typist wes 
interesting. 1I've had s omewhat similar experience even though I had 
’recpgnized technical skill'. Basic problem maeybe: 1if someone needs 
somébody frequently, they would like him always at hend. & vonuan 
must avoid developing this kind of dependancy. 

To Len: "The Phantomfield Chronicle™: 
between Loose Open Association and Clos 
of an LOA as embracing CCCs as well as 
P VWhy limit vonu tréading to other vonunes? When decliding whether 
to trade or not, the relevant fector is,not warm-body count, but 
how much someone wents of what you are able to provide and what they 
will trade for it that you want. P_I think the only intentional 
communities likely to move AS COMMUNITIES towards vonu ere urbean groups. 
or, at least, non-agricultural groups. Agricultural communities get 
heevily involved, economicelly and psychologically, in the problems of non-vonu farming and lose sight of freedom. 

THE GREENING OF AMERICA: I, too, liked what Reich said about "the lost 
self"™. But his Folitico-aconomic ldeas are rather bad. Repeatedly he berates 'society! for neglecting educetion. But 'more money for 
education' would mean, in the present context, only more extorted funds 
spent on tpose concentration camps for children called 'public schools'. 
gPBPthS tnefivgould lower compulsary schooling age to two! This hsa= 
een proposed! 

Artificlel languaege: Esperanto 1s phonetic, I believe. So is Gloneo, 
Rusel Jaque's. But Esperanto, Gloneo, Ido, Interlingua and other 
would-be world languages have most of the semantic and cultural 
hangups of natural leanguages. Example (from Gloneo): viro - MaN; 
virino - WOMaN (feminine-men). I have also considered aUI, Liblen and 
Loglan. Loglan has many dasiraPle featur?s but onfi sirlous snortcoming 
for my intended uses): it won't 'pigeon' -- non-Loglan words 

5&5pac{ally predicates) can't be used within Loglan sentences. 
Consequently one needs to know & vocabulary of 10,000 or more Loglan 
words to use Loglwn in ordinary conversation. P On & low-priority 
basis I'm working on & Vonuist Baslc Language (VBL) -- & 'logicgl 
language' 8long the lines of Loglan but capable of pigeoning and with 
an initial vocabulary of only & few hundred words. I'll report on it 
in VL, probably this coming winter. 

Need thers be a dichotomy 
6 Closed Community? I conceive 
small femilies and individuals. 

To Bednash: I believe the five 'cardinal' vowel letters should be 
assigned to sounds in dUne, Obey, fAther, gEt and machlne; for 
compatability with Spanish, Esperanto, Italiean, German (to a degree), 
Loglan, Roman-Japanese, etc. Treat the inbetween vowsls of English 
(bit, bat, but, bought, foot) as variants in pronunciation &nd 
represent with closest cardinal letters. This system is less phonetic 
than yours, but simpler. And no system is PERFECTLY phonetic -- 
able to represent every variation in pronuncation. P ‘Your ad 
spelled this way: "Dha meljr rizn for dha yus av fanlks az a 
langwe), 1z its inherent kwaliti av giving its yuzrz dha abiliti tu 
spel ol wrdz krektli, simpli bikoz dha letrz kold for in dha wrd, ar 
put dher akording tu dher ssund, &nd sins ich letr and vaul hav onli 
wantoun and wen simbl, in faniks, krekt speling iz imperativ and 
inkrekt speling iz impasibl....™ Du yu lalk it? 
  

more excerpts from letters 
  

to vomlife: I am presently living in a small shack tkhat I built out of 
discaraed tomatoe bins. I live mostly out of my pack so that I cansplit at 
a moments notice, The chack is located in a fairly invisible spot, which I 
squatted on, with easy access to wilderness type areas, Pnil 

to vonulife: We have been nomads full time since August and previously spent 
weekends in a nudist camp-commne. ¥e have loads of squat spots to share... 
Our present spot is a small road well in view of everybody but no one has 

questioned us. It is a land developers area where they put bouses on 1/8 

acre sites so wWe're "looking at the area." We even have wild berries to eat 
and are close to New Orleans. V & L 
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UNDER EARTH DIRECTORY 

here is a review of magaszines, newsletters and directories relevant to vonuism, 

thanks to many people for samples and to rayo for some of the reviews and comments. 

final editing is lan's, 1 bave tried to be critical .l:nthur than only praising, 

even though i may offend some people.  ror price comparison i have estimated 

and underlined words/¢. tbis is number of words published divided by subscription 

price, 1 counted illustrations as words which would take up the same Space, but 

not decorations nor repeats of ads. 4 few zines listed are mot recommended but 

are described so that tney won't be ordered by mistaxe. i have purposely left out 

many little sines on homesteading and philosophy. for furtner listings see 

nA is A directory", "underground press syndicate" directory, and ads in "the 

mother earth news". some reviews are based on only one sample, some just on 

recommendetions by others. 1 have so indicated. 

for quotes. "..." is a direct quote. ‘... pany publications 

begin, few last for long. and few pake refunds when they stop. 8o unless & tine 

hae published for several years or is very cheap i would buy only back issues at 

first. 1, aadition to "vomulifer i particularly recommend "the last whole earth 

catalog", "the mother earth news", and "libertsrian connection” to vonuans and 

vonuists - for quantity, quality and relevancy of information per cost, lan 

1 am adopting rayo's convention 

' means so-called. 

access catalog - sort of like "the mother earth news" but spaller. national in 

scope. articles in #7, last issue received, on water power, sprouts, russian 

therapeutics, can recycling. editors richard, sharon tilmann. irregular. 

$6/12 issues, 65¢/iseue.  new life environmental design institute, box 848, 

kalsmagoo, mich. 49005. 230 words/¢. 

A is A newsletter - "a monthly report of the libertarian movement". most 'liber- 

tarians' believe in idealized free enterprise - maybe like 19th century america 

but without tke state, or at least without the robber barons who used the state 

to put down competitors and critics, some libertarians are individualist 

aparchist, some are political'consexvativen', some are new left, few are 

interested in real here-and-now free enterprises, like smuggl ing, dope dealing 

and underground moving. most are busy scolding the bludg. Trayo recormends 

1livertarian' literature to correct state-taught economic and historical mis- 

information. there have been dozens of libertarian zines but most are snort 

lived. Bo for those interested in thie scene, nA is A newsletter" offers a 

way to keep abreast of it witnout spending & lot. 1t seems to be non factional. 

editors dale haviland, stanley lieberman. copyrighted. began 1570. 12 issues/ 

year, $5/year, 50¢/issue. no ads. mega, 9730 hyne road, brignton, mich 48116. 

mega bas also publisnea a directory of periodicals - $2. 100 words/¢ 

akwesasne notes - by and about americea ipdiane but mostly political protest. 

only a few articles of interest to vonuans. uncopyrignted. & issuen/year. 

send donation. axwesasne notes, mohawz pation, via rooseveltown, ny 13633. 

Walterpate sources of energy is a neweletter for people concernea with the develop- 

ment of alternate sources of energy - particularly solar, wind and water power - 

as well as tke uses to wnicn energy is put", first issues were mostly bibliography 

and philosophy. Tecent jgsuen have had some how-to-do-it, though not much yet 

that "the motber earth ness" hasn't covered., good contact media for pioneers in 

the field. editor donald marier. uncopyrighted. began july 71. 6 issues/year. 

$1/year. donald marier, 300 so taylor ave, oak park, ill, 50302. 330 words/¢. 

altercatives - newsmagazine on communal living. some general articles on community 

Bna education. some detailed reports on specific communal groups - mostly rural, 

some urban, none vonu (in summer 1972 issue anyway). some articles seem very 

perceptive, successor to nthe modern utopian'. published by a commune. 

uncopyrighted. 1 issue/year? $1/issue, alternatives foundation, p o drawer A 

\Mua.opd heights station, san.francisco, calif 94131. 550 words/¢ 

S thsol oh g W 2 Lamgfan L 40 

the atlantis news suspended publication as of march 1972, rayo warns that, lact 

e imew, the manager of the atlantis I motel in eaugerties, ny is hostile to 

vonuans - volunteers information to bludg. 

atlantis quarterly haen't published for several years (rayo). 

british columbia accees catalogue - in the image of "the whole earth catalog" but 

specializing in sources in bc, especially around vancouver. mAany lists and 

recommendations concerning local stores, skops and groups. not copyrighted. 

1 issue/year? (2 issues received). $2/issue. Dbritish columbia access catalogue, 

1729 mcspadden ave, vancouver 12, oc. 254-9776. 500 words/¢ 

camper coachman - mostly about new, comrzercially 

of preform recommends for technical articles. 

trailer and motorbome zines. 

$3.50/year, 50¢/1issue. 
pollywood, ca 91602. 

built campers &nd trucke, 

same puolisher also puts out 

sold in most magazine stores. 12 issues/year. 

griffin publications, 10148 riverside drive, nmorth 3 

800 words/¢ 

tom 

canadian whole eartn almanac - each issue is about one general subject. 

1971, only issue i've seen, is on healing. 

mystical and naturalistic ways. previous 

the latter sold out. copyrignted. 

whole earth research foundation, 

fall 

heavy on book reviews, especially 

jepuen on crafts, shelters and foods - 

1 issue/year. $3/issue. no ads. canadian 

341 bloor st west, toronto, canada. 430 words/¢ 

the chinook centrex - "is a directory and access catalog primarily for the 

portland metropo..tan area; modeled after the whole earth catalog but shaped 

by an awareness of local and immediate needs of people ... about 150 pages", 

4 haven't seen it. $1.25/issue. chinook centrex, 4312 se stark, portland, ore. 

235-8954. 

foundation journal - one of the would-be successors of "tbe whole earth catalog". 

Dational in scope. 1 have seen one issue in a bookstore - so so. (rayo) 

$7/year. foundation, 85 east germanium ave, st paul, minnesota 55117. 

fur, fish and game - may be the best commercial toutdoor' magazine. but i find 

the ads more useful than the articles - places to sell herbs, squirrel tails; 

buy crossbows, traps, air rifles. editor a. r. harding. copyrighted. published 

over 60 years, 12 {gsues/year. $3/year, 35¢/issue. classified ads 25¢/word, 

$2.50 mipimum. fur-fish-game, 2878 e main st., columbus, ohio 43209. 1500 words/¢ 

green 6gg - none received for over a year. no &nswer to inquiry. (rayo) 

the green revolution - this is perbaps the oldest surviving alternate life-styles 

tine. publisbed by heathcote intentional community which calls itself anarchist. 

serceptive articles by people living there, also by outsiders. agrarian rather 

hen vonuist in empbasis but useful information now and then, mildred loomis 

sunding editor. uncopyrighted. publisned more than ten years. 12 issues/year 

ually but sometimes irregular. 34/year, 35¢/semple. ads 35¢/30-character line, 

.05 minimum, the green revolution, route 1 cox 129, freeland, md 21053, 340 w/¢ 

ovator - "the original self-liberator's magazine® (lisa dawn), no longer 

1iened, lapt isgue was autumn 1969. taken over by "efficacy". &n issue of 

ricacy" has not beenreceived since summer 1971. some issuss were vonuist, 

rs scolded the state, lisa dawn (see "libertarian comnmection") is selling 

t of 28 back issues for $5. 
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i{nternational harry schults letter - this seems to Dbe the best fizaacial advice ~_\\ 

newsletter, at least for people with the money %o afford it. esppasis oo i S 

international mobility of savings and self. editor harry schults. publiehed fo 

no sds, fisancial and 

za ears. 24 iseues/year, 380/six months oy ¥ Iy / x 2 switzerland. 15 words/¢ 
economic research corporation, p. 0. box 45, 

$7/1ssue. 
rheinfelder 4310, 

libertarian comnection - "each subscriber who meets our definition of livertarian 

(anyone ¥ho recognizes the right of each individual to hiz own 1ife, teat which 

he creates alone, and that which he obtains in voluntary exchange with otbers) ia 

entitled to contribute up to 2 pages of any zaterial per issue, including personal 

advertising (up to 1 the total material per {seue)," unlike most 11ibertarians’ 

(see corments under "A is A newsletter"), many "libertarian concection® contributors 

are proposing and doing free things, not just preaching about freedom. articles ; 

on reusing postage stamps, underground mitual fund, black sands mining, bibliography 

of draft books, electronic burglar alarm, underground taxi. also a futurology 

series, also much philosophy theory. also a lot of nit-picking and 'inside' jokes. 

manager patalee nall. began oct. 68. about 9 {ssues/year (every six weeks). 

uncopyrignted. $4.30/200 pages first-class, $3,50/200 peges tuird-class, $1/ iseue. 

ads 40¢ firat 75-cnaracter line, 25¢ each additional line. lisa damn box 90913 

worldway postal center, los angeles, ca 90009. 330 words/¢ tnird class. 

  

moneysworth - "the consumer newsletter”, 

2 stale, vague rebasn of "the wall street Jjournal*, "tne mother eartn news", and 

nthe whole earth catalog". another issue gave misleading information od banking 

in owitzerland and hed harsh words about 'tax evaders'. not recommerded, (rayo) 

one iseus on alternate life-styles was 

editor ralph ginzburg. 26 issues/year. $5/year, momeyswortn, 110 w. 40 st.. 

new york 10018. 250 words/¢ 

the mother earth news - "heavy emprasis is placed on alternative life styles, 

ecology, working with nmature and doing more with less.® 

farming but also much on gathering wild foods, 

non-employment income, alternate power sources, 

information. also sells zmany booke on these topics; a list appears in each 

jgsue, also starting a separate contact magazine, editor Jjohn shuttleworthn. 

copyright. began jan. 1970. 6 igeues/year, $6/year, $1.35/1ssue. unclassified 

ads 30¢/word, $3 minimum. 80,000 minimum circulation. the mother earth news, 

box 38, madison, ohio 44057. 1100 word/¢ 

mostly about srall-scale 

back-packing, cheap sbeiters, 

mostly first-hand detailed 

but rather esoteric, little useful 
cal 95460, moving on - edited by migrant farm worker 

information (rayo). $2.50/year. moving om, p.o. box 624, mendocino, 

pagha - north american survival and homesteading association, toronto. nothing 

received for more than year, no answer to recent inquiry. defunct? 

new earth catalog - one of the would-be successors to"the whole earth catalog". 

the first issue contains soze new catagories, some updates, but is not nearly 

as comprehensive and voluminous as "the last whole earth catalog". lots of 

wnhite space, maybe to make it look oig. mno index. publisher scott french, 

vegan early 1972. 2 catalogs and 2 supplements/year. $7/year, first catalog 33.50. 

no ads. gnu publisning, 526 o'farrell dept. 119, san francisco, cal 94102, 130 /¢ 

fthe new Bchools exchange is & central resource for the exchange of ideas and 

information about alternative and erperimental schooling . the newsletter 

includes lists of alternative schools and a section for people seexing places and 

places seeicing people.' publisned several years, 24 igsues/year. $10/year, 

50¢#/sample. new schools exchange, 301 e canon perido st., santa barbara, ca 93101. 

250 words/¢? 

ocean living 
(rayo) 

other scenes - “the only truly international magazine of the counter-culture will 

report on the nomadic 1ife from europe'. i haven't seen an igsue gince the move 

and change in emphasis but, Judging from wilcock's past publishings, it is apt 

to be useful for the internatiopally mobile, (rayo) editor Jjohn wilcock. 

uncopyrighted. previously published in u.s. for reveral years. Wfew isgsues”/31. 

other scenes, p.o. box 45, amsterdam, nieuwendon, holland. 

  

- last issue received in autum 1870. 

people's yellow pages - 1isting of protest groups and some sources in massachusetts. 

$1/1issue. vocations for social coange, 351 broadway, cambridge, mass 02139. 

pioneer - mostly about life of early european settlers in america and american 

indians, exerpts from many 0ld and some new books. mANY interesting tidbits of 

information but poorly referenced - difficult to tell source of information. 

sources and prices of books usually not given. (rayo) editor paul doerr. not 

copyrighted, irregular. at least 8 issues have becn published but most are sold 

out. $3/12 issuce, 40¢/issue. paul doerr, box 1444, vallejo, ca 94590, 300 words/¢ 

protos - apparantly defunct. not published for more than a year. 

puget sound accesg -"a part of the earth catalog". local sources. suggested by 

  

    
Wthe mother earth news". 1 haven't seen it. 41.50/issue. Box 15301 wedgewood 

station, seattle, wash 98111, 

travelers! directory - 1 Jjoined two years ago. after six months i received sad 

form letter telling of difficulties and delays, then notning. it was supposedly 

for contact between people ®no travel and people who want to host travelers. 

zaybe someone with more staying power will start another. (rayo) 

the biggest association of 'underground' 

angry at the establishment only because 

better tnan others. for booxlet giving 

trive, box 26 village station, ny 10014, 

underground press syndicate - this is 

newspapers. most of these papers seem 

they are not part of it. but some are 

data on members send $1 to free ranger 

vibrations - analysis of drugs sold on the atreet. 6 issues/year, 31/year. 

also publishes “conscientious guide to drug abuse* which i have not seen but 

widely recommended as describing both the good am bad effects of each drug. 

do it now foundation, DOX 3573, hollywood, ca 90028, 

is 

$1. 

vocations for social change is sort of an employment directory for alternate 

institutions but, like the name implies, most of the groups listed are too busy 

protesting to the estaolishment to extricate themselves or anybody else from it. 

listings of alternate life-style groups are meagre. perceptive articles on 

community and education now and then. (rayo) uncopyrighted, & issues/year. 

50¢/issue. vocations for social change, box 13, canyon, ca 94516. 500 words/¢? 

yonulife - "communication among nomads, troglodytes and other freedom achievers", 

ways to live out of sight, sound, mind and reach of those unwilling to let live, 

some contributors dwell in tents, tipis, buses, vans, shacks, boats, caves, as 

well as in secret city places, some want to live self-sufficiently. others want 

to use 'latest technology' and trade with the 'outside world'. many letters and 

contacts, not copyrighted. began (under name apreform-inform) june 1968, 

6 issues/year, $1/3 iaeues third-class, 34/6 issues first-class. vonulife, 

Yox 458, cave Jjunction, or 97523, 600 words/¢ third class. 

  

the last whole earth catalog - detailed reviews and source listings of many books, 

cagazines, tools, supplies and other catalogs useful for alternate life styles. 

this is the origipal ome, the big one, seemingly recommended by everybody. 

editor stewart brand, copyrighted, began £all 68, ended may 71 dut prices and 

over 1,000,000 printed. 
last catalog $5. 

  

addresses are supposedly updated in subsequent printings. 

whole earth catalog, 558 santa 

3000 wordaf¢ ! 

7ipl - newsletter on how to' rip off the corporate state, especially the telephone 

monopoly. publisher youth international party lime. 13 jssuss/year, $2/year, 

back issues 25¢. 

crus ave, menlo park, o& 94025, 

yipl, room 504, 153 w 43 st., oy 10036, 180 words/¢ 

  

 



    

  

‘why change? 

‘limited to 100 circulation, 

  

yonouee 4 
september 1972 - vonulite, box 458, cave Junction, or 97523. handbook and directory for freedom and survival achievers, future issues published annually 
by mike freeman, edited by lan. 

single copy of future issues $1, mailed third- class anywhere; no charge to vonuans, a vomuan to me is someone who lives and lets live, and lives most of the time out of eight, sound and mind of those unwilling to let live. multiple copies 40¢ each plus €0¢ a shipment. 
*ill forward stamped envelopes for 10¢ each. or if you live outside u.s. include postage money. letters may be sent to specific individuals who have published, to people in a geographic area, or for discretionary distribution to people 1 believe might have compatable interests. allow six weeks. 1 don't give out 
eddresses. ., laesified ads: k¢ por character or space plus 20¢ per ad. display ade: $20 per page of original copy not exceeding 7 by 10 inches, which i reduce two to ohe when printing. black and ¥hite only, one side only. 1 reserve the right to refuse ads i don't like. deadline for next issue is february 1, 1973, 2000 paid circulation guaranteed before march 74 or proportional refund on display ads, i ds right to reprint less than 100,000 copies of original otherwise-unrestricted 
contents is hereby granted to those who reciprocate. include vonulife's name, address and price ($1). reprinting from vonulife shall constitute permiseion for 
me to reprint in like amount. 

vonulife 

  

if there is a red mark here your subscription ends with this issue. 
next iseue of vonulife which will be the 1973 handbook and directory. or if you are (8till) a vonuan tell me (some more) about the way you are living. to me a vonuan is someone Who lives and lets live, and lives more than half the time out of 
sight, sound ana mind of those unwilling to lot live, 

send $1 for the 

if you order before november thil_i year (or if you are already Paid until march) i ®ill include an extra copy or 
i will mail first class (say ®nich). early orders help me decide how many to print, 

or, for a one year combination subscription to both vonulife annual and vonulink bimonthly newsletter, mailed first class, send $4 (51 if vonuan) plus a copy of this: "i agree that any copy 1 receive of vonulink including any reproductions of it 
shall not be accessible t I 6 to more than five other inaiviauals.! if you order later 
than november 1972 also please tell what way of life interests you the most - city vonu, vehicle nomadism, wilderness living or boat living - in case vomulink has subdivided. 
  

vonulife vonulini 

one becomes two 

vonulife hereafter will be published once & year and will be a randbook and dir@ctory 
of vomu living. vonulife 73, the next issue, will be distributed during mérch, 
deadline for contributions ia february 1. vonulife 73 will probadbly be an 8% by 11 
magazine. printed on newsflrint and containing at least 40,000 words. it will have 
edited articles as well as letters i think are interesting (but no full names and addresses unless requested). price is 31, mailed third clase; no charge to vonuans. 

by publishing something big once a year i can print more how-to-do 
and where-to-get articles and organize them better. also i can sell more and with 
rore sales i can pay something for articles. also most readers seem to value vom- 
life for now-to information and maybe for inspiration, not especially for contacts 
or dialogue. less than 5% send letters for publication or forwarding. also getting 
& thousand or more copies printed every two months is difficult for me. 1 don't 
bave my own press and i have difficulty getting parcels deliverea to me. 

vonulink is for contacts, discussions, airectory updaating and news, vonulink will 
be published 81x times a year, seme as the old vonulife, and mailed first class, 
vonulink will usually be hectographed or mimeographed, wnich i can ao nyself, 
i haven't decidea wnicn. 

   

  

only indiviuuals can subscribe to vonulink, not instit- 
utions such &s libraries. eacn subscriber agrees to limit circulation of his 
copies to 5 other people. i reserve tre rignt to refuse or cancel (with proporticnal 
refund) a subscription from someone i suspect represents an institution. 
of vonulink is limited to 100 copies. this simplifies matters for contributors who 
mant to do their own printing. also i can get to xnow all subscribers, (if 
circulation approaches 100 i will 8plit vonulink into t®o or more zines, each 

in this event a current subscriber will receive all 
vonulink offspring zines until e's subscription expires.) any back issues will be 
for sale only to subscribers. all this will maybe maxe vonulink a little more vonu. 

circulation 

each vonulink and vonulife combination suhscriber may publisn in vonulink at least 
1200 pages a year (about two typewritten pages) if relevant to vomu livinz in my 
opinion. each vonulife-only subscriber may publish at least 300 words a vear in 
vonulini (but that doeen't entitle e to a copy). i retype and print. or e may do 
e's own printing and send me 100 copies for inclusion in vonulink; up to two 
sheets of 8% by 11 ordinary weight paper per year if e is vonulini subscriber. 
(by using photo reduction e can print 8 or more typewritten pazes on one sheet 
Just lixe 1 am doing here. in most cities there are printers or cooy services 
who will print 100 eheets on both sides for $3 or 34.) 1 have the right to reorint 
from vonulink in vonulife unless otherwige told (except names and address). 
a first claes subscriber to the old vonulife, who is raid beyond this issue, will 
receive both vonulife and vonulink unlees e asks for something else (about 70 
people). a third class subscriber will receive vonulife only. e can receive 
vonulink also for an adaitional 33 per year. any vonulink subscriber may cancel 
at any time with proportional refund 

  

SMALL ALS 

600-pound supply cache near Bella Coola, British Columoia is still for sale. 
Contents includes wheat, sugar, brown rice, soybeans, 70# honey, many other dry 
foods, aetergent, 22 ammo, etc. Cool storage. Price recuced to 385. See 
Vonulife #3 for full information. VWurite Vonulife (s). 

vonulife back issues for sale. number 1 through number 9, also '68-69 preform-inform 

reprint, 25¢ each plus 25¢ per shirment, postpaid third class, vonulife 

The LIBERTARIAN CONNECTION is an open-forum laissez-faire magazine for libertarians, 
All subscribers have the privilege of contributing meterial, which will not be 
edited. LC is lmown for its creative ideas on practicel actions and theoretical 
coneiderations in the expansion of both indivicual and larger-scole freedom. Fora 
sample send 25¢ to: Lisa Dawn, Box 90913-VL, Ios Angeles, CAS0009, 
  

A EEa 

Wie been living without apt. for a month now in our school 
bus. The major event was huricance Agnes which meant flooding 
all around (but we were close to a hill top) amd a solid weeé{ 
of no sun with lots of rain every day. We are currently parked 
in West Virginia hills "farm sitting." Family on vacation 
living in farm house at end of solo dirt road wanted o msons 
to watch their house, Thought this would ease us into the 
trip, however their wsll wnet out and can locats no nearby 
stream a spring so it was no bargain. ) 

BREAK FOR INTERVIEW WITE TWO CHILD NOMADS WHO SHGNED UP 
liy name 1s megezra and 1 am six. I live in a bus and i 1ike 
it there becauss we bought & refrigeratar. Iy brother and i ; 
picked raspberrles today but we already ate them all. e picked 
blueberries in canada last summer and I hope we can this year, 
We once had a blg watermellon. That's just fruit, not garbage. 
Wie don't eat garbage cept far treats once in a while. Y 
liy name is miles, i1 am fow. Hello everybody. I don't like 
nothing about living in the bus. What 1 like about living in 
the country 1s people dn't steal stuff from you. I don't like 
the rain here so much. Ieg: little toys aren't so much fun 
as blg toys. Ve hope it i3 sunny tomorrow. Hi. How are you? 

END OF IKTERVIEW 
Nothing very significant there except that children doget along 
without young playmates. We spent the previous year expsrhnant_ing 
with foods such as home ground cereal--wheat and soybeans are the 
basis, lately with buckwneat added--so that the movs from the 
city was not associated with strange foods. Don't think educating 
chlldren is too blg hassle. Am researching thne matter and will 
write-up what 1 discover this fall. You can get a small set of 
quisenerre (S?) rods for $3.00 as a "teacher's kit" and it's ths 
sort of thing you simply let them play with wnile introducing a 
few ideas--algebra before arithmetic. The Yale games (wff-n-prf, 
etc) seem to be quite good far slightly older children. Children 
do seem to enhance ome 's cover, as mentiored sometime back in 
VL of P-I. P The bus is ;8 passenger (8 rows of seats) with 
18! back of The driver's seat. Divided into thres, 6 Boot modules, 
the front has a bunk with storage underneath, The door running 
the length of the bunk lifts up and 1s supported by screw in legs. 
Without the added cushion, the supported "door" serves as a narrow 
"table" for sit-down eating. (sit down on the floor, that is) 
Over ths bunk is a long cabinet slung from the ceiling. Across 
from the bunk 1s an antlique ice box, small chest and refrigerator. 
Yeah, refrigerator. Decided, upon finding a good deal on a small 
refrigerator that we might be able to plug in of'ten enough in tne 
near run to make it worthwhile. Propane reefers gseem to do little 

good and ice doesn't seem that common--at least if you're just parxed. 
The real answer would seem to be to break out oAf need far cooling, 
obviously. Behind this section there are cabinets-closets on sither 
side, including small area for chemical tollet--very welcome 
during lousy weather with city kids and eity adults. Bac« of 
storage area another bunk with cedar chest opposite (far seating 
also) and treddle sewing machine across back. Lighting is kerosesns 
and have opted for a Blue Flame, 9,000 btu heater. lLay go for 
a boat-type kerosene stove but for the moment we are using 
propane. Have a Sony ac/dc cassette thing which is ok through 
speakers and very good thromgh phones. Have ingulated pretty 

thoroughly up to the window line and will do more up there beforse 
winter. Busss are.bargain mobils structures if you want something 
that big (mine is about 2l feet overall). Have also fantasized 
about some thing like Lon's scenario regarding the camper, though 
obviously you can't get a bus where you can get the camper, 
P re soap: basic h is good stuff and nomads might also pcik up soms 
change dealing it--anyone can become a shaklee di stributor. In addition 
to i%s versatility (c{othcs, dishes, bodies) it probably won't poison 
you if you don't do a perfect rinse job. For the body I prefer 
the more expensive (.12{/gallon) Dr. Bronner's pepernint soap. 
Very stimulating and corncentrated. Dr. Bronner also markets a 
"balanced protein broth" (59/3.5 1bs) which 1s vegetarian and 
tasty. It cannot be justified in terms of protein/price ratio 
but it does taste good elther as broth, seasoning to be added 
like salt, or in soups, etc. Lappe's book, DIET FOR A SMALL PLANSET 
(balantine paperback) is & good source of @ata for balancing amino 
acids. Encountered a three level thing called a Blo-Snaky for 
sprouting. Bottom of eacn level is corrugated and has a drain to the 
lower level. Start a new level each day and it doesn't take much space. 
Thing is overpriced and idea could probably be used to fabricate your 
own. Corrugations trap alfalfa seeds. Otherwise workxs well. Al Fry's 
HOW TO SURVIVE A DEPRESSION @ 50¢ or two copies plus a small herbal 
Tor & buck is a good deal. Hell of a lot of information. Buy two 
and lay one on a friend who hasn't done the homeworik. DOES ANYONE 
XNOV HOY TO MARE DRINRABLE WILE OUL OF SPRAY DYED (NON-INSTANT) 
POWDERED MILK, WITHOUT A BLENDER? We still carry our original Corma 
mill for cereal, but use our new stone corona fa flour--have also 
heard that soy beans, etc. will clog the stonss with oil (is that 
true?). Wheater's (Hygea's) suggestions for whsat have been qui:e 
useful, including the chapatls and broasted wheat--vhich the chi.dren 
like a lot. P Right now I go into the city one day per week 
to deliver and develop work done during balance of week (about one 
good day's work). Will be hitting the road in a coupls of weeks 
for canada.. Don't kmow if I'll do this when I get back 

  

or if 1111 
work in the city several days during the week with the other folks 
in the bus in the country. Fairly long time back Tom Marshal 
rejected eastern hill country because of fall-out potential. That 
aside (and yes, it's a big "that") this seems like a good area for 
squatting. Alongside streams you're apt to encounter rishermen 
and sometimes frog hunters at nighfy, but otherwise not much--especially 
on vacated ri tops. Of course this is not the sort of vonu you 

folks discuss. 1 ggdition to the eastern hill country the pine 
barrens of new jersey are purported to be a little wild yet. 
Very close to philly and not that far from nyc. Anyway, might be 
good for someone on the way out who still needs contact with one of 
those places. 

  

enough for now 
erich 
  

I'm leaving the city coon to live in a truck and/or on the land for as long as I 
can. I'm not into owning land or living for a long time on a farm though 1 will 
be piccing fruit and maybe coing some farm work to get some money.... Mary, .phila. 
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THE PHANTOMFIELD CERONICLE 

Dear lan, Thaniks for the recent issues. I'm glad to see that Yonulife 1s getting 

avay from atomistic individualism. Not that i'm against doing your own thing. But 
i think that 4 can be freer and maybe more individualistic even in & community 
t 
ban living as @ hormit. o, 4 o¢ (¢ (s wo can't be really indepondent. At least 

1 don't know of anybody who is. Even the 'rugged individualists' seem to be buying 

their hundred pound sacke of rice. Even Sylvan Hart buye steel that comes all the 

way from Sweden, so says TWEC. Either we join together and make our own 
communities or we get forced into other peoples communities, 1'11 try to answer 

your questions about our community. It's neither an LOA nor a CCC. Maybe it is 
& cross between. We aren't completely secret, One man owns the lana in nis omn 
name and he and his family live in the house when they are hers, They are the only 

people who officially exist. The rest of us are pretty invisible. We would be 
"guests" If we were over questioned. So far we haven't been. Here are some of 
our rules. ; o 

Each adult pays their share of the property taxes to tne owner and 
works a certain number of hours & month on the owner's part of the land - 
reroofing the house, weeding th ’ 2 5 g the garden, looking after the animals. Each femily 

Provides their own shelter which must be out of sight of the road, the neighbors 
and each other. The last is for privacy. We don't try to hide from each other. 

No live trees cut without the owner's consent. No shooting. No wood fires. 

Each family may come and go from the property not more than once a month average, 

and is uup;?ouad to stay out of sight of the road and neighbors the rest of the 
time. (This rule doesn't apply to the owner and has been a sore point.) 

Newcomers get invited only with unanimous consent, Except for this no one may 

tell outsidera the location of the community or who the people are hLere, not 
even relatives or close friends. 

SBSS ¥e put in individual gardens but they must 

all be in t n the garden area. mo 1404 45 bordered on two sides and part of a 
third by government land but so far we haven't used it except for roaming, Along 
part of one side is a county road and that is the only side on which there are 
neighbors who can see into the property. There is a ridge ncar that side and all 
of us except the owner live on the other side of it. The omner's children aren't 

old enough for school so that isn't a problem yet but i can see where it may 
become 

©Come 0h®.  mpe original group came togetner while we were still livinz around 
a big city. We moved here two years ago., Almost half the original people left and 

there have been that many newcomers. Thnere are now five families including the 

owner, ten adults ana seven cnildaren. Right now there are toree campers one of 

wnich is homemade, a panel truck, two tents and three cabine in various stages of 

completion, besides the owner's house. The first winter everyone left during the 

coldest weather. last winter three families stayed here. ¥%e' triad being a 
4 

commune at first but found things went smoother if we didn't try to share every- 

thing, tbough we often do share food, looking after the kids, travel, etc. 

Newcomers have all been people known personally by one or more of the original 
people. FWe asked them, they didn't asi us, but we made sure they were looking 

for our kind of community and were the kind of people we want before telling them 
about the community. This way we don't get any reporters or oludgies., I think 
is a way a community can be cloce without beirg closed. At least it's worxed 

forgus: The biggest problem newcomere have is cabin fever. Somebody comes here 
from a city thinking he wants to live out in the woods forever but after they're 

here a few weeks they get restless and want to go to the village every fev days or 

invite their friends out for a weekend, which is against the rules. Our biggest 

source of dissension has been the rule about cofiing and going no oftener than once 
a month, Some people have left because of it. But if we aren't careful pretty 
soon the neighbors will know there are a lot of people living here and bludgies 
will te coming around. Like you say in Yonulife freedom isn't free. Could we 

have done as well just squatting on land instead of buying some? If i had it to 
do over again i think i would try it, Owning land has been a lot of trouble. But 
when we first moved here i guess we wanted the sense of security, even if it was 
a false sense, I used to squat in many different places before i came here. 
Interesting now that i think of it, Of the families who have stayed all but one 

be e e 8. 5 were nomads: before we cam How could somebody join ua? We would first have to 
get to know him and i don't know how he could manage that. I think the best way 
would be for him to get experience on nis own living the way he wants to live and 
tell his friends and esk them to tell their friends etc. what he is looking for. 

That way "we" (or some other group) might learn about him, If you print any of 

thie please type it over ana leave off my name and address. 
  

excerpts from letters 

Bello, I'm writing a rap re my life style that I'm tolcd may get me a copy of your 

publication. Gained an initial respect for nomadiesm when in Japan to do & study 

of the urban environment. I forsook the statie eituation I'a been placed in by 
academic advisors to do some trucking around that lovely country, conseguently 

greatly increasing the potential breadth and depth of my understanding of how 

i the 
toosoRrecplefl AiERtoeSknery Returned to States, passing upon an informal 
invitation to visit Red China, to finish architectural school and work for a year 
in the Bay Area. I then set out for Europe, I suppose at the time thinking I'd 
spend a few months looking at old builcings. Tound myself falling into comfortable 

situations - fishing in Norway, working in an Irish pub - and wandered for a vear, 
living in each place for a month or two, before reaching North Africa. There, with 
all of Africa tempting me south, I began to see myself as the "nomadic engineer" 
Gary Snyder talks of in EARTH HOUSEHOLD and African consulates seeing me as the 
needed technician quickly granted me visas though I had elmost no money. Once 
there, in Ohana first, I found it almost impossible to realize my fantasies of 
working for the people and insteed, to mak: the money to move on. I was doing 
pretty houses for the westernized elite. 1 did however gain a good sense of real 
nomadiem in, for one example, the Fulani people followirg their cattle through the 

north of Nigeria. Traveling on, I met others -- the Pygmies of tke Congo, a true 

forest people and the many different tribes of the north of Uganda and Kenva. 

After a year in Africa I wandered back to Oregon via an Israeli kibbutz and a month 

or two in the Greek lslands to a small architectural office in Portland, Seemed 

pomeshat sedentary. So with seven other architects, three craftsmen and families 

started what may be & continuing carpentry community by building seven houses in 

the forest 40 miles south of .... We're truly nomadic as we own no land and are 

contemplating other involvemeats from B.C. to Southern Coloraac. Hope to hear from 

you on my return from this hitchhiking trek through kexico and Central America to 

highlands of Peru. D 
  

Dear Vonu Life, I kbave Deen a nomad for a couple of years, living in a hammock 
or & van to southern Mexico to California, across country to New York, where I am 

now., Sometimes I sleep inside with friends. I'am especially interested in hearing 

how you escape coercion, pollution, and irrationality. 
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pying film, Thig 34 
They claim 100 copieg 
My thing in VL3 wag o 

For typing stuff for VL, try nylar co 
roarb er” made of plastic. 

guperior caz on {flgancc to cuts & tears, R 
& great resis o 

ggggzn mgze with a new sheet of mylar & 1'm uyglgg ;hfingith 2 gy 

that has been much used., If anyone 1511”2923592 G giiliiuit' 

supply 1 will sell, Supposed to retail at i35 For =8 /ASCl 
gheets, 1'11 sell 10 for 31-50hYH?t;gBSUPP Y e wm/ 

o 
Box 29, Hiler Branch/Konmgign 1°n not into the lone wolf wilderness 

At this stage of my 1.70 \ ike being around oth 
trip like some others who write to VL. I like A; 3 e to o 
folks too much, if they're my kind of people. AlSo, °°n mot noved 
to react too strongly to the fascist ghithtflgt s ffié:gtfig'? gsg?zse 

nassled e Man, 
i personally have never been h or coiraa. i've always kept my 

But i'm hedging my be;a by getting my 1life as liber- 

ssible within a bagically urban framework. 

e %fiegorenting an apte in the city, look for this }ind of sit- 

wation: @ house or building owned by a corporation, with just a 
couple apts. in the building, no superintendant on the premises, & 

no one from the corp. coming around often, Arrange to pay rent by 

mail, & mail always on time, Cauge no disturbance & giya landlord 

no reason to come around, Don®t get to lmow your neighbora. Be 

aloof, but don't arouse unnecessary suspicion. Socialize away from 

home., Iast apt. i rented this way, i didn’t see my lapdlord from 

the day i got my keys Xo 6 months later, after i had given notice, 

No one bothered me at home, leaving me rrie ta,go as i p1$a§§d.th 

I'm much attracted by the group marriage ldea, especlally e 

line marriage as described by Heinlein in "lioon Is A Harmh‘Mlatress.' 

(That Heinlein ls a writer, not a doer, is lrrelevant to the merit 

of his ideas.) Besides being the best way 1 know of %o 1live, such 

a social unit could enable a stateless society to really function 

well by providing all the soclal security anyone would evar need, 

on a voluntary, personal basis, without the inhumanity (1ot to 

mention, predation) of the burocratic state. ihether 1°11 ever 

manage to put together a family like this remains %o be seens For 

now we're trying to get together a collective - a group of people 
living in one house, snaring rent, other expenses, eating together, 
playing together, getting into each other's heads, growing closer. 

Make a deal with a friend to use his address as your "official” 
address, Use it for vehlicle registration & any other communication 
with bludg. Also, perhaps, for out in the open bank accounts, since 
banks fall over themselves to give info to bludg. Tell your friend 
if anyone asks about you, you've just left on a long trip. Then he 
should get in touch with you & you take it from there, 

For other mail, a p.o. box is safest for all concerned. A 
completely no hassle way to get a secure p.os. box is to move into 
furnished apt, rent box giving apt. as home address, then move, 
glving p.o. box as forwarding address. As long as you pay box rent 
on time, p.o. won't ask about your actual residence., 4nd you can't 
be traced thru box - box leads to apt. where you once lived, & apt. 
leads back to box, Of course, don't file change of address with 
p.0. Inform correspondents individually of new malling address. 

If you open a box this way, the only way anyone can find you 
thru it is by staking out the box to see who picks up mail. To 
minimize danger from this, pick a 24 hr, p.o. if there is one near 
you, & pick up mail during non-business hours, 

At least pick a p.,o. whose boxes are hard to watch. At the p.o. 1 
use, the boxes are in a small hallway you go thru to get to the main 
part of the p.o. One would have to wait in that hallway to watch 
any particular box, & anyone loitering there would be very obvious. 
?hen i Elgk ?p mail, i notice if anyone suspicious is standing around, 

f so0, on't go to my box. 
Of course, a stakeout would succeed if it was done with the 

connivance of the p.,o. One way is the box could be watched from the 
ingide., An easler way is for the p.os. to put a notice to call at 
the window in your box, then when you go to check on it, they finger 
you to some bludg waiting there. I would appreciate any suggestions 
as to how to defend against this. One way is to have someone else 
pick up your mail (which would only shift the danger to him), & to 
deliver it to you thru some circuitous route (which would be 
expensive, one way or another). 

Discussion of immanence of nuclear war leaves me unconvinced. 
Soviets have had about equal nuclear capability with U.S. since 
mid-50's, yet no attack has come in 15 - 20 yrs. Why? There must 
be additional restraining factor not being considered. I don't know 
what that factor is. Unlike Mitchell Jones i don't presume to guess 
what goes on in the mind of L.I. Brezhnev or anyone else, Just off=- 
hand i can see 3 possible restraintss fear that their military 
abilities mey not be as great as they think, some residual concern 
for the welfare of the planetary biosphere, or perhaps lack of an 
opportunity to justify attack in terms of their own ideology. U.S. 
leaders are as power-mad as Russian counterparts, yet they are 
caught up 3:. their own ideology & have to justify their aggression 
in terms of "defense." Anyway, regardless of the reason, the long 
nuclear stalemate is a fact, & its underlying cause makes the con=- 
tinuance of the 15 year balance of terror seem more probable than 
nuclear attack in a yr. 6r 2. So 1 remain more concerned about the 
growth of the total State & domestic tyranny than with fallout, etc. 

t Green Egg is still publishing, about 6-weekly. Prints exchange = 
ad for VL each issue. Mot much in it narrowly relevant to vonu. 
GE is published by Church of All Vorlds "a neo-pagan religion dedi- 
cated to the celebration of life, the maximal actualization of human 
potential, & the realization of ultimate individual freedom & per- 
gsonal responsibility in harmonious eco-psychic relationship with the 
total biosphere of holy earth.” (Box 2953/St. louis, MO 63130, 35/yr)=> 

We're having trouble with mosquito. here. Kuch rain has hatched 
a 2nd crop. ‘le're not into using chemicals much, & the question has 
come up: what did indians do about bugs? Can anyone tell me? 

Rayo mentions immersion in a hostile culture as a disadvantage 
of urban living for a free person. I find the hip radical community 
to be very congenial, I find most of these foiks tolerant, volun- 
taristic, very anti-state, & usually qulite reasonable - not the 
dirty, irrational, hippie stereotype you get from strate newspapers 
or rigid Randians. I work as coordinator of a food co-op, live in 
a collective, socialize with radicals, so i live 907 of my time in 
an anarchist soclety. I know there is a different fasciat soclety 
out there somewhere, but i have very little contact with it. 

Radical people tend to be very cool about aliases. You can 
become known in a radical community by any name you choose. You 
could wind up living in a house where no one knew, or cared, what 
your "real” name was, And if you're underground, say becauge your 
dodging the draft, your roommates would probably be willing to cover 
to keep even your presence In the house largely unknown. 
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ope to write & compr 
This is just an updEte? Gh:nsive 5 biggest activity. Our sltuation the 

convenience, Winter -- we can ha 
four at once. I.e. 
but not in Winter. 
forgo n Yy things. 
Tgst gf the téms in polyethylene A§tent our ven. ur A-tent survived the Winte 

: 
T with one . ggz:et;:spggyezzgp;§g:glty 2:81% sgaw while we were aiég?r §é§§&§11d 

sides and dragging down tge ridgg rgggom The iy o e - Tne poly wes punctured few places by sharp-cornered obJects under 1tpbu{ dian: ceh;enoind?d 
the polypropylene r 
withptthsigile n_tégf:rcgglélfgogofgsxéuzfiaag. N omombrobiens 
of tent as & whole (we use mosquito ber ovésréedno {ni?Ct acpien}ng 
of tent &8s @ whole (agelin, we use curtain ove = only); no blackout 
G L s r bed); reflections from 

es whloh slope South, Eest or West visible for severel hundred is; 
fastening of slides must be chunged whenever westher c::u'esu?irg wyi;us, 
cool to hot or back (freguently during Spring and nutum:i):" CIZEI‘ 2 1 
hes short 1ife in deylignht. P Our poly te%t hes held up &l t so 4 year now but little direct sunlight stri W reh A idRelwi thichean | erray: va it ght strikes it. We tinted it nesr the 

= p Sp “y pelints for possible ultraviolet protection end 
gor etter b}snding Wlth the surroundings. The paint rubs off easily 
ut this isn't a problen so long &s the tent doesn't move much. The 

paiPt appears much lighter on the poly then on the top of the cun so 
dark shades should be purchased. P Cur lay foam-nut (VL 4, p2) 
hes proven very satisfactory for tasks which cen be accomplished in 
a reclining position such &s sleeping, reading, eeting, erotics. e 
slept in 1t froa October through May. With two people inside 
temperature rise over outside was mbout 350F about 6 inches above the 
floor. During werm weether the door wes left open, covered only with 
netting. The 2-inch-thick open-cell polyurethaene foem (commonly sold 
for mettresses) 'breathed' well. Even on the wetest days the inside 
stayed dry tho beeds of moisture condensed (and kept evaporsting) on 
the outside. This was with two of us breathing inside and with all 
vents closed. (The foem hut wes inside the poly tent which shel tered 
it from rein.) 4t first we layed the foem hut directly on the plastic 
ground-cloth but (epoerently) moisture diffusing thru the bottom 
condensed on the plastic and ceused puddles in low spots. Then we 
bullt & foundation of boughs & few inches ebove the ground &nd ground- 
cloth, which solved that problem. No stuffyness was noticed inside. 
A vent plug, ebout .6 lnches in dlameter, wes removed from the top 
when we used & kerosene lemp inside; the lemp wes placed under the 
vent. Ordinery foem 1s very Inflemmeble so cere is required sround fire 
We replaced the internsl brace (to prevent sagging) with corde to 
overhead runner-ropes which elso held up the blac<out turp. P The 
foam sit-hut (VL5 pl) 1s not yet satisfactory. Temperature rise wes 
only 159F over outside (one person); not enough for work requiring 

- bare hands on cold days. Temperzture rise was no greeter tran in lasy-nut 
(elso 15° with one rson) even though dimensions were smaller -- 

4x6x2 feet versus 44x9x2 feet , probably beceuse there wesn't a8 tignt 
fitting &t the walst. I hed hoped thet the warazed air, belng lignter, 
would remein trepped within the hut, but epperently there was much 
convection. Either e& snug waist closure or & bottom will be needed for 
greater wermth. Alresdy it is difficult to get into or out of, &nd to 
pull edditlional things inside. & tight closure or bottom will Iincrease 
difficulties. P Foem is sn easy &snd 'forglving' mzteriel to work 
with. A plece not quite the rignt size can be compressed or stretched 
into place. A mis-cut plece can be glued back together -- & jolin with 
the proper foem cement 1s &8s strong as tne foem. Foam is falrly 
expensive tho -- our lay hut consumed over £50 worth. @ In Winter/ 
Spring 71 we built a small den, intending to use 1t for e workshop &nd 
storage. First problem wes condensetion (comments VL6 p7). In Summer 
warm air trickles in and cools, reletive humldity rises past 100%, 
and dew condenses on everything exposed. Last sutumn I put in & fix, 
I hoped, end left it alone for the VWinter. I have yet to learn if 
the condensation problem is solved because last Winter 1t flooded. 
The den Blmost filled with water; the things stored in it washed 
sround and some got wet. For drainage tnere was a four-ip~h plpe 
topped by & one-foot cross section of rocks (covered witn plestic to 
keep finer dirt out). This gives an idea of the flow of water! 
‘he water apparently welled up from the bottom. The structure was 
intact except for some washing near the entrance way. I opened up 
entrances to the drain some more in case clogging was the problem. 
Next Spring I will visit it again end see if the problem is solved. P 
But, for now anyway, I'm turned off to completely-underground structures 
too big to be assembled away from site (watertight) and packed in -- 
i.e., much larger then a 55-gallon drum. Not only are condensetion and 
drainege likely problems but much equipment is needed to make & den 
livable -- ertificiel 1light and ventiletion &t least. 4nd the basic 
structure must be strong to withstand soil pressure/weight. This 
results in the structure being heavy. This, in turn, requires thet the 
structure be bullt mostly of native materials -- prefabricated sections 
would be too heavy to backpack very far -- no point having a den if 
there 1s a conspicuous venicle tralil lesding to it. And this causes 
construction to be time consuming. Volume of our den 1s about 400 
cubic feet. Construction time of basic structure wes sbout 400 person- 
hours. Materials cost less than $100 -- mostly plastic film, cord, 
pins (neils with hesds clipped off), drain pipe, end plywood &nd 
glue for entrence. Most time consuming wes not digging but prepsring 
timbers: scouting trees which could be removed without eltering the 
appearance of the environment, cutting, trimming, transporting, smoothing 
or debarking, drilling holes for pins. This wes all done with hand 
tools. The only power tool which would have seved significent time 
would have been & drill/sander. P I now belleve our first den was 
over-designed with respect to vonu, considering the remote &nd rugged 
aree in which it 1s located. I would guess the mean time to discovery 
(MTD) under present conditions &s 2000 yeers. An MTD of 2000 meuns 
that if I had 2000 such dens I would expect &bout one per year to be 
discovered by somebody. P We are now working on two new types of 
shelter. The first we cell a plinu. (Thut neme has no particuler 
significance.) It 1s semi-underground, like the shuswap (Wildcat's 
article, VL4 p2) but of different form to provide more light and 
(hopefully) remain dry in wet climate. After the problems with the den 
I am proceeding ceutiously. I am only building the basic structure 
this Summer and Autumn. If thet stends up to Winter rains, snows and 

rticle on shelter next 
Shelter development is still our 

past year: 

h convenience 
end vonu during Winter if we 

Etc. P VWe are still living 
s (see VL#3); pert of the time 

winds, we intend to complete it end move in in esrly Spring -- hopefuliy 
eerly enough to check its insuletive qualities. The interior #ill be 
well insulated from outside sir but not from the ground, thus using the 
ground &8s & heat source during Winter end &s a hest sink durling Sumzer 
Ground temperature & few feet down remelins ebout 55°F the yeer around 
in most erees of this region. I expect the inside #ill rezain above 
500F on all but the coldest deys. Our objective is to be able to 
perform all kinds of work in comfort without &n ertificisl heat scurce. 
I'm designing for 50 yeers MTD. ? The second type of shelter is an 
improved poly tent. Unlike tne plinu it is for warm weather use only. 
It is simpler and easier to construct then the plinu. P We heve sent 
inquiries to meny menufacturers eand deslers in polysthylene, but have 
yet to find & socurce of wlde (at least 16 feet) plastic in colors 
other then cleer end bleck, in quentities less then 5000 feet. 
source of Monsento "602", & clear poly but with en unultraviolet 
inhibitor, is A.M. Leonard & sons Horticulturel Tools, Box 816, F 
Chio 46356. Developed for greennouse use, '602" supposedly 1 
yeers in direct sunlight ccmperec to 6 months for ordinary poly- 

But & 20'x100' sheet costs '$39 plus shipping, compezred 
P For general stortg 
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we &re now using wide-mouth steel drums, 
with tops clemped with circumg erentiel bends. With & good gasket 
these seel weter tight. We store food &nd other supplies shich must bDe 

For long storege I plec 

discussed but with bleck poly for longer life. Sides esre tied out 
(ss with 'sumaer' tent) for ventiletion &nd snow protection. The 
tent provides extra shade in Summer end rein/sno: protection in 
Winter which reduces rusting of the drums &nd saves contents in csse 
both gesket end beg leek (which has heppened with one drum in 20). 
New geskets would sesl better but I haven't found & source. P 
General thoughts on shelter: Bulld small shelters &nd have 
several 1n en eree, far enough epert so thet aiscovery of one is not 
likely to leed to discovery of others. Use soft foot geer, such 2s 
mocassins lined with foem, for truvel between them eénd to weter source 
and letrines, to minimize disturbunce of the ground. (Good conservetion 
end vonu.) Use hard foot geasr (reguler boots) only wren hiking outslide 
of home erea. hdventuges of multiple small shelters: many more 
sulteble sites; eesler to put under/between trees and bushes with 
little cutting; not es visible; small structure with few possessiocn 
eppears less "permanent' if discovered, less likely to arouse curlosit 
or hostility. Dilsedvantages: trevel between them; 1tem not elways & 
hand when wented. 

VONU: We have much less contact with unsavory cheracters now than 
three yesrs ego wnen we were living in & ven in So. Celifornlz. The 
improvement is due pertly to living in & less-porulated region, pertly 
to our incressing skills. While 1iving &t secluded squat-spots, during 
the lest 18 months three groups heve seen our veén. Two of these, 
including the only bludg, heéppened by while we were perked on 'private' 
lend with permission. One object, welghing sbout 50 pourds end worth 
about $15, wes stolen from & stesh we had on'private' 1lend (with 
peraission). No strenger hes seen eny of our cemps, even though scze 
have been in relutively-accessible arees. No one hes molested us 
personally. P Projects for the next yeer lnclude warning systems end 
more tell-tale technigues -- the letter to indicete if enyone has been 
neer our shelter in our absence. P The bed guys may be trying 
herder. But we are getting better &t hiding much fester than they &re 
getting better at seeking. It's emusing to reed letters from people -- 
‘conventional dwellers, mostly -- who delignt in telling vonuens &bout 
8ll the thirgs Big Brotner will do to stop them unless they Join & 
Tolltical crussde or something. Big Brother alrecdy has 60 millicn 
sws and regulations or so. If all laws were consistently enforced, 

a#lmost every men, women and child would be in prison for one or more 
violetions. But Big Brother c&n only extort so much texes to hire 
bludg end build spy devices. Aind texes ere elresdy to -- or beyond the 
point of diminishing return. Esach edditional rule to be enforced 
mesns existing rules get enforced less. P Someone was worried beceuse 
the bludg ere talking sbout'requiring' permits to enter 'public laends'. 
To put this in proper prospective, consider that for many decades, 
permits have been 'required' to hunt -- even smell geme in most States. 
How many mountsln people heve ever shot & rabbit or squirrel (at least)? 
How meny had & permit to do so? How many went to Jall or were fined 
for doing so? Of course there are geme werdens prowling sround end 
every now &nd then they catch somebody. The few convictions I have 
heard of were ell on circumstentiel evidence: somebody's deep freeze 
was sesrched and deer meat was found. No doubt the suspect had 
invited 811 his friends and reletives to & venison banguet &nd some- 
body talked. P Around Siskiyou some freeks are still 
using 18th-18th-century methods. Someone walka severel milas into the 
woods on 'public lands' and builds & conventional cabin out of trees 
he cuts to clear & garden. And, so far, the bludg do not even have 
the resources to find and run-off these people. Or perheps the bludg 
know thet if they start hessling & lot of people, some of the lesst 
imeginative will stert burning the woods. And that would make many 
people unhappy including the bludg's superlors -- the buresucracles 
obtain a large pert of their funds by selling timber to lumber and 
peper companies. P We should not get cocky &nd careless, or course. 
I appreciate specific, detalled information on tactics and devices in 
use or reedily available, along with suggestions on how to foil these. 
I have no use for vegue, hystericel warnings. Ways of'fighting back 
should be considered. But nothing so foolish &8s shooting &t every 
bludg one sees, or joining political movements. There is severel 
thousand years of evidence that this kind of 'fighting back' only mekes 
matters worse. P Regarding Paul Doerr's concern &bout super metal- 
detectors: Rocks DO move, sround here at least. Not every rock svery 
dey, of course. But they get pried out by roots, turned over by bears 
weshed down hillsides, knocked lose by other rocks, etc. Aibout bears: 
while they cen be fantastically destructive they create excellent 
diversions. One bear in one day will alter the landscape more than will 
a vonuan in a year, if the vonuan is halfway careful. Toobtain food a 
besr turns over rocks, turns over end tears apart logs, knocks down 
desd trees, digs after little ground animels, end breaks down brenches 
on berry bushes. Anyone seriously looking for squatters would need & 
crew of men and & helicopter, full time, to check out the work of each 
beer. Or else they must exterminate all bears. Then there are deer, 
porcupines, pack rats .... P Of course bears don' t build fires or 
use metal drums. So woods-vonuens mey eventually have to keep fire 
and metal under cover, stop using them, or create diversions. Anyone 
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reelly worried about super metal-detectors cen alweys gether up & few 
dozen empty cuns at & dump and leave them here &nd there, preferably 
under trees and bushes in rugged country where & hellicopter can't land; 
8lso leeve a few henging from trees in such & menner thet they will 

bBng together now end then for the beneflt of detectors which detect 
the sound of metsl against metel. In one day one person coild 
Bcatter enough cens to keep a crew with 'super metsl-detectors' busy 
for at least a year. P Of course wilderness-vonu may not be &85 
easy here as 1t appurently is in 'totslitaerian' Russia where whole 
factorles are hidden in revines (VL7 p4). P Thanks, Peul Doerr, 
for lead to non-electric redistion detector. I arote for further infc. 
Olson has cut the price of their surplus CD detector to £5 plus 
shipping (#3). Possibly it 1s not selling well. Their order number l& 
XX-113. Olson Electronics, 260 S. Forge St., ikron, Ohlo 44327. 
P Anyone know of a source for &n inexpensive nuclear-war detector? 

This is most likely & speciel AN radio receiver whlch sounds &n olarm 
if most broadcest stutions shut down or chenge frequency. It could 
be mede by interfacing en slarm with the automatic gelin control circuit 
of & redi but there might be time-consuming problems so I'd rether 
buy one. thout such & device we aight not leern that & nucleuar 
attack wes made until days or weeks later, end ingest radicactive 
fallout we could have avolded. P Beck to beers How cun they be 
repelied from & cemp not occupled for two months? Ve heve been using 
8 single-strand burb-wire electrified fence. But we have been told 
thet thies won't stop a besr end so far & bear hesn't come srourd to 
test i1t out. I heve thought of saving up urine in bleach jugs, then 
when leeving, tie these upside down at intervels around the perlmeter 
end sdjust the tops for & slow drip. Will urine retein the proper 
smell for several months? Has enyone tried this? 

POWER: We cooked on & wood stove mede froa & five-gelion cen when we 
first moved from & ven to & bese cemp, but we heve switched buck to 
propane more and more. Now we only cook with woud on &n overnight 
trip where weight is cruciel. We switched beck for vonu &and conven- 
ience. \With wood we felt we should restrict cooking to nignts end 
ralny days when smoke would not be vislible. But at night fire and 
any light source should be shielded. 4ilso wood smoke is neavier than 
air once it cools, flows down hills end eslong creexs, and cen be smelled 
& long ways away. Filnelly, woud gethering and savwing meens aore 
activity neer ceap end more disturbance of environment. P linile 
propane must be imported, we require little. 4 five-gellon tank now 
1lests us about 6 months, then4s to ccoking techniques Dr. G hes 
developed. Sprouted wheet and betns ere peletuble after oollingfor 
& minute or two. For rice or millet, the pot 1s brought to & boll 
end then emersed in.blankets or foem to retzin heet. One further 
refinement will be to insulete the sides eand top of tne pot so t 
less heest is lost while heating to & boll. And we ett many fouds 
TawW. P With meximum use of insuleted cooking we might be eble to 
generate enough methene from our own shit to replace propzne. Cther 
possibilities: charcosl, genersted in lsrge batches in & kiln away 
from cemp; 12-volt-electric emersion heater plus insuleted ot ¥ 
we have hydroelectric; solar cooking during Sumzer. I hope to 
experiment with one or more of these during the next yeer. P 
Artificlel light we use mostly during Winter end autumn -- &t present 

& kerosene lamp; during the long deys of Spring and Sumnmer we go 
to bed &t dusk. P For severzl years now I have wuntec to put in & 
small hydroelectric system -- &n impulse turbine or & vane pump 
(the latter suggested by Skye D'Aurius) driving &n &utomoblile 
elternestor. But I've been waiting for & shelter more permanent then 
en A-tent, since there will be severel hunared feet of pipe to ley. 
Even @ small creek will provide enough poswer for our uses. I would 
like electricity for a florescent light to replace the kerosene lemp, 
and for some electronic development work. &t present we use & small 
gesoline engine driving &n suto generator for battery cherging. 

SANITATION: I'm dissetlisfied with our present shallow latrine system -- 
dig a new hole after each defec&tion, using the dirt to fill in the 
old hole -- because & lerge area of ground is eventuully disturbed, 
and because of trevel between shelter &nd letrine. Ie may experi- 
ment with deeper holes plus buckets. Any suggestlons? 

FOOD: Our diet has not changed much since our erticle in VL 3. 
Most of our nutrients still come from stored staples, especlally 
whole grains, pulses and nuts. From February to sugust we kept 
records of stored and purchesed foods consumed. Quentities ere pounds 
per person per month. Costs sre czlculated from most recent bulk 
prices pelid. P Stored staples: wheat 15.8/ 67¢; brown rice 6.94 
69¢; shelled sunflovier seeds 5.8f 227¢; reisens 4.8# 1137; 
popcorn 4.5# 52¢; red beens 4.4# 48.; welnuts in shells 3.7# 747; 
millet 1.6# 32¢; dry mllk 1.6# 69¢; buckwheat 0.8# 16¢; soybeans 
0.8# 127; blackstrap molasses 0.T# 4¢; sugar 0.6# 7¢; dry kelp 
0.4# 47¢; ealfelfa seed 0.4# 18g; dry yeest 0.22f 16:; limestone 
flour 0.19# 0.3¢; subclover seed 0.18# 8¢; &lso vitamln pills &nd 
seasonings, estlmated 40¢. Total, 52.4# costing $£8.76 per person per 
month. We ate generously of sunflower seeds bectuse we hed & large 
stash &nd didn't know how well they would keep. P Other purchased 
foods: oranges 6.2§ T5¢; grepefrult 2.8# 28¢; bananas 3.4% 35¢; 
apples 0.3# 3z; watermelon 1.3# 9¢; cerrcts 0.8# 9¢; cabbuge 0.7# 
8Z; beef 0.8# 57¢; eggs 5, 14¢; cheese 0.5# 247; canned fish 
0.3# 18¢; buttermilk 0.1 qt., 3¢; 1ice creem 0.4# 57Z; margerine 
0.3# 9¢; Dbutter 0.1# T¢; oil 0.13# 5:; gaerlic 0.06# 6.; pestries 
0.2¢ 12¢; smorgesborg meels 0.35 meals (1#7) 377Z. Totel, £3.63 per 
person per month. I have listed avereges, for coaperison, but our 
ectual purchases were irreguler. For example, during this 5.6 month 
period we purchesed one 15-pound watermelon &nd &ate it, severel days 
later, ali in one day. We purchased meat twlce &nd, eech time, 
consumed it within & few deys. Oranges, the most freguent purchese, 
were bought during five trips end, efter etch, laésted for & week or 
two. P Replacement value of purchased food consumed during this 
perlod was $12.39 per person per month. Whereas average expenditure 
on food, celculated for the entire year, was $22.40 per month. (See 
next section.) Reasons for differences: stores of staples were 
increased; trips during the 5.6 month period were few end brief, and 
included not more than two days in populated ereas. P Scavenged 
foods (from grocery trash bins), guess: frult 4#; melons 1§, 
vegetubles 3#. We mzde three blg heuls during this perliod -- about 
& hundred pounds totel. P Foreged wild foods, guess: meat, cletned 
but 1including bones, 1#; berrles 0.4#; greens 0.3#. Meny berries 
were picked and eaten while doing other things. P Dr. Gatherer 
sprouts alfelfa, sub-clover and buckwheat all year which we eet raw 
as & selad. Wwheat 1s usually sprouted for & day or two to reduce 
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ve flevor end digestabllity. Soxe‘ is eaten rew, 

outed sneat snd beszns, &0 4 to1, 

until noon. During the day 
nuts, milk, occesionelly popcorn, 

ther fresn vegetebles &5 & raw 

wnich msy be rice, millet, popcorn, 

flour we grind ourselves. 1 

cooking time end lmpro 

For breskfest I usuelly hasve &pr 

briefly boiled. Dr. G usuelly fests 

we heve one or more SnuCKs of frult, 
Por dinner we heve sprouts end eny o 
selud, eny meet, end & s;er_cnl fopg > 

breed home-made out of whole-wheat > o 

g;tz;e?lu:or rice or miliet with wslnuts or sup!‘}oser‘ seeasilrl.l'gngre 

ie no mest Dr. G often mekes up & stes out of beans C”',lfn,f 1s dn 

xelp plus any cookeble fresh vegetebles on hend. r' _nl":« us.r‘_/.hg 

gether end est most freguently 1s menzanite (nrctost/__,n,}asvl ‘n’n:crA 

gro apundently in meny ereas near the Paclific Coe_§t,’i.‘3 ?:5, :.:z 

clck (strip off twigs, sepercte debris while esting), ““E is pf-:;,r 

if not delectuble thru-cut summer. Sometimes ef:\s Ln:'w-“ 

mény blackberrles, bleck respberrles or Amelan: & L2 LOCOBERS 

at the right time in & good sesson &nd ::zlc'r: gellons in @ .e’« n urs. 

But, except on such occesions, foraged nerrigs are expensive LOJL 

to imported fruit, even with cur low coverhecd. On & typicel occs 

1 gathered 9 ounces of red hucxleberries (Vaccinium) in two ho 

So, on our infrequent trips to towns, Dr. G or I top our 

return with fresh frult cnd vege les to the maXx g 
hendle. P During the lest few montns foraged meet he 
severel mice, one ret, several squirrels, one porcupline, o 

sneke. The mice &¢énd ret were csught in ordinary nousenold-type trsps. 

begen trapping for reesons of self-defense, then decided not t 
woste the meat. The mice were prepered &s Clson's CUTDO 
HsNDBOCK sugge.ts: remcve skin end guts, then grind thea up, 
bones &nd &ll, into & patty. &ll rodents taste aocut € e. Mice 
ere easy totrep in filnter end early Spring, but not tne rest of the 
yeer when their food 1s more plentiful. The porcupine snd rattlesneke 
we jJust haprened upon. The porcupine wes lmpressive until 1t wes 
clesned; 1t seemed to be mostly guts. The liver, & 
good testing. It s muscle mest wes tough even after 1 

The rettlesneke, killed with & stick, w eesy to cleen, 
and very bony -- time consuming to eet. The only delibertzte fnu 
recently has been done by Dr. G wno obtsined the squirrels end 
lerger enimal. Cleened welghts of smell geme: porcupine o 
most squirrels (grey) over 1#, reatt cke (two-foot) § o 
4 ounces, mouse g ounce. Cleaning s pounding up one @ 
ebout ten minutes, so unless 1 become more &sdept mice are 

mest. P Nutritionully prefer smell geme to deer bece 
t fresh; no preservation problems. e are still usin e powdered 

milk snd dried yeest which is probebly undesireble for long-teram good 
health. In spril we resolved to purcheése no more meeét beceuse of 
expense, conteminents, stelengss end preservetion difficulties; 

heve xept to it. On two occasions I went for & period of 
with little enlmel protein and discovered, towerd the end of 
thet I could not do vigorous physicel work two days in & row 
stteapted to I felt extremely week. (I felt ckey so long &s I 
only worked every other dey.) Since I hed vitamin end aineral 
supolements end plenty of celorles, I'm inclined to believe I 
merginel protelin deficiency. Dr. G nas not experienced this. 
steple diet conteins aore then recommended minimums of essentiel 
emino ecids in seeds end nuts. But the humen digestive system mey not 
e efficlent et digesting protein in the presence of & lerge emount of 
cerbohydrates (seeds tre e mixture). and digestive efficiency veries 
from person to person. P Ve e not yet put much effort into 
treppling; shelter and storsge ! e been consuming most of our tiame. 
Wnen we do, probebly this sutumn, we hope to obtuin enough sxzell geme 
to replace dry xmilk and yeest. aslso we will experiment with mini-grow- 
holes for yeur-eround fresh vegetebles. 

FINANCES: 
one year ending this mcnth. hesults: 
including: dry staples (storable) 26 
(storeble) 10.65; freesnh fruit 48.54; fresh vegetebles 11.91; fresn 
meet, cheese, eggs, fluld ailk 58.32; ' junk foods' store-oought 
ice cream, cookles, bread, TV dinners, cenned foods, cendy 17.89; 
prepered meals (restaurents, visiting friends) 17.86. TER 
STOk~GE: $713.06 subtotul, including: muteriels such &s plastic fllm, 
foam, rope, cord, drums, nells 452.86; epplisnces, devices &nd their 
parts, including stove, lenterns, peck freme, lnverter, traps, etc. 
166.34; spuce rental, mostly for storege 43%.24; ropene &nd xerosene 
for cooking, lighting, &nd occeslonel hesating (ven) 21.50; tools 14.61; 
cleening end misc. suppllies 14.50. TR ORKTATION: $201.24 subtotel, 
including: gesoline, including tex 124.06; perts end oll 60.08; 
licenses &nd tolls 17.10. CLOTHING: §72.22 subtotel, including: 
meteriels, thread end needles 26.24; footgeer 26.62; other ready-to- 
weer clothing 9.81; leundermsts (when in towns) 9.55. COMMUNICATICON: 
£64.57 subtotal, including: books end magezines 22.67; postage 
(pertly estimeted) 15.00; phone ciélle 10.90; ststionary (pertly 
estimeted) 6.00. OTHER: $32.82 subtotel, including: medical, dental 
end personal supplies and services 28.95; texes (feceral excise &nd 
Celif. stute seles tex, not counting gesolline) 0.71; miscellaneous 
3.16. ERRORS s«ND UNRECCKDED: @lus $3.47. TOTAL: £1616.85 for one 
yesr for two people. P We were surprised end chegrined st the total -- 
higher then our average for the two previous yesrs. Explénations: 
Ve built up stores of steples, shelter xeterlals end clothing materisls 
so these figures do not represent one yeer's consumption. &also muny 

shelter items sre (hopefully) duraeble goods. Cn the other hand our ven 
and motorcycle are deprecisting (but probebly won't be replaced). 
Much of our shelter work is intentionelly experimentel &nd tnerefore 
screp-genersting so we might consider it a business expense. We are 
still betwixt and between two life-styles -- veén-nomadism &nd something 
we &re still discovering/developing -- shich increases costs. Excuses! 
P Seldom were we consciously stingy. We bought most of the things that 
we saw or knew of thet we wented, but few things of that soclety &ppeul 
to us any more. Exceptions: no meat or resteurent mesls purchased 
since aApril; we bought some new books but passed up others on the 
supposition we could buy them used, borrow them from friends, or scun 
at libraries. P We put 4300 mlles on & van, including two round trips 
of 2500 end 800 miles, &nd &bout 2000 niles on & motorcycle. Our trips 
to towns of the areasweré few and brief but we lcaded up on fresn fruits 
end vegetubles when we came back. Most of the junk foods were consumed 
during one severesl-week stay around lasrge clties -- the psycho pressures 
began to get to us. P Comparing our expenses with those of a 
treditionelist egrerien family, the Colemans, reported in WALL STREET 
JOURNaL end reprinted in TMEN #11. Per person (counting thelr two-yesr- 
o0ld daughter &5 one-half): food $268 (us) compared to $200 (them, tho 
they claim to grow 80% of thelrs); transportation $101 (us, and we are 
'nomads'?!) to $300; tools $7 to £80; shelter (except tools) £330 to 

hed & 

Dr. G end I recorded personal expenditures for & pericd of 
FOOD £526.42 subtotel, 

.45; splces &nd flavorings 

a\ND 

 



pleted end land w il €6 purchesed 
<8068 (us) : to £800 (them). 

If expenses are very 
uffice to earn money. 

n‘t the mcment there tre few 
North smerica. ind tnese esre 1in 
Te-styles. Most are not in 

G end I creve essocletion with 
fits such as pooling outslde 
#with different ainds. But we 
eep-people or bulishitters only 
s like & drink of salt water ? 

I Just to be with trees, flowers, birds, 
%ith whom we shure velues &nd goels. 
1 t?e 8 problem for long. More &nd more 
tuags end roles of the servile soclety. 
f the whole populetion, they number tens 

Sogatafif‘iifl:tdtolatum back tre clock! by moving to farms 
wellers are con hos who reelly want freedom will setrch in o:heipégfiz‘éiign:?f‘re:, SRAZNED 

A vonuen, to me, is not just someone living in & particuler menner. 
Life-styles may chenge. "4 1ife-style which wes vonu 100 years ego mey 
not be vonu today; some life-styles vonu today were not possible 100 
yeers 8go end may not be vonu 50 yeers from now. 4 Vonuan is someone who pleces & high velue on reletive invulnersbility to coercion -- someone for whom freedom is worth & feir emount (tho not infinite) effort, lnconvenience, discomfort. To & vonuen, vonu 1s not jJust & 
means to other ends, nor is it an ultimste end -- like most quellties of 1ife, and life itself, it Is both. A vonuen wlll choose whatever 
wey of llving offers personel soverelgnty end will chenge life-style 
egeln end egein if necessery. P 4ltho life-style may very, & vonuen 
can be identified only by whet he does -- especlielly by perseverence 
over a long period, not by what he says. uords ere cheesp. This is not 
to reject ideclogy. Someone who does not see through the myths of the 
Stete will not for long remein vonu, if by good fortune he shoula becone 
vonu. But enti-stete ideology isn't enough. P If freedom were free 
gmore precisely, if vonu were gretis), slmost everyone would be free 
vonu). But freedom 1isn't free; 1t is qulte expensive end will likely 

remein costly in the forseeable future. Most people presently elive 
do not velue vonu very auch. One resson, perh&ps, 1s that during 
thousends of yeers of pre-technologicel agricul ture servility hed 
survivel velue. Luring this period conventionsl ferming was the most 
efflcient wey of producing food. =nd it is diificult to conceive of & 
life-style more subject to coerclon than that of the treditionzl farmer. 
Not only is he visible &nd usuelly seperated from his fellows, but 'nis' 
home &nd land ere especially vulnereble to etteck. Servility wes not 
generelly pro-survival prior to sgriculture. iwhen North americe was 
'settled', few of the netives, who were ;ostly hunters/forugers, were 
successfully ensleved. To obtzin obedlient subjects the bludg hed to 
bring slaves and indentured servents froam the more esrarisn socleties 
of Vi. aAfrica and Europe. P I don't know If servility is due mostly 
to genetic inheritence, to cultural besckgrourd or to slave-school 
training. Most likely it is an intercction of all three. Bat I don't 
believe that any smount of 'education' (propegzendizing) wil: chinge the 
attitudes/velues/intelligence of most adults. Nor do I belleve thut the 
amejority cen be menlpuleted into e 'frec soclety' by some elite of 
would-be phllosopher-kings. 3uch an effort will, et most, only cnenge 
the rulers. So long &s most people cun be easily munipulcted, they will 
be menlpulated for the aggrandisement of the manipuletors. P 
Treditliomal egriculture is on the wey out. (At the mozent qulte & number 
of people are playing return-to-ye-olde-homestead gemes, but few are 
producing enough food even to feed themselves.) Berring & catastrophy 
of sufficient megnitude to destroy technology world e, I predict that 
withln & few decades there will be inexpensive, light-welgnht, mostly- 
automsted bio-chemicel devices cepable of converting most organic 
compounds into 2ost other orgenic compounds. Lotd the hopper witn deed 
leaves or sawdust, lnsert the proper progrum, welt & few deys, @nd out 
comes food wafers whicn are at least @s nutritious and testy es most of 
the stuff sold in supermarkets todey. Insert different progreas &nd 
out comes verious plestics for construction and clothling. ©Of course 
this 1s just one epproach. Meybe I wi1ll modify my digestive tract 
to convert cellulose to suger. MNeybe will develop herdier verleties 
of treditionel food plents able to grow wild with llttle essistunce, &s 
well as more palateble verieties of wild plants. For the lmmedicte 
future maybe mini-grow-holes ere the way. 1In any cese, I don't think 
that ferming 1s the wave of the future. P Vith the decline of - 
egriculture, servility loses survivel velue. Improving comaunication has 
the seme effect -- people will no longer need to crowd lnto clitles or 
be visible anywhere to work and play together. Consider the potentiel- 
ities of pseudo-random-noise redlo trensmission -- coded transmission 
detectable only wlth matchlng receivers. FEven that institutlon run 
amok, the contemporery State, has this effect; 1t is 1ts most %ulliola 
and eeslly-intimldeted subjects who are most likely to be «illed in its 
wars. So I think in the long run, people who plece & high value on 
personal/smell-group sovereignty will become & larger proportion of 
the human population. P Vonu, while difficult, is easier now then 
1t hes been since the neo-lithic period. Perh&ps &s hlgh &s one or two 
percent of the population, thru accldents of heredity end environment, 
have velues tnd ebilitles sufficient to achieve it. To become vonu 
we must disentungle ourselves from those who won't or cen't echnieve it -- 
reject all 'reform-soclety-as-e-whole' schemes, put aslide ut_uplap dreazs 
of world-wide free socletles, &nd get with ourselves &nd eech other -- 
build our vonuums &nd vonuist mini-cultures. P Possibly I urder- 
estimate the potentiel of existing humens. Possibly most people do value 
vonu end can echleve 1t. If so we are more apt to help them become free 
by becoming free ourselves end showing the woy, thén by jolning political 
crusades. Politicel reform/revolution/re-educetion has been sttempted 
thousands of times in hundreds of situstions over hundreds of centurles, 
but &t most chenges only faces and slogens. 4ny sort of political 
movement becomes e contest at coercion and manipulation. The most 
coercive/menipuletive people and groups inevitebly rise to the top. 
Pest crusades failed not because of 'impure motives', 'betrayal!, or 
'defects of philosophy' (Why is 1t inverlably the DEFE;TS, not the good 
elements, which come to precominate?) but becsuse of thelr very nature. 
Function determines form; means determine ends. The very progrems of 
State most detested by present 'reformers' &re reforms-gone-to-seed 
of past crusaders. P Dr. G end I did not choose our way of life 
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At times Dr. 
more people, not only for economic bene purchases &nd trips but for Interaction 
have discoverecd thet essocistion with sh 
mexes us 'lonelier!. Such 8ssociation i to 8 thirsty man. Ve much prefer 
brooks -- end the few people 
P But I don't think this wil 
people &re rejecting the atti 
%While only & small minority o 

_of thousends. 
or small towns. 

primarily becuuse we expect & nuclesr wer or 
few yetrs. ile we have considered possibilities of Vi ous catus- 
trophies in our plenning, if nuclear vespons hed never been Invented 

we would probebly be living much the sume way -- perneps scmewhet closer 
to large citles. Institutionelized coerclon -- States -- 15 & long- 
exlsting social phenomencn; wer 1s only its most dremetic fora of 
destruction. 

other apoctlypse within a 

to contact more people with similar idess, ettitudes end asctlions. 
you ere not in the region we lnvite letters (which we wili try to 
answer). If you ere in the region let's errange joint drops at les 
meéybe meet occesionally. I think the Loose Cpen assccetion (es 
nsmed it) 1is the best community model, &t leest et first. any clcser 
1nvolvements should come only &s people get to kno 
&n extended time. P e are now sble to provide 
stesh, shelter end equipment edeguute (most of the 
thru Cctober. Thils would be elrecdy set up in & 
spot -- severel miles (ct leest) from any habitetion (1 
vonuens) known to us. We cen bring supplies end meil occa 
(once & month?) to someone who wents to r n completely out 

soclety for & while. By next autumn we zay oe able to provide ye 
erourd shelter. Our prices ere low, or we wili berter for services/ 
products want. Of course don't come to Siskiyou bect 
vonuens are elrecdy here; hoped-for reletions might not 3 
Come only if, 1like us, you eveluetea the region &s optimum for you. 
  

I too think much could bs learned from ussr vonuans to learn how to avoid situations, 
I'd help to get info if I knew how to do it, 

I sent Rayo a bundle of 2-3 bikishs that had 
roturned by snail mail and some other stuff. 1ve sent you mome, Piloneer # 10 will be out 
in a weck or three, Ive been working on my boat and neglecting other things but hopefully 
11 bo living on hor socn,..2-3 monthe,., and will have more time for zires. I had sent 
Rayo at least 2-3 diff regujar Issues. He never received? I1l send u copies of whatever 
else I pub, No cost to friends, 

Vonuans should consider 1ife on a SHALL boat; 
wind is free....easily hidden, slopped up with paint 1t lcoks not worth much, peeling and 
chipped and appearonce can be changed with canvas and wood or sail changes or the maat low- 
ered and anchor among tules...food easily available, fish wild plants on shore, seaweed and 
shellfish, farm produce, geanings from food trees, part time work at some harbor, swap 
wprk for food end both beat taxer, short term contracting with no license, U ca g0 up & 
river or in a shallow bily or even pull out onto an imland. 20x20 screen will exclude eny 
biter, Woodburning stove will use driftwood, down wood, sticks, even brush and tulea. U 
stow weter abcard and dry grain, beans, ete, 

The best way for vanusns to get the 1little 

money they would need is by an independent service the straits need, that u can do at a 

lomer price than the union-deminated. 4 classified adv for a week will get all the work u 
will want to do in any one arca, Do it and split, Any queaticns and u are a new, just- 
starting business, After u r gone, who cares what asks? Or u lost job and cant get relief 
or havent applied, So they give u somothing frce? Take it, And split, 

One varlety of 
rosa multiflora grows to 20! and more hi and wide and in impenetrable withcut an ax and 
secms..if u have only a small entrance.,..to be just a nztural cluster so wanderers will 
go around, Thorny honeylocust can be rplanted to heighten end improve natural look 
and add its thorns. 4lso r m and h 1 both have edible parts, 

Tould an elternator be better; 

mobility, the 

more power at lower revs, than an auto generator? 
A1 suggested chopping eucalyptus for salve. 

Why not use my favorite tool, the meatgrinder to mash it up fins and then mix with lard? 
The 

anclents put'mggotn into a festering wound., The maggot ate the desd meat but not the live 
and deposited sulfa into it, It was an effective treatment, other things being equal, They 
Just let flies blow on the decay., What proportions of potassivm permanganate for the work- 
girl? Any references to its action? 

Anyone lmo of a good cjeap folding bicicle I could use 
on a boat? 

gain, while Im here, which will be quite a while yet, Ill offer to forward 
mail and?or interfece, 

For a language, make a 1list of a thousand or so words, short, one 
syllable, easy pronounced, not mistaken Sor another, make them up arbitrarily and assign 
meanings, This 1s the rootword; singular, noun, present, neuter in the rocot form, Change 
all by adding pre or suffixs; tense, mumber, gender, part of speach, even make questioning 
or wxclamatcry, The first word in the sentence, or a key letter-sound sitting alone, sets 
the gender, etc until changed or modified by another word, Thus, with a few sounds-letters, 
which cannot be used in any other way in a word, u make 1000 words into a complete vieab 
of many thousands, Make more by combiming roots to form other words, like bite,,.bitliks, 
animalbitlike, dropping any leters so none doubled, Another dortiiarzomm word will do 
for all verb forms like am,1is, are, etc and would automatically change to was, were, etc. 
Make a number series that cant be mistaken for other symbols. Always use the symbol, never 
spell a #, Distinotive sounds and symbols couldnt be mistaken in difficult situations. 
Change word sounds so u need fewer phonetic types. In wr word example in vl 8 why use dha 
for the and equals? Use da, 

For a shower, stop at a marina, usually open to the public, or 
a Bckool or college, Say mT a student. At some marina showers, women may need to be 
guarded, 
5 A very old corn variety with a completé protein,..which our big-producing varieties 
do not have,,..has been recently discovered in Inca-land, Now, how get seed? 

¥ T Skinner, 
WHERE can I buy 10A of reasonably usable land for $10007? Preferably #n west coast scme- 
vhere with cleaner air, 111 pay u for info, ’ 

Indians parched corn by fire, ground to powder, 
mixed with maple sugar.,,bromn sugar is best we have now....and carried in bag, 
tablespoonful in mouth with mouthful of water, mix in mouth and swallew...i or 2, no mare, 
it swells in stomach, while on trail as travel-food. 

Green Egg 1s still published regular, 
Very good on alternate life-styles/religions. 

In articles 
in Pioneer I usually give mag title and date, so u can get rest in library if ur interested. 

paul doerr bex 1444 vallejo eal 94590 

Dont kno why no answer to Rayo, 

  

more soout vonulink, 1 will probacly get some of the pages printed, szme as old 
vonulife. 80 it's okay to senc clipjings, diagrams ana other black and wnite thines, 
out trere will De an extra delay of a month or more for pages i print 85 if you want 
to get published quickly better let me retype (if srall) or do your own reproduction 

(1£238). 4t you send me 100 copies wrap them 80 the package is flexible, mot atiff, 
something 8% by 11 and stiff won't fit it the p.o. box and can't get picked up until 
somebody gets to the p.o. wnile it is open which may not be for months, Jim stum'e 
carbon paper may be fine for ordinary use. but it gets riddled if typed on directly 
- not es bad as ordinary cerbon but still ridcled. i did first column with it. 
   



   

    

  

REPORT ON AN ALTERNATE-MONEY EXPERIMENT ag72 Rayo 

During se7l, Mike Freeman nnd I made up and paid out 24 "Extra Value 
Certificates” (EVC). Eech EVC consisted of &n ordinsry bank check 
sealed within a folded sheet of onion-skin paper. The onlon-skin 
paper was glued to itself at the margins but not to the check. The 
check was easlly readable thru the onion-skin-paper. ® Eech check hed emount end check number filled in and was signed by Uike Freeman. 
The dete and payee were left blank. Checks were for integral 
8mounts: 50g, $1, $2, $5. P Eech onlon-skin sheet hed dittoed in 
purple upon it: 

EXTRA VALUE CERTIFICATE 

Instead of depositing the enclosed check 7 , you may: 
Pass this on to someone elss, thereby reducing money flow thru 

your account. 
Use this for purchaeses from us, 

face value. 
Present 1t to any one of us in person, If you are able, for payment 

in cash of 102% of face value plus 10Z. (We save our benk's 
check fee.) 

These offers are good only so long as the check remains sealed within 
this certificate, and date &nd payee are left blank. DO NOT REMOVE CHECK unless you are depositing 1t. 

If you send this thru the mail, we suggest you record destination, 
check number end our eddress. Tell us if it doesn't arrive. REWARD 
for informetion leading to our apprehension of anyone stealing this. 
We gusrantee to maintain this benk account for at leest two years 
after date of 1issue, barring catastrophic events beyond our control. 
VONU LIFE is & newsletter for nomads, troglodytes, beckwoodsmen, 
van-people &nd other freedom/survivel achlevers. Four recent issues 
for 51 in Extra Value Certificates (wo meke chenge), or three lssues 
for $1 in cash. Postpaid. VONU LIFE (address) 
Issued by Mike Freeman Co-guerentor: 
Account ... 
15 September 1971 

¢(amount) 

for which 1t is worth 125% of 

E. Rayo 

Co-guarantor: Dr. Gatherer 
  

Potential benefits of SVCs for issuer, compured to ordinary bank checks and/or government paper money: more payments mede in products of 
issuer, less money needed; less money passes thru bank eccount; 
any EVCs which are held in collections or lost are pure profit; 
EVCs which remein in circulation for more than a few months are 
effectively interest-free loans; eadvertising. Adventege of EVCs 
coapared to silver coins or personel IOU's: EVC can be sent to 
anyone; no need for special understandings because reciplent can 
aelways treat 1t like an ordinary check. 4nother advantege compared to either silver coins or government paper s reletive eese and safety 
of mailing. 

The 24 EVC's were mailed to 12 reciplents. Ten of the 12 were small 
periodicals -- ell anti-stetist, sbout half &l ternate life-styles and helf collective-movementist in emphesls -- EVCs were payment for 
advertising and reprints. The two people not publishers were of 
long acquaintance. 
Results: Deposited soon after by reciplent: 9 EVCs, $23 totel, five 
reciplents. Deposited within & few months by person unknown in seme 
city &s reciplent: 1 EVC, $2. Deposited later by libertarian 
organizetion (collective-movementist) in & different city: 1 EvC, 
Returned by recipients for subscriptions: 2 EVC, $2 total, 2 
reciplents (one wes non-publisher, other publishes small libertarian- 
conservative collective-movementist journsl with which VL wes not 
exchanging). Not returned, presumed destroyed by periodicael which 
had ceased publication: 6 EVCs, $5.50 total, 4 reciplents. Not 
returned, presumed still held by recipient (non-periodical) or in 
circulation: 2 EVC, $3 total, 1 recipient. Reciplent reported that 
EVCs were not in container (tube) when received; other items in tube 
received okay; presumed stolen or lost !n mail -- have not been 
deposited! : 3 EVC, $11 total, 1 recipient. 

Conclusions: Only 6 out of 15 EVC received as payments were not 
deposited immedlately; only 2 of these went into circulation at all. 
So, even emong the select people recelving them, EVCs were generally 
not eccepted as alternate currency. Interestingly two of the 
periodicals which promptly deposited the checks have espoused alternete moneys: one of these mints silver medels; the other offers discount 
for payment in silver coin. P The acceptubility of EVCs might be 
improved by: printing them more ornately, perhaps on checks themselves 
or on envelopes with transparent windows; having them issued or 
co-guaranteed by & large, well-known enterprise; offering Interest, 
effectively making them bearer bonds. P The Extre Value 
Certificete ides wes lnspired in pert by @ refund check from & 
large mell-order house which was worth more Af espplied as payment for merchandise. So such offers may not be illegal at present. However, if EVC's were issued on a large scele, the bludg would doubtlessly enact laws or reinterpret laws so as to outlaw them. 
And such laws could be easily enforced sgeinst an issuer wlth bank 
8ccount and mailing address in the country 1ln which EVCs circulate. So any larger-scale experiment had best bs by & foreign enterprise wilth checks drawn on & Swiss bank account. 

$1. 

  

There is one Russian samizdat (underground) paper published in English: The Chronicle of Current Events, available (but expensive) from Amnesty 
International, Turnagain Lane, Faringdon Street, London. 
I wrote it up in New Banner ; 1 (Box 1972, Columbia, SC 29202), if you'd like more information. 
There are also several Yestern newletters that reprint heavily from other 
Russian samizdat papers, especially those of the Russian Baptistus. 

Oakley Bramble has renewed the search for a location to start a libertarianthe basic things tnat tne objectivists teach long before I heard adout Ayn Rand ... enclave in the U. S. He wants something with a reasonably temperate climateFollowing this, I was one of the first libertarians to get into Max Stirner, and and not too remote. The address is Box 836, Lansing, Michigan 4890L. 

  

mein purpose of bookstore distribution of vonulife woula ue Lo save pos tage, i don'f 
think it would reduce attention. no one picking up vonulife mail has ever been openly hassled. (i won't divulge what if any inquires bludg have made to postal 
employees, etc - to protect my informants, etc.) 

forseeable future, 
i don't expect hassling in the 

vonulife needn't advocate anytning illegal. (outlawing self- 
Pprotection ae such would be difficult,) 

(in reply to some mdy in Vomlife 8, bottom right of page 1.) 
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Elmer Fudd's Bandwagon 

1 How to Catch A Screeming Rabbit 

It being some time since I wrote last, I'supp. 
my soap box again., First, on A, Fry's cemments 

oseRli sotitaligefion 5 but don't sweat off the ttlesnakes in VL 8: hate to be nasty, 
ggx;:l Running around will only increase circulatzofl.t"hécz Yill 

ad the toxin, which may kill you, Also, it seems to fairly um- 
ifizzledgeable me'that the length of time necessary to metabolize t 

t glands might be lomger than a the toxin from blood system to sweat g e 
good run, Keep the victim quiet and his chances of surv1vth a;;te 
better., Use a snakebite kit. or: make two in01510n? ngag Eit tey 
maybe 1/8 in, deep or so, and suck the blood (and venim ;EHPAL 
out, of course, tho a liftle swallowed won't hurt, I guess, s?, 
use a constriction band to prevent further spread, Actunllz, g:a 
may not die anyways: you may merely become very sick, but. on 
count on it. A'slightly different method for porky quills: ip?ly 
vinegar, wait 5-10 min., apply again. Then apply aezviypeco 1; 
they pop right out. For van and camper cguipment: iking amg§r 
Supply, 99 Glenwood Ave., Minneapolis, Minn, 55403 (catalog %1, - 
refundable), or Glen-L Campers, 9152 Rosecrans, Beilflower, Calif, 
90706 (catalog $.50). PBoth have plans and kits, For inexpensive, 
high quality kits for backpacking nomads: Frostline, ch,, P,0. 
Box 2190, Boulder Colorado 80302 (cat, free), or Carikit, P,O, Box 
1153, Boulder, Colo; (cat. free), I've made several Frost%ine aFuff, 
and 1t is excellent, tho you need a sewing machine., Carikit looks 
like they have a superior down filling system for their sleeping 
bags, etc. For REAL surplus clothing and other interesting items, 
plus some cheap junk: Arctic Outfitting Co, Box 8138 Anchorage, 
Alaska 99508 (cat., free?), or Sioux Falls Army Store, 310 South 
Phillips Ave, Sioux Falls, S.D, 57102 (cat. free.) Have dealt with 
both; they're little guys, and don't take advantage of you., Lltem: 
How to Build Your Home'In the Woods, Bradford Angier, Hart Pub- 
Tishing Co., Inc., Ny6; $2.50. Atruly interesting book on cabins, 
outdoor living, etc., etc, Item: Book of Indian Life Crafts, ¥ 
Oscar Norbeck, Tower Publicatins, 185 Madison Ave,, NYC 10016; 51,25 
Mildly simplistic, but muchly good information., Item: Mother Earth 
News #16 has severalidlt boating as an escape; might want to look 
into it, Item: is anybody on the East coast vonu? What problems? 
H ello? Item: Indians, at least on East coast, seem to have grown 
some things in a fairly vonu manner, due to environment, manner of 
cultivation, etc, Anybody have any detailed info? Indiens seem to 
havetgeheratlyslived in a rather vonu fashion; they might have a 
a lot to teach us, if we looked in the right places, -e.Life Crafts 
above is a beginning, but not detailed enough for my wishes, Where 
do we go for more information? No anthropologists please; they %nou 
less than ¥do, which is little. ‘Item: Field Guide to & Uge- 
£ful ‘Wild Plants of North America, Myron Chase, Nature Study Alds, 
Inc., 411 Dakota‘St.x Red Wing, Minnesota55066, Get Euell Gl@bons 
for general info, this for plant identification and further info. 
Item: Mothers Truck Store, Box 75, Unionvillie, Ohio 44088 (cat. 
free) This has a lot of very good stuff in it, quite a bit of w 
which is applicable to vonuism., Very nice to look at, anyway. 
Item: Insects, In the words of Al Nemlinger:"They's abitch things!" 
The only stuff that REALLY AND TRULY WORKS is Woodsmanis Fly Dope, 
It comes in a'little bottle, and you put a LITTLE on your bod, or 
a LOT on a RED (the color helps keep black flies away) handkerchief 
tied around your neck, The smell takes some getting used to, but 
its worth it cause it works. Cutters stuff is ok too, and it smells 
better- but it doesn't last nearly as long. Cache Lake Country, 
John Rowlands, Mother Earth News, Box 38, Madison, 6hio 44057, 
$5.95 This is a very good book, both reading and information-wise. 
I read the old edition (circa 1940?) from a library; I hope the new 
one is as good., Basically concerned with old-time vays of wilder- 
ness living, it reads as though an actual human being wrote it, 
Ttem: The people that brought you Mother Earth News is coming out 
with another (as slightly mentioned Under Earth Directory, VL 8) 
mag: Lifestyle! 6 its calted. May have relavance to what is doing 
here; anyway, t has a capacity for contacting other people on 
what you're doing (geems to be a heavy emphasis on communities,) 
$6/year, Box 1, Unionvilbe, Ohio 44088 Item: A very nice, thick 
catalog is Catalog 20 of Forestry Suppliers, Inc, 205 West Rankin 
St., Jackson, Mississippi 39204 Absolutely anything and everything 
is there: clothes, axes, pollution devices, transits, and genuine, 
wholesome dendrometers{?): everything to become an actial forest 
ranger- though some is a bit expensive, Item: Anybody out there 
into John Cole's (of Maine Times) post-indusrial era ideas??? 
Until whenever.... Phil Smith,White Deer Rocks Road, Woodbury,8onn, 
06798 Remember the Alamo, and keep it Holyeaee. 

Good morning! 

    

  

  

    

  

Hello Vonu Life Feaple ..., Am interested in seeing your newsletter and I understand 
it'e free to us people in the woods. I've veen in scads of placee in the last two 
years witn my old lady and 3 kids and am on my second tent now, Am presertly in 
%. Virginia on a river witn only two other families living within 6 miles or 
Cne of tre families gave us the spot we're on now to use and 8o far we've 
finding the peace anc quiet, clean air, clear water, good vicves, far out an 
end plants, etc., that we were looking for. We've got a 3! by l4' tent, built our 
own snelves, 50 pounas of brown rice, oceans and fishing poles. Coox over tie camp 
fire, rain or otherwise, bake oread. Maae soybean coffee - you xnow the whole trip, 
#e collect our mail &t a commune 15 miles away about once vevery 3 weexs unless one 
of them there stops over for a swim in the river or some trout fisning BalXN 

   

  
  

Dear Frience, I had the pleasure of learning atout you and your project &t & recent 
Libertarian meeting at ... University. I was astonisnea to discover that there are 
actually some Libertarians who are basically wnere I'm at at present., It scems I 
¥as always anticipating new trende in the movement. At age 11 I was saying some of 

following that 1 combined Stirnerite and Ranaite ideas into an ideology which I called "apoliticism".... Actually, I practiced it on a sense-of-life level long ago. %hen my parents got a typical divorce when I was quite young, my mother, brothers 
and sisters and myself were thrown into a situstion in which we had to live with 
the whole "clan” on my mother's side of the family. Needless to say, it mas quite 
unbearable for a rational person like myself to live with a bunch of hysterical Yankees .., 80 ... I proceeded to live the Retreatist life: when things got bad I'd hi-tail it to the forest for a week or so and live off the land on foods like 
dandelion roots and greens, banasa fern, wintergreen, boiled acorns ete. (some times 1'd cheat and bring some canned food along). This worked well, except for the fact that certain members of the clan would call the pigs Periodically, but I was Just a kid then so they didn't do much. Anyway ... it saved my sanity. N, Mass, 
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_ would not heve the gasoline to travel. 

iRATION FOR NUCLER WiR BVl Rayo 

18 18 mostly & reply to Mitchell Jones. 
d VL6 p9:) 

fCENARIOS: To Dave: Any show of nationsl che 
attitudes. I limited my discussion to Sov19t—%z;:tfigt;iiecggzggiio:o e 
pecause they entail the most missiles lending in North Americe A 
first strike by U.S. bludg is also possible. The U.S. govornmen; is 
so far the only government which haes &ctuslly used nucletr wespons -- 
and used them for dellberate mess murder of civiliens. Hiroshima and 
Negtseki were not military targets. Furthermore the Japanese govern- 

ment hed alreedy offered unconditionel surrender. (U.S. military 
commanders héd been ordered to refuse @ll surrender offers until the 
top bludg could 'test' thelir pet weapon &ageinst humen targets.) - 
To Mitchell Jones: How much evidence do you huve that Brezhnev's self- 
jmege is soley that of tyrennt/thug? Mey not he elso think of himself 
es 'benefsctor of the Soviet peoples' or something? P Surprise 
ell-out nucleer attack within (now) 1 yeers may be the most 11kel 
SINGLE sequence of events. But I &m not convinced it is SEVERAL T¥HES 
as 1lilkely 8&s fLL other possibilities COMBINED, which would be necessary 
before I would disregard other possibilities. I am not urging 
prepuration for eny PARTICULsR alternative but rather for & renge of 
possible futures. P The "lob over & few missiles" scenario" is not 
one I suggested. 

POST-4TTACK TRaVEL: The feudalism of the middle ages developed 8s & 
result of gredusl social disintegration lesting for centuries. A 
nucleer war is not a "like cause" and effects may not be similar. 

But you have convinced me. I now &gree that the hazards of traveling 

gorsf:han a few miles after an attack are likely to outweigh possible 

ene ts. 

REFUGEES: A hypothetical 'typicael' resident of Los Angeles spends some 

Winter weekends in the desert, goes to nearby mountains in Summer, and 

occasionslly visitsen sunt end uncle in & small town of the Sacramento/ 

Ssn Joequin Velley. So whet will he do 1f he gets warning of &n 

impending asttack? Most llkely nothing except watch the boob tube. If 

he is exceptionally concerned he buys some cenned goods end improvises 

a shelter in &n interior room of hi$ home. P If the scere lusts 

several deys, the supermarkets get cleened out. This happened in Los 

Angeles during the Cuben missile crisis of the early 1960's. 4 friend 

end 1 evecuated 8s far as a motel in Bekersfield, which wasn't conslidered 

& likely terget (then, anywey). Few others did; nighwey trafflic wes 

normal . P However, let's sssume thls person leaves. Wnere does he 

go? Most likely he forgets the desert and mounteins and heads for his 

sunt end uncle (or friend, or parents of a friend, etc) in & rural 

erea, which 1s probably the wisest thing he cén do at that point in time. 

If he cen't get there or gets turned away he looks for some Kind of 

shelter eround or on the way there. P But &8ll this presumes & werning 

of at least several hours, more likely several days. You are essuming 

e surprise attack -- 15 miputes werning &6t most. With your scenario, 

90% of more of the residents of Los 4ngeles, Sen Franclsco, Seattle, 

and other large cities are soon dead or disabled. 

Some will be too stunned to do snything. Most of the rest will be 

occupied with immediate problems: cering for femily members who &re 

injured; trying to locate fenlly members who were 8way &t WOrk or 

school; Jerry-rigging fallout protection; repelring tneir homes. 

This wes the aftermetn of World War II alr raids, judging from books I 

have reed. And some of the ralds of that war, like the Hemburg firestorm, 

inflicted demesge approsching that of nuclear weapons. P But some of the 

survivors will flee. Also, residents of small cities not hit in the 

first strike may fear follow-up ralds. Around Sisklyou tnere is Klameth 
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Fells, Redding, Eureka, Eugene and possipbly Coos Bay, Medford end 

Grents Pass -- about 400,000 people total 1n &n &rea of 100,000 squure 

miles, not & high population density. Most of these people will stay 

at home end concern themselves with food and shelter. Many of them 'own 

their homes (more then in larger clties) and have economic and psycho 

investments which will hold tnem. Eesier for thnem to argue 'it won't 

heppen here'. Of the minority who do move out, egsin, most will go to 

smaller towns or feraming areas, where there is the food and shelter they 

are familiar with. Few will be ettracted to wilderness, which is 

regarded as rather barren by most locel non-vonu&éns (correctly, for 

them) . P But let's suppose thet, for unknown ressons, large numbers 

of metropoliten Californisns survive the attack end heed for the interior 

of the Siskiyou reglon. (The smaller population of Portlend is surrounded 

by farming areas snd close mounteins.) How meny will arrive? %ilderness 

sreas I am now spesking of are 50 miles or more from Redding or Eurexs; 

hundreds of miles from Sen Francisco and Los aAngeles. So 1t 1s vehlicle 

travel mostly we are concerned with. There are two main highways and 

about three secondary routes entering Sisklyou region from high-population 

regions to the south. A1) are two lene, &t least in stretches. All 

go through smull towns and mountein pesses. How much traffic will flow? 

Under post-atteck conditions &t least some will likely be blocked by 

accidents and disabled vehicles, or comnendeered by the militery. and 

gasoline will be quickly sold out or requisitioned for emergency use by 

local suthorities. But even in the unlikely event thet &ll highways 

remain open &nd gasoline remains available for 12 hours, 8 flow of ten 

vehicles per minute carryling 6 people each, on each of Tive roads, will 

bring 216,000 refugees into the Siskiyou region. About 200,000 people 

already live within it (discounting 'border' towns such as Eugene &nd 

Redding) so population will double. P Where would these refugees 

1ive? Most likely 1n motels, resorts and 'private' homes -- the lest, 

perhaps, under orders of bludg. There might be some tent/cemper/sheck 

communities. But slmost all of these people will go to, or be directed 

to populated areas -- Medford (if not attecked), Graents Pass, Yrexa, 

Weed, Crescent City, Roseburg, etc. &nd surrounding farms -- because it 

is here they can obtaln the shelter and food they are accustomed to. 

These towns are many miles from erees of interest to us -- beyond ordinary 

hiking distance. P Siskiyou region is not normally & food-surplus area. 

The mein industry is timber. But a fair amount of livestock ls ralsed. 

&ind most animal feed would be diverted to humen consumption, which 

greatly incresses the efficiency of its end use. So 1 don't expect & 

femine -- here anyway. But meat would be very scarce after & few weekKs . 

So the few mountain people who &lready hunt would hunt or trap more. 

On the other hend, the larger number of hunters who now come from towns 

So fewer, not more people are 

1ikely in the woods. ® I sgree that refugees cé&n pose & threat. But 

1t is to people living close to routes leesding out of large citles, not 

where we are. P So far I have assumed your scenerio of atteck, more 

or less. But I have not found &ny 1ikely ulternative which would bring 

refugees in such numbers they Wgwarm over you like locusts". How about 

nently militery tergets, such as 
This would bring more refugees a rimited first strike egainst predomi 

we have discussed in previous issues? 

How &bout the survivors? 

then en ell-out attack. ©Sut with limited gesoline and otnel travel 

problems, influx of s many @s 200,000 is still unlikely. Might there 

be & several-desys sdvance warning? Tnis ls unlikely froa the Soviets 

for it would reduce the destructiveness of their attack or invite 8 

pre-emptive strike. U.S. bludg ere unlixely to sound &n alara (essuning 

they heve intel Ligence data) for the psycho reasons you have snalyzed. 

4And messes are unlikely to relocete on thelr o#n initiative. But if 

there should be &8 lerge-scale evacustion of 'non-essentisl personnel’, 

most will be to lerger rurél srees wnere there is more food end chelter. 

P Vhat heppened during World War II where there #as serisl bombaurdzent 

of cities? Many evacuated to spall towns &nd non-inaustrisl clitles, 

which were swollen to severel times their normal populaetion. I heven't 

read of lurge numbers taking to the wacods. P How about occupstion Oy 

foreign pludg? Might many people hide out in the mountains to escepe 

atrocities, resl or expected, or to wage guerrilla warfore? Most 

Vcitizens' have been treined all their lives to obey -- obey -- ODey. 

4nd 1t is much essier for them to kKeep obeylng the somesh&t different 

orders of somewhat different bludg then to drestlically chenge thelr 

weys of living. hgeln World Wer 11 can be instructlve. Fresnce, Russla, 

Germany and Japen ell suffered occupatlions. How many took to the wocds? 

P For any of the letter scenarios, the non-secret desert community 

you have suggested is undesirable. If there is mess evacustlon you may 

be ordered to teke in thousends of refugees -- people not of your 

selectlon, most of wnom will be & drein on you. I1f you don't have 

shelter to 8accomodate them (in the opinion of the bludg), your 'excess' 

food moarda' will be teken to feed them elsewnere. iith & thousand people, 

existance of stores will not remein secret. Many of your people will 

be subject to conscription for 'emergency labor'. In event of occupatlon 

you will attract speclisl attention. 

SKULKING IN SISKIYOU: We expect & few people in these woods; there 

elready ere some. Most mind their own business pretty much. But some 

stesl enytning esttrective they come upon, or otherwise try tc cause 

trouble. P The skulking you envision is rerely feasible in brusny 

areas. The skulker cannot move #without me<ing noise -- rustling lesves, 

cracking twigs, or triggering pird slerms. Rerely does he reasch & cemp 

without being detected, even if there are no special sensing devices. 

The vonuans, forewarned, move to hiding places, ambushes, end/or gathering 

spots. This is elreedy 'standard procedure' witn us, not sometning we 

hope to be doing in & year or two, tho very few people pass TtAru our area. 

Moving on unobvious treils, the vonuens cen move guleter eznd faster then 

& stranger. The skulkers become the skulked. ? The only time & 

skulker would heve & chence 1s during heavy railns of Winter. Not even 

skulkers like to be out in such weather. But to cover tnis possibility 

we plan detection systems. ? The skulking you fear is possiole in 

relatively open woods &lso in windy erees &nd near large cree<s wnere 

noise 1s mesked, unless there &re artificial detection devices. 

PROSP Considering, further, & non-secret desert community: How 

many ople exist who are (1) sufficiently compateble to De &n &ssetl; 

(2) financislly able to live most of the time wnere there are few 

employment possibilities; (3) willing to move to & desolste area SOLEY 

because they fear surprise nuclesr sttack? ouch a community offers no 

defense against 'routine' pre-wer coercion. For instence, cnildren w#ill 

be forced to attend local slave schools or else 'private' schools wnich 

'meet State standerds'. P One indicetion: How many people do you 

know of whom you would went, #who are alreasdy prepared to the extent of 

having food reserves, naving & snelter &nd regularly sleeping in 1it? 

A shelter involves only & relatively-small addition to one's present 

(conventional) 1ife, not & blg chenge. Yet few heve and use thea. 

Quiting employment and moving to en 1solated community 1s & much 

bigger change. P And, 85 you realize, it is not enough to have & 

retreat for people who expect tTo stay in cities 'until things get bad' . 

To be vieble at all the community must have nundreds of people there 

at 81l times. P Recrulting difficulties sre compounded by the 

unsuitebility of such & community for other than one restricted scenario. 

If there is anything you are not sware of and thus do not teke into 

account -- 1f you err in psyching out forelgn bludg, estimating their 

capabllities, estimeting domestic conditions prior to &n atteck, 

estimeting time remeining until &n attack, estimating potentisl number 

of recruits, estimating bludg activity after an etteck, etc., the 

non-secret community will be & poor heven. And all such uncertainty 

is en edded deterrent to recruits. P In contrast our wey of 1life 

is attractive under & wide range of conditions. We can cope wlth many 

possible disasters, not just one. But we also live productively and 

Joyously in the here-and-now. Our wey does represent & big change 

from 'conventicnal' living. We do not know how meny pecple will meke 

such & chenge. We cen survive and be happy without hundreds or even 

dozens. However the desirability of our way, under 8 wide range of 

socletal conditions, lncreases 1ikelyhood of good associetions. 

    

  

Lan, Concerning your interest in VL 47 in vonu groups of the past: How about the 

Sasquatch (Yeti, Aoominable Snowman)? Eave oeen around for #t least hundreds of 

years but mobody im even sure exuctly wiet they look like or treir livirg habits 

or where to find them. BHave managed to avoid all weile being sezrched for for years, 

  

Sore interestirg techniques such es avoiding leaving tricke wren know they're being 

followed, defecating in runnine stresms or rivere - atterpts made to identify and 

track oy droppings but can't finc any. Of most interest mayte is trhat they're 

always on the move - nearly alwaye 1gighted" walking or running - al¥avs moving. 

Yo permanent sheltere - alweys Lemporery - prooably just overnight in tree hollow 

or cave orf 4.0 of possible interest to vonuans - only way they are detected 
andfor followes i Dy tracks of feet ano chance encounters which are infreguent 

considering the poesiple numper of them.... So if you leave no tracks in area you 

live and can remain unnoticed even in midst of many, chances are you won't bte found. 

. Don't tell nobody but nobody wnere you are - not even & hint. Cnly tages time 

and one person knowing ana eventually you'll have to move. A truly azazing and 

vonu "people" end apgarently their numver is increasing even as more and more join 

the secrcn. Don't just live in NW America and BC either. 4arge population in 

Rucnia, Eest Europe, Signted many aifferent areas. 

actually) by Jorn Green, afear of the Sasquatch" (most recent); "On tre Tracx of 

the Sasquatch". Booxs can be had from Cheams Fublisbers, Box 99, Agassiz, 3C, 

Camnda for 33 each. Anotrer interesting note - tney don't use fire or msxe fire. 

Two booxs (pretty good 

To Paul. Instesd of bow and arrow how 'bout crossbow. Herter's bas 80 pound pull 

for 335-540. Get lote of arrows and extra bow string or make. Could probably make 

crossbow too. 1'm gonna get or make one “ think, woula te more useful tkan bow and 

arrow. Silent, too. H« M, BC, Canaca 
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THE UNSREAKABLE CIPHER. q:-nked, with sose editing, from a recent thousand-page histery of cryptoanalysis, Two yesrs sgo the Bank Secrecy Act zipped througn Congres ith al t iti ‘ 

! 1 2 £ Se ough Cong s with alzost 0o oppoe athe code bredkers" by david kahn'/72. and little fanfere. But now a swarm of critics, iccliiing the Americes c%vf; <y 
Liberties Union and the 158 member California Ban<ers Aseociation, are unleashing ) 
a last minute a +«-udespite the post strenuous Bangings and poundings of (US) counterintelligence, this cloher renained horastically  wipn @ :o:: :r ;;:z:,:z ::eli::Ll?flf_:dZ;“i Cois msr“’“cr‘"” Aog iin c”‘g";' 

o P re measure, ome of the provisiocns o sealed against cryptanalysis. All three rings eaployed the then-standard Soviet ssplonage cipher. It achieved a i : b i i triunph of encigheraent, for It 15 a systen that the spymasters of the Sovlet Union r\qhzly regarded as unbreakable, i:?t::x‘xln;r:mr;::;; B:c;:::;red Sl Tt e e s l:"br?ul\:zlxél;r old KIRtIIst substitution to a peak of perfection. !t merged the STRACDLING CHECKERECARD with Banks would have b store LL,,M,‘,ZSfi?f‘,'oi‘;}ifj“;‘,_,:,‘fi‘ ;::1_::.- }iffg;:f-a:i‘ai;rAZict.' 

e 
cora oBsiDl usal 

It increased the efficiency or tne checkerboard by specifically glving the high-frequency letters the single digits. gz;::n;ggfq‘zx:L:g“:zl;r:i:%:g\i‘:lnztihu-‘wn St RS e (These were the eigat most common letters, which In English they memorized by the rather oalinous phrase™ SIN 10 ER™ accounts; xecp recorcs of &l lhan:emétl Aty b il Hoxever, the sequence of those letters played no part i the construction of the key alphabst. real estate), including trne ;mu‘;rz an?»irié.?‘;;mfx'xz:: Siégggn(zxcePt e t 
- P 3 very reques 

For that construction, a keyword was selected. Ulausen used SUBMAY. The enclpherer srote thic out, folloved 3;‘2322;“3,3?3?:-:;5 ;:53222:135 W eitin s e O L B by the rest of the alphabet in rors beneath It, with a full stop and a letfer-nuaber seitch sign at the end. exceeding $10,000 (except routine bus :_;e::lf;mle::l!ram e e (Full stop = 3 period ) (Letter-nueber switeh sign = /) travel abroad with more tran $5000 in cash o?:ravzf:l; cf::::i:‘fi3; glflflflir‘f s Then the dights 0 to 7 were assigned to ASIKTOER as they occurred vertically in coluans froa laft to rigt. file a report with the federal goverrment before traveling or ”:;-‘“: r::'l:;:'eg“*w on a felony charge and forfeiting their cash, "nis lepislation, in effest. crestes a financial doseier on nearly all Americans and may rell contrioute to ;'re ;me- read feelirg of alienation, paranoia and mistrust that seems to exist,” cont":;'! A:"Lzr R. Miller, profeseor of law at Harvard Law School and author of ’:T'r- Aa;n':lt u; Privacy.".... 29 june 1972 "wall street journal® by way of "libertarisn connaction®, 
thanks to tlie person who sent in & similar article. 1 thouzht this one wae more complete, does anybody know of an alternate money system trat does work 7 eepecially i would like a way to receive und send money throuzh the ma 
using checxs or cash and which most veople would accept . 

Finally, the teo-digit groups fros 80 to 99 were assigned to the remaining letters and sysbols, also vertically. 

(Any nusber of coluans can 
be used. 1f the keyword 

was TUESCAY there would 

be seven coluens.) 
witbout 

  

ddential Orders(Rrecutive) 19095 to IIZ0G 
y? situvation a few yea re ago and provid 

ically everything exept the erericans scul in tr 
the moment there ara several bills before cone 

rcliable mining lav of 1672.S-2727 would cock you ’u 
on public lend without a license and the Sec.of Inte bill uire a reroit or licence for gll public lend use 
and I‘r cht whers 1t hurts most.Locally we contend w t ther Lelic spots ‘squatters’in the river botton arcas snd lend witbin cify 1imits ot 

going to hit jou 

is evidently only a forchadew of the goodles to follow.All ever the ve Sorvice and B.L.Y, have rade 1ife almost intolerabls for tr i 
getting harder end harder to camp in a natianal park ares over or racking you Golden Eagle passport cienps around 1ike a good 1ittle shesr Carlt help vonder how long wo vill get in the national foroets feeer S In any ovent V.L. 1s srall eno :t avay with & lot o 
ol £ i: v 7 a lot zore € rard truth ot how it 1s*if readers wi},l open up he gectapo lay his hand heaviest cn vonu people in the Fast?...in the west here its Orange county just E. of L2 e u get caught in the middle of the night in your psychadelic bus on some back road cx;dJ;ou can feirly depend on heving all your belongings in a pile on your flcor and be headed: to qul if everything isnt kosher and its getting worse all over. even so I hose tifl{u ! all doesrt sound to negative I havert had to g0 out and hold dom a regular job i.n‘ynarv end the for rich people I keep tabs on donit have anymore free tire or rrobably aredt nn¥ less paranoid tkan I am .Like many cther V.L. readers I suppose its all in keepin tzlmg‘s si_w.ple...eftnr 2ll it is & very fascinating planct to live on ~yes/ Y ‘ . anks £o you vho have written...and »ill try to cove : in V.L.1at e On yes.thero are dozens of 13ttls'mineo mags‘ef Linited oleentatin ooy te prints a lot of letters and covers very contoversisl ideas on scicr:tit‘;_c :'ncr}j‘., Message: # H E R E | S / 1 0 6 ete. is Mageti n(3, 3, 5 Equivalonte: O GR 3 & 3 1 0 Qi 11 00 66-G4 83 1 weting Placen(35¢) pobox 135,Storra.Conn. 05268 — 173 
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The encipherer. next replaced his plaintext (the message) with his checkerboard equivalents. Ffor nusbers, 
he enciphered the switch sign (/) , then repeated the digits twice, then enciphered the sitch sign ajain to 

    Ihe next step enshrouded this simple text by adding a nunerical key--an cperation called "closing™, CI 
and Foote took their keynusbers directly from a coamon reference with many tables, like the Horld Aln 

possession of shich sould not necessarily be suspicious. (Other of obtiining or generating keynusbers 
wil) be discussed later) For erample we = 3134 5345 1718 3128 1165 1104 18284 

These digits he wrote beneath the checkerboard enciphersent and added them xith "noncarrying addition® to 

Spent a marvalous S5-mwo. period in Maxico living in W 1 Had 4' wide staticnary bed in tho rear portion? behfid fififc::a:Slm. g9; 0ma11 chest of drawers, then bench which concealed a Corlmn toilet, A'E:\ovu bench I hung a plastic garment bag. Behind the passenger seat 
il 

was a 25 1b.icebox (Coleman). On top of this was a 5 gal.water con- X tainer/sink combination with drain running thru the floor. Icebox T - ;’ur.l:ud groat for a weck W/out replenishing ica. e 
ce had spigot for drinkin 

q NG 1963431094110066948319610127 largo 61 folding alun, burn, 
Key Musbers:: 313 0/53/4/5171831281195110418847 or tiny Bloutt st 
  

Cipher: 222287761695941247033429328864 

The :‘T;‘.;rwrcrbdivldcd (n'i-. into qmp;p:r‘ n:t,‘l_‘ r TZMf ?m‘z;(‘u’ ;Zfl“\? m:, :i(n :”:‘]M :r? at the i alum. rod sticks in ground 
Im. fo (1) out he.-frmr, (L G e R 6 L] decipherar where to h o a chajn, 8}%3.%?9n5§&'up§p&9€b£i?&%§ loagie 
heynuabers: 11 for the 3 for the coluan, T for the 
of the cipher gives us the final enciphered message to be sent: Corlon, plastic-lidded coffec cans can be used as a portable john. 

All in all, a great rig. Problams were lighting, solved with the 
Selecta-Yolt (tho 110 was not noeded); lack of head-room = during 
good weather not much of a problem, but during bad weather, a pain 
in the neck. Most serious problem was keaping warm. Don't like sleeping 
bags. Sheets were quickly replaced by flannel sheets, which were cold 
& clammy, replaced by wool blankets (bought out Goodwill) choosing tha 

Cipher: 222287761659412470334629328 softest for use noxt to the skin. (n top was placed a Spaca Blanket. 
s Great for reflacting body heat once you got used to the crinkly noise 

Key Musbers: 31 345345171631281195110418647 they make. I'd go to bed at 8 or 8:30 because of extreme cold. Mom-= 
Subtraction: ings I'd wake with roof dripping wet from cmdensation. Rig should 

have been insulated. If headroom could be achiaved with raised 
roof costing less than $700 would recormend it. olcenirelaotring 

or 50¢ a night for a night watchman (complete with gun md dog) on 
*he folloning paragraphs show how to gensrate "One-Tine-Pads®, shich were snall bosklets cosposed af tables Mexican beaches. It's really public land. Also $5-310 a moath leases 
offntmbegs)Sandithese puabacsincreithetkeynuabers, can be obtained. Paid $10 for a lot an 10-yr. leaso with fantastic 

view of ocean, Planned to build a small house in this commnity of 
CHAIN ADDITION: waek=-end Americans (about 100 houses complete with outdoor johns). 

Many generating pethads are possible. Tne simplest is chain addition. Successive digits of the priming hey Went through a lot of changes about ownership of land & decided against 
are added together and the sua tacked onlo the end of the keyoumver, forming part of it, and the process repeated it. Weekly trips were made back across the border, to shop, buy ice, 
with these diglts, For sxaaple, 3964 3 and 9 are 12, which Is listed as 2, since all piok up mail at post office box, etc. Suggest you rent a post office 

addition is noncarrying and tens digits are dropped; 9 and 6 are 5, and 6 and 4 are 0. These ihree figures box while you still have a permanent address. They insist on one & 

joln the key at ktc tail: 3964250. The process Is then continued with 4 and 2, aaking 6, which Is put on after apparently vorify it, but you could prob. use friend!s. Could bs 

the 0, with 2 and 5, naking a 7 shich is put on after the 6, and s0 0n: 3964250679632 1 usbful for picking up welfave chack, wemployment check, remittance 
monay or whatever. 

11371 22228 77616 56412 47033 42932 

DECIPHERMENT 

  

T-4ad, elc. 

Chaln addition systess are not untreskable. rowever, the following systes IS unbreakable, when used in Sold my rig to spend two years working and bumming 
conjunction with the "straddling checkertoard® discusced earller. my way arownd the world. Promised myself I'd stay in the Establishment 

2 yrs. on my retumn to save $3$ to drop out again. Now, amazingly, Itvae 
found a Job I like (rare indeed) but still resent a LO=hr. week. However, 

RANDOM KUMBERS GENERATED BY TYPISTS: can have 1 mo. leave time for ea. 6 mos. employment, so plan to use this 

Interestingly, sone pads soea to be produced by typlsts and not by sachins. They shox strike-overs and Solbhio ipaximu KL finfa  Cainos imovsjint ofa materjhona B ryAkoplivs Ateees "‘th ;TIW‘*; £0n el 3 ot B e : G on the streets while working. Friend lived in his pickup camper success= 

g il e i by i, ity sl s o o S 11y"sn Oaklnd § nentha-oily hasoled anco vhon ho stayed abow 2 wka- 
digt I th 40:0raus 1ke 1823, 35  parly randon arramsaant euld hve. Tis sugssts ot th Lo Gmiees o) njovints el B P o Lo e 
17713 i ik aqlaLiacaate Ly (a1 th AT eALS TR handd(shih:solLdityna. (hel 1=tax qrob; iand His:rish (¥pich el el ay only 2 nights in a locatiod. gnoy this sounds like 

a compromise but seems very workable for a coupla years. Meanwhile will would type the B-to-0 group). Again, instead of just halt the groups beginning aith a low nusber, which would 
be expected in a randon selection, three quarters of thea do, possivly because the typlst is spacing with kis try to find a way to free-lsnce so I can cut the cord with the Estab, 

Peaca, the Gypsy right hand, then starting a nes group with his left. Fewer doubles and triples appear than chance expacis. 

Possibly the typlsts, ordered to type at randoa, sensed that scme doublets and triplets would occur in a random 

text but, misled by thelr conspicuousness, einimized thes. DESPITE THESE ANGMALIES, HOBEVER, THE DIGITS STILL september 72 vonulife 9 page 8 last page of issue 

SHON FAR T00 LITTLE PATTERN T0 MAKE CRYRIANALYSIS POSSIBLE. 

  

So there we have |t; the straddling chekertoard in order to put the leiters into nusbers, and the one-tine-pad 

to make the final cipher coapletely randca. THE UNBREAKABLE CIPHER.  
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l NOTE TO MAIL-ORDER\ 
BUYERS 

To save time, this copy was probably sent to 
you by whoever picked up the mail. Any 
other business, such as answering questions, 
forwarding letters or sending VONULINK 

must wait until your letter reaches the editor, 
who is usually off in the mountains. 
please allow a covple of months. v o 
have answered an old od which said "3 issues 

for $1". That was for old newsletter=size 
issues. This book contains more than three of 

not a complete guide. Some topics are 
covered little or not at all. In future issues 
i hope you will add your knowledge to whot 

ishere.  The people who have written 
VONULIFE are people who live it. As i 

write this i om on o secluded mountainside, 

amongst trees and bushes. The sky is mostly 
blue and the sun is shining, ofter a day of 
rain. 

  

Thanks to Rayo, Haelan, Al Fry, 
Dorby Anderson, Lysander, Eldorado, 
WJP, John and others for helping research, 
write, edit and type this. Put together by 
Lon — March , 1973. 

  the old issues. 'However if you d such 
on od (to a 975XX address) and aren't satis= 
fied, return this postpaid in resaleable con- 
dition and | will substitute three small issyes. 
There are still older listings (for PRE-IN- 
FORM, which was VONULIFE's predecessor) 
saying, "4 issues for 52", If you sent $2 you 
will also be sent back issues 7 through 9 if 
your order comes aarly in 1973, or the 1974 
issue when published if your order comes 
loter.  Sorry for the complications and 
delays. Lan 

l ABCUT THE SMALL PRINT \ 

Yes, it's difficult reading. But this way i 
pack many words and illustrations (more than 
in two average novels) into this <lim book, 
| save on printing ond postage and pass the 
savings on, (Printed like an ordinary book 
this would cost $5 or more.) 

  

Also this con- 
serves paper — ond trees, (Funny about 
those magozines which preoch about ecol- 
ogy — and use big type, heavy paper, wide 
margins and space-filling decorations.) 

Also this is o convenience for readers who 
move around or don't have much storage 
spoce.  For easiest reading i suggest: 
plenty of light; dimestore reading glosses or 
a big hand lens; reading only one article o 
day. ¢ 

l WHAT IS VONU? 
AN INTRODUCTION 

  

' Vonu ' means relative physical invulner= 
ability to coercion, 'Vonu' (thymes with 
s0'-new) is a controction of VOluntary and 

' - Ecotocy 

PEACE T = VoNU 
¥~7ECHNOLOGY ~7 

by Rayo 
ECOLOGY — VONU: Tobe 
celatively safe from coercion i must live in 
harmony with nature, | must disturb the 
environment less than does a deer or 
bear or porcupine — else i will draw the 
attention of two-legged beasts. - 1o 

ters are small and low. They blend with 
the trees, bushes and rocks, [ cut few 
trees ond those i cut are dead, or crowded 
and dying.. | use fire sparingly — only for 
cooking and crafts, not heating, 1 kill 
only to eat or in self defense, and usually 
cat what i kill. Around comp i often 
wear moccasins and mukluks, or walk on 
rocks to minimize erosion and tracks. 
Any gardening s in smoll patches and 

hol d in natural   9 ’ 

TECHNOLOGY — VONU: 

In some ways vonuans — wildemess-vonuans 
ot least — are like the people who lived 
on this continent 400 years ogo. But i om 
not hostile to technology. On the con- 
trary; advanced technology makes vonu 
attractive. Limited to the materials and 

methods of 400 years ogo, most of my 
energies would be spent securing food and 
protecting myself from the elements. | 
would have neither time nor tools to pro- 
tect myself from organized predators. 

| would be less successful than were Amer- 
ican Indians, who had generations of exper- 
fence and faced more crudely equipped 

  Not vUI bl ‘Vonu" is hat like 

' freedom’ or 'security’ . But those words 
mean many different things to different peo- 
ple. Rather than argue obout what those 
words ought to mean, i speak of 'vonu' . 
' Coercion' includes murdsr, moyhem, 
slavery, robbery, rape, extortion, pol- 
lution — any physical interference with the 
peaceful activities of another — whether by 
individuals or organizations.  oarcion — 
especially institutionalized forms such as 
war, regimentation and taxes — Is one of 

the major problems of mankind. Practically 
oll post attempts at solution have been top- 
down efforts fo chonge 'society as a whole' . 
Since the days of Babylon there hove been 
countless attempts to reform governments, 

take over destroy g 

This doesn't mean i shun 

! primitive * methods either. | happily 
blend techniques of all ages to live most 
freely ond effectively. Usuolly i use 

native materials for basic structures ord 

large furnishings; monufactured items for 
light and mobile accessories. 

TECHNOLOGY — ECOLOGY: 
Technology of the early industrial era was 
combersome. Manufacturing was most 
efficiently performed by throngs of people 
ond big machines crowded together in huge 

nueleor and bacteriological weopons con be 

rocketed or smuggled to any city on eorth, 

central govemments are as obsolete as moats 

and parapets. The contemporary State is not 

only.incapable of protecting 'its citizens' 

from outside oggressors; it has become the 

biggest oggressor with its endless toxes, 
conscriptions ond inferferences. The Stafe 
provides 'justice’ by mass terror, 'freedom’ 

by mass servitude, and 'defense’ by mass 

murder.  Just s the State is obsolete as o 
means of defense against foreign govemments 
ond private criminals, so politics are obsol- 
efe as a means of defense ogainst the State. 
Political 'reform', 'revolution' or ‘re- 

education' at most changes rulers and slo- 
gans; it does not bring enduring freedom., 
In @ communlty of o few hundred, demo- 
cratic procedures can be helpful; ina 
nation of millions they are only plocebos. 

Defense, like industry, commerce and ogri= 
culture, must be decentralized, Individuals 
ond small groups must provide their own. 
It is too early to soy which forms of vonu 
will prove most effective — how many will 

live in wildemess, or underground, or on the 
move, or in ways i can't even imagine. 
But i think the emphasis will be on conceal - 

ment/deception/mobility, not intimidati 
I believe i con be relatively safe and free 

  
  

  

employed, not the intentions or rhetoric of 

the founders, which determine the ends 

achieved.  j/ ements lack constructive 
feedbock, When ‘someone tries to repair o 
truck (for exomple) e leams whether or not 

e did it properly from the truck's perform= 

ance or customer's satisfaction. Butina 

' crusade * o * improve society' there isno 

way of learning the real effects of one's 

own efforts — 'society’ may be getting 

'better' or 'worse' for unreloted reasons. 

Often there isn't even an adequate way of 

learning what is an improvement — what 

helps some may hurt others, A crusader can 

only try to impose ER ideas of what is better 

on others. And the longer-range the 
movement the poorer the feedbock. Some- 

one compaigning 1o repeol a specific law 

(For example) caon ot least count votes ina 

fegislature 1o gauge effectiveness. Where- 

os an ‘educationalist’ movement which 

hopes to ‘improve’ the attitudes of future 

generations grops blindly.  Movements 

bring out the worst in people. Eric Hof- 

fer, in his book THE TRUE BELIEVER, 

hypothesized thot movements attract 

incompetant neurotics who are trying to 

' escope’ from their unwanted selves. 

More important, i think, movements tum 

competant people into incomoetants by 
ing them to neglect their own 

  

  

  

only by being invisible or inconsp 
not by pointing missiles at everyone elsé 
on earth. 

VONU —= ECOLOGY: Pollution 
and exhaustion of resources is caused not by 
too many people, so much os by too many 
people all forced to live the same way. 
The earth supports a vast qantity of life o 
long as that life is diverse — lives in differ~ 
ent habitats, eats different foods, defends 
itself in different woys. Organisms tend to 
divensify because there are advantoges to 
diversity — that is why there are so many 
different forms of life on earth. Similarly 

humans diversify when able fo exercise their 
preferances — consider the variety of 
peoples in North America 500 years ago — 
all descended from just a few bands of 

immigrants.  The relative sameness of 
humans today is due in large part to coer— 
cive institutions of the recent past, Just as 

a one—crop farmer depends on uniformity of 
plants, so an authoritarian system depends 
on uniformity of people. A State can con = 
trol only to the extent that people act and 
react in similor ways. It is no accident that 
the strongest motive for compulsory tax- 
supparted schools in the U.S. o century ago 
vihen they were imposed, was not better 
education (literocy was olready substantial 
and fost rising) but destruction of minority 
cultures through forced association and 
indoctrination of children. Sotbi 

o big, 
coercive government, like one—crop farm- 

ing, is inherently bod ecology. Free 

' non-conforming* people, like diverse 
natural ion, are part of the earth. 
  foctories. Products were blg, 

lorge amounts of raw materials. Big rail- 
roods and trucks were nceded to haul ores 
to smelters ond products to consumers. 
Mountains of wastes and lakes of pollutants 

  

and manipulate public opinion. At most 
such efforts bring temporary relief. Usuolly 
they hove little effect. Often they make 

malters worse.  y ONULIFE represents a 
different approach to the problem, VONU- 
LIFE does not waste space scolding govern- 
ment officials or procloiming how society 
ought to be, VONULIFE speaks to you as 
an individual or small group and suggests 
ways YOU cen avoid exploiting and bein 
exploited, As you reduce your vulnerabi 
not only do you help yourself; indirectly 
you also help others by decregsing support 
of criminal institutions. Vonu is not neces= 
sarily only for o few; vonu will expand as 
far as there are people willing to do. 

  

  

    

A vonuon is a person who has achieved 
relotive invulnerability fo coercion. Thege 
are many kinds. Some live in wildemess 
where outsiders rarely go. Others live under 
the carth. Others move from place to place — 
— living in vans, campers, buses, boats or 
tents, Some have been vonu for oges — 

peoples such os gypsies, mountainmen, hobos, 
Seminoles, Others are recent refugees from 

the dying cities.  This issue describes some 
of the equipment ond techniques used. It is 

page 1 VONULIFE 

were g d. Early-industrial tech- 
nology wos not very compatoble with vonu 
nor with  clean environment. gt bic . 
usually indicates crudeness. Trends are 
now the other way. The newer, more~ 
sophisticated products are smaller, Com- 
pare a transistor rodio with an old vacuum= 
tube set; a cosette recorder with a 
player piono; a box of microfiche cards 
with a library of books; freeze-dried 

foods with conned foods; o desk-top 
computer with an office full of clerks. 

As products grow smaller and more 
efficient, less raw materials, space, 
power and transport are needed. And 
less woste is generated. Bapter commun~ 

ication replaces physical concentration. 
Factories, offices and stores are begin- 
ning to decentralize with electronic links 

gt f f 
  pl the routine 
contacts. 

VONU —e PEACE: Advanced tech- 
nology makes vonu attractive; contempor- 
ary weaponry and coercive insfitutions make 
vonu imperative. In eorlier times govern- 
ment provided order.if not. freedom and. 
defense if not peace. But now, when 

page 2 

+.ee - must if they are to 'mova the masses' who 

INTRODUCTION 

  

'lé ‘WAYS TO LIVE FREER® \ 
A CRITICAL EVALUATION 

by Rayo 

Here are brief critiques of various methods 
for increasing vonu o liberty, including 
some approaches often touted as liber~ 

g which usually aren’t, Use theze to 
stimulate your own brainstorming and 
study. 

  

not worthwhile 

JOIN A MOVEMENT. There are 

countless political and propaganda organ- 
izations — 'left®,, ‘right*, and bottom 
center — which claim to be promoting 

prace, freedom, security, conservation, 
efc., and solicit donations of money and 
time. There isn‘t space here to thoroly 
analyze movementism, but i will point out 
the most obvious faults. A olitical move- 
ment seeks to change 'society' as o whole 
rather than help people as individuals. 
Consequently incentives are weak, except 
maybe for a few organizers at the top. One 
will share in the benefits, if any, whether or 

not e joins. So why join? Relatively few do, 
Very Few remain octive for long.  povement ments 
use manipulative or caercive means — they 

have little incentive. And it is the means 

e e 

affairs. To 'compensate' for inade qua= 

cies they seek power over others. Ny, 

surprisingly, movements have a dismal 

record. They are becun by well-meaning 

dedicated people but usually bring regi- 

mentation and destruction, Current U.S. 

problems — waor, taxes, pollution, 

inflation, unemployment, coercive school~ 

ing, drug laws — are largely the fruits of 

*noble crusades ' of past generations. For 

example, 'pure food and drug' laws were 

enacted to protect consumers from unheal- 
thy food and treatments. Their main effect 
has been to deny people the options of 
legally obfaining raw milk, raw sugar, 
fresh (locally butchered) meat, and medi~ 
cines not opproved by the AMA. o 

the broad, long-range movements which 
have been the most harmful. Both Bolshev- 
ism in Russio and Naziism in Germany 

began as social betterment movements. In 
the U.S., the 'liberal’ movement, orig- 
inally for helping the poor, brought with- 
holding taxes, 'yrban renewal’ and the 
Vietnam War. The 'conservative' move- 
ment, originally for less govemment inter— 
ference, brings no=knock laws, woge and 
price controls, and S.S. registration of 

six-year-olds. 14 plome such results on 
bad leaders or imperfections of ideology 
is to miss seeing the forest for the trees. 
Politics, whether conducted by outright * 
violence or by symbolic forms of civil war 
such os elections, lobbying and propogonda, 
is o contest ot coercion and manipulation — 
the most coercive/manipulative people 
naturally rise to the top. Asforltd o8 

logical erors: ALL new creations contain 
errors. With inventions, works of art and 
other personal endeavors, there is con- 
structive feedback — flaws are identified 
and elic i vl d 
  

With movements, in cqn‘l’:asl‘ errors snow= 

ball — authoritarion ideas drive out pecce~ 
ful ideas — ideology is ‘reinterpreted' to 
justify exploitation and regimentation. 

Short-range campaigns for repeal of spec= 
ific coercive laws are less opt to run amok. 
But even these are of doubtful worth. Pro= 
hibition of alcohal was repealed only after 

it became unenforcable, Repeal merely 
replaced, in port, home-brewing and free 
enterprise (moonshining) with heavy taxes 
and regulations. But, assuming that repeal 
was nevertheless desircble, a crusode is 
unnecessary. So long as a law is enforc- 
able, repeal is unlikely; when it becomes 
unenforcable, the bludg themselves will 
end it —e.g., the draft. The best way fo 

reduce coercion is to develop techniques 
which render it ‘unprofitable’ . 

   
  

Move- 

mentism cashes in on guilt — uneamed as 
well as earned. Anyone who contributes to 
murder and slavery by paying taxes has 
reason to feel uneasy. The cure is not writ= 

ing angry letters or joining a demonstration 
" 'but discovering ways to avoid or reduce tax= 

es. To the degree thot one steps out of the 

1973 doged 
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oppressive saciety, does er own things ond 
doesn't harm others, e has no grounds for 
guilt. In view of movementism's records, it 
is the manipulators who head most political 
organizations who have the most reason to 
search their souls. 

  

This is not a condem- 

nation of everyone involved with . 
Many show integrity and courcge that is 
commendable, But their energies are mis- 
spent, Nor is thls o rejection of theory or 
education. It is a rejection of 'theory' 
which doesn't relate o practice (which is 
mysticism) and 'education' which doesn't 

teach useful arts (which is preaching), 

The question to ask about any endeavor is: 
Does it fill reol needs of flesh-and-blood 
people as individuals? Or is it aimed at 

vnreal groups — 'society', 'humanity' , 
" nation', or 'race' ? - Someone who solicits 

donations to 'fight' cancer, 'fight' pol- 
lution, or ‘fight' taxes tums me off. Some- 
one able to tell me how i can better prevent 
cancer, clean up my environment, or reduce 
my taxes gets my attention. 

  

  

probobly not worthwhile 

SEE A THERAPIST. Ifyou are un- 

happy, you will be told by most psychiat- 
rists, ters, counselors, and relatives 
that YOU are ot fault, and that it is up to 

you to change — 'adjust' to society. 

    

Instead 'adjust’ society to you by changing 
your pattem of interactions with it. Some 
of your supposed faults may prove fo be 
assets once you are in freer surroundings. 

Others result from continuous exposure to a 
sick culture and will resolve themselves as 

you reduce your involvement.  Baware of 

religions, cults and psychotherapy groups 
which offer 'mental freedom’ and claim that 
it is separable from and more important than 
! physical freedom' . Such 'freedom' con be 
achieved only by numbing oneself — reduc~ 
ing awoareness and sensativity to the outside 
world — focusing insteod on myths, rituals 
and goals set forth by leaders of the faith., 

  

In a sense almost everyone has a free mind 
(exceptions being inmates of 'mental hos- 
pitals' undergoing shock treatments, etc.). 
It is freedom for my body with which | am 
concerned.  Thig i5 not o blanket condem-~ 

nation of all forms of therapy. Some may be 
helpful for some conditions. But theropy is 

not a substitute for physical security, 

probably not worthwhile 
BUY A FARM. Commercial agricul- 

ture is not a freedom way to eam money. 
Formers are os harossed by Big Brother as are 
urban workers. Some have been fined out of 
business for growing grain on their ‘own' 
lond to feed fo their 'own' livestock. 

Most back-to-the-lond’ people don't 

expect to earn money farming, only raise 
some of their own food. But even as a ploce 
to live, o farm or small-town is rarely desir- 
able. True, one is more likely to survive a 
nuclear war than in a big city. But day-to- 
day coercion is greater; there isn't the anon- 

b R e i o 
city—dweller hos ollowed er children to re- 

main out of coercive schools for months — 

sometimes for years without being hassled. 
Whereas in the country word soon reaches 
the cuthorities. 

  

One family wrote: "We 
have owned a beautiful homesteod and found 

that 'five ocres and independence’ is largely 
a myth under present-day pressures. Our 
taxes were increased 140% in one year) and, 
ironic as it is, my husband was put in | 
that same year because we wanted to educate 
our children ot home, " 

  

If, nevertheless, 
you yeam for o farm, i suggest: (1) Try it 
for at leost o year before buying, by care- 
toking, share—cropping, renting, or hiring 
out. (See "Situations and Positions" in THE 
MOTHER EARTH NEWS,) (2) Locate in an 

area where there are already many people of 
your sub—culture — freek if you are freek, 

servative if you are 
A lorge flow of seasonal tronsients 

for anonymity. 

  ive, efc. 
s helpful 

  
Some oreos of the Siskiyou 

region have quite a few olternate-culture 
residents the year around plus o large Summer 
influx, Soil and climote are poor for most 
commercial forming but adequate for small- 
scale gardening. 
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worth consideration by a few 

LIVE OFF THE LAND. This may sound 

like the ultimate in vonu. Leave behind all 

the clutter of ‘civilization' except maybe a 
Jack-knife ond trip lightly thru the woods — 

dining on berries and nuts. ol forryth: 
"Over %0% of wild plants ore edible. 
Elaboration: While relatively few plans 
are actually poisonous, only a few portions 
of a few plonts are particularly nutritious — 
some seeds, berries, nuts; o few roots, 
Theso moture only ot certain times of the 
year. And they are avidly sought by many 
little animals, birds ond insects. When 
hiking i nibble almost continuously on 
various conifer needles, grasses and ber= 
ries, And i undoubfedly obtain vitamins, 
minerals and roughage this way. But i 
always retum to comp with o hearty 
appetite. 

   

Half-troth: [ lived completely 
off the land for a week during a survival 

course.”  Elaboration: Most likely you 
lived mostly off your fat — the bugs and 

berries were only hor d'euvres. Most peo- 
ple out of the slob society have ot least 
15 pounds of fat, which will fuel one for 

two weeks to o month, depending on activ- 
ity. Haelan has fasted (for therapeutic 
reasons) for a month — embibing only water. 
She was active and vigorous for much of 

thobtime B 1e Sihs ! “Some city pecple 
have moved to. the woods and lived off the 

land." Eloboration: The ones we know of 

write mostly about the wild foods they get, 
but also consume large quantities of wheat, 
corn, beans, rice, and other staples. 

Some Indian tribes lived exclusively by 
hunting and foraging. They had gencrat= 
ions of experience learning not only what 
was edible, but where to find, when ond 

how to gather, and how to prepare and 
preserve. Most of their waking hours were * 
spent obtaining and preparing foods. 

Half-truth: “The only way to be really vonu 
is to be completely self-sufficient; if you 
need onything ot all from that society you 
are vulnerable," Elaboration: The more 

self-sufficient on= is the more vonu one is, 
OTHER THINGS BEING EQUAL. But 

other things often are not equal. Vonu is 

costly; for example, o concealed shelter 
takes longer to build than does a conven- 

tional shack of the some size. If one must 
spend most time foroging, one won't have 
time to develop vonu. | . 
between American Indians ond govemment 

soldiers during the 19th century, the 
Indians were usually more skillful and often 

better armed  (due to the ormy ordinance 
burcaucracy). The Ingians won mony. 
battles but lost extended compaigns be- 
cayse they hed to take time out to obt: 

food (or starve); the soldiers had outside 
sources of supply. Today there are tribes 
in the Amazon Basin who cre completely 

self=sufficient yet very vulnerable. 

  

Haelon ond i have eaten a great variety of 
wild foods — dozens of different kinds of 

berries ond greens, porcupines, rattie- 

snakes, squirrels, rots, mice, grasshoppers, 
and acorns.  Yet after three years 'in the 

woods' only 20% of the food we eat is 

wild, figuring raw weights; only about 5% 

cotniipgicsloress On the other hand we 

have devoted relatively little time to forag- 
ing — we consider shelter development E 
more importont. As we gain experience and 
have more time we expect to foroge more. 
We have availoble more processing and 
storoging techniques than did the Indions 
(tho some of these use materials out of the 
other society). Eventually we believe we 
can obtain most food thru foraging plus 

small-patch horticulture. Alfewipoop]a 

alreody have decades of experience ond 
do much better, A few others are except- 
ionally talented ond learn faster than we 

or are in unusually lush areas. But to any= 
one new to wilderness-vonu i recommend a 

big grub stake plus 0 way to get more 

supplies. 

worth consideration by a few 

GET A HORSE AND WAGON, 

This conjures up romantic images — perhaps 
of American settlers moving west — perhaps 
of gypsy caravans in Europe. 

motorvehicle, a horse feeds itself, largely 

oage & INTRODUCTICN 

maintains itself, and sometimes even produces 

a replacement. A harse ond wagon can 
travel legally on mony rural roods if they stay 
on the shoulder. Contrary pointsz 0 1. 
time one spends on the road the safer one is. 
I once towed on unlicensed, oversize frailer 

a thousand miles with an gutomobile without 
being hossled once, by choosing my route 
carefully and traveling mostly ot night. | 
doubt if anyone has moved o thousand miles 

with horse (or bicycle) on roads in present 
day North America without being questioned 

by bludg.  One is safest on the road when 
troveling at the same speed as other traffic. 

A motorvehicle needs little care when not in 
use; an animal is a continuing responsibility. 
In forest or brushland, a horse or even a 
bureo is largely limited to prepared trails — 
it can't get to places a human on foot can, 

A horse is easily followed by hoof prints 
and droppings.  When being worked a horse 
needs supplemental feed, just like a human 
does, unless there is exceptionally rich 
grazing. A human can pack a larger lood, 
in proportion to body weight, than can o 
hors 

©* Horses et small trees and churm 
trails into foot-deep mud, and so are 
usually more objectionable to ‘land 
owners' than are jeeps or motorbikes. 

Nevertheless, a horse (or mule or burro) 
may be worth consideration by someone who 
is already very experienced with horses, 
and lives either where there is miles of 

open country (parts of the southwest) or 
where there are many parallel farm .oads 
(parts of the midwest and south). - 

worth consideration by a few 
EMMIGRATE. A permanent move to 
another country may be worthwhile for 
someone who has a special legal problem 

in the country where e lives but not else- 
where — e.g., someone coming of draft 

oge in the U.S. p; emmigration doesn't 
offer a high degree of liberty. All major 
countries have repressive governments — 

less so than the U.S. in some ways, even 

worse in others. | grge English-speaking 
countries include Canada, Englond, 
Australia, New Zealand and Rhodesia. 
The latter three are in the Southern Hemi- 

sphere ond may receive less fallout in 
event of nuclear war. | o immigration 

involves much red tape. Some people just 
enter as visitors, then develop ‘phony’ 
ID. Regardless of how one enters, hav- 
i nds in a country who ‘know the 
ropes'is recommended. 

  

Some smaller 

countries offer interesting legal inter- 

stices but few job opportunities and 
little anonymity. English-speaking 
places include Bohama, Bermuda, British 
Honduras, Channel Islands, Grand 

Coyman. Such spots may be useful to 
one who i5 internationally mobile 
(further on). 

worth consideration by a few 

TRY TC START A NEW 

NATION. Probably quite a few will 

be started during the next 50 years 
(many have started during the post 30 
years). And some of these will have 
interesting features. But this is not a 
worthwhile octivity for most people. 

New countries are most apt to be founded 

by (1) regional rulers who monoge o 
seceed from larger states; (2) large multi- 
national corporafions with millions of 
dollars of speculative capital (the formal 
rulers may be local 'puppets'). Trying 
10 pool the capital and energies of o 

lorge number of small investors is un~ 
wieldy; it gives rise to the same problems 
which infest movements of all kinds — 

corruption and power~struggles. 

The chances of any particulariventure 
succeeding are small, tho the potential 
poyoff if it does is correspondingly large. 
Success or failure will likely hinge on 
unpredictoble circumstonces. Even a pro- 
ject which succeeds commercially moy not 
offer much liberty (Freeport, Bapama, for 
exomple). And how much liberty it offers 
may, agoin, depend more on happenstance 
than the ideology of its founders. A small 
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new nation must be on friendly terms with most 
other governments if it is to have foreign trode 
and visitors, which it must have to survive, 

Principles will be compromised. There may 
be opportunities right now for people with 
such skills as oceanic construction, small- 
boot operatiz~, dealing with foreign bureau= 

crats, etc. The livest new-free—country 
venture at the moment i know of i3 Minerva 
which cen be reached by writing to Inter- 
national Maritime Legal Research, Station E 
Box 4022, 1723 Broadway, Toledo, Chio 

43609. The wisest course for someone who 
doesn't have any special skill but who would 

like to move to a new, free country IF any 
materialize, is to keep self and savings 
internationally mobile (topic further on). 

At one time i believed that oceanic free- 
states on artificial islonds were the wave of 
the future. I now think that the same oppor= 
tunities can be reclized more easily, econ- 
omically and vonuly if less dramatically on 
continents. Hiding is easier on or under 

land thon ocean. An artificial island is o 

conspicuous farget, unlike a dispersed group 
of wildemess-vonuans who associate mostly 
thru undetectable radio links. I expect 

formal claims to territory will become less 
and less important as the ability of any 
organization to control or defend large 
amounts of territory declines. 

worth consideration 

CCMPARTMENTALIZE YCQUR 

LIFE. Conform outwardly while doing 
your own things in private. The best place 
for this is a large city where there are 
millions of people, and peaple ore less 
observant and curiaus than in small towns 
and farming aregs.  Compartmentalization 
probably includes rented living quarters 
separate from mailing address and from 
legal home (ID) address. An odept may 
sleep, work, bank and play under different 
identities.  Mony people cannot 7or long 
withstand the psycho pressures of such o 
life — a sense of emersion in an olien cul- 

ture of hostile values — the need ro keep 
up a false front much of the time. One 
tends to become what e pretends to be, 

Cne doesn't have a secure place to do er 
own things. A house or apartment is sub- 

ject to inspection by landlord or police. 

Such o life offers no protection in event of 
nuclear war. 1I'm not predicting apocal- 
ypse; it MIGHT happen this year, then 
ogain maybe not for 10 or 20 years. But 
on attack will probably come without warn- 
ing — the weopons exist. So living in a 
target area is like playing Russian Roulette 

ONCe @ YEAr:  Cities also have smog and 
noise on one hand, and the availability of 

a great variety of products and services on 

theiother B D espite thelhazardsy|[1ving his 
way for a short time may be advantageous 

for someone who already knows the city and 
wishes to accumulate savings. 

worth consideration 

LIVE IN A 'GHETTO'. One way. 

o reduce psycho pressures while remaining 
in the city is to gather together with fellow 

formists, One loses anonymity 
with respect to the larger culture as one 
develops subculture speech, customs, 
mannerisms and dress. But one becomes a 

relatively-indistinguishable member of a 
subculture, requiring an oggressor fo 
attack everyone or no one. "All (Chinese, 
Nigers, Hippies,...) look alike.” This 
doesn't alwoys stop oggressors — e.g., 

Jews in Germany and Japanese in U.S. 
during ‘Norld War II.  But this may be a 

fairly pleasant way to live between 

POGrOms. . Someone wrote in VONULIFE 
*9: "l find the | '~ redicol community to 
be very congenic 1 find most of these 
folks tolerant, voluntaristic, very onti- 

state, ond usually quite reasonable — not 
the dirty, irrational, hippie stereotype 
you get from straight newspapers . ... | 
work as coordinator of o food co-op, live ir 
a collective, socialize with radicals, so | 

live 90% of my time in an anarchist soc~ 
iety. | know there is a different fascist 
society out there somewhere, but i have 
very little contact with i1, “Radical 

people tend to be very cool about aliases. 
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You can become known in a radical commun= 

ity by any name you choose. You could 
wind up living in a house where no one knew 
or cared what your 'real’ nome was. And 
if you're underground, say because you are 
dodging the draft, your roommates would 
probably be willing to cover to keep even 
your presence in the house largely unknown.* 
Cne Is still threatened by nuclear attack and 
other hazards of the city. But for someone 
who can find a compatable, alreody-estab- 
lished group without much effort, this life 

is probably more satisfactory than living 

alone in a city. 

worth consideration 

BUILD A SECRET CELLAR beneath 

o cobin or garoge on ‘owned' or leased 
lond. Entronce to the basement is from 
within the covering structure, Traffic 
appears to be to and from that structure, 
5o trails can be made and vehicles driven to 

the site without arousing suspicion, Thus 
conventional building materials and tech- 
niques can be used, which mokes con- 
struction easier than is the case for o com- 
pletely hidden shelter. .y o cellar may 
be used only as a bomb shelter and for 
keeping o part of one's home o shop out of 
sight. But with good soundproofing and 
insulation, self-contained utillties, ond 
careful access, what appears to beonly a 
weekend/vacation cobin could become a 

full -time home. Cne person at a time 
could commute weekly to city work, using 
a vehicle with few windows, so that 
apparant travel is consistent with weekend- 

only use.  possible drawbacks: Keeping it 
secret during construction is difficult. 
Drainage and dampness may be problems os 
in all underground structures, It will be 

My own comoarison of boat and van: A boat, 
costs roughly three times as much (counting 
labor if one builds one's own) as a van/camp= 
er/bus in similor. condition with similar copac- 

ity. For short visits o cities, a van con be 
parked for little or nothing and can be parked 
anywhere (ot least for short timas), not just in 
marinos, Waterwoys seem to be patrolled os 

doing 0, Some. internationally-mobile 

people live and travel very economically. 
But life=styles of this kind ore easler for 

those oble lo affect the outword appearances 

of affluonce, especiolly when crossing bor= 
ders, Visibly 'poor' people are unwelcome 
averywhere in the 'welfare’ world. . . 
  

.much as are highways and roads, ot laast in 
North America. For ramote living, there are 
many more miles of interior land fhan of se0~ 
coast, and much of the coast is staep, rocky 
and sparsely timbered — not suitable for a 
boat lorger than a kayak. The wind is free 
but maintenance can be expensive — salt 
water is'very corrosive, ‘While a boat can 
potentially go anywhare there Is water, cross- 
ing an oceon in a small boot Is o major under= 
taking, not a routine trip.  There are mony 

different kinds of boats and many different 

lifa-styles possible with boats, To someone 
interested | suggest fint trying a way of lifa 
with someone elsa’s boat, by belng o crew 
member and sharing costs. 

worth consideration 

DIG A HIDDEN CAVE, Unlikea 

secret callar, there is no covering structure; 
the entrance is camaufloged to blend with the 
terraln, While a very high degree of vonu is 
hypothetically possible, achleving it is not 

easy. Problems: The basic structure must be 
very strong to withitand soll and water 
pressures ond thus heavy. Since o vehicle 
cannot be driven to the site (to do 0 would 
dafeat the purpose) ond bockpacking mater~ 
ials a long distonce is arduous, the structure 
must be built mostly of native materials. 
Many heavy Himbers are needed and these 
must be cut with care over a wide areo ond 
carried to the site. 

hok 
Much equipment is 

needed for at laast artificlol 
  complex and costly, especially if equipped 

for surreptitious full-time use. It is 
immobile ond may not be saleable for full 
cost should one move, It necessitates 

considerable involvement with thot society — 
Yowning' land, permit to build the covering 
structure, The covering structure draws 

attention to the site, which is thus more apt 
to be closely scrutinized than on area 
where no structure is known to exist. 

Nevertheless this may be an attracfive way 
far someone with plenty of money who is 
committed to an otherwise~conventional 
way of living. 

worth consideration 

FIND AN ABANDCNED SHACK 

“in the woods. In some areas there are quite 

a few,tho on 'public lands' the forast 

bludg burn them when they find them. Some 

lighting and ventilation. Good drainoge is 
[necessary. And during warm weather thera 
\will be condensation Inside on everything 
exposed unless there Ts continuous artiflcial 

heat or some other means of reducing rela- 
tive humidity of Inside air, (Otherwise warm 

outside alr enters, cools, and molsture 

condenses.) 1o gosiest way fo construct is 
to dig a hole, assemble the structura In the 
hole, then fill the dirt back in, contouring 
with the surrounding terraln and odding cover= 
ing debris. But while construction Is under~ 
way the hole is visible to anyone walking by, 
or flying over if there sn't tree cover, 
Alternately, if a tunnel is dug, timbers must 
be put in os one digs (more difficult and 
dangerous) and dirt carried away from site for 
disposal. Rarely is solid rock so close to the 
surface that timbering 112t necessary; if there 
  olready have stoves and other furnish 

Draowbacks: Most such shacks were not built 

with vonu in mind so they are eosy for others 
to find.- Repairing may be os much labor as 
erecting a plastic tent. Insulation may be 
no greater thon that provided by a tent. 

worth consideration 

GET A BCAT. “Life in a'small boat, 

with the simplest food and clothes, is indeed 

free and easy., Go where and when you 
please. You have a sturdy, simole, not too 
expensive, not too easily damaged boat you 
can leave fied places while you make side 
teips. Anchor among islands and eat fish, 
Tie up at a big city dock for $20 or 50 @ 
month ond water, electricity and garboge 
disposal is free. Stay along a river,ond grow 
a gorden in the fertile, well-watered river- 
side floodland and probably no one will 

bother you if you choose it well, Sail the 

world and travel. Want to hide? Lower 
the mast, push into the tules ond put some 
on your deck.” (Poul Doerrp PICNEER, 

poge 222.) A conrcary view: "l have 
investigated the marit!s  scene and my best 
advice is to forget it ui..uss you need a tax 
write-off, A boat is only o symbol of free- 
dom.... It was hoving o boat that taught me 
to hunger for freedom as a drowning man 
hungers for .. I'm reluctant to become 
involved with owning anything that requires 
The Mon's approval (registration and 
licensing), insurance and endless goods and 
services.” (Dick, PRE-IN-FCRM, 1968-69 

p Also in this vein, Oct, 72 
MOTORBCATING has o long article on 

small boat regimentation. 
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is, noisy equipment is naeded to cut the rock. 
Great care is necessary going to ond from the 
cave, 10 avoid forming visible trails, 
All of thesa problems are solvable but require 
time and expertise, Completely-underground 
construction is a promising field for plonaering 
by someone who is olreody vonu and has time 
to experiment. It's not for someone trying to 
get out of the city who needs something quick, 
simple and relicble. 

worth strong consideration 

BE INTERNATIONALLY MOBILE. 

Don't settle in any one country. Insteod ba 
multi-national. Pick ond choose the best 
features from a number of nations while by= 
passing their undesirable aspects. Thus one 
might be a citizen' of Canoda, live most of 
the time in Bohamas, do wrlting or dasigning 
for a U.S, company, and bank in Switzerland, 
Many different life-styles incorporate inter~ 

national mobility.  One might use o bdat for 
shelter and transportation. But most of the pros 
lease living spoce, travel on ial alr- 

15 no set p for developing such o 
life-style. Avenues to explore: overseas 
employment with U, S, companies; tech- 
nical specialties In high demond in various 

countries; free=lonce writing; employment 
in certaln capocities with multi-national 

corporations; being secretary or assistant 
to someone clready into this kind of life. 

Two periodicals cbout intemational mobility 
are NOMAD/OTHER SCENES and HARRY 

SCHULTZ LETTER. (See listing of period- 

icals,) 

worth strong considaration 
BUY A VAN, comperorbus. Thiscen 
be o mobile shelter as well as  occasional 
tronsportation for someone who lives port- 
time in cities ond towns, part-time in woods 

ond mountalns.  One can choose from a 
graat varlaty of equipment over a wide 
price range, For ten grand or 50 one can 
buy a new ‘self—contained' motorhome 
oquipped with most of the conveniences of 
a deluxe apartment, Or, for a few hundred, 
ona can throw o mattress on the floor of o 
worn out delivery truck. 4 ,on can't be 

hidden nearly as well as con o shelter that's 
bock-pockable or bullt from native mater- 
iols. But, If disturbed, one is usually 

cble to move on. A1 6 van depends on 
fuel ond roods for mobility; it is compar- 
atively costly as a means of transportation, 
A van is most switable, not for one who 
“travels considercbly, but for one able to 
1imit movement to ssasonal migration ond 
infrequent trips. 

worth strang consideration 

RIG A TENT IN THE WOODS. 
For a.very faw dollars worth of plastic and 
ropa, and a day's work, one can erect a 
bright, spocious, airy, rain-shelter any 
ploce @ con hike fo. A few more dollars 
will fumlsh 1t with o foom pad, used bed- 

ding, mosqulto net, and cooking utensils. 

Choose a site away from habitations, roads, 
trolls, lakes and main creeks; put the tent 
omong bushes; keep it low; put a few 
bronches over it; be careful with fire, and 
it will rorely if ever ba found. An extremely 

remote site isn't necessary or desircble — 
count on backpackling in 50 pounds of dry 

foods a month plus other spplies. 

A plastic tent is pleasant during Summer if 
shaded and if openings are covered with 
natting. In the Siskiyou reglon it is toler- 
oble all Winter if one has a warm inner 
dwelling such as a foam hut. Maybe you 
don't want to live in a tent or live in 

seclusion the yeor cround. But perhaps 
you can do It during Summer — vonu that 

much of your life. A plastic tent is 
merely the simplest ond quickest of a 
whole ‘family' of shelters which can 
be built out of a few pleces of native wood, « 
polyethylena film, rope and cord. A next 
model might be a semi-underground struct- 
ure such o3 a Shutwop dwelling. See 
articles In this issue, 

DEVELOP YOUR OWN WAY, 
This is octually what each individual or 
fomily does, There Is no universal form- 
ulo for vony; diffarent people have 
different doslres, abilities, problems, 
ond opportunitles. A few years ago i 
did not even conceive of some of the 
  

lines, ond rent equipment as they need i, 
A great variety of products, from electronic 
test gear to earth-moving machines, can be 
rented in any large city.  [ntemational mobil- 

ity isan ion of urbon | 
ation, Instead of slipping thru the crocks and 
crannies of a single city one ‘exploits the inter- 
stices of mony countries. Someotia who does 
well at this kind of life is probably an 'extro- 

vert* who enjoys dealing with mony people ond 
a great variety of peopla — omong other things 
e knows when and how to bribe a local customs 
inspector or immigration bludg and doesn't mind 
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ibed here. And, o few 

‘ytuu.hunco, 1 expoct there will be ways 
t di eniticceon of now.  Aooroaches which 

seem espacially promising for the near 
futurer (1) Varlous kinds of semi-under- 
ground dwallings, built mostly of native 
materials, which are comfortable the year 
oround without artificial heot — inside 
temperature remaining close to th at of th 
corth — about 55°F, (2) Pre-fob n\odu-a 
lar structures weighing a few hundred 
pounds, with space ond built-in ‘con- 
veniences' comparoble to a small y motor= 
home, which can be backpacked in pieces 
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to o remote site and easily assembled or dis~ 

assembled, (3) Smum life=styles involving 

migration between multiple, relatively spec= 

ialized, relatively stationary low-cost 

shelters. 

@ situaticns & searches (® 

TO VONULIFE: Most of the area around 

here (middle Mississippi Valley) is still 

pretty much covered by hunters. The bludg 

are ever ot hand to check the hunters. 
| built an old shanty boat (32 x 12) ten 
years ogo that i stay cn quite a bit — it 
seems to draw little attention (none real~ 

ly ) from bludg — has wood stave, comfort- 
able, but must be licensed, easy to watch. 

There are miles of bottom and bock waters 
here off the main channels. Yet all are 

covered by hunters, mushroomers, etc. 

Also people here are highly suspicious of 

strangers, | would feel safer in an area 

where people aré a little more used to nuts 

ond strangers, perhaps a bit more tolerant 

then here. 

TO VONULIFE: Enjoyed the copies of 

VL owaiting when we refurned ofter wander~ 

ing through New England and Maritime 

Conada, We have been parked in one spot 

for the last month and a half. It's on 

alley way in the city and the bludg do come 

down the alley occasionally. So far no 

contact. Not very invulnerable except I'm 

living with the expectation of moving on 

any time necessary. a| Fry asked obout 

bad spots in the =ast. We never hod any 

trouble (i.e., bludg contact, etc.) but we 

did find likely spots for one night's stop~ 

over difficult to locate in southemn Vermont. 

Finally stopped on road to obvious vacation 
homes and prepared cover story to fit — 
it wasn't needed. | suspect any area heav= 
ily into tourism, etc. might be the some. 
Never had any trouble using 'rest stops 
or picnic grounds. Recent motorhome mog 
mentioned get tough policy in White Moun~ 
tain forest in New Hampshire for camping in 
unauthorized locations.  well onyway it 
looks like i am definitely getting out of 
here in 26 weeks. Would like to get up 

your way but probobly won't head west un- 
til next foll at the earliest.  After four 

months in the bus — it ain't bad. That 
heater i mentionéd in last communication 
works great. Turn it on in the moming, put 
water on top. Get bock in bed. By the 
time the water is boiling the bus is warm. 
And cheap old kerosene you can buy in any 
general store here for 25¢ a gallon. Will 
report when the weather gets colder but so 
far it's beautiful . 

TO VONULIFE: So after the big break- 
away, and rooming Arizona and New Mex~ 
ico for some months, i fell into o tipi scene 
for a while here on the eastern slope of 
Colorado's front range. Mellow, mellow 
scene. Heavy, heavy head changes — the 
previous environment had been college grad 
student and waiter-bartender in classy 

restavrant.  one day, while exploring 
formidable terrain near 10,000 feet, came 
across an old overgrown and vnknown 
mining works — complete with lumber and 
timbers and even o servicable woodburning 
stove, Well —farout.  Eiuq weeks later 
i'd completed a 16-foot, 9-sided, yurt-type 
structure; floor, windows, skylights, insul= 

. ation. Cut up two cords of wood and moved 
in in time for the last of the fall colors. 
Viscious winters in the high country. 10 to 
30° below; days upan days of gale-force 
winds. Four to six feet of snow continually 
on the ground from Nov. to March. (Man, 
that tipi would have been just TOO cold.) 
Did several week-long stretches where the 
farthest i'd move was to the outhouse (brer) 
ond woodshed. Amazing! And sweet 

solitude, silence ond saturation with mother 
nature's vibration — looking inward | see’a 
pilgram — the inner joumey — 3o it goesone 
step at a time in cosmic rythm and rhyme. - 

TO VONULIFE: Last issve i mentioned fhat 
i have never been hassled by the bludg. AS 
i write this (mid Sept.) i'm lying in the field 
behind the house we're living in, sunbathing 
(continved on page 104) 
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@0 sy s Feer OF sHELTER | 
FOR $30 AND ONE DAY 

by Rayo 

Tents 1've seen for sale are 11l1- 
suited for full-tlme 1iving in 
wet, forested arees such a&s the 

Pacific Northwest. They &are dark 
and denk inside, and unnecesser- 
11y expensive for the space they 

provide. mys yeaps 80 We were 
living in & tipl-sheped wilitary- 
surplus tent. After two days of 
steady rain, condensation or 
leaks (we weren't sure which) 
dripped from every irregularity 
end soaked us end our gear. In 
disgust we moved out, tied & 

rope between two trees, threw & 
plece of plastic over it, and 
found this wes & big improvement. 
There still wes condensation, 
but it ren down the plestic in- 
astead of dripping on us. The 
plastic pessed plenty of light 
end was inexpensive. Since then 
we've experimented with several 
veriations, 811 using.polyethyl- 
ene filn ('bullder's plastic'). 

Besecd on experience so far, here 
1s how I would erect & base-camp 
shelter for two in & heavily- 
forested spot, where there is 

little wind or direct sunlight, 

and where winters are mild enough 
to live without artificiel heat 
== temperstures seldom below 200°. 

I buy a fifty-foot roll of clear 
6-m11 polyethylene, 20 feet wide. 
This costs about $15 and welghs 
about 30 pounds. This will maske 
8 tent thet I's 35 to 40 feet 
long, & feet wide at the grourd, 
end 6 to 7 feet high in the 
center. This size is not excess- 
ive for a cemp which two will 
occupy for several months; there 
are not the shelves and cablinets 
of B cabin or cemper.-- much 

ground area is used for storage. 
Polyethylene in wide widths is 
sold be Sears, #%ards &nd @meny 

building-supply stores. I slso 
buy 8 hundred feet of inexpen- 
sive polypropylene rope (&t 
least 10004 test) end seversl 
hundred feet of lighter cord -- 
cost mbout $6. Polypropylene 
doesn't rot es do natural fibers, 
and stretches less than nylon. 

1 probebly spend several deys 

scouting 8 good site. I look 
for a 10-by-4C-foot strip which 
needs 1ittle clearing but is 
@mong evergreen trees and high 

brush for shade and privacy. The 
strip may bend or z!gzsg, it need 
not de streight. If possible I 
8vold spots wnich show signs of 
washing during heavy rains. 

When cleering I cut ss little es 
possible. Along the edge I tle 
béck brenches instead of cutting 
I nay ditch sround the high side 

for drefnage. I check for dead 

trees or large brenches which 
2ight blow down in & storm and 
pull or cut thea down. I string 

the ridge rope between two trees 
et the ends of the strip. If the 

trees are small I brace to lerge 
boulders or bases of bushes. I 
do NOT tle sRCUND & small tree; 

instead I tie the ridge rope up 
to & brench (see illustration 
8bove). This is to avold damezing 
berk. If there 1s not & conven- 
lently-located tree et one end of 
tae strip, I cut a post from a 
deed tree end brace it erect. If 
I am angling the shelter aroun:z 
obstructions (es in the 1llustra- 
tion) I cut poles and brace then 
in pairs where the ridge rope 
changes direction. This also 
mlnimizes seg of the ridge rope. 

sice view 
3 notch poles 

plen view 
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Hinter 

cross section view 

I drape the polyethylene over the 
ridge rope, between the end trees. 
During Winter I tie both sides 
outward B couple of feet from the 
ground, then sngle inward at the 
bottom end anchor with rocks, 

logs or dirt. This shape allows 
snow to slide off the tent. 
(If the tent were delta-sheped 
the snow would pile 'up on the 
sides and stretch the plastic.) 
I tle to the plestic every few 
feet by bunching it over & smooth 
pebble } inch to % inch dismeter; 
no cutting 1s necessary. 

I angle the eves steeply -- about 
459 from the horizontal -- s 
that condensation will run off 
inatead of dripping, elso so that 
snow will slide off. I close one 
end by overlapping the two sides, 
anchoring with rocks. I leave 

the other end paurtly open for a 

doorway &nd ventiletion. I allow 
aoyself at least one dey for 
ground clearing and erecting; 
more if I'm ditching. Ir 1 

use 

8 ground plastic, I leave & few 

inches of bere ground between its 
edges and the sides of the tent, 

S0 thet condensation does not run 
onto the ground plastic. Por the 
seme reason I do not place 

otjects in contact with the tent. 
If I do not ditch, in finter I 

keep possessions which could be 
denaged by weter off the Eround 

-- even in a well-dreined spot 

»ater will run in once the ground 
outside becomes saturated. In 

warm weather I remove the &nchar 
.rocks elong one side and tie the 
plestic out for greater ventil- 
atlon. 1 leave the other side 
enchored to block wind. 

     

    

tie outs 

    

Sumrer 
cross section view 

The poly tent provides shelter 
only from rein, snow, dew tnd 
wind. I can keep out insects by 
edding large pieces of curtein 
material or netting to the ends 
end open side. But more likely 
I only protect the bed erea by 

rigging a8 mosquito bar over it. 
(Herters sells one of nylon, 76 x 
36 x 36 inchas for ubout £6.) 
During Fall end «lnter when deys 
are short end we use artificlal 
light in the evenings, I rig & 
blackcut tarp over the bed -- a 
12-by-16-foot plece of black 
polyethylene suffices. It we 

€00k within the tent we use & 
small propune stove. If we cook 
on & wood stove we do so away 

from the ten under & fly (ell 
sldes open) of black poly. 

This design 'sn't suitable for s 
sunny location. Sunlight deter- 

lorates ordinary cleer polyethyl - 
ene in six months (I've resd). 
Other problems: 
very warm; 

the tent becomes . 
the plastic casts 

     

      

   

brace obstruction 
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reflections visible for hundreds 
of yerds. Monsento 602 or some 

other plestic made especially for 
greenhouse use will withstand 
sunlight for two yesrs (it is 
cleimed). One source is ». M. 
Leonerd end Sons, Box 816, Piqua, 
Ohlo 45356. 602 costs sbout 
twice es much as polyethylene. 

Comparing this shépe with the 
covered-wagon-shaped pol =:h¥1nrz 
dInlllnE described in THE MOTHEK 
EsKTH NE¥S #16: The covered- 
wagon shepe provides more stand- 

up space for the seme amnount of 
plestic, but involves more work, 
uses more trees, doean't shed 
snow, and 1s likely to have con- 
densetion drips. I a0 expert- 

menting with other shapes end 

plestics end hope to report the 
results next yesr. This tent 

hes proven setisfectory in the 

Siskliyous from about april thru 

October, tolersble in ninter with 
the addition of & foem hut (see 
article in this issue). 4&nd it 
is bright, roomy, simple and 
inexpensive. 

  

A HIDDEN HOME: 
THE SHUSWAP DWELLING I 

by Jeffrey 
Here 18 & way to build e waram, 
well camofleged, almost free 
dwelling that doesn't take & 
whole 1ot of snythling but a few 
tools like an axe and shovel and 
& 1little hard work to put ‘t up. 

I got the idee fron & survival 

menuel written by u very right 

wing Christien dude named Dallas 
Roquenore called UcT THEE TO ThE 
HIGH MOUNTAINS and used u few of 
ay own ideos to mske construction 

CLRRC 0 ol 6 S o 
Indien dwelling, end the Shuswaps 
8re & small tribe who live in the 
Canadian Kockies -- the only non- 
treaty tribe left in Canede. Got 
& little information from one of 
them I wus in jail with and I 
guess they're pretty nopadic now 
too. Pron 8ll I gather they must 
have some piss and vineger behind 

hem.  The dwelling is & szall 
dome dug into the earth with 

lodgepole pine for beams and s8p- 
lings over that. Then I use a 
leyer of Viequeen (polyethylene 
film?) and over thet the dirt dug 
out, or adobe if you htve the 
tizme for it end the dirt is right 

for ft. 1've buflt four now, 
end euch one is & little differ- 
ent. The bigrest is 18 feet 
diemeter and 8 feet from floor to 
celling in the aiddle, esnd the 
smallest 12 by 6. Skylights are 
nice if you cén get some old win- 
dow, rawhide &nd varnish, or even 

Visqueen will do I guess but it 
should probubly be doubled. 

I usuelly find & smsll, old 
burrel 6t the dump for & stove 
und fletten the top to put pots 

SIDE VIEW 
thres sides 
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on, &nd run the stove pipe out 
the entrence hole, anich I cover 
#ith & smsll dismounteble - 
frame, or doze me of willoms 
&nd cenves. The ~-frize is 5- 
sided, the fourth being & cenvus 

flep. 4 plece of drelnpipe 
me¥kes @ good ventilstion hole. 

It's & good ides to ditch the 
outside porimeter ena run thre 
Visqueen e11 the wey down, then 

f1l1 the ditch with rocks you've 
dig out of the hole. Usuelly 

there is more then enough. The 

meln besms can ce bolted, spiked, 
pegeed or lesched together. I've 
elucys npelled the sep! ings to 

trhem. The ledder §s siaply & log 
with notches cut for steps. 

  

I've hed some probiezs with con- 
densation when I've left for s 
week or more, but keeping & fire 

golng for cooxing, end heating in 
#inter hus kept it pretty.dry. 
This is in semi-srid country tho, 
&end I imegine eround the coeet 

there would be more of & problem. 

The shusweps I've been bullding 
heve never had eny serious 

ettacks by bears, and they have 
been ouilt in bear country -- 
both blecke end grizzlies. But 

ther I don't eat mest or keep 
enything too eppetizing for them 

to smel!l in the open. Jne per- 

son ceén tulld one for himself if 
he's into & eolo thing, which is 
hendy. I bullt my first aith the 
help of Clesudie &nd Lynn. After 

putting some large stones for 
steps on, it collapsed due to 
excesslve weight snd faulty 

splking. So we did it all over 
%1th two feet of snow on the 
ground and I spent the #inter In 

it, warm &nd comfortable with 
temperatures outside &s low as 
40° below. We hed a hot spring 
nearby and it mes truly & bless- 
ing for layed-back bething. 

‘ HOW TO BUILD AND DESIG:' 
WITH NATURAL TIMBERS 

by Rayo 

  

This &rticle is besed on @y ex- 

periences over & three-yeer 
period building one completely- 
underground smfal, one seni- 

underground structure, sever 
bed fremes, and bracing for 

plastic tents. My prectices are 

otill chenging -- I have much to 
learn. However I have seen 
little in print relevunt to this 
RKird of construction so I offer 
these tentative suggestions. 

#HERE TO USE: Vonu construction 
with netursl timbers 1s slower 
then with dimensioned (commer- 
ciel) lumber. I use trecs only 
&t sites remote from roads. If 
6 4-wheel vehicle cen be driven 
to & site, I would use one or 

Iore vens or campers for shelter. 
If a 4-wheel vehicle can be 
driven to within a quarter alle, 
I woula use mostiy salveged lum- 
Ber or other processed meterisls. 
Or I aight prefsbt a structure in 
snall sections &aby fronm the site, 
bsckpsck to the Bite, and sssen- 
ble it there. I aeke these 
cholces not only for economy 
(monfiy and time) but to minimize 
sctivities neer u site 1ikely to 
draw attention to the area. 

WHaT TO BUILD: a conventional 
log cabin recuires large quan- 
tities of #ood. This ves seldom 
& problem for Furopeén lmmigrents 
8 century tgo becsuse: homesites 
were usuelly on land where trees 
were plentiful; trees hed to be 
Cut &nywey to clear lend for 
crops; trees were all cut close 
to the site &nd didn't have to be 
moved fer; homesteads were not 

T concesled, nor would conceslnent 
have been possible with tradit- 

lonal farning, stock ralsing, 

logging or mining. But even a 

century ago & log cubin wes a 
'bruteiforce' solution. It not 
only consumed zeny trees but 
provided poor !nsulation -- a 
fire nas needed in Alnter for 
werath. And if one moved, the 
cebin hud to be left. The Indi- 
ens -- more sophisticated in 
working with netive materiels -- 
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fewer ond smeller trees. For @ bow saw for moin cuts end & f:sh the besa to the post- T:hg surface, then udd together, o 

vonu dwelling 8 log cebin is small crosscut sew for removing 
’ 
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usuel ly unsuiteble. The site is brenches. I saw each tiree of f besm apple 1: & roof mUSt SUpPpPOrt 2 

often on steep &nd rocky verrain flush with the ground to ainim- 
%gs' of wet leeves, average “ 1 

where trees grow smell. Trees ize stump, and cover the stump 
after settling, plus 4 feet max- 

must be cut speringly over 8 with rocks or leuves. ANy perts 
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neight of sno¥ 1si 7 

stack loosely un 
he 2 x 4 = 28 

or even mule trail would defest shelter -- fast drying in the sun v 
=t ounds/ftz 

the purpose. Use of © power S8% gay increase splitting. The first next los P 

or axe is undesirsble because of 
£ 

Adding these together gives | 

noise. Then too, 8 vonuan cen wood of & few trees -- "Gd‘°°di1 
3 totsl pressure of covering mat- ) 

use sateriels which did not exist glant erborvitse -- ere nsture y . eriels on tne roof: y 

& century Bgo such 8s polyethyl- resistant to dechy. Jther woods 
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1ight enough to carry essily == gjender nanpusually Dend et 
seperately rether than sdding 

rerely over 100 pounds. ¢ 1 use neils 1 first drill s hole it in. ; 

present I do not recomnend any slightly sméller in diapeter then 
Example 1 continued: The 

fortftner Garier "Wt ls e e O T e o 
" epend on the environme oesn old we ecpuse O 

tered aree. uets are 

(rein, snow, drainage, temper- absence of flaet surfeces. Bind- 
never. expected to exceed 40mpn. 

atures, shede, slope, so0il), ing with fibergless tepe end 
Wind pressure on the roof: 

msterisls sveilable (trees. then epoxying alght work -- 
ol 40 % 0.003 = a 1 

beithy el ety estts RS R e Pt Hunas per sausre foot 
¥ festening by lashing with cord. 

g Lo DT 

spsece, r:nndruc:E end degree of I use mostly polypropylene, #hich ¢ 1 fusten polyetnylene f1ilm to oo 5 _ 

zonuafig;dggsén_a;g t; :‘:et: stretches less snd supposedly o ond pem or post I wrep it STRENGIH JF SUREACING daTbulal 

onut o 

’ 
= I 

Y 
weathers less then nylon. I do nd end nE<UIRzD: If the beems which 

i A i D vl RIS e e S e 
Yo 40 not know what to ook they quickly rot Ins wet oach ot one inch intervals, are uniforaly spaced, I caleuls { 

AL climete. I find woven roce el ered. 1 hove used en or-  OLe the weight of covering 

for.  ope good source for ldess easier to work with &nd usually dina}:y peper stapler and chisel- (W) per foot of length of esch | 

ere the dwellings of 'primitive' 1less expensive than twisted. point staples on conifer wood been by multiplying the pressure 

peoples such ts the Shuswsp R with setisfactory results. times the separation of the 

(preceding erticle). Look thru t 
s becns in feet (S). 

_plestic 2 pressure sarface 

woven twisted 

Por exceptionslly tight bincinge 

1 use b-inch wide rubber strips 

cut from old innertubes. But 

rubber is probubly not 88 durable 

as polypropylene. 

sHPpory: most 'boy scout' xnots 

won't hold. If in doubt I odd 

extré loops &6nd tucks. 

books on netive peoples in & 

large librery. Use such designs 

&5 sturting points for your own 

creating. Priaitlive people did 

not heve, one one hend, strong 

waterproof plastics aveileble for 

a penny or two @ square foot, 

nor, on the other hand, airborne 

snoops to contend with. 

Poly cord 1s 

Vonu 

construction seexs to have little 
To tie 

in common with 'conventionel' tightly (for gay ropes and lesh- 

tngs) 1 first tie a loop in one 

pullding, so experience in the 

tpuilding tredes' is not espec- 

1811y helpful. For @ first 

structure 1 sugeest something 

thet is smell, mostly ebove 

round, not especlelly remote 

but st Lesst 400 yards from the 

nearest vehicle trsil), end very 

well hidden. Tne letter 18 io- 

portant since one %411l wunt to 

quickly weed out forms difficult 

to concesl. 4 first structure 

2ight be 8 sleeping hut for one 

person which is elso & scele 

podel of & possible larger shelt- 

S One should build er own 

shelter snd do 5o out of natursl’ 

materiels only if e is willing 

end able to experiment -- f.e., 

cen survive & feilure or two. 

I tnen feed the other end 

thru tne loop, pull tlgnt, and 

tie to itself. This pills tlght- 

er then any ordinary knot end 

%111 hold in any fiber I've 

encountered. 

pact. 

ull 

first B 

pull —= 

  

2 
pinch nere <o nold while tying 

1f 1 must tie to & living tree or 

bush I do it &5 shown belok. 1 

don't tie completely around t 

trunk; doing 52 might cut off 

sap flow and k11l the tree. 

Unless the berk is very thics 1 

put un inch of padding -- rags 

or foum -- between the rope and 

the bsrk. 

PREPARING TIMbrks: For vonu snd 

conservation (which ususlly go 

together) 1 cut only dead or 

dying trees. If deed I choose 

rrees which heve been deed long 

enough for bark to be essily 

peeled off, yet with most of the 

wood sound -- not rottec or eeten 

awey by insects. But for the 

cruciul perts -- Toin beams &nd 

posts -- 1 prefer trees shich 

still show & few green needles. 

1 look for trees which ure being 

crowded out, such @s one or two 

of the smpaller trees within 8 

clump which ore overtopped by 

their neighbors und ere green 

only on the uppermost brsnches. 

      

    Vs 

first 

p{ddlng 

coaplete 

i brece @ post with other tizbers 

1 pref -ifers -- e.g., pines, 

doS;lugffig I do not %“Ep ory M'{T euy rgpei' 1idontit: depond 

= 2 v on soil sround the base to Xeep 

fcoluted trees regsrdless of it upright. (If 1 dug & deep 

enough hole snd hed o 1long enough 

post the soll might be sufficient 

but guylng 1s ususliy rastier.) 
condition.  f ] expect to use 

the shelter more then & few years 

1 remove bark. 'ith live trees 

this ie essiest if the trees &re 

cut in Spring @nd deburked us 
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olestic Bs 6 side wali in which 

cese 1 anchor with rocks or 

dirt. 
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If 1 fusten the plastic to the A;}fl;:;és“;g?rédnfiz::;d .:;m:‘he 

g"ds of besas, I first tie & calculeting othor surfecing 4 

ord between the ends, then ~Aterialatscapa ndix 2 E 

fold the edge of the plastic = AL S0 

over tne cord end steple to 1 use these seme forruilas to 1 

ftself. cord calculate muterisl needed to 

end withstund wind. But § 1s now . 

teans view the distance between anchor 

. oord L eide uress of the polyetnylene. 1 

slastic “Yataples Vi (T:i plas;lcb:ay onlyhres: on 

. : mo! of the beuas rether than 

CaLCULATING LOADING: Ceutlop -- being festened to them.) 

To xeep the auth fairly essy I . The lerger velue of N will be 1 
have made many simplifying 
assumptions. =~lso the strength 

of meteriuls cen vary greatly 
from vulues I have used here. 
If feilure of & structure could 
be dungerous or very costly, I 
reconaend hevirg & design 
chec4ed by someone #ho is exper- 

jenced 8t bullding with netarel 
timbers. 
e ute”gelgr?!. of some cover 

g o 1s in poun: 
(cublc foot): B e 

3 

Brucser fern, dry, desd, 5 
not paceed 

Leaves or plne needles, 24 
wet, pac«ed 

Gravelly soll, wet,pucked 1 

(some are heavier) 5 
Snow, new fallen, T 

J(wetght will vary) 
nuter 82 

To get the weight of 

ony meterial I weig s 
cup full on o post:? :cf‘:?:aurlns 
subtruct the weight of t'r.e-,cu 
then wultiply by 120. fHeight of 
€-m1l polyethylene film tfile 
@ost used surfacin mntérlu) 1 
0.03 pounds per fte (square f“l’..?. 

To predict the pressure on a 

one rt2 of 
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oesd 

1f 1 use 6-m11 black polyetnyl- 

ene fila for surfacing, end 1T 
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‘3 ‘ er- 
v ity AR cater 

v o IR O o=t 

5 S ™~ DeeT 

Pc x S pounds/foot 

  

c 

s rarely exposed to sunlizht, 

calculate the number of layers 

N) required to safely support 

  

the number of layers 1 use. 

Exunple 1, continued: Fressure 

due to cover is 2 po.mds/x‘t2 

(culculsted sbove). Tne beuas 
will be two feet apbrt. 

= 32 x 2 = 64 pounds/ft 

N7 = gg 2 layers 
Pressure due to wind is 4.8 : 
pounds/ft? (sbove). Tne 1astic 2 
is enchored to cords tied 
between the ends of the beaas 
which are ten feet long. 

R
 

i
 

     
        

       4.8 x 10 = 48 pounds/ft 

48 - < layers 
36 

    

So two layers of 6-3il poly 
should be sufficient.    

   

  

STrong - Polyethylene 1s usually 
comes est lengthwise -- 8S it 

off the roll, Crosssise 
strength nay be reduced 
or seums. So I orient 
its length across the su® 
timbers. There are much gLrongs 

er plustics aveilsble such us 

aylon relnforced vinal, D3% che. 
are heavier wad much coSTHER 

  

   
   py folds 

gt with 

porx’. 
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BE«MS SUPPORTING SURPaCING: 

If the beax is round (natural 
timber) I celculate the die- 
meter (Db required by using both 
the following formules and 
taking the larger answer: 

Dp = L)s_li‘# inches 

Ok p 
Db A\/LEE XY inches 

whichever is largar 

Dp is dimmeter of sound wood 
only, net including bark end any 
rot. W is weight per foot of 
length of beaan (cBlculated - - 

before). p gng i are strength 
of wood to bending snd hori- 
zontel sheer respectively, 

including sefety factors. Most 
conifers have values of B snd H 
greater than 500 end 20, respect- 
ively. Some broad-leaf trees 
(willow?) ere wesker (hpvendix 
3). L is length of the bean 

faffiects C and K depend on 
the mgnner in which a beasm is 
supported. Values for somne 
common conflgurations ere in the 
figures below. Loading is 
sassumed to be the seme st Bll 
points on & beem except for 

  

configurations 6 eand 7. (Q 1s 
used further on.) 

Configuration 1 --- besm support- 
ed on both ends.. C = 16.2 
K= 0.43 Q= 0.50 
— L >   
  

(= = 

i M 
Configurstion 2 -- beam support- 
ed in the middle, braced with 
ropes on both ends, force on 

both ropes not greeter then 
10%. of weight on beam. C = 17.0 
K = 0.52 Q =1.10 

o T i 
Configuration 3 -- Beam support- 

ed at one end end at a8 point 
three-tenths of length from 
other end. C = 5.5 K = 0.24 

= 0.28, 0.72 7 
s 4 € 0.3L 3 
ju 1 

oo 
Configuration 4 -- Beam support- 
ed at points tao-tenths of 
length from both ends. C = 2.6 

  

  
  

  
  

  

  

K = 0.25 C = 0.5 

& e o.2L 0.2L 

= e 
Configuration 5 -- Beam support- 
‘ed in niddle end 8t points 14% 

of length from eech end. @hen 
not losded the besm touches all 
three supports. C 
K = 0.16 C = 0.32, 036 0.32 

  
  

+ [« 0.14L 0.14L» 

] n ] 
Configuration 6 -- Beem support- 
ed on both ends. Loadling varies 

proportionate to distasnce from 
one end, from zero on one end to 
W po.mda par foot on the other. 
C = 7.5 = 0.29 C = 0.17, .33 

This conrlguration occurs in 

round structures with uniform 
losding on the roof. 

  

  

  

Configuration 7 -- Besm support- 

ed on both ends has concentrated 
loud in the middle. C = 19.3 

K = 0.43 ¢ = 0.50 (Note: the 
losa plugs into the formules as 

  

% x L, not just as W.) 
¥ x L 

([ )   i e 
and ‘e/‘ sre cl‘zlled 'cube 

root' and 'square root' For 
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example \3/8 18 2 (b suse 
2x 2x 2 =8) and 25 5 
(beceuse 5 x & = 25). Cuhed 
root and squsre root muy be 

obtalned from the following 
scales, off 8 slide rule, from 
@& book of muth tebles, or by 
triel and error. 

u n equnls—fl'a 
3 456789 100 20 30 S0 

:hen Vfi equalaJ 

1f'n équals 

  
7 n 3 2 345 10 35030 50 KO 25 3001000 

.5 
1 2 3 4 S5 86 7189710 

then Yn equals-* 

I celculete & triel value for 
the dismeter, then use this to 
calculate the weight of the 
besn per foot of lenkth with the 
formule: =D xD x 0.22 

I add this to #; to get the 
total welght per foot of length. 

Be = dp + wc 
If W is more than 10% greater 
than %, I recalculate D using 
W. I repeat this until u 
chenges less.then 10% from 
previous trisl. (If I need do 

this more than once, it inai- 
cates thut the confligurstion is 

inefficient. I redesign, using 

more points of support to 
reduce the diemeter required.) 

Welght of the beam equels length 
times welight per foot of length: 

L x #p 

  

Example 1 continued: 1s 64 
pounds per foot (calchEted 
before). Buppose the beem 1s 

10 feet long, is uniformly 
loeded, snd is supported &t 
points 2 feet from eech end 

88 shown in Configuretion 4. 
Therefore C = 2.8 end K = 0.25. 
The mood 1s not very strong with 

B =.500 end h = 20. Plugging 
into the formulss: 

10 x 10 x 2.5 x 64 

500 
Ok 

= \2/ 10 x ¢.28 x 64 
Dp * 20 

kfter dolng the multiplying snd 

dividing inside the root s 

lget: p =&/ or /3.3 
1 look up 8 on the n scele end 
resd 2.8 on tha squere-root-af-n 

scule. Likewise I firnd 34.3 on 
the n scele and teke the number 
et that point on the cubed-root- 
of-n scele, which is about 3.2. 

3.2 1s the lerger enswer so this 

aeuns the beem must hsve sound 
wood at least three &nd two 
tenthe inches in dlemeter. 1 
celculate its welight per foot: 

¥p = 2.2 x 3.2 x 0.22 = 2.2 
pounds per foot 

1 edd this to the welght 

supzorted by the beua to get 

totel weight: 

® = 2.2 4+ 64 = 66.2 pounds/ft 

Since this & less then 10% 
greeter then 64 1 need not 
recslculote D. 

*elgzht of the besan is 2.2 x 10 
= 22 pounds. Of course I allt 
not be sblie to find many trees 
exectly 2.2 inches in diemeter 

so muny of the betms will be 
somewhat heavier then 22 pounds. 

  

Post placement mbkes & big 

difference in dismeter reculred. 
If the beems were supported et 
the ends I would need & be&n ut 
letst 5.9 inches in.dlameter 
and weighing et least 77 pounds 

(celculstions not shown)}. 
Strength of wood has lese 

affect (with beems). If the 
wood «ere twice e8s strong 
roquired diemeter would go cown 

2.5 dnches. g4 fup 1 heve 
assuned thet the beums &re 
horizontsl and pressure upon 
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them 18 perpendiculsr to their 
length. Most often beams are 

slented for snow or condensetion 
run off end/or bsc&use one and 
rests on the ground. The slant 
mey be disregarded provided the 

besm is pot also & post or prop. 

(Por other ceses, see section 
further on.)   
POSTS SUPPORTING BEaMS: To cel- 

culate the verticel force (F) 
exerted on 8 post by the beem 
it supports, ?use the formule: 

fr=rxsxq 
L is the length of the besm &nd. 
W 1s totuol weight per foot of 
length of beum (&8s before). 
Velues of Q ere given for euch 

configurstion (previous illus- 
tretions). If more than one 
value of Q is given 1t meens 
thet the forces on the various 
poste will be different; the 
order of values 1s the sume &g 
the order in the illustration 
(left to right). ,roo cinding 
force on 6 post I calculate 1ts 
required dlemeter with fcrmules: 

pounds 

inches 

  

D, = 0.4 x L.p inches p 

1 take iG6rger answer. B 1s 
the benaing strength of the 
wood (8s before). These 
formules assume thut the pozt is 
round and ruirly streight 

(appendix 4). is diemeter 
of sound wood onfy excluding 

berk end rot. 1o g post s held 
only et the top e&nd bottom 

(ususl cese) Lp 45 the totsl 
length of the post, including 
portion underground. If & post 

is supoorted only by the ground 
and not braced &t all -- i.e., 
neitnel the top of the post nor 
whet it supports is guyed, I 

set L, ecual to twice the length 

of the portion above ground. 
If & post is very firmly breced 
or guyed with steel cébles at 
intermediete points in &ll 
directions (et least three guys) 
then Ly is the length of the 
longest unbraced section. 

With con- 
So the 

Exapple 1 continued: 

figuretion 4, G = C.5. 

force on esch post 1s: 

P = 10 x 66.2 x C.5 = 231 
pounds 

Suppose the post ‘is to be 

5 feet long, total leneth, &nd 

  

will be guyed at the top. B ls 

5CC, 8s before. 
2 

Ok 0.4 x 5 
Pp 500 : 

:\2/ 7.6 Ok 2 

= 2.8 Ok 2 inches. 

So the post must be 8t least 

2.8 Inches in diexeter. 

FCOTINGS: 1In rocky/gravelly 
s01ls I heve not had trouble 
with posts settling furtner into 

the ground so long as the bottom 
of ‘the post is bDelow frost line. 

SUSPENDED  KOPES skl raBnlCS: 

To celculete the tereion &t the 
suoport points of & uniforaly- 
loeded rope, I use the foroula: 

2 
T:&.xn’x\(sx., 

E 2 G xG x4+1 

S is horizontsl sepsretion in 

feet between noints of support. 
% 1s welght supported by rope 

in pounds per footu of s«zpsrstion 
of support points. G 1s verti- 
cal distence in feet by which 
the middle of the rope &8gs 

below the support points 

  

If the rope 1s feirly teut, I 

use this forrule even if the 
support polnts are st different 
helchts. (see anpendix 5).° In 
this cuse G is the vertical 
distance between the rope and & 

point hulfwey between the Two 
sucports (@s in the illustration 
above. 
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To calculiste the bresking 
strength required I multiply 
tension (T) by & fector of 
sefety of 2-to-10, depending on 
how destructive a fajlure would 
be and on the elesticity of tre 

rope. (an elsstic rope such as 
nylon will stretch some before 
bresking, incressing the sagz &nd 

thereby reducing the tension.) 

I use this seme foraule to cbl- 
culate the tenslon of plestic 

or cloth which is suspended. 
Here I use pressure per squere 
foot of plastic in plece of W. 
The unswer »ill be pounds ten- 
slon per foot-width of plasstic. 

Exeaple 2: &~ tent is rigged by 

laying polyethylene film over 8 

ridge rope and tying out the 
sides. The rope 15 braced over 
the tops of two poles, 15 fset 
spsrt. ks one-inch-wlde strip 

of 6-mil poly breuks with & pull 

of 10 pounds, ufter stretching 
considerably. 

1 

j@ 

views are 

¥ not to 
seme 

scale 

  

    

   

I assume thet snow wili slide 
off the plastic, so the greatest 
force will be due to wind. If I 
do not expect a8 sind faster than: 

20 aph: 

Py = 20 x 20 x 0.002 = 1.2 
pounds per foot2 

Tension in each foot width:of 
plastic: 

2 
T =4 x1.2x\/4x 4 a4 

4x 3 x 3 

= 10 pounds 

To calculate the intervels at 
which I must tle out the sldes, 
I %11l essume that each tle 
grips & 4-inch-«ide sweth of 

plastic (spproximetely true if 
the tie 1s around & one-inch- 
diometer rock). Since the 
plastic hss & strength of ten 
pounds per inch, the strength 
of euch tie will be 4 x 10 = 40 

pounds. 1f 1 want @ two-to-one 
safety factor I must tle to the 
plestic et intorvals of 40 
divided by (10 x 2] = 2 feet. 

~ small factor of ssfety is 
probsbly sufficient here becuuse 

fuilure will not result in 

Injury. 95 redesign this tent 
for stronzer #inds (desireble if 
it 1s to be used the year 
around: I would drap the plastic 

over three ropes a&nd znchor 
esch side firmly to the ground = 

With rocks. wach side of the 
tent msy pull on the ridge rope 
so I use 2 x 10 = 20 pounds for 
%. Force will prooably be less 
becouse the sides ure &t &n 
engle to each oLnLr ‘and because 

both, sides won't receive full 
wind force. Cslculeting tension 
in the roope: 

T = 15 x 20 x 

  

    

: 1150 counds 

W8Nt & three to cne safety 
need 8 rldge rope 

ng sctrength of 3500 
is & strong rope. 

    

anich pounds , 
I cen reduce tension in the rove 
by sliowing grester sag or by 
edding & brece in the 'nlfldlc of 

thejtenty If the poste 

    

(0 ¢ 
erva\:l e essamption 

1{ the zuy ropes incline to the 
norizontel &t less then 439), 
and are 6 feet long end of wood 
with B aqual to 500, thne diaa- 
eter reoulired is: 

2] 

  

150 OR 0.4 X & 

   



     
   

Ok 2.4 inches 

cut posts which &re at 
inches in diemeter. 

Dp = 5.1 

So I must 
least 5.1 

    

RETAINING WaLLS: & post which 

.18 part of & well holding buck 
dirt beers losds similaer to a 
been 1n Confliguration 6 und is 
ceélculated the sume wuy. 

Exsmple 3: A retsining well is 
formed by posts 2 feet apart 
supporting cross ropes 5 inches 
apert at the bottom which in 
turn brece polyethylene film. 

It holds back dirt 3 feet deep. 

brece ropes 

  

The soil pressure at the top is 

zero. If the soll =eighs 100 
pounds per cubic foot, pressure 
at the bottom ia: 

P =100 x 3 -= 300 pounds/ft2 
The cross ropes ere spaced 

five twelvths of o foot spsrt so 

We= 300 x 5 = 125 pounds per 

12 foot 

If 1 use 6 mil plastic, number 

of layers required at bottoa ie 

N = 125 = 4 layers 
36 

Part way up the wall, where 
pressure is less, I usy econom- 
ize by reducing the number of 
layers or outting the cross 
ropes further apart. If I do 
the latter at 14 feet depth the 
ropes mey be 11 inches spert, 

€% If I leave enough slack in 
the rope so that it will seg in- 
ward 5 inches (; foot) between 
posts: 

$5 24— < 

-2;x25x,2/232 +1 
2 4x L x 

< 279 pounds 

filth & sufety factor of two, 

1'11 need rope with a breaking 
strongth of 8t least 535 
pounds. This should be suf- 
ficient safety fuctor because 
any stretch of the rope will 

increese ség und reduce 

tenslon.  gince the post s 
1like 8 beum 1n configurstion 6, 
C = 7.5 snd K = 0.29. 3Strength 

of the wood is as before. 
Seberation (S) is 2 feet &nd 
pressure 8t the bottom is 
200 pounds/ft 

% = 300 x 2 = 600 pounds per 
foot of length of post 

3 
D:\/3x3x7.5x600 =43 

L 500 4 
Oh 

D= 3 x0.29 x 600 - 
20 

S0 I'll select timbers which 
ere at leust 5.1 inches in 
dismeter. Stince the posts are 
verticel 1 do not $nclude their 

weight. celeuleting forces 
ropes § in Ccnfig- 
0.17 ©nd 0.33. 

For 
on the brace 
uration 6 1is 

Force on the bottom rope: 

P = 2 x 600 x 0.33 = 600 pounds 

(Force on the bottom rope 1s 
slightly greaster then that be- 

cause 1t 1is engled, sssuming the 
s0il tukes no loed at all.) 
LUnless the bottoa of the post is 
enbedded among lurge rocks I do 
not depend on the soil to hold 

e ¥1th & safety fuctor of 3, 
I'11 need & rope et tne botton 
having & breacing strength of 
1800 nounds snd & rope 8t the 
top «ith 8 strength of 900 
pounds. (Culculations for top 
rope not shown.) 
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POSTS SUPPOKIING BCTH BEAMS s»ND 
RETAINING WaLiS: I calculate 
the diameter for each use con- 
sidered separately, then choose 

the larger. If the post hes 
any curvature, 1 POSITION IT SO 
SO THaT THE CCNVEX (outwsrd 
curving) SIDE IS TOwahD THE 
DLKT being held buck. (See 
figure in exsaple 2.) This way 
the eft'ects of the side load 
counterécts the effects of the 
top loed. 

Exeqple &, continued: The posts 
8180 support the besms in 
example 1. &»s previously cul- 
culated, beam support requires 
thet the posts be ot least 2.8 
inches in dismeter; for retaln- 
ing walis, posts must be 8t 

least 6.1 inches in diazeter. 
So I use timbers ot least 6.1 
inches in diemeter. 

INCLINED TIMBERS SUPPOKTING EaCH 
OTdER: T calculate each timber 
68 8 betn end 8s B post support- 
ing other beams, then choose the 
larger vslue. The force (Pp) 

I use for calculsting post 

diameter is: I 

  

P x L £x.tb 

P 1s the force the timber would 
exert If supported by a verticsl 
center post. L i¢ length of 
timber and E is difference in 
elevation of its ends. (g, vion: 

Porces msy be much larzer in 
this configuratlon tren 1f beams 
rest on verticzel posts. And the 
less the slope of the besms, the 
GRznTeK the forces. The bottom 
end of esch timber must be 
SECURELY aNCHOKED -- else it will 

push out and the structure will 

collapse iy ooend addition 
of & center post for safety if 
the timbers &snd whet they support 
&re heasvy enough to déauge some- 

one underneath, and if slope of 
the tizbers is less than 43° 
(less thun one foot elevation for 
each foot on the level). 

Exsmple 4: The mein frame of & 
square structure consists of four 
ten-foot-long timbers xhich butt 
together 8t the top. The top 
ends are 4 feet higher trun the 
bottom ends. TFach besm, bt its 

bottom end, supports 10 squere 
feet of surfece per foot of beua 
length. The surfacing materials 

end cover weligh 32 pounds per 
souarefoot.’ Strength of the wood 
is B = 500 end H = 20. 

P_ = 555 x 10 * 1390 pounds 

PUE S 
ach 

T force is @pplied by @ ] 

t:lxtger to the timbar oppaslfo 

Dismeter recuired 8s 8 post: 

D, = 2/11.5 x 1390 =R 

5 500 
Ok 

; 

Dp = 10 x 0.4 = 4 inches 

So 7.9 inches is sufficient 

diumeter, provided thet e 

timbers tre straight or T o 

positioned with sny curvetu 

upward. | rhe rorce exerted on 
d of 

the soil by the bottoa en 

esch timber is 2760 pounds® 

(calculations not shown).  The 

weight of the main timbers can 

be reduced by using :ore ?I‘ 2 

. But, unless there 1S 

;:::s of distributing the center 

forces evenly emong the tlmbers 

(such us podding) each timber 

nust be capuble of bearing the 

trusts of sll opposite timbers 

and thus must be 8t least 5.7 

inches in dlsmeter. (This 1s 

snother problem that would be 
avo'‘ded by using @ center post.; 

If 1 used 8 mnin timbers instesd 
of 4, I could reduce the mininum 

dismeter of each to 6.3 inches, 
giving @ minimum weight of 87 

pounds (celculetions not shown) . 

If I add a center post, 1t must 
support the vertical forces 
epplied by ell four (or however 
many)besms: 555 x 4 = 2220 lbs. 

Dp = 2/ u_sgg 2220 7.1 inches 

SCncE MCDELS: If bullding one, 
1 recelculate for the smzsller 
size, Keeping the stresses &nd 

sefety fectors the ssme. I 

don't siaply multiply ull 
dimensions by the scele. (4 
cresture the shape of a daddy 

long legs but the size of &an 
elephant couldn't stend.) 

  

  

Exenole_4 continued: Suppose I 

ea building 8 hslf-scale model 
-- main beams to be 5 fest long. 
Since snoafall, etc., will be 

the seme I sasume the seme 
welght per square foot of cover- 

ing moterisls (1.e., I do pot 
scale the welght of cover). 

    

We = 5 x 32 = 160 

Lz 3/5x5x%x7.5% 

= 4 inches 

So I cén halve the diameter of 
the 28in timbers &nd have thre 

center post recoanmendedB88me stress. (If 1 had hslved 
but not included the covering zeteriels, I sould 

s in celculstionsheve to reduce the tiaber dia- 

e 
\ 

7 
L 
cross sectlon 

Considered s besms, the timbers 
are in Conflguretion 6, so 

C 18 7.5 and K 1s 0.29. ‘%elght 
per foot of ‘beam (peximum, st 
bottom end) is: 

Jig = 10 x 32 = 320 pounds/ft 
Calculating dismeter: 

L= /1O S B IR TSGR RSE0k .o 
500 3 

Ok 
Doz /10.x 0:29 x 320 . 6.8 

500 

Welpht of timber per foot: 

fp 7.9 x 7.9 x .22 = 1.7 

Totul welght per foot: poinzs 

K = 320 + 1&.7 = 354 pounds/ft 

Since. this 1s less then 10% 
lerger then #c diameter need not 
be recalculsted. 

  

Totul welght 
of timper (minimum) is: 

13.7 x 10 = 137 pounds 

which is hesvier then desiruble 
for eusy handling. If euch 

besm rested on & vertical center 
post, force exerted on it 

(& 1s 0.17, Configuration 6) is: 

F 210 x 324 x 0.17 = 555 pounds 
But the supports are not vertical 
so I culculate: 
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meters to less then one-half.) 

fpoepdix 1: The best .est Cosst 
sources we have nesrd of for 
plastic and rope: .Plastic Saies 
Inc., 863 Folsom St., Ser Fran- 
cisco, CA 94107 cuoted (late '71) 
320 for one 100-foot roil of 
20-foot wtde 6 all thick clear 
polyethylene film. Prantz 
Enterprises, 10907 Inglessod 

~ve., Inglewood, Calif. sells 
alll ends of poly rope &nd cord, 
varlous colors and guages, for 
31 per pound or =50 per hundred 
(eurly '72); &lso sells regular 
rolls :: feirly low prices. 
Prices are f.o.b. 

  

appendix 2, surfecing: Tne fora- 
ula for calculeting layers of 
polyetnylene ussumes that the plbstic hus & sag (G) eaua) to 
40% of the separation betaecen supports (S) (see section on 
susoension). Even if nyl- 
ene 1s Initlully oyt pgrl\yeé:zlt 1t will ususlly stretch snd saq' dnder load rether then tear, Tre fornule essumes u bresking strength of ebout 10 pounds for a one-inch-atde strip of 6 mi], 
To deteraine tne strength 
febric, cut & 14 inch fl;eogt;\ Narrow it to one inch Gt one b pluce. Tle one end to & branch 8nd the other end to u pe 11 Graduelly lond the e 
Gra the pall wit until the strip breaxs. (Ngtsoi}‘ the strip stretches per 
ing.) ‘Velsh 
8subtract welgl 

k ore break- 
loaded puil ang e 
Nt of empty pai), 
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3, beums: Woods com- 

ufif‘?gfifi in construction Tange 
T,c, strength from douglas-fir 

#ith bending strength (B) of 

1200 pounds per inch? and horjy e 

zontal shear strenzth (H) of 40 

pounds per inch? to eastern i 

hemlock with B of 800 and H of 

20. These values essume that 

the wood 1is often wat, has mq et 

1al CracKks for two-thirds of ity 

diemeter (11lustration below) 
which mostly ei'fects H, and a ‘ 

safety fector of tnree (douglas. 
fir, for example, probedbly will 

breax with 8 bending stress of 

about 2600 pounds). For 

strength of other woods, consult 

a construction hendbook &and/or 

test seaples -- loading until 

they breek, then celculsting 

backwards. Tne two different 
forrules for dismeter (D)con- 
sicer two different ways a 
besn cen feil. If the foraula 

containing B gives the lerger 

‘enswer, the besa will p}"ob&hly 

feil by bending -- breax in the 
middle. If the formule contain- 

ing H gives the l(arger answer, - 

the beem will probebly feil by 
horizontal shesr -- the wood. 

will split neer one end, then 
bresk. The first mode of fail- 
ure is most likely with long, 
slender beems, the second with 
short, hesvily loaded beams. 

        

   

  

       
   

  

    

  

        

    

      

      

    
     

     

        
   
    

     

    

   
     

     
    
    

  

   
    

  

     Configurstiona 2, 3 end 4 have 

the posts &t optizum points 
(essaning uniform besmns). For 
exadple, with Configuration 2, 
if the post is less than or 
more then three-tenths of the 
length froam the end, C &nd K ¥ 
%111 increase ond & lerger dia- # 
peter beem will be recuired. { 
To celculate C and K for other A 
configurations, see & mechenics ¥ 
of peteriuls textbook. 4 Know- b 
ledze of integrsl calculus will 

be helpful. 7pe rorauls for 
welght of timoer B8ssuzes woad 

welghtng 40 pounds per footd 
such @s dry dougles fir. Coxnzon 

structurel woods range from 30 ph- 

to 60 when seasoned; more wnen N 

green.  The formulas ussume 4 
unifora diemeter. But natural 3 
tiobers tuper from one end to 

    

    

   
     

   

    

     

    

       
   
   
    

  

   
    

the other. To be conservative » 
I would choose & timber whose ¢ 
dianeter at ell supcort points - 
is &t least us large 8s the [ 

  

required dismeter. If a timber 
is most apt to feil becsuse of 
insufficient benalng strength 

(the diameter formule contéin- 
ing B zlves the lerger answer), % 
the timber'ls probably safe if % 
diemeter ='dany Detwesn SUDDONLS B 

least required aiameter 3 
even if diemeter st one support 

s & little less, provided there 

is not much overhang (Configur- 
&tions 1, 6 or 7). For s long 

Spen without interzediate 
sipports, & truss made of sever- 
el timbers anc cables will be 
lighter than & single beam. In “ 
ay work I nuve found 1t siampler ! 
to vdd intermedicte sucports. 

S 
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- 

redlel crecks 

Appendix &, posts: assumptions 
:n‘.cr 1 zsde in derivingz the 
foraulss for post dismetern: 

(1)  =iiHER post is short (less thbn ten times its diemeter)snd 
hus eccentricity of loaaing equul to irs dlemeter OK post is long (but less than 25 times its 
diezeter) wnd has eccentrictity of lotding equal to * of its diedeter. 2ne combinution of i POSt curveture und loud off- center which hus eccentricity €qual to tre diemeter is shown 3 8bove. Curved posts should be S@wed 80 thet the load rests 
Neur the ronvex side so thet ‘ésgeuort‘»cn:n:er counteracts ) ture (as 5hlo~n). ‘he load- 

\hg on & short rost can be égcxensnd (or diemeter for ® 1 ‘lngu?; losd decressed) seversl it the post is streight, Rl e load is carefully cen- S 4nd distributed on top of e rost (possibly by heavy 
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pedding), end the post is only 
u post, not aleo & retaining 

wall. In this cese the formula 
for post dismeter is: 

2 
Dp ® Cn inches 

G= !~ allowable compression 
rellel to grein. For most 

woods Cn 1s sbout % of B. 
(2) Poat hes free ends. While 
one snd mey be burled, the cirt 
around it may yleld when wet, so 

I don't devend on it for 
stiffening the post. Effect ol 
a fixed end 1s significant only 

on & long post- 

Appendix 5, suspension. I never 
calculated suspension forces 

before writing this article, 
oeinly because I had not built 
sny susopension structures in 
which a failure would be very 
depeging. Wind hes ripped out 
ons or two tles in each of sev- 
ere]l sm2ll open-sided tents 
which were protecting supplies; 

other ties, the ridge rope &nd 

the supplies underneath xeot 
the plastic in positicn. Now 
that I've fircured out formulss, 
1 intend to calculate before 
building anything I expect to 
use for more then & few deys. 

If the suspension toints &re at 
different elevetions: 

ThaT x\/1+(4.x 2 x A x_A) 
A4 (3 xZx4) 

Z220x6 A=(1+_E_>X(I+L) 
S xS 4x0, 4x0 

T, is tenslon on higher support. 

T s tension celculeted neglect- 
ing difference in elevation. 
S is horizontel seperation of 
suspension points, E is 
difference in elevetion of 
suspensdion points, and G is =ag 
of the middle, &s before. 

T will be less than Tp provided 
that G is less then: S —~ E 

2 4 

Tension 8t the lower support is 
less then T in all cases. 

1 have essumed thet the loadlng 
is uniforn per horizontsl dis- 
tance rether than per length of 
rope. This best aporoximates 
most situstions I have encoun- 
tered end results in eesier 
math. The two different essump- 
tions give eappreciably different 

results only if sayg 1is very 
large. 

,WARMTH WITHOU T FIRE: \ 
COMPLETE PLANS FOR 

$55 FOAM HUT 

by Rayo 
For seversl nonths during the 
pest two winters, Heelan anc I 
aslept, ete, read, wrote, telked, 
loved and grew sprouts in & hut 
built of polyurethsne foem. Qur 

foen hut mede the cifference 
between borely existing end 

being werm and comfortaole 
during wet, cold weather, which 

1s often the wemther in Siski- 

yous from Nov. thru Merch. 

The fosm hut some#whet resecbles 
a gilant sleeping bug but has 

wslls stiff enough to hold & 
definite shape. Aand, most 
izportant, en occupsnt is co:- 
pletely inside &nd breathes in- 

side -- diffusion thru the foam 

is sufficient to keep the inside 

dry ond the eir breathable. 

This solves the bigegest problea 
of traditionsl bedding -- the 
need to lesve ut least & nose 
out to breathe, and put @n &rz 
out to eat or reod. This 

design* 1s laree enough for two 
6-foot adults plus either a 
44-foot child or quite & few 
books, dishes &nd clothes P 

(Figure 1). Length is 81 feet. 
w1dth snd heishLth teper from 5k 
by 24 Bt the heed end to 1% by 
1 feet &t the foot. also shown 
sre verious possible configurat- 

{ons of occupents. The head-end 

height. is sufficient to sit on & 
cushion und work on 8 low teble. 

%ith the hut shielded frcm wind, 
and with door end window closed, 

inside &ir will be about 400 to 
500F warmer then outside bir 
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with two edults, hslf that with 
one. (Warming will depend on 
size and activity of occupants 
end on smount of pedding under- 
neath.) In the shede with door 
wide apen, warming with two 

adults is ebout 10°P. Thus, 
with ean outside temperature 
range oetwseen 10° and 650, two 
people enjoy inside air between 
509 and 750 -- ccamfortable for * 
most activities. In colder 
westher or for one person ilone, 
the hut suffices for sleepipg 

provided & sleeping bag or 
plenty of blenkets are used 

inside.  yaterjals cost about 
£55. One person cen build the 
hut in one day but some steps in 

the assembly are essler with 
two. The hut welghs ebout 20 
pounds. 

  

  

MODEL: I recommend first 
building & 1:6 scele model 27 c 
(2 inches oquals one foot) out 
of newspaper. This will show 
the cuts and joins to be made 
end perhops suggest chenges to 
better fit your individual 27 5 

needs. Newapsper at 1:6 scule 
is nowv @s stiff, proportionately 
8s is ordinsry two-inch foem, 8o B 

if 8 model holds its shape, the 

sctual hut probubly #ill. 4&lso 
meke rough models of people and 40 36 

things which will go inside. 

If the hut will be built of 76 
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Pigure 3 

  by 54 inch sheets, begin the 18 
model but' cutting newapuper into 
124 by 9 sheets. Make every cut 
and join 8s you will for the 
Bctual hut. Joln with blts of 22 
tape. P 

  
  

  

MATERI~LS for the besic hut (not 13 
Ifncluding windows}: 108 sguere 6 
fect of two-inch-thick poly- 
urethane open-cell elsstic fo&m 

welghing Bbout 3 ounces per 

square foot (the lightest of the 3g . 

three welghts of foem in Sear's 
cetalog), and two qusrts of fosm > |18 
cement. Poam 1s 10st commonly 
sold in 76 by 54 inch sheets for 
mattresses, in which case buy 26 

four full sheets. (& 54 by 54 4} 
inch piece will be left over 3 

      
Figure 6 
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which cen be used for extra : 
pedding undernesth or for Alndow 4% 

The fosm MUST be open 5 
Test 

  

fremes.) 
cell inorder to 'breathe’. 
& plece by blowing thru it. 
Besides Sears &nd Wards, many 
stores listed in the yeliow 

Plgzure 8 Figure 9 

canopy} 
— 

  

peges uncer 'plaatic' sell fosm fioo 
and cezent. Test a cexment on -side vi 
S o, GO ol e TG e ahen EdleY 
is proper, the foem will tesr v Figures 10 ienis e .d‘vll : 
before the cement gives way. s ew e ew 

1 have used & special rubber «plastic washar crosssection  Figures 11 

cement costing $6 per gallon. > R 9 o 7 
o not gut fosn o= 

For & door I suggest 8 2 by 3 81l the #By thru q 

foot plece of styrofosm 8t cord Figure 13 
least an inch thick, preferably 
two inches. Scrap styrofosm can 

often be found at motorcycle 
dealers (Japonese motorbixes ure 
shipped in crates made of it ). 
If styrofosm can't be obttined, 

pleces of foem left over froa 
the hut csn be used. Anotner 
possibility: use twq sheets of 

plexiglass, with an inch spucirg 
between, to mBke & door ahich 1is 
&8ls0 & storm window. For & 

screer door use & 23 by 3 foot 
plece of nylon mosouito netting, 

curtein materianl, or other fine- 
meshed plastic screening. 

1 use & felt marker for zsr<ing, 
eny long-bleded kitchen knife 
for cutting foam (with & sewirg 
gotion), & 1 to 2 inch wide 
paint brush for applying cement, 

and a slzzors for cutting 

screening. 

DIEECTICONS: sccurscy witnin 

one-querter inch ‘s sufficlent. 

~ pilece not ocuite the rignt size 

can be stretched or compressed 
slightly to fit. Cut one full 

sheet into pleces A, B and C 

(Figure 2).  Glge » onto one 
end of & full sheet FDF (Plgure 

3). Cut off pieces E and P. 

CUREL RGN G Sl Glue G onto the other side of KJK 

Glue pleces E together ulone (Pizure 5). Cut off pleces K and 
thelr cut edges to form & rec- L. BCBJG is the cenopy of the 

tangle (Figure 4).  Giye B hut.  prom & full sheet (or from 
pleces onto the ends of C a 22 by 54 inch plece) cut 

pleces (Rigure 6). 

SHELTER 

side view ® 
T\ flgure 14 

¥ 

A plestic 
' overtent. 

/ tle 
/ out 

plan view 

cross plece 
plustic:    

      

  

Pigure 16 

(Pigure 5). Glue ECB onto one 
side of full-sheet KJK. Cut EE 

to form @ end H (Rigure 4). 

Glue one 
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    Figure 12 

   
   

  

    

  

KEY. 

  edge ——— 
edge hidden froa view - — - — 

cut 
glue v o+ o iowu L sene s 
61l dinensions are in inches 

  

side of the canopy, & foot or so 

at a time, to one side of the 
floor of the hut (Figure 7). 

Cut plece H lengthwise into 
strips K,S,T (Figure 8). Glue 

the other side of canopy to 
the floor. This will be eas- 
jest if there are several asais- 
tunts. 1f not, first tie or prop 
the canopy 1n approximate 
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position. Glue & foot or two &t 
8 time (Pigure 9). ol analK 

plece onto the foot end of the 
hut (Pigure 1C). after glue 
sets cut off K flush with the 
outside of the hut. COnv e tie 

head end a8s desired, using props 
and welghts. (A somewhBt peaked 
roof end sloped sides provide 
the most henod room for someone 
sitting. & flat roof &end sides 
curving to vertical provide the 

most storage room 8t the sides.) 
Glue both P pieces onto the head 
end of the hut (Figure 11). 

Cut R and S to fit and glue onto 

the head end (Pigure 11). Tnese 
are attached so thet thelr 4} 
inch sides &re horizontal. 

Glue the T pleces on esch side 
of the opening, flush with the 

edges of P (Figure 12). if e 

sonewhat peaxed roof is desir- 
ed, an additional piece ebove 
R and between P and P may be 

necessary to hold trnis shape. 
This piece can be formed from 

SCT8P:  pryn P oand T to within 
an inch or two of the cenopy 

(which gives most stiffening), 
flush #ith the canopy, or how- 
ever you like for appearance. 

Trin door sbout one inch wider 
and one-hslf Inch hizher than 

the opening for snug fit. If 
oolyurethane fosm is used for 

the door, glus extro strips of 
foam around its edge for stiff- 

eing-  pgbricete & screen 
door out of costhanzer wire and 
netting. Fold the netting over 
the wire and sew. Save the 

lorger scraps of foam for window 

framing 8nd for additional 

reinforcepent of the heed end, 
should this prove desirable. 
Small pieces may be chopped up 
to meke stuffing for piliows. 

Allow hut to eir thoroly before 
occupyling; cexment fumes 8re 

toxic. 

WINDO#S: I suggest trylng out 

the hut without windows, then 
edding u#s desired. The foam 
itself passes considerable light 
at first, but derkens some with 
sge. The best locetions for 
windows deoend on tne rein- 
cshelter within which the hut is 
used end the direction it faces. 
Windows located at the heed end 
will interfere least aith roll- 
ing (for trensporting). Ry 

transparent, Cfiexible plestic 
may be used for windows; prefer- 
8bly & meterial which will en- 
dure _sunllght. Weke windows 

sm8ll, round &nd spaced fer 

apart so as not to weaken the 
hut e&nd cause seg. For an 
B8-inch window, cut the opening 
8 inches in dlsmeter on the 
sutside end sbout 8% inches on 
the inside by angling the &xnife. 
This tapers the cutout plece &nd 

8llows it to be reinserted 
easily and snugly fronm the in- 
side for gretter waramth et 
night. This plece may be left 
attached to the hut by &n uncut 

flap of foem, end held buck by 
6 loop of cord when light is 
wented. Tne plastlc washers, 
which prevent the cord from 

pulling thru the foom, may be 

cut from scraps of window-pane 
aaterisl (Pigure 13). . 

12-inch dianeter plece of ples- 

tic for & onecne. Cut a collar 
(doughnut) of foam with 8 end 9 
inch inside disneters (tsvered) 
end et least 16 inches outside 

Pirure ,4). . diemeter ( B e ens 
psne over the open!ng on the 
outside of the nut and the 

collsr over tne pene. Glue the 
collar to the hut. The glue 
probably won't sdhere to the 
pane but the collsr sill hold it 
in place (Pipure 15). 1f duy- 

time temperatures ure often low, 
1 would 8dd & storm sindow by 
glulng on & second pene &nd 
coller (Figure 16). 

OVER-SHELTER: To xeep one warm 
and dry, the fosm hut must pe 
ghel tered froa rain, snow, dew 
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and wind: « sxzall tent can te 
rigzed out of polyethylene film 
(see Fizure 17, slso artlcle 
this issue). s 24 by 16 foct 
plece can be formed into 8 low 
tent 16 feet long by 7 feet 
wide -- large snough to contain 

the hut and provide 8 6 by 7 
foot sheltered ares beyond the 

fefdgends Rig the over-shelter 
et lesst 6 Inches above the 
surfece of the hut so that 
moisture will evaporate. During 
wet weatner when the hut is 
occupled for long periods, drop- 
lets of water condense on the 
outsids of the upper portion of 

the hut, however the inside nhes 

Eensinediany. Shede the fosm 
hut from direct sunlight anich 
disintesrates foem -- about one- 
fourth inch & year. The hut 
will lest longer end stay clean- 
er If the outside i3 covered 
with cloth (we heven't). Tne 
cloth must be permeable, pot 
weterproof. & dark cloth will 

o8lso provide black-out (dim-out 
et least) when a2 light 1s used 
inside &t night. 

FOUNDATION: FExtre padding 

underneath increases both coa- 
fort &nd wermth -- welght com- 
presses foam, reducing lnsulat- 

lon effect. & plece of foam 
4 by 4 feet by 2 lnches is 
sufficient; 4 inches 1s bpetter, 

especially if what the hut sets 
on 1s luapy. Place the pad 
beheath the hut from shoulders 
to knees, which 1s where zost 
welght rests. ©Cr use dry moss 
or leaves or gress with scraps 
of cloth between it and the foemn 
so that small particles do not 

WOrk their way into the foem. 

If the hut and podding rest 
directly on & ground plastic, 

body molsture wnich diffuses 
thru the bottom will condense on 
the cool ground plastlc end 

crecte domp spots. At e 
texnporary ceamp durlng fair wea- 

ther the bottom may be dried off 
by rolling the hut onto its side 
for purt of euch day. At & 

more-gerssnent camp I bulld & 

platfora out of recently-desd 
logs end branches 6 inches or 
more soove the ground. This 

8lso kKeeps the hut dry during 

heevy rains when water may run 
along the ground. I put rocks 

down first for leveling &nd 

stabilizing tne logs, then I lay 

down & plece of plastic. I put 
down three logs 4 inches in 
dismeter or larger, asngled to 
match the taper of the hut. 

(Three main logs rether thsn two 
aliows the use of sxsller &nd 
curvier cross pleces.) 1 place 
cross pleces sbout 2 inches 

apurt, using 1} to 2 inch 
diameter pleces (not counting 
bark) from the heed end to tne 
hip srea, szsller pleces &t the 
foot. 1 do not debark lozs out 

1 smooth off sherp oranch stubs. 
On top of the cross pleces go 
fine brunches, dry ferns, 

leuves, etc., then scrup cloth, 
then foem pads If eny, snd then 
hut (Flgure 17). 

B=DUING: 
sheets &nd 

foem nut. 

“We have used regulsr 
blan<ets insice the 

Bed-strelghtening 
chores mey be reduced by cuatting 

and sesling two sheets together 
intc a tapered envelope (we 

naven' t). 

ThaNSPOAT: I remove the door (if 
5-17¢) end anything in the hut, 
then roil up, sterting at the 

foot. I wrap & tarp aroura it 
tnd tie in several piaces. Tne 
bundle 1s bulky but cackpacs- 

uble. sfter unrolling I put & 
couple of branches inside es 
props to speed restorution of 
shape. 2ur hut has been trans- 

ported tour times this wey wltn- 
out epparant domage. 

anTIPICIAL LIGHT aND HEGT: 

1s highly flempable. Be very 
careful with flame. #e have 
used & xerosene lantern altnin 
ours without trouble; leaving 

the door partway open for ven- 

tilation. 

Foum 
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hut differs 
Tne heed end 

ner then 
dth 1s 42 

# Cur present fosm 

rom this design- 

{5 tyllndricul ratl 

corical (meximum ¥1 

feet) -- not as':;i 

and 1s further 
4 

openings in the sides rort'rzao 

and windows. 1 sdded eXETS . 

oieces wround the door L 

dow for stiffening but, eags i 

the cylxndrh:a) portion sl s 

not braced. To brace it s 

two cords from the \:og wc 

ridge rope of the over r.en“-lg . 

Other shortcomings: clos L 

side door snugly 18 dlfrlc:la, 

& side door 1s not compa\:a 1o 

with a minimal size over-.er)x i 

the muximun helght (2 feet Ao 

not quite enough for confort oL 

eitting. The design here mh- 

sttempt to correct these pro 

lexms. 

& WARMTH WITHCUT FIRE: R 

STEPHENSON'S TENT LINER 

review by Rayo 

  

“Aunique new insulating liner, now being 
mode for the Warmlite tents,eliminates ll—_»e 

need for sleeping bogs. The unit hangs from 
the tent and provides @ warm insulated com= 

partment for two, equivalent to two down 

bags with 4.8 of insulation, yet is fully ad- 

justable for warmer weather. Pa|yefhef foom 

pads underneath provide bottom insulation 

and comfortable padding. ... The packed 
bulk is less than a single down Bog.... The 
Filmgop insulation consists of 10 layers of 
aluminized plastic film with 3/4 inch air- 
gops between layers, The unit is construct= 
ed like @ small wall tent hanging from the 
tent frames. An oversize end closure ot 

the neck end permits the user to sleep with 
head outside of the liner, but inside the 
tent, thus eliminating need for a hood. 
The neck closure may be regulated for any 
“amount of ventilation for warmer weather 
use, being tied completely open at cbout 
60°F. When not needed during the day, 

the liner con be easily detoched at the 
front end and folded into the back end of 

the tent thus making the full tent space 
available for use. “The wind stobility of 

the tent assures only convection free air 
between the film layers, thus providing 
efficient insulation," Welght of liner 

plus pads is obout 6 1/4 pounds; price is 
$200 f.o.b. Stephenson's Model 7 tent, 
needed to support the liner, is 5162 
(according to catalog received late 1972). 

The cbove is all the information on Filmgap 
that is in Stephenzon's catalog; several 
questions asked were not answered, inglud- 
ing: Con one breath within the liner, or 
MUST one's head be left out ? The inside 

dimensions of the liner were not stated 
but, calculating from dimensions of Model 
7 tent, it may be about 45 inches wide by 

30 inches highs  oseq on Stephenson's 
chart for down insulation, Filmgap pro- 
vides about 55° of warming with fwo 
people inside and would be sufficient, 

3 10| by itself, down to 20°F, Apparentiacvens= 

tages compared to a foam hut: maokes o 
much more compoct bundle for backpack- 
ing; less weight; ready mode. Apparant 

ges: opoque; expensive. 
Stephenson's address is 23206 Hatteros St , Woodlond Hills, Calif. 91364, 1, " 
log gives the impression that Stephenson's 
equipment (including sleeping bags and 
pack frame) is well designed for lightwejight 
overnight camping. 

s REBUILDING j 
by Al Fry 

y i passed Moabile living started for me the da: 
a car lot which hed o dilopidated $150 
travel trailer which i couldn't pass up for the 
price. | pulled it post haste to o friend's 
secluded orange orchard and decided that 
this sure might be the way to 
problem of rent. 

  

  

solve the 
One thing led to onother and we wound up pulling that trailer of] over sunny Southern California, often 

sagging from the overload of junk of ietsam 
Prf:fly soon i got tired of trying to find ] suitable free spots to leove it while explor- 
ing on area or working, 0 we went on to an ancient U.P,S, truck which should h solved the problem but didn't, What it ::: 
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was point out the many mechanical 

|ems one could run mh._ ing 1 ! 

i hope that what scont bit of experience : 

later piled vp will help someone else gojng | 

the same path.  Several s]rep-vam l:t.l,! 

*(ly figured i hod my ultimate vehicle 

5:::");0!3 interceded ogain and i had a mate 

with a son and dogs. Well, fo i’wfl"en the 

story, i laid ouf Gbout 1500 bills w;'}: 

trembling fingers and beccm'e H:e hesitant 

wemer of @ gigantic 35 foot 48" Crown bus 

Vans are cne 1Mng.bu' flat-front buses or, 

omething else 08I0 Over the next six. 

months or so we gained o lot of savvy on 

just how cheap one of these things can % 

together and still be presentable. The finst 

surprising bit of tuck was leaming that one 

can vsually get seconds c:ld left overs from 

the trailer ond camper builders who seem 1o 

be scattered all over S. Calif. Poneling 

for instance never ran us over a dollar a 

sheet andthe more expensive hardware |ike 

sliding volve toilet, small water heafer, 

and stove were usually less than a fourth 

of the new cost. An initial trip to our 

Jocal dump quickly supplied us with the 

2 x 4's and insulation to get things under-~ 

way. (52.a load is average scavenging 

rate.) Most of the lesser hardware come 

from swop meets where many trailer foctory 
workers Erought a lot of miscellaneous, and 
persons often unloaded unique geor from 
the past. Prize possessions on the ‘unique’ 
Jist were one brass lever-handle water pump 
to supplement the electric jobby ond various 

picces of antique hardware ond bric—a-brac. 

| have olways searched high and low to get 
my hands on good stainless steel tanks for 
putting under my vans, but i stumbled 
ocross a real winner when i found out about 
the industrial Teflon-lined barrels now in 
use. These barrels can be found in 25 or 
50 gallon sizes, ond for a few dollars you 
have a rustproof first—lass water or holding 
tank. Any industrial section of a large 
city will have scads of them around and 
some of the big buses will have enough room 
undemeath to put the big 50 gallon jobs. 
| used heavy strap iron cradles to hold them 
ond connected little electric pumps to them 
although i am about to replace this constant 
line pressure pump with o constant barrel 
pressure air pump which will use less 
to push a given amount of water. They are 
a little more troublé free as a bonus. We 
used some surplus transparent hose to hook 
up all the faucets. | have found that ordin- 
ary garden hose s too chintzy and rubber 
taints all the water that goes through it. 
Camper supply stores have a good cheap 
hose, 1 had given copper some thought but 
one good accidental freeze would have 
split it open and who can afford copper. 
I have insulated pipes and tanks but didn't 
on the bus in hopes o half-filled round 
tank wouldn't split and the very flexcble 
clear stuff would give enough. G rally 
speaking i have found that the more ingul- 
ation one con get UNDER er rig the better. 
The sides and top should get insulated but 
often the factory insulation will suffice IF 
one puts a layer of something over the 
metol interior. Wood paneling does the 
job. Rubber-backed carpet glued down 
with contact cement is even better ond 
regulor carpet is better than nothing. Our 
bus bedroom is carpeted ceiling fo floor in 
viarm caipet thot cost next to nothing 
btzcause it wos leftover material — large 
pieces would need cutting up anyway. 

By for the best thing to have on a floor is 
rubber bocked commercial carpet although it is really hard to find at ony reasonable price. Linoleum is okay if it isn't in squares, which so0n loosen up, And long shog rug is totally impractical . Gaprsy 
{nnovations that are very nice include o clear plastic or glass skylight and light Proof window covers all around, The skylight can be incorporated info the ventil= otion cover if it is fairly large and the savings in lighting fuel will help make the c"ozf worth while. In cold weather tis *ylight should have a double layer of glass o well as the windows if possible, although @ Plastic film can be put on in o pinch. 
bC:Id Weather is really hard to combatin @ 
b * O von and i always try to have sliding 
€avy curtain e s to cut off window areas ond ront end driver window area from the. 
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more insulated section, After trying about 
everything i could think of to heat my various 
mobile shelters, i found the solution in the 
good ol wood stove. The pressure and wick 
kerosene burners, the catalytic heaters, LP 
gos — they all have drawbacks for the full 
time 'outbocker’ or penny pincher. If ot all 
possible give the LITTLE pot bellied wood 
burner a chance — whereever you go, the 
fuel will probobly be laying around woiting 
for you. A good armload will keep you snug 
all day and a little coal or' hardwood will get 
you through the night. Even if daytime 
smoke will give you away where you'are you 
con always stoke up affer dork. G, 

good quality (will have a grate) stove with 
a five inch pipe and fix yourself a fairly 
heat-resistant and leakproof opening. The 
heat can be excessive at c. if a vent 
(preferably adjustable) is not available. If 
your rig is paneled at ceiling you will need 
a larger pipe to catch heat around the small- 
er five-inch pipe and carry it out 5o as not 
to scorch wood. Set the stove near and 
focing the door so you won't dribble splinters 
and ashes on your floor, and set it on a 
metal catch basin or scorch sheet. You can 
fix a corrier under your rig to hold your 
stovepipe when you are in cities and prefer 
to be less conspicuous. It is usually simple 
to put a choke (damper) in the pipe to 
odjust the flu droft ond save wood, And 
odd a screen spork arrestor,  Ashley Stoves 
are the ticket for cabins ond such, but the 
little flicker of flame required for a tight 

little van con be had from most any stick 
burner. 

  

As far os name brand goes, keep 
in mind that you will probably wind up 
needing parts sooner or later and off-make 
vehicles can be a waste of all your loving 
labor if parts are scarce. Buses are really 
*bad news' when they start to have mech- 

anicol problems. gl wheels are 
desirable even though they need a little 
more gas to push them olong — seems like i 
just keep collecting thq exciting little 
goodies that civilization fosters and a 
single-wheeled rig i hod got to the point 
of sinking down in warm parking lot 

asphalt pavement. | e ieve in smaller 
engines but this is also derived from my 
penny~-pinching approach which in tum 
comes from my dislike of sweating out my 
life for some members of the domination 
eloss.  problems can occur with fire and i 
have ports gleaned from a rig that went up 
in flames from carelessness. Another friend 

lost a good converted van when he loaned 
it out to his good but insolvent friend, 
Provide for every emergency ond take 

double precautions. ;1| and oll, comsid- 
ering the good and bad points, van and bus 
living is about the best money's worth of 
shelter to be had and, like adding rooms 
to a house, one can always get another one. 

7 N 
  

CHOCSING A VAN 

FOR LIVING ABOARD 

by Rayo 

During the past five years two of us have 
lived in a motor vehicle three-quarters of 
the time and in various tents one—quarter of 
the time. The following ore based on our 
own experience ond that of personal 
ocquaintances.  Don't expect high vonu in 
avon. Have 'acceptable’ ID. A four- 

wheeled vehicle needs/makes trails and so 

is difficult to hide well. We have really 

tried, yet even in our most secluded squat 
spots, we get hassled (asked impertinent 
questions) once every couple of years or 0. 
Nevertheless a camper or van may be ideal 
for someone in transition out of that society 

— our's has served us well this way. 

Don't plan fo travel much unless you have 
plenty of money. Don't buy a cheap well- 
worn van to move across the continent in 
unless you are already a fairly=skilled 
mechanic. Overall costs per mile of o 
‘one-ton' vehicle will be about double 
those of a smoll imported automobile. 

  

Single-piece vehicles (vans and motorhomes) 
and pickup campers both have their advan- 
foges. A von is lighter, sturdier, hos a 
lower center of gravity, and is less wind 

rezistant. Compers are mass produced ond 
often cost less for the some comforts, may 
be more flexible, and  cheaper to 
license in some states, 
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Buy instead of build, unless you are already 
experienced. The money you save building 
your own camper or moking major changes in 
a van will be a very low return on your 
time. The experience gained is not very 
useful except for building more campers, 
If you do build, don’t expect to achieve the 
overall quality of a factory=built until your 
SECONDone. i ! ave at leost a 'one-ton! 
vehicle (at least 9000f GV'M); maybe one- 

ond-one-half or two-ton, But check out the 
idiosyncracies of the extorters in the states 
you expect to license in and drive in: In 
many states vehicles over one-ton rating 
are supposed to stop at weigh stations and 
have commercial 5 clallplatess Ut Tentylof 
traction and a very low-speed bottom gear 
for getting off the road, Four-wheel drive 
is often desirable tho expensive; next best 

is duel-rear wheels with most of the weight 
on them, VW microbuses and most three= 
speed standard transmission vehicles don't 

have o low enough low gear. 5+ 

vehicles much longer than a big cor — 
20 faet — ond trailers if you will go into 
cities or off the rood much, Two small 
vans are more expensive than one big bus 
but hondier. Also beware of campers with 
Jongjlo¥lovethang - B R R e o 
mended for living aboord most of the time: 
good insulation; furnace with exhaust 
vented to outside (i like a propane floor- 
fumace with pilot for quickness of heat, 
simplicity, ond no smoke; o very small 
and light wood stove would be nice for 
backup); good ventilation; screens on 
all openings; cooking stove, probably 
propane, ot least two burners; sink drain- 
ing to waste-water can which can be 
remoyed for emptying; five gallon water can 
with spigot which can be set over sink for 
use, taken down for filling and when moving; 
propane lamp (or possibly Aladdin kerosene 
lamp) for main light with 12v bulbs for 
quick light and backup; dual batteries; 
dual propane tanks; polyurethane foam pad 
for mattress — light, fairly cheap, doesn't 
mildew; black-out shades or drapes over all 
windows; plenty of cabinets, closets, 
drawers, and work surfoces. Ideally most 
bulky fumishings — cabinets, sink, tables, 
etc. — are firmly mounted yet eosily 
removed for use of vehicle for hauling — 
this i haven't seen in factory-builts. 

  

Furnishings not recommended: any appli- 
ances such as refrigerator or air condit- 
foner which uses 120v electricity in 
quantities 100 large to be supplied by an 
inverter; john hard-mounted on the vehicle 
(if a flush toilet is wanted, get Portapotti 
or a similar make which is a portable 
self-contained unit and can be removed 

for emptying); vehicle-mounted water 
system (we have one but leave it drained 
much of the year 50 we don't have to worry 
about freeze up); shower ond hot-water 
heater (ogain, we have one but find we'd 
usually rother jump in a creek, even in 
January, or take a spoage bath thon spend 
a half-hour removing impedimentia from 
the shower, filling the tank, tuming on the 
heater, etc.); unvented heater (fumes are 
hamful. Beahots oy - . M Minimize windows in a van if 
it will be in a city much. 1'd consider a 

skylight (but not a bubble top unless it was 
somehow retractable). el tingland 

permission-parking both have their advan- 
tages and drawbocks. If squctting, one 
pays no rent, And one hs a greater choice 
of spots including more secluded locations 
and 50 is less frequently hassled. Parking 
with permission, one spends less time finding 
spots, and is less likely to have to move when 
hassled — which can be important if one is 
in the middle of a mojor overhoul. Per- 
mission parking doesn't offer greater secur= 
ity — bludg insist on occess to all trails 
and bludg usually first ask for ID. “"We 

have permission to park here; you can 
check with our landlord" 't a sufficient 

answer. Squatting for up to two weeks — 

sometimes longer — is legal on all land not 
otherwise posted. Chances of being 
prosecuted for trespassing are practically 
zero 5o long as there is no littering, cpen 
fires or vandalism; few land-owners wish 
to provoke people — too easy to set grudge 
fires. Afrer several years experience we 
find we squat about 80% of the time; per= 
mission park about 20% of the time. 
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A SMALL BOAT \ 
FOR LIVE ABOARD 

by Poul Doerr 
Soon, maybe by the time you reod this, i 
will be living in o small boat. | come to 
Califomia from Lake Erie in an 18-foot 
sloop, but sold it as too cromped even for 
one, and i hope to leave here with o good 
companion. So i mode o list of what i did 

ond didn't want, designed it all into 25 

feet, ond built it. 0w boot is turtle 
deck for water shedding and more headroom 

below; double end for better sea charocter= 

istics; twin keel for shallow water and 

cross ocean sailing; free standing, stayless 
but stowable, short mast for no jibing, sail 
wear, better soiling characterlstics and 
copobility to stow ALL gear including the 
mast in the locked cabin; three compart- 

ments, one about 12 feet long to live in and 

two to store stuff inout of the way; positive, 
poured in place floatation s0 i CAN'T sink; 

diamonded, an ancient Chinese invention; 

barndoor rudder for better control and less 

bl hand tiller for simplicity — the 
less fancy the less to break; Chinese junk 
type sail rig — another ancient Chinese 
invention — the most efficient, durable, 
least expensive in the long run, easiest 
handling sail known; water tanks below and 
on 'floor' to store enough water for some 
months at sea, also the water adds ballast 

on the keel while sailing; dry food stored 
in plastic containers to provide additional 
life preserver’ type floatation; a built=in 
treadle sewing machine (foot operated) for 
sail and clothes repalr; kerosene lights 
to end dependence on electricity; a wood- 
burning, pot-bellied stove 5o i can cook 
ond heat with driftwood or woor 

shore; two heavy posts, one at either end, 
20 i can use the anchor rope, a block and 
tockle ond a buried anchor to drog the boat 
up onto the shore if i find a place where i 
wont to stay for awhile; ALL fittings 
thru-bolted so nothing will break out in o 
storm, etc.; solid mahogony fromes ond 
stringers; two layers of 3/8 plywood and 
one layer of fiberglass over all, on hull and 
deck for strength; a doghouse, sliding or 
solid over the cockpit o i can sail in com- 

fort in bad weather.  [1d like to find sev~ 
eral boats 1o sail in company, perhops all 
aver the world, keeping together during 
nights and storms by using ¢.b. radio o3 
a sort of rough distance/direction indicator 
ond for communications, of course. By 
someone always watching the fleet while 
others are ashore, nothing will be lost or 
damoged, Foods can be bought in quantity 
and divided among the fleet. (Reprinted 
from PIONEER, page 222.) 

r FREE CITY SHELTER fi 

AS A GUEST 
by Lan 

Suppose i must go to a city and live there 
for several months while earning more 
money. [t's winter so i'd rather not live 

in a tent in the wild port of a pork. Either 

i don't have a vehicle or it's too little and 
cold for street squatting. An opartment is 
expensive ond there may be a lease or other 
complications. Sharing an apartment with 
just anyone is apt to be unpleasant if it's 
crowded. [f it has room enough to keep 

out of each other's way it's probably as 
expensive as separate smaller quarters, A 
room just for sleeping is no good if i want 
to keep out of restaurants. | might find a 
room with kilchen privileges but it may 
also have a suspicious londlord who is 
buddy-buddy with the bad guys. A commune 
will work only with people all on the some 
trip and not always then. And getting one 
together takes more time and energies than i 
could afford, House sitting is nice for 

somebody who can arrange it, but that's not 
casy for somebody not around town., So 
what do i do? Before heading to the city 
i make contact with people living there who 
are living conventionally but interested in 
things i am interested in, | learn of them 
through mutuol friends, also through special- 
ized little zines like VONULIFE. Better yet 

i already know people there. | make special 
note of people with extra room and similar 
family situations — single if i'm single, 

couples if i'm a couple, freeks if i look 

frack, straights if i look streight, etc, 
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I write to these people two or thres times a 
year, even if it's only a note, 3o they'l| 
remember me. | probobly don't try to arrange 
to room with them by mail. [ just get an 
invitation to stop by when i'm around, 

When i visit i learn their housing situation. 
| don't huve much gear and i'm used to living 
in small, odd ploces so i don't need much 
room. But i like a spot that's out of their 
sight and way most of the time such os an 
attic, big closet, corner of garoge, etc. 

If they and i hit it off well maybe they in- 
vite me to stay o few days. Or maybe i 
inquire if they know a place i con stay a 
short time. 

   

1 probably offer to pay and " 
they probably try fo refuse. But that's just 
one of the rituals of the insincere society 

which complicate things. If i don't pay 
them some way i won't be very welcome 
next time 20 i must find a way. Maybe i 
can do chores — baby sit, fix doors, mow 
lawns, shovel snow, etc. Bt probably i'm 
working overtime or holding down fwo jobs 
1o get back out as soon as possible, If 
i'm & woods vonuan i probably can't host 
them in return, I'm giving fellowship and 
information, and vonuans are usually 
interesting peaple fo folks who think they 
might like fo try it some day. But it's 
not wise for me to assume that my words are 
more valuable than theirs, Maybe i find 
unusual things in my travels that make nice 
gifts for them. If not i'm back to money. 
If they don't want to take it from my face i 
leave it behind when i go. |y oo 
cause them as little expense ond inconven- 

fence es possible. 1oy own bedding. 
If they eat conventional, expensive food 
i do not eat with them except on special 
occasions. 'l try to be away during their 
regular meal times so the question doesn’t 
come up. If i con't arrange that i con say 
i'm experimenting with a special diet. 
{|prepore my foods at times when the 
kitchen is not in use. When i do eat with 
them i fumish some of the food. | use the 

washroom when they don't. | always 
clean up my dirt ond a little more besides, 
1 graciously accept when they ask i i'd 
like to join them in their rooms for social- 
izing. But i hold down my exposure and 
extend my welcome by being out of the 
house during most of their waking hours. 
I read in a library or in my own space 
cather than in their living room. | 4 ., 
urge them to become like me. They have 
their own knocks ond dreams. They and i 
can gain from each other at points of 
overlop. 

  

In general i try to be a litHle 
vonuan who almost isn't there. | ¢ 

qther invitations lined up so when con- 
versations get stale i pack my gear, wish 
them the best ond move on. . > is way i 
can not only shelter myself in o city ot 
low cost but live around pleasant ond safe 
people. 

’ TIME SHARE A HOME ) 
by E. 

Quite a few fomilies are swapping houses 
and aportments on vacation. For example 
a family in New York who want to live in 

L.A. for a month gets in touch with a 
fomily in L. A. who wants to live in New 

York during that same montiv. They live 

in each other's opartments. 

  

Two vonuan 

families who each want to live in a city 
every other year (or month, efc.) and in 
the woods every other year can rent a 
single dpartment and take turns living in 
it. This could even be done by three or 
more fomilies but it would get more com—~ 
plicated. They could also swap dwellings 

inithe woods. 1y 'fomilies mightialso fake 
care of each other's mail. Their moiling 
oddress stays in the city. The fomily in 
the city ships the mail to the fomily in the 
woods goth families could squeeze into 
one dwelling for a while if they have to, 
s0 it's not necessary for them to synchron- 
ize their movements exactly. Fachifom 

ily should have exclusive use of a little 
space where they can leave things. This 
might be a big closet or part of ona room. 
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FAR OUT EATING 

FOR $10 A MONTH 

by Haelan Hygeio 
(This is a condensation of Haelan's forth~ 

coming book, OUT OF SIGHT EATING, 

for which Haelan is seeking a publisher.) 

To everyone who directly/indirectly helped 
create this book ond to all noncoercive 
people who read it, it is dedicated, Thanks 
to Rayo for being cotaster, number—one 
dishwasher, and critic. 

INTRODUCTION 

Hello. This is Hoelan. | live with Rayo, 
in the woods most of the time, out of sight, 

sound ond mind. Cut of our life-style has 

evolved the ECANES diet. That's what 

this book is all about. | talk mainly about 

what i/Rayo have actually done, because i 
think that is more valuable than how i 
THINK it MIGHT be done by somebody else. 

But hopefully what has worked for us will 

work for you. 

ECANES defined. Rayo ond i buy foods with 

as many of the following characteristics as 
possible. In that way we are able to remain 
out of the $* Society for long periods of 

!ime- & s for economy, which is very 
important to us since the less we spend, the 
less we have to earn, and the less time and 
hassle we have within THAT society. 
E ical foods are also ecologically 
sound since they are sparing of resources. 
  

C stonds for compactness, which makes 
tronsporting easier. A ppetising is what - 

we like all our foods 10 be. N 510nds for 
the nutrients that help keep us healthy. 

E this time is for ease of preparation. 

S is for storable without special processing. 

Hoppily, ECANES qualities often go togeth~ 
er. Wheat kemels, e.g., are more econ- 
omical, more compact, more appetising 
(i think), more nutritious and more storable 
than supermarket breads, pastries, and 
cereals, which are mostly air, additives and 

Sy eI e ol S sl el (sl akeningh 
sadistic, sordid, senseless, etSetera. 
N.8B. Because prices of different foods 

may vory from one time to another, what 

is economical may also vary. If wheat's 
price goes sky high it is no longer o good 
ECANES choice. | would substitute a less 

expensive grain in its place. If the price of 
honey comes down, i may use it once ogain. 
The important thing is to be flexible. One 
food may be substituted for another because 
is is NUTRIENTS that are essential, NOT 

any one porticular food. 

BUYING. It doesn't pay to try ond get small 
amounts from wholesalers. We buy a lot 
and store it. Pecple who don't store might 
consider going in with o number of friends 
#n order fo toke odvantage of wholesale 

PrICES  Where i tnink the inf is up 

Brodley's Plastic Bag Co., 9130 Firestone 
Blvd., Downey, CA 90241, sells 24" by 45" 
(15 gallon drum liner) polyethylene bogs for 
37¢ each or $26.50/100, Better Containers 
Mfg. Co., 543 Granville Ave., Hillside 
(Chicogo) IL 60162 sells the some size bog 
but only 3 mils thick Instead of 4 mils for 

$19.69/100. These bags are heavier and more 

durable than garboge bags sold in super- 
markets, but we used garbage bags before 
we leamed of the above sources, Theldrum! 

lid and rubber gasket is held on to the drum 
by @ circular bond that tightens with a nut 
ond bolt, This arrangement seals air-tight 
usually,but not always. As further protection 
agalnst moisture entering the drums, we now 
place them under mini ‘A’ shope polyethyl~ 
ene tents or simply a piece of poly directly 
on top. (Editor's note: See orticle on plas- 
tic tents in this issue.) 
    

  

Ridge rope, exten- 
ding to trees or 

poles. 

cord, 
fastened to 

plastic (bunched 
over a rock). 

Rocks to keep drums out of wet. 

“I've read that bay leaves inside the drums 
will repel ants, | put some bay leaves in ond 
time will tell if they are effective. In 

addition to water and ants, bears are a 
threat, We've seen square and round, 
metal five-gallon friction-top cans torn o3 
if they were aluminum foill So far our 15 
gallon drums have proven to be bear proof. 

  

Perhaps more insidious than bears is oxygen. 
Food is supposed to store better in an inert 
atmosphere. We've used carbon dioxide to 

create one ond also kill any vermin and 
BCHHEREIL it qulte simple 
if one has a CO3 source. In the past we've 
used dry ice, buying it in the city and tak- 

ing it to the woods (wrapped in foam, blon- 
kets and sleeping bags) where we did our 
packing.  First we placed a plastic liner 
bag in a 15 gallon drum.  Into the bottom 
of the bag we placed crushed dry ice, one 
aunce per gallon of volume (1/3 would be 
sufficient to displace the air but we use 

more in hopes of flushing out the oxygen 
more thoroly). We wrap the crushed dry Ico 
in paper towel or rag before placing It in 
the bag 5o that the food we next pour in 
won't touch it and perhaps be damaged by 

iheiibteretcold the food: 
grains, kelp, alfalfa, etc. In some drums 
we mixed foods by first packing them separ~ 
ately in their own porous bags (so that Co, 
would penetrate). Raisins we left in thelr 
packing boxes, dividing some by cutting the 
boxes in half, ond closing with plastic. 

With ilables such os dextrose and lime-   

to date ond helpful i've included our sources 
in the text. When locoting a new source we 
have found the yellow poges informative, 
also the chamber of commerce in one 

instonce. Usually all that's necessary to 

buy wholesale is to say something like, 
"I'll take 100 pounds ..." 

STORAGE 

We store large quantities of food for the 
following reasons: (1) Where we live is 
usually far away from any place 10 buy any- 
thing ond we prefer 1o be oble to stay out 
there, with as few teips into the S society as 

possible. (2) It's cheaper to buy in bulk. 
(3) Buying large amounts in advance hedge 
inflation. (4) We want to be prepared as 
well os possible for such a contingency os 
nuclear war. 

C1€ArWar.  We now store'most of our 
food in 15 gallon steel drums, bought from 
one of many cooperages (drum and barrel 
deolers) in the L.A. orea. (I suggest check- 
ing the yellow poges and phoning o find out i 
what's in stock.) The drums we got were 

used but clean. A few were domaged — with 
holes and bent rims — so check carefully, 

We still gave them o soop and water washing 

ond lined most of them with plastic bags. 
Even if there is no surface contaminant, the 
bogs serve as odded protection ogainst water 

ond anfs,  Sources for plastic bogs: 
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stone flour, we skipped the dry ice. 

When the drums are full we loosely tie the 
plastic liner bags closed and set the lids 
loosely in place. In the next few hours the 
dry ice volatilizesand the bottom of the drums 
are no longer cold to the touch, Now the 
liner bags and lids are tightly sealed. 
(Pressure will develop if the drums are sealed 

before the dry ice volatilizes.) Some 

recommend carbon tetrachloride os a fumi- 
gant. Rayo has read that it destroys vita- 
min E. It is very poisonous. We feel COp 
is a safer alternative. (I don't believe that 
carbon tet accomplishes oxygen displacement.) 

When we bought the 15 gallon drums they 
came with various packing materiols inside, 
including some one and two pound bags of 
desiccant, made by Filtrol Corp. of L. A, 

We used these desiccant bags in some of our 
food drums, after reactivating them by drying 
in the oven. How advantageous they are i 
really don't know. They seemed to dry out 
the raisins and currants, which have kept well 

for over a year, so far, Perhaps the desi= 
cant's drying effect enhanced the fruit's 

keeping qualities. Since polyethylene slowly 
PO 

ourselves immediately bafore use.  we try to 
keep our food stores in as cool as pou;ble a 

place throughout the year: in the sho c,‘d 

buried under ground, or watered by a co 

sream. oo outing is one simple test of 
quolity. xrp,m:f:ng sprouted at one !lm—e 

but subsequently looses the ub._hry, some 

thing has changed: i would think for the 

worse. We've had popcom pop well after 

fwo years storage. (No experience with ur]'z 

stored longer.) We've stored unsh'e”ed. wal 

nuts o year with no opparent deterioration. 

Ditto for raisins and currants. Shelle.d sun- 

flower seeds appeared to deteriorate in less 

than a year's time and we don't plan to buy 

them again. (Some seeds seem okay but 

others developed off colors and tostes.) 

. We've stored brown rice a year with no 
detectable change. Batchelor (GATEW/_flxY 

TO SURVIVAL IS STORAGE) says lha_} if 

brown rice is stored for "excessive periods 
of time" rancidity is likely. This is con- 

trary to what some odvocates of macro= 

biotics claim, about brown rice keeping 
indefinitely. | doubt if any food keeps 
indefinitely in good condition. white 
rice, becouse it has the oil removed i pre- 
sume, is more stable than brown rice, 
according to Batchelor. o1 stored 

some powdered milk two years. Tosted okay, 
but unfortunately, harmfully deteriorated 
foods are not always identificble by one's 

3€N5€3. 5 transport our stores, we do long 
hauls by truck, and short ones by pack 
frame, on our backs. The Comp Trails 
"Freighter” model has s far held up to 
repeated heavy loads — up to about 120 
pounds, the weight of a 15 gallon drum full 
of food. We odded a head strap to it to 
help handle the heavy loods. A |ass—ex~ 

pensive surplus Air Force riveted aluminum 
frame hos served well with eaually heavy 
loads, It was made more comfortable with 
the oddition of o home-made padded waist- 

belt, shoulder straps and head strap. The 
main drawback of this frame is that its shelf 
is only a few inches deep — sufficient for 
a drum but not so handy for a bag. 
We number the 15 gallon drums with an 
indelible black Miracle Ink felt marker. 

      

   
    

    

   

back to going more or less by what tost 

good, 0 long a3 it doesn't cause any nof 

able problems. If i experience an upse 

refer 1o the rules, ond try 1o avoid the offe 
ding combination in the future, R 

PROTEIN. Proteins are made up of "‘“’"0, 

acids, about ten of which cre ‘esiential’ to 
humans, viz the human body cannot make 
them itself from simpler substances. It myg 
get these ten or 50 amino acids ready mode 
in the foods eaten. .\ o1y refiotd 

foods contain some amino acids. ALL the 
essential omino acids ore present in a great 

number of foods: rice, wheat, com, lentils, 
walnuts, cabboge, potatoes, carrots, etc., 
a3 well as milk, meat ond eggs. However 
the proportions of amino acids are consider- 
ed to be better in some foods than in others 

(by some people).  Sometimes the mislead= 
ing term 'complete protein’ is opplied ta p 
such foods as milk, meot ond eggs, when 
in actuality wheat and rice also contain 
all the essential amino acids, tho perhaps’ 

in less optimum proportions. 

  

Some suggest 
that foods with less than optimum proportions 
of amino acids be combined in a comple= 
mentary fashion with one another to come up 

with a better balanced protein. Thus, 

according to DIET FOR A SMA!.L PLANET, 

one part beans and six parts whéat flour 
provide a befter (more fully utilizable) 
protein than either one eaten alone. How= 
ever, other sources suggest yet different 
ratios for beans and wheat a3 being optimum, 
(The discrepancy lies in what is thought 1o 
be the optimum proportions of amino acids. 
I've seen recommendations in three differ- 

ent books that all contradict each other, 
and even themselves.) In practice we often 
mix grains and pulses, e.g. wheat and beans, 
com and beans, rice and lentils. But we 
don't try to achieve exoct ratios, just going 
by taste and cost. In the future, if we get 

more definitive information on protein mix- 
ing we may try to do it more consistently. 

and precisely. | think the ECANES diet 
that Rayo and i follow provides sufficient 
protein, even without milk and occasional 
small game. But with the inclusion of the 
latter i think it certainly does (based an the | 
one gram protein per kg. of body weight 

dations of the National Research   
The 15 gallon diums are not I for 
storage of food on hand, in our living 
quarters. So in the kitchen we generally 
use one gallon containers, mostly plastic 
bleach jugs, some plastic wide-mouth 
mayonalse-type jars and some glass jars. 

We cre laary of toxins in plastics but think 
the jugs probably do not contaminate the 
contents when used for dry storage. |f 
weight ond breakage are no problem i 
recommend glass, but kept in the dark so 
that light cannot deterlorate the contents, 
We will use wide-mouth jars for fl dry 
foods when we get enough. Now we 
reserve them for raisins, walnuts and beans, 
ond use narrow mouth bleach jugs we salvoge 
from laundermats and dumps for wheat, pop- 
corn, corn, rice, leatils, and miller. We 
fillithemlusingia funaal i §f 0L 
have in limited quantity, such as walnuts, 
sesome seeds and raisins, we divide betwegn us, each getfing er own jar. That way if 
one of us eats fast it doesn't penalize the 
other, and we don't tend to race. 
The plastic jugs aren't mouse and rat proof. 
So we put them in metal drums if we g0 away from camp for several days, 

NUTRITION —_— 
FOOD COMBINING. Certain food com- 
binations may lead to digestive distress, E.G. mixing a protein food such as beans, with a sugar such at table sugar, tends to resvlt in flatulence — baked beans ore o notorious example. Similarly, Rayo and | find nuts and dried fruit, eaten together in ouantity, to be troublesome, At one time 

i tried to go by the food combining rules set down by Shelton (FOOD COMBINING 
MADE EASY and ORTHODROPHY, Vol. 2\ and Munro (MAN ALIVE YOU'RE HALF DEAD) and others, not beca o use i had poor 

  
passes moisture, the desi. was 

both within the poly bags and outside of them 

talthln e dnr e en lonad s 
ing flour because we don't, Wa consider it 
highly perishable and therefore grind it 
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but becouse the rationale for the rules seemed to make sense. 9 
Since i could- n't usually tell ony difference in how i felt whether i followed the rules or not, and "eight, for a greater percentoge of fhe fime since i've read some contrary opinions. i I'hon in the past on previous diets (including el g ow=-carbohydrate ones). How much of my. 
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Council, which some even consider 

vnnecessarlly high) o E el e 1 
a strict vegetarian. But from wh know: 

at the present time i believe it is safest to 
include some animal foods in the diet. 
Price, in NUTRITION AND PHYSICAL 
DEGENERATION, reported finding no 
“single group of primitive racial stock L) 
which was building and maintaining excel~ 
lent bodies by living entirely on plant food, ™ 

  

CALORIES. Obtaining sufficient calaries 1 
is no problem with the ECANES diet. . 
However this is not to say that it is o fatten~ 
ing diet. 

If one ingests more calories than 
one expends, those extra calories will couse 
one to get fat, whether they come from 
bread, butter or lean meat. Eat too much of 
a reducing diet and the consequences will 
be the opposite of reducing! However on a 
nutritious diet one may have less of a ten= 
dency to overeat than if one eats junk. 

       
      
       

  

          
           

              
      

    

   
Asugared cup of coffee and white flour 
pastry often prove fattening because they provide colories without furaishing enough of the nutrients the body needs, leaving one with *hidden hunger'. In eating to satisfy 
‘hidden hunger* odditional calories are [ consumed and therefore a surfeit is created. (fll\nyw.ay, that's how some nutritionists ex= 
Plain it. Sounds plausible to me.) Starch 

   
     

     

      

    
     

     

        

                 

    

   
    
    

   

    

   Dos acquired a bad name among battlers of the bulge. The ECANES diet s high in starch.  However, it is not refined starchs Along with the ECANES storch comes other nutrients and sufficient bulk and roughage to make it possible to eat o satisfying omount without getting an excess of calaries, 

                

    
             

    

      
      

      
         
         From personal experience i know i can either 

9ain or lose weight on the ECANES diet. 
Controlling my weight has been o problem 
for many, many years. If anything it has 
#en easier for me on our present ECANES' 

plan: i've been able to maintain a lower 
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success is attributable to food (vs.psycholog- 
Ical foctors), i don't know. Rayo has no 
problem with his weight. For o o 

weight conscious, like i, the ECANES way 

does offer oddltional advantoges over con- 

ventional food practices, The number of 
shopping trips Into the seductive society, with 
ifs professional tempters, is reduced. | find 
baokeries, candy stores and restaurants that 

are out of sight, smell and reach, are on 
their way to being out of mind. The 
ECANES diet allows one fo live where there 

isn't adverteasing bombarding one from all 

4145 1 ontly, the sprouts provided in the 
ECANES diet offer one o relatively low 

calorle nibbler for treating attacks of the 
munchies. 

OIL. Certain fatty acids are considered 

essential, i.e. the human body cannot syn= 
thesize them from other digested foods but 
must ingest them already made. . 

presently depend on seeds and nuts to supply 
our essential fatty acids. Until recently we 

i ught sup: t vegetable oil, 
margarine and butter. But now i try.to stay. 
away from processed oils because i question 
their healthfulness. 

  

IF i could get/make 

first-day-fresh hydraulically pressed seseme 
or olive oil and use it immediately | might 
eat it that way. All other oils are subjected 
to heat, as high as 475°F during processing. 
At temperatures above 4509F all oils 
develop acrolein, which is a highly irritating 
and perhaps  carcinogenic substance, 
Some health food stores (such as Organic 
Merchonts) sell crude (unrefined) oils. 
(See THE OIL STORY.) These are supposedly 
less subject to rancidity than refined oils. 
However, i think that oil by any process is 
bishlyipetisaabla ot s iR ore 
most of the oils sold in stores, are generally 

solvent extracted. The solvents are common- 
ly light petroleum fractions — suspect in 
producing cancer (Lee Foundation reprint 

Oils that are refined ore often (per- 
haps almost always ) rancid to begin with. 
Dr. Royal Lee knows of no commercial 
manufacturer of peanut oil who uses other 
than "moldy, spoiled peanuts that cannot 
be sold for any other purpose.. . "(Lee 
Reprint #8), Adelle Davis (LET'S GET ¢ 

WELL) claims that the roncidity connot be 
reversed, only masked. The processors do 
a good job of that, using methods and 
substances which may be unhealthy. 

  

Cottonseed oil is particularly bad becouse 
in addition to the above, it iz subject to 
heavy pesticide contamination; cotton being 
grown as a non-food crop. 

  

Margarine, In 
oddition to the drawbacks of refined oils, 
is hydrogenated and therefore not as good o 
source of essential fatty acids. Animals 

tend to store and concentrate DDT in their 
fat. We've never bought lard. We no 
longer buy commercial meat. The wild meat 
we've gotten so far has hod little noticable 
fat on it. (I'm not sure what i'd do with o 

bear's fot.) £ { hod a cow, goat or elephant 
i might drink it's milk. 1'd probably even 
moke butter ond cheese occasionally. How- 
ever the pasteurized, salted butter on the 
market, possibly containing bleach or color- 
ing, Is often made from spoiled cream. 
Furthermore the creom comes from cows that 
ore probably fed stale food (such os hay, 
especially in the winter) whicl 
be cortaminated with insecticide residues. 
With such foods and crowded conditions the 

cows tend to be sickly and therefore dosed 
with antibiotics. They ond their surroundings 
are also sprayed with pesticides and dis- 
infectants. 

  

Not using oils our dishwashing 
is minimal, 

NATURALNESS. Quite naturally, natural- 
ness and wiioleness are not naturally whole- 
SO I s s 
notural it is not necessarily good for one's 
health and longevity. Rattlesnakes, Amanito 
phalloides mushrooms ond fornadoes, all very . 
natural, con cause injury ond even death. 

lused 1o believe that whole wheat bread 
(commercial) was better than white bread 

becouse it was more naturol. But commercial 

whole wheat brecd may, in foct, be more 
harmful than its white counterpart, because 

it is more subject 10 deterioration due to its 
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higher oil content — the olly germ having 
been retalned, unlike white Flour which hos 
it removed, Because of its perishability the 
whole wheat bread is also more likely to have 
preservatives, which may be harmful not 
because they are synthatic but because thay 

e loxlc B ik 1o st ot o ' 
corried away with the Idea that wholeness, 
per se, Is any better than naturalness, per se. 
Can you imogine eatlng o whols UNshelled 
walnut ? especially if the TREE ware 
atteched! Even monkeys don't eat bonena 
peels and whole unthreshed grains might couse 
problems — unless you hoppan to be ruminont. 
However to get the most nutrients from my 
food, and thus get the most food value per 

dollar, i try to eat as much of a food as is 
palatable and nutritious, and in as fresh o 
ploteies postib e e U nd [waterme o 
seeds, for example, o be edible and tasty. 
| chew up the whole seeds and swallow. 
Cantaloupe seeds, on the other hand, seem to 
fragment Into sharp pleces upon mastication 
50 i 3pit them out after chewing. | eat the 
biffavinoid~rich white rind of cltrus frults; 

i peel and discard tha outermost covering 
because of sprays and fallout, 1 aat the 
seeds from green peppers. Sometimes I dry 
some on a plote in the warmest part of the 
shelter, ond use for future seasoning. | eat 

the seeds of apples, citrus and prunes IF 
organically grown; plants sprayed with 
arsenic may contain it in thelr seeds, 

| urge coution with any untried foods. 
People are individuals, blochemically as 
well as in other ways. What s nutritious for 
one may be toxic for another. 

FATTY RUBBISH is the term used by Robert 

S. Ford, in his book STALE FOOD V§ 
FRESH FOOD, to refer to the durable, non- 

food material which results from the dater- 

ioration of foods. If the food has firnst been 
ground, cooked, exposed to air, sunlight 
or microbes the deterioration is heightened. 

Since the non-food material cannot be util~ 
ized by cells of the body it builds up in the 
form of arteriosclerotic deposits. Consider= 

ing the food and quantity uwally eaten, 
Ford cites commercial flour products os the 
big killers. The flour particles are 5o small 
that they can actually enter the blood straom 
very easily. If the flour were coarser, Ford 
says most of it would be eliminated with 
little harm. Judging from Ford's book, 
coarse flour, ground immediately before using, 
from viable seeds, would be much less harm- 
ful than the flour of commerce. Or, perhaps 
better still would be sprouted seeds, eaten 
whole or made info dovgh. preserved meats 
are next on Ford's list of harmful foods. Also 

to be avoided aro: powdared eggs, milk and 
anything containing them such as ice cream, 
mayonaise and candy; most commereial ofls, 
margarines ond shortenings; nuts that are 
other than fresh from the shell; chocolate; 

drugs and vitamins; sun-dried fruits such os 

O3 Foods recommended are FRESH: 
vegetables, fruits, nuts, row milk ond butter, 
meal, efc.; eaten raw or cooked very little 
(except for meat) and eaten immediately 
after cooking. 

    

To o large degrea we follow 
Ford's recommendations, which coincide 

closely with the recommendations of mony. 

    

flash point), Enzymes, which can ald 
i ore di yed at temp os 

low a3 1189F. Some vitamins are destroyed 
by heat. With most foods 1 think that more 
is lost by cooking than s gained. So i try 
fo do minimal cooking and cook minimally. 

1.al50 try 1o do minimal mixing, mincing and 
mashing of foods. Contoct with metal and 
exposwre 1o air destroys a srprising omount 
of nutrients. If i cut up some fruit or 
vegetables for a salad, i try to leave some 
big pleces and eat them with my fingers — 
sections of orange, a big piece of carrot, 
lattuce leaves. Often | don't make a salad 
at all and we eat the food whole — an 
apple, orange, bonana, cucumber, sprouts 
and wild greens. | have a grater but i use 
it sparingly. 

STEAM COOKING avoids high temper- 

atures and any browned, crusted or bumt 
material (fatty rubbish). (Steom, or vapor 
cooking 15 not pressure cooking, where a 
special pot with tightly-secured Iid allows 
high temperatures 1o develop.) what 15 

naeded for steam cooking Is o means to hold 
the food over the bolling water in a covered 
pot. (A domed lid may encourage conden- 
sation to go down the sides and not drip info 

the food.) From materials on hand i've 
improvised two methods. (1) A yirainer 
holds the food. Mine tends fo discolor 
what contacts It 50 i line it with cloth or 
aluminum foil. 5 

N 

  

ot, or covered 
roesting nun, 

      

(2) The food may be ploced.on a platform, 
such as the cut—off top of o coffee can with 
holes punched in it. 

If condensation drips are a problem, or if - 
the foods are ones that will drip their own 
valucble julces, it's a good idea to place 
something (a plate, bowl, foil dish or 
absorbont food such as com meal) under 

“them to catch the drippings, which may 

LIREICETRE (periflos conpirings 
way are delectable. So are tamales and 
other com meal products. Wheat balls are 
nice too. Some maeats taste rather bland 
after steaming. One can get used fo the 
taste or lightly brown the meat after it's 
steamed. | haven't done much breed cook~ 

ing this way — yet. | qrve cooked 
vegetables while they are still crisp and 
brightly colored, not mushy and dull. For 
leafy vegatables i often bring the water 
In the steaming pot to a boil, put in the 
vegetables, tum off the flome, and let tha 
residual heatido the cooking. In ten 
minutes or 30 the food is tender and 
succulent ond reody to serve. 

SCALDING. Pour boiling water over the 

food, cover, ond let stond. [ like to do it 
with com meal, ground fine, with o little 

other heterodox schools of nutrition and health. sesame meal ond a few raising added, It's 
We make certain compromises in order to be 

able to eat out of sight, viz in vonu. Hence 

we eal some dried fruit, vitamini and powder=~ 

ed milk. 

PREPARATION 

NOT COOKING. We ssldom cook fruit, 

preferring it raw, for better taste (without the 
need for sugar) and better nutrition, as well 

as easier preparation and clean up. We 

usually eat vegetables raw too but sometimes 
like them cooked. If i do cook them i try to 
serve some of the some vegetable raw, along 

with the cooked, for nutrition's sake and to 

cultivate a taste for the row vegetable, 

I'm really not sure how harmful conservative 
cooking is. Some cloim it's on aid to 

digestion. I've reod that only 1% of the 
carotene is raw corrots is absorbed, while 5 
to 19% of it is cbsorbed from cooked carrots 

(LET'S EAT RIGHT TO KEEP FIT). But, on 

the other hand, many nutrients are destroyed 
by cooking and foxic substances may evenbe 
created (as when oils are heated above their 
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ready after only 5 1o 10 minutes. 
INSULATED COOKING. For things that 

require longer cooking, the food may first be 
cooked over a flame for o few minutes, then 
removed and insulated for the remainder of 

cooking time. E.g. i cooked rice for about 

15 minutes over the bumer, then in bedding 
i bundled the covered pot — under sleep- 
ing bag, blankets, foam, etc. After a fow 

hours i unwrapped the rice and found it still 

hot, with all the water absorbed, the grains 
individual ond tender. However, the taste 
was much like that of raw rice, which tho 

not bad, is different from cooked rice, 

which i prefer for the most part. 'l either 
get used to the different taste or increase the 
flame cooking time In proportion to the 
Insulated, flameless cooking time, 

TSUBAKING. Boking without an aven — 
no sticking without fat. 14, g1ands for 
Top (of) Stove Uncovered. | find it q lot 
easier to say "tsubaking" than "baking in an 

uncovered pon on top of the stove", | don't 
claim to have invented the activity of tsu= 
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baking, Bannock must have been cooked 
this way before i was concelved, The some 
holds for fortillos, chapatis, some cookies 
ond probably numerous other things that | 
don't even know about, 1%e:found that 

covaring such things as bread, while they're 
baking, couses them to taste more like 
cereal than breod, hence the uncovered part 

of hubaking. since i no longer use bottled 
oil, or any regulor shortening, In order to 
keep things from sticking i use flogree 
(which stands for FLOur GREase) — a layer 
of flour, uivally from wheat or com, on the 
bottom of the pan. The moister the food the 
thicker the layer of flogree: combreod takes 
a thicker layer than wheat breod; pancakes 
take a thicker layer than combreod, the 
second side taking less than the first, moister 
side. 

GRINDING., Grinding isn't a grind — it's 

good exercisel For my custom milling oper- 
i have 36 grinders. Number one star of them 
all s the “Estrella®. It is made by Talleras 
Industriales, Apdo No 31, Monterrey, N, L. 
Mexico. - | got mine at the Mercodo El 
Centro on 200 something Calle Ruiz in 
Ensenoda, It cost only $5 U.S. Later in 
a hardware store i saw another grinder of 
similar design, but selling for $6. | guess 

they're common in Mexico, The molino. 

Estrella looks almost Identical fo the Corona, 
tho perhaps with a rougher finish and lack~ 
ing the shield over the grinding plates. 
However i find neither inconveniencing 
since i don't much care what it looks like 
and becouse [ use o plastic bag to catch 
flour (and save me from breathing it). The 
bag is held on with a big rubber band which 
stays on the grinder. | find no bog neces- 
sary for moist things — they just fall into a 

bowl. The Estrella excells at grinding 
moist/oily foods. After one grindi 
sprouted wheat comes out ready to knead 
into bread; raisins and dates like cormel 

(or jam if a little watcr is mixed in after 

grinding); sunflower ond sesame seeds like 
meal (or paste, if water is mixed in after- 
wards; or butter, if ground obout five 
times). Nothing has gummed it up o far. 
I've even ground cooked liver with it. 

  

Usually, i grind dry grains and pulses, each 
one separately, two times. | tighten the 
adjustment screw the second time thru. 
This does NOT yield super fine flour like 
Pillsberry's Best XXXX. Some of it is fine 

and some is still somewhat coarse. If i want 

a uniformly fine flour i sift out the coarse 

pieces with a strainer, regrind them, sift 
ogain and repeat the process as many. times 

as necessary. But i seldom do that, We've 
become accustomed fo the coarser textures. 
They're very sensuall (lewd food?) 
Often a few kemels of wheat still have their 

husks on. | grind them, husks and all. A 
FEW husks don't seem to bother our guts. 
Sometimes wheat from the bottom of the jar 
includes some cracked pieces; i sift before 

grinding to get rid of them (fatty rubbish). 

For unhulled buckwheat i grind once and 
then sift to separate the hulls from the flour. 
It doesn't seem possible to get groats 
(WHOLE hulled seeds) from the grinder — 

only floure  with unhulled sunflower seeds 
we haven't found any way to separate either 
whole kemels OR flour from the hulls, using 
a grinder. Unfortunately Euell Gibbons 
hull floatation separation method (STALKING 
THE WILD ASPARAGUS) hasn't warked for 

us. Any hints, Euvell?2 sc grinding dry 

things (e.g. wheat, corn) i don't wash the 
grinder. [ loosen the adjustment screw, 
tilt, grind, blow and brush (with on old 
toothbrush) fo get rid of the residve. | put 
the grinder into a bag and put it away. (Or 
if there's room to keep it up permanently i 
try to mount it tilted to begin with (easy if 
mounted on a branch) and cover with o bag 
after blowing and brushing.) After grinding 
sesame or sunflower seeds (once) i grind 
comn or whear to clean out the residue from 
the oilier seeds. But if i make seed butter 

(multiple grindings) i wash the grinder, os i 
o ofter grinding dried fruit or sprouted 
seeds. | seldom grind anything that involves 
washing the grinder, since i find it o 
MUIANCE: Usually 1 grind only s much a3 § 
will use immediately. l.e., like the Hunzos 
1 grind one day at a time. | do not store 

flour. 
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When grinding gralns and pulses | odjust the 
grinding plates loosely for the first grinding 
and tighten up for the second pass thru, but 
not 5o tight that metal grinds metal. Hov- 
Ing the odjustment ‘very tight for the first 
grinding just makes cranking very difficult 

and does not result in flour as fine as if 
ground twice. | grind oily seeds and dried 
fruit once, starting loose and tightening up 
just enough to do the job. | find that 
forcing myself to grind with few rests helps 
me build stréngth and encurance.  jiye only 

used a Corona for a few minutes ond i've 

only looked at a Quaker City mill, so i 
don't feel qualified to compare them with 
the Estrella, But i assume they oll perform 

similorly.  Altho for myself i consider 
super fine flour unnecessary and possibly 
unhealthy {according to Ford’s findings) 
if you want it there is a 'stone Corona' 
(1 think it's actually o synthetic stone), 
| saw one at the Whole Earth Access Co., 
2486 Shattuck, Berkeley, CA 94704 for 
about $30.  |iye no experience with R&R 
Hardwore, 175 West Main, Tremonton, 

Utah 84377, but they odvertise the Corona 
Stone Mill for $34.95 post paid. They sell 
the regular Corona for $14.95 post paid. 

My Number Two grinder is the oldest of my 
four metal hond grinders. It hos survived 

perilous journeys and even a flood! After 
the rust was removed it was almost as good 

asnew. |t tyms out quite a fine flour from 
wheat, com, rice and other grains with 
only one grinding (perhaps even finer than 
twice-ground Estrella flour) but the crank 
is harder 1o tum and more revolutions are 
required. Furthermore it gets completely 
gummed up with moist or oily things. 
(That was the case before the flood as well 
as after.) This Deseret grinder sells for 
cbout $12 fob Deseret Supply Co., 410 N. 
5th St., Redlands, CA 92373 or Perma-Pac, 
40 East 2430 South, Solt Lake City, Utoh 

84115. They also sell other mills, perhaps 
Coronas, and more expensive heavier duty 

modelss  \yymber Three is a pepper mill 
that i picked up second hand for 15¢. 
Sometimes i use it to grind kelp flakes fine. 
But it gets gummed up fast and is not easy 

to clean. I've ground fennel and cumin 
seeds but they seem just os flavorful if left 

whole. I've read that black pepper is an 
imitant — i don't use it. 1,4 glso used 

a Universal Food ond Meat Chopper #2. 

1 don't find it suitoble for hard things like 

dry wheat but it will grind sprouted wheat 
and other soft things such as sunflower seeds 
and dried fruit. However i don't find that 

it does any better than the Estrello, and it 
seems 1o grind up metal, as evidenced by 
the color of the food that collects around 

the cuMter.  my remaining 32 grinders are 
in my mouth, and with good nutrition 

that's where i plan to keep them for the 
rest of my life, without any new cavitles, 
In OPEN DOOR TO HEALTH, dentist Fred 

Miller claims that patients who adopt the 
diet he recommends develop no new cavi- 
ties. The diet is similar to Ford's but 

lighter on meat and includes home-ground 
bread. | hope you don't need any dental 
work, but if you do, you may be pleased to 
to know that a gold crown that would cost 
$100 in the U.S. costs $20 in Mexico (in 

1972). (That was ot a private dentist : the 

clinic on 1520 Ave. Juarez in Ensenada 

advertises $101) The greotest savings seem 
to be on work that involves a lab — like 
caps and crowns. Regular silver fillings 
are obout $6; not spectacularly cheaper 
than in the States. Some of the dentists 
in Ensenada (including the clinic) don't 

even charge for on examination. One may 
get quotes from a few ond then have the 
work done by the one that gives one the 
best all around vibes. Wien buying any 
grinder one might do well to consider the 
following: Do all the parts go together 
properly? (assemble it). Is there a way fo 
attach the grinder securely to the working 
surfoce temporarily? permanently? Will 
the grinder work well without oiling? 
(If oiling is required will it contaminote the 
food?) Is the hopper big? The more it holds 
the fewer fillings are necessary. Does the 
hopper extension (if there is one) fit so 
that flour (on the second grinding) won't 
!euk thru? (1 must tape the crack where the 
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Estrella's extension fits on.) Is grinding cv.en? 

viz the plates don’t rub ogainst themselves in 

ploces, grinding metal into the food, One 

may get an idea of this by turning the crank, 

with adjustment very loose, and looking at 

how the grinding plates mesh. However :_jon'_r 

grind without food unless the adjustment 13 

very loose and one is gingerly checking things 

out, otherwise the plates have no olternative 

but to grind themselves. s disassembly for 

transport/washing/storoge possible? 

convenient? 

SPROUTING 
Mini-Farming @ Glass Garden, or ASeed's 
Eye View of Sprouting. 

When i first started sprouting in our wheeled 
home i simply kept the fars on o kitchen 
counter. But the farm grew, and GREW, 
and GREW. Soi cut some damoged plas- 
tic five-gallon water cans (they leaked ot 
the seams) in half to make trays to hold all 
the sprout jars. 

tea for arthritis 
¢ folk-remedy t€9 CFL pock- 

be a populo iale 
and rheymatism. 

Tng tog myse!fs 
regarding any P 
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how many seeds oUt 2 
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And i consi 

sally more € 
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end com i feel 

smell the seed for 0nY 
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— 

sprout. 
strange cdors. 

treated seeds are v 

somebody has o PaY 
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i 
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S 

; F;r Jeast not for long- But make 

seeds, not seeding 
the grain 15 for feedings 

\hen buying feeds i pretend ! 

it for 'my horses'. 
il d stores, 

some salespeople in fee 

food for humans must come from grocery 

stores. | don't try to reeducate them« 

Even with foeds, i check labels carcfu")f; 

Al the dry milk i've seen in feed sloreis i 

 edicated. Soy grits and linseed mea’ 

are boldly lobeled "Hexane extracted”+ 

HOW DO | SPROUT? I’vc. |ri.e'd sever:l 

methods but my favorite, which i've use! 

for @ number of years, is the jar method. 

A wide-mouth canning jor (¢.g. Man, 

Ball, Kerr) is ideal , with its me"al rim to 

hold on'the screen and on opening large 

enough 1o get my hand in for washing and 

emptying. But they don't turn up very often 

where i shop — at the dump — mosr.of 

my sprout {ors are serindipify: pickle jors, 

mayonaise ond peanut-butter jars, efc. 

| just affix the screening with a rubber= 

band. Or i cut out the center of the lid 

with @ punch-type can-opener of knife, 

round off the cut edge with a file so it 

isn't sharp, and use it just like the canning 

jar rims, I've even used tut-off bleach 

jugs (both quart and gallon) but i prefer 

not to use plastic: dirt is hard to clean 

off and frighteningly, some plastics have 
  WHY DO | SPROUT? Spi 

the nutritional value of foods. As the dormant 
embryo (seed) begins fo grow, vitamin ond 
enzyme conten! soars. E.g., vitomin 2 

oppears, like mogic, where there wosn't 
any before. Storches are converled to 
sugars, which are more easily digested. 
Taste is often given o boost too. Sprouting 
renders some seed more edible and palatable 
in the raw state (e.g. wheat, peas, soy 
beans, mung beans), therefore eliminating 
the need to cook taem. If they are cooked, 

sprouted grains and pulses require a fraction 
of the time required by the same foods 

unsprouted. On the other hand, in DIET 
FOR A SMALL PLANET i read thot the 

"net protein utilization decreases slightly 
when mung and soybeans are sprouted", 
50 i try to prepare foods a variety of ways. 

ABC (Alfolfa, Buckwheat, and sub-Clover) 

sprouts furnish our main salad green, adding 
super fresh tasty variety and healthful 
nutrients to our otherwise heavily—stople 
diet of stored foods. And these salad greens 

are grown without pesticides ond ather 
poisons, 

WHAT DO | SPROUT? From soup to nuts. 

If you visit my Hoppy Days Wide Mouth 
Sprout Form you will find about eight jars 

(1 to 1 1/2 quart) of ABC sprouts, two or 
three of wheat, one or two of pink beans, 

and o couple of lentils. That supplies the 
daily ingredients for Rayo's Breakfast of 
Vonuans, snacks, soups ond dinner salad 
for us both with enough for company too. 

I've tried sprouting just oboul every seed 
i've come across. Some don't germinate 

well. Others don't taste good or have 
sharp hulls which don't seporate. Some are 
too expensive. At present i'm sprouting 
regularly the foods above. N.B. Some 
seeds have been treated with virulent 
substances. There are even 'systematic' 
poisons which actually become part of the 
growing plont. Whenever i buy sceds i 
make as sure as possible that whai i'm get=~ 

ting is not freoted. 1 faed stores when i'm 
buying non-feed seeds, such s olfalfa, 
i tell the salesperson that i'm going to 
sprout and eat the stuff. In some instonces 

they are sure the seed is treoted, becouse 
it says so all over the packing material and 
they are even instrucled to wear masks when 
handling it. In other instances i've been 
assured the sead Is not treated and that 
other people buy it to gat too, (It seems to 
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toxic substances in them, (I don't know if 
bleach jug plastic does ar not.) 

Fibergloss screen does not unravel. Nor 
does it rust. | had difficulty finding it but 
finally located some at o lumber yard/ 
building supply s1ote+  pigin old mylon 
stocking sufficed for a long time before i 

got the fiberglass and it could have kept 
sufficing. It's certainly cheop enough, 
if you know anybody who weors the things. 
Its main disadvantage is that water is slow 
pouring in and out. More times than not 

i'd have to tug on the nylon or put my mouth 
to it and blow before water would enter or 

empty. O i ute any material that will 
pass watar while holding in the seeds, simply 
attached with a rubberband. with fiber- 

glass or other relatively stiff screening i 
cut a disc the same size as the outside dia- 
meter of the mouth of the jar. ['ve discov- 
ered this is easiest if i hold the screen over 

the rim, using the rim as a template. | 

angle the scissors toward the center of the 
disc so that the cut screen will fit the 
inside diometer of the rim. 

To put the growth process into motion ; 
place the sceds in a jar. | use cbout: 
one heaping lablespoon of alfalfa per 
guart jor; 1 1/2 tablespoons of ABC per 
quart; 1 1/2 cups wheat per quart; 1/2 cup lentils per quart; 1/4 cop beans per 
pint. ABC consists of three parts o”:”u 
one part buckwheat, one part subclove ! The subclover sprouts are much fike 
alfalfa but somewhay large: r d } 

Buckwheat sprouts L are larger still, 
With everything but wheat § next affix th, 
screen top, pour in water e 
and pour it out. 
Wi 

A h 
That's the was| el hen pouring the wash water off g falf (or ABQ) seads i must bo carefol; if 5 povr vigorously some seeds oscarg. | 

hing. 
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With wheot that camuln_x -:hai.,v 
i Sosr Ta N 

top off, odd water until'the jor is als 

and stir. This brings the chafe ‘°,§8- 

Then i gently add more water until 

full.+ Into the full jar i immerse my 

the chafe spills out with the disploced 

| repeat the stirring, filling, and di; 

until all the chafe is gone. Or alte 

skim  off the chafe with a spoon. | 

wheat we bought from a grain dealer 

mended by Mormons was free of chafe, t 

what we get at feed stores usually hag .,‘ 

chafe, tho not @ tremendous amount. ) 

i affix the top and pour out the rest of 

water.  after discarding the wash water| 

odd the water that the seeds will soak in, 

Amount doesn't seem critical, tho a treme 

endous amount of water might leach mors 

from the seeds than a lesser quantity. Vi 

alfalfa i add maybe a cup of water. Wi 

wheat, enough to show a couple of inche; 

above the wheat. Beans and lentils take 

more Wwater because they imbibe greatly; 

water on top of them is at least equal to 

their own depth. In summer i use water of 

room P . In winter F 4 

heat the water to luke warm. Altho 

haven't tried it, i've read that a drop of 

Jomon juice in the water will hosten sprout= 

  

G- | let the seeds sook until they have 
fully imbibed. In'summer this takes less 
12 hours; in winter, longer — maybe 24, 
(We don't always have heating.) Wheat 
and pulses seem to do okay down to some~ 

what below 40°F. ABC sprouts anywhere 
above 409. At lower temperatures there 
seems to be some growth but rotting too. 

- 
than 

After the seeds hove imbibed lipourariiitalil 
soak water. If the seeds ate organically 
crown ones i use what comes from wheat 
for drinking and what comes from the others 
for cooking. | invert the jors and let them. 
drain for a few minutes. Then i shake them 
and slap them on my hand to distribute the 
seeds. Some will cling to all surfaces of 
the jar. But i try not to get any on the 
screen, where i think they'd dry out toa 
fast. | place the jars on their sides in oae 
of my plastic trays, or just on a counter. 
One summer i kept them on the ground but 
at night i had to defend them against mice 
by covering them with metal screen. 

While the sprouts are growing i water them 
two or three times a day, depending on 
temperature and humidity; once a day may. 
be enough in cool, humid weather, [ fill 
the jars with water, swish it around, pout 
it out, and set inverted jars to droin fora 
few minutes. Then bock on their sides. 

Since excess water stagnating in the bottom 

u 

of the jar con cause souring, one may place 
the jars on an angle. However, allowing @ 
few minutes for draining, i haven't found it 

necessary to angle the jars.  Some direct- 

ions say to keep the sprouts in the dark 
for the first few days, simulating the con= 
ditions under the ground. Since i don't 
have a convenient place to do this, i don'l 
Doesn't seem to make any noticable differ 
ence in the final product. 

WHEN ARE SPROUTS READY TO EAT? 

Wheat is recdy in perhaps a day if it's 
warm weather. | suggest tosting a scmple 
every 12 hours in order to determine the 

most palatable stage for you. I've recd 
that the starch is converted to sugar in three 
to four days, but the info didn't say what 
kind of seeds. With wheat, if sprouted over 
a few days it develops a taste obiecrionoblli 
to most people, especially when raw. 

Red, kidney, pinto and pink beans i sproul 
only 12 to 24 hours (in oddition to soak 
time). If sprouted longer they don't seem | 
tasty. L also figure that in this short time 
any beans which aren't vioble won't have 
a chance to decompose much. Soybeans 

seem to be tastier if sprouted a number of 
days. Again, tasting at various stoges will 
l':\Fcrm one of the most delectable harvast 
im 

" Lentils are very versatile. They 
900d from 12 hours beyond soak timeon 
UP to cbout a week when they are especiall 
:lcc raw in spralads or momentarily st d 

S Q ve, o 

vesetable.  talfa and ABC are alia 
ready any time, but we usually let them 
:Eu:h macimum sprouting growth (after 
They tend to spail), Takes about o wee 
in hot weather, longer in cold. If e 
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1o sunlight (even indirectly) during the last few days of sprouting, lots of chlorophyl will 
develop. and the sprouts will be a robust 
'€ I've read that the amount of a 
certain vitomin contained in the sprouts is 
not necessarily directly proportional to the 
length of the growing time — o Teul 

souring results from an occumulation of water 
in the bottom of the jors. This can be avoided 
by'insuring adequote drainoge. Keep the jors 
inverted long enough after watering or keep 
them on a slant when on their sides. 
I've found wheat sprouts will sometimes foste 
  vitamin may be found in higher i 

a little f after sprouting a while. 
But with i   on the second day than on the seventh 

This is a good reason to vary harvest time. 
Irinse the ABC sprouts in o big bowl of 
water before serving, In order to get rid of 
the loose hulls. (In extremely worm 
weather i fry to get rid of the hulls as the 
sprouls are growing, since an accumulation 
of hulls may encouroge souring.) 

HOW DO | USE SPROUTS ? 

Instant Breakfast of Vonuans. Rayo has this 
practically every moming: about five ports 
sprouted wheat and one part sprouted beans, 
He eats a few tablespoons of the wheat raw 
and cooks the rest, with the beans, using 
just enough woter to keep things from 
scorching. He eats some ofter about 10 
minutes cooking and the rest after obout 
15/minutes. (1 usually don't eat until after 
noon.) Sproucks. A hondful of sprouts 
uncooked make a nice snack any time. 
Spralads. They can be as varied as one's 
imagination, and stores permit. Rayo likes 
just plain ABC sprouts and cut up wheat grass 
(plus other raw vegetables if we have them, 
such as cabbage, carrots, porsley). But 
for myself i often like other things odded 
such as wheat sprouts, lentil sprouts, garlic 
(fresh minced, or powder), raisins (dry or 
plumped with water), nuts (broken up g 
pleces of walnuts), sunflower or sesome 
seeds (raw or toasted, whole or meal), and 
various seasonings such as kelp, oregano, 
paprika, thyme, cinnamon ond allspice. 
Sproup. .1 add different kinds of sprouts to * 
whatever soup i may have made. | odd 
ABC sprouts after the soup has finished 

cooking. | may add wheat and lentil sprouts 
sometime before cooking is completed. 
Beans i add near the start of cooking. Soup 
is just about anything (wheat/beons/com/ 
rice) cooked with a generous omount of 
water and usually some seasoning, such 
as kelp. Add sprouts ond you have a sproup. 
Sprandwiches. | just cut some slices of 
home-made bread ond fill. ABC and mature 

lentil sprouts lend themselves well to 
sprondwiches becouse they are very tender 
ond hold together well. Sprondwiches may 
also contoin sesame paste or butter, raisins, 

nuts, cheese.  Miccelloneous. Bean sprouts 
may be used in dishes that call for beans. 
However, sprouted beans cook up in a frac- 
tion of the time it takes for unsprouted. 
Wheat sprouts may be odded to casseroles, 
such os tamale pie. Their chewiness can 
give o meaty effect. Storage of sprouts 

isn't on issue with us because we eat the 
sprouts os soon as they are harvested. But 
Catharyn Elwood, in FEEL LIKE A 

MILLION, says sprouts will keep for eight 
days in a refrigerator if initially chilled ot 
35° for 18 to 24 hours; otherwise two to 

four days. 

WHAT PROBLEMS HAVE | ENCOUN- 

TERED? We depend a lot on sprouts fo round 
out our diet and keep us healthy. I haove 
hod very few compligations during all the” 
years i've been sprouting. Some people 

say chlorine and flourine can inhibit or 

stop sprout growth. | usually use fresh 
mountain stream water but when i've used 
city water i've hod no problems. | don't 
think it wos flouridated tho. fewllimes 

i have hod sprouts sour ond'rot. | think it 
was because they had gotten too hot. | 
don't think it was due to any fungal infection 
since i purposely replanted in the same jors 
without sterilizing them: i merely rinsed them 
our with room-temperature water. The 
second plonting did not go bod, as had the 
first. 'Too hot' wos being exposed to direct 
swnlight for a few hours during hot summer 
days, or being constontly in o hot tent. 

Between sproutings i merely wosh the jors 
with plain water (luke if hondy). | scrub 

the screens and rims with a toothbrush, | 
use soap and bleach only on newly acquired 
jors or ones that mice have been playing in. 
Sometimes, especially in warm weather, 
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prouting the fe 
taste usually has disoppeared. Or i dis- 
appeors upon cooking. (I've read thot all 
seeds ferment slightly to sprout.) If/one hay 

problems it could be that one's seeds are 
not viable, in which case all the king's 
horses and all the king’s men couldn't make 
that seed viable again! gy with good seed, 
Yood water, frequent wetting (err.on the side 
of doing it too frequently), good drainage 
and good temperature, thou art God! or 
Godessl| Sogotoit. Soak your seeds, 
sprout your soaks, and eat your sprouts. Do 
it now. If not now, when? 

  

WHEAT 

The authority on ECANES wheating is none 
other than the fobulous WHEATER EATER, 
World's Number One Wheat Feeder and 
Eater. So take over Wheater! 

Thank you Haelan. Hi, all you eager 
wheaders. | hear there was some disappoint~ 
ment after my last interview when some 
people purchased their first 100 pounds of 
wheat kemels, only to find NO PRIZE in 

the bottom of the sackl Not even anything 
to send oway for. Why, there wosn't even 
anything to read on the package — on 
unadomed, colorless piece of burlap. But 
don't despair, take wheat! my hearlies. 

Here follows everything onybody always 
wanted to know about wheat, but didn't 

know who to ask. -Complete with brand 
names. So whead THIS when eating the 

next bowl of Wheat Troasties — with Crack, 

Crinkle and Crunch! (The foregoing a 

paid advertisement by Greater North Amer— 
ican Wheaters — GNAW, No discrimin- 

ation ogainst South Americans infended. 
It's just that they mostly prefer comn and ore 
represented by SAC — South American 
Comers. 

  

Wheater, please cut out the com, stop 
feeling your oats and get back to wheat] 

Haelan, you know GNAW doesn’t oppase o 
little com, or even whol® oots, It's the 
overly processed, stale wheat products that 
W.E. shuns. [seldom use any wheat that 
lost the obility to sprout more than o few 
hours before i eat it. This means when i use 

flour i grind it myself from wheat that would 

germinate if i planted it (which i do also, os 
o matter of wheat, to get wheat grass). Then 
i eat that flour the same doy it's ground. 
(Tho with bread i usually have some left for 

the nex! day.) 

THE WHEAT | BUY. In GATEWAY TO 

SURVIVAL IS STORAGE, Batchelor recom- 

mends that the wheat one stores be above 
11.5% protein and less than 10% moisturé. 

In THE MOLDS AND MAN, p134, Christ- 

ensen says, "If grain or seed of any kind 
contains, when it is stored, enough water to 

maintain a relotive humidity of 75 percent 
in the air spaces between the seeds, fungi 
will grow on and in the seed. The'seed has 
to have o water content low enough so that 
the relative humidity of the air in the bulk 

is below 70% for long-time storage, prefer- 
ably below 60%." There is sometimes an 

analysis on a tog attached to the 100 pound 

oo T g e GCOME O 
ITION OF FOODS, haid red spring wheat 

hos the highest protein content, next comes 

durum, then hard red winter, then soft red 
winter, and last white. However, Adelle 

(LET'S EAT RIGHT TO KEEP FIT) points out 

that wheat's protein confent can vary from 
3 to 22%, depending on the humus content, of 

thetsotl S e e eeat haslbeer wharaver 
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hard red wheat i could get at a feed stora. 
In Siskiyou the feed stores i know of don't 
carry hard red wheat, (One fime i bought 
100 pounds of the soft white wheat they. do 
stock — obout 8% protein. It was good 
tasting, tho blander than the hard red wheat 
which i prefer both for taste and higher 
protein content.) In the L,A. orea i've 
been able to get hard red wheat, at $4.50 
per hundred pounds in '72, from O.H. 

Kruse Groin and Milling, 1459 Santa 

Anita, South El Monte. When hunting for 
@ source of hord red wheat, one might do 

well to call the Church of the Latter Day 
Saints (Mormons) for advice, since they 
advocate storing it. Making a sprout test 
before purchasing a large quantity Is a good 
idea. Aan Wigmore says nine out of ten 

kernels should sprout if it's good wheat. 

Wheater Eater's Eating Directory (WEED): 
Except where noted, all recipes have been 
tested in GNAW. TEK — Greater North 
Americon Wheaters Test Kitchen. ., 

grouped the recipes according to advance 
preparation needed. (1) DRY KERNELS 
(no advance preparation), (2) SOAKED, 
(3)' SPROUTED, (4) GRASS, (5 GROUND, 
(6) UNLEAVENED DOUGH, (7) LEAV- 
ENED DOUGH, (8) TEMPH. 

PNOENES, (oo, Gt 
i eat o few kemels raw. Because some 
people have reported cracking their teeth 
i suggest chewing gingerly. 

If raw wheat is chewed long enough, with 
attention given fo retaining the solids in the 

  

- mouth, while the dissolved starch is swal- 
lowed, a chewy wad of glutten remains. 
Boiled wheat. The whole, dry berries are 

washed. Then water is added to cover and 

the wheat is first boiled a few minutes, 

then simmered until done — about 50 min~ 
utes. The texture remains somewhat 'rub- 
bery' and may take getting used to. If the 
wheat is first soaked, or better still, sprout= 
ed, i¥'s less rubbery and cooks much faster. 
A handful of whole dry berries also odd an 

interesting texfure 1o stews. Troasted (or 

popped) — the mini wheat cracker within o 

kernel. | troast (toast-roast) the kernels 
by tswbaking them until tender. Some 

kernels popl tho they don't expand as much 
as does popcom. Troasting tokes only a 

few minutes: i try to brown the kernels as 
little as possible. In each batch i cook 
just enough to cover the bottom of the pan, 

shaking frequently over medium heat. If 
troosting a lorge quantity i use a second pon 
set in simmering water for preheating. (See 
procedure under popcom.) Troasted wheat 
may be eafen as is (chrunchy), or with milk 
ond sugor (taste closely resembles prepared 
breokfast cereals — call it Wheat Troasties, 

with Crack, Crinkle and Crunch), or further 

cooked in water (chewy). Troasted wheat, 
whole or ground, may also be used as a nut- 
like topping on such things as yogurt and 
ice cream. Rice may also be froasted, as 
may regulor dried com and other grains. 

  

SOAKED WHEAT. Wheat kemels are 

washed and then socked in water for 12 hours 

or until maximolly imbibed (viz plumped 
with water). 1 initially cover the kernels 
with an excess of water (water on top of 
the wheat about one-third the depth of the 

wheat) 5o they stay submerged as they imbibe. 

Raw soaked wheat — may be eaten os is. 

Boiled soaked wheat. | often cook with the 
soak water. Or i may use fresh water if i 
fear the wheat contained water-soluoble 
pesticides, Bring to a boil. Then simmer 

about 30 minutes, longer if a softer texture 

is desired. o, foods contain more of some 
nutrients than cooked ones. However i have 
read (NUTRITION HANDBOOK?) “... it 

has been shown that king with water 
increases the digestibility and improves the 
nutrition value of wheat protein, possibly by 
altering the protein structure, As a result 
methionine and other amino acides are liber- 
ated more rapidly, providing a better over-all 
pattern for absorption. " So i eat wheat both 
ways. Raw, i prefer it sprouted a day or two, 

  

   

Steweat. Whealer's stew for two. | soak 
1/2 cup com, 1/2 cup wheat, 1/8 cup rica, 
1/4 cup beans, 1/4 cup lentils {and a few of 

some or all of those ingredients ground, if i 
want a thick stew, but then 1 must stir to 

avoid scorching), plus maybe 1/4 teaspoon 
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wild carrot seed. After 12 hours (or longer. 
if the weather is cold — not a foctor if your 
auarters ore heated, but sometimes mine 
aren't) i add a bay leaf and bring fo a boil s 
Then i simmer for about one hour. | may 
odd some fresh vegetables or sprouts toward 
the end. After turning off the heat i some- 

times add herbs such os oregano, thyme, 
sweet basil, paprika, gorlic powder, kelp 
and perhaps some chopped wheat grass. 
(Rice and any ground ingredients needn't 

sook as long as the whole wheat, com, 
beans and lentils.) Before eating the stew 
i use some &f the liguid separately for taking 
my limestone ration, in the form of o tasty 
soup: about 1/2 cup licuid plus @ few 
teaspoons limestone flour, nutritional yeast, 
ond some sesame seeds/paste, or a couple 

e ST haal hreaus 
only grinder is a Universal-type food 
chopper, one may find soaking (and/or 
sprouting) makes the wheat easier to grind. 
Paul Doerr (PIONEER newsletter, p.269) 

makes a breod from wheat soaked one to two 
days. He adds salt, yeast, honey and 
grinds twice. Lefs rise and bakes. Water 
or flour may be added if necessary to get 
the desired consistency — i prefer that of 
putty. Such dough holds together, does not 
stick fo bowl or hands, and cracks only 
slightly when folded. 

If one's 

“"Rejuvelac” is 
what Ann Wigmore calls water after wheat 
has soaked in it about 12 hours. 1 often have 
a cupful with one tablespoon molassas. 
(1'd drink more if my wheat were organic~ 
ally grown — known to be free of pesticides 
— or if i knew the water doesn't Jeach any 
pesticides.) 

SPROUTED WHEAT, Sprowiiesllliaar 

uncooked wheat sprouts as a breakfast, lunch, 
snack, appetizer or mixed in spralods or 
fruit salads. 

  

Fermented sprouts. Cover 
sprouts (or unsprouted wheat) with lukewarm 
water (nothing hot enough to kill the seeds) 
and keep in a warm spot (around 70° would 
probably be ideal) for a day or until they 
taste fermented (sour). | read of someone 

doing this regularly in plates, using various 
grains, and fruit juice instead of water, 

Ford is down on sour food; Bulgarians seem 
up on it; i'm in between. | like sour bread 

but otherwise i usually don't sour wheat. 

  

Wheat cheese.” This is a white mold formed 
on wheat sprouts that are covered with water 
and set in a warm place for a few days. It 
is part of Dr. Jamison's restorative diet for 
cancer patients. | haven't tried it yet: 

  

Troasted sprouts. Same os for dry kemels. 
Instant Breakfast of Vonuans — wheat with a 
lively beat." This is sprouted wheat, in com= 

bination with a sprouted pulse such as beans, 
lentils, peas, Sprouting is what makes it 
‘instant'. Add enough water to wheat and 
pulse to prevent buming (about an inch in 

the bottom of the pan suffices, since what 

isn't covered with woter gets steamed. 
In covered pan bring to a boil and simmer for 
10 to 15 minutes. For ‘regular’ Breakfast 

of Vonuans use sooked wheat and pulse, and 
double cooking fime. ¢ 0 
bread. | think the most delicious bread, and 

probably the most nutritious too, is made - 
from slightly sprouted wheat. Sprouting may. 
also get rid of some dirt, thry soaking and 

rinsings, that is not removed from dry ground 
wheat. The reason i don't make it more is 

because i must wash the mill after grinding 
sprouted wheat, and attend to an except- 

ionally large quantity of extra sprouts. 

I sook the wheat 12 hours, drain, and let it 

sprout for 24 hours (or longer if it's cold). 
In his SPROUT HANDBOOK, A. Stuart 

Wheelwright cautions not to sprout longer 
than 24 hours because the sprouts develop 
many enzymes, which can digest yeast and 

therefore inhibit the dough's rising. |don't 

usually use yeast but i still keep the sprout- 
ing time short because that seems to give the 
best tasting loaf. (IF the wheat sprouts too 
long the bread remains very moist, even tho 
cooked long.) For sprouting the larger quan= 
tity necessary for bread, one may use o tray, 
pan, .or anything with a lot of flat surface 

orea, Spread the soaked, drained wheat out 
(Wheelwright recommends a 1 to 1 1/2 Inch 

depth), cover with damp cloth, kept moist by 
periodic sprinklings with water. If the wheat 
is more than one layer thick it should be 
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stirred occasionally so that it remains evenly 
moistened. i e ysed a Universal Food 
Chopper but prefer on Estrella-grinder. (See 
section on grinding.) After grinding i pro- 
ceed as for unsprouted dough (section further 
on). It's not usually necessary to add any 
water to the sprouted dough. In fact, if it 
is oo moist it may be desirable to add some 

flour. One may mix in sour dough starter or 
yeast. Since contoct with metal reportedly 
harms yeast, it may be best to odd it after 

grinding.  As with unsprouted dough, 
sprouted dough may be made into chapatis,. 
pancakes, pie crust, efc., os well as bread. 

WHEAT GRASS. If sooked or sprouted 

wheot is placed one layer thick on some 
moist earth, on the_ground or in @ container 
(i use a cut down one gallon bleach jug 
with holes in the bottom, ploced inside a * 
cut down 1 1/2 gallon bleach jug) it will 

grow into wheat grass, Cover the seeds 
with poper or cloth which is kept moist, 
or a thin layer of dirt. When the grass 
pushes up the paper or cloth cover, remove 
it and water directly. When obout 6 inches 
high i harvest it with a scissors. | cut it up 

info sprolads, sproups, candy or chew it 
plain or with a little kelp. (If i'm chewing 

a lot, ofter thoroly masticating 1 spit out 
the pulp which remains.) 

GROUND WHEAT may be used in largely 

the same ways as plain and sooked wheat, 
and requires less cooking time. However, 
when boiled, ground wheat becomes sticky, 
unlike whole kemels, and leaves the pot 
hard to clean, especially If it scorches, 
which it has a tendency to do if not con- 

stantly stirred. (The finer the grind, the 

stickier.)  Raweal. Somefimes i eat whole 
wheat flour straight from the grinder. (No, 
it's not like white flour.) Dr. Shelton 

(ORTHOTROPHY, Vol. 2) cloims cereals 

are most readily digested when eaten dry 
because starch is not water soluable and 
wetness inhibits secretion of sufficient sal- 

iva. But one may wish to add water, milk 

or cream, hot or cold. paweal Plus 

(Swiss Muesli or Familia). Such things as 

almonds, walnuts, sunflower seeds, sesame 

seeds, wheat sprouts, raisins, figs, ond 

berries ore added. Water or milk may be 

cdded fo soften-  coreol and Corweal 
Plus. Like Roweal but 'scalded’ or other- 
wise cooked as desired. Cerweal is rather 
bland affer cooking.  Cerwealt (Toasted 
Cerweal or ‘Wheat Cream ') tastes more like 
the commercial cereals of this type. The 
cracked wheat or flour is toasted by tsu- 
baking on medium to low heat, stirring often, 
until evenly lightly browned. It is then 
cooked in o pot with twice or more its own, 

volume of water: bring to boil, simmer, stir 

often. The toasted wheat may be mixed with 
untoasted wheat (about 2 1/2 to 1) before 
odding water for what i think is a sweeter 

Cerwealt. Rice, corn and other grains may 
also be prepared this way. Crynchy Cer- 
wealt is Wheater's answer to that Other 
Brand. ‘W.E. tries harder ond tastes better! 
Crunchy Cerwealt is guaronteed to contain 
less fotty rubbish than any other brand, 
since it js: ground freshl immediately be- 

fore eating; contains no réfined oil; con- 
tains no hexane extracted grits; sugar is 
optional. Perhops this sample recipe will 
be helpful:  Grains, ground as fine os 
desired (to avoid grittiness) and lightly 
toasted — one or a variety, e.g., | part 

wheat, 1 part corn, 1/2 part millet, 1/2 part 
rice. | part troosted wheat. A little kelp. 
1 part sesame meal. | part sunflower meal. 
A handful of raisins. A few walnuts, broken 

up. Fresh berries if available. Molasses, 

honey, sugar to suit. (One pdrt carob pow- 
der may also be odded, but technically, it's 
not usually ground fresh at home, and there- 
fore GNAW TEK does not endorse it as an 

official ingredient of genuine Crunchy 
Cerwealt.) Mix it oll up, odd your favor- 
ite thing that this recipe leaves out (nut/ 
seed butters, loasted whole sunflower seeds, 

powdered milk, opricols, peaches, efc.) 
ond there you are. Remember, with 
Crunchy Cerwealt* Taste Tells. ( * The 
ONLY crunchy cereol certified by GNAW 
TEK. Beware of fatty rubbish if a substitute 
is accepted.)  Coyicous. ("koos' koos — 
a N. Africandish made with crushed grain, 

uvsually steamed ..." Webster's. | put 
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crocked unmoistened wheat in @ squerish 
piece of cloth, gathered fogether at the top 
and fostened with a clothes pin. | steamed 
it for over an hour and it still wasn't very 

soft, But i was impatient so0 i went cheod and 
ate it It was still sort of crunchy but had a 
very nice distinctive flavor. For the fuel 
conscious, cooking time may, be reduced fo 
about 40 minutes if the wheat is thoroly 
moistened with water prior to steaming. No 

. doubt the end product is somewhat ‘different 

tho.  Sguces. In a pot i mix flour with cold 
water. (If the water is hot initially, lumps 
will form.) Very little flour is needed in 
relation to water, otherwise the result is too 
thick. So i start with only o few teaspoon = 
fuls flour per cup water. It thickens as it 
cooks. Flour or water may be odded to 
achieve the desired consistency. | start off 
with rather high heat but tum it down to low- 
low as the water boils. | stir almost con- 
stantly and cook it maybe 10 to 15 minutes; 
longer if i wont to thicken it without having 
to grind and add more flour. The basic 
sauce/dressing/dip Is bland, especially if 

untoasted wheat is used.  So after i tum 
off the heat i may add such seasonings as 
strike my fancy: kelp, garlic (fresh grated 
or dry powder), rosemary, oregano, sweet 
basil, paprika, cayenne pepper (if a hot 
sauce is wanted), etc. To make a mushroom 
sauce i odd mushrooms while the sauce is 

cooking. Sesame meal odds to the sauce's 

richness.  Cofwee. Happily i don't crave 
coffee, or a substitute. But this is one. 
Toast coarse ground wheat on burner or in 
oven until very darkly browned. Boil obout 
1/2 teaspoonful per cup of water until 
desired strength is obtained. Strain and 
drink. At least it doesn't have caffein. 

Other grains may be prepared in the same 
manner. They all taste similar to coffee, 
perhaps because like coffee they're all 
charred, which isn't much to recommend any 
of them.  Gluten. This is what's used in 
some imitation meot products. t's high in 
protein but lacks a well balanced amin> acid 
pattern (DIET FOR A SMALL PLANET, p-83). 

1 placed o ball of dough in a nylon stocking 
and submerged it in water ovemight. Then 
i kneoded it (thru the stocking) in a stream. 

After i got tired kneading I left it in the 
stream, retuming in a few hours to kneod 
some more. The storch washed away and i 
was left with the gluten and bran in the 
stocking. | washed away as much of the bran 
as possible. | made patties, breaded them 
in flour and fried them in a little oil. They 

were chewy and tasty (probably due to the 
frying — it's pretty bland stuff otherwise) 
but it was a ot of work for vanishingly 

little gluten. And why throw away the starch 
and bran? So i haven't repeated this exper- 
iment (after Ann Liston, THE WHOLE 

EARTH CATALOG, July 70). 

UNLEAVENED DOUGH. Here's what dough 

ond batters bake down two: 2 basic kinds — 

i dand | d; 2 bosicl ing 

agents — yeast (including sour dough starters] 
and chemicals (including baking soda/pow- 
der) — i don't use the latter catagory); 2 
basic cooking methods — dry heat (including 
oven, tsubaking, campfire, and sun baking) 
and wet heat (including boiling ond 

steaming); 2 basic thicknesses — thick and 

thin; 2 basic consistencies — thick and thin; 

2 basic textures — soft and crisp; 2 basic 

ingredients — flour and water. Variations 

on the basics are as infinite as imagination. 

Here from GNAW TEK are some bas 

recipes and some elaborated ones. | hope 
they satisfy your appetites and stimulate your 
own imagination as well. GNAW TEK 

considers its dough the best in the world, but 
there's no patent on it: even in the distant 
Himilayas the healthy Hunzas moke it. Any- 
one else may also. The secret, which seems 
lost over most of the globe, is this: flour 
from viable seeds, used immediately ofter 

grinding, eaten immediately or soon after 

baking. In one word, real FRESHNESS. 

Sincereloaf. | grind about é cups of wheat 

for a medium size loaf (8 to 10 cups for a 
larger loaf), once thru a Deseret type 
grinder or twice thru on Estrella. I'm not 
sure just how coarse the wheat can be and 
still stick together to form dough. | have 
made dough from wheat ground only once 
thry the Estrello: it had to soak an hour or 
more before it would stick together when i 
kneaded it, but after that i used it in the 
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r ground m fine! 
(i coanse same way G5 douely"' mf hod an extra 

wheat. The resulto d good.  After 
texture but was lende;a.n e

 e 

i flogree my 8 inc v 

gdnd':gflloufi 
that the botfom of the pon 

;::umg'l show 
o of ,:UGPE 

LAR 

fuls i put the rest of :b 
o 

bowl. (My 15inch diameter pk’ 

from the dump of course — wur' o 
o 

but i've also used a mere 1 gallon 

with the top cut offd [ add kelp flakes ,zu 

the flour and mix — /2 lablaipoonl::r\vh
gp(,' 

of wheat (my measurements refer to ‘ 

befors it's ground). Warm water 13 odde 

ime, very cautiously, 
o little ot a time, n—.z:h. Total water 

1/4 10 1/3 the 
next, /) 

since it's easy o 
A\l eventually be cbout 174 10 A 

:r:’wun! of wheat used, depcm.ilrjg panlg:;;e 

the fineness of the flour, humidity, .un ! 

kneoded. | mix with my honds. lehu A 

cleon my nails and wash my l‘u:mds\i(o they' 

as hygienic as any other ularzxnl . You r:\:y 

stir with a spoon at first but i defy you 

kneod with onel  After all the flour in the 

bowl is moistened i odd lhcs.e two cups i 

hod saved out at the beginning. They are 

my 'insurance’ in case i added too m‘fd.\ 

But i mix them in now even ifi 

| may have to add a 

5 point but i do it 
A lot of mixing ond 

sistency to 

water. 

didn't goof on water. 
little more water at thi 
only by the spoonful. 
squeezing gives the correct consistenc 
the dough without too much water b.emg 

odded. If the dough continues to stick to 

my hands i know tve odded too much 

water. With the right amount of water the 

dough doesn't stick. (But if it does ican 

always grind more flour.) If you've never 

mode dough before, | suggest you get your 

hand(s) into it and not worry about the 
water business. You'll get the feel of it 

inno time.  Ap this point i've mixed the 

flour and water enough 5o that i have a lump 
of dough. 1 let It stand 5 to 15 minutes 
(more If the flour Is very coorse) while 
things soften up. (If the dough is allowed 
to stand a long time — say an hour or more 
in a warm place, 1t may sour. Which is 
no catastrophe unless you don't like sour 
dough, in which case make sure the place 
where you set the dough is not above 50 to 

60 degrees. |f the dough is somewhat 
sticky when set aside to soften, it's okay. 
As the dough stands, ond later gets knead- 
ed, it soaks up some excess moisture, and 
may even require o few additional tea- 

spoonfuls of water. agor 1o ftening fime it's 
kneoding time. If i want a cake-like texture 

(sort of tender and crumbly) | knead minimal- 

ly (maybe 3 minutes or less). If i want a 
more bread-like texture (chewy ond holding 
together better) i knead about 10 minutes or 

more. | enjoy kneoding exercise, | do it 
in that big basin. | smash the dough down 
with my fists (how aggressivel) ond then fold 

itup. Then i push down with my palms, 
fold it ogain and repeat. | may take a rest 

Baligaayithve Sl cad water 1P decessary, 
viz if the dough is extremely stiff and cracks 
when folded (versus being softer — more 
easily worked — and bending when folded). 
But if the flour was pretty coarse, the dough 
may never get real soft; it continues to 
crack a little when folded. 11 dryer the 
loaf the less tendency it has to stick to the 
pan. However, a certain omount of water'js 
necessary if breod is to bake and not just be 
toasted wheat. So i suggest you make some 
loafs dry and some moister and see which you 
like best. (The moister the loaf the more 

flogree needed.) sy fficiently kneaded 
dough Is sometimes described as being of 
earlobe consistency. Some directions say to 
kneod until the dough is no longer sticky. 
Problem is, it's like trying to describe hn-\v 
a banana tastes to someone who's never 
even seen one; or how blackberries smell 
or what it feels like to swim nude for the 
first time or hold o purring kitten against 
one's nokedness. You just have to exper~ 
ience them. Then you know, and your life 
is that much richer. So'if you would know 
breod dough, make some. Do it now. What 
are you waiting f NS W Arteriinening shope 
the dough into a ball, then squish it down 
ond make it into a big thick Pancake. 
(Sometimes i shape it by pushing it into 
pie pan.) Then i put it into the flogreed pan 
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| flatten it out some more if it needs y 

that it has the same diameter o3 the o 

diameter of the pon, and the breod wil e 

okay even aofter it's.tumed over 
(the sid 

the bread mustn't slant out like the sidas 

the pan)-  Now i may score the bread iy 

sections with @ metal spoon handle, m 

e ical incisions which don't quite 

vorious pieces. This makes the braad ¢ 

break into pieces ofter baking. 16t ] 

time i now put the breod aside. Ca: 

says that bran is water repellant and le 

stand for af least three hours. | don't f 

wait three hours. Sometimes i don't wai 

oll. Butoften i grind and mix in the me 

and bake and eat in the evening. (Re 

bar the caution about souring.) |y = 

35 to 40 minutes on a side. (A ten cup !',\? 

takes 45 to 50 minutes on a side or longe 

if one desires a drier loaf.) When tuming 

the loaf i stond it up on end and brush exces 

flogree back into the pan. I just use my 

hands. (Use a pot holder if you find it too 

hot.) | don't cover the baking bread becauss 

doing so results in a more cereal than breod= 

like taste.  For a soft crust i bake at 
medium-low heat all along — the lower the 

heat the softer the crust, to a point. Fora 

crisp, hord crust i use a higher heat for the 
first five fo ten minutes on each side. After 

baking the flogree may be used for Cerwealt, 
However it is usually excessively browned, 
ond therefore in Ford's fatty rubbish category, 
| reserve it for use as a dry shampoo or odd 
it to the compost heap. Sincereloaf is 

delicious right aftec baking but for slicing it 
holds together better after thoroly cooled. 
It also becomes less moist. Ty experience 
Sincereloaf you'll probably have to make 
some yourself. 1 think you'll like it, more 
and more each time. After all, I 1's sincere. 
It's not mode of air. Not light, not white — 
when you take a bite, you get a flavorful 
hunk, not asbunch of bunk! Multi- 

grain and seeddoughs. When i make sincere~ 
loof i often use a mixture of wheat and com. 
(See corn section.) | like the taste and feel 
the variety may improve my diet. Rice, 
millet, beans, lentils, sesame and sunflow ~ 
er seeds, and buckwheat may be ground 
into flour, made into dough and boked 'as 
bread. Some wheat flour ray be necessary 
for binding some non-glutenous flours to= 
gether, but most flours can usually be 
molded and boked into bread, even tho it 

may be crumbly. | suggest experimenting. 

Garlic bread. Sometimes i add grated fresh 

or powdered garlic to Sincereloaf. Ifi 
have butter i may melt it, add garlic to it, 
let it stand a while, then put it on the breod. 

That doughy kid stuff. From pieces of basic 
unleavened dough (BUD) the kids at GNAW. 
TEK made all the different shapes they could 
think of and we baked them in the oven in 
flogreed pans. The shapes were smaller 
than bread loaves and therefore took less 
cooking time. (Tsu-baking may be used 
instead of oven baking, of course.) The 
children thoroly enjoyed themselves (espec= 

ially Wheater). Breod aficks 08 
course. Just roll out lengths of BUD ond 
bake. X %€ Toughies (dumpling, matzo balls). 
From minimally kneaded BUD that stood for 
about 1/2 hour after it was mixed, i broke 
off small pieces and rolled balls between the 
palms of my hands. | cooked the balls for 
about 1/2 hour in o simmering soup. Spices 
such as garlic, paprika ond ltalion season= 
ing, in oddition to kelp, will make the 
Toughies more flavorful . Wheat balls. | 
find these more tender than Toughies. They 
are mode the same way except steamed 
{nsteadiofiboiled. i e Rt (el el 
Ad:.j @ new shape to your life: let the Dozer 
do it. These are somewhat like bagels.. | make them from thoroly kneaded BUD. 
:‘rolled out lengths of dough between my 
lcnd_s,and on a board bent them into circles, 
9PPing and pressing the ends together. 

| made them regular bagel//donot size. Then 
i boiled them in plain water for 30 minutes 
after which i broiled them for 10 minutes on 
each side (tho i don't see why tsubaking 
couldn't substitute for broiling). Isliced 
{to end up with two circles) and ate. They 
weren't much different from breca but the 
shope was fun, 
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Chopatis. They are like torlillas except made with wheat instead of corn, and common to India instead of Mexico, They are the daily bread of the Hunzos, I make them from basic unleavened douah (BUD), or BUD with alittle bean flour and spices odded. 
Kneading time doesn’t appear critical — the more kneading the chewier the chapati. After the BUD has stood about 1/2 hour, i break off golf-ball-size pleces and rol| between my palms 10 form balls. These j ploce between wo plastic bags and roll flar and thin with a jar, which is my substitute for a rolling pin. | roll from the center out, The circles are usuolly somewhat irregulor; i don't take pains to make them perfectly 

™0nd. When | first started making chapatis i used flogree under and on fop of the dough fo prevent sticking to the plastic. But recently i've found that if the dough is dry enough and if i don't roll too thin and if i peel the plastic off carefully, bock against 
itself, i need no flogree. 

NP 

I peel the top plastic off fint, then i drape the chapati over one palm, bottom plastic: now facing up. I gingerly peel It off ang slap or slide chopoti into @ hot pan, Mo oil. Sticking is usually no problem byt if it is flogree may be used on the pan, 
After two minutes the chapati has dried some and no longer sticks. | turn with my fingers (or a spatula) and cook two minutes on the second side. Longer cook- ing makes the chapati crisp — more like o 'tostoda’s | keep the done chapatis warm between two pie plates (top one inverted) 
while i'm cooking more. 

  

Chopatis may be 
eaten like tortillas or bread: plain or 
buttered; filled and folded into a taco or 
rolled into an enchilada; or sandwiched; 
made into a pizza; etc, P €+ Crockers. Make o mini-bread and you have a cracker, One may use BUD: break off small preces and make like chapatis, only smaller, thick or thin. The longer the tsubaking the 
CTUPEM: Instead of rolling one may place the dough between plastic and flatten with the bottom of a jar. Or one may shape 
BUD into a log, chill (the outdoors works 
fine in winter) and then cut slices with o knife and tsubake.  Some possible 
variations are adding sunflower/sesame 
seed meal or butter, or whole seeds, mixed into the dough, or the seeds may be 
pressed into the cracker as it is rolled out., Different spices may be used: one may 
check the ingredients in one's favorite 
store bought cracker and duplicate. 
Cookies. Sweeten a cracker and you have a 
cookie. For sweetening, one part sugar 
(or carob, or ground dry fruit); for added 
sweetening and richness, ‘one part powdered 
milk (but the milk is optional); and 4 to 8 
parts wheat, measured before grinding as 
usual. The more wheot the less sweet the 
cookie. (OFf course honey may be used for 
sweetening but i haven't been using it 
lately because of price and i don't recall 
the proper proportions. As ; recall it has a 
tendency to burn 50 use it sparingly and 
keep the heat low.) One may add such 
spices os allspice, cinnamon, ginger and 
grated vanillo beon, as well os kelp; 
1/4 teaspoon each per cup or two of wheat. 
Ascorbic acid (vitomin C) will give a lemony 
flovor,  songwich cookies may ba created 
with carob fudge, roisin cormel, seed 
butters, etc. as fillings. Powdered milk, 
sugar ond a pinch of ascorbic acid moke a 
ctiiusy Teingelic aro o Mol sy Caokiesy 
Mix together in o lorge bowl: 1/2 cup 
sesame seeds (ground once); 1/4 cup corn 
(ground twice); 11/4 cups wheat (ground 
tvice); Y cup untoasted carob powder; 
1/2 cup tousted carob powder; 2 1/2 
teaspoons cinnamon; 1/2 teaspoon allspice; 
1 to 2 inches grated vanilla bean; some 

kelp (i use it instead of salt). (If you don't 
have the spices, no sweat — just don't use 
ony.) Add 1/2 cup molassas (i use black- 
strop) and 1/2 cup water. Mix with mogic 
mixing manus, i.e. yer hand. Add more 
water if necessary to form a smooth, soft 
dough. Let rest obout 1/2 hour and roll out 
like little chapatis, or press with a jar, or 

form into a log, chill (like ice box cookies) 
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and cot into slices. Tsubake, The carob and molassas make this cookie very sweet and 
GO Gl o very 
rich. Cream together until smooth (viz use the back of a spoon fo sort of press the 
ingredients against the side of the bowl as You mix): one part sunflower (or sesame, 
Peanut, or other) seeds, ground into meal; one tablespoon molassas for each cup sun- 
flower seeds; 1/3 part carob powder (raw/toasted); - 1/6 part powdered milk; and a little water to moisten., In a separate bowl 
mix together one part wheat, ground, ahd 
cinnamon, allspice and kelp — about one 
teaspoon for each cup of wheat. Add one- half of the flour mixture to the creamed mixture ond mix. Add the rest, mix. Add 
water as necessary to form o stiff dough. 
Proceed as for Carob 'n Molassas cookies, 
Pie crust. For a meat/vegetable pie, a cracker dough, rolled out like o giant 
chapati should do. Baking the crust before filling might make it ~risper.  I've only 
made sweet pies, not prebaking them and using cookie dough or just plain BUD with some shortening added — i use ground oily 
sceds such os sunflower or sesame. 

Semis (semi~circles — like turnqvers but fsubaked, not fried). | usually make semis instead of o pies because they ore smaller 
and may be eafen up fresh. Into chopati- 
like circles i roll out BUD (made rich with one part sunflower/sesame seed meal for each part wheat). [ place filling on one 
half, fold over the other half and seal the 
edges with a fork, 

% 
For filling i use berries, sced paste or butter, ground dry fruit, or whatever else i think of.. 
| tsubake perhaps five minutes on o side. | 
haven't found sticking a problem but one moy always use some flogree if it is. 
Uncooked these ore also delicious. 

LEAVENED DOUGHS. Baker's yeast or 
sour dough starter may be added to BUD to 
make leavened bread. Don't expect the 
result to be likeBlunder Bread. Because of 
the extra complications, and because i've 
learned to like unleavened textures, i moke sour~dough and yeast breods only o few 
times a yeor as novelties. Like Thoreau, 
i found i could simplify. pp.. Uncbridged 
edition of Haelan's book contains a whole 
section of leavened pastries. Another 
source for sour~dough boking is Angier's 
HOW TO GO LIVE IN THE WOODS ON 
$10 A WEEK. However he uses baking 
sodo; i omit it, 

TEMPH, | lcomed, is a popuiar, fraditional 
Indonesian fermented food, sold in the 
markets in banana leaves by the people who 
make it, Commonly it is made from soybeans which have been innoculated with a fungus. 
But wheat moy be substituted for soybeans. 
The unabridged edition of Hoelan's book 
will include my temph tales including: 
"Wheater Goes to Bed with Rhizopus* — 
a very sexy story. 

TELLING IT LIKE | SEE IT. I try to keep 
my eyes and mind wide open, as well as 
my mouth, when wheat is concerned. | do 
not claim thot wheat is o perfect food. 
W.E. does not live on wheat alone. (Not 
even on wheat and love alone.) Eaten 

in large guontities, or exclusively, ANY 
single food may have undesirable offects 
on the body. From what i know, the damage 
may result from smoll amounts of a toxin 
(insignificont if o food is only one of many 
foods eaten, but harmful if it constitutes 

most of the diet) or becouse that food may 
not supply all nutrients. Eating only lean 
meat, such as robbit, will couse death. 

Eating only unsprouted wheat/beans/rice 
will also lead to death, since, for one thing, 

they don't supply vitamin C. 

  

Some people 
may be allergic to whole wheat. If one 
thinks this might be one's problem, substi 
uting another grain in its place, such as 
com or rice, is o possibility. Soma argue 
that wheat is too ocid . However, "It js 

characteristic of the burning of all food- 

stuffs that the end products are more or less 
ocid. The body is well equipped to cope 
with this situation." (Nasset, YOUR DIET 

DIGESTION AND HEALTH). But even if 
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ocidity is o problem, i suspect wheat con be 
counter-balanced with limestone flour or 
with foods which have an alkoline ash such 
as kelp, millet, and most fresh fruits and 
vegetables.  55rq point out that wheat 
(and other cereals, especially oats) contain phytic acid, which is bound 5o firmly with 
some of the grain's calcium that it is un- 
available o the body. In addition, Ber~ 
nard claims that wheat contains toxamin, 
a substance which interferes with calcium 
deposited in the bones. | think it is prob~ 
ably well for anyone eating wheat to be 
sure ond get adequate calcium from other 
sources. | eat limestone flour, UNhufled 
sesame seeds, kelp, and blackstrap 
molasses — all exceptionolly rich in 
colcivm,  Another point against wheat, 
presented by Bemard, is that bran is o rasp- 
ing and irritating roughage. Whole sprovted/ 
boiled wheat, where the bron is whole and 
soft, is less apt to be a problem than ground 
wheat, where the bran is broken up and has 
o0y edgesNe e aims fhatlioxTe b 
stances in the bran are irritating. (He says 
the toxic substances ward off soil microbes, 
I'just wonder if ALL seeds are so protectéd 
and therefore toxic to some extent.) 

At times i've noticed irritation of my rectum 
when defecating, but this has only been 
when i've overeaten and whether the couse 
of discomfort was wheat or gluttony i'm 

D e o lreportilthar Tha groove in 
the wheat kemels contains dirt and mic— 
robes. Perhaps during sprouting some of this 
contamination is removed, by the soaking 
and repeated rinsings. (One reason not to 
drink the soak waoter.) The possibility of 
crop failure and price increases of any 
grain s yet another reason to be conversant 
with many different ECANES possibilities. 

On the plus side: Wheat has been inexpen- 
sive — half the price of rice. Wheat stores. 
better than any other grain i know of. 
Wheat sprouts well — valuable for nutrition, 
taste variety, and os a test of condition. 
Wheat contains more protein than rice or 
corn. Wheat is glutenous — holds together 
for things like chapatis. I hear that kids 
who bring whole wheat sandwiches to 
school are still being mode fun of. [f 
Sincereloaf can't go to school with you 

‘without ridicule i'd say you're definitely 
in the wrong school. What are You going 
there for anyway? 

Thank you Wheater for o good wheat start. 

It wos a pleasure, Haelon. Feel free to call anytime. The cupboards of GNAW TEK 
are never locked, 

OTHER GRAINS et AN D 
For the sake of variety, taste ond nutrients, 
we use com, popcom, rice, millet and 
buckwheat in oddition 1o wheat, 

CORN. Thanks to Jim, who, coming from Mexico, said, "Why don't you use com?*® | answered him by saying thot when | hod 
tried it in the post it had been tough and 
rather tasteless, and hard to grind. Some 
had been weevily. But i was inspired to try 
it again, since here was on inexpensive, 
readily available item. And i'm glad i did. 

  

  

1'buy only whole-kernel feed com, about 4 
per 80 pound sack in 1972. The feed stores. 
also sell crocked corn and corn meal, but 
i buy the whole kernel corn because it has the best keeping qualities and has been 
deteriorated least from oxidation (tho there's 
often quite o few pieces in with the whole 
kernels which couse us concem). 

Corn-wheat breod. | grind separately four 
cups of com and three cups of wheat twice 
thru the Estrello (or once thry the Deseret). 
I mix together dry olong with four table- spoons of kelp. Then i add hot water (causes 
more stick~togetherness than cold water) , obout 3 1/2 cups. I mix-knead with my 
hands. The dough doesn't ever hold together 
like all wheat dough so i sort of mold it into an unflegreed pie pon, let stand few hours 
and then Iransfer to a generously flogreed 
fry pan and tsuboke about 45 minutes on each 
side. e also used other proportions, from 
pure comn to mostly wheat; also some with 
rice or milo. The greater the proportion of - 
corn the longer it takes to cook and the 
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between chapati and tortilla. With the corm 
i have, my experience has been that all 
com 'dough' just won't hold together for 
tortilta ma king. But with 1/2 com and 
1/2 wheat i was able fo roll out torpatiilas, 
| suggest one practice with ol wheat chapatls 
first. Then try mixes with more wheat thon 
M- Tomales. Breod is nice but one day | 
started dreaming about tamoles. | even hod 
saved some dried com husks, Surs, why not? 
Out came the Estrella. Twice I ground the 
com. | soaked the com husks in hot water, 
I odded kelp to the com meal and obout 3/4 
as much water as corn (when unground). 
I mixed with my trusty wooden spoon. 
I shingled the corn husks to form mats ond 
spooned on some molstened corn meal., 
I patted it out flat into o rectangle about 3/4 
inch thick. In the center i ploced the filllng 
of precooked beans, lentils, wheat, ond 
mushrooms, seasoned with kelp, gorllc, 
oregano, poprika, a bay leof, ond cumin. 
(Those who like it hot may use cayenne.) 
The filling needn't be completely cooked 
since it will cook further inside the tamales, 
After spooning on the filling i spooned on 
another portion of com meal, patting it 
flattish with my hands. | added more mols— 
tened com meal here and there so that the 
filling was completely covered. Then i 
shingled on more corn husks to cover the 
whole thing, Rayo tied off the ends as | 
held them and the tamales were reody to 
cook. Into the steamer they went. After 30 
minutes the half-hour of decislon had 
arrived] Would they be Iike tomales? Would 
they be good whatever they wers even If not 
tamales? They smelled like tomales, Off 
came the husks, They looked like tamales. 
Oh, i wos excited. Thay felt ITke tamales, 
And lo! Thaey tasted like tamales| Wowl 
Our own tamales. | no longer was dependont 
on frozen T.V. dinnen for a Mexican food 
'reel. Since my supply of corn husks Is longg 
gone i have found that pieces of white clos 
(e.g. old sheet) can be used insteod. (I'd be leary of colored fabrics because of possibly 
foxic dyes.) And it Isn't necessary to tie ol 
the ends — i just fold them under. I'va atews 
found thdt the taste of the tamales may La 
varied by adding garlic, oregano, Italias 
seasoning, ond paprika, a3 well qs kelp 
the com meal (before odding water) . Wioa 
i don't want to bother making individuc! 
tamales i make tamale layer cake. Into my 
strainer-steamer (lined with cloth) 1 altsrivte 
layers of moistened, seasoned com meml wjh loyers of filling. Tamale coke, dependisg 
on thickness, takes longer to cook then 
individual tamales. | allow 40 minutze rw on 

ROUr. pinole. Kephart's CAMPING &ND 
WOODCRAFT suggested this. Wholo ol 
com is troosted until lightly brown ey 
burst). Then grind. 

  

I've also made com cereals, com beills and chowder, following basically the sama 
recipes o for wheat. 
POPCORN. e buy it at wholesals: glocers 
of institutional foods, e.g. Northwayy 
Grocery Co., Madison and W. 4th A 
Eugene, Ore, Price was about $17.5%) ver 
hundred pounds in 1972. ("Instituticnal™ 
is the key word when checking yellow poges. since wholesale grocers who cater k¢ markat, 
sell in case lots of small packoges.) 
tionary suppliers carry it foo, o do 
that sell only popcorn and accessories to 
theatres, etc. 

  

oo, 

   

Before buying a lot ef pus= 
com i recommend testing it. Some PP 
we bought at a regulor grocery at a good 
price haasome off-taste kemels (old s, 
And some we bought from a food ch-op (ive 
dealer they baught it from sold it i niseon 
feed) didn't pop as well or taste as geod. 
Popcom is dandy. It's much bettes than 
candy. And there's no need to fry, 1f you 
give shoking a try. Wa don't use an, 
in popping corn — and it tastes delicious, 
However the method is not fool prooy errr 
even we bum an occasional kemel, cad when 
cooking on wood even an occasional pon. 

   

Rayo, the champ popper, recommenis o 
separate preheating pan for fastest e 
popping. The bottom of the prehaar 
should be the same size or slightly’ smaficr 
than the bottom 6f the Popping pan for axse 
of measuring out the batches, The rehoct 
Pan sets in a pot of water which is kep? 
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simmering (or use a double boiler if you 

flave oe) /oS ve found lihe Best popptng 
pot 10 be a common thin aluminum one; 
stainless steel seems to bum the corn more. 
casily. We set the popping pot on o medivm 
flome — some experimentation may be 
necessary fo find the best adjustment of your 

burner. * place the kernels in the preheat 
pot. After about ten minutes dump them 
into the already warmed:popping pot. The 
kernels should be not more than one layer 
thick on the bottom of each pot. Then 
start @ new batch warming in the preheating 
pot while the first batch is popping. Both 
pots should be covered. The popoing pat 

is shaken occasionolly. Pretty soon, after 
two or three minutes, o few kernels will 
pop. (If none have popped aofter five min- 
utes turn the flame up a little.) When the 
kernels start popping shake every few - 
seconds, vigorously’enough to keep any 
puffs from sticking fo the pot bottom, If 
the heat is set correctly, it will soon sound 
o3 if there's a western movie in that pot. 
Then toward the end only a few kernels 
will pop, as if everybody killed off each 
other, Especially when first leaming i 

say don't try fo pop the very last popable 
kernel. This is a critical time for burning 

and better to have a few unpopped kernels 
than a few burnt ones. Dump the popped 

kernels into a metal or glass container 
(they are hot enough to melt plastic) 
then put the second batch from the pre- 

heating pan 1 don't find it neces= 
ary to wash the popping pan between 
poppings unless i burn some, in which case 
i scour off all traces of the burnt corn 
since there seems to be o greater tendency 
to bumn if there Is charred residue on the 

pot bottom. | ne yses ofl or melted 
butter i recommend dry popping ond adding 
the oil afterwards, since heating oil to 
high temperatures deteriorates it, forming 
carcinogens, (The+low heat needed to 
malt butter may not cause deterioration. ) 

I've come to enjoy popcorn plain, without 
butter or solt. Sometimes we make a meal 
of popcorn, eating o few quarts (popped) 
a piece. May there always be golden 
sunny days and may there always be pop- 
corn and Rayo to celebrate them with. 
POP, POP, PURRAYI 

RICE. As Wheater says, "A little rice is 

alwoys nice." In terms of quantities we use, 
rice usually is second to wheat. It has the 
advontage over corn that It requires no’ 
soaking or grinding. In fact we prefer it 
not soaked or ground. It scems to fall apart 
when cooked if it hos been soaked, and if 

ground it looses flavor. Rice also has o 
better balanced protein than corn. 

We uie biown rice because we feel it offers 
the highest autritional value of any of the 
rices processed for eating, and we find it 
more flavorful than white rice. Brown rice 

has the tough, outer hull removed — i was 
told that it won't sprout for this reason, 
White rice has further layers of the grain 
removed. There's disagreement os fo which 
stores better. fhore i Jong grain and short 
grain rice. At one of the mills i was told 

that long grain is grown in some southern 
states and short grain in the Centrol Valley 
of Calif. In a blind-folded toste test i 
cauldn't tell the difference. Short grain is 
less expensive here so that is what we buy. 
There is also glutinous, sweet brown rice, 
colled Mochi Gome in Japanese. Its scien- 
tific nome is ORYZA GLUTINOSA. I've 

tried small quontities and liked it. 
We have compared samples of some organ- 
ically grown brown rice (Chico=San) to 

other brown rice (Farmers Rice Co-op and 

Koda Bros. ) and could tell no difference in 

taste, texture or appearance. Of course 
there might be differences in nutritive 
content ond freedom from poisons which 
aren't detectoble by tasting. But the non-~ 
organically grown presently sells for about 
half the price of the organically grown, so 
wo have been buying the former. come 
brown rice we bought from Rice Growers 
Association in West Sacramento had a 

chalky appearonce due to being hulled with 
abrasive storie rollers which scuffs and 

ruptures the bran layer. RGA rice cooked- 
foster and had a blonder taste — more like 
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white rice. | don't think it will store as well 
since the bran layer i3 no longer infact. 
Koda Bros. and FRC use rubber rollers. 
We have bought in quantity — 100 pound.l or 
more from Koda Bros. and from Farmers Rice 

Co-op in South Dos Palos, and from FRC 
in West Socramento. Price in 1972 was $10 
a hundred pounds. We ran into o case of 
bureaucratitis at FRC's West Socramento mill. 
The other places were easy fo do business 
with. They are usually open weekdays only 
and oren't moil-order. Organically-grown 
Chico=San rice con be purchased wholesale 
thru Spiral Foods, 1017 Willow St., Chico,. 
CA 95926; $20 per 100 pounds in 1972. 

(1 will assume 
helled 

Plain boiled brown rice. 

bershelled rice. If 

(powdery=looking) rice is used, use half as 
much water and lessen cooking time.) 
| measure rice into cooking pot. | pour in 
plenty of water and stir. Keeping rice in the 
pot (by holding on the lid loosely, or using a 
piece of screening) i pour off this wash water. 
Now i measure in slightly less than two cups 
of water for each cup of rice. How much 
water one uses will vary with the type of 
utensil, heat source and personal taste. - 
I stir or jiggle the pot so the rice lays flat, 
not piled up on one side. 

  

I turn the bumer 
on high ond bring the water to a boil. 
After it boils i turn down the flome so that 
water and rice don't boil out but i let things 

boil rather vigorously for about five minutes. 
Then i turn the flame down and let the rice 

boil gently. | do not stir, it isn't neces- 
sary. The rice takes about an hour fo cook. 
I cook until the water is almost all absorbed 
(none visible when the pot is tilted), then 
turn off the flame ond let the pot set for 

15 minutes. At the toble Rayo adds salt 
ond sometimes raw sesame seeds or walnuts. 
Sometimes i add sesame or sunflower sceds — 

raw or toasted. - This cooking method is 
simplicity itself. I've found no way to 

improve upon it. Other recipes call for 
toasting the rice before boiling it. I've tried 

that and found it added work and only 
detrocted from the taste.  plgin brown rice 

with lentils. [ use three parts brown rice to 

one port lentils. | count the lentils like 
rice in determining how much water to use. 
I cook the same way as rice alone. The rice 

ond lentils seem to compliment each other in 
a most palate-pleasing manner, furnishi 
rich, highly-flavorful dish. One can vary 
the proportions of rice to lentils. | like to 
throw in a.few garlic cloves and maybe some 

  ng a 

kel Rice cream. This is like the commer- 
cial cereal of similar name. Rice grains are 
ground to desired fineness and then toasted in 
apan. Or they are first troasted ond then 
ground. , The flour is cooked with water, the 
less water the thicker the cream. 

MILLET. For o while we used some Carn- 

ation Wild Bird Seed, bought ot an Albers 
feed store. We ate it mostly ground and 
boiled (we didn't care for it whole). Even- 

tually we decided the hulls were too sharp 
for our innards — evidenced by blood in our 
feces. We have not yet found an inexpen- 
sive source for hulled millet, which we like 

very much, (One feed store said they could 
get it for us but, with special shipping 
charges, the price was about $16 per 100 

pounds.) Min-Kota, around Fargo, N.D., 
sold organically-grown for 520 per 100 in 
1972 (including shipping if shipment totols 
over 300 pounds). My comments obout rice 
preparation hold true for miilet, the more 

water is used,three or four to one (versus 
two to one) . 

BUCKWHEAT. It isn't wheat at oll, It's o 

completely different genus: Fogopyrum 

esculentum. [t's not even a gross. Buck- 
wheat sceds arc tetrahedral! We bought 
25 pounds of some organically grown, 
sold especially for sprouting by Min~Kota 
(abour 20¢ o pound in 1972), The little we 
have left i'm saving for sprouting but form- 

erly i made flour out of some of it. After 

grinding i separated the hulls from the flour 
simply by sifting thru a strainer. | mode 
some bread using soley buckwheat flour but 
we preferred o mixture with more wheat 
then buckwheat. Buckwheat pancakes are 
delicious. 

MILO. We recently bought some at o feed 
store, It is inexpensive, about 5¢ a pound 
by the hundred pounds. Milo iz a sorghum 
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h ) ond 11% pro- 
(occording fo the i S OF 

tein; according r? i 

FOODS. o far l‘va'on y 

use it for cereal OM:II')‘ c 

ice thru the Estrello)- 
o 

::f':uat:d fairly completely tho slowly. ‘ 

RYE. The usual forms sold 

hulled. | hoven't 

hull. t way to 

Iled seeds).i've found for 
' e 

sale were expensive and\:’ou'jld:l: l’;’;uoar- 

i indication. We do i 

s ore igh in il and 1hes expec 
fally susceptable to deterioration ad e:ic_e 

rolling. If we find groats ot @ good P 

which sprout § imagine we'll use them. 

OATS, BARLEY, 

in feed stores are not 

discovered a convenien 

Groats (already hu 

PULSES eI S 

Pulses are the edible seeds of ?:as, . 

lentils, and similar plants having pods. 
beans, 

BEANS. At present we are using pink b]e;;sz 

which we got for $11 per 100 pounds in 

at a bean warehouse in West Sacramento. b 

They sprout fairly well, cook up le':vder,: 

have a pleasant, mild flavor. In the pg o 

we've also used red, pinto and kidney bea! : 

They oll seemed to have similar Sp'roulmg an 

cooking characteristics, tho fhe pinks are @ 

little smaller and milder tasting than the 

others.  We usually sprout our beans for @ 

short time (only 12 to 24 hours, in adfirhon 

to the soak time) to minimize any spoilage 

of those beans which won't sprout ond also 
because they faste best if not sprouted 
longer. Or wé ot least soak them 12 to 
24 hours (the colder the temperature the 
longer they take to imbibe). o ove 

bean flour by simply running the beans thru 
the Estrella o couple of times. This flour 
can be cooked alone in soup, sauces, 

patties or dressings, or added to grain flours 
in chapatis, gruel, breod. pegn chapatis. 
Measured before grinding: 2 parts wheat 
to 2/3 parts beans.  Or 1 part wheat, 1 part 
corn to 2/3 ports beans, Proceed os with 
regular chapatis {(wheat section). | cook 

the beon chapatis a little longer than all- 

gratnlchapailselip C N o e Plenty of 
water is mixed with the beon flour, plus 

desired seasonings — kelp, oregano, cumin, 
gorlic ond cayenne (with allspice optional) 
will give a chile powder flavor. The mix- 
ture is cooked gently with much stirring to 
prevent burning. Bean paste may be eaten 
os is, spread on chopatis, used as sprand- 
wich filling, or shaped into bean burger 
potties and fried on flogree. Made thinner 
the paste becomes a sauce or dressing; 
thinner still and one has a smooth bean soup. 
Boiled beans. Cook in barely enough water 

to cover until tender; about 15 minutes if 
sprouted, 1/2 hour if only soaked. Season 
to taste, 

SOY BEANS. Wa bought some thot didn't 

sprout well at all. Another time we got 
some that sprouted well. Those we cooked 
in a little water, after sprouting a few days. 
The ones that didn't sprout we usually sooked 
(chonging the water every few hours) until 
plump and then boiled, or boked spread on 
sheets of foil in a 300 oven. Baked this 
way the beans are somewhat nutty, 
(I think the ones sold in stores as a snack food are thus baked AND subsequently 
French fried in oil and salted.) At 

one time we used soy grits (which we bought af a health food store, along with the beans 
that didn't sprout). They are precooked, All we had to do was add boiling water and let sland and imbibe. Some fime after using “ these soy grits i saw for sale of o feed store 
what i think wos called "s0y bean mil} feed HEXANE EXTRACTED". | tock home o sample and os far as i could tell it wos the some ascrils. We no longer use the product since it is ground, precooked, and subject to contamination with the solvent 

LENTILS. We find lentils very tasty, o rich, meaty flavor, especially if un ed —ond with a nice, fresh vegetable qu'ulny when sprouted long, The ones we're using presently were purchosed from o wholg- sale institutional grocer for $4,25 per 25 pounds (17¢ a pound). Since they cost 50 94 more than pink beans w ‘ 
beans, We! 

We use the: 

beans, 

with 
prout- 
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without ioaking; wg olt.m W |- 

Jonger than beans; i enjoy lm‘m,_ <3 

spralad, after sprouting. Lentils may 

ground into flour, just os beans. i 

Put a cup of fentils and 1/8 cup of rice 

pot. Wosh and drain. Add 6 cups of. 

| may add some spices now: garlic p 

sy sauce, paprika, ond a few whole 

cloves. Lentil soup is also tasty uns 

| bring the water to a boil, then reduce 

simmer and cook until tender, addi 

necessary to thin (about 3/4 hour cooking 

time). [tum off the l'.vea!, qdd-a 

kelp flakes, some Italion seasoning, and |ep 

stand a few minutes. 
. 

onag, 

ondfy| of 

AUSTRIAN PEAS are inexpensive, about §; - 

per hundred pounds. They sprout well and | 

faste okay after sprouting and brief boiling 
But a salesman at a feed store waid that 
Austrian peas are sproyed with a defolianf 
before harvesting. | gather they are used o 

a cover crop, not directly for animal feed, 

We've discontinued buying them. 

SPLIT PEAS. We don't use them becouse 
they are splif (and thus more easily oxidized) 
and because they don't sprout. We like fo by 

able to sprout, both to get more nutrients and 
fo test the condition of the seed. 

N.B. There are occasionally small pebbles 
in pulses, regardless of where bought. 
| keep a lookout for them when i wash and 
sprout but i don't always find all of them. 
All i can say is watch out when eating. 
And make sure your teeth are strong, by 
getting plenty of calcium and other nutrients 

About gas: If one really wants some rip= 
roaring flatus, try beans and sweets, eaten 
together (most baked-beon recipes). We 
almost had our own private moon launching 
one summer after lunching on baked soybeans 
and fresh Juneberries. WOWI [ experience: 
little or no gas problems if i eat only a 
small quantity of beans at a time and don't 
combine them with sweets. Cooking the 
beans until tender seems to help too, as does. 
sprouting them previous to cooking. Lentils 
seem less gas producing than beans, and, if. 
sprouted long, not gas producing at all. 

QILY SEEDS 

ENGLISH WALNUTS. We have been using 

these as our principal nut the last two years 
becouse we like them and they have been 
the least expensive nut we have been able 
to purchase. We've bought them direct from 
growers (usually small, family operations), 
from a feed store, and at roadside stonds. 

We've paid from 20 to 35 cents a pound; the 
lowest price was in Fresno. We've seen 
them from So. Col. on up thru Oregon. 

Walnuts ore a good source of fat: in 100 
grams of walnuts (after shelling) there are 
64 grams of fat — almost two-thirds the 
weight. Walnuts also contain some protein, 
tho it's not optimumly balanced. We keep 
our walnuts in the shells until_right before 
eating. Wa always eat walnuts raw: alene; 
with raisins in spralads or fruit salads; asa@ 
topping for rice or rice-and-lentils. We 
sometimes eat walnuts with non-fat dry milk 
to supply oil ond faciliate calcium absorp= 
fion.  Occasionally we make candy with 
walnuts. | usually eat about ten at a time. 

BLACK WALNUTS, These grow wild, along meny roadsides in Calif. We've gathered in small quantity, We pick them from the ground ond let them dry, husks and all. 
They are too hard for any ordinary nut crack= er 4 use a hammer, a good heavy one. The more the nuts dry the easier they seem to crack. In addition to the meats being 
delicious, i've made a dark brown stain from 
fhe husks, by cooking them in woter, strain= 'Ng and saving the liauid. I've used it for 
artsy=craftsy proiects, 

SESAME SEEDS, As far a3 i know there are brown ones, black ones and white ones; the latter having been hulled, Ive tried sproul‘ing both brown and white ones — no $Prouting occurred., 

seeds are 

ones! 

Strangely, the hulled 
usvally cheaper than the unhulled 

S ldon't know the reason for this. 
Thew S 1Y t0 get only unhulled sesame seeds- 
m:'r’ ‘:’:'0 990d calcium source, containing 

. ''mes as much calcium as the hulled 
©ones, in a ratio of two parts calcium to one Part phosphorous.  Unhylled sesame seeds also- contain about as mych iron as does liver. 
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The hulled seeds contain more phasphorus 
than the little calcium left in them, and are 
robbed of all their potassium, sodium and 
vitamin A os well as 75% of their fron. 
We eat most of our sesome seeds whole and row, either straight or sprinkled on rice. 
We also make sesame paste which we use 
like butter on bread. In addition i fike 
sesame seeds toasted; Rayo doesn't, 
Sesome meal. Raw or toasted seeds are ground once (i use an Estrella). The resulr- 
ant meal may be used to add flavor or of| to condy, baked goods, cereals and milk 
drinks. Setome? . a paste. [ simply odd a little water 1o the meal and mix with o spoon. | 
L3013 Clsbreod= M oasted serama se ads. 
I use a frying pan on medium-low heat, 
covered to keep popping seeds from escap- 
ing. I'suggest tasting as toasting proceeds. 

Sesame dressing. Add more liquid fo the poste and it becomes a dressing, 
on vegetable and fruit salads. 
SUNFLOWER SEEDS. We are now eating 
the last few pounds of 125 Pounds we bought a year ogo, shelled. We don't plan to buy any more shelled ones to store because o 
substantial percentage noticably deteriorated 
even tho they were stored at under 60°F, 
much of the time in a CO, atmosphere. 
Until we figure out an acceptable way to do our own shelling we won't be eating any 
more. (Shelling with teeth or fingers is too 

1 like it 

MBOCEIED) ety ot e 
what like bacon to Rayo; like peanuts to 
me. 

WILD PLANTS eI 
I enjoy learning ebout, gathering and using 
wild plonts. The berries we've gathered 
we've eaten ourselves. But j've gathered 
enough of some herbs 1o give away, rade 
ond sell on a small scale as well os I our 
own needs. | eaming 1o identify plants has 
been slow. Having a teacher 1o point them 
out, in their natural habitat, seems to be 

the fostest way to learn, but we've only 
been 30 fortunate on a couple of occasions. 
I've leamed some plonts from books such as 

Kirk's, Sweets , and Gibbon:!, by reading 
descriptions of the plants that are supposed 
to occur in the type area i'm in, studying 
the pictures, and then keeping my eyes 

open when in the field. If a plont i see 
looks fomiliar, i try to find it in the books. 

Or if i have a plent i wont to identify i 
thumb thry the books in hopes of finding o 

picture that fits — 'picture keying'. 

  

   
   

I've also sent a few specimins to university 
botany departments who identified them by 

retum maill — the names of the plants 
opposite line drawings of them which i had 
provided. | tried to incfude the flowers as 

well as the leaves, intact on thestems, 

enclosing three or four plants in o one ounce 
letter. | suggest choosing a college near by 
that has a bolany department ond giving 

them @ try.  Most of my wild friends have 

  

some very distinctive daracteristics — else 
i wouldn't have | earned them, beginner that 
i om, 0 i think other neophyte botanists 
who are in the Pacific Northwest will find 

them easy to get acauainted with. 

With a little exploration and a book such as 
Kirk's, i think one will soon know any. 

edible betties in the area, at leost those that 

occur in quantity; they're just too conspic- 

uous to miss if one tries looking. 

BLACKBERRIES (Rubus sp.) unfortunately 

seem to like the some areas that most people 

do — rich bottom lands in the lorger river 
valleys. They ripen from mid summer fo mid 
fall, We've sometimes gothered them in 

2s when traveling, but not when 

  

   
great quantit 

camped in the wilds. 

  

HUCKLEBERRIES (Vaccinium sp.), on the 
other hand, we've found in some profusion in 

the forest, Red huckleberries (Vaccinium 
parvifolium?) grow sparsely but widely in 
rather open woeds and brushy areas; they. 

are ripe during most of the summer. Ever= 
green huckleberries (Vaccinivm ovatum) 
grow in more densely forested areas but bear 
profus The berries ore small 

ond black to purple. They start ripening in 

summer and often remain on the bushes and 

  

  

Iy in openings. 

  

  

berries. Most of them are small and laborious 
1o gather in large quantities; also not as 
sweet as many other berries, We have gather- ed only when we didn't have other fruits. 
RASPBERRIES. We have found black rasp- 
berries in cut-over areas, sometimes in great 
quantity. They ripen mostly in July. 
Thimbleberry, another Ribus  which 
resembles o red raspberry, grows along many 
creeks, 

JUNE BERRIES (Amalanchior sp.) resemble black huckleberries or blusberries in appear~ 
ance but are larger ond sweeter. Bushes 
growing near creeks bear most profusely. 
The berries are often infected with some kind 
of a blight. They ripen in late June and July. 
SALAL (Gautheria ‘sp.) is common under- 
growth in densely wooded areas but beors 
heaviest along logging tralls and other open~- ings. Tho berries are black o navy blue, 
hairy, and have a bell-like shape. The 
berries on some plants are very tasty — 
almost like maple sugar; on other plants they 
taste weedy. 

MADRONE (Arbutus sp.) is a tree with 
smooth reddish bark and dark green evergreen 
oval leaves (distinctive looking). It bears 
pea-size orange fruit In late foll which fall 
fo the ground.  We've only eaten a few but 
they were pleasant tasting. 

MANZANITA (Arctostaphylos sp.) also has 
smooth red bark but is a shrub with thick 
leaves and a driftwood-like shape to it. 
It is the most common shrub in many areas, 
especially in dry, rocky areas and bears 
profusely. Furthermore the berries are 
edible from late spring until mid autumn. 
At first the berries are green and red, like 
diminutive apples, and taste somewhat 
like rart apples. We eat them right off the 
bushes. Once we ground some in the 
Estrella and got a nice sauce. As the 
berries mature the seeds become bigger and 
harder. We still eat the berries as snacks 
but spit out the seeds. By fall the berries 
hove dried on the bushes, and are powdery 
inside and sweet, in a tart sort of way. 

The seeds, if ground and brewed as fea, 
give a beverage much like regular tea — 
rather ostringent. We don't like it. The 
powder is what we use. We crush up the 

berries with our hands or put them in a bog 
(cloth holds up best but i've used paper and 
plostic), pad it with newspaper or whatever, 
ond hammer the berries to break them up. 
The crushed/pounded berries ore next sifted 
thru a regulor strainer. We've eaten the 
powder plain ond in fruit salads. More often 

i've made 'manzaide’ by mixing some pow-~ 
der in water and letting the solids settle to 
the bottom (take: about 15 minutes) and 
drinking the flavorful liquid — sweet enough 
not to need sugar. 

ROSE HIPS. This is the fruit of the rose. 

Very rich in vitomin C. The hips are ripe in 
the any stay on the bushes well into 
winter by which time they're mostly ferment- 
ed — instant wine. The plants can be recog- 
nized by the bright orange-red fruit — and 
the thorns! We've seen many along country 
r06ds and o few in wild places, where the 
hips seem to be smaller. Once i made some 
iam, using honey. Some recommend cook~ 
ing and straining them down into a liquid, 
supposedly rich in vitamin C. | tried that 

too. Tasted good. But i don't understand 

how the vitamin C can survive the heat. Nor 

do i see how tea, made from dried hips can 

drink, tho. Unfortunately, when the hips 

molded before they dried. 

oaks (Quercus sp.) ond tanbark g 

shell, grind into flour, and boil for several 

stocking, in a stream for o day but consid- 

suggests. After oll the processing i wonder 

have much vitamin C, both because of the 

are ripe there isn't much sunny weather to 

ACORNS. So far we've just 

oaks (Lithocarpus sp.).  The only way we've 

hours! with many changes of water. Cnce 

erable astringency remained. Next time i'll 

how much food value, other than calories, 

  

drying ond the boiling water. It's a tasty 

dry them. | had some under shelter that 

gothered o few, from various 

found so-for to make them palatable is to 

we placed ground acoms, within a nylon 

try leaching for several days, as Kirk 

tosty until mid winter. The shapes of huckle~ is left. But reportedly acoms were a staple 
Berries are similar to the shape of blue- Indion feod. 
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BAY, Calif. Laurel, Oregon 
Myrtle (Umbellularia californica), 
The plants i've seen are usually A 
bushy, about 8 feet high, with / 
rich green, shiny, leathery 
leaves which have the character- [ 7 
Istic bay smell, especially when 
crushed. If one crushes and 

smells any promising leoves i think one will 
have no trouble finding bay, if it grows in 
one's area (5.W. Ore. 1o So. Cal.) I pick 
the leaves any time of the year when they' 
re not wet, and dehydrate them in any con- 
venient dry place (removed from branches). 
Bay nuts are ripe in fall. They seem to 
retaln their astringency even after cooking 
with repeated changes of water. (I'll have 
to try leaching them like acoms.) Bay 
woud has a beautiful close grain, ond takes 
on a high polish. So far i'va used it to 
make some buttons, using round slices from 
limbs of the desired size, that had been 
seasoned a year, (By the way, twenty 
Spice Island' s bay leaves sell for $1.061) 

BRACKEN FERN, Pteridium aquilinum 

(illustration below, lef). I've found it in 
great quantity, usually by the side of log-~ 
ging roads, throughout the Siskiyou. In 
the summer the new fronds make their 
oppearance and we use them as a nibbler, 
I pick not just 'fiddle heads' (the newly 
sprouted shoots) but also the tops of older 
shoots, as long as they are tender. It takes 
some looking around to find the fiddle 
heads — I bend over and even crawl around. 

  

YARROW, Achillea sp. (illustration above, 

right). The flowers resemble wild carrot but 
the feather-like leaves of yarrow distinguish 
{t. The flowers are white. | dry bundles 
of the whole plant (cut above the ground), 
upside down, in shady places. Flowers and 
leaves may be used for tea. Supposed to be 
good for what ails ya. One time i made 
some which was delicious but every other 
time it has been bitter. Crushed leaves may 
be applied to wounds to promote heal ing, 
and as a local anesthetiz, especially for 
tooth ache. I've mode | Ching sticks from 
the straight stalks (10 inches long, 50 or 
more per bundle) and sold them. Yarrow 
seems fo be common along many roadsides. 

WILD CARROT, Daucus carota. The frilly 

white flower gives it one of its other namos 
= Queen Anne's Lace. After flowering the 

flower head closes upward, becoming cup 
like, hence the name Bird's Nest. The stems 

end leaves are covered with minute hairs. 

Poison hemlock (Conium maculatum), which 

closely resembles Doucus, does not have 
these hairs and that is the way to distinguish 
the one from the other. | gather the wild 
carrot's seeds in the summer along old 

country roads and bridle paths, rubbing them 
from the plants with my fingers, inta a 

wide-mouth gallon jug strung around my 

neck. | use them for seasoning such dishes 
as stews and beans. I've sold them to health 
food stores. In STALKING THE HEALTH- 

FUL HERBS, Gibbons has a whole chapter 

devoted to wild carrot. 

  

FENNEL, onise, sweet fennel, Foeniculum 

vulgare. | haven't found it in the wild yet, 
only in vacant lots. It's the stuff that 
smells like anise, also like licorice. May 
be two fo seven feet high, finely-divided 
thin grey-green leaves, small yellow flowers 
in umbels. | gathered the seeds, rubbing 
them with my hands into a plastic bag 

(i try 10 have @ few in my pockets always). 
They may be steeped for tea or used as 
flavoring in boked goods o candy. The 
seeds may be ground in a pepper mill,  Or 
the whole seeds may be steeped in hot 
water and the water used instead of the 
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seeds. Kirk says the leof stalks are edible 

raw or cooked. Haven't tried them yat. 
They ore even listed in COMPOSITION OF 

FOODS = rich in vitcmin A, 

  

HORSETAIL, scouring rush, Equisetum sp. 
(illustration obove). Looks like something 
out of prehistoric times. It's said fo have 
flourished in the Paleozoic, when it grew 

« much larger than in this age. It still appears 
to flourish, in moist soil in the forest, near 

creeks. Some of the plonts resemble aspar- 
agus, while others look more like bottle 
brushes, They feel somewhat like fine sand- 

paper from the high silica content. In fact 

i've used them (just wadded up) for scouring 
pots. Ebba Waerland, in REBUILDING 
HEALTH, recommends harvesting from June 
to Sept. and drying in the sun (unlike other 
medicinal herbs which are dried in shade), 

I followed her directions. We now have 

plenty of dried horsetail for tea. It's some- 
what like tea-tea in color and taste — maybe 
better. Ebba says it's a strong diuretic, and 
excellent for theumatism, kidney and 
blodder ailments, and for soaking festering 
sores. Kirk and Sweet also give information 
about this plant. 

MULLEIN, Verbascum sp. May be recog- 
nized by its majestic yellow flowered spike, 
or when it's not in bloom, by the thick 

velvety leaves. (One of it'snamesis compers' 
toilet paper.) Common along highways but 
i've also found it in the forest on cut-over 
land, along with rospberries. [I've dried the 
leaves and steeped them for tea. The taste 
was not anything special. Some use it in 
smoking mixtures. 

  

NETTLES, Urtica sp. Touch them and you'll 

know itl We pick them with rubber gloves 
or some other protection against the stinging 

oil that the hypodermic needle-like hairs 
inject. Grows in moist places. We found 

some in So. Cal. mountains but none in Sis- 
kiyou so far. Cooking destroys the stinging 
property. We eat as a green vegetable. 

CONIFER NEEDLES, including pine, spruce, 
douglas~fir, incense-cedar, arborvitae, fir, 
hemlock, We nibble on them when we're 
hiking. Angier (HCW TO STAY ALIVE IN 
THE WOODS) says spruce tea is as patent 
in vitamin C as orange juice! ond that the 
Vitamin may be gotten more directly by 
chewing the tender new needles. 

SOURGRASS, Redwood Sorrel, Oxalis 

oregana. Looks somewhat like a three-leaf 

clover. The taste is pleasantly sour. In 
redwood country one couldn't av this 
plant. We've found it in mixed conifer- 

broad leaf forests too. A nice salod green. 

WILD ONION. Allium sp. It seems to 

play hide and seck — it's very inconspicuous 
but teases with its aroma. Usually the bulbs 
we've found have been small and tough 
but they made a nice seasoning, along with 
the flowers. G 

  

YERBA BUENA, Satureja dougla Grows 
vine-like along the ¢ ound. Ya gotta look 
close to find it. ,(I'lcoked so close i found 

a good case of poiscn ook the first time i 
gathered it.) The !zaves are often maroon~ 
ish in color on the voderside. The mint/ 
camphor smell is stiorj from crushed leaves, 

the easiest way to distinguish it from ather 

  

low vines. We let the leaves dry on the 
stems in a shaded place, then strip them off 
(the stems are flavorless) and store them in 
jars for future tec making, OF ~ouise tea 

may be made from tha fresh leaves too. 

GRASS. New blates ” grass nske a so-s0 

salad at times when no other greens are 

  

     

    

available (s Suspase ly no 
species of g But corme other 
plonts recemble gross 5o first tos » vary small 
piece, | 

  

970 and i have discovercd o number 
2.7~ plants which make 

asting small samples of 
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onything that looks promising. Procedure: 
Gingerly chew up a very small plece. If 
thero is any unpleasont taste or frritation, 
spit out ond keep spitting {or rinting with 
water) until the taste goes away. IFf It fostes 
okay, hold It in mouth for several minutes. 

. IFit still tastes okay, swollow. Woit o 
least @ day. If no bod effects try a some~ 
what larger piece. Etc. Sample only one 
new plant ot a time. By DON'T try 

this with mushrooms. Some deadly mush- 
rooms reportedly taste delicious, ond are 
poisonous In very small amount. 1t is 
safest, of course, to always make o positive 
identification of a plant before tasting. 

SWEETS 

When we finst started living In the woods i 
would look forward to trips into the big 
city where there was ice cream, cake and 
cookies. Tastes have changed, but not 
overnight. [t has taken months, even years. 
We still enjoy sweets occaslonally. But we 
have come to prefer kinds we can make 

Ives out of simple ingredi One 
trip into that society buys us all the goodie- 
mokings we want for a year or more . By 
having stores of sweet-treats we lessen ony 
atiraction the sickly-sweet society might 
have for us. Our selection of sweets is o 
compromise betwean what's best for health, 
what we con store, what's cheap, ond what 
we enjoy. 

DRIED FRUIT. Probobly the healthiest 

swaet is fresh, ripe fruit, And we eat large 
amounts of wild berries in season as well os 
buying fresh fruit on our rare trips to town. 
But storoge and waight are problems. So 
we use some dried fruit, so far mostly roisins 
and currants, purchosed In Fresno where 
they are grown from Bonner Packing Co., 
568 So. Temperance. In 1972 we poid 
$6.90 per 30 pound box (23¢ a pound). 
Most of our raisins and currants are eaten 

without any eloborate preparation. We eat 
them out of hand, olone or with nuts; or 

odd them to spralads and fruit salads. We 
don't care for them cooked on the stove, 
but occasionally sun-stew them, by placing 
a jar of them, covered with water, to 
sook in @ sunny place for o few hours. 

  

VonuWay candy bars. They may be mode 
using a grinder, or more simply by chopping 
the ingredients with a knife ond kneoding 

together. | use roisins/currants ond walnuts/ 
sunflower/sesome seeds. After chopping 
these i odd powdered milk, carob powder, 
dextrose, and perhaps cinnamon, allspice, 
grated vonilla bean and molassas. Vitamin 
C gives o citrusy tang. | knead everything 
fogether, adding woter if necessary to get 
things to stick. After shaping bors i may 
coat them with some powdered milk, sugar, 
seed meol, or flour. To help the coating 
stick to the bars (or balls if you prefer) 
they may first be dampened with a little 
water. Most of the ingredients ore optional; 
use what you bove, forget the rest. 
VonuWay Wheat Chews. Add wheat 
sprouts/flour to the obove. The sprouts 
may be whole, chopped of ground. Knead- 
ing helps everything to adhere. Please 
don't be discouroged because | hoven't 
given quontities. Any proportion of raisins 
ond nults seem to taste good. | just odd 
the other ingredients gradually, to taste, 
especially the spices. 

NONFAT DRY MILK. P@Rple are the only 
animals thot § can think 8/ besides some 
onimals they domestical@s ‘that drink milk 

beyond the suckling stag .. And | understond 
there are many odults wl-z: ore allergic to 
any and all animols’ mil:. (No, every body 
doesn't aved milk.) I'm =zafly not sure how 
good a feii! cow's milk wi ‘¢ onlmals other 

than calvsy.  And nonfat diy' (NFD) milk is 
definitely abjectionable kuause it is stored 
in a finely-civided stala, However, until 

feal thot milk 
may be devirsle os o arein ™ supplement, 
And we us i to make sivvg 1.%et things, 
In other wo ds, of presen: wn tel the bone= 
fils we ge’ / w asedgh the 

possible di i urdeHond the 

with 

nutritions! i< ors, When eating R milk 
i try to gus .ome fat and ome raw «irect 
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along with it, usually in the form of a few 
walnuts and spoonfuls of wheat sprouts. 
Adelle Davis (p.183, LET'S EAT RIGHT T0 
KEEP FIT) cloims that fresh or powdered skim 

milk, without fat being taken simultaneously, 
couses loss of calcium and on increased need 
for vitamin Bp. The reason for the wheat is 
1o supply phosphatose, an enzyme destroyed 
by pasteurization but necessary if calcium 
and phosphorus are to be absarbed from the 
milk, according to Catharyn Elwood, who in 
FEEL LIKE A MILLION, recommends one 
tablespoon fresh ground wheat per quart of 

milk.  pigin NFD milk. To prepare milk, 
whether instant or not (what we buy in bulk 
is usually not instant) we first odd the 
desired amount of water to a quart canning 
jar. Then we odd what looks like the right 
amount of NFD milk. (If the jar is more 

then 2/3 full the milk doesn't mix well.) 
Next we put on a lid and rim, which gives 
a good seal. (Packages of just lids ore 
sold in supermarkets.) Now we make like 
a milk-shake machine, holding the jar 
securely with both hands and shaking 
enthusiastically for a couple of minutes. 
Milk or water may be added if the initial 

measuring doesn't suit one's taste. 
Condy/icing. Rayo makes, using NFD milk, 
dextrose, and a touch of vitamin C powder, 
with just enough water to mix into a thick 
paste. Tastes like lemon icing. 

CAROB powder is the ground pod of the 

carob tree, also called St. John's Bread 
or Locust bean. The tree grows in the Med- 
iterranean, and since the climate is similar 

it does well in Los Angeles, where i've 
seen the long, leathery, chocolate-brown 
pods littering sidewalks, I've tried chewing 

on some of these pods; the taste was sweet 
— but the pod very tough. At the time i 
didn't think of trying to grind them, but i 
will give it o whirl next time i'm able to 

get some pods. e have bought both 
toasted and raw carob powder. Toasted, 
it's darker in color and more coco-like 

tasting thon the raw form, which looks like 
whole-wheot flour and is perhaps sweeter 
tasting. I'm sure Ford would label carob 
powder fatty rubbish, par excellence. But 
it's not as harmful as chocolate, which 
contains alkalolds, interferes with calcium 
absorption and ruins my complexion. 
Corob powder can be substituted for cocoa 
in conventional recipes, e.g. in hot cocoa 
and brownies.  Carob shakes. We add a 
few tablespoons of carob powder to NFD 
milk and water and shake up. Optional 
additions are cinnamon, allspice ond 
vanilla. (If there are any kmps in the 
carob powder we first sift and crush the 
}umpx against the strainer.)  Cgrob fudge. 

Carob powder (raw/toasted) is added to 
ground dry fruit and mixed in well. Nuts, 
seeds, seed meal, powdered milk, sugar 
or honey, ond spices may be added. 
DEXTROSE. We used to eat honey — like 
ir wai going out of style. Little did we real- 
ize it literally wos. Anyway, the price sky- 
rocketed and it's now out of OUR style. 
We've replaced it with dextrose, which is 
a type of glucose made from com starch. 

Dextrose stores well ond i3 relatively inex- 
pensive. Because we consider dextrose 
unhealthy we go casy on it. We eat much 
less of it than we did of honey, which has 
the imoge of being a healthy food but is in 
fact o highly-refinad sweet — refined by 
the bees. A little honey moy be better than 
a little dextrose. But we didn’t limit our- 
selves to a little honey. We are regular 

Poohs!  pextrose is a monosaccharide and 
is supposedly ‘easier to digest than sucrose 
(common table sugar), which is a disoc- 
choride and must first be broken down into 
monosaccharide by the digestive system be- 
fore it can be absorbed. J 2 

om. | mixed 
fresh berrias ond dextrose, obout twice as 

much dextrose os berries by volume (dextrose 
is fluffier than granulated sugar), and 
cooked gently. It melted down and became 
syrupy. The longer it cooked, the thicKer 
ond harder it got. | tested it by dripping 
soma Into cold water or onto a cold metal 
plote. That gives an idec of what it will be 

like upon cooling. 

BLACKSTRAP MOLASSAS. Adelle Davis 
mentlons blockstrap as a good source of B 
vitamins ond Iron. So does Linda Clark, In 
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LIVING THE GOOD LIFE, Helen on 

Scott Nearing mfn'i 

diet. On the other 

S"FORY, Fred Rohe says he doesn 

like molassas, becavse of uni 5 

toral proctices in raiting cne 

the molassas comes cf'ul’l:; :Trh 0L 

jon units which are fi 
o 

bones. |n hopes that the good o:!wf.‘?’_ 

the bad, i use blackstrap molossas: g 

ually consider it more os a fo‘c>d ’w“:re i 

than as a sweet but i am getting s 

more accustomed 10 it umr:lg lui"elube 

y 
tails. 

I 

nioying my molassas coc 
: rloglesgpoon or two in a cup og wu:n'r, 

hot or cold, once a day. We buy o 
bringing our © 

blackstrap ot feed stores, i 

s — clean, white (s0 no poss Yy 

Price is about 

oth filtrat- 
d beef 

container: 

toxic dye) bleach jugs- 
¢ a pound. 
N.B. Dr. Fred Miller cautions that e\‘/en 

such 'natural* sweats as raisins mn;fi\.s:m 

cavities if not cleaned from the teech a! 

He recommends eating a natural 
eating. A 
dentifrice last, e.g. apples 

DAILY DIET 

In case you wonder whot Rayo and i eat 

from day to day. Royo cooks up Instant 

Breakfost of Vonuans maybe 80% of the 

time. Other times, as when the sprout 

form is closed, he may have troasted 
wheat (usually plain), or just milk, or 
ploin boiled rice. | fost until noon or 

dinner, doing well on just one meal 
day. Once o week i may fost all day, 
ingesting only water, and sometimes | 

fast for @ aumber of days consecutively. 
| think it's rejuvenating — anyway it maxes 

me feel good and helps me control my 
weight  povo usually has o few snacks 
during the day, os opposed to one noon 
meal. He spaces them out to avoid bod 
combinations. Raisins. Nuts. Sesame 

seeds. Milk. Fresh berries or other fruit. 

Popcorn. On the other hand if i eat lunch 
i find one meal more satisfactory than 
snacking, which leods me to overeat. 
I may eat a meal of wheat sprouts, raisins 
and nuts; mixed. Or mix up an opple, 
orange, raisins, nuts and manzanita flour. 
Or the rest of yesterday's bread and sesame 
paste.  Or popcorn, perhaps with an oily 
seed. Or o couple of sliced bananas 
filled with seed paste. Ay dinner we take 
our vitamins (usually C and E, sometimes 

Aand D), any limestone flour, and yeost. 
We share about a quart of ABC sprouts 
whenever Happy Days is operating, which 
is maybe 80% of the time. | add lentil 

and wheat sprouts to my partion, and 

perhaps seasoning/dressing. If i eat lunch 
i proceed it with a tablespoon ar two or 
molosses in a cup of water, otherwise i 

have my cocktail before dinner. Some 
typical dinner menus:  pice or rice and 

lentils; sometimes completely alone; more 
often topped with walnuts, sunflower, or 

sesame seeds.  Or rice and beans, with 

no topping. Kelp may be used for season~ 
ing. Rayo often addssalt. g ooy 
wheat and corn. With sesame paste. 

We may have beans also. If no beans, i 
may have milk, 

Stew of com, beans, 
lentils, wheat ond rice. Plain or seasoned. 
Alone or with popcom. g [t Lentil-rice soup, 
with yeast, kelp, garlic and other spices. 
Popcorn too, perhaps. AIPSHOP Ty nates or temole 
cake — com meal with beon lentil filfing. 
Popcorn, alone or with oily seeds. 
Chapatis and beons. | find chapatis less 
enjoyable to make than bread + therefore 
we have them less often. 

Semetimes we hove fresh vegetables such as carrots, 
cobboge, cukes, onions, peppers, fo odd 
to our dinners, . 

Sometimes we have smoll game. A squirrel mokes one dinner for the 
two of us. With a porcupine 
we have the organs for dinne, 
liver, brain, poncreas, 
and lungs 

» the first day 

r — heart, 

kidneys, spleen 
— ground info a paste and perhg; 1 

B 
lleumlt:d with corn meal on top and bottom to make a 'pie’, The muscle meat is dinner for the next few days. We usually have o spralad first, We may have rice later 
We usually do not drink during or immed- iately ofter a meal, to avoid diluting 
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: cestive juices. We drinknot less th, 

ydnligrsus before eating nor two houry ofy 

| think it's best not to have fea, be 

the sugar and excess water, Buton 

rainy days we've sat around and drank ¢, : 

after cup»  We no longer buy supemarks 

¢ (we haven't for ten months) - 

:rfi‘:nu(lx may be unhealthy; the meat 

contain hormones, vmnqumn.,,, P 

growth stimulants (e.g. anenic), preserye. 

atives, dyes, ond deodorants (quite a 

mouthful , eh?); not to mention the hig 

price and cruel treatment the animals g ; 

receive; and we have no 9004,' cay way 

to preserve meat. We do occasional 

and eat smoll animals; we prefer them 

big game because we con eat the meot & 

frosh., We don't like the killing but from 

what we presently know, the enimal foog 

may be a good addition 1o our diet. § 

But don't we ever buy Milky Ways, cyp= 

cakes, chocolate chip cookies, ice cream 

and sherbet? We haven't in months, 

Occasionally, on trips into that soci; ty, 

meet friends who serve us such things. 

we eat them even less frequently than 

ECANES zuzuz.  Yes, Virginia, we are 

for real. We have come to enjoy our 

ECANES food and don'tfeel we're denying 

ourselves any pleasures. We just no longer 

have any special desire for such foods as 

orange sherbet and German chocolate cuk;v.i 

FOOD COSTS (by Rayo). From Feb. to 
Aug. 1972 we kept records of food 
consumed. Quantities are pounds per 

person per month. Costs are calculated 
from most recent bulk prices paid. 

Stored staples: wheat 15.87 67¢; brown 
rice 6.91 69¢; shelled sunflower seeds 5.8¢ 
227¢; raisins 4.87 113¢; popcom 4.5% 52¢; 
red beans 4.47 48¢; walnuts in shells 3.7/ 
74¢; millet 1.67 32¢; dry milk 1.67 69¢; 
buckwheat 0.87 16¢; soybeans 0.8 12¢; 
blackstrap molasses 0.7f 4¢; sugar 0.6/ 
7¢; alfalfa and subclover seed 0.67 24¢; 
dry yeast 0.2f 16¢; dry kelp 0.47 4¢; 
seasonings and vitomins 40¢. Total, 52.41 
$8.76. We ate generously of sunflower 
seeds because we had a large store (some~ 
one with whom we had pooled purchase 
didn't take delivery) and we hod doubts 
about their keeping qualities. Other foods 
bought during rare trips to towns (overaged 
over the five months): fresh fruit 147 150¢; 
fresh vegetables 1.8¢ 23¢; dairy products 
and meat 3.7F 142¢; pastries 0.27 12¢; 
restourant meals 37¢.  Total) $3.63. 
Scavenged fruits and vegetables (super- 
market trash bias) obout 84 0.0¢. 

Foraged wild foods, rough estimate: meat 
(cleaned but including bones) 17; berries 
0.4# (ripe during only one month of the 
period); greens 0.4%. ¢ e 3 

have discontinued buying meat and most 
junk foods. We are no longer buying sun= 
flower seeds. And we have substituted 
com and now milo for the higher-priced 
grains. We have found a less expensive 
source for vitomins. Our present food 
costs are opproximately $9 per person per 
month, total. 

WHO 'COOKS'? [ usually enjoy food 
preparation 50 i do it. Dish washing, on 
the other hand, doesn't thrill me, ond since 
Rayo would rather do it than prepare food, 
he does. We try to divide tasks occording 
to who likes what, not according to sex 
roles. 

SUPPLEMENTS » 
KELP. Supplies calcium, iodine and troce 
minerals, We are presently using “Pacifig 
Coast Kelp Meal", distributed by Ocesn Pak Kelp Co., 8391 Pine Ave., Ching, Cals and sold in S0 pound sacks for $5 by O.H. 
Kruse feed store in So. £l Monte, Calif ¢ 
LIMESTONE FLOUR. Calcium. Probably 
less radioactivity than bone meal. Kruses 
VITAMINS. Hoffman-LaRoche, Nutley, N.J. 07110 sells (e.q.) one kilo (one mil= lion 1.U.) E for $40; 5 kilos C for 526.75~ 
THE REST 
g0 on. 

-+« will come as life ond leoming N+ In the meon time, may the earth's foods nourish you and me,, 
may the sun guild our days, ond may we peacefully live 
the lives we envision. 

fnjoy, 
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NUDE DANCING 
MONEYMAKING OPPORTUN|TY! 

by Darby Anderson 
Los Angeles is a little more liberal in some 
ways than other cities, One of these i on 
area which offers for girls a substantiq| 
moneymoking opportunity; namely, nude 
doncing. Allmat is required is that the 

irl have o reasonably attroctive body and 
a moderate ability to dance fo Top-40 
type MUSiCs  The establishments featuring 
nude dancing are mainly beer bars (most 
don't serve hard liquor) with o very nom- 

inal cover charge (typically, a doflar). 
The Los Angeles area bars have had to 
fight very hord to keep nuda entertainment 
as the ‘authorities' have been trying to 
shut them down (or at least put bikinis on 
their dancers) for as long as the bars have 
put on this kind of entertainment, 

Girls needn't fear physical mauling or 

attack in these places as the bars don't 
allow this type of thing (they wouldn't be 
cble to find any dancers willing to work 
there if they did). Tough 'bouncers' are 
employed to prevent any kind of trouble, 
The character of the clientelle depends 
vpon the area in which the bar is located 
ond the quality of the bar's management. 
It is not difficult to obtain employment qt 
bars where the customers are well-manner- 
ed and pleosant to deal with, Increasing 

numbers of girls entering the competition 
for jobs, plus the general decline in 
economic conditions has resulted in hour— 
ly wage rates lower than a few years ogo. 
The usual rate now is $3 in the Los Ange- 
les orea, but can vary from $2 to $5. 
| understand the San Bernardino has just 
begun to permit nude dancing and wage 
rates there are supposedly very high — 
i was told $12 on hour. Remember, 

though, that the woge is just part of 
remuneration, Girls who work as combin- 
ation dancers/waitresses get tips, which 
constitute a potentially larger part of pay 
than the hourly wages, | generally earn 
between $2 and $3 per hour from tips — 
you do NOT have to report these to your 
employer. Such income is easily kept 
from various types of thieves. | am 
presently (Oct. 1972) working os a nude 
doncer and, since i recently changed jobs, 
i did some looking around as well, so my 
knowledge of the wages paid and the 

i B conditions are curren Another advans 

toge of this work is that your employer 
does not pry into your private affairs as is 
customary in regulor corporate institutional 
employment, What you do on your own 
time is strictly your own affair. Tihave 

found that it is quite easy to get a job as 
a nude dancer without providing ANY 
identification at all to the employer. 
Unless you look so young that you might be 
under 21 there is no problem, 

  

In the early 
days most places paid in cash, 5o there was 
no problem of needing ID to cash checks. 
Also there was no withholding, Now, how- 
however, most places pay by check, 
including withholding. In order to minimize 
withholding, you should have many depend- 
ents, but not a suspiciously large number. 
Cloiming four keeps withholding down to 
ebout 10%. No proof is required. If the 

bor doesn't normally pay in cash, you can 
forget subcontracting. In my experience, 
itis not easy to bargain with the bars. 
For one thing, they do not seem to like to 
see any evidence of intelligence such as 
would be displayed in bargaining. 

Combination work involves dancing part of 

the time and woiting on customers the rest 
of the time, Drinks are sold to the wait~ 
ress and she then sells them fo the custom- 
er; onything over the price charged her by 

the bor that she can obtain from the 
Customer she may keep (and the bar does 

not ask her obout this). The girl must 
learn 1o be pleasant and cheerful with the 

Customers and fo accept extravogont 
compliments. She will receive mony 

offers for dates and even outright offers 
of money for a couple of hours in a night 
Iis expected that these offers will usuelly 

be turned down; there need be no embar- 
doing so. There is rorely any 

!rouble and when there is the bouncer 
rasment i 
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stands ready 1o handle iy, Mo: 
g ¢ 

st d in their mid and [gre 20's, many i:n'ck:'i‘rcm 

91 
K 

40's in the business, 
X 

range .cippeluruncu omong nude dancers, Aiu! ris 
i ;. 

Prisingly large number are not what i consig- er attractive qp 9., t Fave drsopy rects have fat i e Show stretch marks, ele. You find :h, @ different men like di 
i 9Ppearance, 

Papers for dancers and ther to be g superabundance of them. You do nol} huye to be *beautify]! to earn a very satisfying income, Naturally, there are 

of activity in this business + of the girls do not fi 
Por_sonoli'y counts for a great deal, |t takes a little while to develop o style; a girl should not expect to be able to perform like ¥ immediately, Appl : ; ; pply for a job wearing @ bikini. You will be asked 1o dance for the customers present (if you feel somewhat embarrassed, show up around dinner time when the, 
customers around), 
ably well 

re will be only a few 
IF you perform reason~ 

¢ that is all there is to it. 
A beginner can obtain o job where she donces 15 minutes out of an hour and waits ©n customers for the other 45 minutes. The combination girl, as she is called, hos an advantage over the streight nude dancer in that the customers enjoy being waited on by o girl who dances in the nude (the 
size of the tips reflect this), Want ads in Los Angeles metropolitan area papers 
under bar waitress and doncers contain 
several for combo work, You can work as few as 20 hours a week on up 1o os many os you wish. Nude doncing as a part-time iob can earn you as much or more than o 40 hour @ weck corporate job. Business is 
generally best at the end of the week — e.g., Thursday through Sunday. Also, night work is supposed tobe much more profitable, altfiough i prefer to work days 
for personal reasons. i P It would be possible 
for a girl who lives in a remote place, to 
come to Los Angeles and work one month 
out of the year. Since the bar would not 
hire a girl they knew would be leaving in 
a month, it would be unwise to 5o inform 
them. It would be possible to find a job 
within a few days by using the local wont 
ads 

the year when the pickings are best. 

  

1 don't know of any special time of 

In Los Angeles, there is a fairly low risk of 
being arrested for nude dancing. In many 
cities within the orea, there is grossly 
suggestive dancing tolerated by the local 
police — i would guess that this is olmost 
certainly becouse of payoffs; the degree 
of tolerance varies from community o 
community. One of the reasons for the 

decline in the hourly woge rate is becouse 
i in rish rrest. of this decrease in risk of arres! For your 

protection: Work at a ploce with a video 

tape system. The better bars in the Los 
Angeles area have video tapes with which 
they tape every performance each day. 
This way you cannot be accused of having 
done something you did not do, a proctice 
most beloved by the police when they can 

getaway withit. po o0y anyone ot 
the har and confide in them. Don't jump to 

the conclusion that the other girls are 'okay'. 
In my experience, many of them are thicves, 
liars, wnores, etc. Most of them are 

drinkers and quite unreliable becouse of this. 

Keep your money (tips) with you at all times, 
as it will likely be stolen if you do not. 

Make sure that the doorman at the bar sees 

you to your car when you leave work. Girls 
have been known to get robbed, kidnapped, 
or raped after hours, but not when the bor 
fioes o good job of protecting them. 1, 

recson that wages are fairly high in this 
field is that most girls are simply too up- 
tight to handle the work. Despite initial 
fears on my port, i've found the worlf to be 
physically demanding but not otherwise 
difficult. I could obtain a technicol job i 
but frankly i7d rather earn my money dancing 
and spend the rest of my fime on technical 
and other projects of my own choice. And, 
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as the WALL STREET JOURNAL remarked in an orticle, "tax evasion is a fun crime”, 
This business is a much more laissez faire cne 
than most others; the only thing the Stote 
hes to do with nuda dancing is their attempts 
to eliminate it. The bar owners do not love 
the State; on the contrary they are always 
on the lookout for ogents ond they have to 
employ costly lawyers 1o protect themselves 
R UREI0S (ot e 
institutional employment in just a few days of job~shopping. So can you. Updoted 
from LIBERTARIAN CONNECTION #13) 

nOBILE MONEY MAKING \ 
by Al Fry 

Many people on the road in vans and buses 
miss picking up extra loot because. they don't 
want to get involved in the red tape of 
selling. I haven't found it that bad and 
used to 'do my thing' weekends when the 
county inspectors were off duty. Pick your 
fruit and get it on a busy corner, ” Sel| 
Your paintings, or your accumulation of 
scrounged junk, or your jewelry, or your 
estate sale goods, or whatever, and either 
do it on weekends or get the state tax 
permit and such, 

  

I have known leather 
workers and arts-and~crafts people to make 
the whole national park thing by selling os 
they Went. | have made mistakes. (like o 
whole trailer of avacados that were pre- 
maturely picked) but usually the worst that 
oppens is a reprimand from some officiol, 

  

"Junkie! friends can make the whole circuit 
of West Coast 'swop meets' and pick up good 
money knowing what sells where, 

WTEMPORARY EMPLOYMENT % 
IN VANCOUVER 

by C. 

  

$6 per hour (or time-and-a-half for night= 
S 1585  aby~1o=clone ol eamen e 
also pretty easy to come by (especially of the 
Fuller Brush variety) without much hassle, 
and con net $3 an  hour or 50 if you can 
stand the personality requirements. Student 

  

Piacement Offices of Universities are 
frequently a good source of casal employ~ 
ment, and often no proof of being a srudent 
e ited N o g iobs ot ey 
paper can be a big chore but it can also be 
nearly a sure thing if you wait at the press 
office for the poper to come out and don't 
try to be overly ambitious. Hove o cultured 
eye for a good prospect and aet immediately 
fo contact your potential employer. 

INTERNATIONAL EMPLOYMENY\ 
by Pierre 

I've just signed on for o job in Alaska with 
the some company i was working for before, 
but ot about three times the pay, With the 
money i'll be able to save, i'll be in good 
finoncial condition for a major project in a 
year or 18 months, 

  

Four outfits which offer 
information are: Goteway Overseas, New. 
York 10036; Employment International , 

Box 29217, Indianopalis, IN46229; Global 

Employment, Box 706, Orinda, CA94563; 

Overseas Jobs, International Airport, Box 
536, Miami, FL 33148. [ can't vouch for 

any of these outfits; i got my job by direct 
offer from the company. The company passed 
an intra—company resume around, whereas 
someone on the outside would have hod to do 
the passing around erself, The pay scoles 

are similar in Alaska and at foreign sites. 
But the other sites offer advantoges — if 

you stay 18 months, there is no tax on the 

first $20,000 or less earned. For this reason 

  

  
It is possible to hang around the clubt 
of local golf caurses and tell the people in 
charge that you want to caddy. What you 
make is extremely variable: $0 to $20 o 

day depending on your luck and the weather. 
Naturally this is primarily restricted to 
summer and at that time competition from 
public school kids can be a problem, but 
ot least there is no social insurance number 
required and no life history, Another good 

casual job is delivering flyers, but whether 
of not you must give sociol security, etc., 
depends a greot deal on whom you work 
for, (Theoretically, with a little capital 
you could solicit your own business for 
canvassing neighborhoods.) This will 
usually pay S1 an hour or more. 

Strawberry and cucumber picking is also 
very casual and open to anyone, but you are 

paid by check and it's hard to moke more 
than $5 per day. Once a year GM tokes 
inventory and will hire anyone for the one 
day only to do the work — and they pay in 

cash. Naturally you can also do the old 
*neighborhood boy' bit and knock on doors 

to mow lawns, shovel snow, do odd jobs, 
etc. Just be coreful if one of your refusers 
looks like the type 1o call the cops — time 
to find a new neighborhood! | frankly 
recommend ggtting o 'sociol insurance’ 
number though (see "Alternate ID"), With 

even o 'phony’ social insurance card you 
can try mony more things: professional 
writing, other mail endeavors, or almost 
any unskilled or semi~skilled job. Simply 
apply for a job you think you can do and 
give a phony list of work experiencos, 
references, efc. — a very large propartion 
of employers never check up on this data, 

especially if reference is made to other 
cities, A sheer mass of applications for jobs 

is li mj ‘ment, . is likely to secure employment, - 
Vancouver there is also a Casual Labor 
Employment office where you con sit ond 
wait for a job on a daily basis with nothing 
other than your social insurance cord. 

A better prospect is the Longshoremon's Hall. 

If you go there every morning ot 7:30 a.m. 
and crowd up to the dispatcher's window 

with your S.1, card, eventually you'll get 
work. And once you've worked, it gets 
easier and easier to get more work, so that 

you could potentially find yourself working 
only when you want to (since dispatch is on 
o day~to~day basiz) for something like $5 to 
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the minimum tour there is 18 months, 

versus one year here, 

HOW TO AVOID \ 

INCOME TAXES 

The best way is to work for vonuans or other 
good people who pay in cash or merchandise, 
file no reports, and conduct their business 
the same way. This is legal, 5o far o i 
know, so long a3 income is under $2050, 
Or else have a little business of one's own, 

The second best way is to work as o “sub- 
contractor* or 'consultant' for onyone. 
No taxes are withheld but your customer 

keeps records which might be checked. 
The third best way is 1o work as a regular 
employee but have plenty of dependants so 
that no income tox is withheld. S.S, tax 
is still withheld however. The following 

articles deal with the last two opproaches. 

@OP WITHHCLDING TAXES ‘ 
by John Egnal 

There are two altemative forms that the wage 
earner can use. One is the new W-4 and 

the other is the W—4E, T Mew\Wdihat 

only one line for stating the total number of 
withholding allowances to which you are 
entitled. A worksheet, to be retained by 
the woge eamer, is provided to help you 
figure out how many allowances to claim. 
Instead of using the worksheet, the person 
who wonts no tax withheld can figure the 
total allowances needed by dividing the 

projected onnual salary by $750. Count 
any fraction asan extra allowance needed. 
(This formula works if your salary is evenly 

ed over the 52 weeks of the year, If 
your wage income is concentrated in shorter 
periods of the year, it would be necessary 
to multiply your weekly wage by 52 weeks 
in order to project an annual rate that would 
work in this formula.) 

  

   

Enter your total on 
Line 1 of the W~4 and sign the statement, 
which now reads, "I certify that to the best 
of my knowledge and belicf, the number of 
withholding allowances claimed on this 
certificate does not exceed the number to 
whichiiamientitled. ™" resletarts lagal 
rationale for signing this statement is his/ 
her sincere belief ihat he/she is entitled to 
o complete exemption from paying war taxes 
to the federal government beccuse thelr 
collection violates the U.S. Constitution 
and principles of intemational law, The 
W4 is retained by the employer. It is the 
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oaly statement available to IRS bearing on 
the resister's clalm to exemption from with= 
holding. Any explanation of the basis for 
this claim would have fo be volunteared by 
the tax resistor, whether by letter, tax 

retum or personal interview. It Is o matter 
for individual lud = ) 

the IRS could hardly collect from everyone 
who hod shopped there. When such cases 
have gone to court considerations have been: 
Did the person work without direct super~ 
vision? Did the person hold himself out to 

the public os an independent 
  

whether it would be wise to voluntear any 

explonation.  The maximum penalty (Sec- 
Hon 7205 of the Intemnal Revenus Code) for 
one who "willfully swpplies false or froud- 
ulent information” on o W4 or W-4E i 
one year In fail and/or o $500 fine. 

Tha W~4E is an altemative form for people 
who had no tax liability for the previous year 
yeor and do not expact to have any for the 
present year. It would normally be used 
by individuals who do not expect an annual 
income of more than $2050 (the amount 
that is now exempt for a single person), or 
by heads of households in which the income 

will be lass thon the sum of $750 for eoch 
fomily dependant plus the $1300 low 
Incoms ollowance. g it i th 

W—AE statement, ".,. | incurred no liability 

for federal income tax for 1972 ond ... | 

anticipate that | will incur no liability for 
federal income tax for 1973" the woge 
earner can prevent withholding of any 
income tax for 1973, The W—4E expires 

at the end of each year and must bo 
renewed annually. Since use of the W—4E 
is legally contingent on the previous year, 
as well as the present year, it is important 
that this claim be asserted for the prior as 
well as the present. ps . ltions 
clearly make the woge eamer, NOT THE 
EMPLOYER, responsible for the allowance 
claimed on the W~4, The employer is not 
outhorized o alter or reject these claims. 
Nelther is the IRS, If your employer 
doesn't have the right form, or won't give 
It to you, you can get it just by asking at 
any IRS office or your locol War Tax 
Resistonce Center.  (Condensed from 
TAX TALK, December 1972.) 

fi BRING IT HOME FREE % 

by T. 
As a general rule: be a 'consultant’, not 
an 'employeo’. The direct employee is 
the most victimized by tax thieves, All 

money paid him is considered taxable 
income; almost no occupational expenses 
ore deductcble. Furthermore taxes are 

deducted before the employee even sees 
his pay; this gives the tax thieves the 
upper hand, The employee must go fo 
THEM for a refund, and a substantial 
refund may orouse suspicion. And filing 
for o refund makes him vulnerable to 
"tax fraud® chorges. Finally, social 
insecurity taxes are unrecoverable.’ 

  

So, clearly, don't be an employee. 
Instead become a consultant or services 
company. I you are presently o hired 

" =y 

proprietor? One can minimize the 
risks for customers by conducting himself 
accordingly. | svggest:  Get pusiness cords 
printed in the nome of your service. Prepare 

a brochure, not [ust a resume, with main 
emphasis on services parformed; especially 
any services performed at your ploce of 
business. )\ jvertise of least once fn o 
trode joumal. Quote the od in your bro- 
chure or otherwise distribute copies to 

Prospects.  DPyring interviews state clear- 
ly that you sell ONLY s a consultant or 
vender. If you say you would rather work 
as a conswltant but will consider 'direct 
employment’, you are apt to frighten your 
prospect who will then offer you nothing. 
Sell o two or more customers per year. If 
necessary find a friend who will buy some 
of yours and sell you some of his. 3. 
savings for a customer, compared to 'direct 
employment' include: no sociol insecurity 

" ' 
  payments; po ploy 
taxes; no company-paid 'fringe benefits' 
(which would probably be of little value 
anyway); less accounting; fewer govern- 
ment forms to prepare; greater flexibility 
in work arrangements (for example a nomad 
or remote homesteader who wants to mini- 
mize time spent in the city might offer an 
inverse ovortime rate — the more hours per 
week he works the cheaper per-hour ho 
gets, which is forbidden 'employees"); 
less supervision; no union problems; easier 
termination. o general the smaller the 
company the better your chances since the 
fewer the levels of manogement involved, 

Avoid initial contact with personnel 
departments if possible. Try to meet 
relevant working-level supervisors, 

Devalop a network of finders — individuals 

in similar work who for a fee will let you 
know of openings and put you in touch with 
the right people. Let your finder establish 
the prospect's interast {n you as an inde- 
pendent 50 you don't waste time interview= 

ing people with direct-employment 

syndromes, 500 culde o rate, remember- 
ing that you will save a company 30 to 
50 percent in employment-related overhead 
expenzes, try asking 10 to 20 percent over 
your last direct rate. If you don't find work 
reodily, don't accept 'employment", cut 

1t . 3 19tel  i¢ your vocation is not one you can 
continue after you opt out, be short ronge, 
Recognize that anything you build is 
built on quicksand. Don't start o business 

requiring substantial capital or slow growth 
of clientele. Don't enter any trade which 
will tie you down for long. Eam free. 

  ician, become a Math 

Consultont. If you are presently o clerk- 
typist, become a Clerical Services Com~ 
pany. Instead of employers you now have 
customers. Insteod of turning in o time 
card you invoice weekly or monthly, per- 
haps on the basis of hours worked, perhaps 
per job. You receive FULL PAY with no 

taxes deducted. YOU decide how much 

taxes to pay. All business expenses such 
@ tronsportation, rent, telephone and 
supplies are deductible. And if.your gross 
yearly income is less than $10,000, your 
chance of being oudited is very moll so 

you can let your conscience be your guide 
in figuring business expenses. Even if you 
are audited and connot substantiate ex~ 
penses to the tax thieves' satjsfaction, you 
have not committed 'tax fraud' — you ore 
liable only for taxes they believe you owe 
plus interest. And since you, not they, 
possess the money in question, YOU have 
the upper hand. If you want, you can 
oppeal to the tax court where cases often 

drog on fotyearst ol o IRS fennt 
unaware of this loophole, since it is enor- 

mous and growing. And in a few instances 
where a vender has not paid they have 
gone bock at his customer, alleging that 
the vender was octually an EMPLOYEE, 

(There is that dirty eight-letter word ogain,) 
Obvlously the IRS cannot be consistent in 
this; If for e==nple a store failed to pay, 
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(Cond ] from INNOVATOR, Winter 
1969) 

y SECURE BANKING \ 

by Lysander 

If you are looking for a means of payment 
other than cash that most people will 
occept, you are just cbout limited to 
personal checks, postal money orders, 
bank money orders, or cashier's checks. 
Virtually every bonk keeps microfilm 
records of all tronsactions that go thry 
someone's checking account (i have seen 
IRS bludg check). However, it is not 
possible to find more than a few of a per- 
son's money order payments. The records 
exist, but they are buried in such a mass of 
irrelevant data, from which there is no easy 
way fo sort them out, that a record of any 
one person’s transactions connot ke compiled, 

  

If one knows the date of payment (at the 
issuing bank) and the amount of a money 
order, it is possible 1o find that one money 
order on film. But it isn't possible to find 

oll money orders bought by 'John Do’ writ- 
ten as payer. And if 'John Doe' chooses to 

write a different name, and to buy money 
orders at several different banks, you see 
how the records con be dispersed and hidden, 

The number of money orders issued by even a 
small bank (with which | have personal 
experience) is simply vost; at a large bank 
the number must be enormous, When 
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from o bank, © 
o teller, then 

d the 

uys @ money’ ovdc:h 

{5 only the gmount to 

:’:?m in);he nome of the PW’":;" e 

name and oddress of the payer ‘;,r‘ .a iy 

is nothing fo prevent e from wr!d wgdoing 

nome and oddress for payers ¢ 32 P2 

won't make it any harder for the ! e 

payee to cash, but if the money ord i 

lost, the payer would probabl);l_nueoney 

creote ID in that name to get u: o 

bock. That is the price e would :l 

in order fo create an untrocea e 

record.  The bank i use issues money n'r‘de” 

for omounts less than $500, and caxhn::rmh_ 

checks for amounts of $500 or more. o 

fer's checks aro o less secure medium bo% 

cause the buyer has to fill out @ for;n ggdm’s 

nome of payee, as well os name and addte: 

of payer in odditipn to the amount. 

fer's checks cost nothing while money 

orders cost 15¢ each, t;w same a.:yrn;c:s:' 

rsonal checks, But if anonymi 

zncem, it is better proctice to buyhieverul 

money orders to send a large sum rather e 

than one cashier's check. But what i sai 

above about the bank's microfiim recordf : 

for money orders opplies equally to cashier's 
checks; compiling a record of transactions 

for any one buyer is impossible.  postal 

money orders may work the some as .bank 

money orders, but i have no infcinnnvAon 

obout them, and i have an aversion fo 

dealing with or paying money to government 

ogencies. oy opinion, the preferred, 
secure way fo make a small number of pay= 
ments is with bank money orders, espec= 

ially those bought in savings banks or 

savings ond loans, which don't even clear 
thru the institution thru which they are 

purchased. [t may be usoful to know that 
it is fairly easy to open a bank occount, 
either check or savings, under an alias. 
One could open an account at a local bank 

a person b 
will send you your checkbook or pasdbooy 

Once the account is open, have oll chec 

and money order payments to you mode 

blo to your alfos and deposit by mail o 

f:.y; account. You tould add on extra 

measure of security by having payments mody 

out to another alias, fl’l?n you endorse tham 

over to your occount alias. Thus your 

occount alias wouldn't become general 

knowledge. You will need t.a be cble to 

write a number of different signatures, 

fairly distinct looking, one for each. i 

But ol your signing can fake place in 

private, and signatures don't have to be o0 

ledgible, so you don't have to be P’°§=iem' 

Gt its vy can make check payments from 
such alias accounts easily. You c‘ould make 

occasional large payments by m?‘(lng with= 

drawals from o savings account in the 

exact amounts of the payments, mode pay~ 

able to your alias, then endorse them over t 

to your intended payee. More freguent or 

smaller payments could better be done thy 
a checking occount. Getting cash out of 

such on account would be frickier. One 
way fo do it is fo get identification in the 
name of your alias, then you could cash 
checks made payable to your alias, A 
better plan, if you can manage it, would 
be to make a withdrawal paysble to your 
alias, then endorse the check over to a 
trusted person who will give you cash for 
it, then e can deposit to er occount some~ 

where.  Some of the ideas presented here 
have not been tested in practice. [ am 
interested in correspondence concerning 
the topics raised here. | would especially 
like to hear about any relevant personal 
experiences, either good or bad. Il 
willingly provide further details, some 
bank oddresses, and suggestions taylored 
to your personal requirements to anycne 
who writes me. (See p.120, par. 3.) 

  this way, but it would take Iderabl 
boldness to do in person, and it would look 
suspicious fo open a local account by mail. 
An odditional disedvantage of a local 
occount Ts that the bludg can find it more 
casily. If they are looking: for assets held 
in a certain name, they routinely ask all 
hometown banks if this person has any funds 
there and how much, Banks readily supply 
this information. But if your account is 
out of town and out of state, the bludg 
obviously con't query every bank in the 
country to find it, and they would never 
'Y+ Opening on account out of town by 
mail is not at all unusual, And any bank 
will be eager to accept your money, espec— 
ially if it's a lorge amount, They will not 
ask for proof of identity, so you can use 
any name you like. You will need a mail- 
ing oddress, and if you provide a p.o. 
box oddress, tho bank might also want o 
residential address for their records. If you 
have a p.o. box in your real name (pre- 
ferably one that you can't be traced thru), 
you might give the bank a mailing oddress 
of this form: alias, c/o your nome, p.o, 
box 0 and 50, etc. Another option Is to 
use a mail forwarding service as your mailing 
odcretse By o ek willfalio acke you to provide them with a sociol security number, 
You might be able to get a number under 
your alias. Or you could just make one up using the format: xxo-x=xxx. If you 
open a checking occount, 1o the best of 
my knowledge, the social security number will not be checked, it will languish for- 
ever on a signature card in a file in the 
bank. 

Interest on o savings account is reported fo the IRS on a Form 1099 enly if 
it totals $10 or more. So'if one doesn't 
want his social security number looked ot too closely, and thus doesn! 
1099 to be submitted, e should see that er interest is less than $10, This means should maintain an average balance below $200. OF course, one could hove @ much higher balance for a limited period, 30 « could use such an account fo clec | payments, but e shouldn't 
in the account for o long t 

't want o Form 

ear large 
leave large sums 
ime, 

account out of town al| ¥OU nee 
the oddress of an appropriate ba 
a\:«uly mban :bxure out of state 
cial an for o checki asking for informu(fion a;ofi:;‘fn?: el occount, They will send back fnrm?vx' h you fill out and retum with money and I‘:cy 
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To open an 
d 1o know is 
ok, Send 
commer~ 

' ALTERNATE ID 

CAUTION, Some of the techniques dis- 
cussed here may be unlawful in some 
countries and states, Check "your' laws 
carefully before attempting to create or 
use an alias, VONULIFE does not recom= 
mend that anyone do anything that is 

Hlegal. g raiuses of alinsesloreliradis 
ional and quite legal: e.g., by authors 
as 'pen names* and by prisoners of war 
attempting fo escape from enemy coun- 
tries, America might some day be occu= 
pied by C ists.or Nazis or somebod, 
who would seize govemment records. 
Some say that every patriotic citizen should 
have alternate id as part of civil defense. 
GENERAL SUGGESTIONS:  The time to 
get identification is BEFORE you need it — 

when you have plenty of time to explore 
alternatives, think through procedures, and 
obtain documents by mail; and when an 
‘accident’ won't be disasterous, 

  

Carefully 
think through your own procedure step by 
step before doing anything. Get all the 
information you can,’ of course, but don't 
simply follow the procedure used by some= 
one else. Opportunities change; what 
may have worked five years ago may be 
unworkable ond dangerous today. p 1y 
yourself or have a very good friend do it. 
Don't try to contact 'the underworld® — 
many people 'on the edge of the law' are 
informers, d 

Don't use stolen or counterfeit 
govemment-~issued id such as a driver's 
license or passport. Such id will not with= 
stand a check, such as by a policeman when 
one is stopped for a routine traffic violations 
And possession is invariably illegal. The 
best id is genvine id jssued by government 
ogencies. The second best is id you create yourself, such os o company id card for ' 
Your ewnt compony. e your 
procedures are relatively ‘fail safe'. For example, use g mailing oddress other than 
Your usual residential address when writing 
away for documents, in case you accident= 
ally trigger an investigation, Nevarheve 
more thon one set of id on your person at @ 
time, in case you get frisked., Keep aller= 
:\u!c} sets safely cached until you need them, 
n places you can always get fo. Maintain 
::ille:?d' ir:e!:.:' middle~class appearance 
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live at cheap boarding houses or wear rogged [eens. Have several hundred dofars in savings, in currency no lorger than $20 
bills, reserved for emergencies so thqy 
money is not an immediate prob| 
ey might BawIH et e m Jikely order for acquiring id fs: (r.r;)" 
mailing oddress; (second) information on 
how to do it; (third) birth certificate or 
swbstitvte; (fourth) "social security! (us) 
or 'social insurance' (Canada) card; swpporting paper such as company id card: 
(Fifth) drivers license or non~driver id :ur’d~ 
bank account (if necessary); (sixth) pass= 
port (if necessary); credit cards (if neces~ 
sary).« 
BIRTH CERTIFICATE. There seem 1o be two general procedures: (1) take over the 
identity of someone who died as a young 
child; (2) create a new identity. THE 

PAPER TRIP (see bibliography at end of 
jssue) suggests the first, "Go to the main 

ibrary of any large city, university or 
college, or a newspaper's principal office 
ond take a look at the old newspapers 
recorded there on microfilm. Choose a 
year in which you would have been no older 
than ten ond begin looking for articles in 
which a young child of your sex, race, and 
oge then was killed in some kind of acci~ 

dent like fire, auto, or drowning. The 

best possibilities would be those in which 
the entire fomily was wiped out, as there 
would be little remembered of them by 
now." By checking birth announcements 
in still earlier papers one can probably 
leam the date and ploce of birth of these 
children. "While you're poring over the 
microfilm it would be a good idpa to com= 
pile a list of at least half a dozen good 
possibilities, A few might understand- 

ably prove useless for you (wrong race, 
for example), or you might want to con- 
s 

struct multiple id's. Orjfatiatcounty 

recorder's office, "go to the files open to 
public viewing (photo copies of the actual 
documents in bound volumes, or on micro- 
film), and check a book that has death 
certificates for a yeor in which you were 
under five ... The death certificate will 
list the birthdate, place of birth, race, 
parents' names, and a host of other inter 
esting facts, all the facts you need to send 
for the birth certificate...” uthice facts 

that should be of considerable benefit are 
that (1) birth and death certificates are 
completely separate documents — they 
are never cross—referenced. They are made 
In different places and filed in different 

ploces. Also (2) by using the birth certi= 
ficate of someone who was born in one 
county but died in another county, or 
state, you have assured yourself of unde~ 
fectability. It would take thousands of 
men hours to track down the death certi- 
ficote, and no agency is going fo bother, 
(3) So far there is no computerization of 
birth ond death records, and very little 
prospect that this will ever be done, 

C/MEf e+ mWHERE TO WRITE FOR BIRTH 
AND DEATH RECORDS, available from 
the Superiniendent of Documents, U.S. 
Government Printing Office, Washington 
D,C., 20402, Cost is 15¢. This is Public 
Heolth Service Publication No. 630A-1, 

evized July 1970."  Creating a brand 
new identity is easier and less likely to run 
afoul of o check, but getting a genuine 

birth cerfificate would be difficult if not 
mpossible. However many babies ore born 
o home — especially in poor rural or 
ghelto oreas, ond many of these births are 
e Srrecorded. g o b optienal 
cetiificates con be purchosed at 
1#ligious supply store or obtained from a 
"iend who is o minister, Official looking 
#al: ond notorization improve appearance. 
"¢thaps one wos boptised ot a church which 

St down or was demolished for freeway 
fonstruction, by a minister since deceased, 

city far away. THE PAPER TRIP recom~ 

£nds against using birth registration certi= 
old by mail-order id places. But 

¢ hove sometimes been used success= 
[ 

Iy, especially when supported with other 
Feper, 

  

    

WALING ADDRESS, (BEST) The residen= 
"% oddress of a very good and reliable 
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friend who is in no personal danger. If ever Juestioned e says you moved away or are o 2 trip. (SECOND BEST) Co, it furwardlng service, 
find one that's reliab| 
Motel room at which 

Check around — Iy to 
le. (NEXT BEST) 

motel is near an 
MENDED for get 
may be good for 
©or general deliv 
drivers [icense, 
suspicion); 
to transients 

ol NOT RECOM- 
ting documents, though 
other purpases: p.o. box 

ery. (not sufficient for 
also more opt to arouse 

cheap rooming house catering 
(often checked by bludg). 

Order catalogs or ii i Pt adres, o <hec 1 e 
Postman and others aceus| 
your mail, 
Have mail 

any time, 

out and to get 
3 tomed to handling 

before important mail comes, 
left where you can pick it up at 

arily carry their birth certificate, marrioge 
license or draft registration on their persons. 
(Last § heard, having a droft card in storoge 
at one’s permanent oddress was sufficient.) 

DRIVERS LICENSE, Requirements vary from 

state to state, In Califomia a few years 
0go a social security card plus a company 
id card and o few other pieces of supporting 
id were sufficient for someone who did not 

oppear to be under age. Oregon, accord- 
ing 1o their manual, requires that an appli- 
cant provide “written evidence of age and 
identification” which may consist of "an 

original or certified copy of a birth certi- 
ficate; boptismal certificate; official 
papers issued by a court of record such as 
odoption papers; Armed Forces identifi- 
cation card;, alien registration card; a 
life insurance policy; certified copy of on ' 
application for o professional or occu= 
pational license; certified copy of school 
attendance record; ‘Selective Service 
  Do not supply actual resid: 

address to person recelving mai 

  

INFORMATION., THE PAPER TRIP is all § 
have seen in wri 

  

h 9. Some of the suggest- iens may be out of dote. Talk to any good friends who have recently been in jail. Id is often a popular subject of conver— 
sation there. Some of the prisoners will be experts but thedr information may be dated. 
Al_wuys try to find out when and where some- thing worked as well os how. 
SOCIAL SECURITY, The easiest way to 
get, lost i heard: Pick up an application 
blank ot any post office.  (The opplic~ 
ation might be for your wife or daughter 
Ei lh? clerk asks.) Fill out ot your leisure 
in private, Mail it in, No id is 

ion card; or an 2 
driver's license." it i Your Social Security 
number is used on the license (only) in 
Alas., Ind., lowa, Mass., and Miss," 
As of 1971 your photo is on the license 
in "Ales., Ariz., Calif., Colo., Del., 
D.C., Geo., Ida., Lovis., Mass., 
Mont., N.M., N.C., R.l., S.C., 
Mich. , Texas., Utch, Vir., Wash., and 
Wyo. An excellentbook which provides 
basic information on each state's driver's 
license, including color reproductions of 
samples, is the DRIVERS LICENSE GUIDE, 
$3.95, which can be purchased by mail 
from: Drivers License Guide Co. , 1492 
Oddstad Drive, Redwood City, Calif. 
94063... This book is used a3 a basic tool 
  

there isn't even any check on age or sex 
of applicant if application is done by mail. 
There may be o several week delay while 
ogency checks to find out If 'you' already 
have a number; they will check against 
name and place and date of birth. 
is talk about tightening procedures for 
obtaining s numbers, such as requiring 
fingerprinting of persons over a certain age. 
So s5 cards may not be so easily obtained 
in the future. I and when procedures are 
tightened, there will probably’be a lively 
blackmarket in 'clean’ numbers and cards. 

SUPPORTING ID. This con be acquired 
while waiting for o social security cord. 
These items are seldom odequate alone but 
help to substentiate other paper in the 
eyes of the viewer, They include company 
id cards, club membership cards, library 
card, ministerial license, solicitor permit, 
hunting or fishing license, business card. 

Several outfits sell blank compony id and 
club membership cords. THE PAPER TRIP 
suggests: Headlines Corp., Box 202, Cor- 
mack, NY 11725; ECPS, Box 12101, 
Los Vegas, Nevada 89112; Denobile 
Service Corp., Drawer B, Shirley, Long 
Island, NY 11967; Form Distributors, 
Box 712, League City, Texas 77573; 
Universal Life Church (ministerial), 601 
Third St., Modesto, CA 95351. Send each 
a stamped, self-oddressed envelope for 
cotalogi. ko company id it may be best 

to create one's own company ond get id 

cards, business cards and stationary printed 

up. A company id card generally includes 

physical description and a smoll photo, The 

appearance can be improved by sealing in 

plastic. There are automatic vending 

machines for this in some stores. Also 

stationary stores sell adhesive plastic 

sheets which stick on.  \any national 

organizations issue membership cards by 

mail, Check mogazines for ads. 

For enhancing the appearance of a certi= 

ficate one may be able to purchase a 3 

notory embosser from a place which s¢ > 

them._If not an adequate facsimile can 

mode in any of various ways by someone = 

<killed at metal working or phnlo'engra‘\:‘;:. 

Blank, gummed seals can be obtaine 

stationary stores.  Stationary stores also 

sell books of rent receipts. n!e id mc)?;:' 

which the averoge person come'so:no?.rflmey 

is usually dated over @ |ang‘p:l;| el 

nd often includes items whic u;r xele 

:re worn looking, efc. [Few people or 
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by law enf busi in 
’  combating criminal deception.” (THE 

PAPER TRIP) 

PASSPORT. “Basically, with a valid U.S. 
birth certificate (to prove citizenship), 
one good physical id (for personal iden- 
tification) and a loose $12.00 bill, you 
can get a possport, good for 5 years. 
Here is the list of documents accepted as 
proof of identity: previous U.S. passport; 
a certification of naturalization or of 

derivative citizenship; driver's license; 

a government (federal, state, local) 
identification card or pass; an industrial 

-or business identification card or pass.” 

(THE PAPER TRIP) As of o few years ogo. 

a certified baptismal certificate wos 
occepted in lieu of a birth certificate, if 
accompanied by a letter from state of birth 
stating that no birth certificate could be 
found for that person. Getting such o 
letter is routine if someone never had their 
birth recorded. 

SPECIFIC SUGGESTIONS, To get a 

social insurance number “all you need to 
do is look thru an underground newspaper 
for o commune or co-op (or co-op inform- 
ation center). Move into the commune 
under the proper nome. Write for a social 
insurance card under that name, giving 
as birthplace somewhere in Quebec, where 
births were not registered, or some small 
town in B.C, with no hospital nearby. 
When your card arrives move out of the 
commune without o forwarding oddress. 
A bank account can be opened with only 
the cord and checks from employment can 
be cashed there.” (Vancouver, B.C.) 
“Get o social security card — you don't 
need id to get one and you can pick it up 
or have it sent to o temporary oddress (from 
which you give NO forwarding address). 
Get a savings occount (a checking account 
will probably be more difficult to get with 
a small amount of id, since it is easier for 

the bank to get ripped off) in the same 
nome. If you can't find a bank that will 
let you have one for the id you have 
(social security card and possibly a birth 
certificate you bought somewhere — see 
LA FREE PRESS for ads) then ybu'll have 
to go to the trouble of getting a non~drivers 

id card from the Department of Motor Veh- 
icles. Thay will give you one without 
requiring any more id than your phony 
birth certificate and yoir social security 
card.” (Los Angeles) 

u heard (ot leost third hand) that the 

Mississippi state capital building bumed in 
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1939, destroying all birth records. ™ 
About finger prints, THE PAPER TRIP suggests: 
"Find a srgeon who can do a skin graft on 
your finger (from your foot?) and thus elim- 
inate your old prints ... A physician will 
charge anywhere from $1,000 to $3,000, " 
According to THE PAPER TRIP the FBI often 

fails to identify prints even when no effort 
has been made to alter prints. According 
to another source: "At least as of sometime 
g0 it was necessary only to change one or 
two finger tips to a new but natural looking 
pattemn to foil identification in cases where 
identity was not suspected, becouse the 
major features of all ten finger prints are 
used to generate the identifying number 
(except for 'most wanted criminals?),” 
"The best solution fo this problem, of 
course, is never lo get busted. " 

Thanks to several people for the information 
in this artic:le. | don't guarantee that it 
is accurate, | would like more information 
{ur future issves, including warnings about 
procedures vehich no longer work or are 
dangerous, 

’ SECURE MAILING ADDRESS \ 

Here are suggjestions from several people for 
getting mailirig addresses for general use 
(not for id cre ation). | rented a box here 

in town to see how their system worked. | 
was surprised cit the amount of bludg para- 
nofa i ran into,; requiring a residential 
address (verifie'd by the carrier that one has 

received mail t here); id, and all sorts of 

restrictions on t he use of the box." 

  

Suggestions for (jetting a p.o. box: ."Take 
over the box of tomeone who no longer 
wants it. Add yiour name to the names 
authorized to rec eive mail ot kox (tokes 
only a post card | ’rom the original box hold~ 
holder) but the pa st office may object if 
the list of nomes giets long. Or get mail 
oddressed c/o the original box holder. 
Usually after doing! the later for a while 
the' p.o, clerks wil | leam that you 'belong' 

and the c/o may th :n be deleted: Pay the 
rent by money order and illegibly scribble 
the nome of original box holder (though 
clerks presently don' t seem to care who pays 
the rent). Alternate.ly, get a friend who Is 
moving away to rent «a box for you." 

if you have id you doi2't mind sharing with 
the p.o. people “a co mpletely no hassle 
way to get o secure p. 0. box is to move 

into furnished apartmert, rent box giving 
apartment as home addi 'ess, then move. 

As long as you pay box rent on time, p.o. 
won't ask about your acitual residence. 
OF course don't file chainge of oddress with 

p.o. Inform your corres pondents individ~ 
ually of new mailing add ress. If you open 
a box this way, the only way anyone can 
find you thru it is by stak ing out the box 
to see who picks up mai   “The paranoia 
we have encountered has kieen almost en- 
tirely at the time of initial ly renting the 
box. P.o. clerks give littl e trouble there- 
after, so long as nothing is done which 
causes them extra work. " "Arrange with 

someone trustworthy a 'residintial® mailing 
oddress. Either e tells the peastman you are 
visiting, or you use c/o for o while to 
‘train' the postmon. If anyon.e checks your 
"landlord! says you are away o n a trip. 
Your landlord can leave mail 11 adrop for 
you which should be outside an y dwelling, 
accessible 24 hours a day, and 10 located 
that it cannot be easily kept uncler surveil- 

also so that neighbors wen't get 
ous. The 'landlord® doesn 't need to 

see you each time you pick up, " 

'SECRET RADIO NETWORKS \ 

by Pierre 

   

  

It looks like there will soon be outhorized. 

a new Citizens Band radio service, «zalled 
"Class E" (vs. the present "Class D"}, at a 
much higher frequency (not that vontians 
would worry about 'authorization'; it's 
Just that that would cause the market o be 
flooded with a large assortment of che ap 
gear for this band). T his frequency would 
carry a lot less fur than the old Class D 

(making overhearing by the bludg much less 
likely), and c:uld be directionally beamed 
by hand-held ¢ vices (instead of a roof full 
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of plumbing, os now required). In on area, 
cheop transponders that would rebrood 
any received signal could be ploced in var= 
jous places with commonding views (e.g., 
hidden in the tops of trees). Monitors could 
keep directional receiver antennas pointed 
towards these (solarcell powered?) relays. 
Callers would ust point their directional 
antennas, and call, As bludg located one 
relay, another could be used, placing new 
ones from time to time so there would always 
be plenty. To get foncy, they could be 
equipped with selective~call systems, like 
car phones are now, so that they would 
only respond when the correct sequence of 

" tones was transmitted. A fow strategically= 
placed banks of relays within range of each 
other around the upper slopes of a peak 
(the peak itself would be best, but of course 
it would be very vulnercble to datection) 
could cover hundreds of squore miles, with 
only one or two trips a year needed to 
replace broken and discovered stations. 
Peak-to-peak relays could tie as much 
territory as you wanted into anet. With 
different fone sequences, or maiybe just by 
polnting your antenna at a diffizrent spot, 
you could key into whatever lo.cality you 
wanted to reach. Sort of like Direct 
Distance Dialing. Or maybe r:ach area 
could have its own frequency, with relays 
In all areos on that frequency to relay 
calls to (or from) that area froom (or to) 
all the others. The Class E b.and has room 
for dozens of channels, and (>f course you 
could use the same gear for {'requencies 
lying some distance outside ‘the ‘official® 

bond. Perhaps some single «zhannel or 
group of channels would be set aside for 
communications from indivi duals to relays 
in all areas, since the arecss would be out 
of radio range of each othizr. o o uo 

  

fous project, but maybe e:ventually there 
will bo enough vonuans tc) make it econ- 
omically feasible. 

’ WHAT IS BIG BROTHER ‘ 
WATCHIING ? 

by Rayo 
“There is no way to hicle. They'll scon 
have sotellites in orbit which can count the 
the hairs on a fly's belaind. So you might 
s well give up and biscome one of the 
sheep — like me." Etc. | iove linle 
Inside information on | Big Brother's lotest 
sky spies, but i disccver that people who 
seem to delight in w arning about them 
usually know less than i do.  Here is 
what 1've been able; to learn. 

  

The devices 
which PRESENTLY exist are costly and are 
easily 'faked outl.  They are not in wide 
U+ [tem: There are fow things easier to 
detect with o hea t sensor than a forest 
fire. It is much Fiotter than anything else 
in the woods. Yet; lost i heard, the 
Forest 'Service' is still depending on human 
observers, some in watch towers, some in 
aircraft, to spotsmoke. They experiment 
with heat senso'rs and put out press releases 
now ond then, but such devices are not in 

common U, lyem; Aerial photographs 
have been rou tinely used for mop making 
since the 194()'s. And such phatos are 
reportedly usied by local property-tax 
accessors.  Cuite likely large buildings 
and fields arre being spotted. Small cobins 

In wooded cireas are rarely spotted, even 
when no ef'fort is made to hide them, 
occording 'fo property-owners i know. 

Item: Squ atters who have been discovered 
werae first seen by persons (most often 
hunters) vralking thru the woods. The one 
exception i've heard of hod an open camp 
fire ond was spotted from fhe air by the 

smoke.)  Navertheless surveillance devices 
will prosbably be improved and come down 
In price. Same may be widely used in 20 
or 30 yyears. So it's well to start learning 
what fthey can and con't do.  One kind, 
whiclh has been used.in Vietnam, essen- 
tially consists of a microphane and a small 
rodlo transmitter. It is distributed on the 
ground, picks up sounds and radios them 
to processors which 'listen’ for human 

voices, internal combustion engines, clong 
of matal on metol, or other 'vnnatural* 
sounds. Although the individual devices 
are cheap, covering a large area with them 
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is costly. And they are easily detected. 

Another category of detectors, which may 
be carried by aircraft or satellites, make 
use of radiation below the frequency of 
visible light. Such frequencies do not 
respond o s fine detail as visual light does, 
which is one of the reoson eyes sense the 
frequencies they do. But these frequencies 
behave differently than visval light ond the 
differences can be mode use of, Examples: 
clouds are invisible at some radar frequen= 
cies. Metal shows up 'white! regardless of 

its visual color, unless coated with a radar- 

absorbing substance. A hot, block stove’ 
shows 'bright” to in frared, These frequen= 
cies con be thought of as additional colors. 

For analogy,, imagine a land where people 
see everyth ng as shades of grey, as does 
black-and-white photogrophy. In this 
land mottled orange-and-purple coveralls 
might be good camauflage — until someone 
invents color detectors. Then o vonuan 

must switch to mottled green-and-brown. 
Similarly, an aluminum roof painted drab 
colors may be sufficient today. But if and 
when metal ensing frequencies are in wide 
use, the aluminum must be covered with a 

substance that is also 'drab’ ot those fre~ 
quencies, or replaced with a non-metalic 

material. pp otoqraphs can be token with 
infrared ond radar os well as visual light, 

and compared with photogrophs taken 
carlier to identify changes, Alteration of 
a small area is not easily spotted this way. 
Appearance will vary depending on time of 
doy (shadows), doy of the year, brightness 
of the sun, recent precipitation, and 
position of the aircraft. And changes 

caused by onimals and weather must be 
distinguished from the work of humans. 

OF the latter, changes caused by 'author- 
ized personnel* (loggers, tourists, etc.) 
must be identified. Those remaining must 

be individually checked out by men on 
foot or let down on a rope from & heli- 
copter. (There are fewplaces in wooded, 
mountainous country a chopper can lond.) 
This is time—onsuming, potentially donger- 
ous work. Aerial detection and data 
processing can be automoted to a large 

favors the 
And techrology o002 (0 so improve. ol P! ontests 

hider in a prolonged ¢ . 

always disguise, cover or ran! A 

more, Whereas the 'nc,vhehle.vcb 
nian 

notural environment is @ limit cwnmh:ally 

the seeker's detectors cannot econ! 

go. Occasionally people wil 

concealment has costs %0 one 

employs just enough to reduc 

of discovery to a low levels 

future i don't believ 

dgets’ will pose miC 
hly-sophistic 

on processoty 

rationally 
e probability 
not to zero« 

e 
ch of 

ated 
In the immediate 

tscience fiction gadg g 

o threat, A human i$ clihlg 7 

system of sensors and informa i 

hfned by hundreds of millions of y:‘?‘:;b 

i 
Il 

evolution. An object or process w! 

con't be seen, heard or smelled‘by|somef’:e 

walking 100 yards away is not likely ’bo‘l- 

found, But artificial detection Ccpol ..n 

i11es should be considered when develop! g 

new structures, My own guide lines: 

Keep structures small, low and dispersed. 

s which blend with the 
Use irregular shape 

ees and bushes 
terrain.  p,;ild among Ir 
when possible. 

Build super-insulated dwellin i 

heat will keep warm, Or build dwellings 

el insulated from the outside but not from 

the ground, for warming to ground temper= 

ature.  guitd mostly of natural materials. 
Cut only trees 

d well 

Do not use artificial heat- 

ellings which body 

Minimize tree cutting. 
which are amongst other trees an 

away from the site.  pMiqimize use of 

metal. And use metal in small pieces. A 

plastic sheet covered with flakes of alum= 

inum (electrically insulated from each 

other) is less detectable than a large sheet 

of foil. s internal combustion engines 
little or not at oll. g open fires. 

When digging, dispose of, surplus dirt under 

dense bushes or in slide areas. Don't dump 

in a creek or sprinkle over a wide area. 

Keep flexible and fairly mobile. Don't 

try to build o building or o life—style to 

last o hundred years. 

  degree to reduce costs. But § 9 
can't. So Big Brother can't afford a high 
arcentage of 'false alorms'. : P (e} 2 In Vietnam 

there wasn't much investigating. They 

simply bombed _anything at all suspicious. 
The result? They tore up much of the land 
ond killed many innocent bystanders ot o 
cost of billions of dollars — without 
defeating their enemy. How likely are the 
bludg to destroy all the fo[csn of North 

America as they have parts of Vietnam 
(which is a small country) just to 'get® 
some poople who only want to be left 

il e alone? 11 Syperstate may not survive in 
its present form for another 30 years. Even 
if it does the bludg are apt to be too occu~ 
pied with day-to-day problems of staying 
in power to devote much of their resources 
10 people who are not a direct and imme- 
diate threat. But assuming the worst, what 

might vonuans of the future do? 

  

now and then. [f a spot is investigates 
1984 becouse it looks different than it did 
in '82, this is no concern of someone who 

moved on in '83.  (3) Create diversions. 
For exaomple, it takes only o few minutes 

to orrange some branches to form a crude 
dwelling, drape light plastic over it (to 
provide solar heating for the benefit of 

heat detectors), lay a little aluminum foil 
on the roof, ond hong up o couple of tin 
cans 5o they bong together in the wind at 

irregular intervals. One person in one doy 
can improvise enough decoys to occupy @ 
crew of investigators for a yeor. 

(3) Blend in. Millions of animals — bear, 

deer, porcupines, coyotes, packrats, elk, 
squirrels, birds, insects — are busy day and 
night altering the landscape In their quest 
for food — cutting, gnawing, prying, 
ripping, digging, moving. Trees die, blow 
down, knock down other trees and bushes, 
A rock washes loose and rolls down hill, 

crushing vegetation and loosening dirt. If 
one disturbs the environment no differently 
then do other creatures, there is little to 

  

worry about. : : 1 More sensativo and discrim— 
inating detectors will be developed. But 

Iment and d haiques will   
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o stiffen the inner woll and 5 

hread, i'm ready 10 go to 
tart for New York, _ 

something 
" 

with nylon * 

corner store or 3 

frasway ban s @ pain but con usually 

circumvented
 by grey matter ,,d v 

The only problems i've hv:-d is sl};:&;_.fi 

ossment @3 in Arizona and i hear on oy 

Coast. In any event it is safer than taymbin. 

for me ar least = get stuck i'n Burrs, Q‘%& 

without Vrunsporlalio_
n :omenmg. and m,“,‘; J 

find your thumb getting rested in a "“:‘.'cfl]: 

f doys — in foct it's getting 5 

you've got 1o get a guide 10 safe hitchi; ; 

To answer 9 question, yes, we carrya "/"k. y 

equalizer most of the time ond it is carried 

in a battery rodio case to allay hassle, 

| olso carry o very waterproof rain ouffit 

in wet weather country since driving rain 

con ook you through @ smoll leak. Nasty 

and cold weather can make cycling really 

O serable unless o person is prepored, 

But cycles are fun ond nave gotten me into. e L 

a lot of breathtaking back country on o g 

bare budget. 3 

LUBRICATING OIL 
[ by Al Fry 
Since just about evarybody now, regardless 
of their life=style, is dependent to a degree 

on wheels, let's give our two-cents worth 

  

onoil.  Firstly, if you have an air—~cooled 
car, you are MURDERING it unless you use 

the VERY BEST oil you can get. The crank 

regrinding shops in every city are full of 
chewed up cranks from guys who fried 

second-rate stuff and infrequent oil changes. 

The extra heat will break down a cheaper 

oil in jig time- Eor an ordinary water= 
cooled engine the main thing is to keep the 
detergent action active even if you have 
1o add a little dash of detergent to the 
really dark and old oil. (DuPont and 
several others put detergent out in lirtle 

cans.)  Gasoline dilutes the oil fo some 
degree and it's good to check for oil that 
doesn't quite look or act right on the dip 
stick in well worn engines. The carbon or 
black won't hurt a thing and shouldn’t mean 

too much.  The bus lines and such use a 

’ CHOOSING A MOTORCYC L“ GOOD QUALITY re-refined oil which gets 

by Al Fry 
Here are a few more opinions. Eirgly there 
is a sort of low that the faster the piston 
thumps the faster the motor wears out. 
Harlys and BMW's have thumped out o 
hundred thousand in scods of cases just 

because of this. A fypical Honda with its 
faster revs may get over 20 thousand with- 
out trouble and even the little four—ycle 
100 cc jobs will rev out 15 thousand if you 
keep good oil in them. But the typical 
twa—cycle ear annoyer is not a very long 
lasting engine despite its simplicity and 
only by using inconceivably expensive 
60¢ a quart oil with the gas mix can you 
hope to push the miles much cbove ten 
thousand without new rings. Biased? Well 

i've had the best of the two-cycles and 
don't think they give the value that a 

fourscyclewillelap ) gotiish withithe 
rceptiontafiNariontand laleounle of 
lesser knowns have also begun to put 
out pretty sad mochines, Beware unless 

t a d odfoetoldenl 8 L 1 akas ol 2 
erably fair bike with a slightly weak 
tronsmission for hard ki?king clods. And 

Jawa made a two—cycle that was A okay 
until o few years ago — even an old 1950 
would go 20,000. But things constantly 
change and i*m certaiply not covering the 
big bikes in thi: ig bikes in this rundown. | o 
great little bike is the Honda 90 with the 
instont gear down mechanism, | have ten 
thousand on one ond can't complain, 
Parts, even used ond swap-meet parls 
are easily accessible all over and this. 
certainly is a favorable point when in 
distant and unfamiliar terri iar territory, A 
the littlo bik h Vi el © bikes are the most economical 
ut it takes about o hundred cc's to pack 

around another body reliably. ¢ 
ter 

ocquiting o bike i immediately get enough 
tools for the thing to take everything o gvl 
and that includes o small fire pump And 
then i proceed to get some very |urée 
soddle bogs — last enes i made up from 
military duffel bogs. With a sheet of 
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them 10,000 miles between changes and is 
really better than regular oil (heat-wise). 
But it's a little hard to get, and the best 
method is to head to your nearest oil 
supplier (dealer) and take enough cans to 
get 10 or 15 gallons to get a good discount. 
You can then get the best 0¢ oil for 25¢ 

O %0 | yse 'heavy equipment® oil which 
is very heavy. duty ond made to take a 
beating in 'cats', etc. — a little cheoper 
and better. Never use non-detergent in 
anything but an antique or something with= 
out an oil pump. Such 'grocery store" oil 
helps keep the mechanics very busy and is 
o poor value ot any price. STP may get 
you through a smoking car inspection but 
does little else except make a 40-weight 
oil out of 20 or 30 weight. Warm up your 
engine a little longer if you use it much. 

5 ! 

' FALLOUT DETECTOR ‘ 

review by Rayo 
The Henry Richter Corp., Box 516, San 
Gabriel, CA 91776 sells a simple passive 

{no electronics) radiation detector. It con= 
consists of small beads within two concentric 
'Iruniparenl tubes. Gently shaking it couses 

the beads to take on electrostatic charges, 

repel each other, and float along the sides 
of the inner tube. Radidtion discharges 

the charges ond the beads sink to the 
bottom. The greater the intensity of radi= 
ation, the more quickly the beads settle 
(120 roentgens/nour, 15 to 25 seconds; 
10 roentgens/hour, 5 to 7 minutes; 3 roent= 
gens/hour, 15 to 20 minutes). It is suppos= 

  

edly sensative to os little as 3/4 roentgens/ 
hour. (The beads in ours remain suspended 
for days if the only radiation present is 
natural cosmic rays, efc.) It's about three 

by four inches and weighs 5 ounces. Prices 
Postpaid are $7.95 each; 12 to 95 for $4 
each. (A 'distributor firm' can buy a single 
sample for $4.75.) Richter also sells models. 
for industrial /dental xrays and color V. 
:hm\ks to Paul Doerr for tip. We have o 
ad ours a few weeks, but it seems inherenl= 

ly more ralioble thon the surplus CD unitse 
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rTEACH READING AT HOME\ 
A SIMPLE, UNIQUE WAy 

by Rayo 

Convencionnl written English ig 
gifficult to learn because most 
yords &re not spelled like they 
ound. Examples: the same . 

8 'a', stands for diffep- 
t sounds in ‘father', ! baby! 

on 'what', and 'all'. apg’ 

ferently in 8kl, be, beest, 
beasts mongy., 

pie®®: Chaotic spelling may be 
only 8 nuisance for an &dult who 
recognizes most words by overall 
shepes, but 1t's & cruel handj- 
cap for 8 young child trying to 
sound out words. A six-year-glg 
recognizes several thousand 
spoken words. If words were 
spelled 1ike they sound, e could 
read and write er entire vocab- 

ulery 8s soon 88 e leerned the 

glphebet. a8 it 1s, learning by 
ipaonetic' methods a child must 
sexorize hundreds of rules and 
pyried exceptions; learning by 
"1ook and say' e must learn 
every word separately. It's not 
surprising that long, dreary 

years 8re spent learning to read 
end that most poople never read 
easily or well. Oneway to 

reduce the drudgery is to first 
learn in 8 speciul rphonetic 
elphebet, using books printed in 
thet slphabet.* Transition to 

the regular slphabet occurs only 
efter 6 child is eble to recog- 
nize most words by their overall 

8h8P88: . nother way -- the 
{nverse: retain treditional 
spelling but st first pronounce 
each word Bs written. I call 

"visionetic pronuncietion” 
(vep.). V.p. requires no 
special books, @s does phonetic 
spelling. 4And v.p. mekes early 
coamunication more vonu (dis- 
cussed further on). 

Here is my 
v.p. slphebet. ‘'ch', 'sh', etc. 
gre considered single letters 

even. tho they ure typed us two 

separate merks; I connect them 

together when hendlettering. In 
following description,letters 

and words underlined &re pro- 

nounced visionetlcally; words 

vithin 'quote' marks &re pro- 
nounced traditlionelly. heasons 
for choosing these pronunciat- 
lons und some optlons ere dis- 
c\l.-ssed ot the end of this erti- 
cle. 

e fgther, far, what, or at 
(out KOT "beby' or 'bell') 

b bus 
¢ cup (NOT 'cell' or 'ocean') 
ch chuck (NOT ‘chemical') 
d  duck 
dh "the' 
e best, oell, berry, or pgso 

(Spenish), (NGT 'oe’) 
f fun, 1f (NOT 'of') 
£ gum (NOT 'gel') 

Bh form mouth as If to swy g but 
instead of popping tongue, 
force air past 1T to muke 8 
erowling noise, simllur to &h 

h put, if not purt of enother 
letter such es ch or sn 

! .s%i, is, bill, Irritste 
(NCT Viigpt') 

J leu (Prench), 'zessure', 
'ezure', 'rouge', 'vieion' 
(hOr Paug ot [V iabont) 
Kitten v 

h ghef, 'loch', 'Buch', 'jabon 
luck, belt, or girl 

cafion ('cenyon') 
& singing 

dog, for, proceed, hot (Brit- 
ish sccent, but not N. Ameri- 
cen), no (only if short 8s in 
Spanish, not drawled out iato 
u), (NOT t1ove'(N. Amer.)) 

P puff 

L 

K 

a 

0 nut, in 
i 
n 
o 

9 quick 

th chone 
T run, far, sour 
th begin p with whisper, like sh 
S sun, yeg (MI 'is', 'sure 
8h shut,” rish 

tub, 1t 
th thunb (NCT 'the'} 5 
U ryby, oyt (NGT 'use! 'up') 
v ven, love 
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w o in 300,07 Tex 
X Bix (NOT v 
Y Young, bu-Xenan') 
2 zoo (NOT P%zfi:u?Fh Seeeen) Sone combinations .. these be touught ags lett ybet. they w111 fu:;a o 
a 1/ay %&:}7' kayak (NOT ‘bult!, 
:?52; se_u:rkra_ut (NOT v g O‘;Oy a%’téfiry (NOT Vo) thep) 
ou/ow g 

v 
e ‘:%E?i row (NOT 'mouge! 5 

adiust, ! 
Veiarts "edse', 1 juap 

Pronounce eac 
dlst:nc\:ly, 1:‘]‘:"“51 briefly but 

in s S8y each one & panish. 

But 
c:ungs \(IOIB]B whi. 
chenge (sometimes g it); this is to 'presnrvzs‘ré;l;;:)' 
Sounds 80 that later transition to traditional pPronuncietion 
will be easier. F.g., I pro- nounce 'bather' to rhyme with father' rather than Yracher' 3 But I reteln the traditional 
pronurcietion of 'rathep! (in Dy Own speech when with & chila I do not correct & child who y rhymes 'rather' with "father'). 
Try to pronounce every letter 
Including doubled letters. Eog. 
bo-ok, bil-1. If ‘pronunciation 
is difficult insert e very short 
neutral vowel, sbove woman, 
Tepresented here by ',', 

kenl-fe, tho-u-ghst, back . 
Pause distinctly between words. 

LEARNING TC TaiK: 4 beby starts 
lesrning language when only a 
few months old. If e is to 
learn v.p., v.p. must be regu- 

larly used by people around er 
from birth if not before. Don't 

nge pronuncistion of u 
12 elready learning to talx. 

You will have to spesk very 
slowly and carefully at first. 
but this makes picking out end ! 
assocleting words easlier for the 

bsby. Conversation mey be 

ch need not 

      

bly pe necessuary only the first 
few deys (the adults are learn- 

after @8 few hours prac- 
tice Heelan and I cen converse 

easlly tho slowly, #ithout 

writing.  .nyone who cares for 
.the beby e8nd does not know V.p. 

(such as e babysitter) is 
instructed to rexein silent. 
Other visitors ere not & prob- 

lem. =t first @ beby leurns 
zostly from whet is spoken to 
it, not from overnearlr(:g conver- 
sation cetween sdults (accorc- 
ing to July 72 PSYCHOLIGY ICLAY 

page 71)-  peqding aloud slowly 
to 8 beby provides practice both 

for the recder tnd the baby. 

But I wouldn't try to get the 
teby to resd until e shows 

interest. 

LEaRNING TO }H{I’l'i‘./n'rlnl.-": Nany 

children are 'neturally sensa- 

zive' or potentislly 1m.1ezmsced 

hly from age two to founl; 

:;:Gsii or seven, when those kid 

concentration cémpos Btert try- 

ing, 1s B poor #ge for most 

people (eccording to some Mon- 

tessori educators): I aight 

ptions to 
bepin by adding cspt 

pii:ures or ariting down & 

brief story or letter or dhlxry 
hild dictates. 

SnEmyiEleE d read thex 
st 8 leter 

. cometimes I pol 
e out each letter of 8 word, 
ound 

) 

?.nun ask whut the word is. 

s is 
ettering style whicr 

S 
r to the type 

s{mple yet simile i y 

T:. most DOOKS. i use lower-cuse 
ke the 

. to cepitulize 1 ma 

gz:]nz'shupe jerger. My prasent 

style: 
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abco’ddhflFg hhiykkh 

LmnBgophqr s 
tthuvwueyzize 
1 connect to gether (h, etc., to 
empusize thet they represent 
single sounds, W 
about 1 hen talking 

out letters I neme them 1ike 
they sound. 'g', 'h' and 'i' 

8re g,, hs, 4 (rhymes with sxi) 
not c 

i, eich, uy. Menipuleting 
& crayon 1s difficult for a young child (like doing it with your left hond if you ere right hended). I provide an electric 
typewriter, or else I encourage 
€ to print big. 

I would never 
teach cursive script -- those 
neaty little souliggles which 
are so difficult to resd. FPor 
Rreater speed 8 child m8y lesrn 
to type, or later learn a 
shorthand 1f e wants. Keading 
will provebly be essier end 
more interesting If the books 
&re sbout things 8 child sees 
&énd does rather than fantasy. 

(The resl worla is plenty 
fentestic to someone who has 
only been In it & few yesrs.) 
If your life-style is 'uncon- 
ventional', suiteble beginning 
books may not exist -- you may 
heve to write ycur own. (Dick 
énd Jane might be very strange 

peoole to someone who hes only 
lived in & shuswep in the 
woods. 

) 4 few letters are 
pronounced slike in v.p.: ¢, k 

&nd g; 1 end y; uend w;” f 
and ph. Consecuently a child 
mey Spell some words uncon- 
ventionally (ket, bebi). I 
wouldn't 'correct! e. W“hen e 
resds traditional books e will 
leern thet 'cst' 1s used wore 
then 'kat' and aey chenge then 
if e wishes. 

LEAKNING THALITIONau PRONUN- 

CIATICN, I would provide 
opportunities for learning t.p. 
by #ge 8ix so thet & child 

will learn it well enough to 
'puss' as 8 'native-oorn citizen' 
when adult, if e wishes. =x 

child will most likely plck it 
up from outsiders without 

speciel prompting.’ ¥any child- 
ren notice and enjoy imitating 
regionsl or forelgzn nccents. 
If a child meets no outsiders 
I would speek t.p. occesion- 
elly, or supply & cessaette 

ovlayer and popular songs, but 
I would weit until e is reading 

well. E 

SPECIAL KEukVaNCe 10 VONU: V.p 

moy be the quickest end easi- 
est wey for 8 chila to leern to 

reed st home; the perent must 
spend some timte leurning v.p. 
but from there on the process 
ie eesy. Other sdventazes: 

  

V.p. provides & 'natursel 
filter' for young chlldren 
sgeinst the flood of bies and 

irretionslity on TV und radio, 
whick cun come nct anly dir- 

ectiy but seconc-hand from 
olayrutes. 4t the seme time 
v.p. reduces the barrier to 

printed words. Thus reeding 
w111 be relatively ecsier 
wherees listeninz to a 'news' 
brosdcast or the gosslip of out- 
siders will be more cifficult. 

There is much greeter freedom 
of cholce in written zatter 
then on radt{o/TV &nd v.p. taxes 
edvantoge of this Cansorship 
of books ena perl 1 
almost lapcssible 
Russie there are sunizdut -- 
undersround newslettors; 
es censorship of c-oudeest! 

B CLEXs V.p. 8lso serves us 
& filter zoing the other auy. 
an outsider coild not easily 

interro<ete # smeli child. 

    

    
  

Even efter & child leerns t.p., 

v.p. remuins useful es & with- 

in-the-fexily code when 6a0ODR 
strongers. If scoken renlaly 

it is we incomprenensible for 
outsiders 8s oif letin. But, 
unlike pig letin which nes & 
very .distinctive sound, V.p. 
sounds lixe u heevy forelsn 
wccent gnd 1s more 'ncceptuole'. 
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These penefits ere not offered 
by other resding/writing eids, 
@#ith elther v.p. or & phonetic 
olphebet @ parent must invest 

some tiae lesrning it.” and =ith 
either system a8 child will even- 
tually learn the treditional 
woy. But with e phonstic ulpha- 
bet the child's reading is 
1imnited, until transition, to 
the few books in that alphabet. 
kherees with v.p., the child's 
resding is limited only by er 

vocebalery. . note of caution: 
visionetic pronuncietion 1s not 
e fully-tested systen; a2y only 
experience tetching young 

children to resd was before 
v.p. I don't forsee oajor 
problexms but ! cer't guarentee 
there won't be eny. If you ore 
the first to test v.p. end get 

goad results, you may be sble to 
write &nd sell instructlion 
menuals. 

PRONUNCIATION nZFCRY: ['q 

interested in v.p. mainly &s & 
leerning sid, 'cultursl filter', 
8nd spoken code. But'l belleve 
thet chenging pronunciation 
conventions 1s more likely then 
changing speliing conventions. 
Rebsons: (1) English 1s spelled 
elmost the ssme world-wide 
whereas pronunciation varles 
greatly. Uniformity of spelling 
1s one of the few desiruble 
features of Fnglish. Why give 
it up? (2) Spelling has 
chenged little in centuries; 
oronunciation hes changed great- 
ly -- which is how spelling be- 
csme non-phonetic, 1t was orig- 

ineliy phonetic. (3} ‘%nen 
~mords &re adopted from foreign 
langucges which use Koman 
letters, spelling is rarely 

ckenged, pronunciation is often 
chenged. (4) &4 Bpelling change 

would obsolete billions of 
dollers worth of books; & 
pronuncistion reform would less- 

seriously effect old recordings 
and moviea. (duch singing &nd 
ecting is deliberately in 
dielects.) ki hundred yesrs &go, 
in the heyday of spolling reform 
proposéls, relatively few people 
read but everyone spoke. Today 
the loglicel chunge is the other 

MY . reform movement isn't 
necessury. Peopie who initielly 

leern v.o. &111 'naturally' 
speak 1t when around othersz who 

Know it. As more people learn 
v.p., old woys will die out. 

COMNZNTS AND OPTIONS: 

cliutions &are chosen to: 

airinize spelling uncertaln- 

tys; Dbe comnpateble with those 
forelzn lenzunsges which &re 
near-pnonetic; be essy to pro- 

nounce; minizize rules; mini- 

mize chunzes from t.p.; retain 
tll freyuent t.p. phonems 

(sounds). Trese criterie some- 
tlmee confllct. EZ.g., fo 
spelling certulinty 'i' snd 'y' 
srould be exclusive. But 'y! 
pronounced lixe in 'yes' would 
be aifficult to say in 'baby'. 

'dh' is rure in aritten Fagiish 
out is lIncluced in the v.p. 
elohsbet to faciiitate iearn- 
ing tre 'the' phonem and thus 
trensition to t.p. I sugzest 
thet soxe things of the faually 

De given orooer numes bezinning 

SLThiOh L ek prhen: 
If sny of these prove very 
aifficuls for YUU to say (they 
won't purticularly for & child; 
they occur in a3eny lengusges 
inclua'ng ~nglo Saxon (2id 
Enzlish)), ignore the h and 
pronouace the sehnm 8s g, £, 

  

Pronun- 

‘e!, as it occurs in 
is oroncunced cow sbout 

cell tbouat 17%, and ocetn 
8t of the time -- tre 

But If a 
child will slso be soon lesrn- 
‘ng & Romance lbnziuze, such us 
Spenisn or ltellan, foliow the 

rale for that longuuge (which 
nolas for most Fnglish words as 
:\nlli): gell before 'e', 'I' or 
y', otherwise cow. rr Suy oe 

pronounced with a trill end 
@dded to the alohaoet to muke 
easler the learning of & forelgn 

  

   

_1z.n.zuu-:e with such & phonem. 
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* Such an 8lphabet 1s initial 

teaching alphabet (x.t,.a.). ? 
l.t.s. letters are designed so 
that oversll shapes .of many 
words rexsin siallar to treir 
shapes when spelied tradition- 
ally, for ease of trensition. 
THE ITa HANDBOOK wes sold for £2 
by 1.t.a. Publicetions, 20 East 
48th St., New York 10C17. 

’ HOW TO STAY OUT OF \ 
PUBLIC SCHOOLS 

  

Advice from people who have dane it boils 
down 10z Don't register a child or start e in 
state schools. Don’t get on their records. 
Insteod find a freeish private school or lete 

e leam ot home. ¢ ¢ ¢ olready in state 
school: Check by phone with district super= 
intendant to find out what forms, if any, are 
required 1o remove o child. Do not give 
your 'recl’ name when checking. Obtain 
Gny forms. Stop going fo state school . Send 
the school a note (or form, if required) by 
mail saying either you are moving to another 
state or that you are enrolling the child in 

a private school.  Keep the child off the 
streets during school hours. If you must go 
somewhere with the child during school 

hours and are questioned, say the child has 
a dentol oppoi or hing. Have 

  

COMMUNITY \ 
ayo 

’TROGLODYTE 
by R 

(The article is a projection from experience 
of o few people-) A |oose Open Assoc- 

fation (loa) is a community form suitable for 
vonuans who rely more on seclusion than 
mobility.  An loa consists of two or more 
separate fomilies living within o few miles 
of each other in an otherwise unpopulated 
area. A 'family' may be a lone individual, 

a couple, one or a few odults with small 
chlidren, or a close cohesive band of any 

Size.  Eoch family has its own vonuum 
(vonu home) where it lives most of the time. 
A vonuum may be a tent, hut, smial or 
other hidden structure. The vonuum's 
location is usually kept secret not only from 
outsiders but from other families in the loa. 
This avoids excessive concern about who 

might be an informer or simply careless. 
And, if o vonuumis ever molasted, there 
won't be couse to suspect another fomily. 

Gatherings are usually limited to two or 
three families at a time. Families who wish 
to get together ogree on a meeting ploce, 
which is probobly not close to any of their 
vonuums. Inexpensive rain shelters, 
bedding,, cooking utensils and some food may 
be stashed there so that gear need not be 
LA 

  

stories ol prepared and practiced. 

Have mobile or rented living quarters and 
be prepared to move if the neighbors show 

sUspicion.  hic orobobly won't work if 
you live in a small town where gossip 
travels fost. Eithar live in or around a 
big city or far out in the woods.  pon't 

self-righteously tell off the school bludg. 
And don't spend your precious life frying 
to 'reform’ the public schools. That's 
trying to fight them by their own rules. 
And slavery ‘reformed* is still slavery. 
Instead, always tell The Man what He 
wants to hear, then go do what YOU want 

todo.  £or sources of materials for learn- 
ing of home, see THE LAST WHOLE EARTH 
CATALOG. g rces for information in 
this article: "The Free Man in the Slave 
State", Allen Humble, INNOVATOR, 
Autumn1968, reprinted in VONULIFE #5; 
NO MCRE PUBLIC SCHOOL (see bibli- 
ography). 

N 
  

QUOTES ABOUT 
EDUCATION 

“Even if the kid did decide he wanted a 

government education certificate he could 
(at least in Vancouver, BC) get a high 
school diploma starting from zero in about 
three years if he is over 25 or s0.~ That's 

@ hell of a lot better than 12 yeors of 
boredom and bullshit, slavery and servi- 

tude, stognancy and ..... Formal 
' Education' doesn't really meon os much 
in society as i thought it did (though learn- 
ing does). The Public School System is just 
a great big concentration comp for kids as 
anyone knows who can see the fences ond 
watch them marching EN MASS." 
(Letter in VONULINK) 

"Babies are Zen masters, curious about 
everytaing. Adults are serious ond bored. 
What happened? Brain surgery by the 

schools." (Jerry Rubin, DO IT1) 

“Obviously, a scnool that makes octive 
children sit at desks studying mostly useless 
sublects iz a bod school. It s a good 
school only for those who believe in such 
a school, for those uncreative citizens 

who wont docile, uncreative children." 
(Paul Goodman, COMPULSQRY MIS- 

EDUCATION) 

“She hears things all day long thot make 
no sense, but she doesn't appear to mind. 
She lives and moves in uncertainty as 
naturally ond easily as a fish moves in 
water, When, and why, do children begin 
to crave certainty?" (John Holt, HOW 
CHILDREN LEARN) 

“Every time we show Tommy how his engine 

- joy of life — the joy of discovery — 
joy of overcoming cbstacle. Worsel We 
believe that he is inferior, and must... f 
depend on help," (Jerry Rubin, DO-IT) - 
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ked each time. A family may use 
a number of sites for get togethers with var= 
ious people, including one outside the loa's 
territory for visitors from outside. Frequency 

of get togethers and amount of exchange is 
up to the individuals but with homes a mile 

or more apart, contoct with another tribes- 
man is almost always a treat, rarely an 
irritanf as it often is when people live 

pocked together.  gice the foa os @ whole 
does very little there is rarely if ever a 
gathering of the 'tribe as a whole'. Any 
communication to all members is most 
eosily made in writing. Eoch fomily has 

one or more drops (which may be at meeting 
spots) thru which messages ond parcels may 
be relayed both to other members and the 
outside. A drop consists of some weather= 
and-animal-proof container, such as a 
wide-mouth steel drum with tight-fitting 
lid covered by a tarp; hidden in brush. 

Mail is received ot the residential oddress 

of a friendly outsider, who leaves it in a 
drop necr er home; or ot a p.o. box: The 
loa may also have a telephone answering 
service or even a secure rodio link to a 

telephone. |5 g small loa all members may 
take turms going outside for mail and 
P In a lorger iation, a few 
of the longer-time member-families per= 
form this on a regular schedule.  The 
originating members decide on rules of 
association and 'territorial boundaries' of 

the loa as a whole. Some of our present 
customs (*rule’ may be too strong a word): 

We do not make fire, bright lights, loud 
noises or anything else apt to attract 
attention, within the territory. 

  

We minimize motor vehicle movement into 
and out of the territory. o g0 ooy 

divulge our location to outsiders nor 
invite them into the territory. (We are 
happy to have visitors but meet them 

outside.)  we givulge the identity of 
another member to an outsider only with 
tha member's consent.  We tell each 
other about all artifacts discovered with- 
In the territory (to warn someone if er 
concealment is insufficient, or that there 
are strangers within the termitory.) 

New fomilies join the loa only with the 
consent of all present mambers. 7, 
bounds of on loa's territory is known only 
to the members. Members have no power 
to keep outsiders out. They simply 
remain invisible to anyone who enters 
not at their invitation. what constitutes 

a family is up fo each family. Within the 
loa, families may coalesce into larger sub~ 
groups or break up. Older children may 
build-their own secret homes where they 
are vonu from their own parents ond any 
would-be bullies as well as from outsiders. 

 Thus a_child can choose associates from all 
members instead of being dependent upon, 

" and thus vulnerable to one or two adults. 
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i even 
Since wilderness vonu costs little, ST 

fairly young children can be econol = 

independent.  The greafest bencfi'la a 

i i ex= 

loa, at least at first, 15 not intema oy 

but more efficient outside 
Y 

transportation 
and r.o'm 

Seldom-used 
eqUiP™ 

change, 
pooling purchases, 
munication channels. 

ment 15 shared:  aq loa may begin @@ 

seasonal gathering, most likely mhsu":::a.;n 

s members build better shelters fheY £ 

in the area longer, some the year arounc. 

o member may vmr’f out= 

t first, using @ 

[n time e may. 

To obtain money 

side o few months @ o= a 
van for temporary shelter. 

develop an enterprise which exports 'ur: 

intangible (such as writing of compu t; 3 

pmgrummir\g) o o small specialty producte 

  

NOMADS IN HORSE O IFORNIA 
PRESENT-DAY C 

by Eldorado 

This report is fictionalized in respect to 

names, exact locations, current status, 

and sequence of events, but faclua'l in 

teems of specific information and Hps 

offered against the background of our 

experience. We are horse nomods. 

ideal has been to combine the natural 

territorial range of the horse (an area cbout 

100 miles in diameter) and its defense 

mechanism of fast flight over rather long 

Tistonces 1o new grounds with the needs of 

people who would function as nomn_:dic 

gatherers when operating on o subsistence 

level. When living more interdependently 

as spin-offs of the larger society, 
recreational and profitoble uses of the 

horses and our general mobility serve os 

currént fringe benefits. We dwell ot 

ceverol seasonal bases ond a larger number 

of very temporary squat=spots in an area of 

California having o great diversity of 

climate and elevation. Although contain= 

ing areas of heavy population density, 
about 0% of our grounds are uninhabited. 

We are seeking fo explore other areas, 
obout 100 miles opart center-to—center, 
which form links in two chains — one run= 
ning North=South, the other East-West — 
and providing stations in an underground 
roilroad allowing us to move people and 
things really long distonces in rather short 

times. We see one of these routes paral~ 
feling the U.S. -Mexico border and linking 

the Gulf and Pacific coasts, and the other 

linking West Coast locations, This implies 

our having some contacts with other like= 

groups and vonuans in general. 

Qur 

Moving 
thru "Public Lands' has never been a big 
problem; perhops in part due to our taking 
on protective coloration as needed and the 
ability to present plausible explanations. 
| cannot divulge how all that is done, but 
suffice to say there seems to be a tendency 
to accept a small group of people on horse- 
back as having some reason for being where 
ever they are found: bird-watchers, 'horse 
people', hunters, etc. Long stays are on 
private property belonging to friendly 
owners. | should emphasize we do encamp 
for long periods on one spot, However 
every effort is made to keep ourselves in o 
stote of readiness and training for movement 
onvery short notice. We can split and 
function os sub-groups or individuals, move 
1o known areas where supplies are already 
stashed. We have a potential for moving 
hundreds of pounds of goodies if need be 
ond this can be on odvantoge over fool-' 
people, but horses require their own. logis= 
ties. Everything has its compensations. 

We ate a gregarious gan and like company We need not conceal our camps as carefully a3 do some vonuans because we'can 4 scramble and be many miles away by the 
next moming, There is a certain strength in numbers — and a lot of fun.  Abour 12 seem 10 be comfortable, 
would be a mabscene.  yyp ! base scm of us live in camperetiie seres we have built which are capoble of beje. hauled in a pick-up, on a utility rraiter on an old horse-drawn wagon, Commerrie) equipment of any kind has besn o peaticsr and we have had 10 rescarch and fraproyioe 

but 20 or more 

As intermediate equipment and €7 Out in the boonies we have some big tents and other gear suitable for h 
a 
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v ite sumptuously while 

G é::: S ividual hes pemngly z 

9 towing him o survive indsfinire 

2lone on the "°u~_- In order to keep. : 

ool structure of @ minimum i 

T aip hos been avoided. e 

owns their own horse, Eq-"P"'.W"Y, ete, 

property they may have ocquired in. 

other society is not a group concerm 

term cooperative ventures, trode—work ong. 

o e-use deals are common. Af times jhe 

entire group has been inv.olve_.i in profit= 

making schemes. Discussion in eachcaze 

determines who is to do what and what * 

goods and services are worth. That amount 

is paid to each participant at a final 

ccounting. The initiators of such projec 

sewally oct os their manogers with the tociy 

consent of those involved. At the wind. 

of the affair no more organization is 

needed. | routine affairs we all act as 

reachers to one another (including chile 
who are considered as small—size people). 

Knowledge along with the persuasive powery 

ond energies of each peron carry a certain 

amount of authority. Additionatly we have. 

councils in which someone may be selected 

to perform a certain job such as negotiating 

with a land owner or taking some money we 

all throw in the hat and shopping for 

needed supplies. There is no central 

authority. In the event of a person 50 

conducting himself as o be obnoxious fo 

others or fo jecpardize the basic objectives 

of the group we can ask him to leave — 

ond in event he won't, we willl New 

members may be discoureged by what = 

appeors to be authoritorianism. We reserve 
the right to protect ourselves, to set stond~ 

ords of capability for people, horses ond 
equipment, to require our camping spofs 

be maintained, etc.. We want to enjoy 

our mode of living. There is a great deal 

to be learned by a green-hom and this may 
involve some months of being instructed, - 
managed, processed, cussed—at, before the . 
new~comer stops being a nuisance fo others, 

We are very oriented to the idea of living 
naturally and of living close to nature.. 
These motives seem to confuse people hung=" 
up on current definitions of Liberal versus 
Conservative. We propose to live differ= 
ently and therefore foresake old pattems, 
We propose to live INTENTIONALLY and 
not to be acted upon. Our survival & 
demands exclusién of non=survival people. 
Boozers, dopers, those who haven't the 
determination to take care of themselves 
are not welcome. “Most of us are into L 
various physical—spiritual integration trips. 
Ages range from 2 to 50 with complete 
equality betwéen men ond women. Relation 
ships are an individual matter, but two 
types are absolutely basic: that of the 
person to this planet and that of the indiv=" 
idual to the group. Unlimited loyalty is 
required in both cases. Some of us work - 
at city jobs and commute. Several have 
broken out of that form to work as inde= 
pendent contractors, but still have to 
travel. Incomes vary os do needs. The 
cctual money needs within our system are 
very low, but some may be saving up for 
trips, projects, education, etc.. We 
demand a great deal from oug horses in 
appearance, usefulness, and in their 
capability of moving us many miles quicklys 
It's best to allocate obout $35 per month 19 
each for its keep and then work bockwards 
from that figure in two Ways: SWGP, 
scrounge, bargain for horse feed ond ; 
supplies to cut this cost; ond also, put the. 
critter to work to earn his keep. Wehave 
rented out horses, packed stuff for peopler 
plowed up garden plots, hiredoutto 
motion picture companies, dragged logs: 
out of the woods to be cut for firewoods 

The TRAVELING HORSE os such hos nof 
been intentionally bred, nor his needs in 
equipment commercially produced in obo¥ 
75 years. 4 Potential horse vonuans can 
call on a vast amount of good informatio 
in books. Look into the very recent 
inferest in 'Endurance Competition® and 
what is being learned there, Bum steers @ 
available from 'cowboys', deolers, the 
Proponents of one breed or another- 
facturers are keen on gulling you int 
buying images wrought from old moviess 
rodeos and other hokum in the form of 
weight saddles, clothes intended FN. 
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musicianss and godgetss We have had to 

develop our OWn criteria drawing from 

several schools of thought. One general 
worning:  Dismiss the Great American Wild 
\est Trodition! [t has no relevancy, | 
will try to illustrate some tips in the 

following foble:  Some of us took o 30- 

mile trip down a desert valley to a new 

conyon-mouth comp site to check it out. 
1t ws arranged that an ‘outsider! friend 
would meet us there for a visit, leaving 
from a different starting point and going by 
onother route. Friend's short~legged 

horse walks about 4 1/2 mph. It could 

trot ot perhaps 7 1/2 mph, but neither the 
horse's conformation, friend’s ability, nor 
the soddle he uses encourage much of 
thot. He claims his big soddle horn is 
“good for roping steers*. What steers? He 
settles for o bone jarring jog exhausting to 
both horse ond rider. Both his route and 
ours cross a BLM fence which he detours 
odding an hour to his trip, but not account- 
ing for his additional 3 hours later arrival 
in sore condition. Ours was a different 
sort of trip, interrupted by picnic and 
skinny—-dipping ot a spring, rest stops, 
investigating the candy potential of some 
cactus we found ond goofing around. Our 
toll 'giraffes’ walk easily at over 6 mph as 
they were chosen for that ahility. We can 
trot on smooth level stretches getting maxi- 

mom mileage for effort expended. We get 
off to walk several times — which we can 

do as our feet are not crammed into 

point-toed high-heeled boots suited to a 
Tijuona cab driver. And about that BLM 

fence: some bedding was draped over it 
(an old military trick for going over 
entanglements) and we just jumped over i 

  

Don't expect horses to live off the land in 
most of the country. While moving about 
dry or green grass, weeds and such may 
serve as 'filler', but we always carry along 
or have stashed concentrated feeds such as 

pellets and grain. A few days supply can be 
carried as it is light and compact. Know 
your area and map out places where you 
con buy supplies. Locate short—cuts, 
“rails which may cross private lands, but 
where trespass is not involved. In most 
states the tresposs laws do not preclude 
your traveling over private land per se. 
Rather, tresposs must involve your doing 
damoge or intending to do domage by 
entering private property.  Qur present 

goals include acquiring a few more 
people, fostering other similar groups, 
intemalizing education for children by 
setting up some school activities. We may 

use this school loter os on outer-facing 

and contact point with the other society 

by taking in carefully selected people 

(of what ever age) for tuitions. Probably 

most of us have a strong sense of separ= 

ateness from the Silly Society and now 

want to develop the positive aspects of 

this Aportheid situation by. acquiring skills 

and cultivating falents which will better 

express our own culture. In this vein when 

i'm asked "what kind of people do you 

want?", the answers are: minstrels, 

singers, dancing girls, troubadours, elves 
and poets. We admit fo @ certain 

theatricality; it may be our strength — 

ond a lot of funl 

  

SMUMANS 
THE SUPER HOBOS 

by Rayo 
Smum" stands for Seclusion and Mobility 

Using Multiplicity. Smum hos some 
features of and intergrades with trog= 

Jodyte, foot-nomad, urban anonymity, 

ond vehicle-nomad ways, but is differs in 

overoll living pottern and equipment use. 

Smum has similarities to trad ional ways 

os diverse as hobos, eskimos, fur troppers 

with several overhight cabins, and weolthy 

families with several ‘conventional® houses. 

   

Many smum life-styles are possible but all 

involve migration among various abodes. 

The abodes are usually simple, inexpensive, 

semi-permanent and widely separated. 

‘A number of towns of @ region are used, in 

succession, as trading outposts.  grm 

offers, in part, the wide-ranging mobility 

and ananymity of vehicle nomadism with 

the privacy and safety of troglodysm. 

While smom is complicated to describe (at 
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least with conventional conc S ) epts) i icr::::e:‘o'|xm:':men! than any :Ih)e" Ti‘;::;]e o s“{,, aw of which offers comparable Joman ™ is mode economical by the low Plastic film and second-hand utensils, 
:msrl;\:l;r; family migrotes between its abodes, oy s::::enal_ly. Less often an abode is meved ew site within the same area 

Phased out in favor of a new abod ¢ developed elsewhero. Most of th :od e abodes are located at least a quarter-mile and 
more than ten miles from a rood. The on:; is proferably either a highway, ora tral] 
wnh_mn habitation along it or at its infer= 
section with the highway, Most abodexr 
cannot be reached by motor vehicles, 
There are several hiking routes from each 
abode to one or more such roads. Eoch 
route reaches the road at a different place 
and at o place out of sight of residences. 
At least one route from each abode ends in 
a parking spot which is out of sight of the 
rood and rarely used — suitoble for unlood- 
ing supplies. A fow hundred yards into the 
!larush irlom euchl parking spot is a stash for 
low-value supplies awaiting backpackiny 
to the abode. The supplies ore ;::ea ing 
drums for protection from animals ond 
weather, ... Hiking routes are irregular and 
cannot be fallowed by someone not familiar 
"f“h them. Each route is used only o few 
times a year 5o it doesn't receive much wear 
In Siskiyou region, abode sites are selected 
so that highway distance between is typic~ 
ally 100 miles. This separation is deter~ 
mined be the distance between major trade 
towns and the living patterns of conven- 
tional people — people rarely go a hundred 
miles to work, shop or socialize. Over- 
land hiking distance between obodes is 
less — typically 30 or 40 miles — the 
abodes all lying within the some mountain 
range. 

  

A family has no single trading 
outpost. From each abode a different town 
or, better yet, two or three in alternation 
are used for shopping, receiving forwarded 
mail, and perhaps temporary employment. 
The towns so used are fairly large — at least 
5,000 people within shopping range. And 
they are located on major highways and 
thus accustomed to many visitors.  After 
living at one obode a few months and 
making trips alternately to the nearest 
switable towns (which preferably lie in 
opposite directions) the family moves to 
another abode, a hundred miles away, ond 
makes trips to different towns. And s0 
forth. They do not retum o the first 
abode and the corresponding trading outposts 
until a year has passed. If a fomily has six 
abodes, 12 trading towns, and makes trips 
1o town hwice a month, one member is in 

each town twice a year, not often enough 

to be distinguishable from the many thous= 
and travelers who stop briefly. ., 
family is probably not limited to a fixed 

schedule or route. If they encounter 

trouble in one town they do not return to 

that area for several years, meanwhile 
loping @ new abode elsewh In on 

emergency they can hike overland between 

abodes without using roads or going into 

populated areas. 

  

All possessions of a smum 
family have one or more of the following 

h istics: ive, expendabl 
small, used seasonally. Inexpensive items 
are duplicated and left at each abode. 

These might include polyethylene film and 
rope for rigging tents, bedding, cooking 
stove, utensils, extra clothes, ond drums 

for storage while abode is not occupied. 
Bedding, clothes and utensils are scavenged 

at dumps or purchased second hand. Total 
cost of stationary items at a warm-weather 

cbode is probably fess than $50. Expend- 
oble supplies include food siaples, soap, 

paper, kerosene and propane. These 
are ordinarily left at an abode until con- 
sumed. Some small but valuable items move 

with the family; such things as watch, 

transistor radio, binoculars, handgun, 

codiation detector, comera, medical kit, 

sewing kit, and often-used reference books. 

Seasonal items are grouped occording fo 

use at specific abodes; these include most 

books, tools and construction materials. 

  

  

Each cbode is somewhot speciolized for the 

activities performed there and the season 

that it is used. Abodes might include: 
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:\"‘:n:euvb::mp:' This may be more remote thaa 
es since there will usually not be 

;now 'cmd swollen rivers to hinder access. If 
oraging and vonu horticulture are accom- 
plished in thot area, books, tools, and 
preservation equipment are stored there. 

A‘p’!axfic tent and mosquito netting are 

sufficient shelter. winver abode: This 
may be o semi-underground structure, or o 
large foam hut plus o plastic tent. Since 
there is little worm working space much 
rbooding and writing are done there, Most 
ooks are stored there. Electric abode: 

A small generator, probably hydroelectric, 
powers a sewing machine, electronic 
equipment, or any other gear requiring 
electricity but not bulky Imports. 
Relevant books and materials are stored 

there. 1E4ge place!: This is for work 
involving bulky imported materials such 
as carpentry, and is the one abode access= 
ible to vehicles. Major work on any 
vehicles is performed there : also any work 
which because of space required, noise or 
smells is not easily vonued. Edge place 
is most likely on fairly secluded private 
land leased from a friendly landowner. An 

old van or house trailer may be porked 
there to provide sheltered work and storoge 
space. Edge place is much less vonu than 
other abodes o work requiring much priv= 
acy is not performed there. And any 
family members especially threatened, 
such as slave-oge children during that 
season, remain elsewhere. A minimally- 
fumished van may be used for shelter if 
one or more members occasionally go into 
that society to eam money. When not in 
usa it is probably parked on private land, 
perhaps at edge place. A friend who 

may be outside the Siskiyou region provides 
a permanent mailing address. The friend 
occumulates mail, bundles it, and sends it 
as a parcel, as directed. If possible the 

family makes arrangements with trustworthy 
local people in each town to receive U.P. 
parcels; if not the parcels come general 
delivery. A legal home oddress for drivers 
license and vehicle registration, if needed, 

is probably arranged in a large city outside 
the region, and separate from the mailing 

oddress.  Means of transportation vary. 
One smuman may not have any vehicle. 
E hitchhikes for moil and light supplies, 
also for migration between abodes. 
hires a van or pickup, preferobly a tran= 
sient, to haul heavier supplies. 5 o 

smuman may use a motorcycle for all 
transport — this will be a bike with enough 
power for the highway yet light enough to 
manhandle into hiding places — perhaps @ 

250cc trail bike. syl another may have 
a van or camper for hauling supplies as 
well as for work excursions. E will also use 

& motorbike or else hitch rides, since places 
suitable for long-time parking will seldom 
be convenient to unloading spots. 

Smumans, like other vonuans, obtain money 
in ways which minimize time and involve- 
ment with the Servile Society. One may 
have a line of special services or products 

e sells thru merchants in the towns e visits. 
Another may have a mail-order enterprise. 
Someone with a highly-poid skill may 
journey to a distant city for temporary 

employment. Byt most, at least ot first, 
will probably depend on day labor in near= 
by towns and seasonal crop work. Altho 
this is low paying, a smuman's expenses 
can be very low. So not many day's work 

ore needed. A\ individual or family with- 
out slave-age children can be flexible 

cbout outside employment — working 
together or separately at any time of the 

year. A family with children is more con~ 
strained. Perhaps during the school year 
the children remain ot a secluded site, then 

during Summer the whole fomily does crop 
work and any other octivities involving 

that sociefy. | asked for address by 

employers or bludg, a smuman gives er legal 
home address. If asked for local address 

e says e is visited somo friends (location 
vaguely defined). 

  

A smuman can be opener 
with outsiders than can be a more-stationary 

| i ¢ may 

be able to socialize with local non-vonuans. 

E can even say to friends e is camping ‘back 

In some   
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in the woods', knowing e will have moved 
on to other woods before the word gats very 

f9r.  £or o smuman, the whale Siskiyou 
region becomes, in a sense, o single widely~ 
dizparsed city of several hundred thousand 
people. Smum offers much of the enonymity 
of metropolis without the pollution or 
ruclear donger. Aasets are dispersed ond 
cannot ba destroyed by a single misfortune. 

  

Comparing smum to full ~time van living: 
Most time is spent in or around abodes 
which are concealed away from roads in 
rugged, brushy areas rarely if ever pene- 
trated. With our van the greatest mean 

time to harassment (mth) we have ochieved 

is one or two years. Whereas with a small 
tent wa con easily achieve 20 years mth; 
with more work and care, 200 years mth. 
(Interpretation: if there are 200 such comps, 

an average of one a year will be discovered.) 
This is while a camp is set up; tom down 

and stuffed in drums under bushes chance of 

discovery is even lower, We have hod 
enough stash tents in enough situations to 
have confidence in the 20 year figure. 
One year mth is adeguate for someore not 
especially threatened who wants peace 

and quiet. It is not sufficient for slave-cge 

children, someone without 'acceptabie’ id, 
or for most kinds of alternate-economy 

enterprises. A carigus disadvantoge of 
smum for some: activities must be accom= 

plished ot certain places and in certain 

seasons, rather than when one is in the 

mood. Plonning and bookkeeping are 
essential. Life is more structured than with 

averything in one place, but the structure 
is chosen by oneself, not imposed by 
outsiders. 

  

One might initiote a smum 

life-style by exploring a region on foot and 
hitchhiking, using light-weight comping 
gear, then gradually build up equipment 
and supplies at the most desirable spots. 

Or a van nomad might develop a string of 

vehicle squat-spots; then use these a3 
bases for scouting. On the other hand, 

from @ smum life=style one can become, 
say, a troglodyte by further developing one 
abode and phasing out the others. 

Like any new lite=style, smum should be 

begun when one is not i 
danger — when one has time to experiment 
end can survive a few mistakes. 

@ situations & searches” (@ 

(continued from page 12} in the nude, 

drinking o pint of homebrew beer, listen= 
ing to the crickets chirp, and watching bees 

flit around goldenrod blooms. If i stand up 

: can sce the houses of suburbia way over 
there, but they can't see me down here 
behind the toll grass.  We've lived here 

for months now; they don't bother us, we 

don't bother them. 
go off to the wilderness to do my thing, 

not just yet anyway. |can usually find a 

comfortable niche near wherever i am. 

This morning we walked back behind the 

house to get some pears. The house we're. 

renting sits on an ocre lot, but you can 
walk maybe three miles back thru over= 
grown fields and small woods. This is good 

foraging land, land that's in between, no 

longer being farmed, but not yet cut up 

for suburban davelopment. The speculatars 

in the city who own this land don't care who 

wanders around on it, as long as it gives 

them no trouble. So we can go back and 

gather the harvest; pears, apples, wild 

grapes, elderberries, choke cherries, straw= 
berries, sumoc, hawthome, and more. 

Picked o couple of bushel of pears this 

morning which didn't dent the supply. We'll 
can some and dry some. 

  

mediate 

It seems i don't have to 

My experience 

with collective living and observation of 

others around here indicates that this is an 

ongaing process rather than achieving a 
fixed stotus. There is a constont flow of 

people, houses, changing relationships. 
If you need something more stoble, this is 

not for you. But any bludg will have o 
very hard time trying to tra=e you thru all 

the changes. Getting the right people 
requires a continuous selection process. 
With non compatibles, you ask them to 

leave, or you leave. When we have an 
opening in our house, we all talk to the 

prospect; any present roommate con veto. 

(continued on page 122) 
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’ WINTER IN THE -VOODS\ 

by WJP 

My love for the vonu vay of 1ife has its origins back in Boy Scouts. I was 

very lucky in having a unit with leaders that were as ouch atoked on getting 

out in the wilderncas s they were on the usual meritbadge-competition 

crap, I never liked the hiking but getting there made it all worth it, Host 

of my “education" came on 
the tradition, As so many have found, 

those hikes and with 
you can't 

friends later as we continued 

live a city life or even a 

farn life and then puddenly decide to go vonuan {mmediately, Lessons must 

be lived and learned, 

my legs, The summer after L got out 

a couple we knew 

miles froa Chico, 

It took pe a year in Vietnam to learn the value of 

I got together with an old friend and 

ond we set up a omall camp near Butte Meadows (about 40 

California) on land owned by Diamond International (lumber 

company). We spent peveral weekends scouting out a spot that would: 1)supply 

running water nearby, 2)be open enough to let the sun 

possible froa the dirt roads nearby. 
all around, and 3)be as isolated as 

in but be forested 

Wwe settled on a tiny meadow near a creek, accessible to the truck and VW 

we would use to bring in supplies, 

to allow fair security froa detection, 

in, We ate moatly 

cook on, We drank 

end yet far enough froa the dirt roads 

We built a sweat lodge out of willows 

covered with a tarp and dirt and even dammed up part 

gov't food commodities and had a small wood stove to 

there was nothing between us and the 

of the creek to swin 

several feeder springs but a few miles of 20-year-ago-logged forest and 

unraped meadows, as we soon 

we were discovered, It seems 

to patrol their land in a Toyota jeep and run off 

learned on extended walks. After two wmonths 
a duffer 

he had been by many times but this time (soon after a shower) he noticed 

tire tracks leaving the main dirt road and decided to follow 

said it wns the cleanest camp he'd ever seen, 

said he'd like to let us stay but that he couldn't believe his eyes, 

us "a few" days to be gone. 

there and we put up a omall shack out of 

degerted cabins in the arca. 

been cut right in 

corrugated tin found also on old shacks, 

winter) 1 spent at 

that area over 50 years ago. 

then, He 

couldn't cause of his job, gave 

I got permission to live on private land near 

lumber we scrounged £rom old 

Most of the wood was sawmill oak which bad 

We roofed it with old 

The next sumver (after a city 

the shack, People would coce up and visit, sometimes 

for days, and 1 did a lot of walking and reading and looking at stars and 

‘thinking, Ah, 
me at first. 
with them than with bobcats, mt lions, 

waited for them to get 
the second weekend of 
(last winter) there, 
woodchopping, This was 

mile. It was disturbing at first, 

kinds of powerful sounds, going nowhere, 

existence, They only came on 

difforent answers to the sams questions. 

the hunters came without warning and cared the piss out of 

But soon I realized that the 
etc, 

It out of their systeas for one more year, After 

the season I heard nary a shot. 

doing a bit of reading and writing and a lot of 

when I learned of the growing aport of snowmobiling. 

They never cgse up to my place but the noise could be heard for 

but it soon got to be a trip to sit 

outside and watch them zooa along, staying mostly on 

just going, 

the sunny weekends and once at a 

must have been semester break for the college dowm in Chico, 

bothered them and they never really bothe 

deer and 1 stood a better chance 

s0 I just sat in my shack and 

1 spent the winter 

over a 

the roads, saking all 
asserting their 

time that 

1 never 

red me, We were just finding 

We all have such a fear of 

spending time alone and especially away froa where wo can get help fast. 

I tried not to scare myself and kmew that if I could just get up there, 

snowed in, with the essentials, 

vas that, because of my experiences in 

dis, or afraid to let go of the known. 

1 was not caught up with fear, 

what 1 was planning, 
that; they couldn't sce that maybe 

uncertainty it entails, 

ni1l; I had two squirrels, a gopuer, 

coyotas for neighbora; I found 

2nd TV and cars and steaks and 

that I would make 

all they could say vas 
a special exparience is worth the 

1 got my water froa the creek, 

timber, and my light froa kerosene lanps; I ground @y flour 
a few mice, 

I didn't need shit-food 2nd suger and movies 

new clothesand lots 

it, what really did it 
"Npm, 1 was no longer afraid to 

Surely, I did not want to die; I 

aid all the regearch I could to make me Bore 

like some of my friends-- when they heard 

  
prepared for the winter, but 

nohat i€" this and 'what 1en 

ny wood froa downed 
on a Corona 

3 raccons, and several 

of money and a successful 

career and weekly sex and grase and booze and mescalina and acid and flush 

toilets end electricity and hot showers 

them I probably wouldn't know that 
after all, but if I hadn't had 

I didn't need them, It was a short, 

warm winter, only lasting & little over three months (at 4,000 £t) and it 

was a glorious Spring. 1 saw so much more of life, 

and not blindly caught up in keeping busy. 

job pretty easily and worksd this sumser, 

dona (1 had cracked two teeth eating raw wheat 

small cavities) and preparing for this winter, 

an eye on a Boy Scout Cemp near =Y shack 

ransacked last winter, 

be wheat and browm rice, 
and a little meat as supplexents. 

the last two years 

{t is you really want to do, 
until next Spring, WJP 

, SRR UANDIDSENIRN 
by Rayo 

As o vonuist my policy is nen—coercion — 

live and let live. So long as another 

human does not do or threaten violence, 

i do not intentionally interfere with that 

person or with artifacts e creates or 

acquires with the consen of the one who 

  

creates.  Artifocts include structures upon 

or under lond — a home, factory or garden. 

But ndturally-occuring fand itself is not 

created by the deliberate efforts of any 

being. So what cloims 1o land or uses of 

land may i properly moke? | will begin by 

scrutinizing some fraditional answers to 

One doctrine holds that land 

belongs to the first person who uses it (or 

discovers it ond claims it). Some people 

assert that this is the only truly moral 

doctrine — i.e., consistent with non-coer- 

cion. But actually it is arbitrary. How 

© does a person who first gathers wild berries 

this question. 
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by snowsobilera, I presuse). 

VONULIFE 

because I was really 
1 got an unskilled 

getting my overdue dental work 

vernels, but had only three 
1 have permission to keep 

(the lodge was broken into and 
My main staples will 

with soms dried vegetables, flavored soy protein 

1 got along nicely with very little meat 

and plan to continue, Here, 

get out and scout around and do what you have 
Peace to you and yours, 

as anywhere, you have to 

hi to Rayo and DT g, 

in o particular valley gain a right to exclude 

or collect rent from others who wish to 

gather berries or plant turnips? E can claim 

the porticulor berries ¢ gathered. But er 

oction does not create more berries nor 
Likewise, someone who grows 

o crop may claim the harvest as well a3 

improvements' to the lond such os clearing 

and ferracing (s long as these improvements 

endure) but does not thereby gain any right 

to interfere with others who make non- 

conflicting uses. 

trees nor oil. 

This doctrine is not only 
arbitrary in theory but copricious if not 

unworkeble in practice. Very little if any 

land in the world today is used with the 

consent of first users. Typically, a tract 

of forest is 'owned' by o lumber company 
which bought it from a government 50 years 
ogo, which seized it from an Indian tribe 

150 years ogo, which seized it from another 
tribe 500 years ogo, which seized it from 

still another tribe 2000 years ago. Further 

investigations may show that the land was 
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held by still onother tribe 10,000 years 990+ 

And 50 forth.  jnder first-user’ doctrine 

most of North Americo would be\on?, not to 

\the Indians', but to just @ FEW indians. 

There is archeologic evidence of ot least 

five different waves of immigrants G 

L { \rait thousands of yeor® opart« 

e B e dants of the first 

  

, descen: 

ied and used most of the con™ 

quent comers were ‘trespassers 
. 

In many cases the original tribes h‘ave ch— 

ished — destroyed by enemiess epidemics, 

or herdships endured upon being forced out 

of 'their’ londs by @ stronger tribe. lnc!w— 

idual survivors scottered among other tribes 

and intermarried. Dete 9 original users 

ond their closest surviving Kkin, after tens of 

thousands of years, would be extremely 

difficult to say the least. In a society '~|:|cre 

i sistantly applieds 

fhere would be as many archeologists 

ond palco—genericisvs 
s there are lowyers 

today.  This is not to deny that great wrongs 

were inflicted upon mony Indians BY Euro- 

peans (principally the U.S. govemn_\cn') or 

thot restitution should be made. Itisto 

deny that first-user doctrine provides @ 

proper way of deciding who should own 

what today. Being dispossessed of land 

was, in many instances, the least of the 

Indians were also mur= 

and ARE 

A second 

    

damoges inflicted: 
dered and their children were, 

forced state schools. 

doctrine asserts that land belongs to the 

first person able to use it 'intensively' — 

i.e., cover it with improvements. By this 

doctrine a farmer has the right to seize 

land from a tribe of forogers.  But this 

doctrine is as arbitrory as the first and raises 

suth questions as, What constitutes an 

Vintense! use? May a government seize 

{*condemn') the farmer's fields to build an 

airport? 

into 

This doctrine is most opplicable 

to 'built up' areas — houses and factories — 

where the'improvements' (artifacts) may be 

more valuable than the land. It isn't 

relevant to wildemess land. A third 

doctrine of land ownership asserts that, 

since no individual created land, land is 

owned by 'society os a whole' or "all the 

people’. But this merely compounds the 

cbsurdity. 1f NO person created land, how 

did ALL people do 0 |, practice, since 

little if anything is done with the unan= 

imous consent of al| people, some ruling 

group attempts to control land in the name 

of 'the people’.  Thi; |eads to the fourth 

doctrine: sovereign control of oll land 

belongs to govemments, either by 'devine 

right' (in the case of absolute hs) or 

what constifutes tserious interference'?
 Ang 

in event of a dispute who decides? But olf 

concepts +nvolving human action hove 

tboundary ProbJems’s  Broad categories of 

uses to considert (A) Relatively ‘visible® 

e of land such as conventional construct 

tarming, l0gaing, mining ond rocd 

o fing. (B) Relatively vonu uies such oy 

hiking, foraging, €OmPing, ol
 

and hidden construction. The yisible uses o 

vulnercble fo organized predotors (sometimes 

to unorganized ones o well), Visible usary 

can operate only with the consent of wch 

predators. To minimize my involvement with 

criminal organizations i must minimize my 

e ibility including visible uses of land, 

ion, 

Sitvations of possible conflict: (1) vony 

use concurrent with visible use; (2) two or 

e possible vonU VS, An exomple of 

the first: Suppese i wish o build a concealed 

home on land 1owned' and periodically cut 

cver by a lumber company. | do rot recog= 

nize the company's ownership of the land 

per se; however i respect the use they are 

olready making of it — to do otherwise 

would involve me in power games of that 

society. So i donot attempt to cut and 

sell commercial—size timber. Nordoi, 

without provocation, interfere with the 

company’s operation T, ihe contraryti 

am probably mildly beneficial o the com= 

any, while remoining independent of it 

ond (most likely) unknown to it. | eat 

porcupines which gnaw trees. | try fo put 

out any fires started by lightning (as well 

o5 being very careful with any fires of my 
own). | use only dead or crowded-out-and= 

dying trees for my construction — 

primarily to avoid visible alteration, but 

this also reduces fire hazord and speeds 

growth of remaining frees. | may make 

minor repairs fo access roads. In a sense 

i become a kind of benevolent wildlife; 

pethaps as desirable (from the point of view 

of the company) as a bird which eats pine 

beetles, but even more 'uncontrollablet. 

The lumber company's use may also benefit 

me. An area they cut may, aftera few. 

years, be lush with berries and game. 

After o few more years it will be a dense 

thicket of young trees and brush —on 

ideal vonu homesite. And their logging 

trails may be useful for occasional access i 

that society. | 4y to be beneficial or, ot 
least, non-injurious, because vonu is 
always relative. The company could, at 
great expense, hunt me down, chase me 

out, or at least force me to toke measures 

which would seriously inconvenience me. 
e 

  

by the (equally mystical) 'will of the people’ 

Governments then delegate plots of land to 

favored subjects.  This is the least tenable 

doctrine of all: o fictitious title is, in 

essence, transfered to a government by an 

equally fictitious contract. Furthermore, 
since most governments on earth are essen— 

tially monster criminal conspiracies — 
guilty of wholesale murder and robbery , 
any property such a govemment might 
otherwise claim, is forfeit as restitution to 
its victims, Unlike other land users, a 

government does not even have a moral 
claim to structures it may put on lond. 

Since a government has no moral right to 
land, no one has a moral claim by virtue 
of assignment by government — i.e 
'legal title'. i 

My land-use ethics: No one created natur= 
ally-occuring land. Therefore no one owns 
lond per se. Any 'rights' pertain, not to 
the land itself, but to SPECIFIC USES of 

lond. Therefore, morally, | MAY USE 

LAND IN ANY WAY WHICH DOES NOT 

SERIOUSLY INTERFERE WITH OTHER 

USES ALREADY BEING MADE, EXCEPT 

AS | MAY OTHERWISE AGREE’. 

exception is important. It inc]udcs]v::rin 
leasing, caretaking or being a guest. If i 
9o onto some lond at the invitation c;f an: 
other, | thereby recognize his right to cc_ - 
:rol my use of that land. This is true re nd 
less of what 'right' e may have to the | gudr 3 
ie., whether or not e has 'legal titl R 
whether or not e dispossessed earli e 
or whatever, 1 : G 

his doctrine is not without 4 4 e lements of arbitrari ness, For exampl e, 
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The may be completely unaware 
of my presence. Or they may suspect that 
someone is using the lond but not know who, 

when or where (weekend recreationists may 

also use if). So long as i am benign they. 

are well advised not to pursue the matter 

further. 'Declaring war' on a vonuan would 
be highly unprofitable. They could bring 
greater forces to bear — perhaps mony me 

with dogs and helicopters — but they must 

pay these forces. And the property of mine 

which they could seize — if they could find 
it — is of little value to them. Whereas 
they have large amounts of valuable and 

vulnerable property — equipment, roads 

and the trees themselves — all out in the 

open. While i will not deliberately initiote 

violence i will happily retaliate. Ifsome= 

one deliberately interferes with my uses, i 
no longer feel obligated fo respect et uses. 

This analysis applies also to land claimed Y 
 government agency, except that the 
government (unlike most lumber compenies! 

is a coercive organization and s dogs N3t 
have a clear claim to 'improvements" if =¥ 
make.  Might it not be easier for me 10 
get the company's permission to camp on 
their land, in return for caretaking? Thea 
i could dispense with some of my security 

precautions. But to the degree that 

become involved with visible users of 108 
i partake of their vulnerability. What 
effect might my occupancy have on theif 
insurance? If i fell and hurt myself could 
isue? Ifi have school-oge children; €& 
the company be charged with contiibutind 
to the delinquency of minors? And, if 
know where i am, will they tell others? 

The usual experiences of vonvans Wifh orge 
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P If one asks permissi, Y 15 squat 
or even rent, e will be tumed down, 8y f‘ one goes aheod and does it without sgkie. | ond is later discovered, at most o wil| 12" 
told to move, quite often e is allowed 1o remain. 

  

The second tyoe of sityar 9 
could result in conflict: twe m"::f: :’r:.c‘h 
oted vonuans attempt to use the same |nn: = 

There is s0 much l’ulfl'ively-qn.“!d (s b 
compared to the number of vonuans that ; 
don't think this will be much of q e 
in the forseecble future, except passiL] 

for those who.hape 0 obtain all their faog 
by hunting and foroging. in Siskiyey rete alone ‘there is about 30,000 1quare mile: n 
of uninhabited forest, brushlang and high 

desert — énough to provide 10,000 gro 
with three square miles each. Nevery 
i will consider some possible s 

ups. 
heless 

If the vonuans are of the same subculture 
they-will probably have conventions regard- 
ing lond use, including Pre-ogreed-ypon 
arbitrators o resolve ony disputes, They may have secret signs — intelligiLl 

most ionalj: 
u"w:_edooila retionalize thgy whatever seems idoble s really for 1 best. 9rows aware 

I'\l o 

has been to DECENTRALIZE industry; the 
‘old guard! industrialists FAVORED govern~ 
ment I , to REDUCE i   

one b, !.l'(epficul. Nevertheless, 
vities they are 

ior with, and assume that tions are proper, Sych a ) + “l grany that ___qs wrong, : if fl: g'ovemmenl didn't provide » $chools, postal service i defense, pollution contre|, fog Tl rcg?lul‘lnn, banking regulation, welfage Police protection -«." and 30 f’orlh £ Answering such 
i 

];or'ulmn in the absence of coercive ;"ancing and control will nt 
ST 

not cause highway 

vonu by individuals   i 9 onl indi to others of their kind — meaning, "Thi. 
lond is already being used for o 0B 
trespassing for conflicting uses, * 
Another possibility: life-styles may be 5o 
different that the vonuans, 7f skilled, 
rorely or ever encounter.each other or 
their artifacts, IF they do, they will be 
inclined to’leave alone, so that they will 
be left alone. i cannot predict the techniques which vonuans may.use in the ~ 
future nor the conventions regarding pro~ perty which may develop. But, uniike 
visible people, avoiding conflict by 
divensifying uses will usually be more 
odvontogeous than fighting over who shall 
make a particular use.  Most forms of 
combat increase the visibility of the com=~ 
batants (e.g., explosives, stockades) 
and their vulnerability to third parties, 
ond 0 are not compatable with vonu, 
This doctrine of land use’is similar to the 
conventions of other life. Many species 
are territorial: bears have territories; 
humming birds have terrifories. But 
territorial defense is directed mainly. ogainst 
unrelated members of the same species — 
i.e., individuals attempting to make 
similar uses. A bear does not attempt to 
keep humming birds out of its territory, or 
vicaversa, The tendency of life is to 
divenity — to minimize conflict. 

THE OQUTPOSTS 
by Rayo 

(*It's hard to fight an enemy who has out- 

posts in your head.” attributed to Sally 

Kempton) 11,0 book CRUSOE OF LONE- 
SOME LAKE relates how Ralph Edwards 
built a homestead in a remote, isolated 
area of British Columbia. Ralph performed 
incredible feats such as pocking fools and 
supplies, including large machine parts, 
% miles from the nearest settlement over a 

precipitous trail . Ralph had no need 1o 

Question the world-views of the culture in 
which he had grown up. Or did he? 

His homestead was half~done when he 
leamed of World War 1. Leaving the fruits 
of his hard lobors to the bears, mice and 

mildew, he rushed off and enlisted in the 
U.S. Army. He spent precious time fighting 
the war "1o end wars" and "make the world 
wafe for democracy™. And if some equally~ 
patiiotic German had aimed his way, 
Ralph's dreams would never have material- 

9 On the other hond, i heard of some- 
one oble 1 speak learnedly about the evils 
o0d absurdities of the State, who allowed 
himself to get drafted and shipped to Viet- 

nem — and is now a bosket-case in a VA 

"®ital. Neither ideas nor actions alone 
are wificient, Achieving vonu requires 

both — an integration of theory and prac~ 
!ice. And neither ideas nor actions are 
'Primary', More effective actions depend on 
@better ynderstanding of the world. l.\nd 

better ideas spring from exparience gained 

1%, | ond probably you were heavily 
\"octrinated during our early years, not 
©ly by State schools, but by attitudes ex= 
Pressed by parents and playmates, and even 
"ore by having to live as virtual slaves — 
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ly benefits others as well, 
There isn't space here fo refute the myths of State. Nor do i know of many readily-availoble fmuks. which do, It js Up to each reader to identify and remove any 'outposts of the State’ from er own.mind,* 

| suggest 
e 9 overnment you elieve is justified and examining it critic~ 

Has that activity always 

was voluntarily accomplished? Are the Interprefations taught in school justified? r are they simply part of the indoctrin- atlon? Do government programs really accomplish what they claim 9 I govemment {or its corporate/union vassels) stopped do- ing this, ond did not interfere with others trying to do it, how might it be done by 
non-violent means? Here are some fal- lacies to look for in arguments favoring 
coercion: 

  

Spurious cause and effect. 
Exomple: ""Living cohditions are better in 
America thon in Russia so our govemment must be good. " COUNTER: Russia foday is more prosperous than was America in 1800, 50 should we praise Brezhnev and damn 
Jefferson? Actuglly, living conditions 
depend on many factors including climote, 
work ethics, market size, ond time that 
industrial development has been under way. 
American living conditions improved most 
ropidly during the late 19th century when 
government was relatively little, which 
suggests that relative prosperity is IN SPITE 
OF, not because of government. 

Paternalism: "Most peaple are not competant 
fo choose food, drugs, doctors, outomobiles, 
entertainment ..." etc. COUNTER: If 

someone isn't competant to run er own 

affairs in which e has the greatest interest 

and knowledge, how is e competont fo select 
leaders to try and run other people's lives? 

Overlooking indirect effects: Example: 
“Look at the marvelous things the Space 
Program built." COUNTER: What things 
might people have done with these same 
‘resources if government had not appropriated 

them @it oking laldifferent servitude for 
liberty. Example: "Before child labor laws, 
under loissez foire, children worked long 
hours in foctories.” COUNTER. Children 
did NOT possess laissez faire, they were 
legally the chattels of their parents who 
could and often did force them to work 
ogainst their wills, and took their poy. 
Children who ran awoy and were fobnd, 
were returned by the police. Child lobor 
laws did not end child slavery; they merely 
altered the powers of the various mosters: 

less power to parents, more to bureaucrats., 

I really. free, a child could seek factory 
work or not os e wished.  Miioking license 

il : “Foctories to ress for hberly.. gmru-nplmI 

wo:?: pollute (mnrle) if gng?E'mhrn.e 
government controls. ' o L 

Iuter is the oggressor: € P e 

into OTHER PEOPLE's air an‘d woter. 

e which protected industries from 

f their victims, that mode 
[lution in the first 

state laws, 
the just wrath o 

possible large-scale po 

place. Confusing the 

with the effects of I.:l;err 
lated competition 

égfir::ER: The effect of free ¢ 

effects of intervention 
y. Example: "Fr.ce,“ 
leads to monopolies. 

ompetition 
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which is the effect it hos hod, (Kolko, THE TRIUMPH OF CONSERVATISM) 
Attributing mystical copabilities to govern~ 
ment, Example: “Who would provide highways if the govemment didn't?* 
COUNTER: Highways are built by PEOPLE 
and the machines they operate. 
I isn't possible nor necessary fo predict In 
detail what would happen if government or 
the monopolies it fosters ceased sich and 
such activity. If, for example, the State 
Wwas no longer able fo collect gasoline taxes 
and license fees or dictate what kinds of 
vehicles could be built and operated, the 
following ore all possibilities: local road- 
repalr ives; private, petif 
expressways, financed by folls or by fron~ 
chising businesses ot rest stops; various mass= 
tronsit systems; better all-terrain vehicles 
for travel on unimproved roads; cheaper, 
easier~to-operate aircraft; better commun= 
ication which reduces the need for travel; 
more dacentralized industry which reduces 
freight. No one can predict to what extent 
each of these would develop; what'actually 
happens would depend on the ingenuity and 
independent decisions of milljons of people. 
But one can predict that people will find 
ways to travel and transport. What high- 

ways were built, would be built becouse 
thero were peaple willing to pay for using 
them, rather than for political reasons. 
And i don't think there would be the petty 
harassment by police. (How many people 
would pay for THAT?) Thii ix ot an 
oppeal for 'onarchy’. Trying to eradicate 
or discouroge all power-seekers s as futile 
a3 trying to kil oll flies and mosquitos. 

  

. What is important is dispelling any notion 
that one owes anything fo flles or mosquitos 
jereevemments- B L e 
govemment didnt ..." question bothen you, 
write me, enclose a stamped, self-oddressed 
envelope, and i will answer it or refer ydu 
to a source of further information. (See p.120) 

  

B, C. Acceus Catalogue, c/o C, Grove, 
Station G, Box 6424, Voncouver 8, 8.C. 
Canoda, Locol shops, groups, people, 
institutions. $2.( 500 words/c) 

Communitles, c/o Twin Oaks, Box 426, 
Louisa, VA 23093, Mogazine cbout varlous 
infentlonal ities and y 
Merger of Modem Utopian, Communitarion 
ond Communitas. $1 (400 words/c) 
Comper Coachmon, Griffin Publications, 
10148 Rivenside Dr., North Hollywood, 
CA 91602. Also ot some newstonds. Moga= 
zine mostly obout new, commercially-built 
campers end trucks, 50¢ 

Canadian Whole Earth Almanac, 341 Bloor 
St. West, Toronto, Canado. Issues on heol- 
ing, crafts, shelters, food, $3 (430 words/c) 
Chinook Centrex, 4312 SE Stark, Portland, 
OR97215. Annotated directory of stores, 
ogencies, and groups around Portland. 
$1.25 (1100 words/c) 

Equality, & Fronkfort am Main, Postfoch 
3413,.West Germany, Publishes unedited 
material from subscribers as o free~axpress- 
ion forum for utopians, communists, liber- 
forians, etc. Published in English, German, 

French and Italian. Contribution, 

E.S.P. Directory, Al Fry, 879 Park Ave., 
Perris, Calif. 92370. Addresses of many 
occult, metaphysical, mystery, mind 
improvement, altemate life-styles, extra 
sensory, 'flying saucer' etc. groups and 
publications, 50¢ 

Foundation Journal, 85 East Geranium Ave., 
St. Paul, Minn, 55117. Somewhot like 
Whole Earth Catalog. No recent.information 

Fur, Fish ond Game, 2878 E. Main St., 

Columbus, Ohio 43209. Outdoor magozine 
with many classified ods for hunting, 
trapping and camping equipment, buyers and 
sellers of herbs, atc, Also published books 
on hunting and tropplng. Availble at some 
newstonds. 35¢7? 

The Graen Egg, Church of All Worlds, Box 
2953, 'St, Lovis, MO 63130. Neo-pogan 
religion inspired by STRANGER IN A - 

STRANGE LAND. Contact newsletter for 
) 

  

  

SPECIAL \ 
INFORMATION SOURCESI 

Here are some newsletters, magazines, 
directories, book publishers and other 

organizations which often have information. 

of use to vonuans. Most of these are not 
found in libraries or bookstores. 

formists! of many kinds includi 
pogans, anarchists and witches, 75¢ 
The Green Revolution, Route 1 Box 129, 

Freeland, MD 21053, Published by Heath~ 

cote Intentional Community. Newsletter 
cbout doings there and at other communities, 
and how~to—do info for neo-homesteadars. 

Oldest surviving olternative life~styles zine. Most of 
these sources ore NOT primarily concemed 3¢ 
with vonu. Some vonu newsletters and 1 | Harry Schultz Letter,  Econ-   

information nets are not listed here. To 

contact the latter see "How to meet other 

vonuens®.  Rother than play critic i've 
written only brief descriptions. | recommend 
sending for samples. The price listed here 

omic Research Corporation, P.O. Box 45, 
Rhelnfelder 4310, Switzerlond. Very 

expensive newsletter which odvises 
international investors and movers, $7 
(15 words/¢) 
I onal Masiti 
  

is for one copy postpaid unless otherwi 
indicated. A question mork indicates that 

i'm no: sure of the price. - For ilems costing 
$1 or more i've estimated words per cent. 
Many of these are small, low-budget oper~ 
ations and do not give free samples. 

  Thanks to several people for leads. I'l] 
appreciate information on sources i've missed. 

A is A Newsletter, Mega 9730 Hyne Road, 
Brignton, Mich. 48116, Reports on the 

‘libertarion movement'. Descriptions of 
688 publications, groups and individuals; 
mostly onti-establishment politicos from 
Conservatives Io onarchists; some alternate 
life=style groups, * 50¢; annual directory 
$2 (130 words/<). 

Adobe Hacienda, Route 3 box 517, Glendale 

Ariz. 85301. Outdoor, para-military and 
some political books. Mail order. Catalog 
free? 

Akwesasne Notes, Mohawk Nation via 

Rooseveltown, NY 13683. Large news- 
paper by and cbout native Americans = 
news stories, expose, history, political 
protest. &0¢. 

Alternate Sources of Energy, Donald Marier, 
Route 1 Box 348, Minong, Wisc. 54859, 

Magazine obout wind, solar, hydro, wave, 

  

* methone power. Some how=to~do articles. 
40¢7? 

Altematives Joumnal, Box 36604, Los 
Angeles, CA 90036. Newslatter obout 
intzntional communities and group marrioge. 

? 
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Legal Research, 
P.O. Box 4022 Station E, 1723 Broadway, 
Toledo, Ohio 43609. Recruiting people to 

occupy and start @ new country on Minerva 
Reefs in South Pacific. Send stomped onvel- 
ope for information, : 
Invictus, Box 85429, Hollywood, CA 90072, 
Theoretical philosophy journal with view- 
Points ranging from anarcho~capitalist to 
Obijectivist. Sometimes vonulst news stories. 
75¢ 

Libertorion Connection, Lisa Down, Box. 

90913 Worldway Postal, Los Angales, CA, 
90009. Publishes what subscribers send in 
on mimeo stencils. Contacts and discussion 
for anarchists, vonuists, black-marketeers, 
etc. Articles on altemate monay-making 
schems, life prolongation, waming systems, 
placer mining, futurology. Much ideological 
debate. Special sample issue 25¢. 
Lifestyle, Box 1, Unionville, Ohio 44088, 
Split-off from Mother Earth News with 
articles on intentional communities, foroging, 
cheap shelter. $1.357 - (1000 words/c ?) 
Liveaboard, Paul Doerr, Box 1444, Vallajo, 
CA 94590. " Publishes letters from people 
living aboard small boats, (Also publishes 

) 40¢ 

Minerva Office of Information, 426 E, Wash= 
ington, Orange, CA 92664, Group 
attempting to fourd @ new country, on Minarva 
Reefs in the South Pacific. 
The Mother Earth News, Box 38, Madison, 
Ohio 44057, Much how=-to~do and whare-to- 

Pioneer. 
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get info for small formers ond neo~ 
homasteoders. Alzo sells many books on 
forming and outdoor living, $1.35 
(1100 words/<) 

New Eorth Catalog, 526 O'Farrell, Dept. 
119, San Froncisco, CA 94102, Similar 

to Whole Eorth Catalog, No recent info 
on it. First issue $3.50 (150 words/c) 

Normount Technical Publications, P.O. 
Drawer N-2, Wickenburg, Ariz, 85358, 
Reprints military books on weapon maint= 
enance, survival, guerrillo warfare. 
Cotalog free. 
Other Scenes/Nomad, P,O. Box 45, 
Amsterdam, Nieuwendom, Holland. 

"The only truly international mogozine of 
the colnter—culture will report on the 
nomodic life from Evrope.” | haven't 
seen. "Few isues/$1" 

Peace Plans, J.M, Zube, Wilshire St., 
Berrima, NSV 2577, Australia. Many 

schemes for achieving peace and freedom 
reprinted from many sources, Most are 
political but some are vonuist. 50¢? 

Peaple's Yollow Poges, 351 Broodway, 
Combridge, Moss. 02139, Protest groups 

and sources, mostly local. $1 
Pioneer, Paul Doerr, Box 1444, Vallejo, 
CA 94590. Suggestions for outdoor adven- 
ture, survival, underground homes. 
Brief news items and book reviews. Some 
politics. Newsletter, 40¢ 
Preform=Inform (or Pre=In-Form), Name 
changed to Vonulife, May 71. 

Prospects, Swiss Bank Corporation, 15 
Nassou St., New York 10005, News- 

letter giving general economic news about 
Switzerland and Swiss banking. Nota 
how~to—do. Free upon request. 

Puget Sound Access, Box 15301 Wedgewood 

Station, Seattle, Wash 98111, Directory 
of local sources. | haven't seen. $1.50 

Rationalist Church of America; Box 1059, 

Milwaukee, Wisc, 53201. Sells alternate 
holiday cards. Send stomped envelope for 
info. 

Santa Monica Organic Garden and 
Nutrition Club Bulletin, 844 Fifth St., 

Apt. |, Santa Monica, CA 90403, 
Hy dox health and gordening news! &   

10¢ 
Security World Products Directory, 2639 
S. La Cienega Blvd., Los Angeles, CA 

90034. Burglor olarms ond other waming 
devices. | haven't seen. $3 "129 pages" 

Shelter Publications, Box 279, Bolinas, 

CA 94924, Published DOMEBOOK 2 

ond SMART BUT NOT #ISE. Book on all 

kinds of hand-built shelters announced for 

1973. Send stamped envelope for info. 
Tax Talk, War Tax Resistonce, 912 31st 

Street, Konsos City, Mo 64109. News 

about tax resistance activities. Some how= 

to~do suggestions, 25¢7 

Ticonderoga Dispatch, ¢/o James C. Jones, 
11123 St. Lawrence Ave., Chicogo, Ill. 

60628. Local bulletin of outdoor club 
offering survival training courses. Inferest= 
ed in free living. 257 
Underground Press Syndicate, Free 
Ranger Tribe, Box 26 Village Station, 
New York 10014, Exchange for many 
*underground" publications. Send stomped 
envelope for list of members. 
Vocations for Social Change, Box 13, 
Canyon, CA 94516, *Employment 
directory' for protest groups ond alternate 
institutions. 50¢ 

Vonvlife, Box 248, Paradise, CA 95969, 
Communication among nomads, troglodytes, 

bockwoodsmen, secret city folk and others 
who live and let live, and live out of sight 
and mind of those unwilling to let live. 
Annual hondbook issue, $1 (500 words/c) 

The Lost Whole Earth Catalog, 558 Santa 

Cruz Ave., Menlo Park, CA 94025. 

Detailed reviews and source listings of 

many books, tools, supplies, ond other 
catalogs useful for alternate ways of living. 
This was published May, 1971 ond 5o is 

getting a little out of dote, but is still much 
more complete thon anything else of its 
kind. $5 (3000 words/<) 

Wildcrafter World, RR3 Box 118, Rockville, 

Ind. 47872, For homesteaders, herb gother— 

ers, trappers. Many letters from old-timers. 
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Publisher died in 1972 but back issves are 
still being sold. Newsletter 35¢, annual 
booklet $1 (340 words/<) 

Win, Box 547, Rifton, NY 12471, Published 
by Wor Resistors Leogue. Reprinted popers 
taken from the FBI. Article on squatting in 

vacant oporiments. Mosty political news 
and editorials. 35; FBI papers iswe $1 

World Club Directory, Worldwide Culture 
Society, Box 129, Beverly Hills, CA 90213. 
Short descriptions of 2000 clubs and 
publications; mostly ‘lonely hearts! and 
hobbies. $3 (150-words/<) 

fiURMOUNHNG PERSONAL‘ 
OBSTACLES TO VONU 

by Rayo 

These guidelines are gleoned from our exper= 
ience with vonu living so far. | suggest 
thinking about each of these in tum. See if 

it applies to ypur situation and goals. See 
how many consequences you can develop. 

Most of these will seem obvious to your 
intellect. But are they reflected in your 
values and actions? As Lee and Skye wrote 
in LIBERTARIAN CONNECTION, "We 

were born among sheep, raised by sheep, 
educated as, by and for sheep — and before 
we knew better, some of it got thru." But 
one's 'subconscious’ can be grodually 
reprog| d' to more ive, less 
contradictory values, These are not hard 
and fast rules. Each individual has unique 
obilities, desires, assets and problems and 
should think thru er own opproach. o 

of the examples used are of wildemess 
vonu, but most of the guide lines are applic= 
able to other forms of vonu as well. 

  

  

Be as vonu as you can, consistent with 
physical comfort. Vonu isn't an all-or= 
nothing thing. There is NO way to be 
COMPLETELY invulnerable to caercion. 
But this doesn't justify giving up and 'ad= 
justing' to servitude any more than incbil- 
ity to live forever justifies neglecting health. 

Ask yourself 'how much' questions about 
various approaches, HOW MUCH of the 
time can i live in a place of my choice? 
HOW MUCH will i be annoyed by a ges- 
tapo? HOW MUCH chance will i have of 
surviving a nuclear war? HOW MUCH of 
what i would like to do will i be able to 
do? HOW MUCH time and resources must 
i expend to achieve this? 

Distinguish present and immediate dangers 
from possible future risks and deal FIRST 

with the former, The former include, for 

examples: nucloar weopons which are 
ready for launching; existing coercive laws 
which are offen enforced, such as compul- 
sory schooling. The latter include all the 
spy devices Big Brother might (or might not) 
have operational by 1984 or 2084, 
Select approaches which yield maximum 
vonu per fime and resources expended. 
It may be wiser fo buy a camper, park it in 
the woods and ect feed-store wheat, than 
stay in that society another 20 years while 
trying to leam how to live completely off 
the lond. 

Seek vonu, not self-sufficiency per se. A 
few people cannot live in complete isolation 
without years, perhaps generations of exper= 
jence. And they probobly wouldn't be very 
vonu even if thay could. 
Distinguish wilderness vonu from outdoor 

odventures. Many 'recreation’ and 'survival' 

skills have little relevance, at least in 

Siskiyou. We have yet to ski, climb rocks 
(with pitons, etc.),ride a horse, use an 
axe (we much prefer saws), make fire Wwith=- 

out malches, splice a rope. Some skills 
useful in our situation: maintaining equip=- 
ment, building with natural materiols, 
orienteering, hunting, first aid. 

   
Vonu your home first. 'Domestic' activities 
— sleeping, cating, cleaning, grooming, 
mending, reading, listening, erotics, 
thinking, exercising, conversing, child care 
— take up most of one's life. And they are 
relatively easy to vonu — they caa be 

plished without elob quipe 
or decp involvement with outsiders, unlike 
most means of earning money. Eaming 
money requires relatively little time IF one 
fives frugally. 
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other 
Give shelter top priofity- F"“’d;':i & 
supplies need |b€ P"::':T::: ::J;mre P 

But a place e 

T reeded overy day: Don' 5'”';,'%;”3: p bees, ton hides 
{ you hove 3 home 
d mind’s 

plies 

gother mushrooms unti 

that is ‘out of sight an . 

Don't build what you con buy ot m,,Chm ¥ 

This includes most ma%™ \ 

Home-building 
@ comPer is 

for most people. Concen ~ 

things necessary for 

1) for wale. 

society to eam 

ly or every fc'fj » 

Don't live in cities 

low prices. 
produced items. 
poor economics 

trate time on the many 

vonu which are not (ye! 

IF you must work in that 
money, commute ;d(.riar\nl 

ther than daily. ! 

oo o e you oren't warking. A% 
don't subject non-employed 

mc_n!b?n ol L= 

your family to smog of threat of incineroftons 

Vonu first during summers, 
shelter is sufficient. Then stf 

the season. 

Don't spend time learning 
vocation that's intertwine 

economy. Look for ways * 

compatable with your appro! 

ying wilderness vonu. 
|1 depend on the 

when simple 
jve to extend 

a slightly betfer 
d with the coerced 

o ecrn money 
ach to vonu. 

Have savings before fr. 
The amount needed wi 

individual and way of . $1000 per 2 

person (not counting initial cost of equip= 

ment) will suffice for a year of frugel 

living — maybe two or more. 

Live frugally while within the coerced 3 

economy. Make saving a ‘crash progrom’- 

Take sovings off the fop of income and live 

on what is left. Don't touch savings until 

you ore ready to break out. 

Put sovings in both liquid ond secure forms. 

Consider: First, ot least six months of 

supplies you know yau can use, wch as 
dry food stoples, stored where you plan to 

live. Second, currency no lorger than $20 

bills, *$100 to $500 per person. For 

lorger savings investigate silver coins, 

other precious metals, and Swiss banks. 
(See article in VONULIFE 75.) Keep out 

of U.S. savings bonds, banks and other 

institutions. 

  

Don't speculate in stocks, real-estate, 
antiques, rare coins, horse races, poker 
games or anything else unless you ore a 
full-time professional . 

Don't spend much on equipment until you 
have experience with your way of life. 
Then you will know better what you need. 
Take pride in your ability to live vonu, not 
in your productiveness as o semi-slave. If 
your present source of income is controllcble 
by the State, avoid ego involvement. 
Base your self-esteem on octive interests 
which you con control . 

Judge your success by your enjoyment of 
life as a whole, not by the money you earn. 
There isn't o high correlation between 
income ond hoppiness. There are 'impoyver- 
ished rich' as well os 'affluent poor'. 
Many an 'upper-middle~classer' not only 
spends most of er time at tasks e detests 
but finds that much of er supposedly-high 

income (what is left after taxes) goes for 
'prestige expenses' necessary to 'get aheed'. 

Distinguish comforts from status games — 
e.g., ashelter that is warm and dry, from 
a house that would impress non=vonuist 
relatives. 

Be willing to pioneer. 'Pioneering' is o 

romentic word for self-learning — exper- 
imentation — making and correcting mis- 
O?kcs. In ten years there may be appren- 
ticeship progroms and relatively-proven 
procedures for vonu; there isn't now. 
D°:"f give up if you've made one attempt 

et the problems, ond iry 
ogain. Success in vonu, like in many 
fields of endeavor, requires persistance. 
Don't expect vonu to be gratis (or freedom 
to be free). Vonu requires time , energy, 
c.nd resources. It is quite costly at first 
like most new thin : 0 ) . It becomes cosier as 
ore gains skill. 
‘Don'l expect 'society' or government or a 
reform movement' 1o GIVE you freedo There are humans willin = 
And there will be such 

there are people eas 

‘adjust!, 

9 to coerce others, 
creatures so long as 

| 3y 1o coerce — willing to e ugb::,long + do what they are told. 
s avacuum.')  You CAN'T 
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how other people live.  You CA 

Inerobility; THEM, 
educe your own YU ; ; 

;x::rhnpi, you can offer help to othars wh, 

Gesire vonu strongly enough 16 'pay the 

control 

  

rice'. 
) 

ED.\', expect a PLACE to ma'glg‘m L 

ron predatoss con potentially gat anyp 

s:u :bn‘: and will if something there <0 

them. One area may be much batte 

another for a puniculur way of life. 

omy depends more on HOW one liy, 

WHERE one lives. 

8o willing fo live 'in hiding' — oyt 

and mind of most people mast of the fi“’?fi 

either through concealment or deception 

There is no way to have open-house pori 

ot home (for excmple) and still enjoy 

vorw. This is one of the costs of vony, 

it is o price mony people are not willing | 

poy- 
i 

Expect to be bored occationally, once the 

thrill of breaking loose fodes. Most people 

have spent most of their lives taking ordary, 

One must learn fo structure one's own time 

~ choose activities and maintain intere: 
in them over long periods. 

Choose goals within  your means: skills 
capital, end present numbers. Your first i 

goals can serve as stepping stones 1o further. 

objectives, but should be worthwhile in 

themselves. It's betrer to ACHIEVE vony 

in modest increments than to only TALK 

of utopics. You are more likely fo aftract 

odditional people or finoncing ofter you 
have something fo show. 

   

   
    
   

   

    
Vonu yourself first, then link up with other 
vonuans (if you wish). There may be a few 

opportunities for inexperienced people — 
mostly women and very young children ~ 

1o join already-established vonu groups. 
But most people must do it themselves, 

Don't look for companions until you are 

ochieving the kind of life you seek, You 
are more apt to find companions willing fo 
do, not just talk, ofter YOU are doing, 

  Distinguish vonuans from 'great adventurers' 
when seeking companions, Be wory of 
someone vho claims to have 'done it all" 
but is back to ‘conventional® living, Al 

be wary of someone who doesn’t want fo 
*do it alone' but intends to do it as soon 
oz e finds the right group to do it with, 
Someone who gets bored with erself will 
probably oon get bored with a few com= 
panions. Perseverence and obility ta 
direct and motivate oneself ore more im~ 
portant than any particular experience or 
skills, tho the latter are also valucble. 

Vonu yourself before having babies, Most 
children ‘acculturcte’ very young and are 
thereafter hostile to change. ¥ 1 
Don't confuse invulnerability to coercion 
with ability to coerce. 'Rule or be ruled' 
is o false oltemative; vonu and cggression 
are incompatable. Vonu does not create 
ony victims, aggression does — and the 
victims have strong incentive to retaliate 
or otherwise frustrate the aggressor. a3 
Furthermore, a thief rarely finds desirable 
companions; any potential friend fearse 
may be the next victim, If, despite this, 
someone desires a coreer in crime, the 
casiest way is to go to work for the IRSer 
other government ogency. 

Stay relatively mobile so you can respand 
to emerging opportunities or link up with 
others. ’ 

Don't try to change life=styles in the middle 
of an emeigency, be it a general disosteror 
a personal crisis. Developing a new way of 
life involves learning — ond making mis= 
tokes. Do it when mistakes are least don=" 

gerous and most easily corrected. 

  

Be wary of extreme, all-or=nothing predict= 
ions. Example: Either there will be o Stafe. 
so powerful that no one con passibly be 
vonu. Or else government won't be any 
problem. Historically, both totolitarioais 
and ‘anarchy" are rare and ephemeral. 
Most likely, those peaple who are easily 
intimidated and maniplated will continve 
10 be preyed upon; thase pecple willing o 
expend considerable effort to avoid exp! 
ation, will be largely immune. 

  

   
A   
    

  

  
    

  

  

    

  

  

  

  
      

  

Emphasize the long-range and positives : 
creation of a better way of living, rothet 
survival of some future catastrophys ‘ 
disasters are possible, but time and €ircy! 
stances are rarely predictable. 
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WHERE TO GO 
TO BE VONU ‘ 

Many vonuans like the the Pacific Coast, 
And most of those favor either Siskiyou 
region (northern California and southwest= 
em Oregon, from about Chico to Eugene) 
or coastal British Columbia. Both have 
plenty of forest and mountains and creeks 
and not many citizens. The people putting 
n:;; issue together live around Siskiyou so 
i'll write mostly about it., One big 

attroction is being away from and upwind of 
military bases, big cities and other likely 
targets, There hasn't been a nuclear war 
yet. | might even bet that there won't be 
one anytime soon. But i won't bet my life 
on itl Even now there's fallout from 
nuclear tests and crop spraying ond indus- 
triol fumes and this is several times higher 
on the East Coast than the West. anoiher 

attraction of Siskiyou is the variety of 
terraln and climate and vegetation all 
within a few hundred miles. Along the 
coast temperatures rarely get below 
freezing in winter or above 70° in summer. 

From the Coast Ranges to the Coscades, 
Winter temperatures are rorely below 20° 
and summers core hot and sunny, except 
on the higher mountains where snow some- 
times falls even in July. Some arecs are 
thick forest, others open woodlond, others 

rocky and brushy.  From about mid Octo- 
ber through May there's much rain ond 
snow, but also some warm, sunny days, 
even in January and February. There are 
several heavy snowfalls each winter but 
snow usually melts off within o week or 
two below 2000-10-3000 feet, There are 
many little valleys which are fairly easy 
to get to in summer but are completely. 
isolated during winter except to someone 
on snowshoes; the valleys themselves may’ 
be free of snow but trails go over high 
passes which are snow covered. Another 
attroction is few citizens. There are areas 
of hundreds of square miles without roods 
(except feep trails) or (known) inhabitants. 
Citizens mostly keep to the few river 
valleys and along the highways. A town 
of 10,000 is a big city. Even the citizens 
_seem to me to be a little more tolerant and 
not quite as nosy as ‘rednecks! elsowhere. 
When somebody wonts a metropolis, there, 
is Frisco or LA to the south and Portland 

to the north. g o o5 i know the climate 
of British Columbia is similar Yo that of 
Siskiyou; a little wetter ond colder overall. 
Like here, the coast is wet and mild; 
inland beyond the Coast Range is dryer 
with more extreme temperatures. ¢, 

vonuans favor Southern California for 
its warmer climate. And there's some wild 
lond there too. But not much forest and 
ot many creeks which flow the year around. 
And there are mony more citizens fo wander 
out onto what green land there is. Also 

there are more cities with missiles cimed at 

them. Further inland in the West, between 

the Cascodes and the Rockies, winters are 

colder and the forests and creeks not so 

plentiful os in Siskiyou. Cold doesn't 

matter much to citizens who spend most of 

their time inside anywoy and don't mind 

burning plenty of fuel. But it does to 

people who want to blend in with the 

natural environment.  |'m not urging all 

vonu people to come to Siskiyou. Some- 

one may have o good situation somewhere 

else. (As for fallout, one can build a 

shelter or moybe find a cave.) But for 
someone who wants to live out of sight of 

the short-sighted and hasn't found er spot 

yet, Siskiyou s a good region fo look 
over, However i would NOT recommend 

Siskiyou for:  somebody ‘on the run'. 
Wilderness vonu is a way fo reduce involve= 
ment with unpeaceful people in the long 

run. It's not a way to get away on short 

natice. Any new way of life requires muih 

preparation and leaming. And ‘occid::\'s 

are likely while one is Jeorning. The time 

Yo do it is when one has plenty of time and 

‘occeptable’ id. In an emergency i_v‘s 

usuolly best to stay with ways of living one 

olready knows.  Somebody looking for € 

quick way to earn money. There are'oppor- 

tunities here like everywhere. But discover= 

ing them and getting into them usually takes 
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time. So it's wise to have a bi, ig grub stoke 
before heading fnto new territory, S; 2 bod 

e soays Who wan's fo grow more than @ small garden 
Most of the land is steep and rocky. What : 
soil there is, is mostly podiol, not fertile. 
The only fair crop lond Is in o few river 
valleys and that land is all occupied. |t 
sells ot a high price compared to form lond 
elsewhere, There is plenty of rain but it 
comes at the wrong time for crops — and 
leaches minerals out of the s0il — so most 
crops have to be irrigated and ferfilized. 
Somebody who wants to observe vonuans. 
There isn't a central community of vonuans 
nor any one place where vonuons gather. 
VONULIFE's mailing oddress is only that. 
There isn't any particulor concentration of 
vonuans near there. A concentration would 
be un-vonu. There are little groups and 
families and individuals scattered here and 
there. They are most interested in meeting, 
(1) other vonuans with similar interests, 
(2) sympathetic settled people who offer. 
things vonuans want (such as mailing 
addresses, parking space) or want what 
vonuans can offer (sometimes lobor, money, 
particular skills). Many are new at vonu 
living ond are still 100 busy getting the kinks 
out of their own affairs to offer much more 
than friendly words.to newcomers. Even 
those who are open to visitors (some aren't) 
are difficult to meet because thay are diffi- 

cultto find. 55 come to Siskiyou only if 
you think it's the best place for you to do 
your thing, And after you are doing it 
you will probably get to know others who 
are doing it and maybe you can do it better 
together. | suggest arriving in early summer 
50 you will have time to look around and 
to get shelter and supplies ready before 
e . winter if you decide fo stay. g ooy 

difficult to find squat spots good enough for 
a few doys and thot's enough time to find 
something better. Almost any spot thot's 
not in sight of houses or roads will be okay. 
Stay out of the towns as much as possible. 
There are many summer transients,ond local 
citizens and their keepers sometimes get 
unfriendly. Buying low—cost food fsn't 
difficult. There are feed and grain stores 
in almost every town and food coops in some 
of the larger towns, though prices and 
selections won't be as good as in a big 
City.  Most creeks in unpopulated areas 
are safe to drink from, But it's best to 
boil or chlorinate until you know what 

there is upstream. e very careful with 
fire. A fire is one thing which con bring 
a swarm of angry bludg. Cook on some 
kind of stove with a good spark orrester, 
and with only bare dirt under and around 

it. Cook after dark so smoke won't cause 

a false alarm. £ you would like contoct 
with someone local before coming, or would 
like some help or odvice, write and tell 
in detail your situation and wants and i will 
attempt to forward your letter to someone 
able to help. Please inclyde 24¢ a letter 
and allow two months for 7orwurding. See 
other suggestions for making contact 

further on.  1o000raphic maps show land 
contours, creeks, forested ares, and 

roods and settlements which existed when 

the map was mode — mostly 1940's. Maps 
to the scale 1:250,000 (1/4 inch equals 

1 mile) were 60¢ each from U.S. Geologic 

Survey, Denver, COB0225 or Washington, 
DC20242. Siskiyou west of the cascodes 
is covered by Ukich NJ10-2, Chico 

NJ10-3, Eureka NK10-7, 10, Redding 

NK10-11, Westwood NK10-12, Weed 

NK10-8, Alturas NK10-9, Coos Bay 

NK10-1,4, Medford NK10-5, Roseburg 

NK10-2, Klomath Falls NK10-6, 

Crescent NK10-3, Salem NL10-11, 

Bend NL10-12, Most of these maps cover 

two degrees of longditude and one degree 

of latitude. For example Ukich goes from 

390 to 40° north and 1220 to 124° west. 

Also ask Geologic Survay for indexes for 

Calif. and Ore. of 15-minute topographic 

mops; no charge. Thes arelons inch to one 

mile maps and show more detail.  £o o 

Service mops show creeks, roads, some frails, 

and whether land is ‘public! or 'private’. 

The road information is more up fo date than 

on the topo maps. The scale of most of 

them is 1/2 in¢h to one mile. They can 

be ordered from or picked up at the head~ 
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quarters of each National Forest. No chorge 

last | knew. Address, "Headquarters, 
National Forest ..." National Forests and 
headquarter towns in Siskiyou region are: 

Mendocino, Ukich, CA; Tohoe, Reno, 
Nevy.;" Plumas, Chico, CA; Lossen, Susan- 

ville,CA; Six Rivers, Eureka,CA; Shasto~" 
Trinity, Redding,CA; Klamath, Yreka,CA; 
Modoc, Alturos,CA; Siskiyou, Grants Pass, 
OR; Rogue River, Medford,OR; Winema, 
Klamath Falls,OR; Fremont, Lakeview, OR; 

Siuslaw, Corvallis,OR; Umpgua, Roseberg, 
OR; Deschutes, Bend,OR. For areas 
covered see road atlos or oil company mapst 
Bureau of Lond Management local offices 
have mops which show land they claim, 
which is much of the land not in National 
Forests, Some National Forest maps also show 
BLM lond, some don't.  CLIMATES OF THE 
STATES, temperature and precipitation 
tables and’ maps. For Ore. ond Calif., 25¢ 
each, U.S. Gov. Printing Office, Div. 

of Public Documents, Washington, DC20402. 
Geologic Map of Oregon, of Calif. 35¢ 
eoch. U.S. Geologic Survey (address 
cbove). Prices may have gone up. 

  

  

’ WAYS TO COMMUNICATE \ 
WITH OTHER VONUANS 

Some vonuans would rather not, which is 
fine too. This is for those who do. 
Try to spot vonu achievers among people 

you already know. Many dislike living ot 
the beck and call of every ‘authority'. 
Most are too tied into the system (or feel . 
they are) to do onything except maybe make 
angry littlc noises. But hero and there 
someone is quietly getting more and more 
of er life under er own control. E probably 
doesn't call erself o vonuan and @ probobly 
doesn't have all the angles figured out 

(neither do i). But maybe you ond e can 
figure better fogether. 

Subscribe to ond publish letters in VONU- 

LINK, the bimonthly newsletter issues of 

Vonulife. VONULINK is especially for 
people who live in isloted places or urban 
anonymily and prefer to communicate mostly 
by mail rather thon face to face, VONU=- 

LINK contains open discussions, updates to 
articles in Vonulife handbook issue, and 

news items. Each subscriber has ne right 
to include unedited material — up 1o six 

71/2 x 10 poges a year if black on white 
and relevant to vonu. 
requirements except that institutions or their 
ogents are not eligible. Circulation of 
personal material is limited to 100 copies. 
(I reserve the right to split VONULINK, 
probably geogrophically, if necessary to keep 
circulation under 100, but promise to 
send at least 40,000 words or give exten= 
sion or refund.) A one year subscription 
INCLUDES the next handbook issue of 

Vonulife, ond is $4. 

There are no activity 

OR, write to Vonulife for samples of other 

vonu zinets (mini-mogazines). These are 
distributed in different ways by different 
people in different places 5o that commun= 
ication is decentralized ond vonu. Most 

zinets are for people who live in the-same 
regions and have similar interests, ond 
want to get acquainted and visit as well as 

communicating by moil. Some vonu zinets 
are NOT listed or odvcttised, and can be 

contocted only through Vonulife or a present 
subscriber. Some are strictly information 
swaops and do not sell for money. For o 

trial subscription of at least two issues (may~ 
be more, depending on the zinet), send $1* 
and a description of yourself. Tell as much 
3 you can about your situation, background, 
world-views, objectives, capabilities and 
interests (but no need to include specific 
persanal information such os residential 
oddress or name of company or school you 
attend. Describe the kinds of communication 
you would like. Say whether or not your 
residential address and phone number (if any) 
may be published. Say whether or not your 
letter may be published without name and 
oddress.. Please mention ony 'vonuist!, 
‘ibertarian *, "survival', 'back-to-the~ 

Jond!, ete., periodicals your presently reod 
— to avoid accidental duplication. | 
read your letter and relay it o the zinet i 
believe is most in'line with your interests, 

(If there isn't one yet i'll send VONULINK 

or refund your money.) Most vonu zinets 
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including VONULINK swap material of 
general interest (but NOT personal contoct 
info) 20 i recommend AGAINST subscriblng 
to more than one. Send your description and 
$1* to Vonulife — address on back cover, 

*Some zinets are free to those who live out 

of sight end mind most of the time, So if 

you do but you can't spare a dollar write 

anyway. 

Send letters for forwarding, Send several 
carbon copies if you want, along with 24¢ 
each (stamps okay). You may dicect letters 
to Vonulife authors, to people In a certain 
geographical area, or to people 1 believe 
might have certair interests, atc, 

Orders for this Issue or for COMPLETE SETS 
of older back issues are filled by whoever 
picks up the mall, usually within o week, 
But all other mail must be relayed to me, 
wherever | am. So please allow two months 
for forwarding of letters or subscription orders. 
(Often times it's faster, but don't dépend on 
it.) See back-cover for Vonulife's address, 

~ 

VONULIFE 1973. Coples of this issue: S0¢ 
eoch plus 50¢ per shipment, postpald third= 
class. Copies in goad condition may be 
returned postpaid for refund or credit of 

40¢ each. 

VONULIFE 1974, I'm accepting odvance 

orders. Single copy $1, if order arrives 
during 1973. (Price may be higher when 

published, depending on size and postol 
rates then.) 

  

VONULIFE ISSUES 
FOR SALE 

   

The following are newsletter-size issuas 
published from May 1971 through Sept. 
1972. Eoch contains about one-fourth as 
many words as does this issue. Some of the 

contents, 

#1. Many situations ond searches. Pinyon 
nuts and other West Coast wild foods. 
Acquisition/use of 'private' land. Pedas= 
trion nomadism. Keeping your bod dirtless, 
by Fry. Steel drums for storage. Hygela's 
Hygienic Review (happiness). Education, 
How to live on wheels, What if there was 
a millenium and no one came (freedom 

heuristics) by Lee and Skye. Freedom strat= 
egy (terminology, vonu and liberty) by Rayo. 

#2. How to live in a VW bug, by Afkido 
Al. Russian=style'hippies'. Uncover under= 
cover. How 1o find a freemate. Free- 
marrioge contract, Have your child at home. 
Pacific Northwest wild foods. Freedom 
Strategy (wealth) by Rayo. 
#3. By Orlon. The Year 2000, by Lee. 
Methone bibliography, by Stumm. The 
poorman's motor nome, by Fry. Scouting 
public lands for primitive living, by Adam. 
Report on Costa Rica, by Moehl. 

74, Do-it-yourself tooth repair, by Fry. 
Air drops info S. American jungle. 
Clondestine communication net. By Doerr, 
Freedom strategy (ogalnst retreatism) by Rayo. 

15, By Fry. The free man in the slave state. 
Vonu in ¢ities. Survival of nuclear war, 

#6. By Doerr, If the FBl knocks. How to 
gét lond in B.C. The soddy. Frontier dug= 

out. Buying and burying silver coins. 
Mexican dentists. More on nuclear wor. 

Vonu transportation ideas. 

7. Many situations and searches. Vonu 
in the mountains. Health, by Fry. Elect= 
rical converters. How to hide a camper, 
Vonu fruit growing. Vonu communitiess 

#8. Borbed wire. Selecting site for vonu 

home, by Rayo. Hygeia's Hygienic Review 
(simplify). Medicine, by Fry. City squat 
spots. By Doerr. More on nuclear war, by 
Mitchell Jones. FWTC newsletter f1. 

9, Living with children in a bus. Small 

vonu community, Renting opartments voauly. 
By Royo, Alternate money experiment, 
Elmer Fudd's Bandwogon. Mare on nuclear 
war. Unbreckoble cipher. Living in Mexico. 

P-I Reprints. From PREFORM=INFORM 1968~ 
69. On living in motor vehicles. 

Complete set of older back issves (all ten 
items obove) for $2,50 postpaid. Individual 
issues 25¢ each plus 25¢ per shipment post= 
paid. 
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onolle 
VONULIFE is publithed every two months 
by Mike Freeman. See bottom right of this 
sheet for moiling address. A speciol hand- 

book iswe is published in March; Vonulink 
newsletter issves are published the other 

monMs.  One year subscription, including 
the next handbook issue ond five Vonulink 

issues, is $4, mailed anywhere. Vonulink 
Issues ore sent first class. Subscriptions for 
Vonulink are not accepted from institutions. 
Handbook issue only is S1. For back issues 

see p. 120, ynclossified advertising in 
Vonulink issues: 1/4 ¢ per choracter or 
space plus 20¢ an ad. No checking copies. 

© 1973, Mike Freemon. Subject 1o the 
following limits and conditions, anyone may 
reprint without special permission. 
(1) Total number of words reprinted by a 
publisher, multiplied times the total number 
of coples reprinted by the publisher, does 
not exceed 50,000,000. (Examples: you 
may reprint up to 10,000 words if your 
press run is less than 5,000; 5000 words i 
printing 10,000 copies; 1000 words if 

printing 50,000 copies; etc.) And (2) 
original author and Vonulife are credited 
and address, price ($1) and copyright are 
stated. Reprinting from Vonulife shall 

constitute permission or Vonulife to 
reprint in like amount without special 

permission. 

NOTE TO PUBLISHERS: Vonulife is seeking 

a regulor publisher to distribute or publish 
Vonulife 1974 handbook issue. 

NOTE TO SUBSCRIBERS: 'There is no 

March Vonulink, because of the work of 

gehing this out. Also some of the letters 
which have come are included here. 
Subicriptions are extended by two months 

  

& sistiocrapHy fl% 
Sources and p3stpaid prices are given (if 
known) for books not generally available 

in librories. 

The following literature on food is recom- 
mended by Haelon Hygeia (see article, 
“Far out eating for $10 a month"). 

AMINO ACID CONTENT OF FOODS, 

M.L.Orr ond B.K.Watt. Home economics 

research report 4, USDA, 1957, 75¢. 
Superintendent of Documents, U.S. Gov- 

emment Printing Office, Washington, D.C., 
20402. 

ANIMAL MACHINES, Rutk Karrison. 

Expose on livestock raising. 
COMMON EDIBLE AND USEFUL PLANTS 
OF THE WEST. Muricl Sweet. 1962. 
$1. Noturegroph, Hea Idsburg, CA 95448, 
84.poges. 

COMMON FLESHY FUNGI, Clyde M. 

Christensen. $4.25? My favorite single 
mushroom key. Burgess Publizhing, 426 
S. &th St., Minneapolis, MN 55415, 

COMPOSITION OF FOODS, Watt and 

Merrill, Ag.-handbook 8, USDA. £2. 

Superintendent of Documents {above). 

DIET FOR A SMALL PLANET, Fronces 

Moore Loppe. Interesting but doesn't show 
how recommendations uitimately arrived ot. 

DISCOURSES ON THE SOBER LIFE, How 
to live 100 years, Luigi Cornoro, 1464- 

1566. $1? Heolth Research, 70 Lafayette 

St., Mokelumne Hill, CA 95245 

EARLY USES OF CALIF. PLANTS, 
Edword K. Balls, 1956, $1.75, 103 pp. 
U. of Calif. Press, Berkeley, CA 94720. 

FASTING CAN SAVE YOUR LIFE, 
H. M. Shelton, 1964, $1.15, 91 pp. 

Dr. Shelton, Pob 1277, Son Antonio, 

Texos 78206. 

FEEL LIKE A MILLION, Catharyn Elwood 

FOOD COMBINING MAKE EASY, $1.20, 
71 p. American Notural Hygiene Society, 
1920 Irving Pork Rd., Chicago, IIl 60613, 

FOOD IS YOUR BEST MEDICINE, 

Henery G. Bieler. 

GATEWAY TO SURVIVAL IS STORAGE, 

75¢?. Wolter D. Batchelor, 61 Beacon Ave 

Ave., Layton, Utoh 84041. 

THE HYGIENIC SYSTEM, H.M. Shelton, 

volumes 2 and 3. $5.50? a volume. 1934 

revised 1963. V.1 3 is most.complete book 

on fosting i've seen. Shelton (above) 
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THE HERBALIST, Joseph E, Meyer | 
HUNZA HEALTH SECRETS, Rene Toylor 
LET'S EAT RIGHT TO KEEP FIT, and 
LET'S GET WELL, Adelle Davis 

MAN ALIVE YOU'RE HALF DEAD, Munro 

THE MOLDS AND MAN, Clyde Christensen 

MY EXPERIENCES WITH LIVING FOOD, 
Kristine Nolfi, MD, $1.25?, 23 pp. 
Health Research (above) 

NUTRITION AND PHYSICAL DEGEN- 
ERATION, Weston A. Price 

OIL STORY, Paul Hawken ond Fred Rohe. 
2pp. Send stamped envelope. Organic 
Merchants, ¢/o Erewhon, 8003 Beverly Blvd. 
Los Angeles, CA 90048, 
OPEN DOOR TO HEALTH, Fred D. Miller. 
RANCIDITY IN OILS, Don E. Townsend 
and Gordon L'Allemend, 1962, 15¢, * 
Lee Foundation for Nutritional %:.carch 

(report #8), Milwaukee, Wisc. 

REBUILDING HEALTH, Ebbo Waerland 

SHALL WE EAT BREAD?, R.W. Bernard, 
$1.50. Heolth Research  (above) 
SPROUT HANDBOOK, A. Stuart Wheel~ 
wright, $3.95, 61 pp. Good but expensive. 
Research Technical Service, 3747 Quincy 
Ave., Ogden, Utch, 

STALE FOOD VS FRESH FOOD, The 
couse ond cure of choked arteries  Robert 
S. Ford, 1969, $3.50, 48 pp. Magnolia 
Laboratory, 701 Beach, Pascagoula, Miss. 
STALKING THE WILD ASPARAGUS, 
STALKING THE HEALTHFUL HERBS, 
Eua!l Gibbon; 

SUGAR STORY, Fred Rohe. 1 page. 
Organié Merchants (obove) 

Ann Wigmore, 25 Exter St., Boston, Mass. 
02116. Info on wheat grass, sprouting, and 
natural  healing. Send o dollar — tell her 
what you're interested in, 

WILD EDIBLE PLANTS OF THE NESTERN 
U.S., Donold R. Kirk, 1970, $3.95, 
307 pp. Nahuregroph (above) 

YOU DON'T HAVE TO BE SICK, Jack 
Durn Trop, 1967,51.15, 231 pp. Good 
introduction 1o notural hygiene. Americon 
Natural Hygiene Society (cbove) 

YOUR DIET, DIGESTION AND HEALTH, 
Edmund Sigurd Nasset. Summary of ortho- 
dox nutrition — helpful. 

Other literature which is referred to in this 

issue or otherwise recommended. 

AT HOME IN THE WOODS, Vena and 
Bradford Angier. $1.50 pb. Collier Books, 
866 3rd Ave., New York 10022. 
FIFTY YEARS A HUNTER AND TRAPPER, 
E. N. Woodeock. $1.50. A. R. Harding, 
2878 E. Main St., Columbus, Ohio 43209, 
HOW TO LIVE IN THE VOODS ON $10 
A WEEK, Brodford Angier 
INNOVATOR. No longer published; back 
issues may be ovailable from Efficacy, Box 
1747, Horlingen, TX 78550 or from Lisa 
Dawn, Box 90913, Los Angeles, CA 90009. 
Send stomped envelope. 

THE LAST WHOLE EARTH CAT. Seep. 113 
LIBERTARIAN CONNECTION: See p. 112 

LIVING THE GOOD LIFE, Nearing 

THE MOTHER CARTH NEWS. See p. 112 

NGO MORE PUBLIC SCHOOL, H. Bennett, 

$2.95. Rondom Houte, 201 E. 50th S1., 
New York 10022. 
OUTDOOR SURVIVAL SKILLS, Larry Dean 
Olsen, 1967. $2. 188 pp. Brighom Young 
U. Pres, Provo, Utah 84601, 
THE PAPER TRIP. 28 pp. 19727 Original 
edition $5.95, Eden Press, 15951 Diamond 
St., Westminster, CA 92683. Reprint 35¢, 
Rev. Keith Gormezano, /o People's Bress, 
621 Holt Ave., lowa Cily, lowa 52240. 

PIONEER. See p. 113, 

For other periodicals and some publishers, see 
page 111. 

situations & searches 

(continued from poge 104) You have to be 

cwihless about telling someane they can't 
move in, if it won't work. A house should 

stay small enough 5o everyone knows every- 
one, then sacial control wil' prevent rip off. 
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